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ICAM accessories provide added functionality for ICAM IFT detectors. 
With the addition of remote display units (RDU) and plug-in modules, extra 
functionality such as remote monitoring and control, status annunciation, 
extra relay contact outputs, and analog outputs can be integrated in one 
central device.

Remote Display Unit and Mini Remote Display Unit
The Remote Display Unit (RDU) allows the family of ICAM IFT aspirated 
smoke detection systems to be monitored, controlled and programmed 
remotely. RS485 communication is used between the detector and the remote 
display unit for monitoring and control. 

The Mini Remote Display Unit (Rack mount RDU) can be configured to 
monitor any one of the ICAM IFT detectors allowing simple remote monitoring 
and control of detectors on the RS485 network. 

Relay and Output Modules
The relay and analog output modules plug onto the standard I/O module in a 
stackable chain up to 5 for IFT-1 to IFT-15 series and 3 for IFT-P detectors.

Relay Module
The main use of relays is to provide individual sector alarms (i.e. fully 
addressable) on scanning systems IFT-4, IFT-6 and IFT-15. Each set of four 
relays may be configured for ALERT, ACTION, FIRE 1, FIRE 2 or Flow Fault 
or General Fault. The relay contacts are SPDT rated for 24 volts @ 2 Amps.

8-Channel 4 to 20 mA Output Module
This module is typically used for retransmission of flow or smoke levels from 
the IFT detector. The maximum voltage output is 20 volts, the resolution is 16 
bits.

Features

• Remote monitoring, control and status 
annunciation

• Extra relay contact outputs
• Multiple analog current outputs for 

retransmission of signals 

ICAM IFT Accessories



Specifications
Remote Display Unit (RDU)
24 VDC power supply
RS485 communications

Mini Remote Display Unit (Mini RDU)
24 VDC power supply
RS485 communications
Mountable on 19” rack

4-Channel Relay Module
Form C Relay Contacts (NO-C-NC)
2 A at 24 VDC

8-Channel 4 to 20 mA Output Module
20 VDC maximum output
16 bit resolution
4 to 20 mA output range

Ordering Information

IFT-1 Remote Display 01-E921-01

IFT-4 Remote Display 01-E921-04

IFT-6 Remote Display 01-E921-06

IFT-15 Remote Display 01-E921-15

Conversion Kit for Remote Display 01-E920-01

4 Channel Relay Module 01-E606-01

4 Channel Relay Module (for IFT-P) 01-E606-02

Output Module - 8 Channel 4-20 mA 01-E624-00

Output Module - 8 Channel 4-20 mA (for IFT-P) 01-E624-01

High Intensity Beacon 01-E610

Rack mount RDU RS485 01-E922-01

ICAM IFT Accessories
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Pipe Network Design 
Software

ICAM ASPIRE2 – air sampling smoke detection made easy 
The performance of an air sampling smoke detection system is dependent 
upon the design of the pipe network used to transport air back to the smoke 
detector.

ICAM ASPIRE2 is a Windows®-based application that aids the specification 
and design of pipe networks for ICAM air sampling smoke detectors. It 
provides the designer with tools to speed the design process and ensure 
optimum network performance and installation quality. ICAM ASPIRE2 also 
makes implementation of the design easy. With automatic generation of lists 
of all the components required for the project and an Installation Data Pack, 
the installer will have all the information they need at their fingertips. 

Fast pipe network design
Using the Pipe Design Wizard, you can quickly transcribe your pipe network 
design into ICAM ASPIRE2. Click and drag adds pipe fittings such as a pipe, 
elbow or sampling hole as you tweak the design to suit. ICAM ASPIRE2 
allows full flexibility in placement of any network component. For example, 
extra elbows can be introduced to direct the pipe around a ceiling beam.

Once the layout is established, you enter your performance criteria for the 
pipe network e.g. transport time, sensitivity etc. Using the AutoBalance 
function, ICAM ASPIRE2 will automatically calculate sampling hole sizes (to 
suit the drill bit sizes you specify). Alternatively, you can manually set the hole 
sizes and review the predicted system performance.

One of the great time-saving features of ICAM ASPIRE2 is the ability to 
save environmental design parameters for particular applications. For 
example, certain applications require specific transport time and sampling 
hole pressures or certain environments have specific conditions such as low 
temperatures. These parameters can be saved and used in later projects.

Simple handover for installation
The Installation Data Pack (IDP) is a series of reports that list the parameters, 
required materials and expected system performance. Data & diagrams from 
the IDP can be printed or cut and pasted into other programs e.g. Microsoft® 
Excel® for further calculations or Microsoft® Word® for client reports. 

ICAM ASPIRE2 allows notes to be made on any element of the pipe design 
to convey design reasoning to the installer. Project-level notes can be stored 
with the project files. For example: an overall description of a project, project 
milestone dates, installation considerations or file/drawing references.  
This is very useful when handing the installation over to a contractor.

Need to vary the performance for different areas of a building?
The Group function in ICAM ASPIRE2 allows you to set different performance 
criteria for different areas of a building. For example, your design may need 
to cover a computer room and a manufacturing area. The computer room 
requires high sensitivity due to the high airflows, while the manufacturing area 
may only require enhanced sensitivity to accommodate background levels 
associated with manufacturing processes.  The latest version of ASPIRE2 also 
supports the new European standard EN 54-20* by clearly reporting the Class 
of any particular design configuration.

Features

• Ensures optimum design of ICAM 
air sampling smoke detection pipe 
networks, including ICAM ECO gas 
detection and environmental monitoring

• Accurately models pipe network designs 
to environmental performance criteria

• Speeds the design process by 
automating adjustment of hole sizes

• Allows different detector performance 
requirements within one building

• Unique building constraints can be 
easily accommodated 

• Custom design elements can be 
documented to guide the installation 
team

• 3D schematics to aid design and 
installation

• Professional reports and materials 
lists can be generated to add to client 
submissions

• Supports both metric and imperial 
measurement systems

• Compatible with other Windows®– based 
applications

• Set multiple detector alarm thresholds 
within a detector (Europe only)

• Sampling Point Sensitivity tab to confirm 
EN 54-20* compliance (Europe only)

*European Standard 54 – Fire Detection and Fire Alarm Systems 

– Part 20: Aspirating Smoke Detectors

ICAMTM ASPIRE2TM



Pipe Network Design 
Software

Specifications
Computer OS requirements
• Windows 7,
• Windows Vista™, or
• Windows XP Professional

Calculations available:
• Sampling hole diameters: Calculated 

diameter for each sampling hole to ensure 
consistent sensitivity throughout the pipe 
network

• Transport time for the pipe network:  
The time taken for a sample to travel 
from the furthest point on the pipe to the 
detector

• Transport time for every hole
• Pressure at each hole
• Flow rate at each hole (in L/min and % 

relative to the total flow)
• Sensitivity at each hole (% obscuration 

per meter)
• Flow balance (indicates the similarity of 

flow into each hole)
• The aggregate sensitivity of a group of 

holes
• EN 54-20 Class (A, B or C) - Europe only

ICAM detectors supported
• IFT-P
• IFT-1
• IFT-4
• IFT-6
• ILS-1
• ILS-2

Parameters
• Elevation above sea level and ambient 

pressure can be nominated for design 
calculations.

• Unlimited number of detectors in a project
• Pipe diameter and length
• Capillary diameter and length

Report options
Installation Data Pack (IDP): This includes 
3D schematics, plan and elevation drawings 
with all the pipe lengths, fittings and required 
drill bits for the installer to be able to 
successfully install the project.  
Bill of Materials (BOM): This lists the 
components such as the detectors and 
pipes that are required. The bill of materials 
includes the relevant part numbers to 
order from your local Xtralis office or 
representative.

Ordering information
ICAM ASPIRE2 is available for download 
from www.xtralis.com.
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ICAMTM ASPIRE2TM

4 simple steps to an optimized pipe network design

Step 1
Use the Pipe Design 
Wizard to quickly create 
a pipe network that is 
appropriate for the building 
or area.  

Step 2
Enter the performance 
criteria you wish to 
achieve e.g. transport time, 
sensitivity etc.

Step 3
Use the AutoBalance 
function to automatically 
adjust the sampling hole  
sizes to achieve the required 
performance. Color-coding 
is used to provide feedback 
on the performance of  
the design. 

Step 4
Generate the Bill of 
Materials to assist quoting 
and ordering for the job. 
Generate the Installation 
Data Pack (IDP) to aid the 
correct installation of the 
pipe network. 



ICAM ECO™ Detector
Features
• Toxic, Oxygen or Flammable gas 

detection
• Single or dual gas versions
• Factory calibrated sensor cartridges
• Integral alarm status LEDs
• Integrates with PLCs/HVAC/BMS/

FACP
• 
• 4-20 mA analog outputs
• RS485 Modbus output
• On-board event logging
• On-board fault diagnostics
• Integral gas test port
• Remote reset

Compatibility
• ICAM ASD
• VESDA ASD
• FAAST ASD

Approvals
• CE  

Electrical safety
 - Conforms to ANSI/UL Std 61010-1
 -  

 - EN 61010-1
• EMC

 - FCC 47CFR Part 15B class B
 - ICES 003
 - EN 50270

• Others
 - LPCB, VdS, AFNOR compatible for 

use with EN54-20 approved ASD
 - LOM approved to UNE 23300  

(CO & CO+NO2)
 - AQISQ – CMC Pattern Approval
 -
 - VNIIPO

• SIL Rating
 - SIL 2 as per IEC 61508 (combustible 

gas and CO2 versions)
 - SIL 1 as per IEC 61508 (toxic gas 

and oxygen versions)

Note: Consult with Xtralis if the application requires removal of 
interferent gases.

Gas Detection and 
Environmental Monitoring

Gas Detection for Use with  
Aspirated Smoke Detection
Xtralis the manufacturer of the 
market leading ICAM aspirating 
smoke detection (ASD) technology 

When used with the compatible 
range of ASD products; ICAM 

combined aspirated smoke and gas 

ICAM ECO provides early warning of toxic, 

personnel and property whilst ensuring business 

Applications include:

• Battery charging rooms
• Boiler plant rooms
• Commercial kitchens
• Parking garages
• Utility / service tunnels
• Refrigerated stores and plant rooms
• Water treatment and sewerage plants
• Power generation plants
• Metal processing plants
• 

How It Works
ICAM ECO uses an existing or new aspirating pipe network to actively monitor 

Each ECO gas detector can house up to two gas sensors, and additional 
detectors can be added easily to the pipe network to monitor more gases if 

software and can be remotely monitored using Xtralis VSM4 monitoring 
 

PLCs, HVAC and building management systems, provides real-time 

cost savings over conventional multi-point gas detection solutions, by 
reducing the number of detectors required to cover an area and by providing 



ICAM ECO Ordering information
ICAM ECO gas detectors come complete with the main housing, sensor 

available based on detector outputs:
Part number structure: ECO-D-B-AA-BB
Single Gas Units
Replace AA with the relevant gas type number below and remove BB:
11 Hydrogen (H2) 0-100% LFL
12 Methane (CH4) 0-100% LFL
13 Propane (C3H8) 0-100% LFL
14 Hydrogen (H2) 0-2000 ppm
15 Gasoline Vapour 0-100% LFL
16 Pentane (C5H12) 0-100% LFL
20 Alcohols 0-100% LFL
31 Oxygen depletion only (O2) 0-25% v/v
32 Oxygen depletion and enrichment (O2) 0-25% v/v
41 Carbon Monoxide (CO) 0-500 ppm
43 Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) 0-100 ppm
44 Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) 0-10 ppm
45 Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 0-10 ppm
49 Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 0-5% v/v
Dual Gas Units

12 – 31 Methane and Oxygen
12 – 41 Methane and Carbon Monoxide
12 – 43 Methane and Hydrogen Sulphide
13 – 31 Propane and Oxygen
31 – 41 Oxygen and Carbon Monoxide
41 – 43 Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen Sulphide
41 – 45 Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen Dioxide
Example: ECO-D-B-12-41
An ECO detector with relay, analogue and serial outputs for Methane and 

Replacement sensor cartridge part number structure: ECO-SC-AA-BB
Where SC = Sensor Cartridge, AA-BB are 1st and 2nd

Installation

ECO simply remove a 60 mm section of pipe when using 25 mm OD air-

Supply Voltage
18-30 VDC

Power Consumption @ 24 VDC

Current Consumption
Typically 60 mA @ 24 V DC for a dual gas 

Dimensions (WHD)

Weight

IP/NEMA ratings
IP65 and NEMA 4

Operating Conditions
Temperature typically -20ºC to 50ºC  

O2 - 20ºC to 55ºC (-4ºF to 131ºF)
Humidity: 10-95% RH, non-condensing

Pipe Size
External Diameter 25 mm (EU), ¾” (US/CAN)

Wire/Terminal size
2 16 AWG maximum

Cable Access and Termination

Accuracy
+/- 5%

Outputs
4 wire RS 485 Modbus RTU  
(2 wire data comms + 2 wire power)
Four (4) programmable relays 30 VDC 1A
One (1) 4-20 mA output per sensor

Onboard Memory Card

Part: 30531
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IAS-1 & IAS-2

The ICAM IAS Air-sampling Smoke Detection systems provide a flexible 
solution to meet the unique needs of numerous applications including 
industrial spaces such as cable tunnels, the tamper-proof and unobtrusive 
requirements of special accommodation, or can simply be used to replace 
spot (point) detectors in office environments.

How it Works
The IAS systems actively draw air from the protected area through sampling 
holes in a pipe network. Sampled air is then filtered before being analyzed 
by conventional or analog point detectors incorporated in the systems. The 
IAS system is available with one inlet pipe (IAS-1) or two inlet pipes (IAS-2), 
and can be fitted with one or two detectors per system. A number of detector 
technology types (photoelectric, ionization, heat, CO etc.) from a range of 
leading technology providers may be used.

The systems utilize a high performance aspirator and software configurable 
flow monitoring circuitry. Air flow level is displayed on a ten element bar graph 
that can be adjusted for high and low flow thresholds, and flow failure is 
reported as a device fault via relays to the loop.

Detection Strategies
The systems may be configured for a number of detection strategies 
including:

• single or dual addressable area detection
• redundant detection
• multi-criteria detection
• coincident or double-knock detection
Installer-specifiable point detectors offer benefits in simplicity of configuration 
and cost effectiveness. In circumstances where the premises are already 
protected by point detectors, the IAS system is easily introduced onto the 
existing fire alarm control panel signaling circuit by fitting equivalent detectors 
into the system*.

Features

• Single or dual channel fire detection
• Multiple configuration options
• Multiple detection strategies
• Up to 100 m (328 ft) per sampling pipe
• Microprocessor controlled
• Highest fan capacity in its class
• Integral display and programmer
• Field serviceable air filter
• Adjustable aspirator speed with airflow 

monitoring
• IP65 enclosure

Listings/Approvals

• EN54-20 (VdS) (Sensitivity Class 
dependant upon point detector used)

• CE EMC
• CPD
• ActivFire

ICAM IAS

IASIAS

* Subject to IAS system approval for the fitted spot (point) detector



IAS-1 & IAS-2

Specifications
Supported detectors:
• 1 or 2 analog addressable or 

conventional spot (point) detectors
• a variety of detector technology types 

(photoelectric, ionization, heat, CO 
etc.)

• spot (point) detectors with universal 
screw mounting

Supply Voltage:
24 VDC nominal (18 to 30 VDC)
Note that spot (point) detectors are 
powered from the signaling circuit

Current:
300 mA (max)

Dimensions (WHD):
259 mm x 184 mm x 166 mm 
(10.2 in. x 7.2 in. x 6.5 in.)

Operating Conditions:
Temperature: -10 to 60 °C (14 to 140 °F)
Humidity: 10 to 95% RH (non-
condensing)

Inlet Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 25 mm (0.98 in.)
Inner Diameter: 21 mm (0.83 in.)

Sampling Network:
Pipe Length:

Up to 100 m (328 ft) per inlet
Pipe length may vary subject to 
specifications by local codes and 
standards, please refer to your regional 
IAS product guide for further detail.

IP Rating:
IP65

Filtration:
Serviceable filter
External filter optional

Flow Monitoring and Reporting:
High and Low adjustable

Fan:
Control: 10 programmable speeds
Pressure: 250 Pa

Relay outputs:
IAS-1 - 1 fault relay
IAS-2 - 2 fault relays
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EN 54-20 Aspirating smoke detector for fire
detection and alarm systems for buildlings.
EN 54-20 Aspirating smoke detector for fire
detection and alarm systems for buildlings.
EC certificate number: 0786-CPD-20585EC certificate number: 0786-CPD-20585
CLASS A: #holes  3CLASS A: #holes  3 @ sensitivity 1@ sensitivity 1
CLASS B: #holes  6CLASS B: #holes  6 @ sensitivity 1@ sensitivity 1
CLASS C: #holes 18CLASS C: #holes 18 @ sensitivity 1@ sensitivity 1

Xtralis®Xtralis® ICAM®ICAM® IAS DetectorIAS Detector

Ordering Information
Air-sampling Smoke Detector with 1 inlet IAS-1

Air-sampling Smoke Detector with 2 inlets IAS-2

Baffles for Spot (Point) Detector (variety available) 
and for the use of IAS-1 system with one detector

Enquire with Xtralis representative

Detector Configuration Options
Several configuration options are available for the IAS-1 and IAS-2 systems: 

• IAS-1 system – one or two spot (point) detectors
• IAS-2 system – two spot (point) detectors
IAS-1 systems fitted with one spot (point) detector are capable of providing 
single area detection, but IAS-1 and IAS-2 systems fitted with two detectors 
are able to provide a number of detection strategies. The table below 
describes the recommended configuration options to fit the selected detection 
strategy when two spot (point) detectors are fitted into an IAS system.

IAS-1 IAS-2

Tw
o 

D
et

ec
to

r 
St

ra
te

gy

Dual Addressable Areas ü
Redundancy ü (OR) ü (OR)

Multi-criteria ü (OR / AND) ü (OR / AND)

Coincident / Double-Knock † ü (AND) ü (AND)

† Subject to local codes and standards

Note: (OR / AND) represents the suggested boolean logic for combining two detectors to achieve detection strategy

Dimensions



IFT-1

Features

• Single zone
• Four pipe air sampling 
• 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m 

(0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 4 x 100 m (4 x 328 ft) sampling pipes
• Enhanced performance aspirator
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module 
• Area coverage of up to 2000 m2  

(21 500 ft2)
• Event Log

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN54-20

 -  Class A (16 holes / 0.04% obs/m)
 - Class B (72 holes / 0.04% obs/m)
 - Class C (72 holes / 0.1% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.
Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between ICAM models.

ICAM IFT

The ICAM IFT-1 detector is an air-sampling system with an alarm sensitivity 
range from 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m (0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft). 
This detector is classified as a Very Early Warning Smoke Detector and can 
reliably detect fire at an early stage, and low to high concentrations of smoke 
over an area of 2000 m2 (21 500 ft2). 

The detector is configurable for a variety of environments, providing an ideal 
fire detection solution for power stations, telecommunications and IT facilities, 
clean rooms, warehouses, cold storage, harsh and hazardous areas, historic 
buildings and museums.

How it works
The IFT detector draws a combined air sample into its inlet manifold from 
a pipe network, then filters and analyzes the sample in a laser detection 
chamber. Alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) are shown on the 
display when fitted and communicated to a host fire alarm control panel after 
a preprogrammed time delay.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
The four alarm sensitivity thresholds and delays can be individually 
programmed. The IFT-1 detector provides an option with a simple and 
comprehensive display that includes an LED array to show the measured 
smoke level for the currently selected pipe, and an on-board programmer for 
local configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are available to 
connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software 
packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow 
connections to remote displays, and the TCP/IP Ethernet interface can 
provide access to an email messaging service.

Inputs and Outputs
The IFT detector supports a number of optional modules, which provide the 
detector with additional programmable output relay interfaces, and 4 to 20 mA 
analog outputs.

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a 2000 Pa high pressure and high volume fan, which 
provides superior detection times over long pipe lengths and reliable 
detection in high air flow environments. Airflow in each pipe is monitored by 
a dual element thermal sensing system, with airflow faults indicated on the 
display and to monitoring equipment.



IFT-1

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC

Supply Current:
500 mA (min) to 1.2 A (max)

Capacitive Loading:
Nominal 10,000 uF

Aspirator:
2000 Pa Centrifugal air pump

Dimensions (WHD):
490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm 
(19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in.)

Operating Conditions: 
Ambient:
  0 to 39°C (32 to 103°F) *
Tested to:
  -10 to 55°C (14 to 131°F)
Sampled Air:
  -20 to 60 °C (-4 to 140°F)
Humidity: 
  10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Sampling Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 

25 mm, or;
1.05 in (3/4” pipe) 

Sampling Network:
Zones: 1 Fire detection zone
Pipe Length: 4 x 100 m (4 x 328 ft)

Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.001% to 20% obs/m 
(0.0003% to 6.10% obs/ft)

Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Alarm delays: 0 to 60 seconds 
Individually programmable for each level

IP Rating:
IP30

Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter

Flow Monitoring:
Twin thermal element per input pipe

Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay, 1 Amp changeover
Rating 1A @ 30 VDC, NO/NC

Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus
Ethernet TCP/IP

Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions 
   0 °C to 38 °C  (32 °F to 100 °F)

Doc. no. 16305_10 Part no. 29320

ICAM IFT

Ordering Information
IFT-1 24 VDC with Beacon and TCP/IP IFT-1T

IFT-1 24 VDC with Display/Programmer and TCP/IP IFT-1DT

4 Channel Relay Module1 01-E606-01

8 Channel Analog Output Module (4 to 20 mA)1 01-E624-00

IFT-1 Remote Display Module 01-E921-01

Dimensions
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Product Name

The ICAM IFT-1 detector is an air-sampling system with an alarm sensitivity range 
from 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft (0.001% to 20% obscuration/m). This 
detector is classified as a Very Early Warning Smoke Detector and can reliably 
detect fire at an early stage, and low to high concentrations of smoke over an area 
of 21,500 ft2 (2000 m2). 

The detector is configurable for a variety of environments, providing an ideal fire 
detection solution for power stations, telecommunications and IT facilities, clean 
rooms, warehouses, cold storage, harsh and hazardous areas, historic buildings 
and museums.

How it works
The IFT detector draws a combined air sample into its inlet manifold from a pipe 
network, then filters and analyzes the sample in a laser detection chamber. Alarm 
states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) are shown on the display when fitted and 
communicated to a host fire alarm control panel after a preprogrammed time delay.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
The four alarm sensitivity thresholds and delays can be individually programmed. 
The IFT-1 detector provides an option with a simple and comprehensive display 
that includes an LED array to show the measured smoke level for the currently 
selected pipe, and an on-board programmer for local configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are available to connect to 
Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software packages: Xtralis 
VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow connections to remote 
displays, and the TCP/IP Ethernet interface can provide access to an email 
messaging service.

Inputs and Outputs
The IFT detector supports a number of optional modules, which provide the 
detector with additional programmable output relay interfaces, and 4 to 20 mA 
analog outputs.

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a 2000 Pa high pressure and high volume fan, which provides 
superior detection times over long pipe lengths and reliable detection in high air 
flow environments. Airflow in each pipe is monitored by a dual element thermal 
sensing system, with airflow faults indicated on the display and to monitoring 
equipment.

Features

• Single zone
• Four pipe air sampling 
• 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft 

(0.001% to 20% obscuration/m)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 4 x 328 ft (4 x 100 m) sampling pipes
• Enhanced performance aspirator
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module
• Area coverage of up to 21,500 ft2 

(2000 m2)
• Event Log

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CSFM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN 54-20

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between ICAM models.

IFT-1ICAM IFT
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Dimensions Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC

Supply Current:
500 mA (min) to 1.2 A (max)

Capacitive Loading:
Nominal 10,000 uF

Aspirator:
2000 Pa Centrifugal air pump

Dimensions (WHD):
19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in. 
(490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm)

Operating Conditions: 
Ambient:
  32 to 103°F (0 to 39°C) * 
Tested to:
  14 to 131°F  (-10 to 55°C)
Sampled Air:
  -4 to 140°F  (-20 to 60 °C) 
Humidity: 
  10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Sampling Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 

1.05 in (3/4” pipe), or;
25 mm

Sampling Network:
Zones: 1 Fire detection zone
Pipe Length: 4 x 328 ft (4 x 100 m)

Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.0003 to 6.10 % obs/ft 
(0.001 to 20 % obs/m)

Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Alarm delays: 0 to 60 seconds 
Individually programmable for each level

IP Rating:
IP30

Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter

Flow Monitoring:
Twin thermal element per input pipe

Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay, 1 Amp changeover 
Rating 1A @ 30 VDC, NO/NC

Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus, Ethernet TCP/IP 

Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

 

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions 
  32 °F to 100 °F  (0 °C to 38 °C)

Ordering Information
IFT-1 24 VDC with Beacon and TCP/IP IFT-1T

IFT-1 24 VDC with Display/Programmer and TCP/IP IFT-1DT

4 Channel Relay Module1 01-E606-01

8 Channel Analog Output Module (4 to 20 mA)1 01-E624

IFT-1 Remote Display Module 01-E921-01
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IFT-15

ICAM IFT-15 detectors are multi-channel microbore air-sampling systems 
with an alarm sensitivity range from 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m (0.0003% 
to 6.10% obscuration/ft). These detectors are classified as a Very Early 
Warning Smoke Detectors and can reliably detect fire at an early stage, and 
low to high concentrations of smoke. As a multi-channel system, the IFT 
detector is able to divide a protected space into sampling sectors, enabling 
the localization of a fire for faster incident response. 

The detectors are configurable for a variety of environments, providing ideal 
fire detection solutions for cabinets, EDP rooms, prisons, historic houses, 
custody suites, museums and art galleries.

How it works
The IFT detector draws a combined air sample from a network of microbore 
flexible tubing from all sectors in the protected area, then filters and analyzes 
the sample in a laser detection chamber. When smoke particles are detected 
and the smoke level reaches a TRACE alarm threshold, the system will 
sequentially scan the sectors via the rotary valve to identify the sector, or 
sectors, with the smoke condition. Alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 
2) are shown on the display and communicated to a host fire alarm control 
panel.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
Four independant alarm levels are available for each channel. The smoke 
thresholds for each of these alarms can be individually programmed 
per sector. IFT detectors provide a simple and comprehensive display 
that includes an LED array to show the measured smoke level for the 
currently selected microbore tube, and an on-board programmer for local 
configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are provided as 
standard to connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management 
software packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also 
allow connections to remote displays.

Inputs and Outputs
IFT detectors support a number of additional modules. These provide the 
detector with programmable output relay interfaces and 4 to 20 mA analog 
outputs.

Features

• 15 tube addressable air sampling 
• 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m 

(0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 15 x 50 m (15 x 164 ft) microbore 

sampling tube
• Reliable linear pump technology
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module
• Area coverage of up to 1500 m2  

(16 150 ft2)
• Event Log

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN 54-20

 - Class A (0.1% obs/m)
 - Class B (0.1% obs/m)
 - Class C (1.0% obs/m)

IFT-15 detectors have one sampling 
hole per microbore tube.
Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between ICAM models.

ICAM IFT



IFT-15

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC
Supply Current at 24 VDC:
Power:

31.2 W Quiescent, 32.0 W Scanning
Current:

1.30 A Quiescent, 1.33 A Scanning
Capacitive Loading:

Nominal 10,000 uF
Aspirator:
Linear vacuum pump
Dimensions (WHD):
490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm
(19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in.)
Operating Conditions: 
Recommended Detector Ambient: *

0 to 39 °C (32 to 103 °F)
Tested to:

-10 to 55 °C (14 to 131 °F)
Sampled Air:

-20 to 60 °C (4 to 140 °F)
Humidity:
10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Please consult your Xtralis office for operation outside 
these parameters or where sampled air is continually 
above 0.05% obs/m (0.015% obs/ft) under normal 
operating conditions.
Microbore Tube Size:
Outer Diameter: 6 mm (0.24 in.)
Inner Diameter: 4 mm (0.16 in.)
Microbore Tube Length:
15 x 50m (15 x 164 ft) 
Pipe Length: 50 m (164 ft)
Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.001% to 20% obs/m 
(0.0003% to 6.10% obs/ft)
Alarm Settings:
Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Individually programmable for each level
IP Rating:
IP30
Cable Access:
7 x 25mm (1”) cable entries
Cable Termination:
Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 mm2 (30–12 AWG)
Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter
Flow Monitoring:
Differential pressure sensor
Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay
Rated 2 A @ 30 VDC NO/NC Contacts
Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus
Ethernet TCP/IP
Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions  
  0 °C to 38 °C (32 °F to 100 °F)

Doc. no. 16307_11 Part no. 29322

ICAM IFT

Ordering Information
IFT-15 24 VDC, Display/Programmer, TCP/IP, Class A/B/C IFT-15DT

IFT-15 24 VDC with Display/Programmer and TCP/IP, Class C1 IFT-15DT-C

4 Channel Relay Module2 01-E606-01

8 Channel Analog Output Module (4 to 20 mA)2 01-E624-00

IFT-15 Remote Display2 01-E921-15
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Notes:
1.  The IFT-15DT-C is not available in all regions. Please consult your nearest Xtralis office before placing an order.

2.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a linear vacuum pump, which provides superior detection 
times over long tube lengths and reliable detection in high air flow 
environments. Airflow in each tube is monitored by a differential pressure 
sensor, with airflow faults indicated on the display and to monitoring 
equipment.

Dimensions
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Product Name

The ICAM IFT-15 detectors are multi-channel microbore air-sampling systems 
with an alarm sensitivity range from 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft (0.001% to 
20% obscuration/m). These detectors are classified as a Very Early Warning 
Smoke Detectors and can reliably detect fire at an early stage, and low to high 
concentrations of smoke. As a multi-channel system, the IFT detector is able to 
divide a protected space into sampling sectors, enabling the localization of a fire 
for faster incident response. 

The detectors are configurable for a variety of environments, providing ideal fire 
detection solutions for cabinets, EDP rooms, prisons, historic houses, custody 
suites, museums and art galleries.

How it works
The IFT detector draws a combined air sample from a network of microbore 
flexible tubing from all sectors in the protected area, then filters and analyzes the 
sample in a laser detection chamber. When smoke particles are detected and the 
smoke level reaches a TRACE alarm threshold, the system will sequentially scan 
the sectors via the rotary valve to identify the sector, or sectors, with the smoke 
condition. Alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) are shown on the display 
and communicated to a host fire alarm control panel.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
Four independant alarm levels are available for each channel. The smoke 
thresholds for each of these alarms can be individually programmed per sector. 
IFT detectors provide a comprehensive display that includes an LED array to 
show the measured smoke level for the currently selected microbore, and an 
on-board programmer for local configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are provided as standard 
to connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software 
packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow 
connections to remote displays.

Inputs and Outputs
IFT detectors support a number of additional modules. These provide the 
detector with programmable output relay interfaces and 4 to 20 mA analog 
outputs.

Features
• 15 pipe addressable air sampling 
• 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft 

(0.001% to 20% obscuration/m)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 15 x 164 ft (15 x 50 m) microbore 

sampling pipe
• Reliable linear pump technology
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module
• Area coverage of up to 13,500 ft2 

(1500 m2)
• Event Log

Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CSFM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN 54-20

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between ICAM models.

IFT-15ICAM IFT
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Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a linear vacuum pump, which provides superior detection times 
over long tube lengths and reliable detection in high air flow environments. 
Airflow in each tube is monitored by a differential pressure sensor, with airflow 
faults indicated on the display and to monitoring equipment.

Dimensions

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC
Supply Current at 24 VDC:
Power:

31.2 W Quiescent, 32.0 W Scanning
Current:

1.30 A Quiescent, 1.33 A Scanning
Capacitive Loading:

Nominal 10,000 uF
Aspirator:
Linear vacuum pump
Dimensions (WHD):
19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in.
(490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm)
Operating Conditions: 
Recommended Detector Ambient:

32 to 103 °F (0 to 39 °C) *
Tested to:

14 to 131 °F (-10 to 55 °C)
Sampled Air:

4 to 140 °F (-20 to 60 °C)
Humidity:
10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Please consult your Xtralis office for operation 
outside these parameters or where sampled air is 
continually above 0.015% obs/ft (0.05% obs/m) 
under normal operating conditions.
Microbore Tube Size:
Outer Diameter:  0.24 in. (6 mm)
Inner Diameter: 0.16 in. (4 mm)
Microbore Tube Length:
15 x 164 ft (15 x 50m) 
Pipe Length: 164 ft (50m) 
Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.0003 to 6.10 % obs/ft (0.001 to 20 % obs/m)
Alarm Settings:
Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Individually programmable for each level
IP Rating:
IP30
Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter
Flow Monitoring:
Differential pressure sensor
Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay
Rated 2 A @ 30 VDC NO/NC Contacts
Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus, Ethernet TCP/IP
Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored 
 

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions 
  32 °F to 100 °F  (0 °C to 38 °C)

Ordering Information
IFT-15 24 VDC, Display/Programmer, TCP/IP, Class A/B/C IFT-15DT

4 Channel Relay Module1 01-E606-01

8 Channel Analog Output Module (4 to 20 mA)1 01-E624-00

IFT-15 Remote Display1 01-E921-15
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Notes:
1.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.
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IFT-4 & IFT-6

Features

• 4 or 6 pipe addressable air sampling 
• 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m 

(0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 4 x 100 m (4 x 328 ft) or  

6 x 100 m (6 x 328 ft) large bore 
sampling pipe

• Enhanced performance aspirator
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• Modbus over RS232 and RS485
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module
• Area coverage of up to 2000 m2 

(21 500 ft2)
• Event Log

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN 54-20

Limits for IFT-4:
 -  Class A (20 holes / 0.05% obs/m)
 - Class B (48 holes / 0.06% obs/m)
 - Class C (72 holes / 0.1% obs/m)

Limits for IFT-6:
 - Class A (30 holes / 0.05% obs/m)
 - Class B (72 holes / 0.06% obs/m)
 - Class C (72 holes / 0.08% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.
Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between ICAM models.

ICAM IFT

The ICAM IFT-4 and IFT-6 detectors are multi-channel large bore air-
sampling systems with an alarm sensitivity range from 0.001% to 20% 
obscuration/m (0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft). These detectors are 
classified as a Very Early Warning Smoke Detectors and can reliably 
detect fire at an early stage, and low to high concentrations of smoke. As a 
multi-channel system, the IFT detector is able to divide a protected space 
into sampling sectors, enabling the localization of a fire for faster incident 
response. 

The detectors are configurable for a variety of environments, providing 
ideal fire detection solutions for power stations, telecommunications and 
IT facilities, clean rooms, warehouses, cold storage, harsh and hazardous 
areas, historic buildings, museums, prison cells and technical cabinets.

How it works
The IFT detector draws a combined air sample from a network of large bore 
pipes from all sectors in the protected area, then filters and analyzes the 
sample in a laser detection chamber. When smoke particles are detected 
and the smoke level reaches a TRACE alarm threshold, the system will 
sequentially scan the sectors via the rotary valve to identify the sector, or 
sectors, with the smoke condition. Alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 
2) are shown on the display, when fitted, and communicated to a host fire 
alarm control panel.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
The four alarm levels are available for each channel and the sensitivity 
thresholds and delays for each of these alarms can be individually 
programmed per sector. The IFT detectors provide an option with a simple 
and comprehensive display that includes an LED array to show the measured 
smoke level for the currently selected pipe, and an on-board programmer for 
local configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are available to 
connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software 
packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow 
connections to remote displays.

Inputs and Outputs
The systems support a range of optional modules, which provide the detector 
with additional programmable output relay interfaces and 4 to 20 mA analog 
outputs.



IFT-4 & IFT-6

Dimensions
Note: Only the IFT-6 is shown below

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC

Supply Current:
500 mA (min) to 1.2 A (max)

Capacitive Loading:
Nominal 10,000 uF

Aspirator:
2000 Pa Centrifugal air pump

Dimensions (WHD):
490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm 
(19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in.)

Operating Conditions: 
Ambient: 
  0 to 39°C (32 to 103°F) *
Tested to:
  -10 to 55°C (14 to 131°F)
Sampled Air:
  -20 to 60 °C (-4 to 140°F)
Humidity: 
  10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Sampling Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 

25 mm, or;
1.05 in (3/4” pipe) with adaptor

Sampling Network:
Sectors:

4 Fire sectors (IFT-4)
6 Fire sectors (IFT-6)

Pipe Length:
4 x 100 m (4 x 328 ft) for IFT-4 or
6 x 100 m (6 x 328 ft) for IFT-6

Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.001% to 20% obs/m 
(0.0003% to 6.10% obs.ft)

Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Individually programmable for each level

IP Rating:
IP30

Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter

Flow Monitoring:
Twin thermal element per input pipe

Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay, 1 Amp changeover 
Rating 1A @ 30 VDC, NO/NC

Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus
Ethernet TCP/IP

Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions  
  0 °C to 38 °C  (32 °F to 100 °F)

Doc. no. 16306_10 Part no. 29321

ICAM IFT

Ordering Information
IFT-4 24 VDC with Beacon and TCP/IP IFT-4T

IFT-4 24 VDC with Display and TCP/IP IFT-4DT

IFT-6 24VDC with Beacon and TCP/IP IFT-6T

IFT-6 24VDC with Display and TCP/IP IFT-6DT

4 Channel Relay Module1 01-E606-01

8 Channel Analog Output Module (4 to 20 mA)1 01-E624-00

IFT-4 Remote Display 01-E921-04

IFT-6 Remote Display 01-E921-06

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a 2000 Pa high pressure and high volume fan, which provides 
superior detection times over long pipe lengths and reliable detection in high 
air flow environments. Airflow in each pipe is monitored by a dual element 
thermal sensing system, with airflow faults indicated on the display and to 
monitoring equipment.
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Notes:
1.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.
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Product Name

The ICAM IFT-4 and IFT-6 detectors are multi-channel large bore air-sampling 
systems with an alarm sensitivity range from 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft 
(0.001% to 20% obscuration/m). These detectors are classified as Very Early 
Warning Smoke Detectors and can reliably detect fire at an early stage, and low 
to high concentrations of smoke. As a multi-channel system, the IFT detector is 
able to divide a protected space into sampling sectors, enabling the localization 
of a fire for faster incident response. 

The detectors are configurable for a variety of environments, providing ideal fire 
detection solutions for power stations, telecommunications and IT facilities, clean 
rooms, warehouses, cold storage, harsh and hazardous areas, historic buildings, 
museums, prison cells and technical cabinets.

How it works
The IFT detector draws a combined air sample from a network of large bore 
pipes from all sectors in the protected area, then filters and analyzes the sample 
in a laser detection chamber. When smoke particles are detected and the smoke 
level reaches a TRACE alarm threshold, the system will sequentially scan the 
sectors via the rotary valve to identify the sector, or sectors, with the smoke 
condition. Alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) are shown on the display 
and communicated to a host fire alarm control panel.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
The four alarm levels are available for each channel and the sensitivity 
thresholds and delays for each of these alarms can be individually programmed 
per sector. The IFT detectors provide an option with a simple and comprehensive 
display that includes an LED array to show the measured smoke level for the 
currently selected pipe, and an on-board programmer for local configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are available to connect to 
Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software packages: Xtralis 
VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow connections to remote 
displays.

Inputs and Outputs
The systems support a range of optional modules, which provide the detector 
with additional programmable output relay interfaces and 4 to 20 mA analog 
outputs.

Features

• 4 or 6 pipe addressable air sampling 
• 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft 

(0.001% to 20% obscuration/m)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 4 x 328 ft (4 x 100 m) or  

6 x 328 ft (6 x 100 m) large bore 
sampling pipe

• Enhanced performance aspirator
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• Modbus over RS232 and RS485
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module
• Area coverage of up to 21,500 ft2 

(2000 m2)
• Event Log

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CSFM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN 54-20

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between ICAM models.

IFT-4 & IFT-6ICAM IFT
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Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a 2000 Pa high pressure and high volume fan, which provides 
superior detection times over long pipe lengths and reliable detection in high air 
flow environments. Airflow in each pipe is monitored by a dual element thermal 
sensing system, with airflow faults indicated on the display and to monitoring 
equipment.

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC

Supply Current:
500 mA (min) to 1.2 A (max)

Capacitive Loading:
Nominal 10,000 uF

Aspirator:
2000 Pa Centrifugal air pump

Dimensions (WHD):
19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in. 
(490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm)

Operating Conditions: 
Ambient:
  32 to 103°F (0 to 39°C) *
Tested to:
  14 to 131°F (-10 to 55°C)
Sampled Air:
  -4 to 140°F (-20 to 60 °C)
Humidity: 
  10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Sampling Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 

1.05 in (3/4” pipe) with adaptor, or;
25 mm

Sampling Network:
Sectors:

4 Fire sectors (IFT-4)
6 Fire sectors (IFT-6)

Pipe Length:
4 x 328 ft (4 x 100 m) for IFT-4 or
6 x 328 ft (6 x 100m) for IFT-6

Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.0003 to 6.10% obs.ft  
(0.001 to 20 % obs/m)

Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Individually programmable for each level

IP Rating:
IP30

Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter

Flow Monitoring:
Twin thermal element per input pipe

Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay, 1 Amp changeover 
Rating 1A @ 30 VDC, NO/NC

Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus, Ethernet TCP/IP 

Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions 
  32 °F to 100 °F  (0 °C to 38 °C)

Ordering Information
IFT-4 24 VDC with Beacon and TCP/IP IFT-4T

IFT-4 24 VDC with Display and TCP/IP IFT-4DT

IFT-6 24VDC with Beacon and TCP/IP IFT-6T

IFT-6 24VDC with Display and TCP/IP IFT-6DT

4 Channel Relay Module1 01-E606-01

8 Channel Analog Output Module (4 to 20 mA)1 01-E624-00

IFT-4 Remote Display 01-E921-04

IFT-6 Remote Display 01-E921-06

Dimensions
Note: Only the IFT-6 is shown below
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Notes:
1.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.
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IFT-P

The ICAM IFT-P detector is an air-sampling system with an alarm sensitivity 
range from 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m (0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft). 
This detector is classified as a Very Early Warning Smoke Detector that can 
reliably detect fire at an early stage, and low to high concentrations of smoke 
over an area of up to 2000 m2  (21 500 ft2). 

The detector is configurable for a variety of environments, providing an ideal 
fire detection solution for telecommunications and IT facilities, and heavy 
industrial environments such as chemical plants, factories, warehouses and 
mining facilities.

How it works
The IFT-P detector draws air through sample holes in a pipe network, then 
filters and analyzes the sample in a laser detection chamber. Individually 
programmable alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) are shown on 
the display, which contains four alarm LEDs and an OK/Fault LED. Dedicated 
output relays also provide interfaces for each alarm state and device faults.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are available to 
connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software 
packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow 
connections to remote displays, and the TCP/IP Ethernet interface can 
provide access to an email messaging service.

Inputs and Outputs
The IFT-P detector supports a maximum of three optional modules, which 
provide the detector with additional programmable output relay interfaces, 
and 4 to 20 mA analog outputs. 

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a 2000 Pa high pressure and high volume fan, which 
provides superior detection times over long pipe lengths and reliable 
detection in high air flow environments. Airflow in each pipe is monitored by 
a dual element thermal sensing system, with airflow faults indicated on the 
display and to monitoring equipment.

Features

• Single zone
• Dual pipe air sampling 
• 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m 

(0.0003% to 6.10% obs/ft)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 2 x 100 m (2 x 328 ft) sampling pipe
• Enhanced performance aspirator
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module 
• Event Log
• Area coverage of up to:

 - 2000 m2 (21,500 ft2) for VdS installations
 - 1600 m2 (17,200 ft2) for NF installations
 - 850 m2 (9,150 ft2) for UL installations

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN 54-20

 -  Class A (12 holes / 0.04% obs/m)
 - Class B (36 holes / 0.04% obs/m)
 - Class C (36 holes / 0.1% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.
Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
ICAM models.

ICAM IFT



IFT-P

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC

Supply Current:
500 mA (min) to 1.2 A (max)

Capacitive Loading:
Nominal 5,000 uF

Aspirator:
2000 Pa Centrifugal air pump

Dimensions (WHD):
254 mm x 180 mm x 165 mm 
(10.0 in. x 7.1 in. x 6.5 in.)

Operating Conditions:
Ambient: *
  0 to 39°C (32 to 103°F)
Tested to:
  -10 to 55°C (14 to 131°F)
Sampled Air:
  -20 to 60 °C (-4 to 140°F)
Humidity: 
  10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Sampling Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 

25 mm, or;
1.05 in (3/4” pipe) with adaptor

Sampling Network:
Zones: 1 Fire detection zone
Pipe Length: 2 x 100 m (2 x 328 ft.)

Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.001% to 20% obs/m 
(0.0003% to 6.10% obs/ft)

Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Alarm delays: 0 to 60 seconds 
Individually programmable for each level

IP Rating:
IP65

Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter

Flow Monitoring:
Twin thermal element

Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay, 1 Amp changeover
Rating 1A @ 30 VDC, NO/NC

Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus
Ethernet TCP/IP

Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions 
  0°C to 38°C  (32°F to 100°F)

Doc. no. 16304_09 Part no. 29319
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Ordering Information
IFT-P 24 VDC with TCP/IP IFT-PT

4 Channel Relay module1 01-E606-02

8 Channel Analog Output module (4 to 20 mA)1 01-E624-01

IFT-1 Remote Display Module 01-E921-01

Dimensions

180.0mm
(7.09in)

85.0mm
(3.35in)

170.0mm (6.7in)

254.0mm (10in)

140.0mm
(5.5in)

164.5mm (6.48in)

208.5mm (8.2in)

21.0mm
(0.83in)

44.0mm
(1.73in)

180.0mm85.0mm
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254.0mm

140.0mm

164.5mm

208.5mm

21.0mm

44.0mm
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1.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.
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Product Name

The ICAM IFT-P detector is an air-sampling system with an alarm sensitivity 
range from 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft (0.001% to 20% obscuration/m). 
This detector is classified as a Very Early Warning Smoke Detector that can 
reliably detect fire at an early stage, and low to high concentrations of smoke 
over an area of up to 21,500 ft2 (2000 m2). 

The detector is configurable for a variety of environments, providing an ideal fire 
detection solution for telecommunications and IT facilities, and heavy industrial 
environments such as chemical plants, factories, warehouses and mining 
facilities.

How it works
The IFT-P detector draws air through sample holes in a pipe network, then filters 
and analyzes the sample in a laser detection chamber. Individually 
programmable alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) are shown on the 
display, which contains four alarm LEDs and an OK/Fault LED. Dedicated output 
relays also provide interfaces for each alarm state and device faults.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
RS232, RS485 and optional TCP/IP communication interfaces are available to 
connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software 
packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow 
connections to remote displays, and the TCP/IP Ethernet interface can provide 
access to an email messaging service.

Inputs and Outputs
The IFT-P detector supports a maximum of three optional modules, which 
provide the detector with additional programmable output relay interfaces, and 4 
to 20 mA analog outputs. 

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a 2000 Pa high pressure and high volume fan, which provides 
superior detection times over long pipe lengths and reliable detection in high air 
flow environments. Airflow in each pipe is monitored by a dual element thermal 
sensing system, with airflow faults indicated on the display and to monitoring 
equipment.

Features

• Single zone
• Dual pipe air sampling 
• 0.0003 % to 6.10 % obs/ft 

(0.001% to 20% obscuration/m)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 2 x 328 ft (2 x 100 m) sampling pipe
• Enhanced performance aspirator
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module 
• Event Log
• Area coverage of up to:

 - 21,500 ft2 (2000 m2) for VdS 
installations

 - 9150 ft2 (850 m2) for UL installations

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CSFM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• EN 54-20

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between ICAM models.

IFT-PICAM IFT
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Dimensions Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC

Supply Current:
500 mA (min) to 1.2 A (max)

Capacitive Loading:
Nominal 5,000 uF

Aspirator:
2000 Pa Centrifugal air pump

Dimensions (WHD):
10.0 in. x 7.1 in. x 6.5 in. 
(254 mm x 180 mm x 165 mm)

Operating Conditions: 
Ambient:
 32 to 103°F (0 to 39°C) *
Tested to:
 14 to 131°F (-10 to 55°C)  
Sampled Air:
 -4 to 140°F (-20 to 60 °C) 
Humidity: 
  10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Sampling Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 

1.05 in (3/4” pipe) with adaptor, or;
25 mm

Sampling Network:
Zones: 1 Fire detection zone
Pipe Length: 2 x 328 ft. (2 x 100 m)

Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.0003% to 6.10% obs/ft  
(0.001% to 20% obs/m)

Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Alarm delays: 0 to 60 seconds 
Individually programmable for each level

IP Rating:
IP65

Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter

Flow Monitoring:
Twin thermal element

Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay, 1 Amp changeover
Rating 1A @ 30 VDC, NO/NC

Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus
Ethernet TCP/IP 

Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions  
  32 °F to 100 °F  (0 °C to 38 °C)

Ordering Information
IFT-P 24 VDC IFT-P

IFT-P 24 VDC with TCP/IP IFT-PT

4 Channel Relay module1 01-E606-02

8 Channel Analog Output module (4 to 20 mA)1 01-E624-01

IFT-1 Remote Display Module 01-E921-01

7.09in
(180.0mm)

3.35in
(85.0mm)

 6.7in (170.0mm)

10in (254.0mm)

5.5in
(140.0mm)

6.48in (164.5mm)

8.2in (208.5mm)

0.83in
(21.0mm)

1.73in
(44.0mm)
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Notes:
1.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.
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ILS-1 & ILS-2

The ICAM ILS systems provide Laser Air-sampling Smoke Detection 
solutions to meet the unique needs of numerous commercial and industrial 
applications. ILS systems are suitable for both medium sensitivity and multi-
hole Class C applications.

How it Works
The ILS systems actively draw air from the protected area through sampling 
holes in a pipe network. Sampled air is then filtered before being analyzed by 
medium sensitivity laser spot (point) detectors incorporated in the systems. 
Alarm states (Alert, Action or Fire) are reported by activating functional LEDs 
in the display and dry contact relays.

The systems utilize a high performance aspirator and software configurable 
flow monitoring circuitry. Air flow is displayed on a ten element bar graph that 
can be adjusted for high and low flow thresholds, and flow failure is reported 
as a device fault via dedicated fault relays.

Programming & Diagnostics
The sensitivity thresholds for each of the three alarm levels, fan speed and 
flow sensitivity can be individually programmed. A USB interface provides 
a connection to a PC for system configuration. The ILS system can also be 
locally configured through an integrated programming interface.

Features

• Single or dual channel smoke detection
• Laser air-sampling smoke detection
• Multiple detection strategies
• 100 m (328 ft) per sampling pipe
• Microprocessor controlled and 

programmed
• Highest fan capacity in its class
• Integral display and programmer
• Field serviceable air filter
• Adjustable aspirator speed with airflow 

monitoring
• IP65 enclosure

Listings/Approvals

Equipment Approvals: 
• EN54-20 (VdS)
• CE EMC
• CPD
• EN54-20 Sensitivity (holes per pipe)

• Class A - 3 holes
• Class B - 6 holes
• Class C - 18 holes

Factory Approvals: 
• VdS

ICAM ILS

ILSILS



ILS-1 & ILS-2

Specifications
Integrated detectors:
1 or 2 laser spot (point) detectors

Supply Voltage:
24 VDC nominal (18 to 30 VDC)

Current:
300 mA (max)

Dimensions (WHD):
259 mm x 184 mm x 166 mm 
(10.2 in. x 7.2 in. x 6.5 in.)

Operating Conditions: 
Temperature: -10 to 50 °C (14 to 122 °F)
Humidity: 10 to 95% RH (non-
condensing)

Inlet Pipe Size:
Outer Diameter: 25 mm (1 in.)
Inner Diameter: 21 mm (0.8 in.)

Sampling Network:
Pipe Length: 100 m (328 ft.) per inlet
For VdS approved installations, please 
consult the manual

Sensitivity:
0.06 to 6.0 % obs/m  
(0.02 to 1.83 % obs/ft)

IP Rating:
IP65

Filtration:
Serviceable filter
External filter optional

Flow Monitoring and Reporting:
High and Low adjustable

Fan Control:
10 programmable speeds

Relays:
Contacts rated at 1A @ 30 VDC, NO/NC
3 relays for ILS-1:

Action, Fire, Fault
6 relays for ILS-2:

Detector 1 - Action, Fire, Fault
Detector 2 - Action, Fire, Fault

Cable Termination:
Power Supply:

18 AWG min. (16 x 0.25 mm dia.)
Field Connections:

11 AWG max. (2.5 mm dia.)
USB:

Standard USB cable for Type B USB 
connector
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ICAM ILS

Ordering Information
Laser Air-sampling Smoke Detector with 1 inlet ILS-1

Laser Air-sampling Smoke Detector with 2 inlets ILS-2

Configuration Options & Detection Strategies
The ILS system is available with one inlet pipe (ILS-1) or two inlet pipes 
(ILS-2), and can be fitted with one or two detectors per system. The available 
options for the ILS-1 and ILS-2 systems are: 

• ILS-1 system – one or two spot (point) detectors
• ILS-2 system – two spot (point) detectors
ILS-1 systems fitted with one spot (point) detector are capable of providing 
single area detection, but ILS-1 and ILS-2 systems fitted with two detectors 
can be configured for a number of detection strategies. The table below 
describes the possible detection strategies for ILS systems fitted with two spot 
(point) detectors.

ILS-1 ILS-2

D
et

ec
tio

n 
St

ra
te

gy

Dual Addressable Areas ü
Redundancy * ü (OR)

Coincident / Double-Knock † * ü (AND) ü (AND)

* These are software programmable modes for an ILS-1 system fitted with two detectors.

† Subject to local codes and standards.

Note: (OR / AND) represents the boolean logic for combining two detectors to achieve detection strategy.

Dimensions



Sampling Points
ICAM by Xtralis provides various sampling points for the different 
applications.

The classic sampling points are typically used for cabinet protection. The 
sampling unit is an assembly of a flush or raised sampling point. 

Stainless steel sampling points are used where aesthetics are predominant.

Filters
Scintered EOL Filter for Microbore 6 mm Tube
This is typically used where there is risk of small insects or dirt entering the 
microbores.

Replacement Filter Element 
Medium and fine filter elements for the internal filters inside the ICAM IFT, 
ICAM IAS and ICAM ILS series detectors.

The Xtralis In-line Filter
This is used as a pre-filter where aspirating systems are installed to monitor 
excessively dusty or damp environments. Aspirating systems are ideally 
suited to harsh environments where conventional smoke detectors would 
fail to operate when subjected to water spray or excessive dust. The tubing 
network can be kept clean with periodic manual or automatic compressed 
air purges and the air sampling detector can be protected with Xtralis In-line 
Filter.  

Features
• Sampling Points
• Filters

ICAM Accessories
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Ordering Information

02-2001-30 Microbore 6mm Sampling Tube - 30 m reel

02-3000-06 Stainless Steel Sampling Point (6 mm tubing)

02-3000-08 Stainless Steel Sampling Point (8 mm tubing)

02-FL01-01 Sintered End of Line Filter (Microbore)

ISP-001 Replacement Filter Element FT series, pack of 10 (Coarse 20 ppi) - Black

ISP-003 Replacement Filter Element FT series, pack of 10 (Coarse 20 ppi) - White

ISP-002 Replacement Filter Element FT series, pack of 10 (Fine 45 ppi) - Black

ISP-004 Replacement Filter Element FT series, pack of 10 (Fine 45 ppi) - White

ISP-005 Filter Element for FLU2 Filter Unit

VSP-850-G Xtralis In-line Filter - Grey

VSP-850-R Xtralis In-line Filter - Red

VSP-855-4 Xtralis In-line Filter Elements, pack of 4

VSP-855-20 Xtralis In-line Filter Elements, pack of 20

ICAM Accessories
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Xtralis VSC Software
Xtralis VSC configures, commissions and maintains a range of Xtralis fire 
and gas detection systems including VESDA and ICAM smoke and gas 
detectors and anciliary devices. Xtralis VSC can configure a single Xtralis 
device or your entire Xtralis system.  

Off-line Configuration and File Management
Xtralis VSC allows you to create a system configuration without being 
present on-site or connected to the system. You can create an off-line 
configuration at your convenience and later connect and configure the 
system when on-site. Xtralis VSC’s file management enables designers 
to specify standardized device configuration settings according to facility 
management policies and email them to on-site engineers.

The comparison/merge tool enables users to immediately identify changes 
made between visits, create audit reports, or revert to previously agreed 
configurations. 

Remote Management
Xtralis VSC allows you to access your Xtralis system remotely via a range of 
networking options. This means you could be in your own office at a different 
site, and remotely manage or troubleshoot your Xtralis system.

Features

• Comprehensive configuration and 
commissioning of all Xtralis devices

• Merging and comparison of 
data between online & offline 
configurations

• Automatic detection of networked 
devices

• Trend charts 
• Real-time active event list
• Sorting and filtering of detector 

events 
• Remote management support
• Multi-language support 
• Customizable software views

Xtralis VSC VSW-100



Xtralis VSC

VESDA
VLF, VLC & VFT

VESDAnet

Computer requirements
OS Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista®, 

Windows XP or Windows 2000
Processor Minimum: 1 GHz 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit 

(x64)
Memory Preferred: 1 GB

Minimum: 512 MB
Hard Disk Minimum: 200 MB Free
Display Single Monitor, Graphics Card with 128 

MB memory

Automatic discovery of network devices
All VESDA and ICAM devices connected to Xtralis VSC are automatically 
detected. Unconfigured devices are easily and uniquely identified, enabling 
easy incorporation into the configuration and providing savings in time and 
effort when setting up your network.
Multiple device commands
You can use Xtralis VSC to select several devices and perform an action 
(for example, Reset) on multiple devices. This saves you time when 
commissioning and managing your networks. 
Trend charts
Xtralis VSC enables straightforward comparisons of smoke and gas trends 
between multiple detectors by the ability to plot these trends from different 
detectors on one chart. Comparing trend charts makes it easier to analyze 
and report on smoke or gas events. 
Event log filtering
Xtralis VSC includes an event log filtering feature. This feature sorts detector 
events according to your preferred criteria such as the time the event occurred 
or the type of a particular event. This allows you to quickly investigate 
incidents and identify the source and frequency of your network events.
Real-time active event list
Xtralis VSC’s powerful real-time active event list helps simplify commissioning, 
maintenance and troubleshooting of your Xtralis system.
View management
Multiple Views for entire network management allows simultaneous display of 
an overview of the network and several other windows displaying information 
about elements of the network. For example, an active event list and a mimic 
display of one of the detectors.
Multi-language support and translation
Xtralis VSC allows you to configure and maintain your Xtralis system in your 
local language, and then send your data files to someone to view in a different 
language. Xtralis VSC will automatically translate your file into the language of 
your choice.
Comprehensive Help topics
Xtralis VSC’s context-sensitive Help provides explanatory information to aid 
with configuring and troubleshooting your Xtralis system.

Xtralis VSC provides local or remote connection to:
• VESDA VLF, VLC, VFT and ICAM IFT detectors 

via RS232
• Multiple VESDA devices on a VESDAnet via a 

High Level Interface (HLI)
• Multiple ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT detectors on a 

Modbus RS485 connection via a RS232 / RS485 
converter

• ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT detectors via Modbus 
TCP/IP

• Multiple VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO detectors 
on Modbus RS485 networks

• Multiple standalone VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO 
detectors via Modbus over USB

HLI
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ICAM IFT

ICAM IFT

RS 232 / 485
CONVERTER

VESDA VFT

RS 232 / 485
CONVERTER

VESDA ECO 
or ICAM ECO

RS 232 / 485
CONVERTER



Xtralis VSM4

The Xtralis Smoke and Gas System Management Center
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your VESDA and 
ICAM smoke and gas detection systems.

VSM4 configures, monitors and trouble-shoots your Xtralis systems.  
It is easy-to-use and has been designed to provide you, the operator, with 
complete control. The user-friendly interface allows you to quickly assess and 
respond to system events - all from one convenient location. VSM4 is a total 
solution for integrated control and monitoring of your Very Early Warning Xtralis 
smoke and gas detection systems.

The Picture Tells the Story – in Real Time
VSM4 provides a central and integrated platform for Xtralis systems.  
VSM4 provides the ability to monitor multiple remote sites with full control and 
programming functionality. 

VSM4 integrates the enormous amounts of information provided by your Xtralis 
systems. At a glance VSM4’s interface can show you: 

• A color-coded real-time event list, prioritized according to urgency 
• Graphical representations of smoke and gas levels 
• Trending analysis so that you can compare smoke and gas levels across the 

system
• Exact details about the location, zone and devices involved in an event
• Smart, user-friendly operator controls that leave you in complete control

Powerful Configuration Capabilities in One Tool
VSM4 includes all the sophisticated network and device configuration capabilities 
of Xtralis VSC software. It also includes all of VSC’s system commissioning and 
testing functionality. VSM4’s offline configuration function allows you to create 
an off-line configuration at your convenience and later connect and configure the 
system when on-site.

VSM4 automatically discovers devices on your network and all the configuration 
management functionality is available and is easily set up from a single location.

Benefits
• Monitoring of multiple local and 

remote device networks
• Receive real-time prioritized 

indication of all alarms and faults 
in the full graphical context of 
your infrastructure

• Commission, test, investigate 
and manage all devices on large 
and complex networks

Features
• Full VESDA and ICAM system 

control
• Comprehensive event 

management
• Drill down floor plans
• Event response notification by 

email1 and SMS2 to defined 
users on defined events

• Maintenance information and 
system optimization

• Comprehensive configuration 
and commissioning of all Xtralis 
devices

• Fully integrated floor plan design 
tools, compatible with most 
drawing formats

• Remote management over 
multiple network types

• Real-time graphical event 
indicators

• Powerful event log filtering
• Event log archiving for future 

interrogation
• Extensive reporting capabilities
• Multiple monitor support
• Multi-language support
• Customizable software views
• Individual user accounts 

integrated with system access 
roles 

• Supports text-to-speech in 
multiple languages

VSW-207

Seize absolute control of your network with VSM4
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Event Response Notification
Xtralis VSM4 provides event response notification via email1 and SMS2. This 
means you don’t have to be with your monitoring system to receive immediate 
and up-to-date information about your system’s operational status. 

You specify the criteria for event notification by defining the conditions under 
which a notification is generated (based on the event type and the location) and 
the users to be notified. You also configure the conditions (day and time) for 
contacting a user. Users can be assigned to groups (for example, the night shift 
group), which allows you to generate group-based notifications.

Multiple Monitors
VSM4 supports multiple monitors. With the click of a button you can open a view 
in a new window and use simple drag and drop functionality to shift the view to 
another monitor. By partitioning views between monitors, you have greater control 
over what you see at any particular time. For example, you can have your active 
event list maximized on one monitor and your site floor plans maximized on 
another. 

Total User Management 
With VSM4 software you can set up multiple user accounts and individually 
assign an access level and password to each user. This means you have total 
control over the types of operations your users perform. For auditing purposes, 
user actions are recorded in a system log and presented in an integrated view.

Event Log Database 3

VSM4 provides total event integration, consolidation and archiving across multiple 
connections. All system, network and device events can be stored in a database. 

VSM4 Speaks Many Languages
VSM4 allows you to operate your system in your local language and then send 
files to be viewed by someone else using VSM4 in a different language. You can 
even have spoken announcements of events4 in your local language.

VSM4 provides local or remote connection to:
• Multiple individual VESDA VLF, VLC-RO, VFT and 

ICAM IFT detectors
• Multiple VESDAnets via High Level Interface (HLI)
• Multiple VESDA devices on each VESDAnet
• Multiple Modbus RS485 Networks
• Multiple ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT detectors on 

each Modbus RS485 Network
• Multiple individual ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT 

detectors via TCP/IP
• Multiple VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO detectors 

on Modbus 485 networks
• Multiple standalone VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO 

detectors via Modbus over USB

Computer requirements
OS Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista®, 

Windows XP or Windows 2000
Processor Minimum: 1GHz 32-bit (x64) or 64-bit 

(x86)
Memory Preferred: 2GB

Minimum: 1GB
Hard Disk 1 by 80 GB system Disk, or 2 by  

80 GB connected to Raid Storage
Display Preferred: Dual Monitor, Graphics Card 

with 256 MB memory 
Minimum: Single Monitor, Graphics 
Card with 128 MB memory

Network Preferred: 100 Mbit/s
Minimum: 10 Mbit/s

Peripherals DVD-ROM drive

Multiple 
VESDAnets

HLI

LAN / WAN

VSM4

Multiple VESDA VLF 
detectors

Multiple VESDA VLC 
detectors 

Xtralis VSM4 VSW-207

Multiple 
Modbus 
RS485 

Networks

Multiple 
ICAM IFT & 
VESDA VFT 
 detectors

LAN / WAN

S2EC S2EC

S2EC

RS 232 / 485 
CONVERTER

S2EC = Serial to Ethernet Converter

1. Email is available via Remote Notification, which is an optional feature. 
2. SMS notification is achieved via a wireless modem connected to a PC running VSM4. Remote 
Notification (optional feature) is required to enable SMS notification. 
3. VESDA devices, VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO detectors only.
4. Text2Speech is an optional feature.

RS 232 / 485 
CONVERTER

Multiple 
VESDA 

ECO 
& 

ICAM 
ECO 

detectors



Application
OSID Emitters are equipped with an acrylic lens and are therefore not normally prone 
to condensation. However in some extremely moist environments, condensation 
may nevertheless occur on the lens. Slow forming condensation can produce an 
unacceptably large loss of signal. To prevent that from occurring, the Emitter lens can 
be fitted with an anti-condensation film. The film can be quickly and easily applied to 
the lens without the need for special tools or adhesives.

The film prevents condensation from forming and keeps the lens clear.  
Note however that the film causes a 10% reduction in maximum detection distance.  
A damp cloth can be used to clean the film if it becomes contaminated.  
The combination of the film and the algorithms in the Imager offer a cost-effective 
solution for condensation susceptible areas.  
The OSID Imager has a built-in heater and the film should not be used on Imagers.

In harsh environments where the OSID-EH environmental housings are used and 
condensation is expected, both Emitter and Imager housing can be fitted with an anti-
condensation film.  
When applied on Emitter and Imager housing there is a 20% reduction in maximum 
detection distance.

Features
• Prevents condensation
• Fast and easy installation
• Simple maintenance
• Long lifetime
• Highly scratch resistant
• Does not crack, peel or discolour from 

exposure to sunlight
• Easy to clean using cleaning solvents

Anti-Condensation Film for OSID 
Emitters and EH Housings



Specifications
Material
Clear ABC coated polycarbonate

Size
Diameter 50 mm for Emitter
Diameter 120 mm for EH housings

Colour
Clear, haze < 0.5% 

Thickness
0.14 mm

Doc. No. 25983_01 Part No. 30313

Configuration Options
OSE-ACF

Min (m/ft) Max (m/ft) HP Min (m/ft) HP Max (m/ft)
OSI-10 27/88 135/443 - -

OSI-90 5/18 31/100 11/35 61/201

OSI-90 corners - 24/80 - 49/160

OSEH-ACF (*)
Min (m/ft) Max (m/ft) HP Min (m/ft) HP Max (m/ft)

OSI-10 19/62 97/318 - -

OSI-90 4/13 22/72 8/26 44/144

(*) Film applied on both Imager and Emitter housing.

Ordering Codes
OSE-ACF Anti-condensation film for Emitter
OSEH-ACF Anti-condensation film for EH housings

Anti-Condensation Film for OSID 
Emitters and EH Housings
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Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection 
(OSID) by Xtralis is a new innovation 
in projected beam smoke detection 
technology. By using advanced dual 
wavelength projected beams and 
optical imaging technology for early 
warning smoke detection, OSID 
provides a low-cost, reliable and 
easy-to-install solution that overcomes 
typical beam detection issues such as 
false alarm incidents and alignment 
difficulties.

Unique Detection Technology
The OSID system measures the level of smoke entering beams of light projected over 
an area of protection. A single OSID Imager can detect up to seven Emitters to provide 
a wide coverage area. Two innovations in smoke detection technology have been 
developed for the revolutionary OSID smoke detector:

Dual Wavelength Particle Detection
The beam projected from each Emitter contains a unique sequence of ultraviolet (UV) 
and infrared (IR) pulses that are synchronised with the Imager and enable the rejection 
of any unwanted light sources.

By using two wavelengths of light to detect particles, the system is able to distinguish 
between particle sizes. The shorter UV wavelength interacts strongly with both small 
and large particles while the longer IR wavelength is affected only by larger particles. 
Dual wavelength path loss measurements therefore enable the detector to provide 
repeatable smoke obscuration measurements, while rejecting the presence of dust 
particles or solid intruding objects.

Optical Imaging with a CMOS Imaging Chip 
An optical imaging array in the OSID Imager provides the detector with a wide viewing 
angle to locate and track multiple Emitters. Consequently, the system can tolerate a 
much less precise installation and can compensate for the drift caused by natural shifts 
in building structures.

Optical filtering, high-speed image acquisition and intelligent software algorithms also 
enable the OSID system to provide new levels of stability and sensitivity with greater 
immunity to high level lighting variability.

Operation
Status information (Fire Alarm, Trouble and Power) is communicated through the 
Imager via Status LEDs, dedicated Trouble and Alarm relays, and the Remote Indicator 
interface. Specific Trouble (Fault) conditions are identified through coded flashes of the 
Trouble LED.

An internal heating option is also provided on the Imager to prevent condensation on 
the optical surface, and a reset input enables an external signal to reset the device.

Simple Installation and Maintenance
The OSID system consists of up to seven Emitters, for the 45° and 90° Imager units, 
located along the perimeter of the protected area, and an Imager mounted opposite. 
Each component can be mounted directly to the surface or can be secured with the 
supplied mounting brackets. Battery powered Emitters with up to five years battery life 
are also available to reduce installation time and cost.

Features
• Maximum detection range of  

150 m (492 ft) for the OSI-10
• Status LEDs for Fire, Trouble and Power
• High false alarm immunity
• Dust and intrusive solid object rejection
• Easy alignment with large adjustment 

and viewing angles 
• No need for precise alignment
• Tolerant of alignment drift
• Automatic commisioning in under  

ten minutes
• Simple DIP switch configuration
• Dual wavelength LED-based smoke 

detection
• Simple and easy maintenance 

requirements
• Conventional alarm interface for 

straightforward fire system integration
• Three selectable alarm thresholds

Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• AFNOR
• CE Mark
• VdS
• ActivFire
• BOSEC
• Major Agency Approvals pending

OSID Smoke Detection



Specifications
Supply Voltage
20 to 30 VDC (24 VDC nominal)

Imager Current Consumption
Nominal (at 24 VDC):

8mA (1 Emitter) 
10mA (7 Emitters)

Peak (at 24 VDC) during training mode:
31mA

Emitter Current Consumption
Wired Version (at 24 VDC): 

350µA Std Power, 800µA High Power
Battery Version (1.9 - 3.2 VDC): 

Built-in 5 Year Replaceable Battery

Field Wiring
Cable Guage  
  0.2 - 4mm² (26-12 AWG)

Alarm Threshold Levels: 
Low - Highest sensitivity / earliest alarm:

20% (0.97 dB)
Medium - Medium sensitivity:

35% (1.87 dB)
High - Lowest sensitivity / maximum 
immunity to nuisance smoke conditions:

50% (3.01 dB)

Adjustment Angle
±60° (horizontal)
±15° (vertical)

Maximum Misalignment Angle
±2°

Dimensions (WHD)
Emitter / Imager:

208 mm x 136 mm x  96 mm 
(8.19 in. x 5.35 in. x 3.78 in.)

Operating Conditions*
Temperature:

-10 °C to 55 °C (14 °F to 131 °F)*
Humidity:
10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Please consult your Xtralis office for 
operation outside these parameters.

IP Rating
IP 44 for Electronics
IP 66 for Optics Enclosure

Status LEDs
Fire Alarm (Red)
Trouble / Power (Bi-color Yellow / Green)

Event log
10,000 events
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OSID Smoke Detection
On the Imager, a termination card provides all field wiring terminals, and DIP switches 
enable the user to configure the detector for particular applications. 
Alignment of the Emitter is simply achieved using a laser alignment tool to rotate the 
optical spheres until the laser beam projected from the alignment tool is close to the 
Imager.
The Imager is aligned in a similar way so that its Field of View (FOV) encompasses 
all Emitters. A Trouble or Fault will be indicated if an Emitter is missing or outside the 
Imager field of view.
The OSID system is highly tolerant to dust and dirt and requires little maintenance in 
practice. Preventative maintenance is limited to occasionally cleaning the optical faces 
of the detector components.

Configuration Options
OSID systems may be configured to suit a range of detection spaces by selecting the 
number of Emitters and type of Imager. Each type of Imager differs by the lens used in 
the unit, which determines the field of view and range of the system.

Imager

Field of View Detection Range Max. 
Number 

of 
EmittersHorizontal Vertical

Standard Power High Power

Min Max Min Max

10° 7° 4° 30 m (98 ft) 150 m (492 ft) - - - - 1

45° 38° 19° 15 m (49 ft) 60 m (197 ft) 30 m (98 ft) 120 m (393 ft) 7

90° 80° 48° 6 m (20 ft) **34 m (111 ft) 12 m (39 ft) **68 m (223 ft) 7

** Maximum Distances measured for the Center Field of View of the Imager. For more details on distances for the   
Imager, see the OSID Product Guide. 

Emitter / Imager Dimensions

Ordering Codes
OSI-10 Imager - 7º coverage OSE-HPW Emitter - High Power, Wired
OSI-45 Imager - 38º coverage OSID-INST OSID Installation Kit
OSI-90 Imager - 80º coverage OSP-001 FTDI Cable 1.5m
OSE-SP-01 Emitter - Alkaline Battery OSP-002 Laser Alignment tool
OSE-SPW Emitter - Standard Power, Wired OSID-WG Wire Guard
OSID-EHE Emitter environmental housing IP66 OSE-RBA Spare alkaline battery pack for Emitter units
OSID-EHI Imager environmental housing IP66 OSE-RBL Replacement Lithium Ion Kit
OSE-ACF Anti-condensation film for Emitters
OSEH-ACF Anti-condensation film for OSID-

EHE and OSID-EHI environmental 
housings

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for 
details regarding compliant design, 
installation and commissioning.
 
* Product UL listed for use from 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 103°F)
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OSID-EH

Application
Custom designed IP 66, NEMA 4-4X protective and environmental housings protect 
OSID imagers and emitters from dust and water ingress in industrial environments. 

The housings are only to be used with 1 on 1 systems.

The glazed housings are made of ABS. The glass window causes minimal attenuation 
of the UV and IR beams.

Installation and servicing is extremely easy.  The imager housing has two glands for 
easy wiring. The Emitter housing can be used with both battery powered and 24V wired 
emitter.

To access to the Imagers FTDI socket the lid needs to be removed. A separate 
cable inlet directly below the FTDI socket is normally sealed but can be fitted with an 
additional gland supplied with the enclosure for servicing or upgrading the imager.

Both the imager and emitter housing have 3 pre-drilled screw connections for fixed 
mounting of the unit.

The imager has an additional glass window at the bottom of the housing to allow the 
Alarm and Fault LEDs to be seen from below.

Where condensation is expected, both housings can be equipped inside with a heater of 
minimum 5W.

Features
• IP66, NEMA 4-4X for use in harsh 

environments
• Imager with extra viewing opening for 

Alarm and Fault LEDS 
• Dedicated entry for OSP-001 FTDI cable
• Fast and easy  installation- entry and exit 

opening for wiring
• Protects against dust and water 

Specifications
Material
ABS

Size
241x194x127 mm (9.64x7.76x5.08 inch)

Colour
Grey, RAL 7035

Usage temperature
-25°C (-13°F) up to +60°C (140°F)

External mechanical resistance
IK 07

OSID Environmental Housing 
for Imagers and Emitters

Part No. 30243

Ordering Codes
OSID-EHI Imager environmental housing
OSID-EHE Emitter environmental housing

Configuration Options 
 

Minimum Maximum

OSI-10 25m (82ft.) 125m (410ft.)

OSI-90 5m (16.4ft.) 28m (91.8ft.)
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Open-area Smoke Detection Reinvented
OSID by Xtralis is technology designed specifically for large, open-area environments, 
enabling early detection and response to save lives and prevent service disruptions. 
OSID uses a sophisticated algorithm to map and compare the strength of infrared (IR) 
and ultraviolet (UV) light signals from detectors configured in the space.

Unique, Flexible Detection Coverage Technology
OSID by Xtralis innovatively combines two technologies to reliably detect smoke in large, 
open spaces.

Dual-wavelength Particle Detection

By using two wavelengths of light to detect particles, the system is able to distinguish 
between particle sizes. The shorter UV wavelength interacts strongly with both small and 
large particles, while the longer IR wavelength is affected only by larger particles. Dual-
wavelength path loss measurements therefore enable the detector to provide repeatable 
absolute smoke obscuration values, while rejecting the presence of dust particles or 
solid intruding objects. OSID can support up to 7 Emitters with a single Imager making it 
easy to deploy in unusually shaped areas. Emitters can be placed at different heights to 
overcome stratification and provide earlier detection. 

 » Patented dual wavelength, UV & IR, 
particle detection 

 » CMOS imager with wide viewing 
angles

 » Simple installation, commissioning 
and maintenance

 » High tolerance to vibration and 
structural movement

 » High resistance to dust, fogging, 
steam, reflections and object 
intrusion

 » High resistance to reflected sunlight

 » On-board log memory 

 » Software tool for diagnostic purposes

 » Aesthetically discreet and 3D coverage

 » Long range up to 150 m (492 ft) with minimal free space (dia. 15 cm) 

OSID Project Reference List

Learn more: www.xtralis.com/osid



This is only a partial reference list and more references will be added from time to time.  
If you have any query, please contact your local Xtralis representative.

Europe
Client Industry Application

MIVB Metro station Transportation Metro Station  

LR chemicals Logistics Warehouse

Hospital OLV Middelares Medical Atrium 

TVH Logistics Warehouse  

H&M Logistics Warehouse

Bus Shelter Berlin Transportation Bus Shelter

Schmitt Logistik Gersthofen Logistics Warehouse

Coca Cola Manufacturing Warehouse 

Busbanhof Britz in Berlin Transportation Bus Depot

Cummins (Romania) Industrial Manufacturing facility 

MacFarlane (UK) Manufacturing Manufacturing Facility

Palasport Verona (Italy) Leisure Sporting Arena

Makro, Cichy Logistics Warehouse 

Air Berlin Transportation Airport

A La Ronde National Trust 
Building 

Heritage Atrium

BBC Headquarters Telecommunications Car Park 

Banham Poultry Agricultural Biomass Plant

Burberry London Retail Prestigious Retail Shopping Center

Client Industry Application

Wrigley Logistice Center Candy Manufacturer Warehouse

Zydus Cadela Pharmaceutical Warehouse

Hyderabad Bus Depot Transportation Bus Depot

Nax Warehouse Records Storage Warehouse 

Unicharm Records Storage Warehouse

Massmart (South Africa) Retail Warehouse

UTI Pharmaceutical Pharmaceutical Distribution Center

Industrial style mall in Botswana Retail Shopping Mall

Builders Warehouse Retail Warehouse

On the Dot (Kalahari.net) Retail Warehouse 

Adcock Ingram Pharmaceutical Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturing

Distribution Center

Paarl Media Commercial Printing

Midlands Mall Retail Shopping Mall

Kurz Production (Malaysia) Manufacturing Production

Bukit Panjang Plaza Retail Shopping Mall

Petro China (Indonesia) Utilities/Petrochem Warehouse

Nestle Kamadjaja (Indonesia) Food Warehouse

Salvation Army warehouse Logistics Food Storage

Iona College University Sporting Arena

Catch of the Day Logistics Warehouse

Southern Seawater Desalination 
Plant

Utilities Plant

Melbourne Park Eastern Plaza Leisure Indoor Tennis Court 

Virgin Hangar Transportation Airport hangar 

Perth Arena  Leisure Sporting Arena

Shell Storage Depot Utility/Petroleum Warehouse

The Document Warehouse 
Group

Document Storage Warehouse

Honda Automobile 
Manufacturer

Plant, Warehouse

ITC Tobacco Warehouse

Givuadan Perfume Factory Warehouse

IFFCO Fertilizer Warehouse

Shanghai International Exhibition 
Center

Commercial Large Open Space

Qufu Olympic Center Leisure Sports Center

Beijing Metro Transportation Metro Public Area

Zhaotong Tobacco Tobacco Warehouse

Beijing Inter-Continental Hotel Commercial Large Open Space

Beijing EastGate Plaza Commercial Large Open Space

Fujian Circus Leisure Large Open Space

Kunming Dianchi Exhibition 
Center

Leisure Large Open Space

Suzhou Railroad Car Garage Transportation Large Open Space

Chengdu Tobacco Tobacco Manufacturing Facility

Ningbo Tobacco Tobacco Large Open Space

Xinjiang Tobacco Tobacco Manufacturing Facility

Shanghai Metro Line12 Transportation Metro Public Area

Chuxiong Tobacco Tobacco Warehouse

Yunnan Shizong Tobacco Leaf 
Redry Factory

Tobacco Warehouse

Fujian Channel Exhibition Center Leisure Exhibition Center

Shanghai Science and 
Technology Center

Commercial Large Open Space

Yuxi Tobacco Tobacco Warehouse

China Academy of Launch 
Vehicle Technology

Commercial Large Open Space

Honeywell Warehouse project Manufacturing Manufacturing Facility

Sukiada Warehouse Project Manufacturing Manufacturing Facility

Shimizu Warehouse Project Manufacturing Manufacturing Facility

Sembcorp warehouse Project Manufacturing Manufacturing Facility

Singha Beer Food and Beverage Factory Area Protection

TWH Crane Heavy Industries Warehouse/Workshop Area Protection

LTA Office Government Office Ceiling Space

PT Vale Mining Area Protection

Petro Jambi Oil & Gas Warehouse Protection
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Americas
Client Industry Application

Alexandria Police Station Government Atrium

Mars pet food Logistics warehouse 

Clarke County Amphitheatre Leisure Amphitheatre

Waterman hospital Medical Atrium

Georgia Tech Leisure Indoor football facility

Ontario Power Generation Power Generation Warehouse

ALDI Food Logistics Warehouse

Patron Tequila Logistics Warehouse 

Texas Performing Arts Leisure Auditorium 

Boise train station Transportation Main Hall

HP/EDS - Plano, Texas  Commercial Atrium

NBA Arena Leisure Sports Arena  

Oklahoma State Arena Leisure Sports Arenas

LA Convention Center Leisure Convention Center

Walmart Logistics Warehouse

Palacio de Hierro Retail Prestigious Retail Department Store

Cinepolis Leisure Movie Theatre

Cinemax Leisure Movie Theatre

Volkswagon Manufacturing Automotive Plant

Kia Manufacturing Automotive Plant

ABB Warehouse Logistics Warehouse

Meyerhoff Symphony Hall Leisure Auditorium

Twin Towers - NY Utilities Mechanical Rooms

Woodrow Wilson High School Education Gymnasium, Halls, Auditorium

Client Industry Application

Izmir Adnan Menderes Airport Transportation Passenger Terminal

New Doha International Airport Transportation Airport Facility

Dubai Mall Kidzania & SEGA area Theme Park/ 
Large Open Space

Playing Area

Bourge Innovation Centre Education Research Facility

Logistics Warehouse in NDIA Logistics Warehouse

Salalah Int’l Airport Transportation Passenger Terminal

Mafraq Hospital Government Large Open Area (Atrium)

Madinah Int’l Airport Transportation Passenger Terminal

ARAMEX Warehouse Logistics Warehouse

Panda Hypermarket Supermarket Warehouse

Unilever Margarine Factory Manufacturing Food Processing

King Saud University Education Sports Arena

Saline Water Conversion Corp. Utilities Batteries Rooms

Karamah Substation Utilities Power Station

Mercedes Bens WH Show Room Large Open Space

Pepsi Plant Manufacturing Manufacturing facility

IKEA distribution center Dubai Logistics Warehouse

Emirates SkyCargo Transport Logistics Facilities, Hazardous Storage 
& Cold Storage

Middle East



Application
Beam detectors are susceptible to saturation from direct sunlight most often when 
installed in an East-West direction and when the sun is low on the horizon.

Background subtraction techniques and IR and UV filters make OSID far less 
susceptible to saturation than standard IR beams. OSID will never false alarm due to 
bright sunlight. However, severe saturation may in some cases affect the Emitter IR 
and UV signal and cause a fault to be reported.

OSI-LS light shield is available for Imagers to prevent saturation from direct or reflected 
light.

The light shield can only be used in end-to-end / one-on-one configurations. The light 
shield cannot be used in Multi-Emitter applications.

The shield is easy to apply and protects against light outside of a 30° viewing angle.

The light shield cannot be used in combination with an environmental housing.

Features
•  Prevents Imager saturation from bright 

light sources in one-on-one applications
• Protects Imagers against bright light 

outside of a 30° viewing angle in one-
on-one applications

•  Quick and easy installation
•  Fits all OSID Imagers

Light Shield for OSID Imagers



Specifications
Material
Flame retardant ABS (UL94 Rating V0)

Colour
Black
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Installation
The light shield is fitted with self-adhesive tape. 

To install, remove the backing paper from the adhesive, align the shield as in the photo, 
and apply force to affix the shield to the eyeball.

Ordering Codes
OSI-LS  Light Shield for Imagers

Light Shield for OSID Imagers



Application
This reset station can be connected directly to an OSID imager’s reset input 
and remote alarm led output.

The station can also be used with FastTrace 2 in SmokeTrace PLUS 
applications.

The unit and connection is multi-purpose, the leds can also be driven from a 12 
VDC or 24VDC source.

Wiring options for the Reset switch

Features
• Reset station for OSID Imagers
• Red and yellow LED signalling
• Momentary key switch
• ABS

OSI-RS Imager Reset Station

NC

Common

NO

NC

Common

NO

+

-

+

-

+

-

Fault

Fire

Reset

Power

Power

OSID Imager 
Termination Card

External 12 V or 
24 V Supply

OSI-RS

+

+

-

-

Red

Yellow

Reset

+ -

Loop



Specifications
Material
ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene)

Colour
Light grey, RAL7032

Dimensions (W x H x D)
65mm x 95mm x 55mm (2.6” x 3.8” x 2.2”)
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Installation

Ordering Codes
OSI-RS  Imager Reset Station

OSI-RS Imager Reset Station

OSID Imager 
Termination Card

OSI-RS

+

+

-

-

Red

Yellow

Reset

+ - B A
Fire LED Heater

OSI-RS

+

+

-

-

Red

Yellow

Reset

1

2

3

4

ON

Switch 1, 3 ON for 12V

Switch 2, 4 ON for 24V

Switch 1, 2, 3, 4 ON for OSID remote LEDs

The key switch can be used to reset alarms. Turn the key to the other state to Reset 
alarms. 

Fire LED

Fault LED

Wiring for the remote LEDs



OSID-WG

Application
This steel cage is designed to protect OSID Imagers and Emitters from vandalism and 
accidental damage.

The cage is constructed of heavy gauge steel wire with corrosion resistant polyester 
coating.

Installation and servicing are easy.

Highly recommended for areas where abuse to beams is severe.

Features
• Designed to not interfere with the 

operation of the protected unit.
• Fast and easy installation.
• Simple removal for servicing the units.
• Constructed from 9 gauge galvanised 

steel rod.
• Plastic coated for durability and use in 

harsh environments.
• Protects against vandalism or accidental 

damage

Specifications
Material:
Hard drawn steel wire

Thickness:
9 gauge - 0.144” (0.366mm) Diameter

Finish:
Polyester Powder Coating -
Non Carcinogenic

Colour:
White

HMIS:
Code-010E

OSID Wire Guard
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RECOMMENDED CLAMP PLACEMENT AS SHOWN

4.07 in.
(104mm)

9.2 in.
(234mm)

6.7 in.
(167mm)

Ordering Codes
OSID-WG Wire Guard for Imager and Emitter
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Remotely Programmable NVRADPRO® FastTrace™ 2E-RMG

The ADPRO FastTrace 2E is the best-in-class video recording and alarm 
transmission solution available. This hardware platform now runs the latest 
ADPRO XO Security Operating System, to create a powerful Remotely Managed 
Multiservice Gateway (RMG). The RMG is scalable up to 32 video channels, 
of which 4 to 20 analogue channels, expandable with up to 32 IP channels. 
Furthermore, up to 32 analytic channels are possible.
This RMG solution provides video recording, bi-directional audio for deterrence, 
transmission over any network, and remotely downloadable video content analytics 
(VCA). It detects threats to a facility through automatic video detection and visual 
verification. Its superior detection capabilities offer significant installation and 
operational cost savings compared to traditional intrusion detection methods.

Features
• Flexible: suitable for IP and analogue CCTV environments
• Scalable: up to 32 IP cameras, of which up to 20 analogue cameras
• Support for all major camera brands: ACTI, Arecont, Avigilon, Axis, Bosch, 

Brickcom, Hikvision, Hikvision AVE, Honeywell Performance*, Honeywell 
equIP*, Honeywell HDZ*, JVC, Panasonic, Pelco, Samsung, Sanyo, Sony, and 
support for cameras with ONVIF Profile S driver.

• Expandable: up to 168 inputs and 144 outputs
• Easy IP camera connection via ONVIF Profile S protocol
• Video recording, video analytics, and transmission (all remote monitoring ready)
• Reliable data storage: up to 4 x 10 TB, RAID 1 support (needs min. 2 equal 

HDD)
• Integrated xTrace video content analytics (VCA) in XO 4: IntrusionTrace, 

LoiterTrace, and SmokeTrace
• 2-way audio: enables instant remote communication to/from site
• High-level integration with ADPRO PRO E-Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors, 

including communication over IP, intelligent double knock, and creep zone alarm
• Remote deployment: commissioning, set-up, configuration and management
• Field programmability via Xtralis Xchange licensing tool: rapid deployment 

of Xtralis xTrace Analytics (pay-as-you-grow), video licenses, and firmware 
updates.

• Mobile apps for remote monitoring, verification, and control
• CMS command and control platforms: VideoCentral Platinum (VCP), Event 

Management System (EMS) and iOS/Android iTrace App
• Open platform: easy integration with third-party software (XO-SDK)
• BS8148-2015 compliant**
• DGUV-UVV Kassen certified

Key Benefits
Superior detection and low false alarm 
rate with low CapEx. Highest quality of 
protection at a low TCO.
• Highest site protection: powerful new 

XO 4 delivering intrusion, loitering 
and smoke verification analytics.

• Reliability: ADPRO proprietary 
transmission protocol is 100% 
reliable with guaranteed alarm 
reception by acknowledgement and 
redundant transmission; Site Pulse 
protocol life check.

• Efficiency: H.264 video compression, 
dual codec (analogue) and 
multistream (IP) for optimal 
bandwidth usage while providing the 
highest quality video for recording 
and viewing.

• Low TCO: up to 32 cameras per 
device yielding the lowest price per 
channel.

• Easy management of multiple 
remote sites improves efficiency 
and reduces personnel cost. Full 
remote site surveillance and control, 
extending human guard surveillance.

• Speed: rapid assessment of video 
alarm images allows to quickly 
identify the alarm cause, optimising 
real-time intervention while 
reducing expensive nuisance alarm 
responses.

• Alarm reception in less than 7 
seconds.

• Extremely fast, intelligent search on 
motion metadata after recording.

• VMD: 4 zones per camera.
• User-friendly: easy-to-use XO client 

for configuration and management.
• Xchange tool for adding and 

transferring video and VCA licenses 
on-site.

• 360° camera support + image 
de warping: see everything, 
everywhere, always.

* The Honeywell Performance, equIP, and HDZ series IP cameras 
are supported from version XOa 3.2.33.
** Code of Practice for the installation and remote monitoring of 
detector activated CCTV systems.
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Specifications
Operating System ADPRO® XO™ Security Operating System, Linux based

Video Input Up to 32 video inputs. Modular: 4–20 analogue cameras; 1–32 IP cameras.

Video Output XGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264

Video Resolution Analogue: CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF 
IP: up to HD/MP resolution*

Images/Second PAL/NTSC/Full HD: up to 25/30 ips – MPixel: ips is camera dependent

Bandwidth Consumption 32 x 5 Mbps (6 ips CIF, 70 kbps; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kbps)

Bandwidth Management Configurable variable or constant bitrate / Configurable bandwidth limiter

Audio Input Analogue: 1 per camera. 
IP: built-in audio input supported*

Audio Output Standard 1 line level output. Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio switcher(s).  
Audio out on IP cameras* with ONVIF Profile S driver

Command Inputs Up to 40 inputs on the box (balanced), depending on model. 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128 (go – no go)

Relay Outputs Up to 16 outputs on the box (SPDT), depending on model. 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128

Web Server XO client – integrated web client application (ActiveX)

Ethernet 2 x 100/1000BASE-T, autodetection, full duplex, RJ45

Recording Type Schedule, Detection, Event

PTZ Cameras Analogue: via RS-485 or coax (DTC); extensive range of protocols available. 
IP: brand specific, generic, or ONVIF Profile S*

IP Camera Integration Brand specific, Generic, or ONVIF Profile S driver*

Management Web client interface (XO client), ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum, HeiTel Event 
Management Software, third-party software (SDK available) and iOS/Android iTrace 
App.

Power Supply 100–240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature 5–40 °C

Humidity 20–93 % RH non-condensing

Disk Capacity Max. 4 x 10 TB SATA hard disks. RAID 1 support (= min. 2 x equal HDD)

Warranty 2 years

Dimensions (W x H x D): 445 x 132 x 300 mm (17.52” x 5.20” x 11.8”)

Analytics Basic motion detection (VMD), camera sabotage detection.
Up to 32 analytics channels for IntrusionTrace™, LoiterTrace™, and SmokeTrace™ 
(separate datasheets available)

Mobile Apps iTrace, iPIR, iCommission, iRespond

Ordering Information Available models: IP, Hybrid, IP Tx, Hybrid Tx (Tx = transmission only). 
Please contact your local Xtralis ADPRO provider for detailed product information.

* Camera dependent. List of supported IP cameras is available on www.xtralissecurity.com

XOa 4
The XO Security Operating System 
expands the feature-rich, multi-service 
capability of the ADPRO RMGs. XO 4 
enables a FastTrace 2E to support 
up to 32 camera channels with up to 
32 analytics channels simultaneously 
allowing a customer to leverage xTrace 
analytics for intrusion & loitering detection, 
visual smoke verification and building 
management capabilities while providing 
immediate remote response. It provides 
live 24/365 unbreakable transmission of 
very high quality video events to remote 
monitoring stations; providing deterrence 
through multi-level response, including 
audio, lighting/door controls, HVAC, as 
well as first responder dispatch. XO 4 
provides the first technology solution 
to effectively augment human guards 
security with intelligent and accurate 
detection more cost effectively with higher 
reliability. Customers deploying XO 4 
can employ a “pay as you grow” security 
approach, using analytics where and 
when they are needed.

xTrace Analytics
Add-on video analytics:
• IntrusionTrace: outdoor video verified 

perimeter detection for sterile zone 
monitoring (car dealerships, solar 
parks, power generation facilities, and 
warehouses). For more information on 
i-LIDS® certification, refer to document 
no. 21802.

• LoiterTrace: video verified loitering 
detection for indoor & outdoor 
applications (graffiti, parks, carparks, 
school grounds and construction 
areas).

• SmokeTrace: remote visual smoke 
verification (nuclear power plants, 
transformer rooms, shopping malls 
and transportation hubs).

www.xtralis.com/FastTrace2E

ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2E-RMG

Mobile Apps
• iTrace: remote monitoring, verification, and control (iOS and Android).
• iRespond: provides first responders (police, fire brigade, etc.) with real-time 

situational awareness (iOS).
• iPIR: allows one person to commission ADPRO PRO E-PIRs: wireless walk 

testing and parameter adjustment (iOS).
• iCommission: allows one person to vertically align ADPRO PRO E-PIRs 

(iOS).

Remotely Programmable NVR



Description
Designed to provide visual smoke verification, the ADPRO XOa SmokeTrace analytic 
provides reliable visual confirmation of smoke developing from a fire. The system is 
triggered by the smoke alarm of an existing traditional smoke detection system and 
analyses the images from strategically-placed fixed cameras or PTZ (Pan-Tilt-Zoom) 
cameras to remotely confirm the presence of smoke. It also works well with most 
existing cameras that cover the fire zones of the corresponding Fire Alarm Control 
Panels (FACPs).
A series of images, including bounding boxes that highlight the smoke area, are 
handled by the ADPRO XOa video system automatically and transmitted to a remote 
central monitoring station. The images are then assessed and managed by experienced 
security personnel who initiate the appropriate response. 
The key advantages of deploying SmokeTrace at a site are: 
• Nuisance - at sites with many false alarms SmokeTrace can reduce unnecessary 

intervention of the Fire & Rescue Services. If no smoke is verified, the CMS (Central 
Monitoring Station) could decide not to dispatch Fire & Rescue Services. This can 
result in savings on fines from the Fire & Rescue Services and prevent needless 
evacuation leading to lost working hours.

• Visual verification - the SmokeTrace application removes the need for on-site 
smoke confirmation and provides the fire brigade with the confirmation that a 
genuine fire is happening at the monitored location. Hence, the verification will 
guarantee a quick and adequate Fire & Rescue Services intervention with no loss of 
verification time.

• Situational awareness - end-user situational awareness for targeted response by 
providing response team and management more specific details as to where the fire 
is located, where it is safe to enter the building and what merchandise is at risk.

In a SmokeTrace PLUSTM scenario, Xtralis OSID can be easily installed as a 
supervisory detection system if no primary detection exists; i.e. areas that have only 
sprinklers. 
In areas with multiple false alarms, OSID can also cover a supervised site along with 
the existing traditional smoke detection system. These beams add a supervisory alarm 
to SmokeTrace; ensuring the integrity of the alarm information, aimed to eliminate the 
need of attending false alarms.
OSID is equipped with field-proven, highly-reliable, early detection dual frequency beam 
detection and a CMOS Imager. Thanks to the battery-powered emitters/transmitters, a 
multi-emitter system is quickly installed and very cost-effective to deploy as it requires 
minimal wiring.

Specifications
• Superior algorithm for remote visual smoke verification applications
• PTZ presets can be triggered on detection
• Integrates advanced algorithms to maximize true smoke verification and minimize 

nuisance verifications
• Can verify various types of smoke: light, dark from flaming and smouldering sources 

from several smoke sources in all directions
• Fully integrated solution and seamless GUI for analogue and/or IP cameras

SmokeTrace License Model
• Oriented to installations with indefinite application period
• An application license under this model has no expiry date
• Active on one video channel at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for system upgrades and replacements
• Remote upgrade notification and upload program

Unique Features
SmokeTrace:
• Support for IP and/or analogue 

cameras
• Cost efficient solution
• High visual verification quality
• Fast installation and commissioning
• Flexible licensing system (Xchange)
• Multi zone PTZ trigger
• Single or multiple channel operation
• Fully integrated design
• Remote servicing
• Software only add-on

ADPRO SmokeTrace Application License
ADPRO® XOa SmokeTrace/SmokeTrace PLUS

SmokeTrace PLUS:
• Ideal solution for areas with only 

sprinkler
• Higher reliability thanks to the addition 

of Xtralis OSID advisory beam 
detection next to existing under-
performing traditional smoke detection

OSID by Xtralis
(Open- area Smoke Imaging Detection)

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System

Installation and Operation
Important Safety Notice
SmokeTrace is a video smoke verification and notification 
system designed to complement traditional approved smoke 
detection systems by offering early warning and situational 
awareness of developing fires. SmokeTrace is not designed 
or certified for use as a primary smoke alarm detection 
system and should not be used in place of approved, 
certified smoke detectors. 
To ensure correct operation, SmokeTrace must be installed 
and operated in accordance with the requirements specified 
in the FastTrace-2 SmokeTrace Technical Manual (doc. no. 
27132_0x).
Specifically it should be noted that, due to the nature of 
video image analytics, changing environmental background 
conditions can considerably affect the performance of 
smoke verification and notification systems, and may result 
in smoke not being signalled in all conditions or a false 
signal of smoke.

Advanced Video Analytics 
Remote Visual Smoke Verification
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ADPRO SmokeTrace Application License
ADPRO® XOa SmokeTrace/SmokeTrace PLUS

Typical application scenes

Advanced Video Analytics 
Remote Visual Smoke Verification

How Does SmokeTrace Work

How Does SmokeTrace PLUS Work
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Ordering Information:
SmokeTrace license 1 Channel - perpetual 49975800

SmokeTrace license 4 Channel - perpetual 49975801

SmokeTrace license 8 Channel - perpetual 49975802

SmokeTrace license 12 Channel - perpetual 49975803

SmokeTrace license 16 Channel - perpetual 49975804

SmokeTrace license 20 Channel - perpetual 49975805

SmokeTrace Annunciator Panel 49841800

The ADPRO XOa FastTrace 2E and iFT-E devices can handle up to 32 SmokeTrace analytics.

For using SmokeTrace with other ADPRO video systems, please contact your local technical support.

SmokeTrace OSID 
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VESDA 19” Subrack Enclosure

Glass-Fronted 19" Subrack Enclosure
To compliment the VESDA range of detectors, displays and programmers a 19 inch 
Subrack enclosure is available. The 19 inch rack enclosure is designed to house up 
to 12 display and/or programmer modules, VESDAnet sockets, or relay only modules 
in a wide variety of configurations to suit the particular requirements of a site where 
centralized control and monitoring of the VESDA system is required. 

Modular System
VESDA Aspirating Smoke Detectors (ASD) are available in a wide range of 
configurations to suit the particular requirements of each site. The system is modular 
with Display and Programmer Modules located in the most convenient location. The 
backbone to this modularity is VESDAnet, a fault tolerant RS485 communications loop 
which links all elements of the VESDA system together. 

Mounting Options
Display and Programmer modules can be mounted in a Detector Enclosure, in a 
Remote Box or in a 19 inch Subrack. A Hand-held programmer module is also available 
for temporary and convenient connection to the VESDA system. 

Details of these standard mounting options are given in the Detector, Display and 
Programmer Data sheets.

Relay Signalling
Each Display Module can be configured to drive relays which can be used for reliable 
(fault tolerant) signalling of Fire and Fault conditions to external systems. 

Standard Display Modules can drive 7 relays while VESDA VLS Display Modules can 
be configured to drive 7 or 12 relays. Relay functionality is fully configurable according 
to site requirements.

19" Rack Enclosure
19" Subracks can be installed in glass fronted enclosures and are mounted on a swing 
frame for convenient connection of all the cables. 

Cable entry for 24 VDC power, VESDAnet connection and interfacing to the relays 
is provided by multiple knock-outs on all four sides of the box. 19" Subracks and 
blank panels must be ordered separately. Each enclosure will accommodate up to 3 
subracks. If utilizing only 1 or 2 racks the VESDA Power Supply (VPS-100-US-xxx) can 
also be mounted in the enclosure.

Features
• Dual hinged glass door provides 

easy access to VESDA modules and 
termination boards

• Second door provides access to the 
termination boards

• Designed for easy mounting
• Multiple knock-outs for easy cable entry
• Holds up to 3 subracks
• Full size, lockable window and door
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Part: 18625

Xtralis VESDA 19” Subrack Enclosure
Specifications
Construction: 
NEMA 1 Rating
16 gauge cold roll steel
Fully welded and ground
Double knockouts
Continuous hinges with stainless steel pins
Full size window kit – lockable
Door – lockable (keyed alike with window)

Mounting:
Key hole mounting

Finish:
2-part polyurethane – bake on textured 
finish

Color: 
Light grey

Locks: 
Keyed alike Chicago locks

Blanking Plates:
14 gauge cold roll steel
Light grey matching color
Single plate – 19 x 51/4 "
Double plate – 19 x 101/2"
Enclosure requires 4 10/32" screws for 
mounting 19" rack and/or blanking plates.

Ordering Information:
Rack Enclosure VRE-100
Blank Plate (single) VRE-001
Blank Plate (double) VRE-002
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VESDA ASPIRE – aspirating smoke detection made easy 
The performance of an aspirating smoke detection system is dependent on the design of 
the pipe network used to transport air back to the smoke detector.
VESDA ASPIRE is a Windows®-based application that aids the specification and design of 
pipe networks for VESDA air sampling smoke detectors. It provides the designer with tools 
to speed the design process and ensure optimum network performance and installation 
quality. ASPIRE also makes implementation of the design easy. With automatic generation 
of lists of all the components required for the project and an Installation Data Pack, the 
installer will have all the information they need at their fingertips.  
ASPIRE is the latest generation of the ASPIRE application, used by VESDA system 
designers and installers around the world for over 15 years.

Fast pipe network design
Using the Pipe Design Wizard, you can quickly transcribe your pipe network design into 
ASPIRE. A single click adds pipe fittings such as a pipe, elbow or sampling point and drag 
to reorder your fittings as you tweak the design to suit. ASPIRE allows full flexibility in 
placement of any network components. For example, extra elbows can be introduced to 
direct the pipe around a ceiling beam.
Once the layout is established, you enter your performance criteria for the pipe network 
e.g. EN54-20 Class B (or set transport time, sensitivity etc. directly). Using the AutoBalance 
function, ASPIRE will automatically calculate sampling hole sizes (to suit the drill bit sizes 
you specify). Alternatively, you can manually set the hole sizes and review the predicted 
system performance.
One of the great time-saving features of ASPIRE is the ability to save environmental 
design parameters for particular applications. For example, certain applications require 
specific transport time and sampling hole pressures or certain environments have specific 
conditions such as low temperatures. These parameters can be saved and used in later 
projects.

3D View
The improved 3D View now updates as the pipe network is built and allows the network to 
be edited. Fittings can be directly added or removed from the 3D view and their properties 
such as their directions can be changed. The 3D view is synchronised with the table 
allowing intuitive, direct selection of elements whether fittings or whole pipes and sections.
Moreover, the 3D view can be manipulated (rotate, zoom and pan) using the mouse.

Easier file handling
ASPIRE allows multiple instances of ASPIRE running concurrently. With the drag and drop 
feature, detectors, individual pipes, branches, etc, can be copied and shared between 
ASPIRE instances, thus saving design time. The user can now open files by dragging them 
from Explorer and dropping them onto ASPIRE. 

Simple handover for installation
The Installation Data Pack (IDP) is a series of reports that describes the pipe network, 
detailing the locations of the fittings, their settings and the expected system performance. 
Data and diagrams from the IDP can be printed (in colour) or copied and pasted into other 
programs, e.g. Microsoft® Excel® for further calculations or Microsoft® Word® for client 
reports. 
ASPIRE allows notes to be made on any element of the pipe design to convey design 
reasoning to the installer. Notes are stored in the project file and are shown on the 
IDP printout. For example: an overall description of a project, project milestone dates, 
installation considerations or file/drawing references. This is very useful when handing the 
installation over to a contractor.

Need to vary the performance for different areas of a building?
The Group function in ASPIRE allows you to set different performance criteria for different 
areas of a building. For example, your design may need to cover a computer room and a 
manufacturing area. The computer room requires high sensitivity due to the high airflows, 
while the manufacturing area may only require enhanced sensitivity to accommodate 
background levels associated with manufacturing processes.
ASPIRE includes a safety factor when setting a detector’s sensitivity to match a standard 
EN 54-20 class* allowing the design to be robust against minor variations in the system 
implementation.

Features
• Ensures optimum design of VESDA aspirating 

smoke detection pipe networks, including 
VESDA ECO gas detection and environmental 
monitoring

• Accurately models pipe network designs to 
environmental performance criteria

• User-friendly interface that allows easy 
manipulation and handling of design in terms of 
adding branches, drop pipes, bends, etc

• Live display of total pipe length and number of 
sampling holes. Highlights exceeded limits

• Speeds the design process by automating 
adjustment of hole sizes

• Unique building constraints can be easily 
accommodated

• Allows different detector performance 
requirements within one building

• Interactive 3D view to aid design
• Multilevel “undo” and “redo” along with 

autosave to aid the designer 
• Improved usability and presentation including 

standard keyboard shortcuts
• Custom design elements can be documented to 

guide the installation team 
• Inclusion of special fittings (valves, water traps, 

socket unions and refrigerated sampling points) 
to achieve an accurate BOM

•  Exhaust included in flow calculations
• Professional reports and materials lists can be 

generated to add to client submissions
• Supports both metric and imperial 

measurement systems
• Compatible with other Windows®– based 

applications
• Set multiple detector alarm thresholds within a 

detector
• Sampling Point Sensitivity tab to confirm  

EN 54-20* compliance 
• Introduction of safety factor when setting the 

detector’s sensitivity to achieve an EN54-20 
class

* European Standard 54  – Fire Detection and Fire Alarm Systems
    – Part 20: Aspirating Smoke Detectors

VESDA® ASPIRETM 

Pipe network design software



Specifications
Computer OS requirements
• Windows 7
• Windows 8, or
• Windows 10
• 3D Graphics acceleration required

Calculations available
• Sampling hole diameters: Calculated diameter 

for each sampling hole to ensure consistent 
sensitivity throughout the pipe network

• Transport time for the pipe network:  
The time taken for a sample to travel from the 
furthest point on the pipe to the detector

• Transport time for every hole
• Pressure at each hole
• Flow rate at each hole (in L/min and % relative 

to the total flow)
• Sensitivity at each hole (% obscuration per 

meter)
• Flow balance (indicates the similarity of flow 

into each hole)
• The aggregate sensitivity of a group of holes
• EN 54-20 Class (A, B or C) - Europe only

VESDA detectors supported

• VESDA-E VEU

• VESDA-E VEP

• VESDA VLF

• VESDA VLC

• VESDA VLS

• VESDA VLP

• VESDA VLI

Parameters
• Elevation above sea level and ambient pressure 

can be nominated for design calculations
• Unlimited number of detectors in a project
• Pipe diameter and length
• Capillary diameter and length

Report options
Installation Data Pack (IDP): This 
includes 3D schematics, plan and elevation 
drawings with all the pipe lengths, fittings 
and required drill bits for the installer to be 
able to successfully install the project.
Bill of Materials (BOM): This lists the 
components required to install the project, the 
detectors and pipes needed. The bill of materials 
includes the relevant part numbers to order 
from your local Xtralis office or representative.

Ordering information
ASPIRE is available for download 
from www.xtralis.com.

Doc. no. 10435_09 Part no. 30029

Step 1
Use the Pipe Design  
Wizard to quickly create a pipe 
network that is appropriate for the 
building or area.  

Step 2
Enter the performance criteria 
you wish to achieve e.g. Class C.

Step 3
Use the AutoBalance function to 
automatically adjust the sampling 
hole sizes to achieve the required 
performance. Color-coding is 
used to provide feedback on the 
performance of the design. 

Step 4
Generate the Bill of Materials 
to assist quoting and ordering for 
the job. Generate the Installation 
Data Pack (IDP) to aid the 
correct installation of the pipe 
network. 

VESDA® ASPIRETM 

Pipe network design software
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Features
• Easy swap replacement fi lter
• Fits VLC, VLF, VLP and VLS VESDA 

detectors
• Available singly or in packs of 20

Dimensions
90 mm x 63 mm x 30 mm
(3.5 in. x 2.5 in. x 1.2 in.)

Ordering Information
VSP-005                  Single cartridge
VSP-025                  Pack of 20 cartridges

VESDA Filter Cartridge 

VSP-005 & VSP-025

The VESDA replacement fi lter cartridge (VSP-005 for single units and 
VSP-025 for a pack of 20) is used to replace fi lter cartridges in VESDA 
LaserCOMPACT, LaserFOCUS, LaserPLUS and LaserSCANNER detectors. 
One model fi ts all detectors.

90 mm

63 mm

50 mm

Part No. 29814



VESDA  Access HLI

VESDA Access High Level Interface
The VESDA Access High Level Interface (HLI) integrates VESDAnet1 networks with 
host monitoring platforms such as Building Management Systems (BMSs) and Fire 
Alarm Control Panels (FACPs).

The Access HLI acts as a proxy for all VESDA devices on the VESDAnet network, 
providing access to the rich status information available from VESDA detectors as well 
as the ability to control and configure these devices. The Access HLI is able to report 
alarms to the host within a few seconds of a detector reaching an alarm condition. 
Exact performance is dependent on the polling strategy and size of the monitored 
network.  The Access HLI is able to support up to 100 VESDA detectors on a single 
VESDAnet network.

In its simplest configuration, the Access HLI provides a simple Master/Slave interface 
which allows the host to monitor and control the VESDA devices on a VESDAnet 
network. 

The Access HLI also supports a subscription mechanism allowing the host to be 
asynchronously notified of changes in the status of the monitored VESDA devices on 
a VESDAnet network. The host will be notified whenever the state of a device changes 
such as an alarm or fault condition being raised.

VHX-1320 Wall-Mounted Access HLI
The wall-mounted version is housed in a metal enclosure allowing for permanent 
mounting on a flat surface. With a built-in VESDAnet interface you don’t need a 
remote VESDAnet socket module making the wall-mounted HLI a cost effective 
solution to your interface requirements.

VHX-0320 Access HLI
A standard unit used to provide a flexible solution where permanent mounting is not 
required. In this case a VESDAnet socket interface is required to connect the HLI onto 
the VESDAnet network.

VHX-0320 Standard 
VHX-1320 Wall-Mounted

Features

• Direct access and monitoring of your 
entire VESDAnet network

• Seamless data transfer
• Easily configured using Xtralis 

configuring and monitoring software 
packages

Listings/Approvals
VESDA HLIs are recommended for 
monitoring only. They are not approved by 
Xtralis for use as a primary reporting device.

Protocol Supports

• VESDA VLP, VLS, VLC, VLF, VLI 
and VFT-15 range of Detectors

• Alarm Status
• Fault Status
• Smoke Level
• Detailed Fault Information
• Alarm Thresholds
• Detector Control including Reset, 

Disable, Silence,  Alarm Test and 
Normalise

• Operational Status for processes 
such as Normalisation and 
AutoLearn

• Asynchronous notification of the 
device state including alarm level, 
detailed faults and current thresholds

1 VESDAnet is a propriety communications protocol allowing your VESDA range of smoke detectors, displays, programmers and remote units (collectively 
known as devices) to communicate with each other on the one network. VESDAnet is a fault tolerant bi-directional protocol. This means that if one direction 
of communication fails, then your VESDAnet messages are transmitted in the opposite direction.
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Example VESDAnet system with Access Protocol HLI

VESDA  Access HLI

Ordering Information
Product                                          Part number
VESDA Access HLI Standard   VHX-0320
VESDA Access HLI Metal Box Wall-mounted VHX-1320
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable  VSP-509 (Spare part) 

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable   VSP-511   (Spare part)

RS-232

RS-485

VESDA VLSRemote Display VESDA VLPVESDA VLF

Access HLI
        (VHX-0320)

VESDAnet Socket
      (VRT-300)

VESDAnet
      

HOST

VESDA Subrack

VESDA VLPVESDA VLP VESDA VLF

RS-232

VESDA VLSRemote Display VESDA VLPVESDA VLF

Wall-Mounted
 Access HLI

(VHX-1320)

VESDAnet
      

HOST

VESDA Subrack

VESDA VLPVESDA VLP VESDA VLFVESDA Socket

Specifications
Power Consumption:

1.68 W (Quiescent)

Supply Voltage:
24 VDC

Current Consumption:
70 mA (Quiescent)

Number of Detectors Supported:
Up to 100 detectors

Standard:
Dimensions (WHD):
188 mm x 98 mm x 40 mm
(7.4 in. x 3.9 in. x 1.6 in. approx.)
Weight: 
0.4 kg (0.9 lbs)
Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable  
(male–female).

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable  
(male-female)

Wall Mounted:
Dimensions (WHD):
280 mm x 185 mm x 55 mm
(11 in. x 7.3 in. x 2.2 in. approx.)
Weight: 
2 kg (4.4 lbs)
Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable 
(male–female).

Product Warranty
2 years

Dimensions

Standard Wall Mounted

(H)

 (W)

(H)

 (W)



VESDA ModBus HLITM 

by Xtralis
 

Modbus High Level Interface (HLI)
The VESDA ModBus High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet1 with PC 
software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) or Fire Alarm 
Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as`host’, that support the ModBus protocol.

There are two models available:

• ModBus HLI Type 1 (VHX-0400) which echoes each character received on the 
RS232 link back to the host together with reply message.

• ModBus HLI Type 2 (VHX-0410) which has the echoing function disabled. 
Description
One ModBus HLI is used to interface to a VESDAnet. Modbus HLI supports up 
to a maximum of 40 VESDA detectors on a VESDAnet.The Modbus HLI supports 
VESDAnet detector zone numbers between 1 to 200. The Modbus HLI divides up 
the address range into to 7 logical networks. For example the first 30 addresses are 
considered in network 1, addresses between 31 to 60 are in network 2 and so on.

Smoke and Alarm Levels
The Smoke Level is reported relative to the Fire Alarm threshold where the full scale 
is 20. For example, if the Fire Alarm threshold is 0.5 %obs/m, a level of 0.1%obs/m is 
reported as 4. In other words, the Actual Smoke level = (Reported smoke value * Fire1 
Threshold) / 20.

The Fire Alarm threshold is reported as the relative sensitivity to 1 %obs/m as follows:

Fire Threshold (%obs/m) Reported Level
2 50

1 100

0.1 1000

0.02 5000

Faults
All VESDAnet faults are mapped on one or more of the Modbus HLI faults which are 
listed below
• Head Fault
• Head Fault (Battery and Mains)
• Head Fault (Scanner2), and
• Flow Fault
VESDAnet faults categorised as network faults are mapped onto all zones, whereas 
zone faults are mapped onto that particular zone.

1VESDAnet is a propriety communications protocol allowing your VESDA range of smoke detectors, displays, programmers and remote units (collectively 
known as devices) to communicate with each other on the one network. VESDAnet is a fault tolerant bi-directional protocol. This means that if one direction 
of communication fails, then your VESDAnet messages are transmitted in the opposite direction.

2VLS only

VHX-0400 or VHX-0410

Features

• Direct access and monitoring of 
your VESDAnet system.

• Seamless data transfer.
• Easily configured using Xtralis 

configuring and monitoring software 
packages.

Listings/Approvals
VESDA HLIs are recommended for 
monitoring only. They are not approved for 
use as a primary reporting device.

Information available using the 
VESDA Modbus HLI

• Detector Type (VLP, VLS, VLC, 
VLF).

• Fault Status (Head, Battery and 
Mains, Flow, Scanner2).

• Detector Alarm State (Alert, Action, 
Fire).

• Smoke Level
• Smoke Bargraph Level
• Detector Alarm thresholds (Alert, 

Action, Fire)
• Reset Detector
• Isolate Detector
• Start Scan Test2
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Specifications
Power Consumption: 

1.68 W (Quiescent)

Supply Voltage: 
24 VDC

Current Consumption:
70 mA  (Quiescent)

Dimensions:
188 mm x 98 mm x 40 mm  
(7.4 in. x 3.9 in. x 1.6 in. approx.)

Weight: 
0.4 kg (0.9 lbs)

Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable 
(male–female).

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable (male-
female)

Number of Detectors Supported: 
Up to 200 VESDA Devices (includes max 40 
detectors and remaining VESDA ancillary 
devices)

Modem Support: 
Modem support is not available

Product Warranty
2 years

Document: 19099_00 Part number: 29688

Dimensions

Example VESDAnet system with ModBus HLI

98mm

188mm

VESDA ModBus HLITM 

by Xtralis
 

Host

RS-232

RS-485

VESDAnet
Socket

VESDA VLC VESDA VLS Remote Display

VESDA VLP VESDA VLF

ModBus HLI

Ordering Information

Product                                          Part number
ModBus HLI - Type 1   VHX-0400
ModBus HLI - Type 2   VHX-0410
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable  VSP-509 (Spare part) 

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable   VSP-511   (Spare part)



VESDA ModBus HLITM 

by Xtralis
 

Modbus High Level Interface (HLI)
The VESDA Wall-mounted ModBus High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet1 
with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) or Fire 
Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as`host’, that support the ModBus 
protocol.

There are two models available:

• Wall-mounted ModBus HLI Type 1 (VHX-1400) which echoes each character 
received on the RS232 link back to the host together with reply message.

• Wall-mounted ModBus HLI Type 2 (VHX-1410) which has the echoing function 
disabled. 

Description
One ModBus HLI is used to interface to a VESDAnet. Modbus HLI supports up 
to a maximum of 40 VESDA detectors on a VESDAnet.The Modbus HLI supports 
VESDAnet detector zone numbers between 1 to 200. The Modbus HLI divides up 
the address range into to 7 logical networks. For example the first 30 addresses are 
considered in network 1, addresses between 31 to 60 are in network 2 and so on.

Smoke and Alarm Levels
The Smoke Level is reported relative to the Fire Alarm threshold where the full scale 
is 20. For example, if the Fire Alarm threshold is 0.5 %obs/m, a level of 0.1%obs/m is 
reported as 4. In other words, the Actual Smoke level = (Reported smoke value * Fire1 
Threshold) / 20.

The Fire Alarm threshold is reported as the relative sensitivity to 1 %obs/m as follows:

Fire Threshold (%obs/m) Reported Level 
2 50

1 100

0.1 1000

0.02 5000

Faults
All VESDAnet faults are mapped on one or more of the Modbus HLI faults which are 
listed below
• Head Fault
• Head Fault (Battery and Mains)
• Head Fault (Scanner2), and
• Flow Fault
VESDAnet faults categorised as network faults are mapped onto all zones, whereas 
zone faults are mapped onto that particular zone.

1VESDAnet is a propriety communications protocol allowing your VESDA range of smoke detectors, displays, programmers and remote units (collectively 
known as devices) to communicate with each other on the one network. VESDAnet is a fault tolerant bi-directional protocol. This means that if one direction 
of communication fails, then your VESDAnet messages are transmitted in the opposite direction.

2VLS only

Wall-mounted
VHX-1400 or VHX-1410

Features

• Direct access and monitoring of 
your VESDAnet system.

• Seamless data transfer.
• Easily configured using Xtralis 

configuring and monitoring software 
packages.

Listings/Approvals
VESDA HLIs are recommended for 
monitoring only. They are not approved for 
use as a primary reporting device.

Information available using the 
VESDA Modbus HLI

• Detector Type (VLP, VLS, VLC, 
VLF).

• Fault Status (Head, Battery and 
Mains, Flow, Scanner2).

• Detector Alarm State (Alert, Action, 
Fire).

• Smoke Level
• Smoke Bargraph Level
• Detector Alarm thresholds (Alert, 

Action, Fire)
• Reset Detector
• Isolate Detector
• Start Scan Test2



Wall-mounted
VHX-1400 or VHX-1410
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Specifications
Power Consumption: 

1.68 W (Quiescent)

Supply Voltage: 
24 VDC

Current Consumption:
70 mA  (Quiescent)

Dimensions:
280 mm x 185 mm x 55 mm  
(11.0 in. x 7.3 in. x 2.2 in. approx.)

Weight: 
1.0 kg (2.2 lbs)

Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable 
(male–female).

Number of Detectors Supported: 
Up to 200 VESDA Devices (includes max 40 
detectors and remaining VESDA ancillary 
devices)

Modem Support: 
Modem support is not available

Product Warranty
2 years

Document: 19100_00 Part number: 29689

Dimensions

Example VESDAnet system with ModBus HLI

VESDA ModBus HLITM 

by Xtralis
 

Mounting Point Ø 6.5mm

185mm

240mm

280mm

20mm

Ordering Information

Product                                          Part number
ModBus HLI - Type 1   VHX-1400
ModBus HLI - Type 2   VHX-1410
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable  VSP-509 (Spare part) 



VESDA  Modbus Type 3 HLI

VESDA Modbus Type 3 High Level Interface
The VESDA Modbus Type 3 High Level Interface (HLI) integrates VESDAnet1 network 
with host monitoring platforms such as Building Management Systems (BMSs) and 
Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs).

The Modbus Type 3 HLI acts as a proxy for all VESDA devices on the VESDAnet 
network, providing access to the rich status information that is available from VESDA 
detectors as well as the ability to control and configure these devices. Alarms are 
reported to the host within a few seconds of a detector reaching an alarm condition. 
Exact performance is dependent on the polling strategy and size of the monitored 
network.  The Modbus Type 3 HLI is able to support up to 100 VESDA detectors on a 
single VESDAnet network.

The VESDA zone equates to the Modbus address field and allows the host to retrieve 
the overall status of the VESDAnet network as well as performing certain VESDA 
device configuration updates. The host is able to monitor and control VESDA devices 
on the VESDAnet network by reading and writing into registers in the Modbus map.

VHX-1420 Wall-Mounted Modbus Type 3 HLI
The wall-mounted version is housed in a metal enclosure allowing for permanent 
mounting on a flat surface. With a built-in VESDAnet interface you don’t need a 
remote VESDAnet socket module making the wall-mounted HLI a cost effective 
solution to your interface requirements.

VHX-0420 Modbus Type 3 HLI
A standard unit used to provide a flexible solution where permanent mounting is not 
required. In this case a VESDAnet socket interface is required to connect the HLI onto 
the VESDAnet network.

VHX-0420 Standard 
VHX-1420 Wall Mounted

Features

• Direct access and monitoring of your 
entire VESDAnet system

• Seamless data transfer
• Easily configured using Xtralis 

configuring and monitoring software 
packages

Listings/Approvals
VESDA HLIs are recommended for 
secondary monitoring of fire alarms and 
other notifications from a VESDAnet 
network. 

When used for primary reporting, the 
VESDA HLI must be listed as part of an 
approved fire system which is compliant 
to local codes and standards.

Protocol Supports

• VESDA VLP, VLS, VLC, VLF, VLI 
and VFT-15 detectors

• VESDA-E VEP, VEU and VEA 
detectors

• Alarm Status
• Fault Status
• Smoke Level
• Detailed Fault Information
• Alarm Thresholds
• Detector Control including Reset, 

Disable, Silence,  Alarm Test and 
Normalise

• Operational Status for processes 
such as Normalisation and 
AutoLearn

1 VESDAnet is a propriety communications protocol allowing your VESDA range of smoke detectors, displays, programmers and remote units (collectively 
known as devices) to communicate with each other on the one network. VESDAnet is a fault tolerant bi-directional protocol. This means that if one direction 
of communication fails, then your VESDAnet messages are transmitted in the opposite direction.



VHX-0420 Standard
VHX-1420 Wall Mounted

Specifications
Power Consumption:

1.68 W (Quiescent)
Supply Voltage:

24 VDC
Current Consumption:

70 mA (Quiescent)
Number of Detectors Supported:

Up to 100 detectors

Standard:
Dimensions (WHD):
188 mm x 98 mm x 40 mm
(7.4 in. x 3.9 in. x 1.6 in. approx.)
Weight: 
0.4 kg (0.9 lbs)
Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable  
(male–female).

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable  
(male-female)

Wall Mounted:
Dimensions (WHD):
280 mm x 185 mm x 55 mm
(11 in. x 7.3 in. x 2.2 in. approx.)
Weight: 
2 kg (4.4 lbs)
Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable 
(male–female).

Product Warranty
2 years

Document: 20693_02 Part number: 21844

Dimensions

Example VESDAnet system with Modbus Type 3 HLI

VESDA  Modbus Type 3 HLI

Ordering Information
Product                                           Part number
VESDA Modbus Type 3 HLI Standard   VHX-0420
VESDA Modbus Type 3 HLI Metal Box Wall-mounted VHX-1420
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable   VSP-509 (Spare part) 

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable    VSP-511   (Spare part)

RS-232

RS-485

VESDA VLSRemote Display VESDA VLPVESDA VLF

Modbus Type 3 HLI
                              (VHX-0420)

VESDAnet Socket
      (VRT-300)

VESDAnet
      

HOST

VESDA Subrack

VESDA-E VEPVESDA-E VEU VESDA VLI

VESDA-E 
VEA

RS-232

VESDA VLSRemote Display VESDA VLPVESDA VLF

Wall-Mounted
 Modbus Type 3 HLI

(VHX-1420)

VESDAnet
      

HOST

VESDA Subrack

VESDA VLIVESDA-E VEU VESDA VLF

VESDA Socket

VESDA-E VEP

VESDA-E 
VEA

Standard Wall Mounted

(H)

 (W)

(H)

 (W)
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VESDA LCD Programmer

Description
The Programmer Module allows direct access to all VESDAnet devices 
on an VESDA smoke detection system. It allows configuration and status 
reporting of detectors, displays and interfaces and is required when installing, 
commissioning and maintaining a VESDA network. By incorporating a user 
friendly menu, navigation through the comprehensive features of VESDAnet 
is convenient and simple. 

The programmer module is available as a hand-held device (with included 
DB15 serial cable) or can be mounted into a VESDA VLP or VESDA VLS 
detector, a remote mounting box or a 19 inch sub rack. 

The two rows of large push buttons enable the user to log ON and navigate 
through the menu trees to the various command and parameter setting 
functions. The top row of keys are called “Soft Keys” and are assigned 
programming options appropriate to the screen being viewed. 

Some of the parameters that can be accessed via the programmer 
include device status reporting, zone number and name allocation, flow 
normalisation, alarm threshold setting (day, night, weekend), initiation of 
AutoLearn, wiring order, relay testing and event log review.

Up to 14 assigned Users or Administrators with an individual 4 digit Personal 
Identification Number (PIN), and one Distributor, can log onto a VESDAnet 
system under one of three levels of access which are password protected:

• User (USR) is only able to view parameters, check status, alarms and reset 
the system. 

• Administrator (ADM) has access to most commands and programming 
parameters. 

• Distributor (DST) is the topmost level and has unlimited access to all 
commands and parameters in the system. 

• Lost PIN numbers can be overcome by obtaining a once only pass number 
from your Xtralis VESDA dealer. 

The programmer automatically logs OFF when not in use for more than 10 
minutes. The user is prompted with a beeping sound at 1 minute and at 15 
seconds before log OFF. Any key may be pressed to cancel the automatic log 
OFF process. 

Programming Functions 

• System configuration
• Detector zone configuration and set up
• Detector zone control
• System status
• Smoke Threshold and Detector 

Sensitivity settings
• Event Log interrogation
• Commissioning and testing
• Set date and time
• Referencing
• AutoLearn™
• Passwords and user Configuration
• System fault diagnostic 

Features
• User friendly menu system
• Supports multiple languages
• Single point access to entire 

VESDAnet system 
• Alarm and fault simulation
• Shows wiring order
• Locates communications failures
• Password security
• Hand held or remote mounting
• Automatic Logoff when inactive
• Backlit LCD screen

Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• LPCB
• VdS
• CFE
• ActivFire
• AFNOR
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Specifications
Supply Voltage:  18 to 30 VDC

Module Hand Held Remote

Power (W) 
@ 24 VDC

Min 
Max

1.08 W 
1.44 W 1.68 1.2

Current (mA) 
@ 24 VDC

Min 
Max

45 mA 
60 mA 70 mA 50 mA

Dimensions 
(WHD)

mm 
in

98 x 130 x 30 
3.9 x 5.1 x 1.21

105 x 135 x 60 
4.1 x 5.3 x 2.4

140 x 150 x 90 
5.5 x 5.9 x3.5

Connections Terminal connector to Head 
Processor Card or to expansion 
connector on another Xtralis 
VESDA device

15 pin D-type connector. 
VESDAnet cable required to 
connect to detector or remote 
VESDAnet socket

RS485 VESDAnet field wiring to 
Screw terminal blocks 
(0.2–2.5 mm2, 30–12 AWG)

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

(TYP.)
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19” Sub Rack

Remote Mounting Box

VESDA LCD Programmer
Screen Display Size:
70 mm x 37 mm (2.75 in x 1.45 in) 
Full Graphic display 
Large characters 
8 lines, 21 characters per line 
Adjustable backlit screen with contrast control
Inactivity Time Out:
10 minutes (Defaults to log on screen) 
Beeps at 1 minute and then 15 seconds before 
Logoff
Push Button Keys:
2 Rows x 4 keys, each 19 mm x 12 mm  
(0.75 in x 0.50 in)
Security Access:
3 characters User lD 
4 digit Personal Identification Number (PIN) per User
Number of User Levels:
10 USR 
3 ADM 
1 DST 
Default ID:
USR = User (Operator level) 
ADM = Administrator (Access most functions) 
DST = VESDA Distributor (Access all functions)
Operating Conditions:
Tested to: -10°C–55°C (14°F–131°F)
Recommended Detector Ambient: 0°C–39°C 
(32°–103°F) 
Humidity: 10%–95% RH, non-condensing
System Functions Accessed:
Status of software version 
Descriptive Alarms & Faults 
Smoke & Flow readings 
Push-Button lockout 
Display name (21 chars) 
Alarm Thresholds (Alert, Action, Fire 1 & Fire 2) 
Alarms delays (0–60 seconds) 
Day/Night/Weekend/Holiday Options 
Event Log (up to 18,000 events) 
Zone number and name (21 chars) 
Pipes in use (pipe 1 to 4) 
Aspirator Speed & Flow control 
Confirmation of filter change 
Relay configuration 
Referencing 
Auto Learn™
Addressed Devices:
250 VESDA devices maximum
VESDA addressed Devices:
VESDA VLP  Detectors & Displays  
VESDA VLS Detectors & Displays  
VESDA VLC Detectors & Displays  
VESDA VLF  
with Vnet card Detectors & Displays
HLI (High Level Interface)  
Relay modules  Remote Relays 
Ordering Information:
Remote Programmer VRT-100 
Recessed Mounting  
Kit (Optional) VSP-012 
Hand-Held Programmer  VHH-100 
19 inch Sub Rack  
Configuration  contact Xtralis



VESDA Open Protocol HLITM 

Open Protocol High Level Interface
The VESDA Open Protocol High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet1 
with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) 
and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as ‘host’. There 
are two models available, depending on whether you require communication 
between your host and VESDAnet to be master-slave or peer-to-peer.
VHX-0310 Open Protocol HLI (master-slave)
In the master-slave model, the host supervises the communications link 
between itself and the HLI (slave) by regularly polling the HLI to determine 
whether there has been a change in the status of a detector on VESDAnet. 
In response to polling by the host, the HLI generates a single response which 
is sent back to the host. In this way, no unsolicited messages are sent from 
the HLI to the host. Depending on the polling strategy adopted, the Master/
Slave Open Protocol HLI is able to report any and all fire alarms within a few 
seconds of a detector going into alarm. Exact performance is dependent on 
the polling strategy adopted.
VHX-0300 Open Protocol HLI (peer-to-peer)
In the peer-to-peer model, the host polls the HLI for information about 
devices on VESDAnet, while the HLI sends unsolicited messages to the 
host. In this way, both the HLI and host are responsible for supervising the 
communications link between them. 

In the peer-to-peer model, the host can request and receive multiple 
messages from the HLI. 
1VESDAnet is a propriety communications protocol allowing your VESDA range of smoke detectors, displays, programmers and 
remote units (collectively known as devices) to communicate with each other on the one network. VESDAnet is a fault tolerant 
bi-directional protocol. This means that if one direction of communication fails, then your VESDAnet messages are transmitted in 
the opposite direction.

VHX-0300 or VHX-0310

Features

• Direct access and monitoring of 
your VESDAnet system.

• Seamless data transfer.
• Easily configured using Xtralis 

configuring and monitoring software 
packages.

Listings/Approvals
VESDA HLIs are recommended for 
monitoring only. They are not approved 
for use as a primary reporting device.

Information available using the 
Open Protocol HLI

• Detector Type (VLC, VLS, VLP, 
VLF).

• Alarm status (Alert, Action, Fire1 & 
Fire2).

• Fault Status (System, Zone, Urgent, 
Power, Network, Flow, Filter).

• Status (Isolated, Normalizing, 
AutoLearn, Scanning).

• Display info (Alarm thresholds, 
Location name).

• Display update (Smoke level, Alarm 
& Fault status).

• Fault details (list of active fault 
codes).

• Fault strings (ASCII strings to 
describe each fault code).

• Detector controls (Reset, Isolate, 
Silence, Test, Scan or Normalize2).

• Configuration of Day / Night alarm 
thresholds2

2Master - Slave only
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Specifications
Power Consumption: 

1.68 W (Quiescent)

Supply Voltage: 
24 VDC

Current Consumption:
70 mA  (Quiescent)

Dimensions:
188 mm x 98 mm x 40 mm  
(7.4 in. x 3.9 in. x 1.6 in. approx.)

Weight: 
0.4 kg (0.9 lbs)

Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable 
(male–female).

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable (male-
female)

Number of Detectors Supported: 
Up to 40 detectors*

*If your network has more than 40 detectors, please contact your 
Xtralis representative.

Modem Support: 
Modem support is not available

Product Warranty
2 years

Ordering Information
Product                                       Part number
Open Protocol HLI        VHX-0300
(Peer-to-Peer)

Open Protocol HLI         VHX-0310
(Master-Slave) 

VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial 
cable VSP-509
(Spare part) 

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable VSP-511
(Spare part)

Document: 12352_05 Part number: 21152

Dimensions

Example VESDAnet system with Open Protocol HLI

98mm

188mm



VESDA Open Protocol HLITM 

Wall-Mounted Open Protocol High Level Interface
The VESDA Wall-Mounted Open Protocol High Level Interface (HLI) links 
your VESDAnet1 with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management 
Systems (BMSs) and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known 
as ‘host’.

With a built-in VESDAnet interface you don’t need a remote VESDAnet 
socket module, which makes the Wall-mounted HLI a cost effective solution 
to your interface requirements.

There are two models available, depending on whether you require 
communication between your host and VESDAnet to be master-slave or 
peer-to-peer.
VHX-1310 Wall-Mounted Open Protocol HLI (master-slave)
In the master-slave model, the host supervises the communications link 
between itself and the HLI (slave) by regularly polling the HLI to determine 
whether there has been a change in the status of a detector on VESDAnet. 
In response to polling by the host, the HLI generates a single response which 
is sent back to the host. In this way, no unsolicited messages are sent from 
the HLI to the host. Depending on the polling strategy adopted, the Master/
Slave Open Protocol HLI is able to report any and all fire alarms within a few 
seconds of a detector going into alarm. Exact performance is dependent on 
the polling strategy adopted.
VHX-1300 Wall-Mounted Open Protocol HLI (peer-to-peer)
In the peer-to-peer model, the host polls the HLI for information about 
devices on VESDAnet, while the HLI sends unsolicited messages to the 
host. In this way, both the HLI and host are responsible for supervising the 
communications link between them. 

In the peer-to-peer model, the host can request and receive multiple 
messages from the HLI. 
1VESDAnet is a propriety communications protocol allowing your Xtralis VESDA range of smoke detectors, displays, 
programmers and remote units (collectively known as devices) to communicate with each other on the one network. VESDAnet is 
a fault tolerant bi-directional protocol. This means that if one direction of communication fails, then your VESDAnet messages are 
transmitted in the opposite direction.

Wall-Mounted
VHX-1300 or VHX-1310

Features

• Direct access and monitoring of 
your entire VESDAnet system

• Seamless data transfer
• Easily configured using Xtralis 

configuring and monitoring software 
packages.

Listings/Approvals
VESDA HLIs are recommended for 
monitoring only. They are not approved 
for use as a primary reporting device.

Information available using the 
Open Protocol HLI

• Detector Type (VLC, VLS, VLP, 
VLF).

• Alarm status (Alert, Action, Fire1 & 
Fire2).

• Fault Status (System, Zone, Urgent, 
Power, Network, Flow, Filter).

• Status (Isolated, Normalizing, 
AutoLearn, Scanning).

• Display info (Alarm thresholds, 
Location name).

• Display update (Smoke level, Alarm 
& Fault status).

• Fault details (list of active fault 
codes).

• Fault strings (ASCII strings to 
describe each fault code).

• Detector controls (Reset, Isolate, 
Silence, Test, Scan or Normalize2).

• Configuration of Day / Night alarm 
thresholds2

2Master - Slave only
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Specifications
Power Consumption: 

1.68 W (Quiescent)

Supply Voltage: 
24 VDC

Current Consumption:
70 mA  (Quiescent)

Dimensions:
280 mm x 185 mm x 55 mm  
(11 in. x 7.3 in. x 2.2 in. approx.)

Weight: 
2 kg (4.4 lbs)

Supplied With:
VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial cable 
(male–female) (identical to VSP-509).

Number of Detectors Supported: 
Up to 40 detectors*
*If your network has more than 40 detectors, please contact your 
Xtralis representative.

Modem Support:
Modem support is not available

Product Warranty
2 years

Ordering Information
Product                                       Part number
Open Protocol HLI         VHX-1300
(Peer-to-Peer)

Open Protocol HLI         VHX-1310
(Master-Slave) 

VESDAlink RS-232 9-way serial 
cable VSP-509
(Spare part) 

Document: 13277_04 Part number: 21183

Dimensions

Mounting Point Ø 6.5mm

185mm

240mm

280mm

20mm

Example VESDAnet system with Wall-Mounted Open Protocol HLI



Aspirating Pipe 
and Fittings



With over 250,000 aspirating smoke 
detectors installed world wide the VESDA 
name has become synonymous with high 
quality and outstanding performance. 

An aspirating smoke detection system, however, only 
performs at its best with a well designed and installed 
quality pipework system. Xtralis, manufacturer of VESDA 
detectors, recognised this requirement and in 1997 
launched its VESDA Pipe and Fittings range. Since then 
we have been providing pipes and fittings for customers 
in over 25 countries and the list of satisfied clients 
becomes longer every day. Now we can share the secret 
of our success.

Quality does not necessarily 
cost more
We provide a one-stop source for aspirating detector, 
pipe, fittings and accessories thus saving you 
procurement time and cost.

We chose to manufacture our products from ABS 
(Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene), a very lightweight, 
versatile material, guaranteeing you easy and professional 
installation.

In addition to our high quality products we are committed 
to providing unparalleled customer services including Fast 
Track ordering, next day delivery in the U.K. mainland 
and outstanding technical support. 

Designing pipework has never 
been easier
We have developed a computer software programme for 
you to design and model pipe system layouts so that you 
can apply the optimum solution for each system 
application. The VESDA ASPIRE2 software helps you to 
estimate:

• Smoke transport time

• Balance between air-flows amongst sampling pipes 
and holes

• Influence of varying end cap vent sizes

• Effect of various fittings

• Classification to EN54-20 (Class A, B or C).

You can attend one of our regular VESDA Accreditation 
Training Courses to become a confident user of the 
VESDA ASPIRE2 software.

We have also produced Application Design Guides to 
help you avoid design and installation problems and 
optimise the performance of your aspirating smoke 
detection system. 

In addition to our free software tool and design guides we 
provide you with committed customer service – our 
experienced field engineers give you full technical advice 
and support on design and installation. Should you 
require our services for commissioning assistance or 
system performance testing our technical staff are always 
ready to help you.

VESDA by Xtralis...the sooner 
you know
VESDA Aspirating Pipe and Fittings are produced in red 
ABS under a stringent quality control system approved to 
BS EN ISO 9001, EN54 - 20 and EN61386-1 Class 
1131 ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) is a robust 
polymer, which has the most suitable physical properties 
for aspirating detection, optimising performance with 
tensile strength, chemical resistance, ductility, 
weatherability, heat stability and processability.

Toughness and durability

The Butadiene constituent of ABS enhances impact 
strength and toughness at temperatures ranging from 
-40°C to 70°C and gives exceptional resistance to 
accidental damage*.

Chemical resistance

Acrylonitrile impacts chemical resistance, thus ABS is 
unaffected by corrosive attack from a wide range of 
acids, alkaline and other aggressive chemicals.

Easy to joint 

The Styrene constituent in ABS makes it an easy material 
to joint using ABS solvent. Simple modifications to 
existing pipework are also possible with minimal specialist 
training.

Lightweight

Unlike some metal pipes, VESDA ABS pipework is very 
light in weight. This makes it easy to handle in high and 
difficult places where systems are often installed.

Color

The standard VESDA pipe and fittings are supplied in fire 
red to identify its service as fire. Special orders of white 
can be accommodated for aesthetic reasons.

*Pipe work must be installed to accommodate thermal expansion.



Our range of VESDA pipe and fittings – tailored for your needs
Our range of Pipe and Fittings products have been specially developed to provide fully matched components for the optimal 
performance of your whole VESDA aspirating system. They are also manufactured to comply with the requirements of 
BS5391 Part 1, EN 61386-1 and the new EN54 Part 20 guaranteeing you the quality you are used to as a VESDA customer.

The pipes are a metric standard of 25 mm external diameter with suitable adapters available for imperial to metric conversions 
and are designed for use with any make of low pressure aspirating type smoke detection system. 

Some pipes and fittings are not available in certain countries, please check with an Xtralis office before you order.

Pipe 

PIP-001

Flush Sample Point Kit 

059-001

Socket 

PIP-002

Conical Sample Point Kit 

059-007

Socket Union 

PIP-003

Label-Sampling Point 

128-014

Adaptor 25 mm–3/4” 

PIP-004

Label-Smoke Detector Pipe 

128-015

90 Long Radius Bend 

PIP-005

Label-Sampling Point Wrap Around

128-046

45 Elbow 

PIP-006

Conical Sample Point - Head only

144-013

End Cap 

PIP-007

10 mm OD Capillary Pipe 

221-035

Equal Tee 

PIP-008

Discreet End Cap (clear) 

222-059

Pipe Clip 

PIP-009

Smoke Test Wire 

251-001

Solvent Cement 

PIP-012

Smoke Matches 

251-002

Pipe Cutters 

PIP-014

Smoke Pellets 

251-003

Flush Sample Point - Head only

PIP-015

Mounting Base for sprinkler 
sampling point

E700-SRB-SH

Trunk Adapter 

PIP-016

Hot Wire Test Box

VTT-10000



Xtralis has been supplying VESDA pipe and fittings to over 25 
countries including:
United Kingdom France Turkey Ireland

Germany Russia The Netherlands Spain

Cyprus Belgium Portugal Israel

Denmark Italy Oman Sweden

Switzerland U.A.E. Norway Poland

Malta Finland

Need More Information?
Please contact our Xtralis sales desk for free copies of design guides:

VESDA Pipe and Fittings Design Guide

VESDA Application Design Guide

 IDCs, EDPs, Computer Rooms 
 Cold Stores 
 Warehouses 
 Clean Rooms

www.xtralis.com
UK and Europe +44 1442 242 330 D-A-CH +49 431 23284 1   

The Americas +1 781 740 2223  Middle East +962 6 588 5622  

Asia +86 21 5240 0077  Australia and New Zealand +61 3 9936 7000

Doc. 12568_08



VESDA Pipes & Fittings

Reliable smoke detection systems are dependent on a network of specialty 
piping that constantly and efficiently carry air samples from protected zones 
to highly sensitive detectors.

VESDA Pipe and Fittings are part of an integrated system manufactured 
from specialty plastics designed for use with most aspirating smoke detection 
systems, the VESDA VLP system in particular.

The Concept
The quality of VESDA pipe has been specifically chosen to surpass the 
requirements for most systems and aims to provide:

• A “one-stop” shopping for detector, pipe and fittings - thus saving procurement 
time and costs

• An easy and professional installation
• A competitive solution, including a Fast-Track ordering and delivery service
• Committed customer service with full technical advice and support on design 

and installation
• Design verification using the very latest ASPIRE Pipe Modeling software
• Commissioning, advice, service, and system performance testing
The VESDA pipe range is based on pipework of a standard inside diameter 
(ID) of 3/4”. 

VESDA aspirating smoke detection is an early warning system that detects 
fire in the incipient stages - before flames are visible - by detecting the 
products of pre-combustion in the air around the area about to ignite.

The VESDA detector family is the result of extensive research and 
development. Using unique detection principles, the detector provides 
a sensitivity range of 0.0015 to 6% obscuration/ft. It detects fire at the 
earliest possible stage and reliably measures very low to extremely high 
concentrations of smoke. 

The VESDA system samples air from 
a fire zone for the presence of smoke. 
The air sampling system makes this 
possible by providing the means for 
transporting air from a fire zone to the 
detector.

The air sampling system is active, 
continuously drawing in air samples by 
means of an integral pump. It does not 
rely on air or heat currents in the vicinity 
of the detector transporting the smoke 
particles to the detector. The VESDA 
system can function effectively in all 
kinds of environments from high air 
flows to still air. 

The network of sampling pipes to the 
detector is the key element in the 
performance of the detection system.

Features
• UL1887 Listed for use in Plenum Rated 

Areas
• An integrated CPVC Pipe & Fittings 

package designed for use with VESDA 
Aspirating Smoke Detection Systems

• Simplifies the selection of Pipe & Fittings 
to ensure the correct product is installed

• Simplifies specifiers’ and installers’ task 
and saves time and money

• Pre-labeled Pipes in accordance with 
NFPA 72 Requirements



Air Sampling
Three basic sampling methods can be used in an VESDA system installation:

• Standard pipe sampling systems (below ceiling; in ceiling or floor void)
• Capillary tube sampling (concealed; above ceiling; within cabinets)
• Return air sampling (within duct; return air grille)
While each sampling method is suited to specific applications, more than 
one method is often effectively employed to monitor a firezone. In some 
applications - particularly those in which there is movement of high volumes 
of air – the most effective sampling network generally combines two methods 
to provide maximum coverage to a zone under all operating conditions.

System Description
VESDA piping systems are produced from specialty thermoplastics that 
offer unique benefits. Piping systems are lightweight, and assembled easily 
in the field using inexpensive tools. The one-step solvent cement joining 
processensures fast reliable connections. In addition to ease of installation, 
this unique piping system offers enhanced flow characteristics and 
exceptional fire performance properties.

The complete system includes all of the components necessary to install 
and test the system. This includes: pipe, a comprehensive range of fittings, 
capillary tube, a variety of sample point configurations, and sampling point 
labels.

VESDA Pipes & Fittings



VESDA Pipes & Fittings
Pipe Fittings Ordering Information

Part Numbers for System Components

1 VP-P-210 Pipe - ¾” (210 ft. kit)
VP-P-420 Pipe - ¾” (420 ft. kit)

2 VP-COUP Couplings - ¾”, 15 per box
3 VP-ELB-45 45° Elbow - ¾”, 10 per box
4 VP-ELB-90 90° Elbow - ¾”, 20 per box
5 PIP-015 Flush Sampling Point
6 E700-SP Miniature Sample Point
7 VSP-877 Flush Mount Sampling Point
8 VSP-610-US Tamper Proof Sampling Point
9 CAP-KIT Brass connector kit for miniature sampling point and 

capillary tube arrangement.
E700-CAP-KIT Connector Kits

10 E700-SP-DCL-PNT Sampling Point Label, 50 per roll
11 E700-SP-DCL Sampling Point Label, wrap around style,  

200 per roll
12 E700-SPLR Sampling Point Label, red, 12 per sheet
13 E700-SPLG Sampling Point Label, grey, 12 per sheet
14 VSP-950 Test Point Pipe Labels.
15 E700-SP-DCL-PIPE Pipe Label, 35 per roll
16 VSP-870-US In-Line Flow Restrictor Assembly - US, for use with 

Tamper Proof Sampling Points  
(models VSP-610-US and VSP-620).

17 E700-TUBE Capillary Tube ⅜” internal diameter
TUBING-250 Polyethylene tubing, black, 1/2” OD X 3/8” ID,   

FPE rated.
18 VP-UNION Unions - ¾”, 10 per box
19 VP-TEE Tee - ¾”, 15 per box
20 VP-EC End Cap - ¾”, 25 per box
21 VP-CUTTERS Pipe Cutters
22 VP-CLIP-US 3/4” pipe support clamp  

(required for each 5 feet of pipe).
23 VSP-878 Push-in Connect Adaptor Kit for ½” capillary tubing
24 VP-TEE-FPT Tee - ¾” x ¾” x ½” FPT, 10 per box
25 VP-CEMENT Solvent Cement, one pint
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VESDA Pipes & Fittings
Technical Information - Air Sampling Pipe Systems

Pipe Dimensions
VESDA Pipe systems are produced in ¾” iron pipe size (IPS) pipe 
dimensions per ASTM F442. This provides piping with unique flow 
characteristics and exceptionally smooth interior walls, greatly enhancing 
system performance.

Nominal Size Average OD Average ID Pounds Per Feet

¾” (20mm) 1.050” (26.7mm) 0.874” (22.5mm) 0.168

Operating Temperature Range
VESDA Pipe and Fittings are suitable for a wide range of operating 
temperatures from 0ºF to 200ºF. Although tough and durable, care should 
be exercised in extremely cold environments to avoid unnecessary rough 
handling or other forms of mechanical damage.

Fire Resistance
Flammability Rating V-O UL 94 Flame Retardant

Limiting Oxygen Index 60 ASTM D2863

Flame Spread 0 ULC

Smoke Generation 0-25 ULC

Flame Travel 4 UL 1887

Optical Density 0.19 peak 0.03 Avg. UL 1887

Heat of Combustion 7,700 BTU’s/lb.

Physical Properties
CPVC is a unique polymer with many beneficial properties. When 
produced into pipe form, this product exhibits qualities that are extremely 
advantageous for use in air sampling applications. It is light in weight, 
exhibits excellent physical, mechanical, and chemical/corrosion resistance 
properties, and offers exceptional fire performance.

ASTM

Cell Classification 23477 D1784

Specific Gravity 1.55 D792

Tensile Strength 8400 psi D638

Modulus of Elasticity 4.23 x10-5 D638

Compressive Strength 9600 psi D695

Izod Impact 3.0 D256A

Coefficient of Linear Expansion 3.4 x 10-5 D696

Temperature Limit 0 – 200ºF

Electrical Conductivity Non Conductor

Part: 29813
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VESDA Accessories
Features
• Input 120VAC/60Hz
• 1.5 amp continuous supply current at 

27.6VDC
• Filtered and electronically regulated 

output
• AC fail supervision
• Low AC (brown-out) supervision
• Battery supervision
• Built-in charger for sealed lead acid 

or gel-type batteries
• Automatic switch over to standby 

battery when AC fails
• AC input LED indicator

Listings/ Approvals
• UL 1481 listed
• ULC
• FM (for VPS-100US)
• CSFM

Installation
The VESDA Power Supply models VPS-100US and VPS300US are power-limited 
power supplies. They convert 120VAC/60Hz input into 24 VDC power-limited 
outputs. The VPS units are intended for use in applications requiring UL, ULC and 
CSFM listing for fire protection signalling.
The VPS-100US or VPS-300US shall be installed in accordance with the National 
Electric Code (NFPA 70) and in accordance with any local regulations. See wiring 
diagrams for proper assembly. 

Fault Reporting
A Power Supply Fault indicator is provided via a dry relay contact (Form C), which 
changes state due to the following conditions:
• AC input loss
• Low AC input voltage (Brown-out)
• Loss of battery voltage
• A short circuit of the battery leads
• A short circuit of any of the DC power outputs

Power Supply Capabilities

VESDA VLP or LaserSCANNER *
VPS-100US-XXX provides power for: 1 VESDA VLP or LaserSCANNER, or up to  
5 remote (single box) units, or 1 subrack assembly.  
Battery requirements: (2) 12 volt/12 Amp-hour batteries.
VPS-300US-XXX provides power for: up to 3 VESDA VLP or LaserSCANNER 
detectors, or up to 15 remote (single box) units, or up to 3 subrack assemblies. 
Battery requirements:
• 2 detectors or 2 subracks or 10 remotes require (4) 12volt/12 Amp-hour batteries
• 3 detectors or 3 subracks or 15 remotes require (6) 12volt/12 Amp-hour batteries

VESDA VLC *
VPS-100US-XXX provides power for: up to 2 VESDA VLC detectors, or up to  
5 remote (single box) units, or 1 subrack assembly.  
Battery requirements: (2) 12volt/12 Amphour batteries.
VPS-300US-XXX provides power for: up to 6 VESDA VLC detectors, or up to  
15 Remote (single box) units, or up to 3 subrack assemblies. Battery requirements:
• 4 detectors or 2 subracks or 10 remotes require (4) 12volt/12 Amp-hour 

batteries
• 6 detectors or 3 subracks or 15 remotes require (6) 12volt/12 Amp-hour 

batteries

The VESDA Power Supply is capable of 
providing operating power including battery 
backup for the entire VESDA Laser Smoke 
Detector product line. The VESDA Power 
Supply has been designed to power a single 
unit to multiple units depending on application 
needs. It provides 24 volt operating power 
to the VESDA system as well as a battery 
charger function which supervises and 
maintains the standby batteries. Consult 
“Power Supply Capabilities” for details.

Power Supply 
VPS-100US & VPS-300US

* Must be confirmed with a battery calculation 
compliant with local fire protection codes and 
standards.
To facilitate the calculation of the back up battery 
size, refer to the Battery Calculator (Document 
21062), available from Xtralis Partner Extranet 
(www.xtralis.com)
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Specifications
Components
The VPS-100US consists of three main components: 
the mounting enclosure, the transformer and the main 
circuit board. It uses two backup batteries (supplied 
separately).
The VPS300US consists of one VPS-100US Power 
Supply and one VBC-001 Battery Cabinet. Together 
the two units can hold up to 6 batteries (supplied 
separately).
Note: The VESDA Power Supply uses sealed acid, 
12VDC, 12 Amp/hour batteries. To order, use part 
number VBT-012 (minimum 2).

Input
120 VAC (+10% / -15%);  60Hz; 1.4 amp max.
Output
27.6 VDC (Nominal) 1.5 Amps (Max.)
Max. output Current when a single 24 VDC output is 
used:
  1.2 amps
Max. output when the three 24 VDC outputs are used:
  0.500 Amps per output
Dimensions (WHD)
13.9 in. x 9 in. x 4.5 in.
Weight
VPS-100 US 10lbs. without batteries
VBC-001 6lbs. without batteries
Operating Temperature
Power supply ambient: 32 ° to 120 °F
Humidity: 10 - 95%RH, non-condensing
Humidity
10 - 95%RH, non-condensing
Trouble Relay
Common trouble relay rated 2A @ 30VDC
(Form C: NO/NC)
During normal operation, the power supply Fault 
Reporting Relay is energized.
Cable Access
3/4” knockouts in various positions
Cable Termination
Screw terminal blocks
30-12 AWG

Ordering Information
P/N Description Requirements

VPS-100US-XXX Power Supply Use XXX field 
to specify input 
voltage: 120 or 
220 VAC

VPS-300US-XXX Power Supply 
Model VPS-
100US-XXX 
and Battery 
Cabinet model 
VBC-001

Use XXX field 
to specify input 
voltage: 120 or 
220 VAC

VBT-012 Battery, 
sealed lead 
acid, 12 VDC, 
12 Amp/hr

Minimum of 2 
required

Part: 18624

VESDA VLF-250 *
VPS-100US-XXX provides power for 2 VESDA VLF-250 detectors, or up to  
5 remote (single box) units, or 1 sub rack assembly.  
Battery requirements: (2) 12 volt/ 12 Amp-hour batteries.
VPS-300US-XXX provides power for 6 VESDA VLF-250 detectors, or up to  
15 remote (single box) units, or 3 sub rack assemblies. Battery requirements:
• 4 detectors or 2 sub racks or 10 remotes require (4) 12 Volt / 12 Amp-hour 

batteries
• 6 detectors or 3 sub racks or 15 remotes require (6) 12 Volt / 12 Amp-hour 

batteries

VESDA VLF-500 *
VPS-100US-XXX provides power for 1 VESDA VLF-500 detector, or up to 5 remote 
(single box) units, or 1 sub rack assembly.  
Battery requirements: (2) 12 volt/ 12 Amp-hour batteries.
VPS-300US-XXX provides power for 3 VESDA VLF-500 detectors, or up to  
15 remote (single box) units, or 3 sub rack assemblies. Battery requirements:
• 2 detectors or 2 sub racks or 10 remotes require (4) 12 Volt / 12 Amp-hour 

batteries
• 3 detectors or 3 sub racks or 15 remotes require (6) 12 Volt / 12 Amp-hour 

batteries

Battery
12 V / 12 AH

Battery
12 V / 12 AH

Battery
12 V / 12 AH

Battery
12 V / 12 AH

Battery
12 V / 12 AH

Battery
12 V / 12 AH

Transformer

C1

C2

L1

L2

C3 C4

Out 1

Out 2

Out 3

RL1
VR2

Fault Indicator
NO C NC

L N G

- BAT +

POWER SUPPLY

Power
limited
outputs 28 VAC

+

-

+

-

VPS - 100 US

+

-

+

-

+

-

24
V

+

-

VBC - 001

To 120VAC / 60HZ
Connect to dedicated
branch circuit for fire 
alarm use

VESDA Accessories Power Supply 
VPS-100US & VPS-300US
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VESDA Accessories Power Supply
Model VPS-400US/48

Features
• Input 48 VDC + or -
• 2.5 amp continuous supply current at 

24 VDC
• “Power - OK” Led
• Overvoltage protection
• Rectangular current limiting
• Built-in Emi fi lter
• Meets conducted noise standard of 

Mil - Std 461B
• Input and output connections are via 

screw terminal barrier strip

Listings/ Approvals
• UL
• FM

The VESDA power supply, model VPS-400US/48, is confi gured for  
telecommunication applications and requires a 48 VDC uninterruptable power 
source that serves as both the primary and back-up power source for the 
VESDA Aspirated Smoke Detection system.

The VESDA power supply, model VPS-400US/48, is a multiple zone switching 
power supply. The VPS-400US/48 is capable of providing power to one, 
two, three or four VESDA detectors. Alternatively, the VESDA LaserPLUS 
power supply, model VPS-400US/48, is capable of providing power for one to 
several VESDA remote accessories - displays, relay outputs, etc...

Installation of the VESDA Power Supply, Model VPS-400US/48
The VESDA power supply, model VPS-400US/48, converts 48 VDC to 24 
VDC power via a low dissipative stabilizer that uses pulse width modulation to 
control the output voltage.

The VPS-400US/48 should be installed in accordance with the National 
Electrical Code, NFPA 72, and in accordance with any local regulations. 

See wiring diagrams for proper hookup.

Components
The VESDA power supply, model VPS-400US/48, consists of four major 
components: the mounting enclosure, the switching power supply, the 3A 
slow - acting type output fuse and two screw terminal barrier strips (input and 
output).
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Power Supply
Model VPS-400US/48VESDA Accessories
Specifi cations
Input
Nominal Input Voltage: 48VDC
Input Voltage Range: 40 to 56 VDC
Input Fuse Rating: Internal
Slow-acting, 4.0A - 250 volts
Input Current: 1.6A DC typical
  1.7A DC maximum

Output
Nominal Output Voltage: 24VDC
Adjustable Output Voltage Range:
  16.8 - 26.4 VDC
Output Current: 2.5A DC @ 86°F (30°C)
Switching component ripple, P-P:
  50 mV typical, 100 mV maximum

Dimensions
13.8 in. x 8.9 in. x 4.9 in.
(350 mm x 225 mm x 125 mm)

Weight
8 lbs. (3.6 kg.)

Operating Temperature
Ambient: 32° to 160°F (0° to 71°C)

Humidity
10 - 95%RH, non-condensing

EMI
Mil-Std-461, Method CEO3
Mil-Std-461, Method REO3

Cable Access
One inch (25 millimeters)
knockouts in various positions

Cable Termination
Screw terminal blocks,
30-12 AWG (0.2-2.5 mm)

Ordering Information
VPS-400US/48

Part: 30266



VSP-725

Features

•	 Out-of-the-box	installation	and	
commissioning.

•	 Suitable	for	VESDA	VLF-250	and		
VLF-500	detectors	in	Rail	Applications.

•	 Improved	resistance	to	electromagnetic	
disturbances.

•	 Easy	installation	on	VLF-250	and		
VLF-500	terminal	blocks.	

Listings/Approvals

•	 EN	50155
•	 EN	50121-3-2
•	 EN	50125-1
•	 EN	61000-4-4
For more detailed information, please refer 
to VLF-250 and VLF-500 datasheets for 
Rail applications.

PSU	Filter	for	Rail	Applications

Given	the	demanding	nature	of	the	electromagnetic	environment	of	rail	
applications,	electromagnetic	interferences	(EMI)	are	likely	to	occur,	making	
electromagnetic	compatibility	(EMC)	a	critical	target.

Electromagnetic	compatibility	covers	a	wide	range	of	aspects,	including	
inductive	noise	within	communication	lines,	impulse	noise	from	lightning	and	
traction	transients,	generation	of	hazardous	voltages,	and	the	appearance	
of	stray	currents.	The	interaction	between	power-electric	controlled	rail	
traction	drives,	power	systems	and	track	signalling	systems	is	an	important	
consideration.

The	EN	50121	Standard	provides	guidance	for	managing	EMC	for	rail	
applications	and	specifies	the	limits	for	the	Electromagnetic	emissions	of	
Railways	and	defines	the	immunity	for	equipment	operated	within	these	
environments.	In	this	context,	the	VSP-725	PSU	filter	provides	enhanced	
immunity	to	the	VESDA	VLF-250	and	VLF-500	detectors	for	Rail	applications.



VSP-725

Specifications
Input Power:
Voltage:	24V	DC	Nominal	(18-30	V	DC)	
Note: a	DC/DC	power	converter	shall	be	
used	to	power-up	the	unit	from	the	railcar	
power	output.	

Cable Termination:
Screw	Terminals	0.2-2.5	mm2	(30-12	AWG)

Warranty Period:
2	years

Ordering Information
VESDA	VLF	PSU	Filter VSP-725

Terminal Block Connections

1 Earth	/	Chassis From	PSU
2 0	VDC
3 24	VDC	(In)
4 0	VDC To	the	next	detector
5 24	VDC	(Out)

PSU	Filter	for	Rail	Applications
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Approvals Compliance
Please	refer	to	the	Product	Guide	for	details	
regarding	compliant	design,	installation	and	
commissioning.



VESDA® Display Modules

Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA 
detector. They have a 20-segment vertical bar graph display, a 2 digit numeric 
display, an audible sounder, clear alarm and fault indicators. They also have 4 
push button keys to control the detector and the mode of the display.
The Display Module can be mounted into a detector unit, a remote mounting 
box or a 19in sub rack. Several displays can be configured to display 
information from a single detector in multiple locations.

Description
There are various versions of the display module depending on the type of 
detector and the relay configuration required. The VESDA VLS display has 
a fourth mode for the Numerical Display which shows the First Alarm Sector 
(FAS), this being the number of the sector (pipe) that has detected smoke. 
For the VESDA VLC the Fire 2 LED is omitted.

Smoke Indication
Smoke levels are continuously shown on a bar graph display where each 
illuminated segment indicates the current level of detected smoke.  
The top segment of the bar graph indicates the Fire 1 smoke threshold level 
and each segment below that level represents 1/20 of the Fire 1 smoke 
threshold level.
To the left of the bar graph are the Fire 1, Action and Alert smoke threshold 
indicators.  At a glance these provide a visual representation of the 
programmable alarm thresholds showing how close the smoke level is to 
triggering the next level of alarm.

Status Lights
High intensity flashing LEDs provide a clear indication of the fire condition and 
are accompanied by an audible warning appropriate to the alarm condition. 
Similarly, any fault condition is indicated by a series of LEDs and an audible 
tone providing a comprehensive range of status information. The audible 
warning is easily silenced by pressing the Silence button at which point 
any flashing LEDs are illuminated until the cause of the event is identified, 
rectified and the system reset.

Numeric Display
A 2 digit numerical readout has a number of modes that are indicated by up to 
four LEDs:
•  The current smoke level in % obscuration/m (% obscuration/ft)
•  Fire 1 threshold in % obscuration/m (% obscuration/ft). This is the sensitivity 

of the detector.

•  The VESDA zone number
•  First Alarm Sector on the VLS 

display - the numeric readout shows 
the sector (pipe) number that has 
detected smoke.

Push Button Keys
Four large tactile push button keys 
enable users to reset, isolate or 
silence the detector and control the 
mode of the display module. The 
buttons can be disabled to prevent 
operation of it's functions.  
A lamp test routine is initiated by 
pressing the Mode key for two 
seconds. A Manual Scan can be 
initiated on the VLS by holding the 
Silence button for 2 seconds.

Features
• Provides Immediate Status 

Reporting for a Single VESDA Zone
• Allows Zone Control of Assigned 

VESDA Detector
• High Intensity Alarm LEDs
• Remote Relay Option
• 20-Segment Vertical Bar Graph 

Display
• Alarm Threshold Indicators 
• Built-In Sounder for Audible Warning
• Comprehensive Fault Reporting
• Multi-mode Numeric Display 

(defaults to smoke obscuration)
• Recessed Mounting Option 

Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• LPCB
• VdS
• ActivFire



Specifications
Supply Voltage:  18 to 30VDC
Power Consumption @ 24VDC:

Module Only In Remote Mounting Box 
(No relays)

Quiescent With Alarm Quiescent With Alarm

Power 1.6W 2.2W 2.4W 3.0W

Current 60mA 80mA 90 mA 110mA

Dimensions (WHD): Mounted in Remote Box -
140 mm x 150 mm x 85 mm (5.5 in x 5.9 in x 3.4 in)
Operating Temperature: 0° to 39°C (32° to 103°F)
Humidity: 10-99% RH non-condensing
Alarm Indicators: 
High Intensity LEDs with 70 degree viewing angle
Push Buttons Keys: 
(Mode/Test, Silence/Scan, Reset, Isolate)
Can be disabled during commissioning (except Silence). 
A pressed key gives a short tone when enabled and a 
long tone when disabled.
Mode/Test (Dual Function):
Short press: Selects modes on the numeric display:  
Sensitivity, Smoke Level, and Zone Number.  
For VLS displays, the First sector/pipe in alarm can be 
selected. Note: The current mode is indicated by the 
appropriate LEDs.
Long press: Activates the Test Mode
Silence (Silence/Scan): 
(Dual function on VLS only)
Short press: Silences any alarm or fault warnings.
Flashing LEDs are permanently lit until the event is 
cleared and the system reset. Only affects the local 
display.
Long press: Initiates the scanning of each pipe 
individually for smoke and displays the current levels.
Reset: Resets all the alarms and faults on the detector 
and its associated displays. If the alarm or fault 
condition has not been cleared then the appropriate 
fault indications will be repeated. Reset does not clear 
the isolate mode.
Isolate: Isolates the detector from any external devices 
or systems. This includes all the relays in the detector 
and in remote units. Isolate relay is activated while the 
detector is in isolate mode
Fault Indicators:
System: A fault that affects the whole VESDA system 
(any devices connected on VESDAnet)
Zone: A fault that affects only the assigned VESDA 
detector and its associated displays.
Urgent: A serious fault that requires immediate attention. 
This light will only illuminate when at least one other 
fault light is lit.
Power: A fault with either the mains AC or battery 
backup power supply.
Network: A failure in the VESDAnet communications 
link.
Airflow: Airflow drift. Urgent indicates serious aspirator 
or pipe failure.
Filter: Filter needs replacing. Urgent indicates that filter 
replacement is overdue.
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VESDA® Display Modules

Ordering Information
Display, in Remote Mounting Box with termination card:
Product Part Number Product Part Number

VESDA VLP 7 Relays VRT-200 VESDA VLF 7 Relays VRT-V00

VESDA VLP No Relays VRT-600 VESDA VLF No Relays VRT-W00

VESDA VLS 7 Relays VRT-400 VESDA VLI 7 Relays VRT-Q00

VESDA VLS 12 Relays VRT-800 VESDA VLI No Relays VRT-T00

VESDA VLS No Relays VRT-700 Recessed Mounting Kit (Optional) VSP-012

VESDA VLC 7 Relays VRT-J00 Configured in 19in Sub Racks contact Xtralis

VESDA VLC No Relays VRT-K00



VHX-0200 & VHX-0210VESDA Sliding Windows HLITM 

The VESDA Sliding Windows High Level Interface (HLI) links your 
VESDAnet* with PC software monitoring and configuring tools such as Xtralis 
VSM4 and Xtralis VSC.  

To configure and monitor devices on VESDAnet, your HLI must be connected 
to a VESDAnet socket card. 

Direct Access to the Network
By interfacing with PC monitoring and configuring tools, the Sliding Windows 
HLI allows you to easily configure, manage and monitor your entire VESDA 
network. 

Simple Configuration and Seamless Data Transfer
Your HLI is easily configured using your Xtralis VSC or Xtralis VSM4 software 
packages. The Sliding Windows model provides seamless data transfer from 
your VESDAnet to your PC.

Designed for Small or Large Networks
VESDA Sliding Windows HLIs are designed to suit your individual system 
design. The VHX-0210 is ideally suited for small networks of up to 40 devices, 
while the VHX-0200 is designed for large networks of up to 200 devices. 

Modem Support 
The VHX-0210 has modem (dial-in or dial out) capabilities allowing you full 
remote notification and interrogation functionality on networks of up to 40 
devices.  
*VESDAnet is a propriety communications protocol allowing your VESDA range of smoke detectors, displays, programmers and remote units 
(collectively known as devices) to communicate with each other on the one network. VESDAnet is a fault tolerant bi-directional protocol. This 
means that if one direction of communication fails, then your VESDAnet messages are transmitted in the opposite direction. 

Features

• Direct access and monitoring of 
your entire VESDAnet system

• Designed for small or large 
networks

• VHX-0210 includes modem 
support for remote notification & 
interrogation 

• Seamless data transfer from your 
VESDAnet to your PC 

• Easily configured using Xtralis 
configuring and monitoring 
software packages

Listings/Approvals
VESDA HLIs are recommended 
for monitoring only. They are not 
approved for use as a primary 
reporting device.



Document number: 12379_04 Part number: 21153

Specifications
Power Consumption: 

 1.68 W (stable state i.e. no alarms and no  
 fault conditions)

Supply Voltage:   
 24 VDC

Current Consumption: 
 70 mA 

Dimensions:
 192 mm x 110 mm x 40 mm   
 (7.5 in x 4 in x 1.6 in approx.)

Weight:   
 0.4 kg (0.9 lbs)

Supplied With:
 RS-232 9-way serial cable (male–female)  
 for connection to a PC (identical to VSP-509).

 All internal product connectors for power &  
 communications.

Product Warranty
 2 years

Ordering Information
Product  Part number
Sliding Windows HLI VHX-0200
(No modem capability)

Sliding Windows HLI VHX-0210
(With Dial In/Dial Out functionality)

Wall-mounted HLI VHX-1200
(Sliding Windows)

Open Protocol HLI  VHX-0300
(Peer-to-Peer)

Open Protocol HLI VHX-0310
(Master-Slave) 

Wall-mounted Open Protocol HLI  VHX-1300
(Peer-to-Peer)

Wall-mounted Open Protocol HLI VHX-1310
(Master-Slave) 

VESDA Socket Module VRT-300
(Remote module box) (Not required with the Wall-mounted HLI)

Xtralis VSC VSW-100
(Xtralis VSC is available from the Xtralis Partner Extranet at www.xtralis.com)

VESDAlink 9-way serial cable VSP-509 
(Spare part)

VESDAnet RS-485 15-way cable VSP-511 
(Spare part)

Dimensions

VESDA Sliding Windows High Level Interface

Number 
of devices 

connected to 
VESDAnet

Modem 
Support (Dial 

in/Dial out 
Feature)

Use with 
Xtralis 

software 
packages

VHX-0200 Sliding Windows Up to 200 No Yes

VHX-0210 Sliding Windows Up to 40 Yes Yes
NOTE: Consult Xtralis or your local Xtralis distributor for network designs with more than 100 devices or for information about HLIs that directly interface 
with specific manufacturer Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP) products.

66mm

188mm

For more information and support contact your local Xtralis office or VESDA 
distributor.

VHX-0200 & VHX-0210VESDA Sliding Windows HLITM 

The contents of this document are provided on an “as is” basis. No representation or warranty (either express or implied) is made as to the completeness, 
accuracy or reliability of the contents of this document. The manufacturer reserves the right to change designs or specifications without obligation 
and without further notice. Except as otherwise provided, all warranties, express or implied, including without limitation any implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are expressly excluded.
Xtralis, Xtralis logo, The Sooner You Know, VESDA, ICAM, ECO, OSID, HeiTel, ADPRO, IntrusionTrace, and LoiterTrace are trademarks and/
or registered trademarks of Xtralis and/or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. Other brand names mentioned herein are for 
identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective holder(s). Your use of this document does not constitute or create a licence or any 
other right to use the name and/or trademark and/or label.
This document is subject to copyright owned by Xtralis. You agree not to copy, communicate to the public, adapt, distribute, transfer, sell, modify or 
publish any contents of this document without the express prior written consent of Xtralis.

www.xtralis.com
UK and Europe +44 1442 242 330  D-A-CH +49 431 23284 1 The Americas +1 781 740 2223  
Middle East +962 6 588 5622  Asia +86 21 5240 0077  Australia and New Zealand +61 3 9936 7000



VFT-15

Features

• 15 tube addressable air sampling 
• 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m 

(0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 15 x 50 m (15 x 164 ft) microbore 

sampling tube
• Reliable linear pump technology
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs and expandable
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output modules
• Area coverage of up to 1500 m2  

(16 150 ft2)
• Event Log 

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• VNIIPO
• EN 54-20

 - Class A:  0.1% obs/m (0.03% obs/ft)
 - Class B:  0.1% obs/m (0.03% obs/ft)
 - Class C:  1.0% obs/m (0.3% obs/ft)

VFT-15 detectors have one sampling 
hole per microbore tube.
Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between VESDA models.

VESDA VFT

VESDA VFT-15 detectors are multi-channel microbore air-sampling systems 
with an alarm sensitivity range from 0.001% to 20% obscuration/m (0.0003% 
to 6.10% obscuration/ft). These detectors are classified as Very Early 
Warning Smoke Detectors and can reliably detect fire at an early stage, and 
low to high concentrations of smoke. As a multi-channel system, the VFT 
detector is able to divide a protected space into sampling sectors, enabling 
the localization of a fire for faster incident response. 

The detectors are configurable for a variety of environments, providing ideal 
fire detection solutions for cabinets, Electronic Data Processing (EDP) rooms, 
prisons, historic houses, custody suites, museums and art galleries.

How it works
The VFT detector draws a combined air sample from a network of microbore 
flexible tubing from all sectors in the protected area, then filters and analyzes 
the sample in a laser detection chamber. When smoke particles are detected 
and the smoke level reaches a TRACE alarm threshold, the system will 
sequentially scan the sectors via the rotary valve to identify the sector, or 
sectors, with the smoke condition. Alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 
2) are shown on the display and communicated to a host fire alarm control 
panel.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
Four independant alarm levels are available for each channel. The smoke 
thresholds for each of these alarms can be individually programmed per 
sector. VFT detectors provide a comprehensive display that includes an LED 
array to show the measured smoke level for the currently selected microbore 
tube, and an on-board programmer for local configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are provided as 
standard to connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management 
software packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also 
allow connections to remote displays.

Inputs and Outputs
VFT detectors support a number of additional modules. These provide the 
detector with programmable output relay interfaces and 4 to 20 mA analog 
outputs. A Remote Display panel can also be connected at a distance of up to 
1 km away from the main VFT detector.



VFT-15

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC
Supply Current at 24 VDC:
Power:

31.2 W Quiescent, 32.0 W Scanning
Current:

1.30 A Quiescent, 1.33 A Scanning
Capacitive Loading:

Nominal 10,000 uF
Aspirator:
Linear vacuum pump
Dimensions (WHD):
490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm
(19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in.)
Operating Conditions: 
Recommended Detector Ambient:

0 to 39 °C (32 to 103 °F) *
Tested to:

-10 to 55 °C (14 to 131 °F)
Sampled Air:

-20 to 60 °C (4 to 140 °F)
Humidity:
10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Please consult your Xtralis office for operation 
outside these parameters or where sampled air is 
continually above 0.05% obs/m (0.015% obs/ft) 
under normal operating conditions.
Microbore Tube Size:
Outer Diameter: 6 mm (0.24 in.) 
Inner Diameter: 4 mm (0.16 in.)
Microbore Tube Length:
15 x 50m (15 x 164 ft)
Pipe Length: 50 m (164 ft)
Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.001 to 20 % obs/m 
(0.0003 to 6.10 % obs/ft)
Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Individually programmable for each level
IP Rating:
IP30
Cable Access:
7 x 25mm (1”) cable entries
Cable Termination:
Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 mm2 (30–12 AWG) 
Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter
Flow Monitoring:
Differential pressure sensor
Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay
Rated 2 A @ 30 VDC NO/NC Contacts
Communication:
Modbus over RS232, RS485 and  
TCP/IP
Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored

* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions  
  0 °C to 38 °C (32 °F to 100 °F)

Doc. no. 16317_11 Part no. 29323

Ordering Information
24 VDC, Display/Programmer, TCP/IP, 15 inlets, Class A/B/C, 
0.001 to 20% obs/m (0.0003 to 6.1% obs/ft)

VFT-15

24 VDC, Display/Programmer, TCP/IP, 15 inlets, Class C,  
1 to 20% obs/m (0.3 to 6.1% obs/ft)1

VFT-15-C

4-Channel Relay Module2 01-E606-01

8-Channel 4-20 mA Re-Transmission Module2 01-E624-00

VFT-15 Remote Display2 01-V921-15

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a linear vacuum pump, which provides superior detection 
times over long tube lengths and reliable detection in high air flow 
environments. Airflow in each tube is monitored by a differential pressure 
sensor, with airflow faults indicated on the display and to monitoring 
equipment.

Dimensions
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VESDA VFT

Notes:
1.  The VFT-15-C is not available in all regions. Please consult your nearest Xtralis office before placing an order.

2.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.

The contents of this document are provided on an “as is” basis. No representation or warranty (either express or implied) is made as to the completeness, 
accuracy or reliability of the contents of this document. The manufacturer reserves the right to change designs or specifications without obligation 
and without further notice. Except as otherwise provided, all warranties, express or implied, including without limitation any implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are expressly excluded.
Xtralis, Xtralis logo, The Sooner You Know, VESDA, ICAM, ECO, OSID, HeiTel, ADPRO, IntrusionTrace, and LoiterTrace are trademarks and/
or registered trademarks of Xtralis and/or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. Other brand names mentioned herein are for 
identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective holder(s). Your use of this document does not constitute or create a licence or any 
other right to use the name and/or trademark and/or label.
This document is subject to copyright owned by Xtralis. You agree not to copy, communicate to the public, adapt, distribute, transfer, sell, modify or 
publish any contents of this document without the express prior written consent of Xtralis.

www.xtralis.com
UK and Europe +44 1442 242 330  D-A-CH +49 431 23284 1 The Americas +1 781 740 2223  
Middle East +962 6 588 5622  Asia +86 21 5240 0077  Australia and New Zealand +61 3 9936 7000



Product Name

The VESDA VFT-15 detectors are multi-channel microbore air-sampling systems 
with an alarm sensitivity range from 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft (0.001% to 
20% obscuration/m). These detectors are classified as Very Early Warning 
Smoke Detectors and can reliably detect fire at an early stage, and low to high 
concentrations of smoke. As a multi-channel system, the VFT detector is able to 
divide a protected space into sampling sectors, enabling the localization of a fire 
for faster incident response. 

The detectors are configurable for a variety of environments, providing ideal fire 
detection solutions for cabinets, Electronic Data Processing (EDP) rooms, prison 
cells, historic houses, museums and art galleries.

How it works
The VFT detector draws a combined air sample from a network of microbore 
flexible tubing from all sectors in the protected area, then filters and analyzes the 
sample in a laser detection chamber. When smoke particles are detected and the 
smoke level reaches a TRACE alarm threshold, the system will sequentially scan 
the sectors via the rotary valve to identify the sector, or sectors, with the smoke 
condition. Alarm states (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) are shown on the display 
and communicated to a host fire alarm control panel.

Product Features
Programming and Configuration
Four independant alarm levels are available for each channel. The smoke 
thresholds for each of these alarms can be individually programmed per sector. 
VFT detectors provide a comprehensive display that includes an LED array to 
show the measured smoke level for the currently selected microbore, and an 
on-board programmer for local configuration.

RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP communication interfaces are provided as standard 
to connect to Xtralis Configuration and Fire System Management software 
packages: Xtralis VSC and Xtralis VSM4. RS485 interfaces also allow 
connections to remote displays.

Inputs and Outputs
VFT detectors support a number of additional modules. These provide the 
detector with programmable output relay interfaces and 4 to 20 mA analog 
outputs. A Remote Display panel can also be connected at a distance of up to 1 
km away from the main VFT detector.

Features
• 15 tube air sampling 
• 0.0003% to 6.10% obscuration/ft 

(0.001% to 20% obscuration/m)
• 4 Alarms - Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2
• 15 x 164 ft (15 x 50 m) microbore 

sampling tube
• Reliable linear pump technology
• Ethernet TCP/IP
• RS232 and RS485 Modbus
• 5 relay outputs built-in
• Optional relay module and 4 to 20 mA 

analog output module
• Area coverage of up to 13,500 ft2  

(1500 m2)
• Event Log

Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CSFM
• CCC
• CE
• VdS
• NF
• VNIIPO
• EN 54-20

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary 
between VESDA models.

VFT-15VESDA VFT



VFT-15VESDA VFT

Doc. No. 17510_09 Part No. 21642

Specifications
Supply Voltage:
Nominal 24 VDC
Supply Current at 24 VDC:
Power:

31.2 W Quiescent, 32.0 W Scanning
Current:

1.30 A Quiescent, 1.33 A Scanning
Capacitive Loading:

Nominal 10,000 uF
Aspirator:
Linear vacuum pump
Dimensions (WHD):
19.3 in. x 14.0 in. x 7.9 in.
(490 mm x 355 mm x 200 mm)
Operating Conditions:
Recommended Detector Ambient:

32 to 103°F (0 to 39°C) *
Tested to:

14 to 131°F (-10 to 55°C)
Sampled Air:

4 to 140°F (-20 to 60°C)
Humidity:
10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Please consult your Xtralis office for operation 
outside these parameters or where sampled 
air is continually above 0.015% obs/ft (0.05% 
obs/m) under normal operating conditions.
Microbore Tube Size:
Outer Diameter:  0.24 in. (6 mm)
Inner Diameter:  0.16 in. (4 mm)
Microbore Tube Length:
15 x 164 ft (15 x 50m)
Tube Length: 164 ft (50m) 
Alarm Sensitivity Range:
0.0003 to 6.10 % obs/ft (0.001 to 20 % obs/m)
Alarm Settings:
Alarm levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2
Individually programmable for each level
IP Rating:
IP30
Filtration:
Field exchangeable dual stage filter
Flow Monitoring:
Differential pressure sensor
Relay Outputs:
4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay
Rated 2 A @ 30 VDC NO/NC Contacts
Communication:
RS232, RS485 Modbus, Ethernet TCP/IP
Event Log:
Up to 20,000 events stored
 
* UL Listed Detector Installed Ambient conditions  
  32°F to 100°F (0°C to 38°C)

Ordering Information
24 VDC, Display/Programmer, TCP/IP, 15 inlets,  
0.0003 to 6.1% obs/ft (0.001 to 20% obs/m)

VFT-15-0

4-Channel Relay Module1 01-E606-01

8-Channel 4-20 mA Re-Transmission Module1 01-E624-00

VFT-15 Remote Display1 01-V921-15
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Note: 
1.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for approvals status.

Aspiration and Flow Sensing
The aspirator is a linear vacuum pump, which provides superior detection times 
over long tube lengths and reliable detection in high air flow environments. 
Airflow in each tube is monitored by a differential pressure sensor, with airflow 
faults indicated on the display and to monitoring equipment.

Dimensions
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Introduction
The VESDA VLC detector has been tested and certified to provide all the benefits of aspirating 
smoke detection, including very early warning, in Marine Environments. This has been achieved 
through additional testing to ensure the performance of the product in challenging marine 
applications.
The Marine products are approved by Det Norske Veritas (DNV). They are rated IP30 so, in 
locations where higher IP protection is required, the detector should be housed in an IP66 
enclosure (available from Xtralis). The detectors can be installed in the following location classes:

Parameters Locations within the main area Machinery 
spaces

Control rooms 
accomodations Bridges

Pump rooms 
Holds Rooms 

with no heating

Open 
Decks

Temperature Inside cubicles, desks, etc. With 
temperature rise of 5°C or more

    

All other locations     

Humidity Locations where special precautions are 
taken to avoid condensation

    

All other locations     

Vibration On machinery such as internal combustion 
engines, compressors, pumps, including 
piping on such machinery

 - -  

Masts - - - - 

All other locations     

EMC All locations within specified main areas     

Enclosure Submerged application  - -  

Below floorplates in engine room  - - - -
All other locations     

As with the standard VESDA VLC, the Marine version combines the well-proven VESDA Laser 
detection technology, dual-stage air filtration technology and a reliable aspirator design, and 
incorporates them into a compact enclosure with a simplified display.

Two variants and a remote display option
The Marine version of the VESDA VLC is available in two versions, one that interfaces via relays 
only (RO) and one that interfaces via relays and VESDAnet (VN).
The VN version is compatible with the Marine version of the remote Display Module, which 
allows the current status of the detector to be reported in the most convenient location (such 
as the bridge). The remote Display Module has 7 remote relays to support any combination of 
signalling that may be demanded by the application. The VN version also allows several detectors 
to be linked together on VESDAnet thereby allowing one to act as a reference detector for other 
VESDA detectors.

VESDA® VLC Marine by Xtralis® VLC-50000-MRN
VLC-50500-MRN

Description
The VESDA VLC is made up of two parts: the 
main enclosure and the front cover.
The main enclosure houses all the key 
components of the detector. All non-serviceable 
items like the main processor board and 
detector chamber are mounted away from the 
general access area, protecting them during the 
installation and service process.
The front cover includes:
• 5 LEDs: Fire, Pre-Alarm/Alert, Fault, OK, 

Reset/Isolate
• Reset/Isolate Push Button (press to reset, 

press and hold to isolate)

Listings / Approvals
• DNV Type Approval certificate: A-13709.

• DNV Location classes:

 - Temperature (D), Humidity (B), Vibration 
(A), Electromagnetic Compatibility (B), 
Ingress protection (IP30) or (IP66) with 
optional enclosure.

 - Environmental tests have been performed 
according to Lloyd’s Register Specification 
1 (2002) for environmental categories 
ENV1, ENV2, and ENV3.



Ordering Information
Product   Part number
VESDA VLC – Marine VN   VLC-50500-MRN
VESDA VLC – Marine RO   VLC-50000-MRN
Remote Display – VESDA VLC Marine  VRT-J0000-MRN
IP66 Detector Enclosure (incl fittings)  020-050

Specifications
Supply voltage:

18 to 30VDC

Power consumption:
5.4W quiescent, 5.9W with alarm

Current consumption:
225mA quiescent, 245mA with alarm

Fuse rating:
1.6A

Dimensions (WHD):
225mm x 225mm x 85mm (8 7/8” x 8 7/8”x 3 3/8”)

Weight:
1.9kg (4.2lbs.)

Operating conditions:
Tested to  -25°C to 70°C (-13°F to 158°F)
Ambient  5°C to 70°C (41°F to 158°F) (recommended)
Sampled Air  -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Humidity  10 to 95% RH, non-condensing
Approved for use in bridge and deck zones, and ENV3 
environments
Exposure to corrosive atmosphere may invalidate 
warranty

Sampling network:
Maximum area of Coverage 800sq.m (8000sq.ft)

Maximum pipe lengths:
1 x 80m, 2 x 50m

Computer design tool:
ASPIRE2™

Pipe:
Internal Diameter 15–21mm (9/16”–7/8”)
External Diameter 25mm (1”)

Relays:
3 Relays rated 2A @ 30VDC
Fire (NO)
Pre-Alarm (NO)
Alert/Fault (Maintenance & Isolate) (NC/NO)
Configurable as latching or non-latching

IP rating:
IP30 (optional IP66 enclosure)

Cable access:
4 x 25mm (1”) cable entries

Cable termination:
Screw Terminal blocks 0.2-2.5sq mm (30-12 AWG)

Sensitivity range:
0.005 to 20% obs/m (0.0015 to 6.25% obs/ft)

Threshold setting range:
Alert:  0.005–1.990% obs/m
 (0.0015–0.6218% obs/ft)
Pre-Alarm:  0.010–1.995% obs/m
 (0.0031–0.6234% obs/ft)
Fire:  0.015–20.00% obs/m 
 (0.0046–6.25% obs/ft)

Software features:
Event log: Up to 12,000 events stored on FIFO
Smoke level, alarms and faults with time and date 
stamp
AutoLearn: Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days.
Recommended minimum 1 day.
During AutoLearn thresholds are NOT changed from
pre-set values.

Configurable general input (24VDC):
Standby, Mains OK or Reset/Isolate
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VESDA VLC Termination Card (VN)
 
Terminal A  Terminal B
1 Bias (-) (GND) 1 Shield

2 Reset (-)  2 VESDAnet-A (-)

3 Reset (+)  3 VESDAnet-A (+)

4 Bias (+)  4 Shield

5 LED (-) (GND) 5 VESDAnet-B (-)

6 LED (+)  6 VESDAnet-B (+)

7 FIRE (NO)  7 Power (-)

8 FIRE (C)  8 Power (+)

9 PRE-ALARM (NO) 9 Power (-)

10 PRE-ALARM (C) 10 Power (+)

11 FAULT (NO)

12 FAULT (C)

13 FAULT (NC)

VESDA VLC Termination Card (RO)
 
Terminal A  Terminal B
1 FIRE (NO)  1 Bias (-) (GND)

2 FIRE (C)  2 Reset (-)

3 PRE-ALARM (NO) 3 Reset (+)

4 PRE-ALARM (C) 4 Bias (+)

5 FAULT (NO)  5 LED (-) (GND)

6 FAULT (C)  6 LED (+)

7 FAULT (NC)  7 Power (-)

  8 Power (+)

  9 Power (-)

  10 Power (+)

How it works
Air is continually drawn through holes and a simple pipe network to a central detector by a high 
efficiency aspirator. Air entering the unit passes a flow sensor before a sample is passed through 
a dual-stage dust filter (the majority of air is exhausted from the detector and can be back vented 
to the protected area when required). The first stage removes dust and dirt from the air sample 
before it enters the chamber for smoke detection. The second ultra fine stage provides a clean 
air supply to be used inside the detection chamber to form clean air barriers, which protect the 
optical surfaces from contamination.
The detection chamber uses a stable, highly efficient laser light source and unique sensor 
configuration to achieve the optimum response to a wide range of smoke types. When smoke 
passes through the detection chamber it creates light scatter which is detected by the very 
sensitive sensor circuitry.
The status of the detector, all alarms, service and fault events, are monitored and logged with 
time and date stamps. Status reporting can be transmitted via simple relay connections or 
across the advanced VESDAnet communications network  
(VN version only).
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Introduction
The VESDA VLC detector has been specifically designed to provide  
all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning,  
in single environment small areas and where space is a premium.
The VLC combines the well-proven VESDA VLP detection technology with a 
modified aspirator design, and incorporates them into a compact enclosure 
with a simplified display.

Two variants and a remote display option
The VLC is available in two versions, one that interfaces via relays only (RO) 
and one that interfaces via relays and VESDAnet (VN).
The VN version is compatible with the remote Display Module, which allows 
the current status of the detector to be reported in the most convenient 
location. The remote Display Module has 7 remote relays to support any 
combination of signalling that may be demanded by the application. The VN 
version allows several detectors to be linked together on VESDAnet thereby 
allowing one to act as a reference detector for other VESDA detectors.

Description
The VLC is made up of two parts: the main enclosure and the front cover.
The main enclosure houses all the key components of the detector.  
All non-serviceable items like the main processor board and detector  
chamber are mounted away from the general access area, protecting them 
during the installation and service process.
The front cover includes:
• 5 LEDs: Fire, Pre-Alarm/Alert, Fault, OK, Reset/Isolate
• Reset/Isolate Push Button (press to reset, press and hold to isolate)

Features
• Absolute smoke detection

• Wide sensitivity range

• Single pipe inlet

• Five (5) status LEDs

• Referencing

• VESDAnet communication (VN)

• Clean air barrier optics protection

• Three (3) Alarm Levels

• Three (3) Programmable Relays

• Air flow monitoring

• Optional remote display and relay 
capability

• Simple mounting design

• AutoLearn™

Approvals/Listings*
• UL

• ULC

• FM

• CCC

• ActivFire

• CE

• LPCB

• VdS

• NF

• VNIIPO

• EN 54-20

 - Class A (30 holes / 0.05% obs/m)
 - Class B (36 holes / 0.09% obs/m)
 - Class C (40 holes / 0.165% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between VESDA 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.

*Special versions of the products are available which carry Marine 
Approvals.  Please refer to separate data sheet (doc. no. 11655).

VESDA VLC VLC-500 and VLC-505



Ordering Information
Product   Part number
VESDA VLC – VESDAnet  VLC-505
VESDA VLC – Relays Only  VLC-500
Remote Display (relays)  VRT-J00
Remote Display (no relays)  VRT-K00
Remote Relays (no display)  VRT-500
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VLC Termination Card (VN)
 
Terminal A Terminal B
1 Bias (-) (GND) 1 Shield

2 Reset (-) 2 VESDAnet-A (-)

3 Reset (+) 3 VESDAnet-A (+)

4 Bias (+) 4 Shield

5 LED (-) (GND) 5 VESDAnet-B (-)

6 LED (+) 6 VESDAnet-B (+)

7 FIRE (NO) 7 Power (-)

8 FIRE (C) 8 Power (+)

9 PRE-ALARM (NO) 9 Power (-)

10 PRE-ALARM (C) 10 Power (+)

11 FAULT (NO)

12 FAULT (C)

13 FAULT (NC)

VLC Termination Card (RO)
 
Terminal A Terminal B
1 FIRE (NO) 1 Bias (-) (GND)

2 FIRE (C) 2 Reset (-)

3 PRE-ALARM (NO) 3 Reset (+)

4 PRE-ALARM (C) 4 Bias (+)

5 FAULT (NO) 5 LED (-) (GND)

6 FAULT (C) 6 LED (+)

7 FAULT (NC) 7 Power (-)

  8 Power (+)

  9 Power (-)

  10 Power (+)

How it works
Air is continually drawn through a simple pipe network to a central detector 
by a high efficiency aspirator. Air entering the unit passes a flow sensor 
before a sample is passed through a dual-stage dust filter (the majority of 
air is exhausted from the detector and back-vented to the protected area). 
The first stage removes dust and dirt from the air sample before it enters the 
chamber for smoke detection. The second, ultra-fine stage provides a clean 
air supply to be used inside the detection chamber to form clean air barriers, 
which protect the optical surfaces from contamination.
The detection chamber uses a stable, highly efficient laser light source and 
unique sensor configuration to achieve the optimum response to a wide 
range of smoke types. When smoke passes through the detection chamber it 
creates light scatter which is detected by the very sensitive sensor circuitry.
The status of the detector, all alarms, service and fault events, are 
monitored and logged with time and date stamps. Status reporting can be 
transmitted via simple relay connections or across the advanced VESDAnet 
communications network (VN version only).
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Specifications
Supply voltage:
18 to 30 VDC

Power consumption:
5.4 W quiescent, 5.9 W with alarm

Current consumption:
225 mA quiescent, 245 mA with alarm

Fuse rating:
1.6 A

Dimensions (WHD):
225 mm x 225 mm x 85 mm (8 7/8” x 8 7/8”x 3 3/8”)

Weight:
1.9 kg (4.2 lbs.)

Operating conditions:
Ambient:  0°C to 39°C (32°F to 103°F) *
Tested:  -10°C to 55°C (14°F to 131°F) 
Sampled Air:  -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F) 
Humidity:  10% to 95% RH, non-condensing

Storage conditions (non-operational):
Humidity: Dry (<95%)
Temperature: 0° to 85° C (32°F to 185°F)
Must not be exposed to sunlight or other radiation sources

Sampling network:
Maximum area of coverage
• Code compliant: 800 m² (8000 sq.ft)
• Maximum (120sec transport time): 2,370 m² (25,500 sq.ft).

Local code requirements shall take precedence

Maximum pipe lengths:
1 x 80 m (260ft), 2 x 50 m (164ft)

Computer design tool:
ASPIRE2™

Pipe:
Internal Diameter 15 mm–21 mm (9/16”–7/8”)
External Diameter 25 mm (1”)

Relays:
3 Relays rated 2 A @ 30 VDC
Fire (NO)
Pre-Alarm (NO)
Alert/Fault (Maintenance & Isolate) (NC/NO)
Configurable as latching or non-latching

IP rating:
IP30

Cable access:
4 x 25 mm (1”) cable entries

Cable termination:
Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm (30–12 AWG)

Alarm sensitivity range:
0.005% to 20% obs/m (0.0015% to 6.25% obs/ft)

Threshold setting range:
Alert:  0.005%–1.990% obs/m  
 (0.0015%–0.6218% obs/ft)
Pre-Alarm:  0.010%–1.995% obs/m
 (0.0031%–0.6234% obs/ft)
Fire:  0.015%–20.00% obs/m  
 (0.0046%–6.25% obs/ft)*
*Limited to 4% obs/ft for UL

Software features:
Event log: Up to 12,000 events stored in FIFO format
Smoke level, user actions, alarms and faults with time and 
date stamp
AutoLearn: Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days.
Recommended minimum 14 days.
During AutoLearn thresholds are NOT changed from
pre-set values.

Configurable general input (24 VDC):
Standby, Mains OK or Reset/Isolate

* Product UL listed for use from 0°C to 38°C (32°F to 104°F)

VESDA VLC VLC-500 and VLC-505

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.
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Introduction
The VESDA VLC-EX detector has been specifically designed to provide  
all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning,  
for the protection of hazardous applications with Zone 2 classification.
The VLC-EX combines the well-proven VESDA VLP detection technology 
with a modified aspirator design, and incorporates them into an IP54 rated 
stainless steel enclosure.

Two variants and a remote display option
The VLC-EX is available in two versions, one that interfaces via relays only 
(RO) and one that interfaces via relays and VESDAnet (VN).
The VN version is compatible with the remote Display Module, which allows 
the current status of the detector to be reported in the most convenient 
location. The remote Display Module has 7 remote relays to support any 
combination of signalling that may be demanded by the application. The VN 
version allows several detectors to be linked together on VESDAnet thereby 
allowing one to act as a reference detector for other VESDA detectors.

Description
The VLC-EX is enclosed in a stainless steel housing which is comprised of 
the main enclosure and the front cover.
The main enclosure houses all the key components of the detector.  
All non-serviceable items such as the main processor board and detector  
chamber are mounted away from the general access area, protecting them 
during the installation and servicing process.
The front cover includes:
• 5 LEDs: Fire, Pre-Alarm/Alert, Fault, OK, Reset/Isolate
• Reset/Isolate Push Button (press to reset, press and hold to isolate)

Features
• Suitable for Zone 2 applications

• Absolute smoke detection

• Wide sensitivity range

• Single pipe inlet

• Five (5) status LEDs

• Referencing

• VESDAnet communication (VN)

• Clean air barrier optics protection

• Three (3) Alarm Levels

• Three (3) Programmable Relays

• Air flow monitoring

• Optional remote display and relay 
capability

• Simple mounting design

• AutoLearn™

• IP54 rated stainless steel enclosure

Approvals/Listings
• ATEX

    II 3G
EN 60079-0:2009 and EN 60079-15:2010
Ex ic nA nC IIB T5 Gc IP54
-10°C ≤ Ta ≤ +55°C
Certificate No: ITS 14 ATEX 48089X
QAN: ITS 11 ATEX Q7454

• IECEx
    II 3G
IEC 60079-15 Ed4.0
  and IEC 60079-0 Ed6.0
Ex ic nA nC IIB T5 Gc IP54
-10°C ≤ Ta ≤ +55°C
Certificate No: IECEx ITS 14.0050X
QAR: GB/ITS/QAR 11.0016/00

Note: IIC rating is no longer available but remains current for existing installations.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between VESDA 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals matrix.

VESDA VLC-EX VLC-500-EX and VLC-505-EX



Ordering Information
Product Part number Product Part number
VLC-505 (VN) EXn Zone 2 VLC-505-EX Remote Display (relays)* VRT-J00
VLC-500 (RO) EXn Zone 2 VLC-500-EX Remote Display (no relays)* VRT-K00
Metal Inline Filter VSP-850-M Remote Relays (no display)* VRT-500
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VLC Termination Card (VN)
 
Terminal A Terminal B
1 Bias (-) (GND) 1 Shield

2 Reset (-) 2 VESDAnet-A (-)

3 Reset (+) 3 VESDAnet-A (+)

4 Bias (+) 4 Shield

5 LED (-) (GND) 5 VESDAnet-B (-)

6 LED (+) 6 VESDAnet-B (+)

7 FIRE (NO) 7 Power (-)

8 FIRE (C) 8 Power (+)

9 PRE-ALARM (NO) 9 Power (-)

10 PRE-ALARM (C) 10 Power (+)

11 FAULT (NO)

12 FAULT (C)

13 FAULT (NC)

VLC Termination Card (RO)
 
Terminal A Terminal B
1 FIRE (NO) 1 Bias (-) (GND)

2 FIRE (C) 2 Reset (-)

3 PRE-ALARM (NO) 3 Reset (+)

4 PRE-ALARM (C) 4 Bias (+)

5 FAULT (NO) 5 LED (-) (GND)

6 FAULT (C) 6 LED (+)

7 FAULT (NC) 7 Power (-)

  8 Power (+)

  9 Power (-)

  10 Power (+)

How it works
Air is continually drawn through the pipe network to a central detector by a 
high efficiency aspirator. Air entering the unit passes a flow sensor before a 
sample is passed through a dual-stage dust filter. The first stage removes dust 
and dirt from the air sample before it enters the chamber for smoke detection. 
The second, ultra-fine stage provides a clean air supply to be used inside the 
detection chamber to form clean air barriers, which protect the optical surfaces 
from contamination. The exhausted air from the detector is returned to the 
protected area (an exhaust pipe must be fitted to avoid any exhausted air 
venting into the stainless steel enclosure).
The detection chamber uses a stable, highly efficient laser light source and 
unique sensor configuration to achieve the optimum response to a wide range 
of smoke types. When smoke passes through the detection chamber it creates 
light scatter which is detected by the very sensitive sensor circuitry.
The status of the detector, all alarms, service and fault events, are monitored 
and logged with time and date stamps. Status reporting can be transmitted via 
simple relay connections or across the advanced VESDAnet communications 
network (VN version only).

Installation Consideration
The compete installation must be made within a Zone 2 area and that 
aspiration from a Zone 2 area into a safe area is not permitted. The area 
should be moderately clean with little or no dust present and a metal inline filter 
should be installed. 
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Part: 29880

Specifications
Supply voltage:
18 to 30 VDC

Power consumption:
5.4 W quiescent, 5.9 W with alarm

Current consumption:
225 mA quiescent, 245 mA with alarm

Fuse rating:
1.6 A

Dimensions (WHD):
268 mm x 268 mm x 97 mm

Weight:
4.9 kg

Operating conditions:
Ambient:  -10°C to 55°C 
Tested:  -10°C to 55°C 
Sampled Air:  -20°C to 60°C
Humidity:  10% to 95% RH, non-condensing

Storage Temperatures (non-operational):
Humidity: Dry (<95%)
Temperature: 0°C to 85°C
Must not be exposed to sunlight or other radiation sources 

Sampling network:
Maximum area of Coverage 800 sq.m

Maximum pipe lengths:
1 x 80 m, 2 x 50 m

Computer design tool:
ASPIRE2™

Pipe:
Internal Diameter 15 mm–21 mm
External Diameter 25 mm

Relays:
3 Relays rated 2 A @ 30 VDC
Fire (NO)
Pre-Alarm (NO)
Alert/Fault (Maintenance & Isolate) (NC/NO)
Configurable as latching or non-latching

IP rating: IP54
Enclosure: Grade 304 stainless steel
Cable access:
2 x 20 mm cable entries
Cable glands and blanking plugs NOT supplied

Cable termination:
Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm (30–12 AWG)

Alarm sensitivity range:
0.005% to 20% obs/m

Threshold setting range:
Alert:  0.005%–1.990% obs/m  
Pre-Alarm:  0.010%–1.995% obs/m
Fire:  0.015%–20.00% obs/m  
Software features:
Event log: Up to 12,000 events stored in FIFO format
Smoke level, user actions, alarms and faults with time and 
date stamp
AutoLearn: Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days.
Recommended minimum 1 day.
During AutoLearn thresholds are NOT changed from
pre-set values.

Configurable general input (24 VDC):
Standby, Mains OK or Reset/Isolate

VESDA VLC-EX VLC-500-EX and VLC-505-EX

* for VLC-505-EX only 
and to be installed in 
non-hazardous areas.

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.



VESDA VLC-EX-US VLC-EX-US

Introduction
The VESDA VLC-EX-US detector has been specifically designed to provide  
all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning,  
for the protection of hazardous applications with a Class 1 Division 2 classification.

The VLC-EX-US combines the well-proven VESDA VLP detection technology with 
a modified aspirator design, and incorporates them into an IP54 rated stainless 
steel enclosure.

Four variants and a remote display option
The VLC-EX-US is available in a version that is suited for small area applications 
up to 2000sq.ft (200m²) and another that is suited for medium area applications 
up to 8000sq.ft (800m²).  Each of which is available in two versions, one that 
interfaces via relays only (RO) and one that interfaces via relays and VESDAnet 
(VN).

The VN version is compatible with the remote Display Module, which allows the 
current status of the detector to be reported in the most convenient location. 
The remote Display Module has 7 remote relays to support any combination 
of signalling that may be demanded by the application. The VN version allows 
several detectors to be linked together on VESDAnet thereby allowing one to act 
as a reference detector for other VESDA detectors.

Description
The VLC-EX-US is enclosed in a stainless steel housing which is comprised of the 
main enclosure and the front cover.

The main enclosure houses all the key components of the detector.  
All non-serviceable items such as the main processor board and detector  
chamber are mounted away from the general access area, protecting them during 
the installation and servicing process.

The front cover includes:

• 5 LEDs: Fire, Pre-Alarm/Alert, Fault, OK, Reset/Isolate
• Reset/Isolate Push Button (press to reset, press and hold to isolate)

Features
• Suitable for Class 1 Division 2 applications

 - Groups A,B,C & D
• Absolute smoke detection
• Wide sensitivity range
• Single pipe inlet
• Five (5) status LEDs
• Referencing
• VESDAnet communication (VN)
• Clean air barrier optics protection
• Three (3) Alarm Levels
• Three (3) Programmable Relays
• Air flow monitoring
• Optional remote display and relay 

capability
• Simple mounting design
• AutoLearn™
• IP54 rated stainless steel enclosure

Approvals/Listings
• UL
• ULC
• FM

    
Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between VESDA 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals matrix.
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VLC-EX-USVESDA VLC-EX-US
How it works
Air is continually drawn through the pipe network to a central detector by a high 
efficiency aspirator. Air entering the unit passes a flow sensor before a sample is 
passed through a dual-stage dust filter. The first stage removes dust and dirt from 
the air sample before it enters the chamber for smoke detection. The second, ultra-
fine stage provides a clean air supply to be used inside the detection chamber to 
form clean air barriers, which protect the optical surfaces from contamination. 

The detection chamber uses a stable, highly efficient laser light source and unique 
sensor configuration to achieve the optimum response to a wide range of smoke 
types. When smoke passes through the detection chamber it creates light scatter 
which is detected by the very sensitive sensor circuitry.

The status of the detector, all alarms, service and fault events, are monitored and 
logged with time and date stamps. Status reporting can be transmitted via simple 
relay connections or across the advanced VESDAnet communications network (VN 
version only).

Installation Consideration
For a Class 1 Division 2 installation, the detector, sampling network and 
exhaust must be located within the same protected area. Detector accessories, 
VPS-100US-120 power supply, etc, are installed outside the classified area with 
interconnect wiring meeting NEC (NFPA 70) requirements for Class 1, Division 2 
systems.

Specifications
Supply voltage:
18 to 30 VDC
Power consumption:
5.4 W quiescent, 5.9 W with alarm
Current consumption:
225 mA quiescent, 245 mA with alarm
Fuse rating:
1.6 A
Dimensions (WHD):
10 5/8” x 10 5/8” x 3 7/8”  (270 mm x 270 mm x 97 mm)
Weight:
10.8 lbs. (4.9 kg)
Operating conditions:
Ambient:  32°F to 103°F (0°C to 39°C) * 
Tested:  14°F to 131°F (-10°C to 55°C)
Sampled Air:  -4°F to 140°F (-20°C to 60°C)
Humidity:  10% to 95% RH, non-condensing
Sampling network:
VLC-EX-US 200 Series 
Maximum area of Coverage:  2000 sq.ft (200 sq.m)
Maximum pipe length:  1 x 65 ft (20 m), 2 x 50 ft (15 m)
Design:  Pre-engineered
VLC-EX-US 500 Series 
Maximum area of Coverage:  8000 sq.ft (800 sq.m)
Maximum pipe length:  1 x 260 ft (80 m), 2 x 164 ft (50 m)
Design:  ASPIRE2™
Pipe:
Internal Diameter 9/16”–7/8” (15 mm–21 mm)
External Diameter 1 inch. (25 mm)
Relays:
3 Relays rated 2 A @ 30 VDC
Fire (NO)
Pre-Alarm (NO)
Alert/Fault (Maintenance & Isolate) (NC/NO)
Configurable as latching or non-latching
Enclosure: 
Material: Grade 304 stainless steel
Rating: IP54 **
Cable access:
2 x 7/8” (23.2 mm) cable entries
Cable glands and blanking plugs NOT supplied
Cable termination:
Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm (30–12 AWG)
Alarm sensitivity range:
0.0015% to 6.25% obs/ft  (0.005% to 20% obs/m)
Threshold setting range:
Alert:  0.0015%–0.6218% obs/ft
 (0.005%–1.990% obs/m) 
Pre-Alarm:  0.0031%–0.6234% obs/ft  
 (0.010%–1.995% obs/m)
Fire:  0.0046%–6.25% obs/ft*** 
 (0.015%–20.00% obs/m)
*Limited to 4% obs/ft for UL
Software features:
Event log: Up to 12,000 events stored in FIFO format
Smoke level, user actions, alarms and faults with time and 
date stamp
AutoLearn: Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days.
Recommended minimum 14 days.
During AutoLearn thresholds are NOT changed from
pre-set values.
Configurable general input (24 VDC):
Standby, Mains OK or Reset/Isolate 

* Product UL listed for use from 32°F to 104°F  (0°C to 38°C) 
** Product Enclosure Rating has not been evaluated by UL.

Ordering Information
Product  Part number
VLC-205 (VN) Class 1 Div 2 2000ft2 (200m2) VLC-205-EX-US
VLC-200 (RO) Class 1 Div 2 2000ft2 (200m2) VLC-200-EX-US
VLC-505 (VN) Class 1 Div 2 8000ft2 (800m2) VLC-505-EX-US
VLC-500 (RO) Class 1 Div 2 8000ft2 (800m2) VLC-500-EX-US
Remote Display (relays)*  VRT-J00
Remote Display (no relays)*  VRT-K00
Remote Relays (no display)*  VRT-500
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VLC Termination Card (VN)
 
Terminal A Terminal B
1 Bias (-) (GND) 1 Shield
2 Reset (-) 2 VESDAnet-A (-)
3 Reset (+) 3 VESDAnet-A (+)
4 Bias (+) 4 Shield
5 LED (-) (GND) 5 VESDAnet-B (-)
6 LED (+) 6 VESDAnet-B (+)
7 FIRE (NO) 7 Power (-)
8 FIRE (C) 8 Power (+)
9 PRE-ALARM (NO) 9 Power (-)
10 PRE-ALARM (C) 10 Power (+)
11 FAULT (NO)
12 FAULT (C)
13 FAULT (NC)

VLC Termination Card (RO)
 
Terminal A Terminal B
1 FIRE (NO) 1 Bias (-) (GND)
2 FIRE (C) 2 Reset (-)
3 PRE-ALARM (NO) 3 Reset (+)
4 PRE-ALARM (C) 4 Bias (+)
5 FAULT (NO) 5 LED (-) (GND)
6 FAULT (C) 6 LED (+)
7 FAULT (NC) 7 Power (-)
  8 Power (+)
  9 Power (-)
  10 Power (+)

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.

* for VLC-505-EX-US and VLC-205-EX-US only and to be 
installed in non-hazardous areas.



VESDA VLF VLF-250

The VESDA VLF-250 detector is a very early warning smoke detector 
designed to protect small, business-critical environments of less than 250 m2  
(2500 sq. ft.).

The detector works by continually drawing air into sampling holes in a pipe 
network. The air is fi ltered and passed into a detection chamber where light 
scattering technology detects the presence of very small amounts of smoke. 
Detector status information is communicated on the detector display and via 
relays or optional interface cards.

Out-of-the-box operation
The VLF can be installed and commissioned out-of-the-box without the need 
for a special interface or software programming tools.  

In operation, the unique Smoke DialTM display provides the user with an 
instant understanding of a smoke event, even from a distance. Should a fault 
occur, the user simply opens the fi eld service door and activates the Instant 
Fault Finder feature to determine the specifi c fault condition. This information 
can then be passed onto their fi re service company, ensuring that service 
technicians arrive onsite fully prepared.

Ultrasonic Flow Sensing
The patent-pending Ultrasonic Flow Sensing used in the VLF provides a 
direct reading of the sampling pipe fl ow rate. The system is immune to air 
temperature and pressure changes and is unaffected by contamination. The 
VLF is the fi rst air sampling smoke detector to use ultrasonic fl ow sensing. 

Features

• Out-of-the-Box Installation and 
 Commissioning
• Ultrasonic Airfl ow Sensing
• Laser-Based Absolute Smoke Detection
• Pre-engineered pipe network designs 
• Programmable Alarm Thresholds
• Clean air barrier optics protection
• Instant Recognition Display
• Instant Fault Finder™
• AutoLearn™ Smoke
• AutoLearn™ Flow
• Field Service Access Door
• Multiple Event Logging in separate logs
• Event log – up to 18000 events
• Offl ine/online confi guration capability
• Up to 250 m2 (2500 sq. ft.) coverage*

Listings/Approvals

• UL
• ULC
• FM
•  CFE
• LPCB
• VdS
• VNIIPO
• AFNOR
• ActivFire
• CE - EMC and CPD
• EN 54-20

 - Class A (12 holes / 0.12% obs/m)
 - Class B (12 holes / 0.35% obs/m)
 - Class C (12 holes / 0.80% obs/m)

Classifi cation of any confi guration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
VESDA product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product 
approvals matrix.



Terminal Block Connections:
 1 GPI

 2 GPI

 3 Display TX

 4 Display RX

 5 Display Common Ground

 6 Display Power  -

 7 Display Power  +

 8 Power Return 0 VDC

 9 Power In 24 VDC

 10 Power Return 0 VDC

 11 Power Out 24 VDC 

 12 NC

 13 Common

 14 NO

 15 NC

 16 Common

 17 NO

 18 NC

 19 Common

 20 NO

From power 
supply unit

To next detector 
(if more than 1 detector 
per Power Supply Unit)

Fault relay

Action relay

Display:
The display provided to the user includes a 
Smoke DialTM and alarm and status indicators.

Legend of fault indicators:
 1 Filter 6 External Device/PSU
 2  Aspirator 7 Interface card
 3 High fl ow 8 Field wiring
 4 Low fl ow 9 AutoLearn Fail
 5 n/a 10 Detector failure

When the fi eld service access door is open, 
the user has access to the RESET     ,    
DISABLE    , Fire Test     , AutoLearn 
and Instant Fault Finder functions.   
When the Instant Fault Finder function is 
activated, the Smoke DialTM converts to a 
fault indicator, with the dial segment numbers 
corresponding to the faults listed below.

Fire 1 relay
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Part: 20293

VESDA VLF VLF-250

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.

* Product UL listed for use from 0°C to 38°C (32°F to 104°F)

Specifi cations
Input Power
Voltage: 24V DC Nominal (18-30 V DC)
Current @ 24 VDC:  220 mA nominal, 295 mA in alarm

Dimensions (W x H x D) 256 mm x 183 mm x 92 mm (101/16 in x 71/5 in x 32/3 in)
Weight Approx. 2 kg (4.4 lbs)
IP Rating IP30
Mounting Upright, inverted or horizontal

Operating Conditions
Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 103°F) *
Tested to: -10°C to 55°C (14°F to 131°F)
Sampled Air: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Humidity: 5% to 95% RH, non-condensing

Sampling Network
Maximum pipe lengths: 1 x 25 m (80 ft)  (Max. 12 holes)
 2 x 15 m (50 ft) per branch (Max. 6 holes per branch)
Sampling Hole Options:  Pre-Engineered Option or Maximum Pipe length in 
 accordance with Pipe Modelling Design Tool (ASPIRE2™) 

Air Inlet Pipe
Accepts both metric and American standard pipe sizes 
Metric: 25 mm (1.05 in.)  American Pipe: IPS 21 mm (¾ in.)

Area Coverage
Up to 250 m2 (2500 sq. ft.) depending on local codes and standards

Relay Outputs
3 changeover relays (Fire 1, Action, Fault), Contacts rated 2A @ 30 VDC (max). NO/NC Contacts

Cable Access
3 x 25 mm (1.05 in.) cable entries (1 rear entry, 2 top entry)

Cable Termination
Screw Terminals 0.2-2.5 mm2 (30-12 AWG)

Interfaces
Shown in Terminal Block Connections diagram, to right, plus an RS232 Programming Port. 
General Purpose Input (GPI) interface offers: Reset, Disable, Standby, Alarm set 1, Alarm set 2 
and External Input functions.

Alarm Threshold Setting Range
Alert, Action 0.025 - 2.00% obs/m (0.008 - 0.625% obs/ft)
Fire 1, Fire 2 0.025 - 20.00% obs/m (0.008 - 6.25% obs/ft)
Individual Alarm Delays 0 – 60 seconds 
Two Alarm Threshold Settings  Either time or GPI based

Display
• 4 Alarm State Indicators • Fault and Disabled Indicators
• Smoke Level Indicator • Instant Fault Finder
• Reset, Disable and Test Controls • Smoke and Flow AutoLearn Controls

Event Log
Up to 18000 events, time and date stamped in separate, non-volatile, logs for:
Smoke Level, Flow Level, Detector Status and Faults

AutoLearn Smoke & Flow
• Automatically set acceptable alarm thresholds for both smoke and fl ow levels
• Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days (default 14 days)
• During AutoLearn thresholds are NOT changed from pre-set values

Warranty Period
2 years 

Ordering Information: 
VLF-250-00 VESDA VLF. European language set. English display labels
VLF-250-01 VESDA VLF. European language set. International display labels
VLF-250-02 VESDA VLF. English + Asian language set. International display labels
VLF-250-04 VESDA VLF. English + Russian language set. International display labels
VLF-250-05 VESDA VLF. English + Eastern Euro language set. International display labels
VIC-010 VESDAnet Interface Card, VIC-020 Multifunction Control Card (MCC)
VIC-030 Multifunction Control Card (MCC) with Monitored Powered Output (MPO)
VSP-005 Filter Cartridge, VSP-722 Aspirator for VESDA VLF-250  



The VESDA VLF-500 detector is a very early warning smoke 
detector designed to protect small, business-critical environments of less 
than 500 m2  (5000 sq. ft.)

The detector works by continually drawing air into sampling holes in a pipe 
network. The air is fi ltered and passed into a detection chamber where light 
scattering technology detects the presence of very small amounts of smoke. 
Detector status information is communicated on the detector display and via 
relays or optional interface cards.

Out-of-the-box operation
The VLF can be installed and commissioned out-of-the-box without the need 
for a special interface or software programming tools.  

In operation, the unique Smoke DialTM display provides the user with an 
instant understanding of a smoke event, even from a distance. Should a fault 
occur, the user simply opens the fi eld service door and activates the Instant 
Fault Finder feature to determine the specifi c fault condition. This information 
can then be passed onto their fi re service company, ensuring that service 
technicians arrive onsite fully prepared.

Ultrasonic Flow Sensing
The patent-pending Ultrasonic Flow Sensing used in the VLF provides a 
direct reading of the sampling pipe fl ow rate. The system is immune to air 
temperature and pressure changes and is unaffected by contamination. The 
VLF is the fi rst air sampling smoke detector to use ultrasonic fl ow sensing. 

Features
• Out-of-the-Box Installation and 
 Commissioning
• Ultrasonic Airfl ow Sensing
• Laser-Based Absolute Smoke Detection
• Pre-engineered pipe network designs
• Programmable Alarm Thresholds
• Clean air barrier optics protection
• Instant Recognition Display
• Instant Fault Finder™
• AutoLearn™ Smoke
• AutoLearn™ Flow
• Field Service Access Door
• Multiple Event Logging in separate logs
• Event log – up to 18000 events
• Offl ine/online confi guration capability
• Up to 500 m2 (5000 sq. ft.) coverage*

Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CFE
• LPCB
• VdS
• VNIIPO
• AFNOR
• ActivFire
• CE - EMC and CPD
• EN 54-20

 - Class A (30 holes / 0.05% obs/m)
 - Class B (30 holes / 0.15% obs/m)
 - Class C (30 holes / 0.32% obs/m)

Classifi cation of any confi guration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
VESDA product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product 
approvals matrix.

VESDA VLF VLF-500
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Specifi cations
Input Power
Voltage: 24V DC Nominal (18-30 V DC)
Current @ 24 VDC:  410 mA nominal, 490 mA in alarm
Dimensions (W x H x D) 256 mm x 183 mm x 92 mm (101/16in x 71/5 in x 32/3 in)
Weight Approx. 2 kg (4.4 lbs)
IP Rating IP30
Mounting Upright, inverted or horizontal
Operating Conditions†

Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 103°F) *
Tested to: -10°C to 55°C (14°F to 131°F)
Sampled Air: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Humidity: 5% to 95% RH, non-condensing
Sampling Network
Maximum pipe lengths: 1 x 50 m (150 ft)  (Max. 24 holes)
 2 x 30 m (90 ft) per branch (Max. 12 holes per branch)
Sampling Hole Options:  Pre-Engineered Option or Maximum Pipe length in 
 accordance with Pipe Modelling Design Tool (ASPIRE2™) 
 
Air Inlet Pipe
Accepts both metric and American standard pipe sizes
Metric: 25 mm (1.05 in.) American Pipe: IPS 21 mm (¾ in.)  
Area Coverage
Up to 500 m2 (5000 sq. ft.) depending on local codes and standards
Relay Outputs
3 changeover relays (Fire 1, Action, Fault), Contacts rated 2A @ 30 VDC (max). NO/NC Contacts
Cable Access
3 x 25 mm (11/16 in.) cable entries (1 rear entry, 2 top entry)
Cable Termination
Screw Terminals 0.2-2.5 mm2 (30-12 AWG)
Interfaces
Shown in Terminal Block Connections diagram, to right, plus an RS232 Programming Port. 
General Purpose Input (GPI) interface offers: Reset, Disable, Standby, Alarm set 1, Alarm set 2 
and External Input functions.
Alarm Threshold Setting Range
Alert, Action  0.025 - 2.00% obs/m (0.008 - 0.625% obs/ft)
Fire 1, Fire 2 0.025 - 20.00% obs/m (0.008 - 6.25% obs/ft)
Individual Alarm Delays 0 – 60 seconds 
Two Alarm Threshold Settings  Either time or GPI based
Display
• 4 Alarm State Indicators • Fault and Disabled Indicators
• Smoke Level Indicator • Instant Fault Finder
• Reset, Disable and Test Controls • Smoke and Flow AutoLearn Controls
Event Log
Up to 18000 events, time and date stamped in separate, non-volatile, logs for:
Smoke Level, Flow Level, Detector Status and Faults
AutoLearn Smoke & Flow
• Automatically set acceptable alarm thresholds for both smoke and fl ow levels
• Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days (default 14 days)
• During AutoLearn, thresholds are NOT changed from pre-set values
Warranty Period
2 years 
Ordering Information: 
VLF-500-00 VESDA VLF. European language set. English display labels
VLF-500-01 VESDA VLF. European language set. International display labels
VLF-500-02 VESDA VLF. English + Asian language set. International display labels
VLF-500-04 VESDA VLF. English + Russian language set. International display labels
VLF-500-05 VESDA VLF. English + Eastern Euro language set. International display labels
VIC-010 VESDAnet Interface Card
VIC-020 Multifunction Control Card (MCC)
VIC-030 Multifunction Control Card (MCC) with Monitored Powered Output (MPO)
VSP-005 Filter Cartridge, VSP-715 Aspirator for VESDA VLF-500

Terminal Block Connections
 1 GPI

 2 GPI

 3 Display TX

 4 Display RX

 5 Display Common Ground

 6 Display Power  -

 7 Display Power  +

 8 Power Return 0 VDC

 9 Power In 24 VDC

 10 Power Return 0 VDC

 11 Power Out 24 VDC

 12 NC  

 13 Common

 14 NO

 15 NC

 16 Common

 17 NO

 18 NC

 19 Common

 20 NO

From power 
supply unit

To next detector 
(if more than 1 detector 
per Power Supply Unit)

Fault relay

Action relay

Display
The display provided to the user includes a 
Smoke DialTM and alarm and status indicators.

Legend of fault indicators
 1 Filter 6 External Device/PSU
 2  Aspirator 7 Interface card
 3 High fl ow 8 Field wiring
 4 Low fl ow 9 AutoLearn Fail
 5 n/a 10 Detector failure

When the fi eld service access door is open, 
the user has access to the RESET     ,    
DISABLE     , Fire Test      , AutoLearn 
and Instant Fault Finder functions.   
When the Instant Fault Finder function is 
activated, the Smoke DialTM converts to a 
fault indicator, with the dial segment numbers 
corresponding to the faults listed below.

Fire 1 relay

VESDA VLF VLF-500

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.

* Product UL listed for use from 0°C to 38°C (32°F to 104°F)



The VESDA VLF MCC (Multi-function Control Card) is an interface card for 
the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. An MCC expands the range 
of input and output communications a VLF detector can perform.

Why use a VLF MCC?
Installing a VLF MCC into a VLF detector provides a cost-effective solution for 
customers who need enhanced connectivity, fault detection and monitoring, 
and annunciation of alarms and faults. The principal benefits include:

Improved FACP connectivity
The VLF is fitted with two (2) alarm relays in its standard form. With an extra 
two (2) relays, the Multi-function Control Card allows reporting of all four (4) 
alarm levels on dry relay outputs. 

Enhanced annunciation
An MPO (Monitored 24 V Powered Output) is available on the VIC-030 
version of the card. The MPO provides power to devices such as sirens or 
strobes, and monitors the line integrity.

Enhanced control and fault detection
With a VLF MCC installed, a VLF has two (2) General Purpose Inputs (GPIs), 
allowing, for example, one GPI to report on loss of mains power and the other 
GPI to be used as a reset input.
The VIC-030 version of the card has a self-configuring GPI, depending on the 
jumper selection for MPO/Relay3.
• If MPO is selected, activation of the GPI will disable the MPO.
• If Relay3 is selected, the GPI will be set to External Fault (e.g. for mains 

power supply monitoring).

Features

VIC-020
• Provides two (2) additional relays

• Provides an extra General Purpose Input 
(GPI) with line monitoring

• Quick and simple to install

• Out-of-the-box operation, with minimal 
configuration required for extra features

• Diagnostic LEDs give visual indication  
of the card’s status

• Fully compatible with Xtralis VESDA VLF 
smoke detectors

VIC-030
• As above, plus:

• Selection between 3rd relay or 24 V 
Monitored Powered Output (MPO)

VIC-020 & VIC-030VESDA VLF MCC



Specifications
Dimensions

Length x Width x Height  110 mm (41/3”) x 70 mm (2 3/4”) x 20 mm (13/16”)
Weight    0.08 kg (0.176 lb)
Terminals    0.2 - 2.5 mm2 (30-12 AWG)

Electrical Ratings
Power consumption   1 W from the detector at 24 VDC (less than 42 mA)
Relay outputs   2 A at 30 VDC
MPO input power supply  24 VDC (VIC-030 only)
MPO input current   100 mA more than MPO output load (VIC-030 only)
MPO output current   1 A (maximum) (VIC-030 only)
End of line resistor (MPO & GPI)  2.7K Ohm

Operating Conditions
Tested to    -10 to 55°C (14 to 131°F)
Detector ambient temperature  0 to 40°C (32 to 104°F)
Humidity    5% to 95% (non-condensing)

Detector Compatibility
Supports VLF-250 and VLF-500

Product Warranty
2 years

Input/Output Assignments 

VIC-020
Output for Relay 1: ALERT (follows latching configuration of VLF ALERT status)
Output for Relay 2: FIRE-2 (follows latching configuration of VLF FIRE-2 status)
Input for GPI: FAULT 
  GPI reports status on following conditions:
  - EOL > No fault
  - Short > Fault # 115/IFF6
  - O/C > Fault # 111/IFF8
 
VIC-030
Output for Relay 1: ALERT (follows latching configuration of VLF ALERT status)
Output for Relay 2: FIRE-2 (follows latching configuration of VLF FIRE-2 status)
MPO:  ALERT (unless disabled) (follows latching configuration of 
  VLF ALERT status)

  Jumper configuration
    J9
    J10
GPI for MPO: Disable MPO
  MPO status is driven as follows:
  - EOL > MPO enabled
  - Short > MPO disabled*
  - O/C > MPO enabled and Fault # 111/IFF8 
Output for Relay 3: DISABLED or STANDBY (follows VLF DISABLED or STANDBY status)
  Jumper configuration
    J9
    J10
GPI for Relay 3: FAULT 
  GPI reports status on following conditions:
  - EOL > No fault
  - Short >Fault # 115/IFF6
  - O/C > Fault # 111/IFF8
* The MPO is disabled if there is a short on the GPI.

Visual Status Indicators
Diagnostic LEDs indicate:
• power to the MCC
• power to the MPO (VIC-030 only)
• relay activated state
• MPO activated state (VIC-030 only)
• MPO power and line fault (VIC-030 only)
• internal communications status
• GPI state
• GPI line fault  

Ordering Information
Product Part number
VESDA VLF MCC VIC-020
VESDA VLF MCC
      with MPO VIC-030
Includes: control card, interface cable, single 
screw, field wiring connectors and end of line 
resistor(s) (one resistor for VIC-020 or two 
resistors for VIC-030).

 GPI+

 GPI-

 NO1

 COM1

 NC1

 NO2

 COM2

 NC2

 NO3 / MPO+ 1

 COM3 / MPO - 1

 NC3 / 0VDC 1

 MPO 24VDC 1

1 available only on VIC-030

Terminal Block Connections
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The fundamental nature of train operation means that there is an inherent 
risk of fire. High power, high inertia systems, “as built” and introduced fuel 
loads combine to create fire risks. Trains are an evacuation challenge, often 
containing large numbers of occupants in a moving platform, complicating 
egress. High airflows and contaminants further challenge the longevity and 
performance of smoke detection systems in rolling stock. Robust and reliable 
operation and the earliest possible detection of smoke is key to the prevention 
of service interruption, threats to life safety, and loss of assets and business 
reputation.

The VESDA VLF-250 is a very early warning smoke detector designed to 
protect small, business-critical environments of less than 250 m2  (2690 sq. ft.). 
It can detect smoke reliably at the very early stages of fire development and 
initiate appropriate response measures to prevent losses, damage and ensure 
business continuity. By providing reliable detection, and simple and cost-
effective maintenance, VESDA VLF-250 provides optimal protection of railcars.

The detector works by continually drawing air into sampling holes in a pipe  
network. The air is filtered and passed into a detection chamber where light 
scattering technology detects the presence of very small amounts of smoke. 
Detector status information is communicated on the detector display and via 
relays or optional interface cards.

Out-of-the-box operation
The VLF can be installed and commissioned out-of-the-box without the need 
for a special interface or software programming tools.

In operation, the unique Smoke DialTM display provides the user with an 
instant understanding of a smoke event, even from a distance. Should a fault 
occur, the user simply opens the field service door and activates the Instant 
Fault Finder feature to determine the specific fault condition. This information 
can then be passed onto their fire service company, ensuring that service 
technicians arrive onsite fully prepared.

Ultrasonic Flow Sensing
The patent-pending Ultrasonic Flow Sensing used in the VLF provides a 
direct reading of the sampling pipe flow rate. The system is immune to air 
temperature and pressure changes and is unaffected by contamination. The 
VLF is the first air sampling smoke detector to use ultrasonic flow sensing. 

Features

• Out-of-the-Box Installation and 
Commissioning

• Ultrasonic Airflow Sensing
• Laser-Based Absolute Smoke 

Detection
• Pre-engineered pipe network designs 
• Programmable Alarm Thresholds
• Clean air barrier optics protection
• Instant Recognition Display
• Instant Fault Finder™
• AutoLearn™ Smoke
• AutoLearn™ Flow
• Field Service Access Door
• Multiple Event Logging in separate 

logs
• Event log – up to 18000 events
• Offline/online configuration capability
• Up to 250 m2 (2690 sq. ft.) coverage*

Listings/Approvals

• UL 94V0
• NF F16-101
• DIN 5510-2
• EN 50155
• SIL 2 as per IEC 61508 (2010)
• EN 54-20

 - Class A (12 holes / 0.12% obs/m)
 - Class B (12 holes / 0.35% obs/m)
 - Class C (12 holes / 0.80% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
VESDA product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product 
approvals matrix.

VLF-250VESDA VLF for Rail Applications



Terminal Block Connections
 1 GPI

 2 GPI

 3 Display TX

 4 Display RX

 5 Display Common Ground

 6 Display Power  -

 7 Display Power  +

 8 Power Return 0 VDC

 9 Power In 24 VDC

 10 Power Return 0 VDC

 11 Power Out 24 VDC 

 12 NC

 13 Common

 14 NO

 15 NC

 16 Common

 17 NO

 18 NC

 19 Common

 20 NO

From power  
supply unit

To next detector  
(if more than 1 detector  
per Power Supply Unit)

Fault relay

Action relay

Display:
The display provided to the user includes a 
Smoke DialTM and alarm and status indicators.

Legend of fault indicators:
 1 Filter 6 External Device/PSU
 2  Aspirator 7 Interface card
 3 High flow 8 Field wiring
 4 Low flow 9 AutoLearn Fail
 5 n/a 10 Detector failure

When the field service access door is open,  
the user has access to the RESET     ,    
DISABLE    , Fire Test     , AutoLearn  
and Instant Fault Finder functions.   
When the Instant Fault Finder function is 
activated, the Smoke DialTM converts to a 
fault indicator, with the dial segment numbers 
corresponding to the faults listed below.

FIRE 2

FIRE 1

ALERT

ACTION

RESET

FAULT

DISABLE(D)

AUTOLEARN

FIRE 2

FIRE 1

ALERT

ACTION

RESET

FAULT

DISABLE(D)

AUTOLEARN

Fire 1 relay
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VLF-250

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.

Specifications
Input Power
Voltage:   24V DC Nominal (18-30 V DC)
Current @ 24 VDC:   220 mA nominal, 295 mA in alarm
   Note: a DC/DC power converter shall be used to power-up  the unit from the  
   railcar power output.
   PSU filter (VSP-725) must be installed on each VLF-250 detector terminal  
   block.
Dimensions (W x H x D) 256 mm x 183 mm x 92 mm (101/16 in x 71/5 in x 32/3 in)
Weight   Approx. 2 kg (4.4 lbs)
IP Rating   IP30
Mounting   Upright, inverted or horizontal
Operating Conditions
Ambient:   Temperature Class T3 as per EN 50155
Tested to:   -25°C to 70°C (-13F to 158°F)
Sampled Air:   -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Storage:    -40°C
Humidity:   5% to 95% RH, non-condensing
Sampling Network
Maximum pipe lengths: 1 x 25 m (80 ft)  (Max. 12 holes)
   2 x 15 m (50 ft) per branch (Max. 6 holes per branch)
Sampling Hole Options:  Pre-Engineered Option or Maximum Pipe length in accordance with Pipe  
   Modelling Design Tool (ASPIRE2™) 
Air Inlet Pipe
Accepts both metric and American standard pipe sizes  
Metric: 25 mm (1.05 in.)  American Pipe: IPS 21 mm (¾ in.). Flexible 21.6 mm (0.85 in.)
Area Coverage
Up to 250 m2 (2690 sq. ft.) depending on local codes and standards
Relay Outputs
3 changeover relays (Fire 1, Action, Fault), Contacts rated 2A @ 30 VDC (max). NO/NC Contacts
Cable Access
3 x 25 mm (1.05 in.) cable entries (1 rear entry, 2 top entry)
Cable Termination
Screw Terminals 0.2-2.5 mm2 (30-12 AWG)
Interfaces
Shown in Terminal Block Connections diagram, to right, plus an RS232 Programming Port. General Purpose 
Input (GPI) interface offers: Reset, Disable, Standby, Alarm set 1, Alarm set 2 and External Input functions.
Alarm Threshold Setting Range
Alert, Action   0.025 - 2.00% obs/m (0.008 - 0.625% obs/ft)
Fire 1, Fire 2   0.025 - 20.00% obs/m (0.008 - 6.25% obs/ft)
Individual Alarm Delays 0 – 60 seconds 
Two Alarm Threshold Settings  Either time or GPI based
Display
• 4 Alarm State Indicators • Fault and Disabled Indicators
• Smoke Level Indicator • Instant Fault Finder
• Reset, Disable and Test Controls • Smoke and Flow AutoLearn Controls
Event Log
Up to 18000 events, time and date stamped in separate, non-volatile, logs for:
Smoke Level, Flow Level, Detector Status and Faults
AutoLearn Smoke & Flow
• Automatically set acceptable alarm thresholds for both smoke and flow levels
• Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days (default 14 days)
• During AutoLearn thresholds are NOT changed from pre-set values
Warranty Period
2 years 
Ordering Information: 
VLF-250-00   VESDA VLF. European language set. English display labels
VLF-250-01   VESDA VLF. European language set. International display labels
VLF-250-02   VESDA VLF. English + Asian language set. International display labels
VLF-250-04   VESDA VLF. English + Russian language set. International display labels
VLF-250-05   VESDA VLF. English + Eastern Euro language set. International display labels
VSP-725   VESDA PSU Filter
VSP-850-R (Red)   In-line Filter
VSP-850-M (Metal) In-line Filter
VSP-855-20   In-line Filter Elements (pack of 20)
VIC-010   VESDAnet Interface Card
VIC-020   Multifunction Control Card (MCC)
VIC-030   Multifunction Control Card (MCC) with Monitored Powered Output (MPO)
VSP-005   Filter Cartridge, VSP-722 Aspirator for VESDA VLF-250  

VESDA VLF for Rail Applications
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The fundamental nature of train operation means that there is an inherent 
risk of fire. High power, high inertia systems, “as built” and introduced fuel 
loads combine to create fire risks. Trains are an evacuation challenge, often 
containing large numbers of occupants in a moving platform, complicating 
egress. High airflows and contaminants further challenge the longevity and 
performance of smoke detection systems in rolling stock. Robust and reliable 
operation and the earliest possible detection of smoke is key to the prevention 
of service interruption, threats to life safety, and loss of assets and business 
reputation. 

The VESDA VLF-500 is a very early warning smoke detector designed to 
protect small, business-critical environments of less than 500 m2  (5380 sq. ft.). 
It can detect smoke reliably at the very early stages of fire development and 
initiate appropriate response measures to prevent losses, damage and ensure 
business continuity. By providing reliable detection, and simple and cost-
effective maintenance, VESDA VLF-500 provides optimal protection of railcars.

The detector works by continually drawing air into sampling holes in a pipe  
network. The air is filtered and passed into a detection chamber where light 
scattering technology detects the presence of very small amounts of smoke. 
Detector status information is communicated on the detector display and via 
relays or optional interface cards.

Out-of-the-box operation
The VLF can be installed and commissioned out-of-the-box without the need 
for a special interface or software programming tools.  

In operation, the unique Smoke DialTM display provides the user with an 
instant understanding of a smoke event, even from a distance. Should a fault 
occur, the user simply opens the field service door and activates the Instant 
Fault Finder feature to determine the specific fault condition. This information 
can then be passed onto their fire service company, ensuring that service 
technicians arrive onsite fully prepared.

Ultrasonic Flow Sensing
The patent-pending Ultrasonic Flow Sensing used in the VLF provides a 
direct reading of the sampling pipe flow rate. The system is immune to air 
temperature and pressure changes and is unaffected by contamination. The 
VLF is the first air sampling smoke detector to use ultrasonic flow sensing. 

Features
• Out-of-the-Box Installation and  
 Commissioning
• Ultrasonic Airflow Sensing
• Laser-Based Absolute Smoke Detection
• Pre-engineered pipe network designs
• Programmable Alarm Thresholds
• Clean air barrier optics protection
• Instant Recognition Display
• Instant Fault Finder™
• AutoLearn™ Smoke
• AutoLearn™ Flow
• Field Service Access Door
• Multiple Event Logging in separate logs
• Event log – up to 18000 events
• Offline/online configuration capability
• Up to 500 m2 (5380 sq. ft.) coverage*

Listings/Approvals
• UL 94V0
• NF F16-101
• DIN 5510-2
• EN 50155
• SIL 2 as per IEC 61508 (2010)
• EN 54-20

 - Class A (30 holes / 0.05% obs/m)
 - Class B (30 holes / 0.15% obs/m)
 - Class C (30 holes / 0.32% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
VESDA product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product 
approvals matrix.

VLF-500VESDA VLF for Rail Applications



Specifications
Input Power
Voltage: 24V DC Nominal (18-30 V DC)
Current @ 24 VDC:  410 mA nominal, 490 mA in alarm
 Note: a DC/DC power converter shall be used to power-up the unit  
 from the railcar power output.
 PSU filter (VSP-725) must be installed on each VLF-500 detector  
 terminal block.

Dimensions (W x H x D) 256 mm x 183 mm x 92 mm (10 in x 7 in x 3 in)
Weight Approx. 2 kg (4.4 lbs)
IP Rating IP30
Mounting Upright, inverted or horizontal
Operating Conditions†

Ambient: Temperature Class T3 as per EN 50155
Tested to: -25°C to 70°C (-13°F to 158°F)
Sampled Air: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Storage:  40°C
Humidity: 5% to 95% RH, non-condensing
Sampling Network
Maximum pipe lengths: 1 x 50 m (150 ft)  (Max. 24 holes)
 2 x 30 m (90 ft) per branch (Max. 12 holes per branch)
Sampling Hole Options:  Pre-Engineered Option or Maximum Pipe length in  
 accordance with Pipe Modelling Design Tool (ASPIRE™)  
Air Inlet Pipe
Accepts both metric and American standard pipe sizes 
Metric: 25 mm (1.05 in.) American Pipe: IPS 21 mm (¾ in.). Flexible 21.6 mm (0.85 in.) 
Area Coverage
Up to 500 m2 (5380 sq. ft.) depending on local codes and standards
Relay Outputs
3 changeover relays (Fire 1, Action, Fault), Contacts rated 2A @ 30 VDC (max). NO/NC Contacts
Cable Access
3 x 25 mm (11/16 in.) cable entries (1 rear entry, 2 top entry)
Cable Termination
Screw Terminals 0.2-2.5 mm2 (30-12 AWG)
Interfaces
Shown in Terminal Block Connections diagram, to right, plus an RS232 Programming Port. General Purpose 
Input (GPI) interface offers: Reset, Disable, Standby, Alarm set 1, Alarm set 2 and External Input functions.
Alarm Threshold Setting Range
Alert, Action  0.025 - 2.00% obs/m (0.008 - 0.625% obs/ft)
Fire 1, Fire 2 0.025 - 20.00% obs/m (0.008 - 6.25% obs/ft)
Individual Alarm Delays 0 – 60 seconds 
Two Alarm Threshold Settings  Either time or GPI based
Display
• 4 Alarm State Indicators • Fault and Disabled Indicators
• Smoke Level Indicator • Instant Fault Finder
• Reset, Disable and Test Controls • Smoke and Flow AutoLearn Controls
Event Log
Up to 18000 events, time and date stamped in separate, non-volatile, logs for:
Smoke Level, Flow Level, Detector Status and Faults
AutoLearn Smoke & Flow
• Automatically set acceptable alarm thresholds for both smoke and flow levels
• Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days (default 14 days)
• During AutoLearn, thresholds are NOT changed from pre-set values
Warranty Period
2 years 
Ordering Information: 
VLF-500-00  VESDA VLF. European language set. English display labels
VLF-500-01  VESDA VLF. European language set. International display labels
VLF-500-02  VESDA VLF. English + Asian language set. International display labels
VLF-500-04  VESDA VLF. English + Russian language set. International display labels
VLF-500-05  VESDA VLF. English + Eastern Euro language set. International display labels
VSP-725   VESDA PSU Filter
VSP-850-R (Red)  In-line Filter
VSP-850-M (Metal)  In-line Filter
VSP-855-20  In-line Filter Elements (pack of 20)
VIC-010   VESDAnet Interface Card
VIC-020   Multifunction Control Card (MCC)
VIC-030   Multifunction Control Card (MCC) with Monitored Powered Output (MPO)
VSP-005   Filter Cartridge
VSP-715   Aspirator for VESDA VLF-500

Terminal Block Connections
 1 GPI

 2 GPI

 3 Display TX

 4 Display RX

 5 Display Common Ground

 6 Display Power  -

 7 Display Power  +

 8 Power Return 0 VDC

 9 Power In 24 VDC

 10 Power Return 0 VDC

 11 Power Out 24 VDC

 12 NC  

 13 Common

 14 NO

 15 NC

 16 Common

 17 NO

 18 NC

 19 Common

 20 NO

From power  
supply unit

To next detector  
(if more than 1 detector  
per Power Supply Unit)

Fault relay

Action relay

Display
The display provided to the user includes a 
Smoke DialTM and alarm and status indicators.

Legend of fault indicators
 1 Filter 6 External Device/PSU
 2  Aspirator 7 Interface card
 3 High flow 8 Field wiring
 4 Low flow 9 AutoLearn Fail
 5 n/a 10 Detector failure

When the field service access door is open,  
the user has access to the RESET     ,    
DISABLE     , Fire Test      , AutoLearn  
and Instant Fault Finder functions.   
When the Instant Fault Finder function is 
activated, the Smoke DialTM converts to a 
fault indicator, with the dial segment numbers 
corresponding to the faults listed below.

FIRE 2

FIRE 1

ALERT

ACTION

RESET

FAULT

DISABLE(D)

AUTOLEARN

FIRE 2

FIRE 1

ALERT

ACTION

RESET

FAULT

DISABLE(D)

AUTOLEARN

Fire 1 relay

VLF-500

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.
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VESDA VLP

The VESDA VLP detector is the central element of the VESDA ASD product range. 
Using unique detection principles, the VLP has an alarm sensitivity range of 
0.005%–20% obscuration/m (0.0015%–6.25% obscuration/ft).  The VLP is classed as 
a “Very Early Warning Smoke Detector”, which means that it detects fi re at the earliest 
possible stage and reliably measures very low to extremely high concentrations of 
smoke.

How It Works 
Air is drawn into the VLP through a network of air sampling pipes by a high effi ciency 
aspirator. Each inlet pipe has an airfl ow sensor that monitors airfl ow changes in the 
pipes. Air is exhausted from the VLP and may be vented back into the protected zone. 

Inside the VLP, a sample of air is passed into the laser detection chamber. Ultra-fi ne air 
fi ltration provides very clean air to protect the optical surfaces inside the detector from 
contamination. 

The detection chamber uses a stable Class 1 laser light source and carefully positioned 
sensors to achieve the optimum response to a vast range of smoke types.

The status of the detector, and all alarm, service and fault events, are transmitted to 
displays and external systems via VESDAnet. 

VESDAnet™
VESDA detectors and devices communicate across VESDAnet, the VESDA fault-
tolerant communications protocol. The VESDAnet loop provides a robust bi-directional 
communication network between devices, even allowing continued operation during 
single point wiring failures. It also allows for system programming from a single location 
and forms the basis of the modular nature of the VESDA system.

AutoLearn™
The VLP technology employs unique software tools to ensure optimum operation in 
many differing environments. AutoLearn monitors the ambient environment and sets the 
most appropriate alarm thresholds (Alert, Action, Fire1, Fire2) during the commissioning 
process to allow the earliest possible warning of a potential fi re situation with reduced 
nuisance alarms. 

Referencing
Environments that employ air handling systems may be affected by pollution external 
to the controlled environment when “fresh air make up” is added. Referencing by the 
VLP ensures that external pollution does not interfere with the true smoke level being 
detected in the protected environment. The system can safely compensate for this 
transient state and allow continued operation free from such nuisance alarms.

Features
• Wide sensitivity range

• Laser based smoke detection

• 4 confi gurable alarm levels 

• High effi ciency aspirator

• Four inlet pipes 

• Airfl ow supervisor per sampling pipe

• Clean air barrier optics protection

• Easy to replace air fi lter

• 7 programmable relays 

• VESDAnet™

• AutoLearn™

• Referencing

• Event log

• Modular design 

• Recessed mounting option

Listings/Approvals
• UL

• ULC

• FM

• LPCB

• VdS

• CFE

• ActivFire

• AFNOR

• VNIIPO

• CE - EMC and CPD

• EN 54-20
 - Class A (30 holes / 0.05% obs/m)
 - Class B (60 holes / 0.06% obs/m)
 - Class C (100 holes / 0.08% obs/m)

Classifi cation of any confi guration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between VESDA 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.



Specifi cations
Supply Voltage:  18–30 VDC
Power Consumption @ 24 VDC: 
No Display or Programmer

Aspirator @ 3000 rpm Aspirator @ 4200 rpm
Quiescent With Alarm Quiescent With Alarm

Power 5.8 W 6.96 W 8.16 W 9.36 W
Current 240 mA 290 mA 340 mA 390 mA

Dimensions (WHD):
350 mm x 225 mm x 125 mm (13.8 in x 8.9 in x 4.9 in)
Weight:
4.0 kg (9 lbs) including Display and Programmer modules
IP Rating:  IP30
Operating Conditions:
Tested to: -10°C to 55°C (14°F to 131°F)*
Detector Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32° to 103°F)* (Recommended)
Sampled Air: -20° to 60°C (-4° to 140°F)*
Humidity: 10%–95% RH, non-condensing
Please consult your Xtralis offi ce for operation outside these 
parameters or where sampled air is continually above 0.05% obs/m 
(0.015% obs/ft) under normal operating conditions.

Storage Conditions (non-operational):
Battery life: Up to 2 years
Humidity: Dry (<95%) 
Temperature: 0° to 85° C
Must not exposed to sunlight or other radiation sources
Sampling Network:
Aggregate pipe length: 200 m (650 ft)
Maximum Single Length: 100 m (328 ft)
Minimum fl ow per pipe: 15 liters/min.
Pipe Modelling Design Tool: ASPIRE2™
These pipe lengths represent best practice for systems with single 
pipe runs on each port (no branching).  For longer and/or more 
complex pipe arrangements, predictions of EN 54-20 compliance are 
determined using ASPIRE2.

Area Coverage:
Typically up to 2000 m2 (21500 sq. ft.), depending on local 
codes and standards
Pipe Size:
External Diameter 25 mm (1 in)
Internal Diameter 15–21 mm (9/16 in–7/8 in)
Programmable Relays:
7 Relays, Contacts rated 2 A @ 30 VDC NO/NC Contacts
Cable Access:
8 x 25 mm (1 in) knockouts in various positions
Cable Termination:
Screw terminals 0.2–2.5 sq mm (30–12 AWG)
Alarm Sensitivity Range: 
0.005%–20% obs/m (0.0015%–6.25% obs/ft)
Alarm Threshold Setting Range:
Alert: 0.005%–1.990% obs/m (0.0015%–0.6218% obs/ft) 
Action: 0.010%–1.995% obs/m (0.0031%–0.6234% obs/ft) 
Fire 1:0.015%–2.00% obs/m (0.0046%–0.625% obs/ft)
Fire 2:0.020%–20.00% obs/m (0.0062%–6.25% obs/ft)*
*Limited to 12% obs/m (4% obs/ft) in UL mode
Event Log:
Up to 18,000 events stored on FIFO basis. 
AutoLearn:
Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days. Recommended 
minimum period 1 day. During AutoLearn thresholds are NOT 
changed from pre-set values.
Software Features:
Referencing: Compensation for external ambient conditions.
Four Alarm Levels: Alert, Action, Fire 1 & Fire 2.
Two Fault Warning Levels: Maintenance and Major fault.
Software Programmable Relays: 7.
Maintenance Aids: Filter & Flow monitoring.
Event reporting via VESDAnet or Event Log. 

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details regarding 
compliant design, installation and commissioning

* Product UL listed for use from 0°C to 38°C (32°F to 104°F).

Detector Termination Card

Detector Mounting Box
Dimensions

mm in
A 350 13.8

B 225 8.9

C 70 2.75

D 57 2.25

E 35 1.37

F 44.5 1.75

G 22.0 0.87

H 141 5.56

I 15.9 0.62

J 33.3 1.31

K 34 1.33

L 23.8 0.94

M 51 2

N 21 0.83

O 141 5.56

P 25.4 1

Q 11.1 0.44

R 9.5 0.37

S 28.5 1.12

T 30.2 1.19

U 3.2 0.125

Ordering Information
VESDA VLP  VLP-XXX XX (see below)*

Remote Programmer  VRT-100
Recessed Mounting Kit (Optional) VSP-011
Hand-held Programmer  VHH-100
19 in Sub Rack Confi guration contact Xtralis

* Not all combinations can be ordered.
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VESDA VLP

VLP-XXX XX
0=Blank Plate

1=Programmer
2=Display

4=FOK

0=Standard Detector Orientation
1=Inverted Detector Orientation

0=Standard Product
1=Custom (consult factory)

Detector Configurations



VESDA VLS
The VESDA VLS is similar to the 
standard VESDA VLP detector, but 
also includes a valve mechanism 
in the inlet manifold and software 
to control the airflow from the four 
sectors (pipes). This configuration 
enables a single VESDA zone 
to be divided into four separate 
sectors, for example, distinguishing 
between separate voids within a 
room. 

How It Works 
The VLS draws air from all sectors 
in use. If the smoke level reaches 
the Adaptive Scan Threshold, the 
VLS quickly scans each pipe to identify which pipe is carrying smoke. If more than 
one pipe is transporting smoke, the sector with the highest smoke concentration is 
designated as the First Alarm Sector (FAS). 

Once Fast Scan is completed and the FAS identified, the VLS continues to closely 
monitor all four sectors (pipes) to monitor fire growth and maintain full protection of the 
area. 

There are four alarm levels (Alert, Action, Fire 1 and Fire 2) for each sector (pipe) and 
the sensitivity for each alarm level can be set to ensure the optimum alarm thresholds 
are applied for each sector. 

The VLS Display
The VLS display has a bar graph to indicate the overall smoke level, alarm threshold 
and fault indication. The bar graph displays the individual sector smoke levels during 
the scanning sequence. There is an extra LED to indicate that a First Alarm Sector 
(FAS) has been identified and an extra function to the Silence Button to allow for 
Manual Scan to be initiated. 

The VLS display module can be mounted into the VLS front cover or remotely into a 
19in subrack or a remote box.

Relay Options
The VLS detector can be fitted with a programmable 7 or 12 relay Termination card. 
Relays may be mounted in a remote box or in a 19in subrack. 

VESDAnet™
The status of the detector, and all alarm, service and fault events, are transmitted to 
displays and external systems via VESDAnet, VESDA’s fault tolerant communications 
protocol. The VESDAnet loop provides a robust bi-directional communication network 
between devices, even allowing continued operation during single point wiring failures. 
It also provides system programming from a single location and forms the basis of the 
modular nature of the VESDA system. 

AutoLearn™ and Referencing
The VLS has both the AutoLearn™ and Referencing software functions  
to ensure optimum operation in different environments and to eliminate the occurrence 
of nuisance alarms. 

AutoLearn monitors the ambient environment and sets the most appropriate alarm 
thresholds (Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2) during the commissioning process. 

Referencing ensures external pollution to a protected environment does not interfere 
with the true smoke level being detected. 

Features
• Individual pipe identification
• Adaptive Scan Threshold
• Wide sensitivity range 
• Laser based smoke detection 
• VESDAnet™ communication 
• 4 alarm levels per sector
• High efficiency aspirator
• Clean air barrier optics protection
• Easy to replace air filter
• 7 or 12 programmable relays option
• AutoLearn™
• Referencing
• Event log

• Recessed mounting 

Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• CCC
• ActivFire
• CE
• LPCB
• VdS
• NF
• VNIIPO
• EN 54-20

 - Class A (40 holes / 0.08% obs/m)
 - Class B (40 holes / 0.23% obs/m)
 - Class C (60 holes / 0.65% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE2.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between VESDA 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.
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Detector Mounting Box

Detector Termination Card 
12 Relay Version

Detector Termination Card 
7 Relay Version

VESDA VLS
Specifications
Supply Voltage: 18–30 VDC
Power Consumption @ 24 VDC:
No Display or Programmer

Aspirator @ 3000 rpm Aspirator @ 4200 rpm
Quiescent With Alarm Quiescent With Alarm

Power 5.8 W 6.24 W 6.72 W 7.2 W
Current 240 mA 260 mA 280 mA 300 mA

Dimensions (WHD):
350 mm x 225 mm x 125 mm (13.8 in x 8.9 in x 4.9 in)
Weight:
4.0 kg (9 lbs) including Display and Programmer modules
Operating Conditions:
Tested to: -10°C to 55°C (14°F to 131°F)
Detector Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32° to 103°F) (Recommended) 
Sampled Air: -20° to 60°C (-4° to 140°F) 
Humidity: 10% to 95% RH, non-condensing 
Please consult your Xtralis office for operation outside these 
parameters or where sampled air is continually above 0.05% 
obs/m (0.015% obs/ft) under normal operating conditions.
Storage Conditions (non-operational):
Battery life: Up to 2 years
Humidity: Dry (<95%) 
Temperature: 0° to 85° C (32° to 185°F)
Must not exposed to sunlight or other radiation sources
Sampling Network:
Maximum length per pipe: 100m (328 ft)
Aggregate pipe length: 200 m (650 ft) 
Minimum flow per pipe: 15 liters/min. 
Pipe Modelling Design Tool: ASPIRE2™
These pipe lengths represent best practice for systems with 
single pipe runs on each port (no branching).  For longer and /
or more complex pipe arrangements, predictions of EN 54-20 
compliance are determined using ASPIRE2.
Area Coverage
Up to 2000 m2 (21500 sq. ft.) depending on local codes and 
standards
Pipe Size:
External Diameter 25 mm (1 in) 
Internal Diameter 15–21 mm (9/16 in–7/8 in)
Programmable Relays:
7 or 12 Relays option 
Contacts rated 2 A @ 30 VDC 
Default: 7 Relays: NO/NC contacts Alert, Action, Fire 1, Fire 2, 
Maintenance, Urgent Fault & Isolate 
Default: 12 Relays: 10 x NO, 2 x NO/NC contacts Alert, Action, 
Fire 1, Fire 2, Maintenance, Urgent Fault & Isolate, First Alarm 
Sector 1 to 4 and Scan
IP Rating:  IP30
Cable Access:  8 x 25 mm (1 in) knockouts in various positions
Cable Termination:
Screw terminals 0.2–2.5 sq mm (30–12 AWG)
Sensitivity Range:
0.005%–20% obs/m (0.0015%–6% obs/ft)
Alarm Threshold Setting Range:
Alert: 0.005%–1.990% obs/m (0.0015%–0.6218% obs/ft)  
Action: 0.010%–1.995% obs/m (0.0031%–0.6234% obs/ft) 
Fire 1: 0.015%–2.00% obs/m (0.0046%–0.625% obs/ft) 
Fire 2: 0.020%–20.00% obs/m (0.0062%–6.25% obs/ft)* 
*Limited to 12% obs/m (4% obs/ft) in UL mode
Software Features:
Event Log: Up to 18,000 events stored on FIFO basis. 
AutoLearn: Minimum 15 minutes, maximum 15 days. 
Recommended minimum period 1 day. During AutoLearn 
thresholds are NOT changed from pre-set values. 
Referencing: Compensation for external ambient conditions.
Four Alarm Levels (per sector pipe): Alert, Action, Fire 1 & Fire 2. 
Two Fault Warning Levels: Maintenance and Major fault. 
Software Programmable Relays: 7 or 12. 
Maintenance Aids: Filter & Flow monitoring. 
Event reporting via VESDAnet or Event Log. 
Adaptive Scan Threshold: Detector selects the appropriate scan 
threshold automatically.

* Product UL listed for use from 0°C to 38°C (32°F to 104°F)

VLS-XXX XX

2 = 7 Relay Version
3 = 12 Relay Version
6 = 7 Relay w/FOK LED
7 = 12 Relay w/FOK LED

0=Standard Detector Orientation
1=Inverted Detector Orientation

0=Standard Product
1=Custom (consult factory)

Scanner Configuration

0 = Blank Blate
1 = Programmer

4 = Scanner Display

Ordering Information
Remote Programmer VRT-100 
Recessed Mounting Kit (Optional) VSP-011 
Hand-held Programmer VHH-100 
19 in Sub Rack Configuration contact Xtralis

The contents of this document are provided on an “as is” basis. No representation or warranty (either express or implied) is made as to the completeness, 
accuracy or reliability of the contents of this document. The manufacturer reserves the right to change designs or specifications without obligation 
and without further notice. Except as otherwise provided, all warranties, express or implied, including without limitation any implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are expressly excluded.
Xtralis, Xtralis logo, The Sooner You Know, VESDA, ICAM, ECO, OSID, HeiTel, ADPRO, IntrusionTrace, and LoiterTrace are trademarks and/
or registered trademarks of Xtralis and/or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. Other brand names mentioned herein are for 
identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective holder(s). Your use of this document does not constitute or create a licence or any 
other right to use the name and/or trademark and/or label.
This document is subject to copyright owned by Xtralis. You agree not to copy, communicate to the public, adapt, distribute, transfer, sell, modify or 
publish any contents of this document without the express prior written consent of Xtralis.

www.xtralis.com
UK and Europe +44 1442 242 330  D-A-CH +49 431 23284 1 The Americas +1 781 740 2223  
Middle East +962 6 588 5622  Asia +86 21 5240 0077  Australia and New Zealand +61 3 9936 7000
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iVESDA is a downloadable application that can be installed on Android and iOS 
handheld devices and used to monitor and maintain VESDA-E systems with 
unprecedented ease. It is also compatible with existing VESDA detectors residing on 
the same VESDAnet as the VESDA-E devices.
iVESDA provides detailed alarm, fault and other status information such as smoke 
trends, airflow, filter life, as well as viewing of important configuration parameters such 
as pipes in use and smoke alarm thresholds.

How iVESDA is used
With iVESDA the interaction and response to the VESDA detection system is taken to 
a completely new level of ease and portability.
• Facility Managers now have a convenient means of monitoring their entire 

VESDAnet for status, alarm, fault and configuration information with a handheld 
device, without the need for a PC and High Level Interface.

• First Responders can receive live status information to direct immediate response 
to imminent fire threats and can monitor the spread of fire across the VESDA 
network. 

• Field Service Engineers can obtain system diagnostic and maintenance 
information before and during a site visit without the need for a local hard wired 
connection, simplifying and speeding up site visits.

Examples of Status Information

Features
• Downloadable from GooglePlay and 

App Store
• Compatible with Android and iOS* 

handheld devices
• Android support for:

 - VEU, VEP and VEA
 - VEA addressability through 

Notification feature
• iOS support for VEU and VEP
• Supports VESDA-E and existing 

VESDA detectors residing on the same 
VESDAnet

• Automatic detection of networked 
devices

• Provides detailed alarm and fault 
status as well as smoke trends

• Allows viewing of important 
configuration parameters such 
as pipes in use and smoke alarm 
thresholds

• Allows viewing of detector event log
• Connection profiles record the 

VESDA-E detector IP address and 
authentication password for future 
sessions

• Analytics (WireTrace, DieselTrace and 
DustTrace) support for VESDA-E VEU 
and VEP

• Supports VEA walk test

* Preliminary iPad support available, iPhone 
pending

Airflow Event Log

Smoke Trend Status

iVESDA

Airflow Event Log



Software Interface
The iVESDA software interface main 
screen contains the following features:
• A list of all detectors present on the 

VESDAnet, sortable by Alarms, Faults 
and Zone Numbers

• Status indicators for each detector: 
 - Fault
 - Alarm
 - Notification 

• Detailed real-time information about 
the selected detector, such as alarm 
thresholds, smoke level, smoke 
trend, faults summary. The available 
information depends on the type of 
detector

Reference Material
Refer to the detector product guide 
for configuration information. It can 
be downloaded from the Xtralis.com 
partner extranet.

Connecting to VESDA-E and VESDA devices
Connectivity between iVESDA and a combination of VESDA-E and 
VESDA devices on a VESDAnet can be established locally within the 
protected facility using a standard WiFi network, or remotely via the 
Internet. A single VESDA-E detector is used as a gateway to all other 
devices on the VESDAnet.

A connection profile can be saved in iVESDA for future use. The IP 
address and the authentication password for the VESDA-E detector acting 
as the gateway must be entered into the connection profile.

Local Connection Example
A typical local connection configuration features the iVESDA application 
installed on a handheld device, which is connected to a local area network 
via a wireless access point or router. The VESDA-E detector is connected 
to the local area network via the same wireless access point. All VESDA-E 
and VESDA devices on the VESDAnet are accessabile to iVESDA.

Remote Connection Example
A typical remote connection configuration features the iVESDA application 
installed on a handheld device, which is connected to the the VESDA-E 
detector via the Internet. The detector is accessable within a Virtual 
Private Network (VPN). All VESDA-E and VESDA devices on the 
VESDAnet are accessabile to iVESDA.

Doc. no.  26894_01 Part: 30332

iVESDA

VESDA VLI

!

DISABLED

RESET /

DISABLE

VESDA-E detector acting as
a gateway for iVESDA

VESDAnet with VESDA-E
and VESDA detectors

Handheld device with
the iVESDA application

installed

Local Area Network
Wireless Access Point

or Router

VESDA VLI

!

DISABLED

RESET /

DISABLE

VESDA-E detector acting as
a gateway for iVESDA

VESDAnet with VESDA-E
and VESDA detectors

Handheld device with
iVESDA application

installed

Internet

GSM or CDMA
connection

VPN Server
or Firewall
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The VEU series of aspirating smoke detectors are the premium detector of 
the VESDA-E range. An Ultra-wide sensitivity range; 15 times greater than 
VESDA VLP, and provision for more sampling holes provide an increased 
coverage in high airflow applications by at least 40%. Considerably longer 
linear pipe runs and extended branched pipe network configurations cater 
perfectly to applications with higher ceilings providing an increased coverage 
by up to 80% whilst allowing convenient detector mounting for ease of service 
and maintenance. A range of revolutionary new features provide unsurpassed 
detection performance, flexibility, field programmability, connectivity and 
reduced total cost of ownership.

Flair Detection Technology
Flair is the revolutionary new detection chamber that forms the core of 
VESDA-E VEU, providing better detection, fewer nuisance alarms, higher 
stability, increased longevity and particle characterisation. Direct imaging of 
the sampled particles using a CMOS imager combined with multiple  
photo-diodes provides vastly more data that can be used to derive actionable 
information about the observed particles using analytics.

Installation, Commissioning and Operation
VESDA-E VEU features a robust IP40-rated enclosure and is equipped 
with a powerful aspirator that provides a total pipe length of 800 m (2,624 
ft). Out of box operation is made possible with AutoConfig which allows 
airflow normalisation and AutoLearn Smoke and Flow to be initiated from 
within the detector. VEU is fully supported by the ASPIRE and Xtralis VSC 
software applications which facilitate ease of pipe network design, system 
commissioning and maintenance.

VESDAnet™
VESDA devices communicate on VESDAnet which provides a robust  
bi-directional communication network allowing continued redundant operation 
even during single point wiring failures. VESDAnet enables primary reporting, 
centralized configuration, control, maintenance and monitoring.

Ethernet and WiFi connectivity
VESDA-E detectors offer Ethernet and WiFi connectivity as standard 
features. The detector can be added to a corporate network, allowing 
WiFi enabled tablet devices and laptops installed with Xtralis configuration 
software to connect wirelessly to the detector via the network.

Backward Compatibility
VESDA-E VEU is fully compatible with existing VESDA installations. The 
detector occupies the same mounting footprint, pipe, conduit and electrical 
connector positioning as VESDA VLP. VEU is also compatible with existing 
VESDAnet installations allowing monitoring of both VESDA-E and legacy 
detectors via the latest iVESDA application.

Features
•  Flair detection technology delivers 

reliable very early warning in a wide 
range of environments with minimal 
nuisance alarms

•  Multi stage filtration and optical 
protection with clean air barriers 
ensures lifetime detection performance

•  Four alarm levels and an ultra wide 
sensitivity range deliver optimum 
protection for the widest range of 
applications

•  Intuitive LCD icon display provides 
instant status information for immediate 
response

•  Flow fault thresholds per port 
accommodate varying airflow conditions

•  Smart on-board filter retains dust count 
and remaining filter life for predictable 
maintenance

•  Extensive event log (20,000 events) for 
event analysis and system diagnostics

•  AutoLearn™ smoke and flow for reliable 
and rapid commissioning

•  Referencing to accommodate external 
environmental conditions to minimise 
nuisance alarms

•  Fully backward compatible with VLP 
and VESDAnet

•  Remote monitoring with iVESDA 
for system review and proactive 
maintenance

•  Ethernet for connectivity with Xtralis 
software for configuration, secondary 
monitoring and maintenance

•  Industry first. Aspirating detector 
secondary monitoring and maintenance 
via WiFi

•  USB for PC configuration, and firmware 
upgrade using a memory stick

•  Two programmable GPIs (1 monitored) 
for flexible remote control

•  Field replaceable sub-assemblies enable 
faster service and maximum uptime

Listings / Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• VdS
• CE
• ActivFire
• EN 54-20, ISO 7240-20

 - Class A (80 holes / Fire 1 = 0.015% obs/m )
 - Class B (80 holes / Fire 1 = 0.026% obs/m)
 - Class C (100 holes / Fire 1 = 0.062% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is determined using 
ASPIRE.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.

VESDA-E VEU VEU-A00, VEU-A10



Specifications
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Ordering Information
VESDA-E VEU with LED’s VEU-A00

VESDA-E VEU with 3.5” Display VEU-A10

Mounting Bracket VSP-960

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details regarding compliant 
design, installation and commissioning.

Spare Parts
VESDA-E Exhaust adaptor US VSP-961

VESDA-E Filter VSP-962

VESDA-E Filter - 20 pieces VSP-962-20

VESDA-E Aspirator VSP-963

VESDA-E Smoke Detection Chamber VSP-964

VESDA-E Sampling Module VSP-965

VESDA-E VEU VEU-A00, VEU-A10

www.xtralis.com
UK and Europe +44 1442 242 330  D-A-CH +49 431 23284 1  The Americas +1 781 740 2223 
Middle East +962 6 588 5622  Asia +86 21 5240 0077  Australia and New Zealand +61 3 9936 7000

3.5” Display

VEU-A10 [Zone Number]
Zone Name

 

0.1100%/m

Symbol LED

Fire 2

Fire 1

Action

Alert

Disabled

Fault

Power

Smoke and Alarm Threshold Levels

Detector OK 

Detector Fault

Aspirator Fault

Airflow Fault

Power Fault

Filter Fault

Smoke Chamber Fault

VESDAnet Fault

StaX Module Fault

Supply voltage 18-30 VDC (24 V Nominal)

Power consumption @ 24 
VDC VEU-A00 VEU-A10

Aspirator Setting 1 5 10 1 5 10

Power (Quiescent) 7.0 W 8.8 W 14.7 W 8.2 W 10.0 W 15.8 W

Power (In Alarm) 7.8 W 9.6 W 15.5 W 10.4 W 11.6 W 16.6 W

Dimensions (WHD): 350 mm x 225 mm x 135 mm (13.8 in x 8.9 in x 5.3 in)

Weight VEU-A00 - 4.83 kg (10.6 lbs)
VEU-A10 - 4.9 kg (10.8 lbs)

Operating conditions Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F)
Sampled Air: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Tested to: -20°C to 55°C (-4°F to 131°F)

UL: -20°C to 50°C (-4°F to 122°F)
Humidity: 10% to 95% RH, non-condensing

Maximum area of coverage 6,500 m² (69,965 sq.ft)* 

Minimum airflow per pipe 15 l/m

Pipe lengths depending on 
number of pipes in use

1 Pipe 2 Pipes 3 Pipes 4 Pipes

160 m (524 ft) 150 m (492 ft) 130 m (426 ft) 100 m (328 ft)

Maximum pipe lengths Total Pipe Length (with branches): 800 m (2624 ft)

Analytics DieselTrace™, DustTrace™, WireTrace™

StaX PSU, Auto Pipe Clean

No. of holes (A/B/C) 80/80/100

Computer design tool ASPIRE

Pipe Inlet: External diameter 25 mm or 1.05 in (3/4 in IPS)
Exhaust: External diameter 25mm or 1.05 in (3/4 in IPS)
via adaptor

Relays 7 programmable relays (latch or non-latch states)
Contacts rated 2 A @ 30 VDC (Resistive)

IP rating IP40

Cable access 4 x 26 mm (1.02 in) cable entries

Cable termination Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm2 (24–14 AWG)

Dynamic Range 0.0002%/m (0.00006% obs/ft) to 20% obs/m (6.25% obs/ft)

Sensitivity Range 0.001% - 20.0% obs/m (0.0003 to 6.25% obs/ft)

Threshold setting range Alert: 0.001%-2.0% obs/m (0.0003%-0.625% obs/ft)
Action: 0.001%-2.0% obs/m (0.0003%-0.625% obs/ft)
Fire1: 0.001%-2.0% obs/m (0.0003%-0.625% obs/ft)
Fire2: 0.001%-20.0% obs/m (0.0003%-6.25% obs/ft)

Software features: Event log: Up to 20,000 events
Smoke level, user actions, alarms and faults with time and date stamp
AutoLearn: Detector learns Alarm Thresholds and Flow Fault 
thresholds by monitoring the environment.

* System design and regulatory requirements may restrict the monitoring area to a lesser amount.
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Features
•  Suitable for all Xtralis Aspirating 

Smoke Detectors providing a 
standard solution

•  Unique wing-lock arrangement 
permits installation from bottom side 
of ceiling which is ideal for fixed 
ceilings where access to the other 
side would be difficult or otherwise 
impossible

•  Adjustable wing-lock height to 
accommodate different ceiling panel 
thicknesses

•  Incorporates text compliant with 
codes and standards

•  Designed for secure connection 
through push fit

•  Accommodates several capillary tube 
sizes including 6 mm, 8 mm,  
10 mm and ½” to suit various regional 
requirements

•  Accommodates an optional Push-in 
Connect Adaptor for the Americas, 
½” capillary tubing for increased 
robustness

•  Flush mount design provides less 
obtrusive installation and improved 
aesthetics

•  Standard 2 mm (5/64”) pilot sampling 
hole which can be drilled out up to  
5 mm (13/64”) as per system design 
calculations

•  Tapered sampling hole helps resist 
clogging

•  Snap-fit fascia conceals sampling 
hole which is easily removable to 
permit cleaning if required

•  RoHS/REACH compliant

Flush Mount Sampling Point VSP-877 & VSP-878

Introduction
The Flush Mount Sampling Point (patent pending) provides a functionally and 
aesthetically improved alternative to the conical sampling point used in Xtralis 
Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) pipe networks.

Description
Unlike the conical sampling point, the Flush Mount Sampling Point provides 
an easier and faster installation due to its unique design, allowing the 
installation to be completed from one side of a ceiling. It incorporates text 
(XTRALIS FIRE DETECION SYSTEM – DO NOT PAINT) complying with 
codes and standards.

Designed for secure connection through push fit, the sampling point 
accommodates the various regional capillary tube sizes (6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm 
and ½”) commonly used with Xtralis ASD pipe networks making it deployable 
in all regions. It also accommodates an optional push-in connect adaptor kit 
(VSP-878) for the Americas for increased robustness when used with larger 
diameter ½” capillary tubing.

Its elegant flush design blends in seamlessly into the installation providing 
considerably improved aesthetics.

How it Works
Removing the snap-fit fascia of the Flush 
Mount sampling point reveals two screws, 
which are threaded into wing-locks 
located on the other side of the sampling 
point. As the screws get tightened the 
wing-locks clamp the sampling point onto 
the ceiling until fully anchored.

The sampling point comes with a 
standard 2 mm (5/64”) pilot hole which 
can be increased up to 5 mm (13/64”) to suit system design as per ASPIRE 
calculations.



Dimensions (mm)

Ordering Information

Flush Mount Sampling Point VSP-877
Push-in Connect Adaptor Kit 
for ½” capillary tubing

VSP-878

Flush Mount Sampling Point VSP-877 & VSP-878
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Snap-fit Fascia

Wing-Lock

1/2” Capillary Tubing

Locking Screws

VSP-877 
Flush Mount Sampling Point

VSP-878 
Push-in Connect Adaptor Kit for 

½” Capillary Tubing

VSP-877 Cross Section View

VSP-877 Technical Specifications
Dimensions: 92 x 54 mm (3.7” x 2.13”)
Capillary Diameter: 6, 8, 10 mm, ½” 
Material: RoHS/REACH compliant
Color: White 80258

VSP-878 Technical Specifications
Dimensions (male): 84.67 mm x Ø26.8 mm 

(3.33” x Ø 1.06”)
Dimensions (female): 86.34 mm x Ø28.45 mm 

(3.4” x Ø1.12”)
Capillary Diameter: 1/2” 
Material: RoHS/REACH compliant
Color: White 8025832 mm – 35 mm  

Ceiling Panel Cutout  
for mounting

Fascia Cap

1/2” Capillary Tubing

10 mm Capillary Tubing

8 mm Capillary Tubing

6 mm Capillary Tubing
2 mm to 5 mm  
(5/64” to 13/64”)  
sampling hole

1/2” NPT Thread

VSP-878 Dimensions

1/2” Male Push Connect (Optional)

1/2” Female Push Connect (Optional)



Features
• Suitable for all Xtralis Aspirating 

Smoke Detectors
• Improved detector longevity in 

applications with high levels of 
air-borne contamination

• Reduces maintenance intervals, 
thus reducing total cost of 
ownership

• Requires no additional pipe 
fi ttings thus reducing cost of 
installation

• Improved aesthetics
• Vertical or horizontal mounting
• Compatible with metric (25mm 

OD) and imperial (1” OD) pipes 
eliminating the need for pipe 
adaptors

Xtralis In-Line Filter

Introduction
The Xtralis In-Line Filter provides Xtralis customers the ability to 
address a wide array of harsh environments with high levels of air-
borne contaminants in a simple and cost-effective manner.

Description
Unlike other in-line fi ltration solutions available on the market, the 
Xtralis In-Line Filter provides superior performance in terms of 
improving detector longevity and reducing maintenance frequency.
Having tapered inlet and outlet means the Xtralis In-Line Filter is easily 
fi tted in line with the sampling pipe without the need for any additional 
pipe fi ttings hence reducing the cost of installation. Filter elements can 
be easily replaced without having to remove the fi lter from the pipe 
network hence simplifying maintenance.  
Its elegant design blends in seamlessly into the installation where up 
to four can be installed side-by-side on Xtralis multi-pipe installations.

How it works
The arrows on the Xtralis In-Line Filter cover indicate the direction of 
airfl ow aiding ease of correct mounting. As the airfl ow enters the fi lter 
housing it impinges on the fi lter elements which are positioned at a 
certain angle within the fi lter housing.  This arrangement maximizes 
the fi lter element surface area subjected to the airfl ow hence 
promoting a longer fi lter life. 

VSP-850VSP-850



Xtralis In-Line Filter
Ordering Information
• VSP-850-G:

Xtralis In-Line Filter (Grey)
• VSP-850-R:

Xtralis In-Line Filter (Red)
• VSP-850-M:
 Xtralis In-Line Filter (Metal)
• VSP-855-4: 

Xtralis In-Line Filter Elements
4 pack

• VSP-855-20:
Xtralis In-Line Filter Elements
20 pack
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01-EP02-02EXtralis Power Supplies
Features
• Supports a 2 A load and 17 Ah 

batteries
• Temperature compensated 

charging to maximize battery life
• Designed to fit inside Xtralis FT 

detectors
• Supplied pre-wired for fast and 

error free installation 
• 230 Vac only

Listings / Approvals
• VdS: 

G211010
• CE: 

0786-CPD-20992
• EN54-4:1997+A1:2002+A2:2006

Introduction
The Xtralis Power Supply  
01-EP02-02E is designed to 
be installed inside an Xtralis 
“FT” Aspirating Smoke 
Detector.
It is compatible with the 
following models (and 
variants thereof):
 ICAM IFT-1 
 ICAM IFT-4 
 ICAM IFT-6 
 ICAM IFT-15 
 VESDA VFT-15
It accommodates 17 Ah batteries (e,g, 2x YUASA NP12-17 batteries) which 
can provide a standby capacity to power the unit for over 24 hours in the event 
of mains failure*.

Description
The 01-EP02-02E uses the same PSU module as the VPS-250-E but is 
provided with metalwork to provide a battery tray and safety cover such that it 
can be conveniently installed inside an FT Aspirating Smoke Detector (ASD).
The battery tray is tilted slightly toward the rear so that the batteries do not 
slide forward – even if there is vibration present. Furthermore, the battery 
retention bracket ensures that the batteries are 100% restrained. 
The safety cover ensures that no high voltage areas on the PSU module are 
exposed or accessible when the main cover of the ASD is removed. Thus, 
once installed, it is safe for suitably trained technicians (who are not qualified 
to work with mains) to maintain the ASD detector itself. 
A combined earth tag and restraining clamp is provided. Using a plastic cable 
tie (provided in the installation kit), the incoming mains cable is restrained 
to ensure that the mains terminations inside the unit are never subjected to 
undue stress. 
The unit is pre-wired: 
• Connection of the power and fault signalling to the FT is achieved by 

simply plugging the 5-way green terminal block into the FT Detector. The 
FT unit monitors the fault relay on the 01-EP01-02E and will signal a fault 
on its own fault relay when there is a problem with the supply.

• In addition to the obvious battery leads, the installation kit includes battery 
terminal fittings, and the link cable needed to link the two 12 V batteries.

Supply and approvals
The unit is supplied as a field installed option and should be installed by 
appropriately trained engineers who are qualified to work with 230 Vac. It may 
be ordered as a factory fit installation when ordered simultaneously with the 
FT detector.
The unit is VdS approved and CE marked to the EN54-4 so are particularly 
suitable for use in territories where these approvals are required. It may also 
be suitable in territories where ISO 7240-4 is required. 

* IMPORTANT NOTE: The support time 
provided by 17 Ah batteries is dependent 
on the fan speed setting and the details 
of the pipe/hole configuration. EN54-4 
requires that the batteries are charged 
to 80% of their capacity within 24 hours 
of a full discharge while supplying a full 
load current (i.e. 2 amps). It does NOT 
specify the standby time needed. Please 
refer to local codes in relation to the 
standby times.
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Xtralis Power Supplies
Specifications

01-EP02-02E
Nominal AC  
Supply Voltage

230 Vac (tested +10%—15%)

Power Output 19.5-30 Vdc
Load (see note 1) 2 / 3 amps (3 amps not EN54-4)
Weight 2 kg (without batteries) 

15 kg (with max batteries)
Dimensions  
(H x W x D)

275 mm x 175 mm x 170 mm

Temperature -5º to 40ºC ambient
Humidity 95% RH non-condensing
Batteries 
(not supplied by 
Xtralis)

2 x 12 V, 17 Ah 
(2 x 12 V, 38 Ah housed external to the detector)

Recommended 
Battery

Yuasa NP (or equivalent)

Fault Relay Change-over NO-COM-NC 1 A @ 50 Vdc

Fuse Rating Battery: 5 A fast 
AC supply - 2 A HRC (both 20 mm)

Mounting 6 x M4 screws and washers (supplied)

Ordering Information
01-EP02-02E Mains PSU E Series 230 Vac - Style E (for field installation)
01-EP02-02E-INST Mains PSU E Series 230 Vac - Style E (factory installed)
Note: Batteries are NOT included

Note: The factory fitted model must be ordered simultaneously with the detector

Configuration Information
The 01-EP02-02E is provided with two internal links as follows:
Battery monitoring link: This may be removed in non EN 54-4 installations so 
that the unit can be operated without batteries without signalling a fault.
Charge current link: This may be removed in non EN 54-4 installations to 
reduce the current allocated to the charger and thus make it available for the 
load – as indicated in the specifications given above.
Note: EN 54-4 requires that batteries are recharged to 80% within 24 hours of a 

full discharge while simultaneously supplying the maximum load current. The 
removal of either link invalidates the approval.

Technical Highlights
Not all Power Supplies are equal:
• Style E power supplies can be 

operated on batteries alone 
which is very useful for initial 
commissioning of Xtralis detectors 
as mains power is often unavailable 
at this time. (simpler alternatives 
may require mains power to be 
detected before they will start to 
power a detector  – even if healthy 
batteries are connected)

• Style E power supplies perform 
full impedance checking of the 
batteries to ensure that the 
batteries are in good condition. 
(simpler alternatives may tolerate 
weaker batteries which are unlikely 
to be capable of providing the 
required hold up time in the event 
of a mains failure)

• Style E units disconnect the 
load (i.e. power down the Xtralis 
detector) after a prolonged 
period of mains failure to prevent 
permanent damage to the batteries. 
(simpler alternatives may 
successfully disconnect the load 
when the battery voltage fails 
but then reconnect it almost 
immediately because the battery 
voltage tends to recover when the 
load is removed. Such units then 
switch on and off until the battery 
is permanently below the minimum 
voltage putting undue stress on 
the load and draining the batteries 
unnecessarily)

• Style E units use a tiny current  
(<3 mA) to monitor for restoration 
of mains power after disconnecting 
the load to protect the batteries 
(see point above) – thus ensuring 
that the batteries are unlikely to 
suffer a damaging deep discharge 
as long as the fault is attended to 
within a week. (simpler alternatives 
draw larger currents to monitor 
for restoration of mains and drive 
indicators when in load-shed so are 
more likely to damage batteries by 
a deep discharge)

Part. no. 29761



VPS-220-E, VPS-215-E,  
VPS-250-EXtralis Power Supplies

Xtralis Power Supply Units are 
uniquely designed to complement 
the style and appearance of Xtralis 
aspirating smoke detectors (ASD) 
and are technically matched to 
provide sufficient current and  
battery charging capacity to meet 
the requirement of EN 54-4.

The Style E variants are VdS 
approved and CE marked to the 
EN54-4 so are particularly suitable 
for use in territories where these 
approvals are required. It may also 
be suitable in territories where  
ISO 7240-4 is required.

Style E product range

VPS-220-E: 0.5 A load / 14 Ah batteries (max)
This is the premier unit within the range. Designed with the same foot print, colour 
and layout as the VESDA VLP and VESDA VLS, the power supply will visually 
blend with the detectors.

Internally is an EN54-4 approved Power Supply rated to provide a 0.5 amp 
continuous 24 Vdc supply while also charging the batteries (not supplied) which 
can be a 7, 12 or uniquely, 14 amp/hr arrangement making it suitable for most 
multi-pipe ASD systems.

With regard to installation, cable entry knockouts all line up with the VESDA VLP 
and VESDA VLS enclosure allowing positioning of the power supply directly 
adjacent to the detector. The front cover supports 2 LEDs giving a quick visual 
indication of OK and/or fault condition.

VPS-215-E: 0.5 A load / 7 Ah batteries (max)
This is the budget unit within the range. It is intended as a low cost unit to supply 
a single pipe ASD detector which only requires 7Ah batteries. A simple but elegant 
construction and no LEDs on the lid keep the cost of the unit to a minimum. This 
unit is still engineered to compliment the product with cable entry knockouts 
lining up with the cable entries on various Xtralis detectors including the VESDA 
VLC and the ICAM IAS and ICAM LAS products. The unit can also be inverted 
where necessary. The internal charger is EN54-4 approved and internal LEDs are 
provided to indicate OK (output healthy) and Fault.

VPS-250-E: 2 A load / 38 Ah batteries (max)
This power supply is designed for installation with multiple detectors and/or remote 
displays. The internal charger is EN54-4 approved and there is space for up to 38 
Ah batteries. With 4 separate fused outputs, this is a very versatile unit which can 
deliver to a combined, 24 Vdc, load of up to 2 amps.

The front cover supports 2 LEDs to provide visual indication of Healthy status (OK) 
or fault condition and various knockouts exist to provide convenient cabling access 
to detectors, remote displays or subracks.

Features
• Available in three sizes:  

0.5 A / 7Ah, 0.5A / 14 Ah and  
2 A / 38 Ah

• Temperature compensated 
charging to maximize battery life

• Designed to blend in with Xtralis 
detectors

• Knockouts designed to line up with 
Xtralis detectors

• External LED indication on 220E 
and 250E

• Internal LED indication on 215E
• Relay outputs for connection to 

the general-purpose input for fault 
monitoring.

• 230 Vac only

Listings / Approvals
• VdS: 

G209140 & G209193
• CE: 

0786 CPR 20783 & 
0786 CPR 20890

• EN54-4:1997+A1:2002+A2:2006
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VPS-220-E, VPS-215-E,  
VPS-250-E

Doc. no. 17657_02

Xtralis Power Supplies
Specifications

VPS-220-E 
 
 
 

VPS-215-E 
 
 
 

VPS-250-E 
 
 
 

Nominal AC  
Supply Voltage

230 Vac (tested +10%—15%)

Power Output 19.5-30 Vdc 19.5-30 Vdc 19.5-30 Vdc
Load 0.5 / 1.0 amps  

(1 amp not EN54-4)
2 / 3 amps 

(3 amps not EN54-4)
Dimensions  
(H x W x D)

225 x 351 x 110 226 x 286 x 113 352 x 455 x 182

Weight 3 kg (without batteries) 
14 kg (with max 

batteries)

2.5 kg (without 
batteries) 

8 kg (with max 
batteries)

7 kg (without batteries) 
35 kg (with max 

batteries)

Temperature -5º to 40ºC ambient
Humidity 95% RH non-condensing
IP Rating IP 30
Batteries 
(not supplied by 
Xtralis)

2 x 12 V, 7 Ah 
2 x 12 V, 12 Ah 
4 x 12 V, 7 Ah*

2 x 12 V, 7 Ah 2 x 12 V, 24 Ah 
2 x 12 V, 38 Ah

Recommended 
Battery

Yuasa NP (or equivalent)

Indications Output OK: green LED 
Fault: yellow LED 

Internal only

Output OK: green LED 
Fault: yellow LED 

External only

Output OK: green LED 
Fault: yellow LED 

External only
Fault Relay Change-over NO-COM-NC 1A @ 50 Vdc

Fuse Rating Battery: 3.15 A fast 
AC supply - 1 A HRC 

(both 20 mm)

Battery: 5 A fast 
AC supply - 2 A HRC 

(both 20 mm) 
Output: 4x2 A

Cable Entries 5 off 20/25 mm 
knockouts 

Various positions

9 off 20/25 mm 
knockouts 

Various positions

7 off 20/25 mm 
knockouts 

Various positions
Color / Finish Light grey RAL 9018 texture powdercoat
Mounting 4 x 5 mm holes on 

270 x 180 centers
4 x 5 mm holes on 
220 x 180 centers

4 x 5 mm holes on 
360 x 280 centers

* Note: 4x7AH is allowed by EN 54-4 but may not be compliant with installation codes (e.g. BS5839-1).

Configuration Information
All Style E units are provided with two internal links as follows:

Battery monitoring link: This may be removed in non EN 54-4 installations so 
that the unit can be operated without batteries without signalling a fault.

Charge current link: This may be removed in non EN 54-4 installations to reduce 
the current allocated to the charger and thus make it available for the load – as 
indicated in the specifications given above.
Note: EN 54-4 requires that batteries are recharged to 80% within 24 hours of a full discharge 

while simultaneously supplying the maximum load current. The removal of either link 
invalidates the approval.

Ordering Information
VPS-215-E Xtralis 0.5A 7AH PSU - Style E
VPS-220-E Xtralis 0.5A 14AH PSU - Style E
VPS-250-E Xtrlais 2A 38AH PSU - Style E

Note: Batteries are NOT included 

Technical Highlights
Not all Power Supplies are equal:

• Style E power supplies can be 
operated on batteries alone which is 
very useful for initial commissioning 
of Xtralis detectors as mains power is 
often unavailable at this time. 
(simpler alternatives may require 
mains power to be detected before 
they will start to power a detector  
– even if healthy batteries are 
connected)

• Style E power supplies perform full 
impedance checking of the batteries 
to ensure that the batteries are in 
good condition.  
(simpler alternatives may tolerate 
weaker batteries which are unlikely to 
be capable of providing the required 
hold up time in the event of a mains 
failure)

• Style E units disconnect the load (i.e. 
power down the Xtralis detector) after 
a prolonged period of mains failure 
(>24 hours) to prevent permanent 
damage to the batteries. 
(simpler alternatives may 
successfully disconnect the load 
when the battery voltage fails but 
then reconnect it almost immediately 
because the battery voltage tends to 
recover when the load is removed. 
Such units then switch on and off 
until the battery is permanently below 
the minimum voltage putting undue 
stress on the load and draining the 
batteries unnecessarily)

• Style E units use a tiny current  
(< 3 mA) to monitor for restoration 
of mains power after disconnecting 
the load to protect the batteries (see 
point above) – thus ensuring that 
the batteries are unlikely to suffer a 
damaging deep discharge as long as 
the fault is attended to within a week. 
(simpler alternatives draw larger 
currents to monitor for restoration 
of mains and drive indicators when 
in load-shed so are more likely 
to damage batteries by a deep 
discharge)
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VPS-220-U and VPS-215-UXtralis Power Supplies

Xtralis Power Supply Units are uniquely designed to complement the style and 
appearance of Xtralis aspirating smoke detectors (ASD) and are technically 
matched to provide suffi cient current and battery charging capacity to meet the 
requirement of EN 54-4.

The VPS-220-U and VPS-215-U models are LPCB approved and CE marked to 
the EN54-4 so are particularly suitable for use in territories where these approvals 
are required. It may also be suitable in territories where ISO 7240-4 is required.

Style U product range

VPS-220-U: 0.5 A load / 14 Ah batteries (max)
This is the premier unit. Designed with the same foot print, color and layout as 
the VESDA VLP and VESDA VLS, the power supply will visually blend with the 
detectors.

Internally is an EN54-4 approved Power Supply rated to provide a 0.5 amp 
continuous 24 Vdc supply while also charging the batteries (not supplied) which 
can be a 7, 12 or uniquely, 14 Amp/hr arrangement making it suitable for most 
multi-pipe ASD systems.

With regard to installation, cable entry knockouts all line up with the VESDA VLP 
and VESDA VLS enclosure allowing positioning of the power supply directly 
adjacent to the detector. The front cover supports 2 LEDs giving a quick visual 
indication of OK and/or fault condition.

VPS-215-U: 0.5 A load / 7 Ah batteries (max)
This is the budget unit. It is intended as a low cost unit to supply a single pipe ASD 
detector which only requires 7 Ah batteries. A simple but elegant construction and 
no LEDs on the lid keep the cost of the unit to a minimum.

This unit is still engineered to compliment the product with cable entry knockouts 
lining up with the cable entries on various Xtralis detectors. The unit can also be 
inverted where necessary. The internal charger is EN54-4 approved and internal 
LEDs are provided to indicate OK and Fault.

Features
• Available in two sizes:

0.5 A / 7 Ah and 0.5 A / 14 Ah
• Temperature compensated 

charging to maximize battery life 
• Designed to blend in with VESDA 

detectors
• Knockouts designed to line up with 

VESDA units
• External LED indication on 220U
• Internal LED indication on 215U
• Relay outputs for connection to the 

general-purpose input.
• 110 / 230 Vac fi eld selectable 

Listings / Approvals
• LPCB

• CE
0832-CPD-1291
0832-CPD-1292
0832-CPD-1293

• EN54-4:1997+A1:2002+A2:2006

0832

305f
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Xtralis Power Supplies
Specifi cations

Part No. VPS-220-U VPS-215-U

Input 230 Vac (+10% / -15%) @ 0.6 A factory default setting
110 Vac (+10% / -15%) @ 1.2 A fi eld selectable option

Output Voltage 18 - 29 V DC
Output Current
Minimum
Continuous
Short Duration

0 A (EN 54-4 1 min.)
0.5 A (EN 54-4 1 max. a)
1.9 A (EN 54-4 1 max b)

Dimensions
(H x W x D)

225 x 350 x 105.2 225 x 285 x 115.2

Weight 3.6 kg (without batteries)
14.2 kg ( with max batteries)

2.95 kg (without batteries)
8.25 kg ( with max batteries)

Temperature -5 to +40oC ambient
Humidity 10-95% RH non-condensing
IP Rating IP30
Batteries Yuasa NP type or equivalent:

2 x 12 V, 7 Ah (NP7-12)
or : 2 x 12 V, 12 Ah (NP12-12)

or : 4 x 12 V, 7 Ah (NP7-12)

Yuasa NP type or equivalent:
2 x 12 V, 7 Ah (NP7-12)

Maximum Battery 
Current

2 A 1.6 A

Maximum Battery 
Resistance

0.6 Ω

Indications OK - green LED
Fault - yellow LED

Internal and External

OK - green LED
Fault - yellow LED

Internal only
Fault Relay Change-over NO-COM-NC 2 A @ 30 Vdc
Fuse Rating Input - T3.15 A non-serviceable

Current limit >2 A
Battery fuse - T3.15 A

Battery fuse type - European Sub-miniature Anti-surge
Bussmann part no. BK/ETF3.15A (Farnell part 302-9992)

Finish Powder coast semi gloss
Color Light grey - RAL9018
Mounting 4 x Ø5.5 mm holes on 

318 x 175 centers
4 x Ø5.5 mm holes on 

243 x 175 centers

Ordering Information
VPS-215-U Xtralis 0.5 A 7 Ah PSU – Style U
VPS-220-U Xtralis 0.5 A 14 Ah PSU – Style U
516.018.407 Xtralis 0.5 A 14 Ah PSU – OEM

Confi guration Information
Style-U units are provided with an internal link for selecting the AC voltage. Units 
are confi gured to operate at 230 Vac when supplied but may be reconfi gured in 
the fi eld to operate at 110 Vac.

Technical Highlights
Not all power supplies are equal:

• Style U power supplies can be 
operated at 230 Vac or 110 Vac 
which is selectable in the fi eld. 
(alternatives may only operate at 
230 Vac)

• Style U units provide invaluable 
fault reporting information at 
service access level to differentiate 
between mains fail, charger fail, 
battery high resistance and battery 
disconnect.
(alternatives don’t provide this)

• Style U power supplies perform 
full impedance checking of the 
batteries to ensure that the 
batteries are in good condition. 
(simpler alternatives may tolerate 
poor batteries which are unlikely 
to be able to provide the required 
hold up time in the event of a 
mains failure)

• Style U units disconnect the 
load (i.e. power down the Xtralis 
detector) after a prolonged 
period of mains failure to 
prevent permanent damage 
to the batteries. The load is 
not reconnected until mains is 
restored.
(simpler alternatives may 
disconnect the load when the 
battery voltage fails but then 
reconnect it almost immediately 
because the battery voltage 
tends to recover when the load is 
removed)

• Style U units use a tiny current 
(<1 mA) to monitor for restoration 
of mains power after disconnecting 
the load to protect the batteries 
(see point above) – thus ensuring 
that the batteries are unlikely to 
suffer a damaging deep discharge 
as long as the fault is attended to 
within a week.
(simpler alternatives draw larger 
currents to monitor for restoration 
of mains when in load-shed so are 
more likely to damage batteries)

Part. no. 29762



Product Description
Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) provides the assurance of active sampling 
and fl ow monitoring of a protected environment.

A tamper-proof and fl ush-mount sampling point provides an inconspicuous 
sampling solution for a myriad of applications that require discrete sampling.

The Xtralis Tamper Proof Sampling Points (TPSP) provide an elegant addition 
to modern decor and can both minimize the risk of vandalism and tolerate 
abuse. They also provide serviceability for dirty and hazardous environments 
and areas prone to tampering.

Tamper Proof Sampling Point Model 1
VSP- 610 Features

• Tamper proof design
• Serviceable mesh inlet
• Accommodates standard pipe
• Affi xed by 4 screws to ceiling material
• Material: stainless steel
• Pipe Inlet: 25mm / 1”
• Rigid / fl exible conduit

Tamper Proof Sampling Point Model 2
VSP- 620 Features

• Tamper proof design
• Serviceable mesh inlet
• Gland fi tting to micro-bore (capillary) tubing
• Material: stainless steel
• Input: Available in two versions to suit 6mm and 8mm (OD) fl exible micro-

bore (capillary) tubing

Features
• Quality robust construction
• Hidden detection -- concealed
• Tamper proof design
• New and retrofi t friendly
• Convenient testing and maintenance 

location via a centrally and remotely 
mounted detector

• Standard pipe and capillary tube 
interfaces

• Metric and imperial

Tamper Proof Sampling Point VSP-610 & VSP-620



Dimensions - VSP-610 Applications
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TPSP Metric Pipe VSP-610
TPSP Imperial Pipe VSP-610-US
TPSP 6mm Capillary VSP-620-01
TPSP 8mm Capillary VSP-620-02

• Luxury Accommodation
• Correctional Institutions
• Detention Centers
• Community Residential Centers
• Hospitals
• Manufacturing & heavy industry

Ordering Information

Tamper Proof Sampling Point VSP-610 & VSP-620

Dimensions - VSP-620-01
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Product Description
Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) provides the assurance of active sampling 
and fl ow monitoring of a protected environment.

A tamper-proof and fl ush-mount sampling point provides an inconspicuous 
sampling solution for a myriad of applications that require discrete sampling.

The Xtralis Tamper Proof Sampling Points (TPSP) provide an elegant addition 
to modern decor and can both minimize the risk of vandalism and tolerate 
abuse. They also provide serviceability for dirty and hazardous environments 
and areas prone to tampering.

Tamper Proof Sampling Point Model 1
VSP- 610 Features

• Tamper proof design
• Serviceable mesh inlet
• Accommodates standard pipe
• Affi xed by 4 screws to ceiling material
• Material: stainless steel
• Pipe Inlet: 25mm / 1”
• Rigid / fl exible conduit

Tamper Proof Sampling Point Model 2
VSP- 620 Features

• Tamper proof design
• Serviceable mesh inlet
• Gland fi tting to micro-bore (capillary) tubing
• Material: stainless steel
• Input: Available in two versions to suit 6mm and 8mm (OD) fl exible micro-

bore (capillary) tubing

Features
• Quality robust construction
• Hidden detection -- concealed
• Tamper proof design
• New and retrofi t friendly
• Convenient testing and maintenance 

location via a centrally and remotely 
mounted detector

• Standard pipe and capillary tube 
interfaces

• Metric and imperial

Tamper Proof Sampling Point VSP-610 & VSP-620



Dimensions - VSP-610 Applications
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TPSP Metric Pipe VSP-610
TPSP Imperial Pipe VSP-610-US
TPSP 6mm Capillary VSP-620-01
TPSP 8mm Capillary VSP-620-02

• Luxury Accommodation
• Correctional Institutions
• Detention Centers
• Community Residential Centers
• Hospitals
• Manufacturing & heavy industry

Ordering Information

Tamper Proof Sampling Point VSP-610 & VSP-620

Dimensions - VSP-620-01
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Xtralis VSC Software
Xtralis VSC configures, commissions and maintains a range of Xtralis fire 
and gas detection systems including VESDA and ICAM smoke and gas 
detectors and anciliary devices. Xtralis VSC can configure a single Xtralis 
device or your entire Xtralis system.  

Off-line Configuration and File Management
Xtralis VSC allows you to create a system configuration without being 
present on-site or connected to the system. You can create an off-line 
configuration at your convenience and later connect and configure the 
system when on-site. Xtralis VSC’s file management enables designers 
to specify standardized device configuration settings according to facility 
management policies and email them to on-site engineers.

The comparison/merge tool enables users to immediately identify changes 
made between visits, create audit reports, or revert to previously agreed 
configurations. 

Remote Management
Xtralis VSC allows you to access your Xtralis system remotely via a range of 
networking options. This means you could be in your own office at a different 
site, and remotely manage or troubleshoot your Xtralis system.

Features

• Comprehensive configuration and 
commissioning of all Xtralis devices

• Merging and comparison of 
data between online & offline 
configurations

• Automatic detection of networked 
devices

• Trend charts 
• Real-time active event list
• Sorting and filtering of detector 

events 
• Remote management support
• Multi-language support 
• Customizable software views

Xtralis VSC VSW-100



Xtralis VSC

VESDA
VLF, VLC & VFT

VESDAnet

Computer requirements
OS Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista®, 

Windows XP or Windows 2000
Processor Minimum: 1 GHz 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit 

(x64)
Memory Preferred: 1 GB

Minimum: 512 MB
Hard Disk Minimum: 200 MB Free
Display Single Monitor, Graphics Card with 128 

MB memory

Automatic discovery of network devices
All VESDA and ICAM devices connected to Xtralis VSC are automatically 
detected. Unconfigured devices are easily and uniquely identified, enabling 
easy incorporation into the configuration and providing savings in time and 
effort when setting up your network.
Multiple device commands
You can use Xtralis VSC to select several devices and perform an action 
(for example, Reset) on multiple devices. This saves you time when 
commissioning and managing your networks. 
Trend charts
Xtralis VSC enables straightforward comparisons of smoke and gas trends 
between multiple detectors by the ability to plot these trends from different 
detectors on one chart. Comparing trend charts makes it easier to analyze 
and report on smoke or gas events. 
Event log filtering
Xtralis VSC includes an event log filtering feature. This feature sorts detector 
events according to your preferred criteria such as the time the event occurred 
or the type of a particular event. This allows you to quickly investigate 
incidents and identify the source and frequency of your network events.
Real-time active event list
Xtralis VSC’s powerful real-time active event list helps simplify commissioning, 
maintenance and troubleshooting of your Xtralis system.
View management
Multiple Views for entire network management allows simultaneous display of 
an overview of the network and several other windows displaying information 
about elements of the network. For example, an active event list and a mimic 
display of one of the detectors.
Multi-language support and translation
Xtralis VSC allows you to configure and maintain your Xtralis system in your 
local language, and then send your data files to someone to view in a different 
language. Xtralis VSC will automatically translate your file into the language of 
your choice.
Comprehensive Help topics
Xtralis VSC’s context-sensitive Help provides explanatory information to aid 
with configuring and troubleshooting your Xtralis system.

Xtralis VSC provides local or remote connection to:
• VESDA VLF, VLC, VFT and ICAM IFT detectors 

via RS232
• Multiple VESDA devices on a VESDAnet via a 

High Level Interface (HLI)
• Multiple ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT detectors on a 

Modbus RS485 connection via a RS232 / RS485 
converter

• ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT detectors via Modbus 
TCP/IP

• Multiple VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO detectors 
on Modbus RS485 networks

• Multiple standalone VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO 
detectors via Modbus over USB

HLI
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ICAM IFT

ICAM IFT

RS 232 / 485
CONVERTER

VESDA VFT

RS 232 / 485
CONVERTER

VESDA ECO 
or ICAM ECO

RS 232 / 485
CONVERTER



Xtralis VSM4

The Xtralis Smoke and Gas System Management Center
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your VESDA and 
ICAM smoke and gas detection systems.

VSM4 configures, monitors and trouble-shoots your Xtralis systems.  
It is easy-to-use and has been designed to provide you, the operator, with 
complete control. The user-friendly interface allows you to quickly assess and 
respond to system events - all from one convenient location. VSM4 is a total 
solution for integrated control and monitoring of your Very Early Warning Xtralis 
smoke and gas detection systems.

The Picture Tells the Story – in Real Time
VSM4 provides a central and integrated platform for Xtralis systems.  
VSM4 provides the ability to monitor multiple remote sites with full control and 
programming functionality. 

VSM4 integrates the enormous amounts of information provided by your Xtralis 
systems. At a glance VSM4’s interface can show you: 

• A color-coded real-time event list, prioritized according to urgency 
• Graphical representations of smoke and gas levels 
• Trending analysis so that you can compare smoke and gas levels across the 

system
• Exact details about the location, zone and devices involved in an event
• Smart, user-friendly operator controls that leave you in complete control

Powerful Configuration Capabilities in One Tool
VSM4 includes all the sophisticated network and device configuration capabilities 
of Xtralis VSC software. It also includes all of VSC’s system commissioning and 
testing functionality. VSM4’s offline configuration function allows you to create 
an off-line configuration at your convenience and later connect and configure the 
system when on-site.

VSM4 automatically discovers devices on your network and all the configuration 
management functionality is available and is easily set up from a single location.

Benefits
• Monitoring of multiple local and 

remote device networks
• Receive real-time prioritized 

indication of all alarms and faults 
in the full graphical context of 
your infrastructure

• Commission, test, investigate 
and manage all devices on large 
and complex networks

Features
• Full VESDA and ICAM system 

control
• Comprehensive event 

management
• Drill down floor plans
• Event response notification by 

email1 and SMS2 to defined 
users on defined events

• Maintenance information and 
system optimization

• Comprehensive configuration 
and commissioning of all Xtralis 
devices

• Fully integrated floor plan design 
tools, compatible with most 
drawing formats

• Remote management over 
multiple network types

• Real-time graphical event 
indicators

• Powerful event log filtering
• Event log archiving for future 

interrogation
• Extensive reporting capabilities
• Multiple monitor support
• Multi-language support
• Customizable software views
• Individual user accounts 

integrated with system access 
roles 

• Supports text-to-speech in 
multiple languages

VSW-207

Seize absolute control of your network with VSM4
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Event Response Notification
Xtralis VSM4 provides event response notification via email1 and SMS2. This 
means you don’t have to be with your monitoring system to receive immediate 
and up-to-date information about your system’s operational status. 

You specify the criteria for event notification by defining the conditions under 
which a notification is generated (based on the event type and the location) and 
the users to be notified. You also configure the conditions (day and time) for 
contacting a user. Users can be assigned to groups (for example, the night shift 
group), which allows you to generate group-based notifications.

Multiple Monitors
VSM4 supports multiple monitors. With the click of a button you can open a view 
in a new window and use simple drag and drop functionality to shift the view to 
another monitor. By partitioning views between monitors, you have greater control 
over what you see at any particular time. For example, you can have your active 
event list maximized on one monitor and your site floor plans maximized on 
another. 

Total User Management 
With VSM4 software you can set up multiple user accounts and individually 
assign an access level and password to each user. This means you have total 
control over the types of operations your users perform. For auditing purposes, 
user actions are recorded in a system log and presented in an integrated view.

Event Log Database 3

VSM4 provides total event integration, consolidation and archiving across multiple 
connections. All system, network and device events can be stored in a database. 

VSM4 Speaks Many Languages
VSM4 allows you to operate your system in your local language and then send 
files to be viewed by someone else using VSM4 in a different language. You can 
even have spoken announcements of events4 in your local language.

VSM4 provides local or remote connection to:
• Multiple individual VESDA VLF, VLC-RO, VFT and 

ICAM IFT detectors
• Multiple VESDAnets via High Level Interface (HLI)
• Multiple VESDA devices on each VESDAnet
• Multiple Modbus RS485 Networks
• Multiple ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT detectors on 

each Modbus RS485 Network
• Multiple individual ICAM IFT or VESDA VFT 

detectors via TCP/IP
• Multiple VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO detectors 

on Modbus 485 networks
• Multiple standalone VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO 

detectors via Modbus over USB

Computer requirements
OS Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista®, 

Windows XP or Windows 2000
Processor Minimum: 1GHz 32-bit (x64) or 64-bit 

(x86)
Memory Preferred: 2GB

Minimum: 1GB
Hard Disk 1 by 80 GB system Disk, or 2 by  

80 GB connected to Raid Storage
Display Preferred: Dual Monitor, Graphics Card 

with 256 MB memory 
Minimum: Single Monitor, Graphics 
Card with 128 MB memory

Network Preferred: 100 Mbit/s
Minimum: 10 Mbit/s

Peripherals DVD-ROM drive

Multiple 
VESDAnets

HLI

LAN / WAN

VSM4

Multiple VESDA VLF 
detectors

Multiple VESDA VLC 
detectors 

Xtralis VSM4 VSW-207

Multiple 
Modbus 
RS485 

Networks

Multiple 
ICAM IFT & 
VESDA VFT 
 detectors

LAN / WAN

S2EC S2EC

S2EC

RS 232 / 485 
CONVERTER

S2EC = Serial to Ethernet Converter

1. Email is available via Remote Notification, which is an optional feature. 
2. SMS notification is achieved via a wireless modem connected to a PC running VSM4. Remote 
Notification (optional feature) is required to enable SMS notification. 
3. VESDA devices, VESDA ECO and ICAM ECO detectors only.
4. Text2Speech is an optional feature.

RS 232 / 485 
CONVERTER

Multiple 
VESDA 

ECO 
& 

ICAM 
ECO 

detectors



VESDA ECO™ Ex Gas Detector Gas Detector for 
Hazardous Locations

Features
• Approved for Class I Div 2 

applications
• Toxic, Oxygen or Flammable gas 

detection
• Single or dual gas versions
• Factory calibrated sensor cartridges
• Integral alarm status LEDs
• Integrates with PLCs/HVAC/BMS/

FACP
• Configurable relays 
• 4-20 mA analog outputs
• RS485 Modbus output
• On-board event logging
• On-board fault diagnostics
• Integral gas test port
• Remote reset

Compatibility
• VESDA ASD
• ICAM ASD
• FAAST ASD

Approvals
• Electrical safety

 - Conforms to ANSI/UL Std 61010-1
 - Certified to CAN/CSA Std C22.2  

No. 61010-1
 - EN 61010-1

• EMC
 - FCC 47CFR Part 15B class B
 - ICES 003
 - EN 50270

• Hazardous Location
 - ETL approved to ISA12.12.01,  

CSA C22.2 No. 213
 - Class I Div 2 Groups ABC&D T4 

-4ºF ≤ Tamb ≤ +131ºF
• SIL Rating

 - SIL 2 as per IEC 61508 (combustible 
gas and CO2 versions)

 - SIL 1 as per IEC 61508 (toxic gas and 
oxygen version)

Note: Consult with Xtralis if the application requires removal of 
interferent gases.

Gas Detection for Use with Aspirating 
Smoke Detection
Xtralis the manufacturer of the market leading 
VESDA aspirating smoke detection (ASD) 
technology has developed the industries first  
multi-hole aspirated gas detector. 

When used with the compatible range of ASD 
products; VESDA ECO (Ex) provides the industries 
first combined aspirated smoke and gas detection 
system.

VESDA ECO (Ex) provides early warning of toxic, 
oxygen and flammable gas hazards to protect 
personnel and property whilst ensuring business 
continuity.

VESDA ECO (Ex) is approved for use within  
Class I Division 2 classified hazardous locations. 
It must be used with a similarly approved VESDA 
ASD and installed within the Class I Div 2 area.

Applications include:

• Battery charging rooms
• Boiler plant rooms
• Utility/ service tunnels
• Refrigerated stores and plant rooms
• Water treatment and sewerage plants
• Power generation plants
• Metal processing plants
• and more.

How It Works
VESDA ECO (Ex) uses an existing or new aspirating pipe network to actively 
monitor for gas escapes and build-ups.

Each VESDA ECO (Ex) gas detector can house up to two gas sensors, and 
additional detectors can be added easily to the pipe network to monitor more 
gases if required. Pre-calibrated sensor cartridges are easily replaced in the 
field and make converting to different gas sensors or replacing sensors a 
simple task.

The VESDA ECO (Ex) detector is configured using Xtralis VSC configuration 
software and can be remotely monitored using Xtralis VSM4 monitoring 
software. Both VSC and VSM can be used to download data from the  
on-board memory card for data analysis and trending of historical data.

Integration with other building systems, including fire alarm control panels, 
PLCs, HVAC and building management systems, provides real-time 
situational awareness for intelligent emergency response. 

VESDA ECO (Ex) by Xtralis provides significant installation and routine 
maintenance cost savings over conventional multi-point gas detection 
solutions, by reducing the number of detectors required to cover an area and 
by providing easy access for routine maintenance.



Specifications
Supply Voltage
18-30 VDC

Power Consumption @ 24 VDC
3.6 W (max)

Current Consumption
Typically 60 mA @ 24 VDC per sensor (Gas 
and quantity dependant)

Dimensions (protective enclosure)
155 mm x 135 mm x 74 mm
(6.1” x 5.3” x 2.9”)

Material
Enclosure 304 Stainless Steel, Detector  
PC/ABS

Weight
1 kg (2.2 lb) detector and enclosure 
combined

IP/NEMA ratings
IP54 (minimum)

Operating Conditions
Temperature typically -20ºC to 50ºC  
(-4ºF to 122ºF) gas dependant.
O2 - 20ºC to 55ºC (-4ºF to 131ºF)
Humidity: 10-95% RH, non-condensing

Accuracy
Typically +/- 5%

Sample Pipe Size
External Diameter 25 mm (EU), ¾”  
(US/CAN)

Cable Access
2 x PG9 cable glands, to suit 4.0 to 8.5 mm 
(0.157” to 0.335”) outer cable diameter

Wire/Terminal size
1.5 mm2 16 AWG maximum

Outputs
Four (4) programmable relays 30 VDC 1A 
Two 4-20 mA outputs, one per gas sensor 
and 2 wire RS 485 Modbus RTU

Onboard Memory Card
Micro SD card 2 GB - 8 GB  
(50,000+ events)

VESDA ECO (Ex) Ordering information
VESDA ECO (Ex) gas detectors are supplied complete with: Outer metal 
casing and surface mounting assembly, detector housing, sensor cartridge, 
data storage card and USB interface cable. Detector outputs include: relays, 
analogue outputs and a serial output.

Single Gas Units
Part number structure: ECO-D-B-AA-Ex
Replace AA with the relevant gas type number below:

11 Hydrogen (H2) 0-100% LFL
12 Methane (CH4) 0-100% LFL
13 Propane (C3H8) 0-100% LFL
14 Hydrogen (H2) 0-2000 ppm
15 Gasoline Vapour 0-100% LFL
16 Pentane (C5H12) 0-100% LFL
20 Alcohols 0-100% LFL
31 Oxygen depletion only (O2) 0-25% v/v
32 Oxygen depletion and enrichment (O2) 0-25% v/v
41 Carbon Monoxide (CO) 0-500 ppm
43 Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) 0-100 ppm
44 Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) 0-10 ppm
45 Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 0-10 ppm
49 Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 0-5% v/v

Dual Gas Unit 
Part number structure: ECO-B-AA-BB-Ex
12 – 43 Methane and Hydrogen Sulphide

Replacement sensor cartridge part number structure: ECO-SC-AA-BB-Ex

Where SC = Sensor Cartridge, AA-BB are 1st and 2nd gas types (see above)

Installation
VESDA ECO (Ex) is designed to press fit on to the air sampling pipe. To fit 
VESDA ECO (Ex) simply remove a 60 mm section of pipe when using 25 mm 
OD air-sampling pipe work or 4” for ¾” BSP pipe. Use ECO-FT15 adapter 
when fitting ECO to 6mm based sampling systems.

VESDA ECO (Ex) provides total flexibility to install one or more detectors 
anywhere on the pipe network to enable monitoring of a specific point, zone or 
total area.

Gas Detector for 
Hazardous LocationsVESDA ECO™ Ex Gas Detector
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VESDA ECO™ Detector
Features
• Toxic, Oxygen or Flammable gas 

detection
• Single or dual gas versions
• Factory calibrated sensor cartridges
• Integral alarm status LEDs
• Integrates with PLCs/HVAC/BMS/

FACP
• Configurable relays 
• 4-20 mA analog outputs
• RS485 Modbus output
• On-board event logging
• On-board fault diagnostics
• Integral gas test port
• Remote reset

Compatibility
• VESDA ASD
• ICAM ASD
• FAAST ASD

Approvals
• CE  

Electrical safety
 - Conforms to ANSI/UL Std 61010-1
 - Certified to CAN/CSA Std C22.2  

No. 61010-1
 - EN 61010-1

• EMC
 - FCC 47CFR Part 15B class B
 - ICES 003
 - EN 50270

• Others
 - LPCB, VdS, AFNOR compatible for 

use with EN54-20 approved ASD
 - LOM approved to UNE 23300  

(CO & CO+NO2)
 - AQISQ – CMC Pattern Approval
 - CCCF – CFE, GB:15322.1
 - VNIIPO

• SIL Rating
 - SIL 2 as per IEC 61508 (combustible 

gas and CO2 versions)
 - SIL 1 as per IEC 61508 (toxic gas 

and oxygen versions)

Note: Consult with Xtralis if the application requires removal of 
interferent gases.

Gas Detection and 
Environmental Monitoring

Gas Detection for Use with  
Aspirated Smoke Detection
Xtralis the manufacturer of the 
market leading VESDA aspirating 
smoke detection (ASD) technology 
has developed the industries first 
multi-hole aspirated gas detector. 

When used with the compatible 
range of ASD products; VESDA 
ECO provides the industries first 
combined aspirated smoke and gas 
detection system.

VESDA ECO provides early warning of toxic, 
oxygen and flammable gas hazards to protect 
personnel and property whilst ensuring business 
continuity.

Applications include:

• Battery charging rooms
• Boiler plant rooms
• Commercial kitchens
• Parking garages
• Utility / service tunnels
• Refrigerated stores and plant rooms
• Water treatment and sewerage plants
• Power generation plants
• Metal processing plants
• and more.

How It Works
VESDA ECO uses an existing or new aspirating pipe network to actively 
monitor for gas escapes and build-ups.

Each ECO gas detector can house up to two gas sensors, and additional 
detectors can be added easily to the pipe network to monitor more gases if 
required. Pre-calibrated sensor cartridges are easily replaced in the field and 
make converting to different gas sensors or replacing sensors a simple task.

The VESDA ECO detector is configured using Xtralis VSC configuration 
software and can be remotely monitored using Xtralis VSM4 monitoring 
software. Both VSC and VSM can be used to download data from the  
on-board memory card for data analysis and trending of historical data.

Integration with other building systems, including fire alarm control panels, 
PLCs, HVAC and building management systems, provides real-time 
situational awareness for intelligent emergency response. 

VESDA ECO by Xtralis provides significant installation and routine 
maintenance cost savings over conventional multi-point gas detection 
solutions, by reducing the number of detectors required to cover an area and 
by providing easy access for routine maintenance.

Hazardous area certified variants of VESDA ECO are available. For more 
information on VESDA ECO Ex, refer to document 19826.
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Specifications
Supply Voltage
18-30 VDC

Power Consumption @ 24 VDC
3.6 W (max)

Current Consumption
Typically 60 mA @ 24 V DC for a dual gas 
(flammable / toxic) quiescent. 85 mA when in 
alarm.

Dimensions (WHD)
34 mm x 125 mm x 110 mm  
(1.3” x 4.9” x 4.4”)

Weight
250 g (0.6 pounds) 

IP/NEMA ratings
IP65 and NEMA 4

Operating Conditions
Temperature typically -20ºC to 50ºC  
(-4ºF to 122ºF) gas dependant.
O2 - 20ºC to 55ºC (-4ºF to 131ºF)
Humidity: 10-95% RH, non-condensing

Pipe Size
External Diameter 25 mm (EU), ¾” (US/CAN)

Wire/Terminal size
1.5 mm2 16 AWG maximum

Cable Access and Termination
2 x PG9 cable glands, to suit 4.0 to 8.5 mm 
(0.157” to 0.335”) outer cable diameter

Accuracy
+/- 5%

Outputs
4 wire RS 485 Modbus RTU  
(2 wire data comms + 2 wire power)
Four (4) programmable relays 30 VDC 1A
One (1) 4-20 mA output per sensor

Onboard Memory Card
Micro SD card 2 GB - 8 GB (50,000+ events)

VESDA ECO Ordering information
VESDA ECO gas detectors come complete with the main housing, sensor 
cartridge, data storage card and USB interface cable. Two variants are 
available based on detector outputs:

Part number structure: ECO-D-B-AA-BB
Single Gas Units
Replace AA with the relevant gas type number below and remove BB:
11 Hydrogen (H2) 0-100% LFL
12 Methane (CH4) 0-100% LFL
13 Propane (C3H8) 0-100% LFL
14 Hydrogen (H2) 0-2000 ppm
15 Gasoline Vapour 0-100% LFL
16 Pentane (C5H12) 0-100% LFL
20 Alcohols 0-100% LFL
31 Oxygen depletion only (O2) 0-25% v/v
32 Oxygen depletion and enrichment (O2) 0-25% v/v
41 Carbon Monoxide (CO) 0-500 ppm
43 Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) 0-100 ppm
44 Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) 0-10 ppm
45 Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 0-10 ppm
49 Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 0-5% v/v
Dual Gas Units
Select one of the available combinations below. Replacing AA and BB with the 
preferred combination. Other combinations are available upon request:

12 – 31 Methane and Oxygen
12 – 41 Methane and Carbon Monoxide
12 – 43 Methane and Hydrogen Sulphide
13 – 31 Propane and Oxygen
31 – 41 Oxygen and Carbon Monoxide
41 – 43 Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen Sulphide
41 – 45 Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen Dioxide
Example: ECO-D-B-12-41
An ECO detector with relay, analogue and serial outputs for Methane and 
Carbon Monoxide.

Replacement sensor cartridge part number structure: ECO-SC-AA-BB
Where SC = Sensor Cartridge, AA-BB are 1st and 2nd gas types (see above).

Installation
VESDA ECO is designed to press fit on to the air sampling pipe. To fit VESDA 
ECO simply remove a 60 mm section of pipe when using 25 mm OD air-
sampling pipe work or 4” for ¾” BSP pipe. Use ECO-FT15 adapter when fitting 
ECO to 6mm based sampling systems.

VESDA ECO provides total flexibility to install one or more detectors anywhere 
on the pipe network to enable monitoring of a specific point, zone or total area.
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Project Reference List

Learn more: www.xtralis.com/vli

A key challenge in industrial applications is the selection of suitable fire and gas 
detection equipment which can perform reliably in harsh environments. The innovative 
solutions from VESDA:

 » Provide very early warning smoke detection plus gas detection and environmental 
monitoring

 » Withstand environmental conditions and maintain consistent sensitivity over time

 » Deliver a fully modular design with field-replaceable components to lower 
maintenance costs

 » Provide longevity and reduced total cost of ownership

 » Industrial IP 66 rated enclosure eliminates the need for additional environmental 
enclosures

 » Have over 30 years of field-proven experience in fire and gas detection technologies

Industrial VESDA provides the best fit-for purpose protection from smoke and gas 
threats in demanding industrial environments.

This reference list provides a sample of successful VESDA VLI and VESDA ECO gas 
detection applications and installations worldwide.

Full system design guidelines and support are available by contacting your local Xtralis 
Representative or nominated Channel Partner.tive or nominated Channel Partner.



Client Industry Application

ALTERA Elmshorn Waste facility Waste facility

BMW Automotive Manufacturing

Bravida Power Conveyor Protection

BSR-Biogasanlage Berlin Power/Utilities Biogas plant

DONG Energy Recycling Energy from waste sorting 
and process areas

EFW Recycling Energy from Waste

Fincantieri Marine Ship building

Illy Caffè Manufacturing Processing Plant

Koeburg Nuclear Power 
Station

Power/Utilities Production areas

Kusile Power Station Power/Utilities Cable basement detection

Leonard Dingler Manufacturing Phillip Morris Room 
detection

Network Rail New Street 
Station

Transportation Rail Station

Recycling Wallis Energy Recycling Center

Schuler Recycling Energy Recycling Center

Shell Energy Room Detection

Stockholm Metro Railways Maintenance depots

Tilbury Power Station Power/Utilities Conveyor Belt

TMP Transportation Metro Maintenance depot

Wallis Recycling Energy Recycling Facility

Europe and Africa

Client Industry Application

Al Rayyan Horse stables for 
HH. Crown Prince of Abu 
Dhabi (United Arab Emirates)

Leisure Livestock

EATON (Turkey) Manufacturing For flexible pipe 
manufacturing

MAADEN Mining  
(Saudi Arabia)

Mining Tunnels

Dubai Studious Media City 
(United Arab Emirates)

Entertainment Lighting and sound control

Middle East

This is only a partial reference list and more references will be added 
from time to time. If you have any query, please contact your local Xtralis 
representative or visit Xtralis.com. For a more comprehensive listing of 
ECO references, refer to Doc #20012.

Americas
Client Industry Application

ABB Sao Paulo Mining Warehouse

Alabama Power-Plant 
(Gadsden & Harris)

Power/Utilities Warehouse, MCC and 
Cable Spread rooms

Alabama Power-Plant  
(Miller)

Power/Utilities Tunnels, Boiler Feed 
Pumps, Battery Rooms 

ArcelorMittal Steel Mill Steel Electrical equipment room

Calgary International  
Airport

Transportation Road Tunnels 

Cutler Airforce Base Government Very low frequency 
antenna

Diversified Info Tech Communications Warehouse - Archive & 
Storage

Georgia Pacific Manufacturing Wood Products

Georgia Power-Plant 
(McDonnough)

Power/Utilities MCC Rooms, Battery 
Rooms

Georgia Power-Plant 
(Scherer & Yates)

Power/Utilities MCC Rooms, Warehouse, 
Boiler Feed Pumps

Hillsborough Waste Water 
Treatment Plant

Power/Utilities Gas, Water, Power 
Distribution Facility

Hoku Polysilicon Manufacturing Clean Room

Iron Mountain Storage Underground road tunnel

Kaltex Manufacturing Textiles Manufacturing/
Warehousing

Kock Fertilizer, LLC Manufacturing Electrical Rooms

KPMG Accounting Communications IT Facilities/Data Centres

Lorain Communicty  
College

Education Utility Tunnel

Mississippi Power-Plant 
(Kemper) 

Power/Utilities MCC Rooms

Nucor Steel Steel 
Manufacturing

Tunnels

Panama City Port  
Authority

Alternative 
Energy 

Wood Pellets/
Warehousing

PG&E Power Hydro Generator 
Protection

Plant Miller Power/Utilities Control Facility - Nuclear

Southern Company Power/Utilities Cable Spread Room

SSAB Steel Steel Tunnel Protection,  
MCC Rooms

St. Vincent Power Authority Power/Utilities Control, IT and Telecom 
Facility

Superior Essex Manufacturing Wire Processing

ThyssenKrupp Steel Steel Lime Conveyor Protection, 
Tunnels, MCC Rooms, 
Transformer Vaults

Vianey Manufacturing Manufacturing Production Line

Walmart Logistics Distribution Center

Watervliet Arsenal Manufacturing Large open space, 
manufacturing/maching of 
weapons/turrets

Westar Energy-Jeffery 
Energy

Power/Utilities MCC Rooms

Worley Parsons Manufacturing Logistics Center

Yanacocha Green Power/Utilities Control Room

Client Industry Application

AIA Engeineering Manufacturing Warehouse

Anglican Retirement Villages 
Lundry Services

Housing Laundry Services

Apparel 21 Textiles Textile Manufacturing

BHP Billiton Manufacturing Manufacturing Control Room

Cannington Silver and Laed 
Mine

Mining Underground Electrical 
Switch Rooms

Centennial Parklands - 
Moore Park

Cultural/Heritage Equestrian Centre Stables

Cook Colliery Under Ground 
Coal Mine

Mining Underground Coal Mine

Foskor Industrial Fertilizer Production Conveyors & Electrical 
Rooms

Illovo Sugar Processing Sugar Bagass Transfer /
Conveyors

National Textile Corporation Textiles Manufacturing/Warehousing

PISPL - Parekh Logistics Storage & 
Distribution

Warehouse

Precot Meridian Hassan 
plant

Textiles Textile Manufacturing

Qantas Airlines Transportation Freight Storage

Richards Bay Dry Bulk 
Transport

Logistics Coal Conveyor Belts

Tamworth Equestrian Center Entertainment Equestrian Centre/Arenas

TM Textile Textiles Textile Manufacturing

Unipart - Tata Motors Manufacturing Warehouse

Yallourn Energy Power 
Station

Power/Utilities Coal Transfer Conveyors

Application includes VESDA ECO

www.xtralis.com
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The VESDA VLI by Xtralis is an industry first early warning aspirating smoke 
detection (ASD) system, designed to protect industrial applications and harsh 
environments of up to 2000 m2 (21,520 sq. ft.). 

Long life, intelligent, fail-safe technology
The VLI detector combines a fail-safe Intelligent Filter (patent pending) 
with an advanced clean-air barrier for optics protection allowing the use of 
absolute detection and a long detection chamber life without the need for re-
calibration.

The Intelligent Filter:

• reduces the level of pollution in the air sample before it enters the detection 
chamber, which dramatically extends the operational life of the detector in 
harsh and polluted environments.

• is fully monitored, providing consistent sensitivity over the entire 
operational life of the detector.

Installation, Commissioning and Operation
The VLI detector features a robust IP66-rated enclosure which provides 
complete protection against dust ingress and strong water jets from all 
directions. In the majority of industrial applications, specifically in very 
harsh environments, this eliminates the need to use expensive external IP 
enclosures, thus simplifying and reducing the cost of installation.

The VLI detector is equipped with a powerful aspirator that provides a total 
pipe length of 360 m (1181 ft). It is fully supported by the Xtralis ASPIRE, 
VSC and VSM4 software applications which facilitate ease of pipe network 
design, system commissioning and maintenance together with compatibility 
with existing VESDA installations.

The AutoLearn™ commissioning assistant reduces setup time and ensures 
optimum alarm and flow thresholds in a range of environments.

The VLI detector is inherently less prone to nuisance alarms due to the 
intelligent filter, lint trap, sub-sampling probe and secondary filter. Coupled 
with its modular design, VLI offers a lower total cost of ownership over the life 
of the product.

Features
• Suitable for Class 1 Division 2 applications

- Groups A,B,C & D
• Up to 2000 m2 (21,520 sq. ft.) coverage
• Up to 4 inlet pipes
• Total pipe length up to 360 m (1181 ft)
• Five (5) high intensity status LEDs for 

greater visibility
• Robust absolute smoke detection
• Intelligent Filter (patent pending)
• Lint Trap to capture fibrous particulates
• Sub-sampling Probe (inertial separator)
• Secondary Filter
• Clean air barrier for optics protection
• Referencing
• AutoLearn™ Smoke and Flow
• Clean Air Zero™
• Air-path monitoring
• Five (5) relays (Fire, Fault and 3 

configurable)
• Relays configurable as latching or non-

latching
• Expandable GPI and relays
• Ultrasonic flow sensing
• Xtralis VSC, Xtralis VSM4 and ASPIRE 

software support
• IP66 Enclosure
• Easy mounting with steel support bracket
• Modular field replaceable parts for ease 

of servicing
• Local USB configuration port
• Easy cable termination access
• Imperial and metric pipe ports
• Rubberized finish to external housing

Listings / Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• ActivFire
• CE
• LPCB
• NF
• SIL 2 as per IEC 61508
• EN 54-20

 - Class A (24 holes / Alert = 0.06% obs/m) 
 - Class B (28 holes / Fire-1 = 0.15% obs/m)
 - Class C (60 holes / Fire-1 = 0.15% obs/m)

Classification of any configuration is determined using 
ASPIRE.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
VESDA product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product 
approvals matrix.

VESDA® VLI by Xtralis®

VLI-880, VLI-885



VESDA® VLI by Xtralis®

How it works
Air is continually drawn through the pipe network and into the VLI detector by 
a high efficiency aspirator. The air sample passes four (4) sets of ultrasonic 
flow sensors before being passed through the Intelligent Filter.  The Intelligent 
Filter incorporates an innovative flow splitting arrangement where a smaller 
unfiltered portion is passed through another set of ultrasonic flow sensors and 
a larger portion of the sample passes through a HEPA filtration medium.  This 
arrangement dramatically reduces the amount of contaminants entering the 
aspirator and the detection chamber, thus extending detector life.

Filter loading is constantly monitored which enables the detector to 
“intelligently” maintain the sensitivity, hence ensuring consistent and reliable 
operation over time.  This is achieved by comparing the readings from the 
four (4) sets of ultrasonic flow sensors at the detector air inlets to the readings 
from that in the unfiltered path and measuring the split of the airflow ratio as 
the filter load changes. 

The filtered and unfiltered portions are recombined as they exit the Intelligent 
Filter.  A portion of the recombined air sample is then passed through the 
sub-sampling probe (inertial separator) and secondary filter. This ensures 
that larger dust particles are less likely to pass through the probe and 
filter arrangement, hence they are exhausted out of the detector.  This 
configuration minimizes nuisance alarms caused by larger dust particles and 
extends detection chamber life. A third filter within the detection chamber 
assembly delivers a clean air barrier which protects the optical surfaces 
from contamination, further extending detector life and ensuring absolute 
calibration.

The detection chamber uses a stable, highly efficient laser light source and 
unique sensor configuration to achieve optimum response to a wide range of 
smoke types. The presence of smoke in the detection chamber creates light 
scattering which is detected by the very sensitive sensor circuitry and then 
converted to an alarm signal.

The status of the detector, all alarms, service and fault events, are monitored 
and logged with time and date stamps. Status reporting can be transmitted via 
relay outputs and across VESDAnet (VN version only).

Clean Air Zero
Clean Air Zero is a user-initiated VLI feature which compliments consistent 
absolute detection over time and also safeguards against nuisance alarms.

This is achieved by introducing clean air into the detection chamber and 
taking a reference reading of the chamber background. This reading is then 
offset against the actual environmental background to maintain consistent 
absolute smoke detection.

Specification

Doc. no.  17115_19 Part: 29414

Ordering Information
VESDA VLI VLI-880

VESDA VLI with VESDAnet1 VLI-885

VESDA VLI Remote Display 7 Relays VRT-Q00

VESDA VLI Remote Display No Relays VRT-T00

Spare Parts
VLI Intelligent Filter VSP-030

VLI Secondary Foam Filter VSP-031

VLI Aspirator VSP-032

VLI Chamber Assembly VSP-033

VLI VESDAnet Card VSP-034

VLI Remote Display Module Spare VSP-035

VLI Ultrasonic Flow Manifold Spare VSP-036
Notes:

1.  Please contact your nearest Xtralis office for availability.

VLI-880, VLI-885

Supply voltage:
18 to 30 VDC
Power consumption:
10 W quiescent, 10.5 W with alarm (max)
Current consumption:
415 mA quiescent, 440 mA with alarm (max)
Fuse rating:
1.6 A
Dimensions (WHD):
426.5 mm x 316.5 mm x 180 mm
(16.8 in x 12.5 in x 7.1 in)
Weight:
6.035 kg (13.3 lbs)
Operating conditions:
Tested to -10°C to 55°C (14°F to 131°F)
Recommended Detector Ambient: 0°C to 39°C 
Sampled Air: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Humidity: 10% to 95% RH, non-condensing
Sampling network:
Maximum area of Coverage 2000 m2 (21,520 sq.ft)
Minimum total airflow: 40 l/m
Minimum airflow per pipe: 20 l/m
Maximum pipe lengths:
Total Pipe Length: 360 m (1181 ft)
Maximum Single Pipe Length: 120 m (394 ft)
Computer design tool:
ASPIRE
Pipe:
Internal Diameter 15 mm - 21 mm (9/16”–7/8”)
External Diameter 25 mm (1”)
Relays:
5 Relays rated 2 A @ 30 VDC
Fire (NO), Fault (NC), Configurable (NO)
IP rating:
IP66
Cable access:
4 x 25 mm (1”) cable entries
Cable termination:
Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm (30–12 AWG)
Sensitivity Range:
0.005% - 20.0% obs/m (0.0015% - 6.25% obs/ft)
Threshold setting range:
Alert: 0.05%-1.990% obs/m (0.016%-0.6218% obs/ft)
Action: 0.1%-1.995% obs/m (0.031%-0.6234% obs/ft)
Fire1: 0.15 %-2.0% obs/m (0.047% - 0.625% obs/ft)
Fire2: 0.155 % - 20.0% obs/m (0.05% - 6.25% obs/ft)*
*Limited to 4% obs/ft for UL
Software features:
Event log: Up to 18,000 events stored in FIFO format
Smoke level, user actions, alarms and faults with time 
and date stamp
AutoLearn: Min 15 minutes, Max 15 days.
Recommended minimum 14 days.
While AutoLearn is in progress, thresholds are NOT 
changed from pre-set values.
Configurable general input (5 - 30 VDC):
External Reset, Mains OK, Standby, Isolate, Use 
Night-time Threshold, Reset + Isolate, Inverted Reset
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Features
• Time trend of diesel particles in the 

sampled air
• User configurable diesel particles 

notification threshold to suit the 
application and environment

• Integrated with Xtralis VSM4 and 
iVESDA software applications

• Notification signalled via the VESDA-E 
Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00*

Benefits
• Actionable response to prevent 

contamination in food storage facilities 
or clean manufacturing facilities when 
diesel particles are detected

• Activate ventilation in loading bays, 
warehouses, parking garages, bus 
depots, and road tunnels when diesel 
particles threshold is exceeded

Requirements
• VESDA-E series aspirating smoke 

detector(s)
• Network-connected PC running:

 - VESDA-E Analytics Server software
 - Xtralis VSM4 for monitoring
 - Xtralis VSM4/VSC for configuration
 - Xtralis XChange

• Tablet running iVESDA for monitoring 
(optional)

* Check with your regional Xtralis office for availability.

DieselTrace™  Analytics Environmental Monitoring

DieselTrace Software Analytics
DieselTrace is an optional software analytics that can be licensed for the 
VESDA-E series of aspirating smoke detectors. It provides targeted detection 
of diesel engine exhaust particles in abnormal scenarios, such as when a 
diesel engine is not fitted with particle filters, or the particle filter fitted to a 
diesel engine malfunctions. 

Realtime monitoring is possible with Xtralis VSM4, the PC-based solution 
for integrated control and monitoring of Xtralis very early warning smoke 
detection systems, and iVESDA, a mobile application for iOS® and Android™ 
platforms. Notification of analytics events is provided via Xtralis VSM4, 
iVESDA, Xtralis VSC or a VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00*.

DieselTrace trending graph in Xtralis VSM4

Application Scenarios
• Saves goods in food manufacturing and storage facilities, and clean 

manufacturing facilities with targeted response to potential contamination 
from diesel particles.

• Confidently employs environmental control measures such as ventilation 
activation in loading bays, warehouses, parking garages, bus depots, road 
tunnels when diesel particles threshold is exceeded.

Target Applications
• Food storage and processing facilities
• Clean manufacturing facilities
• Loading bays
• Warehouses
• Parking garages
• Bus depots
• Road tunnels



Environmental MonitoringDieselTrace™  Analytics
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DieselTraceTM Analytics for VESDA-E

How to get DieselTrace?
1. Purchase a DieselTrace Xapp Token through normal Xtralis sales channels 

- a Token is a unique key that will unlock the Xapp. Each detector requiring 
DieselTrace analytics capability requires its own Token.

2. Visit the Xtralis XChange at license.xtralissecurity.com to download the PC 
XChange tool

3. Use the XChange Tool to redeem token and manage the installation and 
licensing of DieselTrace

4. Use Xtralis VSC or Xtralis VSM4 to configure the Analytics Server and 
detectors for monitoring

Other Analytics Xapps from Xtralis
In additon to DieselTrace, Xtralis offers the following analytics for VESDA-E 
detectors:

• WireTrace™ - Targeted detection of particles from slowly overheating PVC 
insulated wires

• DustTrace™ - Targeted detection of dust which is present in the sampled air

Ordering Information
DieselTrace VSW-802

VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00



DustTrace™  Analytics Environmental Monitoring

Features
• Time trend of dust concentration in the 

sampled air
• User configurable dust particle 

notification threshold to suit the 
application and environment

• Integrated with Xtralis VSM4 and 
iVESDA software applications

• Notification signalled via the VESDA-E 
Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00 *

Benefits
• Actionable response to prevent 

contamination in food manufacturing 
and storage facilities

• Activate or shutdown fresh air make-
up to save energy and prevent 
contamination in telco and data center 
facilities

Requirements
• VESDA-E series aspirating smoke 

detector(s)
• Network-connected PC running:

 - VESDA-E Analytics Server software
 - Xtralis VSM4 for monitoring
 - Xtralis VSM4/VSC for configuration
 - Xtralis XChange

• Tablet running iVESDA for monitoring 
(optional)

* Check with your regional Xtralis office for availability.

DustTrace Software Analytics
DustTrace is an optional software analytics that can be licensed for the 
VESDA-E series of aspirating smoke detectors. It provides targeted detection 
of dust which is present in the sampled air. 

Realtime monitoring is possible with Xtralis VSM4, the PC-based solution 
for integrated control and monitoring of Xtralis very early warning smoke 
detection systems, and iVESDA, a mobile application for iOS® and Android™ 
platforms. Notification of analytics events is provided via Xtralis VSM4, 
iVESDA, Xtralis VSC or a VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00*.

DustTrace trending graph in Xtralis VSM4

Application Scenarios
• Saves perishable goods in food manufacturing and storage facilities with 

targeted response to potential dust contamination.
• Confidently employs energy savings measures such as fresh air make-

up control in telecommunication and data center facilities without risking 
facility contamination.

Target Applications
• Food manufacturing
• Storage facilities
• Telecommunications
• Data centers
• Clean Rooms



Environmental MonitoringDustTrace™  Analytics
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DustTraceTM Analytics for VESDA-E

How to get DustTrace?
1. Purchase a DustTrace Xapp Token through normal Xtralis sales channels 

- a Token is a unique key that will unlock the Xapp. Each detector requiring 
DustTrace analytics capability requires its own Token.

2. Visit the Xtralis XChange at license.xtralissecurity.com to download the PC 
XChange tool

3. Use the XChange Tool to redeem token and manage the installation and 
licensing of DustTrace

4. Use Xtralis VSC or Xtralis VSM4 to configure the Analytics Server and 
detectors for monitoring

Other Analytics Xapps from Xtralis
In additon to DustTrace, Xtralis offers the following analytics for VESDA-E 
detectors:

• DieselTrace™ - Targeted detection of diesel engine exhaust particles that 
are abnormally present

• WireTrace™ - Targeted detection of particles from slowly overheating PVC 
insulated wires

Ordering Information
DustTrace VSW-801

VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00



WireTrace™  Analytics

Features
• Time trend of particles released by 

slowly overheating PVC insulation
• User configurable notification threshold 

to suit the environment
• Monitors high density cable areas such 

as cable trays, electrical ducts and 
cable tunnels

• Integrated with Xtralis VSM4 and 
iVESDA software applications

• Notification signalled via the VESDA-E 
Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00*

Benefit
• Directs investigation to primary source 

(i.e. electrical wires and/or cables) 
resulting in a faster response for 
ultimate asset protection and business 
continuity

Requirements
• VESDA-E series aspirating smoke 

detector(s)
• Network-connected PC running:

 - VESDA-E Analytics Server software
 - Xtralis VSM4 for monitoring
 - Xtralis VSM4/VSC for configuration
 - Xtralis XChange

• Tablet running iVESDA for monitoring 
(optional)

* Check with your regional Xtralis office for availability.

Environmental Monitoring

WireTrace Software Analytics
WireTrace is an optional software analytics that can be licensed for the 
VESDA-E series of aspirating smoke detectors. It provides targeted detection 
of particles released from slowly overheating PVC insulated wires. Detection 
of such particles will direct threat investigation to the primary source (i.e. 
electrical wires and/or cables), resulting in a faster response for ultimate 
asset protection and ensuring business continuity.

Realtime monitoring is possible with Xtralis VSM4, the PC-based solution 
for integrated control and monitoring of Xtralis very early warning smoke 
detection systems, and iVESDA, a mobile application for iOS® and Android™ 
platforms. Notification of analytics events is provided via Xtralis VSM4, 
iVESDA, Xtralis VSC or a VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00*.

WireTrace trending graph in Xtralis VSM4

Application Scenarios
• High density cables in cable trays, electrical ducts, and cable tunnels
• Abnormal condition that results in a slow sustained overheating with the 

potential to escalate to fire threat

Target Applications
• Data centers
• Clean rooms
• Cable and Telecommunications Tunnels
• Control Rooms
• Warehouses and Cold Storage
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WireTraceTM Analytics for VESDA-E

Environmental MonitoringWireTrace™ Analytics

How to get WireTrace?
1. Purchase a WireTrace Xapp Token through normal Xtralis sales channels 

- a Token is a unique key that will unlock the Xapp. Each detector requiring 
WireTrace analytics capability requires its own Token.

2. Visit the Xtralis XChange at license.xtralissecurity.com to download the PC 
XChange tool

3. Use the XChange Tool to redeem token and manage the installation and 
licensing of WireTrace

4. Use Xtralis VSC or Xtralis VSM4 to configure the Analytics Server and 
detectors for monitoring

Other Analytics Xapps from Xtralis
In additon to WireTrace, Xtralis offers the following analytics for VESDA-E 
detectors:

• DieselTrace™ - Targeted detection of diesel engine exhaust particles that 
are abnormally present

• DustTrace™ - Targeted detection of dust which is present in the sampled air

Ordering Information
WireTrace VSW-803

VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00



iVESDA is a downloadable application that can be installed on Android and iOS 
handheld devices and used to monitor and maintain VESDA-E systems with 
unprecedented ease. It is also compatible with existing VESDA detectors residing on 
the same VESDAnet as the VESDA-E devices.
iVESDA provides detailed alarm, fault and other status information such as smoke 
trends, airflow, filter life, as well as viewing of important configuration parameters such 
as pipes in use and smoke alarm thresholds.

How iVESDA is used
With iVESDA the interaction and response to the VESDA detection system is taken to 
a completely new level of ease and portability.
• Facility Managers now have a convenient means of monitoring their entire 

VESDAnet for status, alarm, fault and configuration information with a handheld 
device, without the need for a PC and High Level Interface.

• First Responders can receive live status information to direct immediate response 
to imminent fire threats and can monitor the spread of fire across the VESDA 
network. 

• Field Service Engineers can obtain system diagnostic and maintenance 
information before and during a site visit without the need for a local hard wired 
connection, simplifying and speeding up site visits.

Examples of Status Information

Features
• Downloadable from GooglePlay and 

App Store
• Compatible with Android and iOS* 

handheld devices
• Android support for:

 - VEU, VEP and VEA
 - VEA addressability through 

Notification feature
• iOS support for VEU and VEP
• Supports VESDA-E and existing 

VESDA detectors residing on the same 
VESDAnet

• Automatic detection of networked 
devices

• Provides detailed alarm and fault 
status as well as smoke trends

• Allows viewing of important 
configuration parameters such 
as pipes in use and smoke alarm 
thresholds

• Allows viewing of detector event log
• Connection profiles record the 

VESDA-E detector IP address and 
authentication password for future 
sessions

• Analytics (WireTrace, DieselTrace and 
DustTrace) support for VESDA-E VEU 
and VEP

• Supports VEA walk test

* Preliminary iPad support available, iPhone 
pending

Airflow Event Log

Smoke Trend Status

iVESDA

Airflow Event Log



Software Interface
The iVESDA software interface main 
screen contains the following features:
• A list of all detectors present on the 

VESDAnet, sortable by Alarms, Faults 
and Zone Numbers

• Status indicators for each detector: 
 - Fault
 - Alarm
 - Notification 

• Detailed real-time information about 
the selected detector, such as alarm 
thresholds, smoke level, smoke 
trend, faults summary. The available 
information depends on the type of 
detector

Reference Material
Refer to the detector product guide 
for configuration information. It can 
be downloaded from the Xtralis.com 
partner extranet.

Connecting to VESDA-E and VESDA devices
Connectivity between iVESDA and a combination of VESDA-E and 
VESDA devices on a VESDAnet can be established locally within the 
protected facility using a standard WiFi network, or remotely via the 
Internet. A single VESDA-E detector is used as a gateway to all other 
devices on the VESDAnet.

A connection profile can be saved in iVESDA for future use. The IP 
address and the authentication password for the VESDA-E detector acting 
as the gateway must be entered into the connection profile.

Local Connection Example
A typical local connection configuration features the iVESDA application 
installed on a handheld device, which is connected to a local area network 
via a wireless access point or router. The VESDA-E detector is connected 
to the local area network via the same wireless access point. All VESDA-E 
and VESDA devices on the VESDAnet are accessabile to iVESDA.

Remote Connection Example
A typical remote connection configuration features the iVESDA application 
installed on a handheld device, which is connected to the the VESDA-E 
detector via the Internet. The detector is accessable within a Virtual 
Private Network (VPN). All VESDA-E and VESDA devices on the 
VESDAnet are accessabile to iVESDA.
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VESDA-E Power Supply Units are uniquely 
designed to complement the style and 
appearance of VESDA-E aspirating smoke 
detectors (ASD) and are technically matched 
to provide sufficient current and battery 
charging capacity to meet the requirement of 
EN 54-4.

The STX variants are VdS approved and CE 
marked to EN54-4 so are particularly suitable 
for use in territories where these approvals 
are required. They may also be suitable in 
territories where ISO 7240-4 is required.

Style STX product range
Designed with the same width, colour and 
styling of the VESDA-E detectors, the power 
supplies visually blend with the VESDA-E detectors. They feature the same curved profile 
and also incoproate an internal channel which accommodates the exhaust of the VESDA-E 
detectors. This is particularly useful when it is necessary to run the exhaust pipe back to the 
protected area (back-venting).

There are two colours. Matt black is standard and matches the finish of the black plastic 
VESDA-E detectors (the “–P” variants). Alternatively the unit can be supplied with grey  
(RAL 7047) cover which compliments the extruded aluminium finish of the premium VESDA-E 
detectors.

VPS-220-STX & VPS-220-STX-SLV: 0.5 A load / 14 Ah batteries (max)
This is the shallower unit within the range with a depth and width matching the VESDA-E 
detectors. 

Internally is an EN54-4 approved Power Supply rated to provide a 0.5 Amp continuous 24 
VDC supply while also charging the batteries (not supplied) which can be a 7, 12 or uniquely, 
14 amp/hr arrangement. The unit is therefore able to power the VESDA-E VEP range of 
detectors for over 24 hours and may also be used to power VESDA-E VEU detectors running 
upto fan speed 6 for similar periods.

VPS-250-STX & VPS-250-STX-SLV: 2 A load / 24 Ah batteries (max)
This is the deeper unit designed for installation with a VESDA-E VEU detector running at fan 
speeds upto 10. The internal charger is EN54-4 approved and is rated to provide a 2 Amp 
continuous 24 VDC supply. There is space for up to 24 Ah batteries (not provided).

Installation arrangements
Both units provide cable entry knockouts 
which line up with the VESDA-E 
enclosure allowing positioning of the 
power supply immediately below the 
VESDA-E detector. The PSU may also 
be installed above an inverted VESDA-E 
detector as illustrated opposite.

The front cover supports 2 LEDs giving 
a quick visual indication of OK and fault 
condition. A change over fault relay is 
provided which may be monitored using 
the General Purpose Input (GPI) of the 
VESDA-E detector or directly by the fire 
alarm system panel using a suitable 
relay input.

Features
• Available in two sizes:  

0.5 A / 14 Ah (max) and  
2 A / 24 Ah (max)

• Available in two colours: 
Black and Silver

• Temperature compensated charging to 
maximize battery life

• Designed to blend in with VESDA-E 
detectors

• Knockouts designed to line up with 
VESDA-E detectors

• External LED indication

• Relay outputs for connection to 
the general-purpose input for fault 
monitoring.

• 230 Vac only

Listings / Approvals
• VdS: 

G209140 & G209193

• CE: 
0786-CPR-20783 and 
0786-CPR-20890

• EN54-4:1997+A1:2002+A2:2006
0786

VPS-220-STX & VPS-220-STX-SLV 
VPS-250-STX & VPS-250-STX-SLVVESDA-E Power Supplies

VPS

Batteries

P
C

B

10mm
min

25mm
min

Inverted 
detector

Inverted & 
backvented

150mm
min
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Specifications
VPS-220-STX VPS-220-STX-SLV VPS-250-STX VPS-250-STX-SLV 

Nominal AC  
Supply Voltage

230 VAC (tested +10% -15%)

Power Output 19.5-30 VDC 19.5-30 VDC
Load 0.5 / 1.0 Amps  

(1 Amp not EN54-4)
2 / 3 Amps 

(3 Amps not EN54-4)
Dimensions  
(H x W x D) 300 x 350 x 135 300 x 350 x 198

Weight 4.5 kg (without batteries) 
16 kg (with max batteries)

5.8 kg (without batteries) 
25 kg (with max batteries)

Temperature -5º to 40ºC ambient
Humidity 95% RH non-condensing
IP Rating IP 30
Batteries (not 
supplied by 
Xtralis)

2 x 12 V, 7 Ah 
2 x 12 V, 12 Ah 
4 x 12 V, 7 Ah*

2 x 12 V, 12 Ah 
2 x 12 V, 17 Ah 
2 x 12V, 24 Ah

Recommended 
Battery

Yuasa NP (or equivalent)

Indications Output OK: green LED 
Fault: yellow LED

Output OK: green LED 
Fault: yellow LED

Fault Relay Change-over NO-COM-NC 1A @ 50 VDC

Fuse Rating Battery: 3.15 A fast 
AC supply - 1 A HRC 

(both 20 mm)

Battery: 5 A fast 
AC supply - 2 A HRC 

(both 20 mm) Output: 4 x 2 A
Cable Entries 6 off 20/25 mm knockouts 

Various positions
Detector Exhaust Internal channel to route detector exhaust with  2 x 27 mm knockouts
Color / Finish Matt Black or Grey (RAL 7047)
Mounting 4 x 5 mm holes on 286 x 240 centers

* Note:   4x7AH is allowed by EN 54-4 but may not be compliant with installation codes (e.g. BS5839-1).
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VPS-220-STX & VPS-220-STX-SLV 
VPS-250-STX & VPS-250-STX-SLVVESDA-E Power Supplies
Technical Highlights
Not all Power Supplies are equal:

• Style STX power supplies can be 
operated on batteries alone which is 
very useful for initial commissioning of 
Xtralis detectors as mains power is often 
unavailable at this time. 
(simpler alternatives may require mains 
power to be detected before they will start 
to power a detector  – even if healthy 
batteries are connected)

• Style STX power supplies perform full 
impedance checking of the batteries to 
ensure that the batteries are in good 
condition.  
(simpler alternatives may tolerate weaker 
batteries which are unlikely to be capable 
of providing the required hold up time in 
the event of a mains failure)

• Style STX units disconnect the load (i.e. 
power down the Xtralis detector) after a 
prolonged period of mains failure (>24 
hours) to prevent permanent damage to 
the batteries. 
(simpler alternatives may successfully 
disconnect the load when the battery 
voltage fails but then reconnect it almost 
immediately because the battery voltage 
tends to recover when the load is 
removed. Such units then switch on and 
off until the battery is permanently below 
the minimum voltage putting undue stress 
on the load and draining the batteries 
unnecessarily)

• Style STX units use a tiny current  
(< 3 mA) to monitor for restoration of 
mains power after disconnecting the 
load to protect the batteries (see point 
above) – thus ensuring that the batteries 
are unlikely to suffer a damaging deep 
discharge as long as the fault is attended 
to within a week. 
(simpler alternatives draw larger currents 
to monitor for restoration of mains and 
drive indicators when in load-shed so are 
more likely to damage batteries by a deep 
discharge)

Configuration Information
All Style STX units are provided with two internal links as follows:
Battery monitoring link: This may be removed in non EN 54-4 installations so that the unit 
can be operated without batteries without signalling a fault.
Charge current link: This may be removed in non EN 54-4 installations (or where small 
batteries are used) to reduce the current allocated to the charger and thus make it available 
for the load – as indicated in the specifications given above.
Note: EN 54-4 requires that batteries are recharged to 80% within 24 hours of a full discharge 

while simultaneously supplying the maximum load current. 

Ordering Information
VPS-220-STX 0.5A 7-14AH PSU - STX Black
VPS-250-STX 2A 12-24AH PSU - STX Black
VPS-220-STX-SLV 0.5A 7-14AH PSU - STX Silver
VPS-250-STX-SLV 2A 12-24AH PSU - STX Silver

Note: Batteries are NOT included



The VESDA-E VEA Local Relay StaX allows signaling of alarm location from 
the detector via relays and provides mounting of fire panel loop input modules 
inside the enclosure. It is directly powered and controlled from the detector. 
Depending on the configuration a VEA detector can power and control up 
to two (2) Expansion StaX and up to three (3) Relay StaX. Each Relay StaX 
provides 40 relay connections corresponding to 40 tubes on a VEA detector 
or Expansion StaX providing full addressability. 
Installation
The Relay StaX features a robust IP40-rated enclosure. The Relay StaX has 
the same dimensions as the VEA detector making it easy to install. It can be 
mounted above or below the detector. A spacer is provided to precisely align 
the Local Relay StaX mounting bracket with the detector mounting bracket, 
the same spacer is used to provide correct spacing in case of direct mounting 
to the wall. The Relay StaX is fully supported by the Xtralis VSC software 
package for commissioning and maintenance. 

Features
• 40 relays
• Each relay responds to a smoke event 

located on one tube of the detector or 
optional Expansion StaX

• Provides for mounting of loop modules 
inside enclosure

• IP 40 enclosure (not UL tested)
• Easy mounting with optional steel support 

bracket

Listings / Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• Other major agency approvals pending

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.

VER-A40-40-STXVESDA-E VEA 40-Relay Local StaX



Specifications

Supply Voltage 18 to 30 VDC (24 VDC Nominal)

Power Consumption @ 24VDC Average Quiescent: 20 mA
Average Alarm: 250 mA

Dimensions (WHD) 352.05 mm x 340.5 mm x 135.5 mm  
(13.9 in x 13.4 in x 5.3 in)

Weight 5.1 kg (11.22 lbs)

Operating Conditions Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F) 
Tested to: 0°C to 49°C (32°F to 120°F)* 
Humidity: 10% to 95% RH, non-condensing

Storage Conditions  
(Non-operational)

Humidity: Dry (<95%) 
Temperature: 0° to 85°C 
Must not be exposed to sunlight or other radiation sources

Relays 40 relays 
Contacts rated 2 A @ 30 VDC (Resistive) 
Programmable to latch or not latch

IP Rating IP40 (not UL tested)

Cable Access 4 x 25 mm (1”) cable entries

Cable Termination Screw terminal blocks (0.2-1.5 sq mm, 24-16 AWG)
* Product UL Listed between 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F)
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Part: 30670

Ordering Information
VESDA-E VEA 40-Relay Local StaX VER-A40-40-STX

Spare Parts
VESDA-E VEA-40 Mounting Bracket VSP-970

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details regarding compliant design, 
installation and commissioning.

Doc. no.  27855_00

How it works
When the VESDA-E VEA-040-A10 
detector detects an alarm it then scans 
to determine which tubes have smoke 
present. The Relay StaX will turn on 
the relay corresponding to each tube 
for which smoke has been found.
• Relay Mapping: Relays 1 to 40 

correspond to tubes 1 to 40 for the 
detector, or Expansion StaX 1 or 2.

• Latching: The Local Relay 
StaX relay latching will follow 
the detector’s Alarm latching 
configuration.

VER-A40-40-STXVESDA-E VEA 40-Relay Local StaX



The VESDA-E VEA series of detectors combine VESDA reliability and 
early warning smoke detection with pinpoint addressability and a variety of 
annunciation options that truly surpass traditional spot detectors. They use 
patented air sampling points and multi-channel microbore air-sampling with 
three alarm sensitivity settings for the sampling points.  As a multi-channel 
addressable system, the VEA detector is able to divide a protected space 
into sampling locations, enabling the localization of potential sources of 
fire for faster incident response. The detectors are suitable for protection 
of areas where pinpoint location of fire events is essential, thus providing 
ideal fire detection solutions for healthcare, offices, education, retail, prisons 
and electrical cabinets.  A wide range of features provide flexibility, field 
programmability, enhanced connectivity and reduced total cost of ownership.
Installation, Commissioning and Maintenance
The VEA detector features a robust IP40-rated enclosure and is equipped 
with a powerful pump that provides up to 100 m (330 ft) microbore tube 
length. It is fully supported by the Xtralis VSC software which facilitates ease 
of system commissioning and maintenance. During commissioning, the 
normalization process establishes the flow performance parameters. Local 
smoke test ports are used during servicing to verify that the system is fully 
operational. Field replaceable filter, smoke sensor module, pump and rotary 
valve components result in less down time and ease of maintenance.
Color LCD display
The VEU-040-A10 detector features a 3.5” colour LCD display which provides 
a range of status information including alarm and fault conditions as well 
as smoke level. Screens for each type of information are available using a 
simple navigation system.
VESDAnet™
VESDA detectors and devices communicate on VESDAnet which provides 
a robust bi-directional communication network allowing continued redundant 
operation even during single point wiring failures. VESDAnet enables primary 
reporting, centralized configuration, control, maintenance and monitoring.
Ethernet and WiFi connectivity
VESDA-E detectors offer Ethernet and WiFi connectivity as standard 
features.  The detector can be added to a corporate network, allowing 
WiFi enabled tablet devices and laptops installed with Xtralis configuration 
software to connect wirelessly to the detector via the network.

Features
• Pinpoint addressability with superior 

detection compared to spot detectors
• 40 addressable microbore tubes with 

individual sampling points
• Assured detection with end to end system 

integrity monitoring
• Interruption-free business operation with 

centralised testing and maintenance
• Single sampling point or single tube 

blockage detection
• Automatic sampling point presence and 

tube breakage detection
• Automatic sampling point cleaning
• Three sensitivity settings for the sampling 

points
• Variable length capillary tubes, up to 100 m 

(330 ft)
• Laser-based absolute smoke detection
• Dual stage filtering and clean air barrier for 

optics protection
• Reliable linear pump technology
• LEDs for alarm and fault signalling
• 3.5” colour touch screen for status review
• Seven programmable relays
• Two GPIs, monitored and unmonitored
• Xtralis VSC and VSM4 PC software 

support
• iVESDA application for system monitoring 

on mobile devices
• IP 40 enclosure (not UL tested)
• Easy mounting with steel support bracket
• Field replaceable filter, smoke sensor 

module, pump and rotary valve
• VESDAnet networking
• Ethernet 100 base T
• WiFi, 802.11 b/g/n
• Local host-mode USB port
• Easy cable termination access
• Event Log (20,000 events)

Listings / Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• Other major agency approvals pending

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.

VEA-040-A00, VEA-040-A10VESDA-E VEA



Specifications
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Part: 30359

Ordering Information
VESDA-E VEA-40 Aspirating Smoke 
Detector with LEDs

VEA-040-A00

VESDA-E VEA-40 Aspirating Smoke 
Detector with 3.5” Display

VEA-040-A10

VESDA-E VEA-20 Expansion StaX VEA-020-STX

VESDA-E VEA-40 Expansion StaX VEA-040-STX

VESDA-E VEA 40-Relay Local StaX VER-A40-40-STX

Sampling Point for 6mm Tube VSP-980

Sampling Point for 6mm Tube (22 pack) VSP-980-22

Sampling Point for 6mm Tube (44 pack) VSP-980-44

Sampling Point for 4mm Tube VSP-981

Sampling Point for 4mm Tube (22 pack) VSP-981-22

Sampling Point for 4mm Tube (44 pack) VSP-981-44

Spare Parts
VESDA-E VEA-40 Mounting Bracket VSP-970

VESDA-E VEA-40 Smoke Sensor Module VSP-971

VESDA-E VEA Filter VSP-972

VESDA-E VEA Pump VSP-973

VESDA-E VEA Rotary Valve VSP-974

VESDA-E VEA-040-A00 Fascia with LEDs VSP-975

VESDA-E VEA-040-A10 Fascia with 3.5” Display VSP-976

Supply Voltage: 18 to 30 VDC
Power Consumption @ 24VDC:  

Peak current (scan mode) 3.5A (for initial 5 seconds of scanning)
Aspirator Linear Vacuum Pump
Dimensions (WHD): 352 mm x 336 mm x 135.5 mm (13.9in x 13.2in x 5.33in)
Weight:  VEA-040-A00: 9.9 kg (21.8 lbs)
 VEA-040-A10: 10 kg (22.2 lbs)
Operating Conditions: Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F)
 Sampled Air: 0°C to 50°C (32°F to 122°F)
 Tested to: 0°C to 49°C (32°F to 120°F)*
 Humidity: 10% to 95% RH, non-condensing
Microbore Tube Size: OD: 6 mm, ID 4 mm
 OD: 4 mm, ID 2.5 mm
Microbore Tube Length: Up to 100m (330 ft)
Flow Monitoring: Single sampling point and single tube blockage and breakage  
 detection
Relays: 7 programmable relays (latch or non-latch states)
 Contacts rated 2 A @ 30 VDC (Resistive)
IP Rating:  IP40
Cable Access:  4 x 25 mm (1”) cable entries
Cable Termination: Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm (24 - 14 AWG)
Pre-alarms: Alert and Action - two pre alarm levels
Sensitivity: 0.020%/m (0.006%/ft) - 16%/m (4.88%/ft)
Fire-1 Alarm Thresholds High:  1.6 %/m (0.5 %/ft)
at the Sampling Hole: Enhanced 4.0 %/m (1.3 %/ft)
 Standard 8.0 %/m (2.5 %/ft)
Communication Interfaces: USB (Type 2), Ethernet (RJ45), WiFi (802.11 b/g/n)
Software Features: Event log: Up to 20,000 events stored in FIFO format, smoke  
 level, user actions, alarms and faults with time and date stamp

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details regarding compliant design, 
installation and commissioning.

Doc. no.  22210_09

How it works
The VEA detector draws a combined 
air sample from a network of 
microbore flexible tubing from all 
sampling points in the protected area, 
then filters and analyzes the sample 
in laser detection chambers in the 
smoke sensor module. When smoke 
particles are detected and the smoke 
level reaches set alarm thresholds, 
the system will raise appropriate 
alarm conditions. After a Fire 1 alarm 
is raised, the system will sequentially 
scan the sampling locations via the 
rotary valve to identify one or more 
sampling locations with the fire alarm 
event. To assist in investigation of the 
source of a fire, if the system is in Pre-
Alarm, the user can initiate a smoke 
scan of all sampling locations.
The VEA uses a vacuum pump 
which provides superior detection 
times for long tube lengths. The 
system monitors the airflow within 
the installation, allowing detection of 
breakages or blockages of individual 
sampling points and sampling tubes, 
with faults indicated on the display and 
to the monitoring equipment.
Alarms and fire location can be 
signaled via Relays and VESDAnet. 
Ethernet and WiFi can be used 
for configuration and secondary 
monitoring, and a USB interface is 
provided for field installation and 
maintenance. The optional Relay StaX 
module can be used to identify and 
signal fire source locations on a fire 
panel loop.
A series of LEDs display Alarm, 
Trouble, Disable and detector power 
on status. A button allows the user 
to Reset or Disable the detector. 
Additionally, the VEA-A10 features 
a 3.5” LCD display which shows 
detector status.
Expansion to 60, 80, 100 or 120 
sampling points can be achieved by 
installing additional Expansion StaX 
modules.

VESDA-E VEA VEA-040-A00, VEA-040-A10

VEA-040-A00 VEA-040-A10
Quiescent 22 W 23 W
Alarm Average 35.5 W 36.5 W

* Product UL Listed between 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F)



The VESDA-E VEA Expansion StaX extends sampling capability of a 
VESDA-E VEA Aspirating Smoke Detector by 20 or 40 addresses. It directly 
connects to the VEA detector for power and control. Depending on the 
configuration, a VEA detector can power and control up to two (2) Expansion 
StaX. 

Installation, Commissioning and Maintenance
The VEA Expansion StaX features a robust IP40-rated enclosure. The 
Expansion StaX has the same external dimensions as a VEA detector making 
it easy to install. The Expansion StaX can be mounted above or below the 
detector. A spacer is provided to precisely align the Expansion StaX mounting 
bracket with the detector mounting bracket, the same spacer is used to 
provide correct spacing in case of direct mounting to the wall. 
The Expansion StaX is fully supported by the Xtralis VSC software package 
for system commissioning and maintenance. Local smoke test ports are used 
during servicing to verify that the system is fully operational. 
Field replaceable filter, smoke sensor module, pump and rotary valve 
components result in less down time and ease of maintenance.

Features
•  Pinpoint addressability with superior 

detection compared to spot detectors
•  20 or 40 addressable microbore tubes with 

individual sampling points
•  Assured detection with end to end system 

integrity monitoring
•  Interruption-free business operation with 

centralized testing and maintenance
•  Single sampling point or single tube 

blockage detection
•  Automatic sampling point presence and 

tube breakage detection
•  Automatic sampling point cleaning
• Three sensitivity settings
•  Variable length capillary tubes, up to 

100 m (328 ft)
•  Laser-based absolute smoke detection
•  Dual stage filtering and clean air barrier for 

optics protection
•  Reliable linear pump technology
•  Xtralis VSC and VSM4 PC software 

support
• PC software support
•  iVESDA app for system monitoring on 

mobile devices
•  IP 40 enclosure (not UL tested)
•  Easy mounting with steel support bracket
•  Field replaceable filter, smoke sensor 

module, pump and rotary valve
•  Easy cable termination access

Listings / Approvals
VEA-040-STX
• UL
• ULC
• Other major agency approvals pending

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.

VEA-040-STX & VEA-020-STXVESDA-E VEA Expansion StaX



Specifications

Supply Voltage 18 to 30 VDC

Power Consumption @ 24VDC Average Quiescent: 20W
Average Alarm: 32W

Peak current (scan mode) 3.5A (for initial 5 seconds of scanning)

Aspirator Linear Vacuum Pump

Dimensions (WHD) 352 mm x 336 mm x 135.5 mm (13.9in x 13.2in x 5.33in)

Weight 9.5 kg (20.9 lbs)

Operating Conditions Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F) 
Sampled Air: 0°C to 50°C (32°F to 122°F) 
Tested to: 0°C to 49°C (32°F to 120°F)* 
Humidity: 10% to 95% RH, non-condensing

Storage Conditions Humidity: Dry (<95%) 
Temperature: 0° to 85°C 
Must not be exposed to sunlight or other radiation sources

Microbore Tube Size OD: 6 mm, ID 4 mm 
OD: 4 mm, ID 2.5 mm

Microbore Tube Length Up to 100m (328 ft)

Flow Monitoring Single sampling point and single tube blockage and breakage 
detection

IP Rating IP40 (not UL tested)

Cable Access 4 x 25 mm (1”) cable entry ports

Cable Termination Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm (30 - 12 AWG)

Pre-alarms Alert and Action - two pre alarm levels

Sensitivity 0.020%/m (0.006%/ft) - 16%/m (5%/ft)

Fire-1 Alarm Thresholds at the 
Sampling Hole

High: 1.6 %/m (0.50 %/ft) 
Enhanced: 4.0 %/m (1.3 %/ft) 
Standard: 8.0 %/m (2.5 %/ft)

* Product UL Listed between 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F)
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Part: 30669

Ordering Information**
VESDA-E VEA-20 Expansion StaX VEA-020-STX

VESDA-E VEA-40 Expansion StaX VEA-040-STX

** Check the availability of VEA Expansion StaX with your local regional Xtralis 
office.

Spare Parts
VESDA-E VEA-40 Mounting Bracket VSP-970

VESDA-E VEA-40 Smoke Sensor Module VSP-971

VESDA-E VEA Filter VSP-972

VESDA-E VEA Pump VSP-973

VESDA-E VEA Rotary Valve VSP-974

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details regarding compliant design, 
installation and commissioning.

Doc. no.  27854_00

How it works
The Expansion StaX provides smoke 
detection for an additional 20 or 40 
tubes. The Expansion StaX must be 
used in conjunction with the VESDA-E 
VEA detector.
All power supply, user interface, alarm 
reporting and other communications 
to the fire panel and to secondary 
monitoring systems are handled by the 
VEA detector.
Each VEA detector can support one or 
two Expansion StaX.

VESDA-E VEA Expansion StaX VEA-040-STX & VEA-020-STX



The VESDA-E VEA series of detectors combines VESDA reliability and 
early warning smoke detection with pinpoint addressability and a variety 
of annunciation options that truly surpass traditional spot detectors. VEA 
detectors use patented air sampling points and multiple microbore air-
sampling tubes with three alarm sensitivity settings. 

Each patented VEA sampling point and microbore tube is fully supervised 
by the detector. End to end supervision combined with system integrity 
monitoring reduces VEA system servicing and maintenance time by 90% 
compared to typical spot detection solutions.

VEA sampling points are available in two different types. 

1. Standard sampling points are designed for a ceiling with a void where 
microbore tubes are run in the void and sampling points are mounted in 
the ceiling. Sampling points can either be directly screwed to the ceiling 
or mounted using a retainer supplied as a standard inclusion. 
Standard sampling points are available in black or white with 4mm or 
6mm inlets to suit appropriate microbore tubes. The inlet has a swivel 
joint to allow flexible orientation of the tube. The standard sampling points 
allow blind mounting removing any need to access the ceiling void once 
the microbore tubes are installed and passed through the ceiling.

2. Surface mount sampling points are designed for use where access to the 
ceiling void is limited. Microbore tubes are run along the ceiling, visible 
in the protected area. These sampling points are screwed directly to the 
ceiling. Surface mount sampling points are available in black or white with 
4mm or 6mm inlets to suit appropriate microbore tubes.

Features
• Two different types, standard and 

surface mount
• Available in black or white 
• Full supervision
• Automated cleaning by the detector
• Swivel joint to allow optimum tube 

orientation
• Models to suite 6mm and 4mm 

microbore tubes
• Direct mount or ceiling tile mount with 

retainer housing
• Ease of replacement

VESDA-E VEA Sampling Points VSP-98x-Wxx 
VSP-98x-Bxx

Standard Sampling PointSurface Mount Sampling Point



Dimensions (Standard Sampling Point)

Ordering Information
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Standard Sampling Point VSP-980-W
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Standard Sampling Point VSP-981-W
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Standard Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-980-W22
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Standard Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-981-W22
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Black Sampling Point VSP-980-B
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Black Sampling Point VSP-981-B
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Black Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-980-B22
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Black Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-981-B22
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Surface Mount Sampling Point VSP-982-W
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Surface Mount Sampling Point VSP-983-W
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Surface Mount Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-982-W22
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Surface Mount Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-983-W22
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Surface Mount Black Sampling Point VSP-982-B
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Surface Mount Black Sampling Point VSP-983-B
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Surface Mount Black Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-982-B22
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Surface Mount Black Sampling Point (pack of 22) VSP-983-B22

VESDA-E VEA Sampling Points
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Applications
• Healthcare
• Offices
• Education
• Retail
• Prisons
• Apartments / residential
• Electrical cabinets

Sampling Point Retainer
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Features
• Plenum rated
• Flame retardant
• High quality ployethylene material
• Stress crack resistant
• Unique ID
• Distance marking at regular intervals
• Meets requirements of global 

installation codes 

Listings / Approvals
• UL 1820
• NFPA 90A

VESDA-E VEA 
Microbore Tubes and Fittings

VESDA-E VEA microbore tubes are custom made, high quality plenum 
rated flame retardant polyethylene tubes. They have superior stress crack 
resistance for reliable long-term performance. They are lightweight and flexible 
for easy handling and installation and marked with a white ink numbering 
system over the full length of the tubing. The numbering system includes 
individual unique identification of each tube and distance marking at regular 
intervals making them very efficient to install and keep clean installation 
records. 
These tubes come in black colour with red stripes for use in smoke detection 
and meet requirements of global installation codes.These tubes have no active 
components and they eliminate the need for any electrical wiring for smoke 
detection resulting in fast and easy installation without the need to follow 
electrical codes. 
It is important to use VESDA-E VEA microbore tubes with the VESDA-E VEA 
detectors to maintain their smoke detection performance. These tubes come in 
two different diameters, 6mm and 4mm. For more informaiton on tube usage, 
refer to VESDA-E VEA Product Guides (documents: 27034 and 27035) and 
VEA Microbore Tube Length Calculator (document: 29262).
VEA micrbore tube fittings comprise of straight unions and other types of 
joiners and 6mm to 4mm adaptors for easy installations, blanking plugs are 
used to block the unused ports on VEA.

Microbore Tube Tube Reel

Reducer Straight Union RA Joiner Blanking Plug



VESDA-E VEA  
Microbore Tubes and Fittings

Ordering Information
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Microbore Tube UL-compliant Plenum-rated (1000 ft) VSP-990
VESDA-E VEA 4mm Microbore Tube UL-compliant Plenum-rated (500 ft) VSP-991
VESDA-E VEA 6mm Blanking Plug (pack of 50) VSP-998
VESDA-E VEA 6mm to 4mm Reducer (pack of 10) VSP-1000
VESDA-E VEA 6mm to 6mm Straight Union (pack of 10) VSP-1001
VESDA-E VEA 4mm to 4mm Straight Union (pack of 10) VSP-1002
VESDA-E VEA 6mm to 6mm RA Joiner (pack of 10) VSP-1003
VESDA-E VEA 4mm to 4mm RA Joiner (pack of 10) VSP-1004
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Specifications
Tube Sizes: (6mm OD x 4mm ID), (4mm OD x 2.5mm ID)

Nominal Pipe Properites Unit Test Method Value
Density gms/cm3 ASTM D792 0.99
Melt Index (190 °C / 2.4 kg) gms / 10 minutes ASTM D1238 0.3

Nominal Material Properites Unit Test Method Value
Tensile Strength at Yield psi ASTM D638 >2000
Flame Propagation ft UL 1820 <5
Average Optical Density Index - UL 1820 <0.15
Vertical Burn Rating - UL 94 ≤V2
Stress Crack Resistance hrs ASTM D1693 >200



VESDA-E VEA UL Power Supplies
Features
• Input 120 VAC and 230 VAC
• Output: 27 VDC/2.8A Continuous, 

27 VDC/5 A Alarm
• Filtered and electronically regulated 

output
• AC fail supervision
• Low AC (brown-out) supervision
• Battery supervision
• Built-in charger for sealed lead acid or 

gel-type batteries
• Automatic switch over to standby 

battery when AC fails
• AC input LED indicator

Listings/ Approvals
• UL
• UL 1481 listed
• ULC-S527
• CSFM

Power Supply 
VPS-VEA-115UL & VPS-VEA-230UL

The VESDA-E VEA Power Supplies are capable of providing operating power for 
the VESDA-E VEA detector including battery backup. It provides 24 volt operating 
power to the VEA unit as well as battery charging function that supervises and 
maintains the standby batteries.

Installation
The VESDA-E VEA Power Supplies are designed to power the VESDA-E VEA 
Detector Base Unit plus up to two (2) VESDA-E VEA Detector StaX plus up to 
three (3) VESDA-E VEA Relay StaX. Depending on the model number they convert 
120VAC or 230VAC input to 24VDC nominal output. These power supplies are 
intended for use in applications requiring UL and ULC for fire protection signalling.
The units must be installed in accordance with the National Electric Code (NEC), 
the National Fire Code (NFPA72), and all other applicable local codes necessary for 
compliance with the local authority having jurisdiction.
Space is provided in the VPS-VEA-115UL and VPS-VEA-230UL power supply 
cabinet for up to two 36AH batteries. For a larger standby capacity, use additional 
battery enclosures as per local electrical and fire codes. 
Refer to Installation Instructions for VEA Power Supplies (Document 29843) for 
details installation instructions. 

Fault Reporting
A Power Supply Fault indicator is provided via a dry relay contact (Form C), which 
changes state due to the following conditions:
• AC input loss
• Low AC input voltage (Brown-out)
• Loss of battery voltage
• A short circuit of the battery leads
• A short circuit of any of the DC power outputs
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Power Supply 
VPS-VEA-115UL & VPS-VEA-230UL
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Battery requirements and recommendations for typical power supply loads

VESDA-E VEA Configuration Power Supply/  
Alarm Load

24 hours of standby 
operation and 30 
minutes of alarm

Base Configuration 1 x VEA-040-A00/A10 + 1 x VER-
A40-040-STX

1A/1.8A 24V/35AH or 36AH

Add 1 x VEA-020/040-STX + 1 x VER-A40-040-STX 
to the Base Configuration

1.9A/3.4A 24V/70AH or 72AH

Add 2 x VEA-020/040-STX + 2 x VER-A40-040-STX 
to the Base Configuration

2.8A/5A 24V/105AH or 108AH

For use with the Listed VESDA-E VEA Detector Base Units and VESDA-E VEA Detector Stacks

Note 1: VEA power supply must be confirmed with a battery calculation compliant with local fire 
protection codes and standards.
Note 2: Above recommendations are based on standard battery sizes, to facilitate the calculation 
of exact back up battery size, refer to the Battery Calculator (Document 21062), available from 
Xtralis Partner Extranet (www.xtralis.com).

Power Supply Capacity & Recommended Battery Requirements
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Specifications
Components
The VPS-VEA-115 UL and VPS-VEA-230UL 
consist of two main components: the mounting 
enclosure and the main circuit board. It uses two 
backup batteries (supplied separately).
Note: The VESDA-E VEA Power Supply uses 
sealed acid, 12VDC, 35/36 Amp/hour batteries. 
Input
VPS-VEA-115UL - 120VAC/2.0A/60Hz
VPS-VEA-230UL - 230VAC/1.0A/50Hz.
Output
27VDC/2.8A Continuous
27VDC/5A Alarm
Maximum charging current
5.3A.
Max. AMP/HOUR capacity battery for charging 
108AH.
Dimensions (WHD)
438 mm x 330 mm x 142 mm 
(17.25 in. x 13 in. x 5.6 in.)
Weight
5.9Kg (13lbs) without batteries 
Operating Temperature
Power supply ambient: 0 °C to 49 °C  
(32 °F to 120 °F)
Humidity
10 - 95%RH, non-condensing
Trouble Relay
Common trouble relay rated 2A @ 30VDC
(Form C: NO/NC)
During normal operation, the power supply Fault 
Reporting Relay is energized.
Cable Access
3/4” knockouts in various positions
Cable Termination
Screw terminal blocks
30-12 AWG

Ordering Information
P/N Description Requirements

VPS-VEA-115UL Power Supply Input voltage: 120VAC

VPS-VEA-230UL Power Supply Input voltage: 230VAC

VESDA-E VEA UL Power Supplies



The VESDA-E VEP series of smoke detectors bring the latest and most 
advanced detection technology to provide very early warning and the best 
nuisance alarm rejection to a wide range of applications. Built on the Flair 
detection technology and years of application experience, VEP detectors 
achieve consistent performance over their lifetime via absolute calibration. In 
addition, the VEP delivers a range of revolutionary features that provide user 
value.

Flair Detection Technology
Flair is the revolutionary new detection chamber that forms the core of 
VESDA-E VEP, providing better detection, fewer nuisance alarms, higher 
stability, increased longevity and particle characterisation. Direct imaging 
of the sampled particles using a CMOS imager combined with multiple 
photo-diodes allow vastly more data that can be used to derive actionable 
information about the observed particles using analytics.

Installation, Commissioning and Operation
VESDA-E VEP is equipped with a powerful aspirator that enables use of 
a total of 130m (427ft) of sampling pipe in the one pipe model and 560m 
(1,837ft) of pipe in the four pipe model. Out of box operation is made possible 
with AutoConfig which allows airflow normalisation and AutoLearn Smoke 
and Flow to be initiated from within the detector. VEP is fully supported by the 
ASPIRE and Xtralis VSC software applications which facilitate ease of pipe 
network design, system commissioning and maintenance.

VESDAnet™
VESDA devices communicate on VESDAnet which provides a robust bi-
directional communication network allowing continued redundant operation 
even during single point wiring failures. VESDAnet enables primary reporting, 
centralized configuration, control, maintenance and monitoring.

Ethernet and WiFi connectivity
VESDA-E detectors offer Ethernet and WiFi connectivity as standard features. 
The detector can be added to a corporate network, allowing WiFi enabled 
tablet devices and PC’s installed with Xtralis monitoring and configuration 
software to connect wirelessly to the detector via the network.

Backward Compatibility
VESDA-E VEP is compatible with existing VESDA installations. The detector 
occupies the same mounting footprint, pipe, conduit and electrical connector 
positioning as VESDA VLP. VEP is also compatible with existing VESDAnet 
installations allowing monitoring of both VESDA-E and legacy detectors via 
the latest iVESDA application.

Features
• One and four pipe models for different 

applications
• Flair detection technology delivers 

reliable very early warning in a wide 
range of environments with minimal 
nuisance alarms

• Multi stage filtration and optical 
protection with clean air barriers 
ensures lifetime detection performance

• Four alarm levels and a wide sensitivity 
range deliver optimum protection for 
the widest range of applications

• Intuitive LCD icon display provides 
instant status information for immediate 
response

• Flow fault thresholds per port 
accommodate varying airflow 
conditions

• Smart on-board filter retains dust count 
and remaining filter life for predictable 
maintenance

• Extensive event log (20,000 events) for 
event analysis and system diagnostics

• AutoLearn™ smoke and flow for reliable 
and rapid commissioning

• Referencing to accommodate external 
environmental conditions to minimise 
nuisance alarms

• Fully backward compatible with VLP 
and VESDAnet

• Remote monitoring with iVESDA 
for system review and proactive 
maintenance

• Ethernet for connectivity with Xtralis 
software for configuration, secondary 
monitoring and maintenance

• Industry first. Aspirating detector 
secondary monitoring and maintenance 
via WiFi

• USB for PC configuration, and firmware 
upgrade using a memory stick

• Two programmable GPIs (1 monitored) 
for flexible remote control

• Field replaceable sub-assemblies enable 
faster service and maximum uptime 

Listings / Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• ActivFire
• CE
• VdS
• EN 54-20, ISO 7240-20 

Four Pipe VEP
 - Class A (40 holes / Fire 1 = 0.028% obs/m)
 - Class B (80 holes / Fire 1 = 0.027% obs/m)
 - Class C (100 holes / Fire 1 = 0.056% obs/m) 
Classification of any configuration is 
determined using ASPIRE.

Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between 
product models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals 
matrix.

VESDA-E VEP VEP-A00-1P, VEP-A00-P 
VEP-A10-P
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Ordering Information
VESDA-E VEP with LEDs, 1 pipe VEP-A00-1P

VESDA-E VEP with LEDs, 4 pipe VEP-A00-P

VESDA-E VEP with 3.5” Display, 4 pipe VEP-A10-P

Mounting Bracket VSP-960

Spare Parts
VESDA-E Exhaust adaptor US VSP-961

VESDA-E Filter VSP-962

VESDA-E Filter - 20 Pieces VSP-962-20

VESDA-E Aspirator VSP-963

VESDA-E Smoke Detection Chamber VSP-964

VESDA-E Sampling Module VSP-965

Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details regarding 
compliant design, installation and commissioning.

One Pipe VEP Four Pipe VEP

Supply voltage 18-30 VDC (24 V Nominal)

Power consumption @ 24 VDC VEP-A00-1P VEP-A00-P VEP-A10-P

Aspirator Setting Fixed 1 5 1 5

Power (Quiescent) 8.8 W 7.0 W 8.8 W 8.2 W 10.0 W

Power (In Alarm) 9.6 W 7.8 W 9.6 W 10.4 W 11.6 W

Dimensions (WHD): 350 mm x 225 mm x 135 mm (13.8 in x 8.9 in x 5.3 in)

Weight 4.0 kg (8.8 lb) 4.0 kg (8.8 lb) 4.1 kg (9.0 lb)

Operating conditions Ambient: 0°C to 39°C (32°F to 102°F)
Sampled Air: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
Tested to: -20°C to 55°C (-4°F to 131°F)

UL: -20°C to 50°C (-4°F to 122°F)
Humidity: 10% to 95% RH, non-condensing

Area Coverage 1,000 m2 

(10,760 sq. ft)
2,000 m2 (21,520 sq. ft)

Min. airflow per pipe 15 l/m

Pipe Length (Linear) 100 m (328 ft) 280 m (919 ft)

Pipe Length (Branched) 130 m (427 ft) 560 m (1,837 ft)

Pipe lengths depending on 
number of pipes in use

1 Pipe 1 Pipe 2 Pipe 3 Pipe 4 Pipe

100 m  
(328 ft)

110 m 
(361 ft)

100 m 
(328 ft)

80 m  
(262 ft)

70 m  
(230 ft)

Analytics DieselTrace™, DustTrace™, WireTrace™

StaX PSU PSU, Auto Pipe Clean

No. of holes (A/B/C) 30/40/45 40/80/100

Computer design tool ASPIRE

Pipe Inlet: External diameter 25 mm or 1.05 in (3/4 in IPS) 
Exhaust: External diameter 25 mm or 1.05 in (3/4 in IPS) via 
adaptor

Relays 7 programmable relays (latching or non-latching states)
Contacts rated 2 A @ 30 VDC (Resistive)

IP rating IP40

Cable access 4 x 26 mm (1.02 in) cable entries

Cable termination Screw Terminal blocks 0.2–2.5 sq mm (24–14 AWG)

Dynamic Range 0.001% to 32% obs/m (0.0003% to 10% obs/ft)

Sensitivity Range 0.005 to 20% obs/m (0.0016% to 6.25% obs/ft)

Threshold setting range Alert: 0.005% to 2.0% obs/m (0.0016% to 0.625% obs/ft)
Action: 0.005% to 2.0% obs/m (0.0016% to 0.625% obs/ft)
Fire1: 0.010% to 2.0% obs/m (0.0031% to 0.625% obs/ft)
Fire2: 0.020% to 20.0% obs/m (0.0063% to 6.25% obs/ft)

Software features Event log: Up to 20,000 events 
Smoke level, user actions, alarms and faults with time and date 
stamp 
AutoLearn: Detector learns Alarm Thresholds and Flow Fault 
thresholds by monitoring the environment.

VEP-A00-1P, VEP-A00-P 
VEP-A10-P

3.5” Display

VEP-A10[Zone Number]
Zone Name

0.1100%/m

Symbol LED

Fire 2

Fire 1

Action

Alert

Disabled

Fault

Power

Smoke and Alarm Threshold Levels

Detector OK 

Detector Fault

Aspirator Fault

Airflow Fault

Power Fault

Filter Fault

Smoke Chamber Fault

VESDAnet Fault

StaX Module Fault



The VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module provides notification of an analytics 
event detected by a VESDA-E aspirating smoke detector with Analytics 
capability to third party devices, via relays. For example, the Analytics Relay 
Module outputs can be integrated with HVAC systems for environmental 
control. 

Operation
The Analytics Relay Module contains seven relays which change state in 
response to an event.  Relay state changes are controlled by the analytics 
server and communicated to the Analytics Relay Module via the detector, 
over VESDAnet.

Configuration Example
The configuration example shown below contains three VESDA-E detectors 
with Analytics capability enabled connected via VESDAnet to three 
corresponding Analytics Relay Modules, which are in turn connected to third 
party equipment via relays.

One Analytics Relay Module is required for each VESDA-E detector.

Features
• Notification to third party devices of 

analytics events detected by VESDA-E 
detectors, via relays

• Compatible with Xtralis Xapps 
DieselTrace, DustTrace and WireTrace 
Analytics

• Fault monitoring of detector and analytics 
server

• Communication with VESDA-E detectors 
using VESDAnet

• Designed for easy mounting

Requirements
• VESDA-E Aspirating Smoke detector 

with Analytics capability enabled
• Minimum one Analytics License (Xapp) 

DieselTrace, DustTrace or WireTrace

VESDA-E Analytics 

VESDA Analytics provides additional 
unique particle characterization 
capabilities that enable targeted 
detection and response. They are 
designed to identify specific threats 
during the very early stages of fire 
development (typically Alert, Action 
levels of VESDA-E) or monitor specific 
particles for environmental control 
integrated into building management or 
process control.

VRT-X00

Internet

Access to XChange 
Licensing Portal

VESDA-E

PC Running:
- XChange
- VSM4/VSC
- Analytics Server

VRT-X00 Analytics 
Relay Modules 

to notify Analytics 
for Detector 1, 2, 3

Detector 1

Detector 2

Detector 3

VESDAnet

VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module
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Part: 30665

Ordering Information
VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module VRT-X00

Doc. no.  27838_00

Specifications
Supply Voltage: 18 to 30VDC

Relays: 
Contacts rated 2A @ 30V NO/NC

4 Analytics Relays:
DieselTrace, DustTrace, WireTrace,
Server Fault

Warning: The DieselTrace, DustTrace 
and WireTrace outputs must not 
be used to inhibit the Fire Alarm 
reporting of VESDA-E detectors.

3 Detector Relays:
Urgent Fault, Minor Fault, Disabled 
(Isolated)

Dimensions (WHD):
140 mm x 150 mm x 85 mm
(5.5 in. x 5.9 in. x 3.4 in)

Cable Access:
6 x 25mm (1”) cable entries

Cable Termination:
Screw terminals 0.2-2.5 mm² (30-12 AWG)

Communication:  VESDAnet

Default Relay States

Relay Function Default State
1 Disabled 

(Isolated)
de-energized

2 Minor fault de-energized
3 Urgent fault energized
4 DieselTrace de-energized
5 DustTrace de-energized
6 WireTrace de-energized
7 Server Fault de-energized

VRT-X00VESDA-E Analytics Relay Module

Termination Card

1 7

2 6

3 5

4

VESDAnet

Power

Relays



Remotely Programmable NVRADPRO® FastTrace™ 2E-RMG

The ADPRO FastTrace 2E is the best-in-class video recording and alarm 
transmission solution available. This hardware platform now runs the latest 
ADPRO XO Security Operating System, to create a powerful Remotely Managed 
Multiservice Gateway (RMG). The RMG is scalable up to 32 video channels, 
of which 4 to 20 analogue channels, expandable with up to 32 IP channels. 
Furthermore, up to 32 analytic channels are possible.
This RMG solution provides video recording, bi-directional audio for deterrence, 
transmission over any network, and remotely downloadable video content analytics 
(VCA). It detects threats to a facility through automatic video detection and visual 
verification. Its superior detection capabilities offer significant installation and 
operational cost savings compared to traditional intrusion detection methods.

Features
• Flexible: suitable for IP and analogue CCTV environments
• Scalable: up to 32 IP cameras, of which up to 20 analogue cameras
• Support for all major camera brands: ACTI, Arecont, Avigilon, Axis, Bosch, 

Brickcom, Hikvision, Hikvision AVE, Honeywell Performance*, Honeywell 
equIP*, Honeywell HDZ*, JVC, Panasonic, Pelco, Samsung, Sanyo, Sony, and 
support for cameras with ONVIF Profile S driver.

• Expandable: up to 168 inputs and 144 outputs
• Easy IP camera connection via ONVIF Profile S protocol
• Video recording, video analytics, and transmission (all remote monitoring ready)
• Reliable data storage: up to 4 x 10 TB, RAID 1 support (needs min. 2 equal 

HDD)
• Integrated xTrace video content analytics (VCA) in XO 4: IntrusionTrace, 

LoiterTrace, and SmokeTrace
• 2-way audio: enables instant remote communication to/from site
• High-level integration with ADPRO PRO E-Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors, 

including communication over IP, intelligent double knock, and creep zone alarm
• Remote deployment: commissioning, set-up, configuration and management
• Field programmability via Xtralis Xchange licensing tool: rapid deployment 

of Xtralis xTrace Analytics (pay-as-you-grow), video licenses, and firmware 
updates.

• Mobile apps for remote monitoring, verification, and control
• CMS command and control platforms: VideoCentral Platinum (VCP), Event 

Management System (EMS) and iOS/Android iTrace App
• Open platform: easy integration with third-party software (XO-SDK)
• BS8148-2015 compliant**
• DGUV-UVV Kassen certified

Key Benefits
Superior detection and low false alarm 
rate with low CapEx. Highest quality of 
protection at a low TCO.
• Highest site protection: powerful new 

XO 4 delivering intrusion, loitering 
and smoke verification analytics.

• Reliability: ADPRO proprietary 
transmission protocol is 100% 
reliable with guaranteed alarm 
reception by acknowledgement and 
redundant transmission; Site Pulse 
protocol life check.

• Efficiency: H.264 video compression, 
dual codec (analogue) and 
multistream (IP) for optimal 
bandwidth usage while providing the 
highest quality video for recording 
and viewing.

• Low TCO: up to 32 cameras per 
device yielding the lowest price per 
channel.

• Easy management of multiple 
remote sites improves efficiency 
and reduces personnel cost. Full 
remote site surveillance and control, 
extending human guard surveillance.

• Speed: rapid assessment of video 
alarm images allows to quickly 
identify the alarm cause, optimising 
real-time intervention while 
reducing expensive nuisance alarm 
responses.

• Alarm reception in less than 7 
seconds.

• Extremely fast, intelligent search on 
motion metadata after recording.

• VMD: 4 zones per camera.
• User-friendly: easy-to-use XO client 

for configuration and management.
• Xchange tool for adding and 

transferring video and VCA licenses 
on-site.

• 360° camera support + image 
de warping: see everything, 
everywhere, always.

* The Honeywell Performance, equIP, and HDZ series IP cameras 
are supported from version XOa 3.2.33.
** Code of Practice for the installation and remote monitoring of 
detector activated CCTV systems.
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Specifications
Operating System ADPRO® XO™ Security Operating System, Linux based

Video Input Up to 32 video inputs. Modular: 4–20 analogue cameras; 1–32 IP cameras.

Video Output XGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264

Video Resolution Analogue: CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF 
IP: up to HD/MP resolution*

Images/Second PAL/NTSC/Full HD: up to 25/30 ips – MPixel: ips is camera dependent

Bandwidth Consumption 32 x 5 Mbps (6 ips CIF, 70 kbps; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kbps)

Bandwidth Management Configurable variable or constant bitrate / Configurable bandwidth limiter

Audio Input Analogue: 1 per camera. 
IP: built-in audio input supported*

Audio Output Standard 1 line level output. Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio switcher(s).  
Audio out on IP cameras* with ONVIF Profile S driver

Command Inputs Up to 40 inputs on the box (balanced), depending on model. 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128 (go – no go)

Relay Outputs Up to 16 outputs on the box (SPDT), depending on model. 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128

Web Server XO client – integrated web client application (ActiveX)

Ethernet 2 x 100/1000BASE-T, autodetection, full duplex, RJ45

Recording Type Schedule, Detection, Event

PTZ Cameras Analogue: via RS-485 or coax (DTC); extensive range of protocols available. 
IP: brand specific, generic, or ONVIF Profile S*

IP Camera Integration Brand specific, Generic, or ONVIF Profile S driver*

Management Web client interface (XO client), ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum, HeiTel Event 
Management Software, third-party software (SDK available) and iOS/Android iTrace 
App.

Power Supply 100–240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature 5–40 °C

Humidity 20–93 % RH non-condensing

Disk Capacity Max. 4 x 10 TB SATA hard disks. RAID 1 support (= min. 2 x equal HDD)

Warranty 2 years

Dimensions (W x H x D): 445 x 132 x 300 mm (17.52” x 5.20” x 11.8”)

Analytics Basic motion detection (VMD), camera sabotage detection.
Up to 32 analytics channels for IntrusionTrace™, LoiterTrace™, and SmokeTrace™ 
(separate datasheets available)

Mobile Apps iTrace, iPIR, iCommission, iRespond

Ordering Information Available models: IP, Hybrid, IP Tx, Hybrid Tx (Tx = transmission only). 
Please contact your local Xtralis ADPRO provider for detailed product information.

* Camera dependent. List of supported IP cameras is available on www.xtralissecurity.com

XOa 4
The XO Security Operating System 
expands the feature-rich, multi-service 
capability of the ADPRO RMGs. XO 4 
enables a FastTrace 2E to support 
up to 32 camera channels with up to 
32 analytics channels simultaneously 
allowing a customer to leverage xTrace 
analytics for intrusion & loitering detection, 
visual smoke verification and building 
management capabilities while providing 
immediate remote response. It provides 
live 24/365 unbreakable transmission of 
very high quality video events to remote 
monitoring stations; providing deterrence 
through multi-level response, including 
audio, lighting/door controls, HVAC, as 
well as first responder dispatch. XO 4 
provides the first technology solution 
to effectively augment human guards 
security with intelligent and accurate 
detection more cost effectively with higher 
reliability. Customers deploying XO 4 
can employ a “pay as you grow” security 
approach, using analytics where and 
when they are needed.

xTrace Analytics
Add-on video analytics:
• IntrusionTrace: outdoor video verified 

perimeter detection for sterile zone 
monitoring (car dealerships, solar 
parks, power generation facilities, and 
warehouses). For more information on 
i-LIDS® certification, refer to document 
no. 21802.

• LoiterTrace: video verified loitering 
detection for indoor & outdoor 
applications (graffiti, parks, carparks, 
school grounds and construction 
areas).

• SmokeTrace: remote visual smoke 
verification (nuclear power plants, 
transformer rooms, shopping malls 
and transportation hubs).

www.xtralis.com/FastTrace2E

ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2E-RMG

Mobile Apps
• iTrace: remote monitoring, verification, and control (iOS and Android).
• iRespond: provides first responders (police, fire brigade, etc.) with real-time 

situational awareness (iOS).
• iPIR: allows one person to commission ADPRO PRO E-PIRs: wireless walk 

testing and parameter adjustment (iOS).
• iCommission: allows one person to vertically align ADPRO PRO E-PIRs 

(iOS).

Remotely Programmable NVR



Video Analytic Algorithm for 
Intelligent Loitering Detection

Description
The ADPRO® LoiterTraceTM application provides high performance loiter detection using 
video analytics specifically designed for indoor and outdoor operation. LoiterTrace is 
an image analysis tool able to detect humans remaining too long in an indoor scene. 
The analytics uses advanced algorithms to maximize target detection and tracking. It 
is able to detect loitering persons even if they remain static for a long time (like when 
the person is sleeping). With simple “region of interest” configuration, LoiterTrace 
detection is suited for office lobbies, entrance halls of public buildings, etc. Supporting 
up to 32 channels* on the ADPRO XOa devices, LoiterTrace complements the powerful 
recording, transmission, and alarm handling capabilities of these platforms. With the 
ability to transmit alarm images to a remote central monitoring station, LoiterTrace 
increases the effectiveness of off-site monitoring. Now you have the option of having 
your site security efficiently managed by experienced security personnel.

Specifications
• Indoor and outdoor loitering detection video analytic application
• Selectable loitering sensitivity (low, normal, high) and detection time
• Detects loitering even if the person remains static for a long time
• Based on Ground Region Of Interest (GROI)
• Camera tamper detection is integrated into XOa device
• Fully integrated solution and uniform GUI for analogue and IP cameras

Application Portal
The Xtralis Web based Application License Portal enables efficient 
creation and management of ADPRO XOa device application licenses.

• Efficiently create and dynamically manage XOa device application licenses 
(Redeem, Revoke).

• Allows the installer/CMS to remotely install new application licenses.
• Immediately service customers in case of a technical issue. No waiting time.

LoiterTrace license models
Perpetual License Model
• Oriented to installations with indefinite application period
• Has no expiration date
• Active on one unit at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for customer service

Timed License Model
• Oriented to installations with timed contracts (leasing models)
• Operational expenditure versus capital expenditure
• Has an expiration date
• Active on one unit at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for customer service
• Includes 30 days of grace period for renewal

Unique Features
• Support for IP and Analogue cameras 
• Supported on XOa-device
• Cost efficient installation
• Improved detection quality
• Uncrowded scene application focus
• Fast installation and commissioning
• Flexible licensing system
• Fully integrated design
• Resolution/framerate independant
• 3 level sensitivity (low, normal, high)
• Remote servicing
• Software only add-on 

ADPRO® LoiterTraceTM Application License
For ADPRO XOa Devices

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System

* Hardware dependent
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Typical detection scenes

Quick and Easy LoiterTrace Setup
• Easy setup via integrated design tool in the XOa device client software
• Fully integrated with other XOa device features (alarms, transmission, recording)
• Detects loitering even if the person remains still for a long time (delay up to 180 

seconds) – e.g. sleeping people
• No calibration required

• Analytic bounding boxes available on live, recorded and exported images:

 - Directly visible after settings are configured and saved
 - Bounding boxes info as metadata, not flattened in the image

The LoiterTrace application can be combined with other available Xtralis ADPRO XOa Video 
Content Analytic applications (IntrusionTrace, IntrusionTrace PLUS, …) in any combination 

related to all 32 channels* of ADPRO XOa device.

Video Analytic Algorithm for 
Intelligent Loitering Detection

ADPRO® LoiterTraceTM Application License
For ADPRO XOa Devices

Polygonal DETECTION 
zones with selectable loitering 

sensitivity and time (low, 
normal, high).

Ability to create polygonal 
MASKING zones (region of 

the image which should not be 
processed e.g. a flashing light, 
trees, cars, OSD time stamp 

information, etc).
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* Hardware dependent

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System



Description
Designed to provide visual smoke verification, the ADPRO XOa SmokeTrace analytic 
provides reliable visual confirmation of smoke developing from a fire. The system is 
triggered by the smoke alarm of an existing traditional smoke detection system and 
analyses the images from strategically-placed fixed cameras or PTZ (Pan-Tilt-Zoom) 
cameras to remotely confirm the presence of smoke. It also works well with most 
existing cameras that cover the fire zones of the corresponding Fire Alarm Control 
Panels (FACPs).
A series of images, including bounding boxes that highlight the smoke area, are 
handled by the ADPRO XOa video system automatically and transmitted to a remote 
central monitoring station. The images are then assessed and managed by experienced 
security personnel who initiate the appropriate response. 
The key advantages of deploying SmokeTrace at a site are: 
• Nuisance - at sites with many false alarms SmokeTrace can reduce unnecessary 

intervention of the Fire & Rescue Services. If no smoke is verified, the CMS (Central 
Monitoring Station) could decide not to dispatch Fire & Rescue Services. This can 
result in savings on fines from the Fire & Rescue Services and prevent needless 
evacuation leading to lost working hours.

• Visual verification - the SmokeTrace application removes the need for on-site 
smoke confirmation and provides the fire brigade with the confirmation that a 
genuine fire is happening at the monitored location. Hence, the verification will 
guarantee a quick and adequate Fire & Rescue Services intervention with no loss of 
verification time.

• Situational awareness - end-user situational awareness for targeted response by 
providing response team and management more specific details as to where the fire 
is located, where it is safe to enter the building and what merchandise is at risk.

In a SmokeTrace PLUSTM scenario, Xtralis OSID can be easily installed as a 
supervisory detection system if no primary detection exists; i.e. areas that have only 
sprinklers. 
In areas with multiple false alarms, OSID can also cover a supervised site along with 
the existing traditional smoke detection system. These beams add a supervisory alarm 
to SmokeTrace; ensuring the integrity of the alarm information, aimed to eliminate the 
need of attending false alarms.
OSID is equipped with field-proven, highly-reliable, early detection dual frequency beam 
detection and a CMOS Imager. Thanks to the battery-powered emitters/transmitters, a 
multi-emitter system is quickly installed and very cost-effective to deploy as it requires 
minimal wiring.

Specifications
• Superior algorithm for remote visual smoke verification applications
• PTZ presets can be triggered on detection
• Integrates advanced algorithms to maximize true smoke verification and minimize 

nuisance verifications
• Can verify various types of smoke: light, dark from flaming and smouldering sources 

from several smoke sources in all directions
• Fully integrated solution and seamless GUI for analogue and/or IP cameras

SmokeTrace License Model
• Oriented to installations with indefinite application period
• An application license under this model has no expiry date
• Active on one video channel at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for system upgrades and replacements
• Remote upgrade notification and upload program

Unique Features
SmokeTrace:
• Support for IP and/or analogue 

cameras
• Cost efficient solution
• High visual verification quality
• Fast installation and commissioning
• Flexible licensing system (Xchange)
• Multi zone PTZ trigger
• Single or multiple channel operation
• Fully integrated design
• Remote servicing
• Software only add-on

ADPRO SmokeTrace Application License
ADPRO® XOa SmokeTrace/SmokeTrace PLUS

SmokeTrace PLUS:
• Ideal solution for areas with only 

sprinkler
• Higher reliability thanks to the addition 

of Xtralis OSID advisory beam 
detection next to existing under-
performing traditional smoke detection

OSID by Xtralis
(Open- area Smoke Imaging Detection)

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System

Installation and Operation
Important Safety Notice
SmokeTrace is a video smoke verification and notification 
system designed to complement traditional approved smoke 
detection systems by offering early warning and situational 
awareness of developing fires. SmokeTrace is not designed 
or certified for use as a primary smoke alarm detection 
system and should not be used in place of approved, 
certified smoke detectors. 
To ensure correct operation, SmokeTrace must be installed 
and operated in accordance with the requirements specified 
in the FastTrace-2 SmokeTrace Technical Manual (doc. no. 
27132_0x).
Specifically it should be noted that, due to the nature of 
video image analytics, changing environmental background 
conditions can considerably affect the performance of 
smoke verification and notification systems, and may result 
in smoke not being signalled in all conditions or a false 
signal of smoke.

Advanced Video Analytics 
Remote Visual Smoke Verification
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ADPRO SmokeTrace Application License
ADPRO® XOa SmokeTrace/SmokeTrace PLUS

Typical application scenes

Advanced Video Analytics 
Remote Visual Smoke Verification

How Does SmokeTrace Work

How Does SmokeTrace PLUS Work
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Ordering Information:
SmokeTrace license 1 Channel - perpetual 49975800

SmokeTrace license 4 Channel - perpetual 49975801

SmokeTrace license 8 Channel - perpetual 49975802

SmokeTrace license 12 Channel - perpetual 49975803

SmokeTrace license 16 Channel - perpetual 49975804

SmokeTrace license 20 Channel - perpetual 49975805

SmokeTrace Annunciator Panel 49841800

The ADPRO XOa FastTrace 2E and iFT-E devices can handle up to 32 SmokeTrace analytics.

For using SmokeTrace with other ADPRO video systems, please contact your local technical support.

SmokeTrace OSID 
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Video Content Analytic for 
Intelligent Perimeter Detection

Description
The Xtralis IntrusionTrace application provides high performance intrusion detection 
using video analytics specifically designed for 24/365 outdoor operation. Optimised 
using footage from thousands of hours of video covering a range of environmental, 
seasonal and time of day variations, the analytics achieve low false alarm rates 
while maintaining high detection probability and reliability. With simple “region of 
interest” configuration for the majority of scenes, IntrusionTrace can be adapted to 
a wide range of applications. Whether monitoring a yard, providing remote access 
control to a site, or creating a virtual fence around a supply depot, IntrusionTrace 
delivers performance where it is needed. 
IntrusionTrace is now available for server platforms and edge devices. Supporting 
up to 32* channels on ADPRO devices and up to 8* channels on HeiTel devices, 
IntrusionTrace complements the powerful recording, transmission, alarm handling 
and flexible licensing capabilities of these established platforms with high 
performance video intrusion detection. IntrusionTrace also supports Honeywell and 
Axis edge devices such as video cameras and encoders. Running on the device 
itself, IntrusionTrace takes analytics to the video source, providing self-contained, 
high performance intrusion detection on a networked device. Close integration with 
the device platform ensures compliant event management and alarm reporting for 
seamless system integration. Where supported, device I/O can facilitate double-
knock options and trigger local notifications for even greater utility. IntrusionTrace 
on the edge complements the rack-mount and mobile platforms with a simple 
camera approach to give solutions for every scenario.

Specifications
• 24/365 outdoor algorithm for perimeter and sterile zone applications
• Integrates advanced algorithms to maximize target detection and tracking
• Can detect crawling, rolling, running and slow moving targets
• Up to 16 (directional) detection zones per video channel
• Each detection zone can have its own set of parameters, to allow detection of 

small and large, fast and slow targets in the same scene
• Improved sensitivity controls for reducing false alarms from spiders, cloud 

shadows, etc.
• Support for analogue*, IP, thermal and visible light cameras
• Bounding box visualisation is available on supported CMS and VMS software 

for rapid alarm verification

Licensing
IntrusionTrace is a software-only, licensed product. Licenses are available in 
bundles, and trial licenses are available free of charge. Speak to your salesperson 
for details. You can also visit www.xtralis.com/analytics for the latest information on 
the product, and www.xtralis.com/license for information on the flexible licensing 
options available.

Camera Considerations
Note that IntrusionTrace should only be used in the home position of PTZ cameras. 
Also note that built-in ring-lights on cameras are not recommended for 24/7 outdoor 
analytics applications, other sources of lighting should be considered.

Unique Features
• One-person setup
• Fast and easy commissioning with 

simple region of interest detection
• 3D calibration, no learning time
• Powerful advanced parameters for 

improved detection probability and false 
alarm reduction

• Spider/insect alarm reduction
• Car headlight alarm reduction
• Up to 16 zones or directional zones per 

channel
• Flexible detection within the same scene 

by criteria per detection zone
• Full integration ensures alarm handling 

and transmission is consistent with the 
platform’s capabilities

• i-LIDS® approved** as primary detection 
system for operational alert used in 
sterile zone monitoring applications 

• Advanced logic to provide double/triple 
knock with PIR detectors and other 
alarms*

• Recording modes and ability to tag 
events for later review (with bounding 
boxes)*

• I/O and talk-down to sites for reacting on 
IntrusionTrace events*

Xtralis® IntrusionTrace™ Application License

* Hardware dependent 
** IntrusionTrace version 1.26 running on FastTrace 2E
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Video Content Analytic for 
Intelligent Perimeter Detection

Quick and Easy Setup
• Calibration is a simple 2-position measurement
• Detection areas are quickly drawn and easily adjusted
• Default settings suit most applications out-of-the-box
• Powerful, intuitive, advanced parameters are available for challenging views

Rapid Verification
• Analytic bounding boxes highlight what caused the alarm
• Breadcrumb trails show the paths the intruders took
• Boxes and trails are available for live and stored video

Thermal Camera Support

Car Headlight alarm reduction

Spider/insect Alarm reduction

Standard default parameters for easy 
setup covering the majority of scenes

Powerful advanced parameters allow  
site-specific false alarms to be minimised

Directional sensitivity 
available on all  
detection areas

Up to 16 polygonal 
areas with individual 

detection criteria

Masking areas  
available

Sterile Zone Application

Detect objects with ‘conflicting’ criteria  
in the same scene

Minimum Time = 4 seconds

Minimum Time = 0.5 seconds

Xtralis® IntrusionTrace™ Application License



Description
The RDCU 2 IP reader/door control unit is one of several network devices 
that make up the S3000 Access Control system, taking full advantage of the 
existing vantage of the IT network infrastructure and low cost structured cabling 
system (CAT5e or CAT6).
The RDCU 2 is a single door controller with two Wiegand reader connections 
that allow for both read-in and read-out applications. All door functions are 
connected and powered utilising the RDCU’s PoE capability, including most 
door strikes and locking mechanisms. An optional relay is available for heavy 
duty locks and gate operators.
The RDCU 2 supports plug-and-use technology, Power-over-Ethernet, strong 
encrypted TCP/IP communication (SSL), automatic IP assignment (via LPU), 
and optional Li-polymer battery pack.
The S3000 access control system is fully interoperable with the Xtralis 3000 
Series family of products, including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio 
recording and transmission, the V3500 for mass storage and archiving, and the 
V3001 for video wall applications.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
• Full IP, with power-over-Ethernet  

(12 or 24 V, depending on the slot 
type)

• Full system redundancy
• Power/Control for two doors by one 

RDCU 2 with the 2-door interface 
plugin

• Supports Wiegand readers or data 
and clock readers for two doors when 
using the 2-door PCB

• Connects with RS-485 readers when 
using the RS-485 bus

• Plug-and-use technology
• Spanning Tree Protocol
• Internal fail safe control
• SSL data encryption
• IT network standards
• Real Time Clock
• Mechanical tamper switch for the 

housing
• Standalone mode: when RDCU 2 is 

unable to communicate with the LPU, 
it will fall back on its standalone mode 
and use its last known internal data 
for access control

Reader / Door Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 RDCU 2
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Reader / Door Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 RDCU 2

Block Diagram

RDR - IP Card Reader
The only IP Card reader with 
SSL encryption on the market

RDR

RDR

(PoE)

(PoE)

RDCU 2

RDCU 2 - IP Reader/Door 
Control Unit
For use with Wiegand Readers
plus door power/control

(PoE)

IOCU - Input/Output 
Control Unit
IP I/O with 16 inputs and 8 
relay outputs

LPU - Local 
Processing  
Units

DCU - Door Control Unit
IP Door control with SSL 
encryption plus door power/
control

S3000 System
Standard Switched Building Network

supporting PoE and STP

IP backbone providing 
centralised intelligence and 
dual network redundancy

(PoE)

Specifications

Ordering Information
RDCU 2 unit (1-door) 49840900

RDCU 2 unit including 2-door interface 49840910

PoE 12 V set 39544380

PoE 24 V set 39544390

RDCU 2 GPIO set 39544470

RDCU 2 GPIO extension set 39544490

Controller

CPU

12/24 VDC In
(Optional use 
PoE extractor)

12/24 VDC Out

Ethernet 

Wiegand Channel 0

Wiegand Channel 1

12 VDC
(max 100 mA)

For each
reader

TCP / IP SSL
Interface

Host Table
Power to Readers

& Door Strike

Lock 1

Relay Output

Built-in Tamper

Wiegand Channel 2

Wiegand Channel 3 (Optional)

(Optional) (Optional)
Door 1
Contact

Door 2
Contact

Request
to Exit 1

Request
to Exit 2

Lock 2
(Optional)

Operating 
temperature

-10 °C to +55 °C

Relative humidity 91 % non-condensing

Dimensions PCB = 165 x 110 mm 
Housing = 303 x 205 x 60 mm 

Power supply 
unit 

9–28 VDC  
(PoE: 12 or 24 VDC, depending 
on the RDCU usage) 
See RDCU 2 consumption

Consumption 
PCB 

• Main PCB: max 150 mA 
(with 12 V, relays not active, 
without readers) 

• 2-door interface: negligible 
when relays not active 

• GPIO PCB: negligible when 
relays not active 

• GPIO Extension PCB: 
negligible when relays not 
active 

LAN connection 10/100 Mbps 

Flash memory 128 kB (1 Gbit) 

DDR2 memory 512 Mbit

Add-on card With PCB option (for 2 doors) = 
4 reader heads 

USB connection USB port available to upgrade 
‘on the scene’ with a USB key

Maximum lock(s) 
current

max. 2 A (1 A per door)

Relay contacts max. 28 VDC / 1 A

Relay coil 5 VDC / 140 mW → 28 mA  
(12 mA @ 12 VDC)



Video Analytic Algorithm for 
Intelligent Perimeter Detection

Description
The Xtralis IntrusionTrace application provides high performance intrusion detection 
using video analytics specifically designed for 24/365 outdoor operation. Optimised 
using footage from thousands of hours of video covering a range of environmental, 
seasonal and time of day variations, the analytics achieve low false alarm rates while 
maintaining high detection probability and reliability. With simple “region of interest” 
configuration for the majority of scenes, IntrusionTrace can be adapted to a wide range 
of applications. Whether monitoring a yard, providing remote access control to a site, 
or creating a virtual fence around a supply depot, IntrusionTrace delivers performance 
where it is needed. 
IntrusionTrace for Axis delivers the full performance of IntrusionTrace on an edge device 
such as a video camera or encoder. Running on the device itself, IntrusionTrace for 
Axis takes analytics to the video source, providing self-contained high performance 
intrusion detection on a networked device. Close integration with the device platform 
ensures compliant event management and alarm reporting, allowing seamless system 
integration. Where supported, device I/O can facilitate double-knock options and trigger 
local notifications for even greater utility. IntrusionTrace for Axis complements the rack-
mount and mobile platforms with a simple camera approach to give solutions for every 
scenario. Xtralis IntrusionTrace has you covered.

Specifications
• 24/365 outdoor algorithm for perimeter and sterile zone applications
• Integrates advanced algorithms to maximize target detection and tracking
• Can detect crawling, rolling, running and slow moving targets
• Up to 16 (directional) detection zones per video channel
• Each detection zone can have its own set of parameters, to allow detection of small 

and large, fast and slow targets in the same scene
• Improved sensitivity controls for reducing false alarms from spiders, cloud shadows, 

etc.
• Bounding boxes visualization available via the built-in web viewer and through 

supported Milestone and Genetec VMS clients (plug-ins required)

Supported Hardware
IntrusionTrace for Axis is designed to run on ACAP enabled Axis devices with an 
ARTPEC5 processor and firmware version greater than 5.6. 
Supported models include F34, F41, F44, M1124, M1124-E, M1125, M1125-E, P1364, 
P1364-E, P1365, P1365-E, P1435-E, P1435-LE, P3224-LV, P3224-LVE, P3225-LV, 
P3225-LVE, P5514, P5514-E, P5515, P5515-E, P5624-E, P5635-E, P8535, Q1615, 
Q1615-E, Q1635, Q1635-E, Q1775, Q1775-E, Q1941-E (thermal), Q3505-V, Q3505-
VE, Q6000-E, Q6114-E, Q6115-E, Q7436 (blade encoder), V5914, and V5915. 
Note that IntrusionTrace on Axis should only be used in the home position of PTZ 
cameras. Note also that built-in ring-lights on cameras are not recommended for 24/7 
outdoor analytics applications – other sources of lighting should be considered.

Quick and Easy Setup
• Embedded web pages allow configuration from a browser
• Deterministic calibration to provide accurate performance instantly 
• No learning time

Unique Features
• Fast and easy commissioning with simple 

region of interest detection
• 3D calibration, no learning time
• Powerful advanced parameters for 

improved detection probability and false 
alarm reduction

• Spider/insect alarm reduction
• Car headlight alarm reduction
• Up to 16 zones or directional zones per 

channel
• Flexible detection within the same scene 

by criteria per detection zone
• Full integration allows double-knocking 

with device I/O and other device events*
• Full integration can trigger local alarms 

and remote notifications*

* Hardware dependent

Xtralis® IntrusionTrace™ for Axis
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Video Analytic Algorithm for 
Intelligent Perimeter Detection

Thermal Camera Support

Car Headlight Alarm Reduction

Spider/Insect Alarm Reduction

Sterile Zone Application

Standard default parameters for easy setup 
covering the majority of scenes

Powerful advanced parameters allow  
site-specific false alarms to be minimised

Detect objects with ‘conflicting’ criteria  
in the same scene

Minimum Time = 4 seconds

Minimum Time = 0.5 seconds

Xtralis® IntrusionTrace™ for Axis

Ordering Codes
IntrusionTrace on Axis License 60 day 1 Video Channel 49975810
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 1 Video Channel 49975811 
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 2 Video Channel 49975812
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 4 Video Channel 49975813
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 8 Video Channel 49975814
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 16 Video Channel 49975815
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 32 Video Channel 49975816
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 64 Video Channel 49975817
IntrusionTrace on Axis License Perpetual 128 Video Channel 49975818

Directional sensitivity available 
on all detection areas

Up to 16 polygonal 
areas with individual detection 

criteria

Masking areas  
available



Overview
The Xtralis Refrigerated Storage Sampling Kit provides a standardised 
method of smoke sampling for Refrigerated Storage facilities in a 
considerably improved manner allowing simplified installation with reduced 
maintenance, thus promoting more reliable and hassle-free operation.

The Xtralis Refrigerated Storage Sampling Kit has been designed to replace 
standard cone-shaped sampling nozzles installed at the ceiling in existing 
or new Refrigerated Storage facilities. This kit can be installed in the entire 
facility or combined with standard sampling points if required. The aim 
here is to reduce direct ice blockage of the sampling points hence this kit is 
recommended for installation in areas where higher humidity is likely to occur 
as a result of vehicle and pedestrian traffic (e.g. areas close to doorways or 
perimeter of the facility).

This kit is treated as a standard sampling hole in the Xtralis ASD system 
design, in terms of system parameters (e.g. sampling hole location, hole size, 
transport time, sampling hole sensitivity).

Description
The sampling kit consists of outer and inner parts with the sampling pipe 
penetrating the Refrigerated Storage sandwich panel. The sampling pipe 
through the sandwich panel and inner parts are made of ABS plastic which 
is suitable for low temperatures down to -40 °C (-40 °F). The kit comprises a 
restriction assembly, placed above the sandwich panel, which consists of a 
sampling orifice within a socket union. 

Features & Benefits
• Enables the ASD pipe to be installed, 

inspected and maintained outside the 
Refrigerated Storage facility hence 
enabling fire contractors to work in 
ambient conditions most of the time

• Suited for facilities with and without 
ceiling cavities

• Eliminates the need for expensive HDPE 
(high density polyethylene) pipe inside 
the Refrigerated Storage facility

• Eliminates the need for costly access 
equipment hire for on-going service/
maintenance

• Eliminates the need for heat tracing
• Less prone to blockage due to icing
• Provides a generally more robust 

ASD installation for these unique 
environments

• Provides considerably improved 
aesthetics

• Minimises the need for “Back Flush” 
systems

• Offers all round cost savings

Detectors Supported
• All Xtralis detectors installed with large 

bore pipe networks.

Xtralis Refrigerated Storage 
Sampling Kit VSP-860 & VSP-860-US

Item No Description
a Inlet Funnel

b Inner Flange

c Outer Flange

d Screw self-tapping

e Tube - Lower

f Socket Union - including 
Flow Restrictor and Seal

g Tube - Upper

h Flexible Pipe

i US Pipe Adaptor

a

b

c

Cold Store 
Insulation Material

i

g

d

f

g

e

h



Dimensions
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Xtralis Refrigerated Storage 
Sampling Kit

280 mm

Description Part Number
Refrigerated Storage Sampling Kit VSP-860
Refrigerated Storage Sampling Kit - US VSP-860-US
In-line Flow Restrictor Assembly VSP-870
In-line Flow Restrictor Assembly - US VSP-870-US
Flow Restrictor Disc  (pack of 10) VSP-871

Ordering Information

Flexible pipe length 
approximately 72 cm

100 mm

40 mm

34 mm

100 mm



Description
The DCU IP door control unit is one of several network devices that make 
up the S3000 Access Control system taking full advantage of the existing 
IT network infrastructure and low cost structured cabling system (CAT5e or 
CAT6).
The DCU is a dual door controller for use with the RDR IP card reader. All other 
door functions are connected and powered utilising the DCU’s PoE capability, 
including most door strikes and locking mechanisms. An optional relay is 
available for heavy duty locks and gate operators.
The DCU supports plug-and-use technology, Power-over-Ethernet, strong 
encrypted TCP/IP communication (SSL), automatic IP assignment (via LPU), 
and optional Li-polymer battery pack.
The S3000 access control system is fully interoperable with the Xtralis 3000 
Series family of products, including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio 
recording and transmission, the V3500 for mass storage and archiving, and the 
V3001 for video wall applications.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
• Full IP, with Power-over-Ethernet
• Full system redundancy
• Power/Control for 2 doors
• SSL data encryption
• Plug-and-use technology
• Spanning Tree Protocol
• Internal fail safe control
• IT network standards

Door Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 DCU
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Door Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 DCU

Configuration

RDR - IP Card Reader
The only IP Card reader with 
SSL encryption on the market

RDR

RDR

(PoE)

(PoE)

RDCU

RDCU - IP Reader/Door 
Control Unit
For use with Wiegand Readers
plus door power/control

(PoE)

IOCU - Input/Output 
Control Unit
IP I/O with 16 inputs and 8 
relay outputs

LPU - Local 
Processing  
Units

DCU - Door Control Unit
IP Door control with SSL 
encryption plus door power/
control

S3000 System
Standard Switched Building Network

supporting PoE and STP

IP backbone providing 
centralised intelligence and 
dual network redundancy

(PoE)

Block Diagram

24 VDC Out

Controller

CPU

24 VDC In
(optional use)

Lock 0

Pluggable
battery pack
(Optional)

Ethernet +
PoE Connection

TCP / IP SSL
Interface Host Table
Power to Door Strike

24 VDC

2 x “Open Drain
output”

Door
Contact

0

Door
Contact

1

Request
to

Exit 0

Relay Output
(Optional)

Request
to

Exit 1

Lock 1

Built-in Tamper

Specifications
Connection 10/100 BaseT (RJ45 CAT 5e 

or CAT 6) IEEE 802.3af PoE 
Compliant.

Indicators Multicoloured LEDs  
(Lock 1 & 2, Door state, Battery 
state)

Input • Enclosure tamper, Supervised 
Door contact, Supervised 
Request to Exit Button. 

• Optional external power supply 
connection (24 VDC / 2 A)

Output • 24 VDC max 100 mA 
(peripheral use) 

• Door lock control: 
2 x MOSFET monitored output  
24 VDC (25 mA to1 A) 

• Internal Li-polymer battery pack 
connection

Protocol Strong encrypted (SSL) TCP/IP, 
DHCP, ARP, ICMP, SSH, IPv4, 
IPv6 Ready

Operational 
modes

• Intelligent access control door 
controller for 2 doors. 

• Database on Local Processing 
Unit(s).

• Redundancy by multiple LPU’s

Software M3000 Windows-based security 
management software

Housing • Dimensions (HxWxD):  
303 mm x 204 mm x 61 mm  
(12”x 8”x 2.4”) - Indoor use

• Colour: RAL 7016
• Weight: 2.5 kg (5.512 lbs)  

excluding battery pack:  
0.300 kg (0.661 lbs)

Power supply • Powered over Ethernet  
(IEEE 802.3af PoE) 12 Watt. 

• Optional Li-polymer battery 
pack

Temperature – 
Humidity

Operational temperature:  
0 - 40°C (32 – 104°F)  
0 - 95% RH non-condensing

Product code • S3000 DCU IP door control unit  
(2 doors)  
Part number: 09003317

• Optional Li-polymer battery 
pack 100-240 V / 24 VDC / 3 A 
adapter 
Part number: 09003800
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Description
The IOCU IP input/output control unit is one of several network devices that 
make up the S3000 Access Control system, taking full advantage of the 
existing IT network infrastructure and low cost structured cabling system 
(CAT5e or CAT6).
The IOCU is an IP-based IO device providing 16 supervised inputs and 8 relay 
outputs. The IOCU supports plug-and-use technology, Power over Ethernet, 
strong encrypted TCP/IP communication (SSL), automatic IP assignment (via 
LPU), and optional Li-polymer battery pack.
The S3000 access control system is fully interoperable with the Xtralis 3000 
Series family of products, including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio 
recording and transmission, the V3500 for mass storage and archiving, and the 
V3001 for video wall applications.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
• Full IP, with power-over-Ethernet
• Full system redundancy
• 16 inputs / 8 Relay outputs
• SSL data encryption
• Spanning Tree Protocol
• Plug-and-use technology
• Parallel processing and load 

balancing
• IT network standards

Input / Output Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 IOCU



Configuration
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Input / Output Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 IOCU

RDR - IP Card Reader
The only IP Card reader with 
SSL encryption on the market

RDR

RDR

(PoE)

(PoE)

RDCU

RDCU - IP Reader/Door 
Control Unit
For use with Wiegand Readers
plus door power/control

(PoE)

IOCU - Input/Output 
Control Unit
IP I/O with 16 inputs and 8 
relay outputs

LPU - Local 
Processing  
Units

DCU - Door Control Unit
IP Door control with SSL 
encryption plus door power/
control

S3000 System
Standard Switched Building Network

supporting PoE and STP

IP backbone providing 
centralised intelligence and 
dual network redundancy

(PoE)

Specifications
Connection/
Indicators

• 10/100 BaseT (RJ45 CAT5e 
or CAT6) IEEE 802.3af PoE 
compliant

• Multicoloured LEDs  
(input/output state indicator)

Input Case open detection 
16 supervised inputs

Output 8 relay outputs

Protocol Strong encrypted (SSL) TCP/IP, 
DHCP, ARP, ICMP, SSH, IPv4, 
IPv6 ready

Operational 
modes

• Intelligent IO controller 
Local/Global boolean logic by 
scripts

• Redundancy by multiple LPU’s 
(See configuration)

Software M3000 Windows-based security 
management software 

Housing • Dimensions (HxWxD):  
303 mm x 204 mm x 61 mm  
(12”x 8”x 2.4”) - Indoor use

• Colour: RAL 7016
• Weight: 2.500 kg (5.512 lbs)  

Excluding battery pack:  
0.300 kg (0.661 lbs)

Power supply Powered over Ethernet (IEEE 
802.3af PoE) Max 12 Watt 
Optional Li-polymer battery pack

Temperature - 
Humidity

Operational temperature:  
0 - 40°C (32 – 104°F) 
0 - 95% RH non-condensing

Product code • S3000 IOCU IP universal input 
(16) / output (8) box  
Part number: 09003316

• Optional Li-polymer battery 
pack for DCU, RDCU 2, RDCU, 
IOCU, LPU  
Part number: 09003800



Description
The (e)LPU is the main building block of the S3000 IP-based access control 
system, taking full advantage of the existing IT network infrastructure and low 
cost structured cabling system (CAT5e or CAT6).
Additional (e)LPUs can easily be added anywhere on the IT network to 
provide true system redundancy. The (e)LPU is managed by the Xtralis M3000 
software and also includes a front panel display for setup and testing.
The S3000 (e)LPU provides database and command functions, runs on Linux 
OS and includes multiple levels of redundancy for increased reliability and 
performance, including dual Ethernet connections, dual power connections and 
optional Li-polymer batteries.
The (e)LPU includes strong encrypted TCP/IP communication (SSL) and 
integrates with other Xtralis S3000 devices, including the RDCU 2, RDCU, 
RDR, DCU, IOCU and M3000 software.
The S3000 access control system is fully interoperable with the Xtralis 3000 
Series family of products, including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio 
recording and transmission, the V3500 for mass storage and archiving, and the 
V3001 for video wall applications.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
• Full IP, with power-over-Ethernet
• Dual Ethernet and power connections
• SSL data encryption
• Spanning Tree Protocol
• Plug-and-use technology
• Parallel processing and load 

balancing
• Full system redundancy
• Linux OS
• Front control panel display
• Auto-configured host
• IT network standards

Local Processing Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 (e)LPU
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Local Processing Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 (e)LPU

RDR - IP Card Reader
The only IP Card reader with 
SSL encryption on the market

RDR

RDR

(PoE)

(PoE)

RDCU

RDCU - IP Reader/Door 
Control Unit
For use with Wiegand Readers
plus door power/control

(PoE)

IOCU - Input/Output 
Control Unit
IP I/O with 16 inputs and 8 
relay outputs

LPU - Local 
Processing  
Units
IP backbone providing 
centralised intelligence 
and dual network 
redundancy

DCU - Door Control Unit
IP Door control with SSL 
encryption plus door power/
control

S3000 System
Standard Switched Building Network

supporting PoE and STP

(PoE)

Specifications
Connection Dual Ethernet 10/100 BaseT 

(RJ45 CAT5e or CAT6), Console 
(RJ45), USB Redundant Ethernet 
communication on switches with 
STP-support.

Indicators Multi-coloured LEDs  
(Power supply 1 & 2 state, Battery 
State, PWR on/off).

Performance P4 Equivalent Processor, 512 MB 
RAM.

Protocol Strong encrypted (SSL) TCP/IP, 
NTP, ARP, ICMP, SSH, IPv4,  
IPv6 ready.

Operational 
modes

• Intelligent processing controller 
with S3000 Local Database. 

• Redundant communication by 
multiple (e)LPU’s.

Software M3000 Windows-based security 
management software 

Housing • Dimensions (HxWxD):  
43 mm x 440 mm x 210 mm  
(1.7”x 17.3”x 8.3”) - Indoor use

• Colour: RAL 7016
• Weight: 3.500 kg (7.72 lbs)  

Excluding Li-polymer battery 
pack: 0.300 kg (0.661 lbs)

Power supply • Redundant power supply  
2 x 75 Watt + Ext. 100-240 V / 
24 VDC / 3 A AC/DC adapter.  

• Optional Li-polymer Battery 
pack (1800 mAh).

Temperature – 
Humidity 

Operational temperature:  
0 - 35°C (32 – 95°F)  
0 - 95% RH non-condensing

Product code • S3000 (e)LPU IP Local 
processing unit (1 AC/DC 
adapter included) 
Part number: 09003002

• Optional Li-polymer battery 
pack for (e)LPU / DCU: 100-
240 V / 24 VDC / 3A adapter  
Part number: 09003800 

• 100-240 VAC / 24 VDC / 3 A 
adapter for S3000 (e)LPU  
Part number: 80060011



Description
The RDCU IP reader/door control unit is one of several network devices 
that make up the S3000 Access Control system, taking full advantage of the 
existing vantage of the IT network infrastructure and low cost structured cabling 
system (CAT5e or CAT6).
The RDCU is a single door controller with two Wiegand reader connections 
that allow for both read-in and read-out applications. All door functions are 
connected and powered utilising the RDCU’s PoE capability, including most 
door strikes and locking mechanisms. An optional relay is available for heavy 
duty locks and gate operators.
The RDCU supports plug-and-use technology, Power-over-Ethernet, strong 
encrypted TCP/IP communication (SSL), automatic IP assignment (via LPU), 
and optional Li-polymer battery pack.
The S3000 access control system is fully interoperable with the Xtralis 3000 
Series family of products, including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio 
recording and transmission, the V3500 for mass storage and archiving, and the 
V3001 for video wall applications.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
• Full IP, with power-over-Ethernet
• Full system redundancy
• Power/Control for 1 door
• Supports Wiegand readers
• Plug-and-use technology
• Spanning Tree Protocol
• Internal fail safe control
• SSL data encryption
• IT network standards

Reader / Door Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 RDCU



Specifications

Controller

CPU

24 VDC In
(Optional use)

24 VDC Out

Plugable
battery pack
(Optional)

Ethernet +
PoE connection

Wiegand Channel 0

Wiegand Channel 1

12 VDC
(max 100 mA)

For each
reader

TCP / IP SSL
Interface

Host Table
Power to Readers

& Door Strike

Lock 1
“Open Drain output”

Door
Contact

Request
to Exit

Relay Output
(Optional)

Built-in Tamper

Configuration
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Reader / Door Control Unit
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 RDCU

Block Diagram

RDR - IP Card Reader
The only IP Card reader with 
SSL encryption on the market

RDR

RDR

(PoE)

(PoE)

RDCU

RDCU - IP Reader/Door 
Control Unit
For use with Wiegand Readers
plus door power/control

(PoE)

IOCU - Input/Output 
Control Unit
IP I/O with 16 inputs and 8 
relay outputs

LPU - Local 
Processing  
Units

DCU - Door Control Unit
IP Door control with SSL 
encryption plus door power/
control

S3000 System
Standard Switched Building Network

supporting PoE and STP

IP backbone providing 
centralised intelligence and 
dual network redundancy

(PoE)

Connection • 10/100 BaseT (RJ45 CAT 5e 
or CAT 6) 

• IEEE 802.3af PoE Compliant.

Indicators Multicoloured LEDs  
(Lock, Door state, Battery state) 

Input • Enclosure tamper, supervised 
door contact, supervised push 
button

• Optional external power supply 
connection (24 VDC / 2 A) 

• 2 reader channels (Wiegand) 
each 12 VDC / 100 mA, Buzz, 
Red LED, Green LED

Output • 24 VDC max 100 mA 
(peripheral use)

• Door lock control:  
MOSFET monitored output  
24 VDC (25 mA to 1 A) 

• Internal Li-polymer battery pack 
connection

Protocol Strong encrypted (SSL) TCP/IP, 
DHCP, ARP, ICMP, SSH, IPv4, IPv6 
Ready

Operational 
modes

• Intelligent access control for  
2 readers and 1 door controller

• Database on Local Processing 
Unit(s).

• Redundancy by multiple LPU’s

Software M3000 Windows-based security 
management software

Housing • Dimensions (HxWxD):  
303 mm x 204 mm x 61 mm  
(12”x 8”x 2.4”) - Indoor use

• Colour: RAL 7016
• Weight: 2.500 kg (5.512 lbs)

excluding battery pack:  
0.300 kg (0.661 lbs)

Power supply • Powered over Ethernet  
(IEEE 802.3af PoE) 12 Watt 

• Optional Li-polymer battery 
pack

Temperature – 
Humidity

Operational temperature:  
0 - 40°C (32 – 104°F)  
0 - 95% RH non-condensing

Product code • S3000 RDCU combined reader/
door control for 2 readers/ 
1 door  
Part number: 09003317

• Optional Li-polymer battery 
pack for DCU, RDCU, IOCU, 
LPU  
Part number: 09003800



Description
The RDR IP reader is one of several network devices that make up the 
S3000 Access Control system taking full advantage of the existing IT network 
infrastructure and low cost structured cabling system (CAT5e or CAT6).
The RDR is an IP proximity card reader with built-in HID® and/or Mifare® 
technology. It supports plug-and-use technology, Power-over-Ethernet, strong 
encrypted TCP/IP communication (SSL), and automatic IP assignment (via 
LPU).
The S3000 access control system is fully interoperable with the Xtralis 3000 
Series family of products, including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio 
recording and transmission, the V3500 for mass storage and archiving, and the 
V3001 for video wall applications.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
• Full IP, with power-over-Ethernet
• Plug-and-use technology
• Parallel processing and load 

balancing
• Full system redundancy
• Linux OS
• Front control panel display
• Auto-configured host
• IT network standards
• HID® and/or Mifare® technology
• Spanning Tree Protocol
• Internal fail safe control

IP Reader
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 RDR



Card 
compatibility

HID® 125 Khz / Mifare® 13.56 MHz 
technology

Reading 
distance

HID® +/- 1.2” (30 mm), Mifare®:  
+/- 20 mm (0.75”)

Connection / 
Indicators

• 10/100 BaseT (Rj45 CAT5e 
or CAT6) IEEE 802.3af PoE 
compliant 

• Multicoloured LEDs (ready/
busy/error), Buzzer

Protocol Strong encrypted (SSL) TCP/IP, 
DHCP, ARP, ICMP, SSH, IPv4, 
IPv6 ready

Operational 
modes

• Intelligent access control 
proximity reader 

• Database on Local Processing 
Unit(s) 

• Redundancy by multiple LPU’s  

Software M3000: Windows-based security 
management software

Housing • Dimensions (HxWxD):  
130 mm x 120 mm x 40 mm  
(5.1”x 4.7”x 1.6”) - Indoor 

• Colour: RAL 7016
• Weight: 0.285 kg (0.63 lbs) 
• IP44

Power supply Powered over Ethernet  
(IEEE 802.3af PoE) Max 12 Watt

Temperature – 
Humidity

Operational temperature:  
0 - 40°C (32 – 104°F)  
0 - 95% RH non-condensing

Product code • S3000 RDR IP Proximity card 
reader HID® 125 KHz 
Part number: 09003101

• S3000 RDR IP Proximity card 
reader Mifare® 13.56 MHz  
Part number: 09003102

• S3000 RDR IP Proximity card 
reader HID® /Mifare®  
Part number: 09003103

Read any card data

Antenna

Reader
Technology

TCP / IP SSL
Interface

Host table
Power to reader

Ethernet +
power (PoE)

Internally protected
Weigand signals

HID® 125 KHz, Idesco Mifare® 13.56 MHz, Deister Magiprox® 125 KHz + 13.56 MHz
}

Configuration Specifications
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IP Reader
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3000 RDR

Block Diagram

RDR - IP Card Reader
The only IP Card reader with 
SSL encryption on  
the market

RDR

RDR

(PoE)

(PoE)

RDCU

RDCU - IP Reader/Door 
Control Unit
For use with Wiegand Readers
plus door power/control

(PoE)

IOCU - Input/Output 
Control Unit
IP I/O with 16 inputs and 8 
relay outputs

LPU - Local 
Processing  
Units

DCU - Door Control Unit
IP Door control with SSL 
encryption plus door power/
control

S3000 System
Standard Switched Building Network

supporting PoE and STP

IP backbone providing 
centralised intelligence and 
dual network redundancy

(PoE)



Description
Multi application panel for intruder detection and access control.
•	 IP-based multi-application security panel integrating:

 - Access Control
 - Intruder Detection
 - Technical Control
 - Bank Security

•	 Total and modular security solution for single and multi-site organisations.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
•	 Full integration of intruder detection 

and access control within the same 
control panel

•	 Interconnection: link several S3100 
panels through your IP-network and 
build any size of installation

•	 Ultra fast and secure communication 
over existing IP-networks (100 Mb)

•	 Full integration with digital video 
recorder and transmitter

•	 Bi-directional communication to 
management software over TCP/IP, 
ISDN, PSTN

•	 Primary and secondary 
communication: SIA over IP, VdS 
2465, etc.

•	 Single and multi-site
•	 Multi Application
•	 Modular

IP-based Security Panel
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3100

ADPRO V3500 High Capacity 
IP Video Recorder/Server IP Cameras (PoE)

ADPRO V3001 VideoWall ADPRO S3000  
IP Access Control

ADPRO S2000 Multi  
Application IP Module

VESDA-E Smoke  
Detection

Fire Detection Panel

VESDA Smoke  
Detection

OSID Imaging 
Detection

Ethernet PoE I/O

ADPRO VCP VideoCentral ADPRO VCP VideoWall

ADPRO M3000 Command & Control Center ADPRO S3100 IP Security Panel

ADPRO XOa 3
IP Cameras ADPRO PRO 

E-PIR Detectors

Mobile Applications

Analogue Cameras 
(PTZ)

ADPRO Video Content Analytics & Business Intelligence 

ADPRO FastTrace 2E-RMG



Configuration

IP-based Security Panel
Xtralis Integrated Security 
S3100

Specifications

Intruder detection •	 Up to 120 detection points per S3100 panel
•	 Up to 32 zones per panel with possibility to create common zones
•	 Perfect	for	retrofits

Access Control •	 Up to 12,000 badges (32-bit cards), 8 doors per S3100 panel
•	 Advanced features including anti-pass back, interlock and 

interaction with Intruder Detection
•	 Support for different types of card readers
•	 Programmable logical functions

Bank Security Advanced bank security features for bank safe management, 
interlock, ATM access, auto-test procedures

Interconnection •	 Up to 8 S3100 panels can be interconnected over an IP network, 
behaving as 1 system

•	 Scale your system: up to 960 detection points, 64 doors, 64 safes, 
512 inputs and outputs

General •	 Ethernet interface 10/100 Mb - embedded TCP/IP
•	 Very	user-friendly	configuration	through	FCU	(S3100	Configuration	

Utility)
•	 External communications through native IP, ISDN or PSTN
•	 Up to 10,000 S3100 panels can communicate with Xtralis 

Management Software
•	 Primary and backup encrypted communication
•	 Very	flexible	wiring	principles:	choice	between	bus,	star	or	

combination of both
•	 Perfect integration with Xtralis Security Solutions FastTrace 2/2E 

Network Video and Audio Recorder / Transmitter over IP network 
for	alarm	verification,	access	control	verification	and	triggered	alarm	
recording

•	 Watch-Dog function permanently
•	 Power Supply: 220 VAC – 60 W

Support for different types of  
card readers
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Description
The Xtralis V3001 is an IP virtual video matrix unit for IP video wall 
applications.
The V3001 provides Multi-codec (*) video stream support, random customised 
screen layouts for 4:3, 16:9 and 16:10 aspect ratio screens and overlay 
capabilities such as interactive screen selection, superpose zoom in, and 
indication of meta data.

Features
• The V3001 provides a high performance fan-less video signal (VGA) 

generator for virtual video matrix (VMX) observation screen(s) with support 
for MPEG-4, H.264 and MJPEG.

• The V3001 includes a video wall layout design with random mosaic or full 
screen options. In alarm state, overlay images can support alarm banners 
and additional event information. 

• The V3001 provides widescreen support for 16:9, 16:10 aspect ratio with 
IP video stream (*) input from several sources (e.g. IP camera, Xtralis 
FastTrace 2/2E, Xtralis V3500, IP video server, PC producing an image, etc.)

• The V3001 is fully interoperable with the 3000 Series family of products, 
including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio recording and transmission, 
the V3500 for mass storage and archiving, M3000 management software 
and the S3000 for IP-based access control.

• Direct control and configuration is provided through Xtralis M3000 software.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefits
• Very high performance with MPEG-4, 

H.264, MxPEG and MJPEG support
• Free video wall layout design - 

random mosaic or full screen
• Sequential video layouts
• IP video stream input from multiple 

sources 
• Widescreen support for 16:9, 16:10 

aspect ratios
• Linux operating system
• Interaction with M3000 Events 

(Access control, intruder detection, 
etc.)

Digital Video Matrix Device
Xtralis Integrated Security 
V3001



Specifications
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Digital Video Matrix Device
Xtralis Integrated Security 
V3001

V3001 - Module
 

V3001 - Live Video output

Processor Core 2 Duo

RAM 512 MB / DDR2

Flash memory USB stick

Ethernet connection 10/100/1000 BaseT (GBPS)

Operating system Linux

Video compression MPEG-4, H.264, MxPEG, MJPEG

Video resolution • Input: (*) video stream input adjustable (dependent) cif/2cif/
Dcif/4cif/VGA/Mpixel, etc.

• Output: (**) VGA (640x480), SVGA (800x600) 
• VGA (640x480), SVGA (800x600), XVGA (1024x768),  

SXGA (1280x1024), WXGA (1280x768), VGA (1600x1200),  
max 1600x1600 pixels (DDC supported by monitor)

Bandwidth (*) video stream input adjustable (dependent) 

Protocols Ethernet connection: TCP/IP, NTP, ARP, ICMP, SSH, HTTPS, 
IPV4, IPV6 ready

Software Web browser interface and M3000 Windows-based security 
management software

Housing • Aluminum die-casting and heavy-duty steel 
• (Colour: silver) - Indoor use

Dimensions (WxHxD) 300 mm x 104.5 mm x 210 mm (11.81”x 4.11”x 8.27”)

Weight 6.7 kg (14.77 lb)

Power supply 240 V / 50 Hz – 2,5 Amp

Temperature Operational Temp: -5 to 40°C (23 to 104°F);
95% rh non-condensing

Product code V3001: IP virtual video matrix unit - part number: 09003401

(*) Video stream: The V3001 can receive video streams from several sources (e.g. IP camera, IP 
server, FastTrace 2/2E, V3500, PC producing an image, etc.). The V3001 unit supports multiple 
codec video streams with standard MPEG-4, H.264, MxPEG and MJPEG compatibility.

(**) Output resolution adjustable and monitor dependant (match between V3001 and used 
monitor, resolution, refresh rates and colour depth).



Xtralis Test Transformer VTT-10000 (previously known as the Hot Wire Test – 
Power Supply Unit (PSU)) is a tool used to test very early warning aspirated 
smoke detection equipment.
How it works
The unit generates a high current that passes through a test cable in order to 
heat it, which in turn causes its insulation to burn giving off smoke.
The maximum operating time for the unit is three minutes and then it must be 
left immediately to cool it off for a period of at least seven minutes.
On State: When the unit is turned on, the “POWER” indicator flashes a green 
light and the power is applied to the output terminals until the set time has 
elapsed. 

Off State: Once the timer has timed out, the output is switched off and the 
“OUT” indicator illuminates a red light while the “POWER” indicator remains 
illuminated.

Timer
A timer is incorporated to provide a selectable burn period of up to 3 minutes.
The timer also helps to prevent the unit being inadvertently left on for an 
extended period. 

The timer is reset when the switch is turned off and will run for the set period 
when the switch is turned on again.
Thermal Switch
The unit is protected against over-temperatures by a thermal switch.
Regardless of the power presence, this switch will not allow operation for an 
extended period (up to an hour) once turned on. Moreover, the thermal switch 
cannot be bypassed or reset manually.

Features
• Tests very early warning aspirated smoke 

detection equipment

• Incorporates a timer to provide a 
selectable burn period of up to 3 minutes

• Embedded thermal switch to protect 
against over-temperatures

Listings / Approvals
• EN 61558-1:1997 Safety of power 

transformers, power supply units and 
similar

• EN 61558-2-6:1997 Particular 
requirements for safety isolating 
transformers for general use.

• EN 50081-1 EMC-Generic Emissions

• EN 50082-1 EMC-Generic Immunity

• FCC Part 15 Class A Emissions
Regional approvals listings and regulatory compliance vary between product 
models. Refer to www.xtralis.com for the latest product approvals matrix.

Xtralis Test Transformer VTT-10000



Specifications
Type  VTT-10000
Weight  2.7 kg
Dimensions (LxWxH)  7.2 cm x 12.1 cm x 13.3 cm
Voltage Input  220-240 VAC, 50 Hz or 110-120 VAC, 60 Hz
Input Rating  800 mA @ 240 VAC, 50 Hz, 1.6 A @ 120 VAC, 60 Hz
Fuse  220-240 VAC, 800 mA(T) (anti-surge) 
  110-120 VAC, 1.6 A(T) (anti-surge)
Output  6 VAC nominal, 20 A
Operating Time  Maximum on time: 3 minutes
Minimum off time between tests 7 minutes
Protection  IP30 
  Indoor use only (this product is not to be used in 
  the presence of moisture)

Part: 30718

Xtralis Test Transformer

Ordering Information
VTT-10000-AUS Australia
VTT-10000-UK United Kingdom
VTT-10000-EUR Europe
VTT-10000-USA United States
251-001 Test Wire (100 m length)

VTT-10000
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Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details regarding compliant design, 
installation and commissioning.

Timer Power Indicators
Power (Flashing Green) Output is turned on, timer on
Power (Constant Green) Output is turned off, timer off
Out (Red) Output is turned off, timer off



Xtralis XAS
Smoke Detectors 

Product Overview
The Xtralis XAS Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) system 
provides a flexible detection solution to meet the unique needs 
of many challenging applications found in typical commercial 
and industrial sites. The XAS solution is well suited to 
installations where access to the monitored areas is restricted 
and provides tamper-proof and unobtrusive detection. The 
ability to mount the device outside the protected area makes it 
ideal for use in applications such as HVAC ducts, correctional 
facilities, elevator shafts and machine rooms.

Suitable  
Applications
• HVAC Ducts
• Transformer vaults
• Restricted government spaces
• Inaccessible laboratory spaces
• Elevator shafts and machine rooms
• MRI Rooms
• Concealed roof spaces or under floor voids
• Prison cells

Key Features
• Single or dual inlet smoke detection
• Multiple piping options
• Multiple detection strategies
• 164 ft (50 m) max. per unit
• 50 ft (15 m) max. per flexible tube
• Microprocessor controlled
• High performance aspirator
• Integral display and programmer
• Field serviceable air filter
• Adjustable aspirator speed with airflow monitoring

Delivery Lead Time
7 – 10 working days

Warranty
2 years

Useful Links
www.xtralis.com

XAS Duct Sampling Configuration
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Optional Water Trap 
components

Legend 
A Air Duct
B Sampling Probe
C Exhaust Pipe
D Duct Probe / Pipe Mounting Plate
E Airflow direction
F Duct Probe / Pipe Elbow Connector
G Inlet Flexible Tube
H Exhaust Flexible Tube
I Horizontal Water Trap Pipe
J Vertical Water Trap Pipe
K Vertical Inlet Pipe
L Horizontal Inlet Pipe
M Electrical Conduit
N Detector Enclosure
O Exhaust Port
P Exhaust Port Pipe
Q Threaded 90 degree elbow reduced adaptor
R Flexible Tube to Threaded Elbow Connector
S Ball Valve
T Clear Water Trap Pipe

http://www.xtralis.com


XAS Air-sampling Smoke Detection System

The XAS-1-US and XAS-2-US Air-sampling Smoke Detectors (ASDs) are a reliable smoke detection solution for 
challenging spot detection applications. Challenges include HVAC duct smoke detection, restricted areas such as 
prison cells, transformer vaults and elevator shaft ceilings (when required). The system utilizes a high-performance 
aspirator and programmable flow monitoring circuitry. It is the preferred solution in traditionally difficult to access 
applications in commercial properties, institutional settings and industrial sites.

In a fire event, ventilation duct systems can carry smoke and toxic gases from one area of the building to another. 
Duct systems may also supply air to a fire, fueling its growth. System designers must meet the challenge of 
developing solutions that effectively detect and control smoke and airflow through the use of devices such as duct 
smoke detectors and smoke dampers.

Smoke detection within ducts does not replace open-area smoke detection systems; it provides greater control over 
the flow of smoke from one area to another. If smoke is detected within a duct, that duct can be closed and the 
corresponding HVAC unit shut down to prevent further spread of smoke, thus helping to protect life and property, and 
avoid business disruption.



Smoke sensors placed in HVAC ducts can determine if smoke is present 
near a protected area as air travels through the duct. However, the location of 
HVAC ducts themselves can create challenges for system service providers 
and become problematic and create a nuisance to end users. 

Traditional duct detectors are sometimes installed in difficult-to-reach areas 
that occasionally require the use of lifts to perform service – a costly 
proposition and many times over looked activity. 

As a result, duct detection devices are often not serviced on a timely basis 
and even forgotten by end users as they are “out of sight - out of mind”. The 
lack of service can cause unwanted alarm conditions and lead to a lack of 
protection in critical areas of the building all leading to compromised 
effectiveness of the life safety system - a most undesirable situation.

Utilizing a high-performance aspirator and configurable flow monitoring  
circuitry, the XAS detector actively draws air from a difficult-to-reach HVAC  
duct up to 80 feet away, allowing simplified access for service. The sampled  
air is filtered before being analyzed by a smoke sensor that is incorporated  
into the system. Air flow level is displayed on a ten-element bar graph that  
can be adjusted for high and low flow thresholds, and flow fault is reported  
as a device trouble via relays to the monitoring system.

Unlike other duct detectors, flexible tubes can be used for installing the XAS duct detector in places where typical 
piping cannot be installed easily. In a duct application, two flexible tubes are installed. The inlet tube is used to sample 
air from the duct and the second tube exhausts the air back into the duct.

When using the XAS device in an “open area protection” arrangement the detection device can be mounted outside 
the protected area and accessed without the use of lifts or ladders, bringing tangible cost savings to end users. As the 
service for the XAS detector can be performed from floor level, it is well suited for the following types of applications: 

• where duct detectors are difficult to maintain and service; 
• where an aerial lift device must be used to service duct detectors; and 
• where unobtrusive smoke detection is required. 

In addition to duct applications, the XAS detection system can be applied in other challenging protection areas. This 
includes the top of elevator shafts, prison cells, transformer vaults and the exterior of MRI rooms, where conventional 
detectors can be hard to access and maintain or where the device can be adversely affected by the environment of 
the area it is protecting.

• Active air sampling techniques 
are combined with analog 
smoke sensing technology

• Excellent fire protection and 
easy maintenance access for 
HVAC duct detectors and 
detectors mounted in other 
difficult-to-access areas

• Monitors airflow of sampled air 
from duct

• Ideal for restricted access 
environment areas

• Centralized, convenient 
maintenance

• XAS offered in Single and Dual 
inlet models

• Flexible piping options
• Multiple detection strategies
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Product Name

The Xtralis XAS Air-sampling Smoke Detection system provides a flexible 
detection solution to meet unique needs of challenging applications found in 
typical commercial and industrial sites.  The XAS solution is well suited to 
installations where access to the monitored areas is restricted and provides  
tamper-proof and unobtrusive detection. The ability to mount the device outside 
the protected area makes it ideal for use in applications such as correctional 
facilities, transformer vaults, cable tunnels, elevator machine rooms and HVAC 
ducts. 

How it Works
The XAS systems actively draw air from the protected area through sampling 
holes in a pipe network. Sampled air is then filtered before being analyzed by 
conventional or analog point detectors incorporated in the systems. The XAS 
system is available with one inlet pipe (XAS-1) or two inlet pipes (XAS-2), and 
can be used with one or two detectors per system. A number of different points 
from a range of leading technology providers may be used.*

The systems utilize a high performance aspirator and programmable flow 
monitoring circuitry. Air flow level is displayed on a ten element bar graph that 
can be adjusted for high and low flow thresholds, and flow failure is reported as a 
device fault via relays to the monitoring system.

Detection Strategies
The systems may be configured for a number of detection strategies including:

• single or dual addressable area detection
• redundant detection
• coincident or double-knock detection
Installer-specifiable point detectors offer benefits in simplicity of configuration and 
cost effectiveness. In circumstances where the premises are already protected 
by point detectors, the XAS system is easily introduced onto the existing fire 
alarm control panel signaling circuit by installing equivalent detectors into the 
system*.

Features

• Single or dual inlet fire detection
• Multiple piping options
• Multiple detection strategies
• 164 ft (50 m) max. per unit
• 50 ft (15 m) max. per flexible tube
• Microprocessor controlled
• High performance aspirator
• Integral display and programmer
• Field serviceable air filter
• Adjustable aspirator speed with airflow 

monitoring

Listings/Approvals

• UL-268
• UL-268A
• ULC-529

XAS-1-US & XAS-2-USXtralis XAS Smoke Detectors

* Subject to XAS system approval for the installed spot (point) detector



XAS-1-US & XAS-2-USXtralis XAS Smoke Detectors
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Detector Configuration Options
Several configuration options are available for the XAS-1 and XAS-2 systems: 

• XAS-1 system – one or two spot (point) detectors (shared inlet)
• XAS-2 system – two spot (point) detectors (dual inlet)
XAS-1 systems with one spot (point) detector are capable of providing single 
area detection, but XAS-1 and XAS-2 systems with two detectors are able to 
provide a number of detection strategies. The table below describes the 
recommended configuration options to fit the selected detection strategy when 
two spot (point) detectors are installed into an XAS system.

XAS-1 XAS-2

Tw
o 

D
et

ec
to

r 
St

ra
te

gy

Dual Addressable Areas ü
Redundancy ü (OR) ü (OR)

Coincident / Double-Knock † ü (AND) ü (AND)

† Subject to local codes and standards
Note: (OR / AND) represents the suggested boolean logic for combining two detectors to achieve detection strategy

Dimensions

Specifications
Supported detectors:
• 1 or 2 analog addressable or conventional spot 

(point) detectors
• 4 in. mounting base (max)

Supply Voltage:
24 VDC nominal
Note that spot (point) detectors are powered from 
the Signaling Line Circuit (SLC) or Initiating Device 
Circuit (IDC).
Current:
350 mA (max)
In-Rush 680 mA
Dimensions (WHD):
10.2 in. x 12.6 in. x 6.5 in.  
(259 mm x 321 mm x 166 mm)
Weight:
XAS-1: 7.27 lbs (3.3 kg)
XAS-2: 7.5 lbs (3.4 kg)
Operating Conditions:
Tested to:

14 to 131 °F (-10 to 55 °C)
Recommended Detector Ambient:

32 to 100 °F (0 to 38 °C)
Sampled Air:

4 to 140 °F (-20 to 60 °C)
Humidity:
10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Air Inlet Pipe:
Accepts both metric and American standard  
pipe sizes.  
Metric: 25mm (1.05 in.)
American Pipe: ¾ in. I.D (21mm)
Flexible tubing: ¾ in.O.D (19mm)
Sampling Network:
Pipe Length: Up to 164 ft (50 m) total per device
Flexible Tube Length: Maximum 50 ft (15m)
IP Rating:
IP30 Wiring Enclosure
Detector Enclosure: IP65
Filtration:
Serviceable filter
External filter optional
Flow Monitoring and Reporting:
High and Low programmable flow limits
Aspirator:
Control: 10 programmable speeds
Pressure: 250 Pa
Relay outputs:
XAS-1: 1 fault relay output
XAS-2: 2 fault relay outputs
Field Wiring:
Screw Terminals

18 to 10 AWG (0.9 to 5.5 sq. mm) solid
20 to 12 AWG (0.6 to 3.5 sq. mm) stranded

Ordering Information
Air-sampling Smoke Detector with 1 inlet XAS-1-US

Air-sampling Smoke Detector with 2 inlets XAS-2-US

Point detectors are ordered from their manufacturer/supplier; while baffles are ordered 
separately from Xtralis depending on the point detector type.

ø1.06 “ (27.0mm)

ø1.06 “ (27.0mm) 

ø0.87 “ (21.0mm)

0.87 “ (22.0mm)

ø1.18 “
(30mm)

ø1.18 “
(30mm)

2.09 “ 
(53.0mm)

3.72 “ (94.5mm)4.76 “ (121.0mm) 

9.53 “ (242.0mm)

9.52 “ (241.7mm) 

6.27 “ (159.3mm)

10.18 “ (258.6mm)

0.87 “
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1.50 “
(38.0mm) 

0.87 “
(22.0mm)

1.5 “
(38.0mm)

1.3 “
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1.18 “
(30.0mm)

1.18 “
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1.06 “
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12.62 “
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Advanced Business Intelligent 
Video Content Analytics (VCA)

ADPRO ClientTraceTM Application License
For ADPRO® XOa Devices
Description
ADPRO ClientTrace is a business intelligence application designed to improve 
sales performance at car dealerships and other big box retailers. Using video 
analytics of site video and push notification technology, this application rapidly 
alerts salespeople to customers waiting anywhere on the site, maximising the 
opportunity to intervene and promote sales. Live video on the salesperson’s 
Laptop/PC or mobile device via the ADPRO iTrace mobile app, provides instant 
assessment and location of potential customers. Sales people can work in the 
office on their many tasks confident that they will be notified of customers in their 
sales area. The PC database back-end allows post-analysis of customer activity 
over time and provides valuable business intelligence for decisions on stock 
placement and staff densities throughout the week. This license is the perfect 
complement to ADPRO IntrusionTrace, allowing the same cameras and hardware 
to be used for sales enhancement during business hours and security out of hours. 
Now you can maximise your investment and make full use of your  
ADPRO XOa devices with early notification, early intervention, more sales with 
larger profit by day and early warning, early intervention, lower losses by night. 
Xtralis – The sooner you know!

Specifications
• Advanced video analytics on the ADPRO XOa device detects waiting 

customers.
• Rapid notification with linked video for quick verification of client opportunity.
• Notification directly to a Laptop/PC via a popup or via email and iTrace* on the 

salesperson’s mobile device (smartphone/tablet).
• Multiple detection zones per camera (Car dealerships = 10-20 cars/camera).
• Detection zones can span multiple cameras.
• Salespeople are allocated to zones based on time during the week.
• PC hosted database for reporting indicative business intelligence.

 - Which zones were more popular
 - When zones were popular
 - Reporting by day, week, fortnight, month, quarter, or custom times
 - Graphs for easy visualisation

• PC hosted dashboard (ClientTrace SW) for live assessment of site activity.
• Utilises existing video security infrastructure (Analogue and/or IP cameras).
• Perfect complement to ADPRO IntrusionTrace.
• Opportunity for mobile sales intervention through the Xtralis mobile iTrace* App.

Unique Features
• Xtralis Business Intelligence helping 

End-Users leverage security/safety 
infrastructure to improve business 
performance

• ClientTrace (VCA): Opens up new 
opportunities/segments using existing 
security equipment in unarmed 
condition (Win-Win)

• ClientTrace Unique Analysis Tool
 - Dashboard function providing 

activity overview
 - Active users and most active zones
 - Daily overview of activity 

(notifications count, dismissed, 
acknowledged)

 - Report module providing 
intelligence info on activity on daily, 
weekly, monthly or custom period 
basis

 - Improve staff planning
 - Determine optimal opening days/

hours
 - Evaluate impact of advertising and 

promotions
• Remotely downloadable add-on 

license (no extra HW - no extra 
dongles)

* iTrace: Mobile remote monitoring video verification application allowing users to display live camera views via ADPRO  
 XOa device on Smartphones/Tablets (iOS/ Android).

** Xapp: Remotely downloadable software applications (IntrusionTrace, LoiterTrace, SmokeTrace, …).

*** Xchange: Online licensing portal/tool to quickly and remotely deploy, manage, configure and transfer licenses to and from  
 Xtralis devices.

Business Intelligent Video Content Verification License
Remotely downloadable Video Analytic Xapp** using Xchange*** 
providing video based human detection.
• 1 or 4 channel License model (4 pack as 1 license for 4 channels)
• An application license under this model has a limited life time of 1 

year and so needs to be renewed (if necessary) on a yearly basis
• Active on one video channel at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times (1 or 4 channels)

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System
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How does ClientTrace work? 

ClientTrace (VCA) identifies the presence of a potential sales within defined zones 
(see Fig.1). Back office notifies sales and feeds video to zone-linked salesman 
through PC/Laptop (ClientTrace Client SW) or Smartphone/Tablet (iTrace), making 
sure no sales opportunity is lost because of back office work.

Typical detection scenes

Advanced Business Intelligent 
Video Content Analytics (VCA)

ADPRO ClientTraceTM Application License
For ADPRO® XOa Devices

ClientTrace client SW screens

Ordering Information
ClientTrace license 1 Channel – 1 Year 49975790
ClientTrace license 4 Channel (4 Pack) – 1 Year* 49975791

* 4 pack as 1 license for 4 channels on 1 device.

Fig.1: Detection Zone Definition Fig.2: Plot Results



Product Name
Digital Video and Audio 
TransmitterADPRO® FastScan 2-4 & 2-10

Description
The ADPRO FastScan 2 by Xtralis is a digital video transmission system for 4 
or 10 analog or IP cameras.

Features
• Hybrid functionality supporting both analog and, a wide range of, IP 

cameras

• Individually adjustable image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and 
megapixel resolution with IP cameras

• Integrated Multi-unicast server supporting multiple IP network connections 
and simultaneous dial-up connections

• Integrated Web server for up to 4 IP connections, enabling video 
transmission and camera control on a PC/Smartphone/Handheld using 
standard Web browser

• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to 
Firewall protected video systems (also with dynamic IP addresses) in 
private nets. Additionally HTconnect permanently controls the availability of 
the entire system from public net over private net to video transmitters

• Camera position authentication and camera-specific alarming of video loss 
with analog cameras

• Integrated email client for alarming (up to two email addresses)

• Up to 5 privacy zones per analog camera for live images

• Precise recording of pre- and post-alarm images, individually adjustable to 
camera and event

Key Benefi ts
• Event-triggered connections by alarm 

contact, motion detection (with analog 
cameras), serial command, technical 
alarm, and routine call

• Perfected for alarm verification and 
conformity with monitoring center 
applications

• Full-duplex voice communication via 
bi-directional audio transmission

• Integrated interfaces for Ethernet 
network, PTZ control, data 
transmission, and system integration

• Data transmission via USB interface

• Extensive remote control functions to 
control lighting, barriers, alarms, 
doors, or any relay-controlled devices

• Compact design, suitable for desk, 
wall and 19” mounting



Specifi cations

Digital Video and Audio 
TransmitterADPRO® FastScan 2-4 & 2-10
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VIDEO

Video standard CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC (analog), dependant on IP camera (digital)

Video compression Device internal with HTcompress1 (M-JPEG differential compression with 
adjustable compression factor per camera)

Picture formats With IP camera dependant on model: standard to megapixel resolution; with 
analog cameras:
Transmission: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128, 128 x 80 pixels and 16 Bit 
color depth
Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 Pixel and 16 Bit color depth

Video inputs 4 or 10 x CVBS (BNC), 1 Vpp/75 Ohm with loop through outputs (auto-
termination) (analog); up to 10 IP cameras with multiple use of different types 
and resolutions

Video output Camera switcher with manual, alarm and sequence control; 1 x CVBS 
(BNC), 1 Vpp/75 Ohm

Motion Detection1 Selectable per camera with adjustable detection zones for alarm 
transmission and storage of (pre-) alarm images (RAM)

Video signal monitoring1 Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content) for all cameras

AUDIO

General Optional plug-in module (Audio Card) for bi-directional audio transmission

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16 Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (02 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) or Mic in (electret or electrostatic 
microphone)

Audio output 1 x line out (02 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) and 1 speaker out (1 Watt/8 Ohm)

TRANSMISSION, RECORDING

General Video and audio transmission, recording of (pre-) alarm images

MultiCast, Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP  or 5 IP  and 1 dial-up connection or 4 IP  and 2 dial-up 
connections simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC/Smartphone/PDA Web browser (additional to 
5 standard connections)

Video transmission of live 
images

With up to 25 fps via IP (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, HSDPA, CDMA, 
UMTS, EDGE) and dial-up (PSTN/POTS, GSM, HSCSD)

Recording media 28 MByte RAM for pre-alarm images only (1400 images)

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection and serial commands

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; live images for each camera

Recording modes Pre-alarm recording until connection (RAM)

Recording interval Adjustable between 0-99 seconds (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with ADPRO 
FastScan 2 Control PRO

REMOTE ACCESS AND EVALUATION

General features Remote access to live images, pre-alarm images and remote setup/
maintanance via receiver software

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specifi c reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

INTERFACES

LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, auto 
detection within LAN

USB interface 2.0 for confi guration of device

External dial-up adapters PSTN/POTS-, IGSM-, HSCSD-adapters via RS-232 interface (9 pin Sub-D)

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) interface (screw/clamp)

Transparent data 
channel/control 
interface

Via onboard RS-232 interface 
(9 pin Sub-D)

Alarm inputs 4 or 10 alarm inputs (camera 
related),
1 general alarm input, 1 arm/
disarm and
1 tamper input (all on screw 
terminals)

Control outputs 2 relays-system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact on screw/
clamp), max. 30V DC/1 A, 60V 
DC/0.3 A, 125V AC/0.5 A

GENERAL

Operating system/
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Control and display 
element

On-Off Switch, push button for 
manual camera selection and 
status LED

Setup and software 
update

Via local and/or remote 
receiver station via IP (LAN, 
Internet, DSL) and dial-up 
connections (PSTN/POTS, 
ISDN, GSM, HSCSD, 
UMTS/3G)

Power supply External switched power 
supply, 100-240 V AC, 50/60 
Hz, 12 V DC at max. 4 A, 
42 W

Power consumption 
(12 V DC)

FastScan 2-4/10: 4.8 W

Ambient 
temperature

+41° to +131°F 
(+5°C to +55°C)

Housing/Enclosure Desktop and wall mounting: 
221 x 88 x 270 (WxHxD mm);
19” mounting: 1/2 19”x 2 RU x 
275 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 2.9 kg

Protection class IP 30 according to IEC 60529, 
DIN EN 60529

Approvals FCC

Options PSTN Card
Audio Card, 
Dial-up adapters, 
19” Mount Kit (2 RU),
Mount Kit

Warranty 24 months
1  Only with analog cameras



Network Video and Audio 
Recording/ Transmitting/ 
Analytics ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2

Description
The ADPRO FastTrace 2 by Xtralis is the latest H.216 single- and multi-site video 
security system supporting up to 16 analogue cameras. It has been designed, 
developed and manufactured by Xtralis, the leader in video security technologies.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO VideoCentralPlatinum / Heitel EMS 
management software, the unique combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote 
site monitoring and control, and evidential quality recording (H.264), it provides the 
most fl exible and fi rst remote-enabled programmable multi-site video security system 
available today.

The ADPRO FastTrace 2 delivers optimised image quality, effi cient bandwidth and hard 
disk utilisation, in addition to:
• H.264 compression
• Up to 30 ips NTSC/25 ips PAL per camera
• Analogue: CIF/QCIF/2CIF/4CIF – SIF/QSIF/2SIF/4SIF
• Scalable up to 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue
• Fully integrated with ADPRO range of security solutions

Features
• The ADPRO FastTrace 2 utilises H.264 compression technology which optimises 

bandwidth utilisation while providing the highest quality video with the lowest 
bandwidth.

• Dual codec for independent recording, analytics and viewing quality settings (per 
camera).

• One audio input per video input for synchronised audio recording.
• The intuitive web interface gives authorised users remote access to live and 

recorded video over the network.
• Provides extremely fast searches through large amounts of recorded video with 

unique post-record metadata motion search capability. Results are presented on a 
timeline in seconds without large video data transfers across the network.

• The ADPRO FastTrace 2 can be managed and confi gured from the intuitive 
FastTrace 2 internet browser interface.

• Integrates on-board video analytics capabilities (up to 4 channels and 20 for the 
FT 2E version) for indoor/ outdoor loitering detection (LoiterTrace) and outdoor 
perimeter detection (sterile zone IntrusionTrace detection) using unique algorithms 
with, for example, headlight suppression, thermal camera support and iLids 
compliance.

Video Alarm Verifi cation
• Live and recorded video transmission, two-way audio, remote camera control and 

fl exible integration capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, 
eliminating the need for on-site guards. 

• Event-based video transmission pushes video on alarm from the remote site to 
the ADPRO VideoCentralPlatinum / Heitel EMS management software remote 
video and alarm management software and ADPRO M3000 command and control 
software.

• Rapid assessment of video alarm images enables the cause of alarms to be 
viewed quickly and effi ciently, allowing for real time intervention as necessary and 
minimising nuisance alarm responses.

• Use ADPRO FastTrace 2 and the ADPRO VideoCentralPlatinum / Heitel EMS 
management software remote video and alarm management software or ADPRO 
M3000 command and control software for centralised management of multiple 
remote sites to improve effi ciency and reduce personnel costs.

• A high level SDK interface is available to support direct integration to 3rd party 
receiving software. See the ADPRO Advantage Programme for further information.

Key Benefi ts
• H.264 best-in-class video compression, 

highest quality video with lowest bandwidth
• Dual codec for totally independent 

recording and viewing quality settings (per 
camera)

• Resolutions:
 - PAL/NTSC: CIF/SIF, QCIF/

QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF
• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 

recorded video and system confi guration
• Automatic video alarm transmission to 

ADPRO VideoCentralPlatinum / Heitel EMS 
management software and ADPRO M3000 
software

• CMS control override function
• Two-way audio capability, one bi-directional 

half-duplex audio channel available per 
video channel with optional audio switcher

• Extremely fast post-record metadata motion 
search capability

• Local on-board input/outputs and extended 
input/outputs with up to 128 total input/ 
outputs via optional Ethernet PoE modules

• Camera supervision for contrast, no video 
signal and camera tamper (moved or 
defocused)

• Alarm transmission capability: 
 - Primary IP/3G (optional*)
 - Backup 3G (optional*)
 - Support for Dynamic IP addresses 

(DNS)
• Communication channel supervision via 

automatic Site Pulse watchdog signal
• Time synchronisation via NTP time servers
• Integrated PTZ telemetry support with PTZ 

presets on alarm (RS485, via Coax)
• Small desktop case - 19” rack mount
• SDK to interface to 3rd party receiving 

software
• High Level Interface to ADPRO Presidium 

intelligent video analytics platform
• On-board optional video analytics 

extensions for:
 - Indoor/ outdoor Loitering Detection 

(LoiterTrace**): detects loitering persons, 
even when they remain static for a long 
time

 - Outdoor Perimeter Detection 
(IntrusionTrace***): designed for outdoor 
sterile zone monitoring

• Smartphone/ Tablet applications for video 
monitoring, alarm reception, settings, and 
function execution.

*   3G-modem not included - For more information, please contact your Xtralis representative.

**  LoiterTrace: Separate datasheet available

*** IntrusionTrace: Separate datasheet available



ADPRO FastTrace 2 - 19”(30)

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  
H:  132 mm (5.20”)  
L:  300 mm (11.8”)  

FastTrace 2 Web-Client Interface 
(Recording)

FastTrace 2 Web-Client Interface 
(Analytics)

Smartphone Applications for Video 
Monitoring
Smartphone/ Tablet applications for video 
monitoring, settings, and function execution
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ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2
Specifi cations

Video Input 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue
Video Output SVGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264
Video Resolution Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF
Images/Second Analogue: PAL/NTSC: up to 25/30 ips
Bandwidth 
Consumption

6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec

Bandwidth 
Management

Confi gurable variable or constant bitrate
Confi gurable bandwidth limiter

Hard Disks 500 GB up to 8 TB onboard storage.
Disk supervision and HDD Information page

Audio Input 1 per camera
Audio Output Standard 1 line level output, Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 

switcher(s)
Motion Detection 4 zones adjustable per camera
System PC platform - Linux OS
Audio Compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps
Command Inputs On the box (max. 40, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Relay Outputs On the box (max. 16, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Network Protocols TCP, UDP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP, NTP
Application Update Local and remote
Web Server Integrated
Com Ports USB-RS232 for serial comms

USB-RS232/RS485 (or Basic on the box I/O-RS485 port) for PTZ 
control

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45
Recording Support Up to 4 SATA hard disks per system – HDD type: 500 GB to 4 TB 

– max. 8 TB per system
Recording Type Continuous, Event, Input, Motion Detection, Alarm Over IP
Remote Visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Server 2003, 

Windows Server 2008 (R2)
PTZ Cameras Via RS485 or via coax, extensive list available
Management Web browser interface, ADPRO VideoCentralPlatinum / Heitel EMS 

management software and ADPRO M3000
Power Supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Operating 
Temperature

5 – 40 °C
Ethernet I/O module : 0 – 40 °C

Humidity 20 – 93 % rh – non-condensing
Ethernet I/O module : <= 93 % rh – non-condensing

Warranty Twenty four (24) months on all components

Network Video and Audio 
Recording/ Transmitting/ 
Analytics 



Network Video and Audio 
Recorder / Transmitter ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2 Lite

Description
The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Lite by Xtralis is the latest H.264 single- and multi-site 
video security system supporting up to 4 analogue cameras. It has been designed, 
developed and manufactured by Xtralis, the leader in video security technologies.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum/ Heitel EMS 
management software, the unique combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote 
site monitoring and control, and evidential quality recording (H.264), it provides 
the most fl exible and fi rst remote-enabled programmable multi-site video security 
system available today.

The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Lite delivers optimised image quality, effi cient bandwidth 
and hard disk utilisation, in addition to:

• H.264 compression
• Up to 30 ips NTSC/25 ips PAL per camera
• Resolutions: CIF/QCIF/2CIF/4CIF – SIF/QSIF/2SIF/4SIF
• Up to 4 analogue camera inputs
• Fully integrated with ADPRO range of security solutions

Features
• The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Lite utilises H.264 compression technology which 

optimises bandwidth utilisation while providing the highest quality video with the 
lowest bandwidth.

• Dual codec for independent recording and viewing quality settings (per camera).
• One audio input per video input for synchronised audio recording
• The intuitive web interface gives authorised users remote access to live and 

recorded video over the network, either multicast or unicast.
• Provides extremely fast searches through large amounts of recorded video with 

unique post-record metadata motion search capability. Results are presented on 
a timeline in seconds without large video data transfers across the network.

• The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Lite can be managed and confi gured from the intuitive 
FastTrace 2 internet browser interface.

• Integrates (optional) on-board video analytics capabilities (up to 4 channels) 
for indoor or outdoor loitering detection (LoiterTrace) and outdoor perimeter 
detection (sterile zone IntrusionTrace detection) using unique algorithms 
with, for example, headlight suppression, thermal camera support and iLids 
compliance.

Video Alarm Verifi cation
• Live and recorded video transmission, two-way audio, remote camera control 

and fl exible integration capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and 
control, eliminating the need for on-site guards. 

• Event-based video transmission pushes video on alarm from the remote site 
to the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum/ Heitel EMS remote video and alarm 
management software and ADPRO M3000 command and control software.

• Rapid assessment of video alarm images enables the cause of alarms to be 
viewed quickly and effi ciently, allowing for real time intervention as necessary 
and minimising nuisance alarm responses.

• Use ADPRO FastTrace 2 Lite and the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum/ HeiTel 
EMS remote video and alarm management software or ADPRO M3000 
command and control software for centralised management of multiple remote 
sites to improve effi ciency and reduce personnel costs.

• A high level SDK interface is available to support direct integration to 3rd 
party receiving software. See the ADPRO Advantage Programme for further 
information.

Key Benefi ts
• H.264 best-in-class video compression, 

highest quality video with lowest 
bandwidth

• Dual codec for totally independent 
recording and viewing quality settings 
(per camera)

• Analogue resolutions (PAL/NTSC): CIF/
SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF

• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 
recorded video and system confi guration

• Automatic video alarm transmission to 
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum/ Heitel 
EMS and ADPRO M3000 software

• CMS control override function
• Two-way audio capability, one bi-

directional half-duplex audio channel 
available per video channel with optional 
audio switcher

• Extremely fast post-record metadata 
motion search capability

• 10 custom settings for live viewing
• Local on-board input/outputs and 

extended input/outputs with up to 128 
total input/ outputs via optional Ethernet 
PoE modules

• Camera supervision for contrast, no 
video signal and camera tamper (moved 
or defocused)

• Alarm transmission capability: 
 - Primary IP/3G (optional*)
 - Backup 3G (optional*)
 - Support for Dynamic IP addresses 

(DNS)
• Communication channel supervision via 

automatic Site Pulse watchdog signal
• Time synchronisation via NTP time 

servers
• Integrated PTZ telemetry support with 

PTZ presets on alarm (RS485)
• Small desktop case - 19” rack mount 

possibility
• SDK to interface to 3rd party receiving 

software
• High Level Interface to ADPRO 

Presidium intelligent video analytics 
platform

• On-board optional video analytics 
extensions for:
 - Indoor/ outdoor Loitering Detection 

(LoiterTrace**): detects loitering 
persons, even when they remain 
static for a long time

 - Outdoor Perimeter Detection 
(IntrusionTrace***): designed for 
outdoor sterile zone monitoring

• Smartphone / tablet applications for 
video monitoring, alarm reception, 
settings, and function execution.

*   3G-modem not included - For more information, please contact your Xtralis representative

** LoiterTrace: Separate datasheet available

*** IntrusionTrace: Separate datasheet available.
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ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2 Lite
Specifi cations

Video Input 4 analogue camera inputs
Video Output SVGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264
Video Resolution PAL/NTSC: CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF
Images/Second Analogue PAL/NTSC: up to 25/30 ips
Bandwidth 
Consumption

6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec

Bandwidth Management Confi gurable variable or constant bitrate
Confi gurable bandwidth limiter

Hard Disks 1 SATA hard disk (500 GB)
Disk supervision and HD Information page

Audio Input 1 per camera
Audio Output Standard 1 line level output, Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 

switcher(s)
Motion Detection 4 zones adjustable per camera
System PC platform - Linux OS
Audio Compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps
Command Inputs On the box (8) or via Ethernet I/O module with PoE (up to 128)
Relay Outputs On the box (4) or via Ethernet I/O module with PoE (up to 128)
Network Protocols TCP, UDP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP, NTP
Application Update Local and remote
Web Server Integrated
Com Ports USB-RS232 for serial comms

USB-RS232/RS485 (or Basic on the box I/O-RS485 port) for PTZ 
control

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45
Recording Support 1 SATA hard disk (500 GB)
Recording Type Continuous, Event, Input, Motion Detection, Alarm Over IP
Remote Visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server 2003, 

Window 8
PTZ Cameras Via RS485 or via coax, extensive list available
Management Web browser interface, ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum/ Heitel 

EMS management software and ADPRO M3000
Power Supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Operating Temperature 5 – 40°C (41 – 104°F)

Ethernet I/O module : 0 – 40°C (32 – 104°F)
Humidity 20 – 93 % rh – non-condensing

Ethernet I/O module : <= 93 % rh – non-condensing
Ordering Information Basic

• 4 analogue video inputs
• Model: 19” rack
Options (ordering with the basic system) 
• On the box main I/O card (8 monitored inputs, 4 relay outputs) 
• Audio output switcher
• USB-RS232 cable, USB-RS485 cable.

Warranty Twenty four (24) months on all components

ADPRO FastTrace 2 Lite - 19”(30) 

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  
H:  132 mm (5.20”)  
L:  300 mm (11.8”)  

FastTrace 2 Web-Client Interface 
(Recording)

FastTrace 2 Web-Client Interface 
(Analytics)

Smartphone Applications for Video 
Monitoring
Smartphone/ Tablet applications for video 
monitoring, settings, and function execution



Network Video and Audio 
Event Recorder / Transmitter ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2 Tx

Description
The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Tx by Xtralis is the latest H.264 single- and multi-site 
video security system supporting up to 16 analogue cameras. It has been designed, 
developed and manufactured by Xtralis, the leader in video security technologies.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum management 
software, the unique combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote site monitoring 
and control, and evidential quality event recording (H.264), it provides the most fl exible 
multi-site video security system available.

The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Tx delivers optimised image quality, effi cient bandwidth and 
hard disk utilisation, in addition to:

• H.264 compression
• Up to 30 ips NTSC/25 ips PAL per camera
• Analogue: CIF/QCIF/2CIF/4CIF – SIF/QSIF/2SIF/4SIF
• Scalable up to 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue
• Fully integrated with ADPRO range of security solutions

Features
• The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Tx utilises H.264 compression technology which 

optimises bandwidth utilisation while providing the highest quality video with the 
lowest bandwidth.

• Dual codec for independent event recording and viewing quality settings (per 
camera).

• One audio input per video input for synchronised audio recording on event.
• The intuitive web interface gives authorised users remote access to live and 

recorded video over the network, either multicast or unicast.
• Provides extremely fast searches through large amounts of event recorded video 

with unique post-record metadata motion search capability. Results are presented 
on a timeline in seconds without large video data transfers across the network.

• The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Tx can be managed and confi gured from the intuitive 
FastTrace 2 internet browser interface.

• Integrates (optional) on-board video analytics capabilities (up to 4 channels) for 
indoor loitering detection and outdoor perimeter detection (sterile zone detection).

Video Alarm Verifi cation
• Live and event recorded video transmission, two-way audio, remote camera control 

and fl exible integration capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, 
eliminating the need for on-site guards. 

• Event-based video transmission pushes video on alarm from the remote site to the 
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum remote video and alarm management software and 
ADPRO M3000 command and control software.

• Rapid assessment of event video alarm images enables the cause of alarms to be 
viewed quickly and effi ciently, allowing for real time intervention as necessary and 
minimising nuisance alarm responses.

• Use ADPRO FastTrace 2 Tx and the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum remote video 
and alarm management software or ADPRO M3000 command and control software 
for centralised management of multiple remote sites to improve effi ciency and 
reduce personnel costs.

• An SDK interface is available to support direct integration to 3rd party receiving 
software. See the ADPRO Advantage Programme for further information.

Key Benefi ts
• H.264 best-in-class video compression, 

highest quality video with lowest bandwidth
• Dual codec for totally independent recording 

and viewing quality settings (per camera)
• Resolutions:

 - PAL/NTSC: CIF/SIF, QCIF/
QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF

• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 
recorded video and system confi guration

• Automatic video alarm transmission to 
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and ADPRO 
M3000 software

• CMS control override function
• Two-way audio capability, one bi-directional 

half-duplex audio channel available per video 
channel with optional audio switcher

• Extremely fast post-record metadata motion 
search capability

• 10 custom settings for live viewing
• Local on-board input/outputs and extended 

input/outputs with up to 128 total input/ 
outputs via optional Ethernet PoE modules

• Camera supervision for contrast, no video 
signal and camera tamper (moved or 
defocused)

• Alarm transmission capability: 
 - Primary IP/3G (optional*)
 - Backup 3G (optional*)
 - Support for Dynamic IP addresses (DNS)

• Communication channel supervision via 
automatic Site Pulse watchdog signal

• Time synchronisation via NTP time servers
• Integrated PTZ telemetry support with PTZ 

presets on alarm (RS485, via Coax)
• Small desktop case - 19” rack mount 

possibility
• SDK to interface to 3rd party receiving 

software
• High Level Interface to ADPRO Presidium 

intelligent video analytics platform
• Can be upgraded to a unit with extended 

continuous recording capabilities via licencing
• On-board optional video analytics extensions 

for:
 - Indoor Loitering Detection: detects 

loitering persons, even when they remain 
static for a long time

 - Outdoor Perimeter Detection: designed for 
outdoor sterile zone monitoring

• Smartphone/ Tablet applications for video 
monitoring, alarm reception, settings, and 
function execution

*   3G-modem not included - For more information, please contact your Xtralis representative.
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ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2 Tx
Specifi cations

 
 

Video Input 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue
Video Output SVGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264
Video Resolution Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF
Images/Second Analogue: PAL/NTSC: up to 25/30 ips
Bandwidth 
Consumption

6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec

Bandwidth 
Management

Confi gurable variable or constant bitrate
Confi gurable bandwidth limiter

Hard Disks 500 GB onboard storage for event recording.
Disk supervision and HDD Information page

Audio Input 1 per camera
Audio Output Standard 1 line level output, Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 

switcher(s)
Motion Detection 4 zones adjustable per camera
System PC platform - Linux OS
Audio Compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps
Command Inputs On the box (max. 20, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Relay Outputs On the box (max. 8, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Network Protocols TCP, UDP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP, NTP
Application Update Local and remote
Web Server Integrated
Com Ports USB-RS232 for serial comms

USB-RS232/RS485 (or Basic on the box I/O-RS485 port) for PTZ 
control

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45
Recording Support 1 SATA hard disk (500 GB) for event recording (up to 16,000 event 

recordings per day, 15 seconds per event recording)
Recording Type Event (see also recording support), Input, Motion Detection, Alarm 

Over IP
Remote Visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server 2003
PTZ Cameras Via RS485 or via coax, extensive list available
Management Web browser interface, ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and ADPRO 

M3000
Power Supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Operating 
Temperature

5 – 40 °C (41°F – 104°F)
Ethernet I/O module : 0 – 40 °C (32°F – 104°F)

Humidity 20 – 93 % rh – non-condensing
Ethernet I/O module : <= 93 % rh – non-condensing

Ordering Information Basic
• Per 4 or 8 analogue
• Model: 19” rack
Options (ordering with the basic system)
• Basic on the box I/O card (8 monitored inputs, 4 relay Outputs)
• Extension on the box I/O card (12 monitored inputs, 4 relay outputs)
• Audio output switcher, interface for PTZ over coax. 

USB-RS232 cable, USB-RS485 cable.
Warranty Twenty four (24) months on all components

ADPRO FastTrace 2 Tx 
- 19 inch Rack 

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  
H:  132 mm (5.20”)  
L:  300 mm (11.8”)  

ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum 
Live Multi-screen

Web-Browser Interface

Smartphone Applications for Video 
Monitoring
Smartphone/ Tablet applications for video 
monitoring, settings, and function execution
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FastTrace 2 Series Versions/
Capacities

FastTrace 2 
Analogue

FastTrace 2  
Analogue Tx

FastTrace 2E 
Hybrid

FastTrace 2E 
Hybrid Tx

Max. No. Video Inputs 16 16 20 20

Max. No. Analogue Video inputs 16 16 20 20

Max. No. IP Video Inputs N/A N/A 20 20

Max. No. Video Analytics Licensed 
Applications through Xchange***

4 4 20 20

Video Output XGA – Multiple matrix type views 

Compression H.264

Analogue Video Resolutions PAL/NTSC: CIF/ SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF

IP Video Resolutions N/A HD/MP (depending on camera) 

Audio Inputs Analogue 1 per video input / IP depends on camera, see our Supported IP Camera List

Audio Outputs Standard 1 line level analogue output, Optional: Up to 1 per video input via audio switcher(s) 

Max. Storage Capacity 16 TB 1 TB 16 TB 1 TB

RAID 1 Data Protection Yes No Yes No 

Monitored Command Inputs In-the-
box

Up to 40*

Relay Outputs In-the-box Up to 16*

Max. I/O per unit when using PoE I/O 
Modules

Inputs 168 / Outputs 144

Continuous Recording Yes No Yes No

Event Recording Up to 16,000 individual event recordings per day

PTZ RS485 Telemetry Yes

PTZ Down-The-Coax Telemetry Optional** Optional** Optional** 
(Max. 16 channels) 

Optional** 
(Max. 16 channels)

Comm. Port(s) for RS485- PTZ/VM22A 
Audio Switcher

Up to 2, RS485-PTZ and/or VM22A audio switcher*

iTrace app for iPhone Yes

Backup Communication to CMS Yes

iLIDS Primary Detection Certified Yes

Network Rail Approved Yes

BS8418:2010 Compliant Yes

The ADPRO FastTrace 2 Analogue and 2E 
Hybrid RMG by Xtralis sets new standards in 
dependable video alarm transmission, high 
quality recording and video analytics capability, 
3 in 1 single unit:

• Scalable to 20 Channels

• Up to 30 IPS NTSC/25 IPS PAL per video 
input

• Licensable Video Analytics Apps
 - IntrusionTrace – Designed for external 

intrusion detection
 - LoiterTrace - Detects objects if they are 

loitering or static for external and internal 
applications

• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 
recorded video and system configuration

• Automatic video alarm transmission to:
 - ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum, M3000 

and HeiTel EMS management software
 - ADPRO Advantage Partners 3rd Party 

Open Protocol CMS Software

• CMS control override function

• Audio Challenge – Bi-directional audio with 
optional audio zoning

• True Alarm Event Transmission

All designed to provide the earliest warning of 
security threats and allow operators in a central 
monitoring station to quickly assess a situation 
and take appropriate action.

ADPRO® FastTraceTM 2/2E Remotely Managed Multi-service Gateway (RMG) 
Versions and Capacities Guide

 * Actual number is model dependent  
 ** Available on certain models only cannot be retrofitted
 *** Xchange: The Xtralis powerful remote licenses and devices management tool (Visit license.xtralissecurity.com for free download)
 **** Specific functions (audio speak; commands; events) subject to the availability of Xchange iTrace iCommand license on the unit

****



FastTrace 2 Analogue
55001100 FastTrace 2 - 4An - 500GB - 8In 4Out - no DTC

55102100 FastTrace 2 - 8An - 1TB - 8In 4Out - no DTC

55102200 FastTrace 2 - 8An - 1TB -20In 8Out - no DTC

55202200 FastTrace 2 - 12An - 1TB -20In 8Out - no DTC

55302200 FastTrace 2 - 16An - 1TB -20In 8Out - no DTC

55303200 FastTrace 2 - 16An - 2TB -20In 8Out - no DTC

FastTrace 2 Analogue Tx
55000100 FastTrace 2 Tx- 4An - Tx Only - 8In 4Out - no DTC

55101100 FastTrace 2 Tx- 8An - Tx Only - 8In 4Out - no DTC

55200200 FastTrace 2 Tx- 12An - Tx Only - 20In 8Out - no DTC

55300200 FastTrace 2 Tx- 16An - Tx Only - 20In 8Out - no DTC

FastTrace 2E Hybrid
58101210 FastTrace 2E- 4An - 0IP - 1TB - 8In 4Out - no DTC

58201220 FastTrace 2E- 8An - 0IP - 1TB - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58301320 FastTrace 2E- 12An - 0IP - 2TB - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58301321 FastTrace 2E- 12An - 0IP - 2TB - 20In 8Out - DTC

58401320 FastTrace 2E- 16An - 0IP - 2TB - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58501320 FastTrace 2E- 20An - 0IP - 2TB - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58021320 FastTrace 2E- 0An - 8IP - 2TB - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58041520 FastTrace 2E- 0An - 16IP - 4TB - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58051540 FastTrace 2E- 0An -20IP - 4TB - 28In 12Out - no DTC

58211520 FastTrace 2E- 8An -4IP - 2TB - 20In 8Out - no DTC

FastTrace 2E Hybrid Tx
58020010 FastTrace 2E Tx- 0An -8IP - Tx Only - 8In 4Out - no DTC

58210020 FastTrace 2E Tx- 8An -4IP - Tx Only - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58500020 FastTrace 2E Tx- 20An -0IP - Tx Only - 20In 8Out - no DTC

58050020 FastTrace 2E Tx- 0An -20IP - Tx Only - 20In 8Out - no DTC

IntrusionTrace Video Analytics License – Lifetime
49975413 IntrusionTrace 1 Ch License

49975415 IntrusionTrace 2 Ch License *

49975412 IntrusionTrace 4 Ch License

49975414 IntrusionTrace 8 Ch License

49975416 IntrusionTrace 16 Ch License

LoiterTrace Video Analytics License – Lifetime
49975403 LoiterTrace 1 Ch License

49975405 LoiterTrace 2 Ch License

49975402 LoiterTrace 4 Ch License

49975404 LoiterTrace 8 Ch License

49975406 LoiterTrace 16 Ch License

Audio Accessories
49841020 ADPRO Internal Speaker and Microphone Module Compatible with FastTrace 2/2E

EDH04
EDH04, 30 Watt PA Amplifier, inc. 1 x 30 W external horn  
(900 m2 coverage)

VSASH EDHSH, 30 Watt PA horn speaker

VSAH6010 60 Watt Auto Zoning Amplifier

VSA102/SS
AV102 Stainless Steel Intercom c/w surface mount housing  
(inc. PSU)

VSA102/SS/CVC
AV102 Stainless Steel Intercom fitted with colour covert camera c/w surface mount 
housing (inc. PSU)

ADSL Router
225268/2 ADPRO Standard ADSL Router

Additional Variants are available upon request please contact an Xtralis representative

*  NEW !!! Several BUNDELS (FastTrace 2E variants + 2 Ch lifetime IntrusionTrace licenses) are available providing 
   profitable conditions.

ADPRO® FastTraceTM 2/2E Remotely Managed Multi-service Gateway (RMG) 
Versions and Capacities Guide



Remotely Programmable NVRADPRO® FastTrace™ 2E-RMG

The ADPRO FastTrace 2E is the best-in-class video recording and alarm 
transmission solution available. This hardware platform now runs the latest 
ADPRO XO Security Operating System, to create a powerful Remotely Managed 
Multiservice Gateway (RMG). The RMG is scalable up to 32 video channels, 
of which 4 to 20 analogue channels, expandable with up to 32 IP channels. 
Furthermore, up to 32 analytic channels are possible.
This RMG solution provides video recording, bi-directional audio for deterrence, 
transmission over any network, and remotely downloadable video content analytics 
(VCA). It detects threats to a facility through automatic video detection and visual 
verification. Its superior detection capabilities offer significant installation and 
operational cost savings compared to traditional intrusion detection methods.

Features
• Flexible: suitable for IP and analogue CCTV environments
• Scalable: up to 32 IP cameras, of which up to 20 analogue cameras
• Support for all major camera brands: ACTI, Arecont, Avigilon, Axis, Bosch, 

Brickcom, Hikvision, Hikvision AVE, Honeywell Performance*, Honeywell 
equIP*, Honeywell HDZ*, JVC, Panasonic, Pelco, Samsung, Sanyo, Sony, and 
support for cameras with ONVIF Profile S driver.

• Expandable: up to 168 inputs and 144 outputs
• Easy IP camera connection via ONVIF Profile S protocol
• Video recording, video analytics, and transmission (all remote monitoring ready)
• Reliable data storage: up to 4 x 10 TB, RAID 1 support (needs min. 2 equal 

HDD)
• Integrated xTrace video content analytics (VCA) in XO 4: IntrusionTrace, 

LoiterTrace, and SmokeTrace
• 2-way audio: enables instant remote communication to/from site
• High-level integration with ADPRO PRO E-Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors, 

including communication over IP, intelligent double knock, and creep zone alarm
• Remote deployment: commissioning, set-up, configuration and management
• Field programmability via Xtralis Xchange licensing tool: rapid deployment 

of Xtralis xTrace Analytics (pay-as-you-grow), video licenses, and firmware 
updates.

• Mobile apps for remote monitoring, verification, and control
• CMS command and control platforms: VideoCentral Platinum (VCP), Event 

Management System (EMS) and iOS/Android iTrace App
• Open platform: easy integration with third-party software (XO-SDK)
• BS8148-2015 compliant**
• DGUV-UVV Kassen certified

Key Benefits
Superior detection and low false alarm 
rate with low CapEx. Highest quality of 
protection at a low TCO.
• Highest site protection: powerful new 

XO 4 delivering intrusion, loitering 
and smoke verification analytics.

• Reliability: ADPRO proprietary 
transmission protocol is 100% 
reliable with guaranteed alarm 
reception by acknowledgement and 
redundant transmission; Site Pulse 
protocol life check.

• Efficiency: H.264 video compression, 
dual codec (analogue) and 
multistream (IP) for optimal 
bandwidth usage while providing the 
highest quality video for recording 
and viewing.

• Low TCO: up to 32 cameras per 
device yielding the lowest price per 
channel.

• Easy management of multiple 
remote sites improves efficiency 
and reduces personnel cost. Full 
remote site surveillance and control, 
extending human guard surveillance.

• Speed: rapid assessment of video 
alarm images allows to quickly 
identify the alarm cause, optimising 
real-time intervention while 
reducing expensive nuisance alarm 
responses.

• Alarm reception in less than 7 
seconds.

• Extremely fast, intelligent search on 
motion metadata after recording.

• VMD: 4 zones per camera.
• User-friendly: easy-to-use XO client 

for configuration and management.
• Xchange tool for adding and 

transferring video and VCA licenses 
on-site.

• 360° camera support + image 
de warping: see everything, 
everywhere, always.

* The Honeywell Performance, equIP, and HDZ series IP cameras 
are supported from version XOa 3.2.33.
** Code of Practice for the installation and remote monitoring of 
detector activated CCTV systems.
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Specifications
Operating System ADPRO® XO™ Security Operating System, Linux based

Video Input Up to 32 video inputs. Modular: 4–20 analogue cameras; 1–32 IP cameras.

Video Output XGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264

Video Resolution Analogue: CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF 
IP: up to HD/MP resolution*

Images/Second PAL/NTSC/Full HD: up to 25/30 ips – MPixel: ips is camera dependent

Bandwidth Consumption 32 x 5 Mbps (6 ips CIF, 70 kbps; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kbps)

Bandwidth Management Configurable variable or constant bitrate / Configurable bandwidth limiter

Audio Input Analogue: 1 per camera. 
IP: built-in audio input supported*

Audio Output Standard 1 line level output. Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio switcher(s).  
Audio out on IP cameras* with ONVIF Profile S driver

Command Inputs Up to 40 inputs on the box (balanced), depending on model. 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128 (go – no go)

Relay Outputs Up to 16 outputs on the box (SPDT), depending on model. 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128

Web Server XO client – integrated web client application (ActiveX)

Ethernet 2 x 100/1000BASE-T, autodetection, full duplex, RJ45

Recording Type Schedule, Detection, Event

PTZ Cameras Analogue: via RS-485 or coax (DTC); extensive range of protocols available. 
IP: brand specific, generic, or ONVIF Profile S*

IP Camera Integration Brand specific, Generic, or ONVIF Profile S driver*

Management Web client interface (XO client), ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum, HeiTel Event 
Management Software, third-party software (SDK available) and iOS/Android iTrace 
App.

Power Supply 100–240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature 5–40 °C

Humidity 20–93 % RH non-condensing

Disk Capacity Max. 4 x 10 TB SATA hard disks. RAID 1 support (= min. 2 x equal HDD)

Warranty 2 years

Dimensions (W x H x D): 445 x 132 x 300 mm (17.52” x 5.20” x 11.8”)

Analytics Basic motion detection (VMD), camera sabotage detection.
Up to 32 analytics channels for IntrusionTrace™, LoiterTrace™, and SmokeTrace™ 
(separate datasheets available)

Mobile Apps iTrace, iPIR, iCommission, iRespond

Ordering Information Available models: IP, Hybrid, IP Tx, Hybrid Tx (Tx = transmission only). 
Please contact your local Xtralis ADPRO provider for detailed product information.

* Camera dependent. List of supported IP cameras is available on www.xtralissecurity.com

XOa 4
The XO Security Operating System 
expands the feature-rich, multi-service 
capability of the ADPRO RMGs. XO 4 
enables a FastTrace 2E to support 
up to 32 camera channels with up to 
32 analytics channels simultaneously 
allowing a customer to leverage xTrace 
analytics for intrusion & loitering detection, 
visual smoke verification and building 
management capabilities while providing 
immediate remote response. It provides 
live 24/365 unbreakable transmission of 
very high quality video events to remote 
monitoring stations; providing deterrence 
through multi-level response, including 
audio, lighting/door controls, HVAC, as 
well as first responder dispatch. XO 4 
provides the first technology solution 
to effectively augment human guards 
security with intelligent and accurate 
detection more cost effectively with higher 
reliability. Customers deploying XO 4 
can employ a “pay as you grow” security 
approach, using analytics where and 
when they are needed.

xTrace Analytics
Add-on video analytics:
• IntrusionTrace: outdoor video verified 

perimeter detection for sterile zone 
monitoring (car dealerships, solar 
parks, power generation facilities, and 
warehouses). For more information on 
i-LIDS® certification, refer to document 
no. 21802.

• LoiterTrace: video verified loitering 
detection for indoor & outdoor 
applications (graffiti, parks, carparks, 
school grounds and construction 
areas).

• SmokeTrace: remote visual smoke 
verification (nuclear power plants, 
transformer rooms, shopping malls 
and transportation hubs).

www.xtralis.com/FastTrace2E

ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2E-RMG

Mobile Apps
• iTrace: remote monitoring, verification, and control (iOS and Android).
• iRespond: provides first responders (police, fire brigade, etc.) with real-time 

situational awareness (iOS).
• iPIR: allows one person to commission ADPRO PRO E-PIRs: wireless walk 

testing and parameter adjustment (iOS).
• iCommission: allows one person to vertically align ADPRO PRO E-PIRs 

(iOS).

Remotely Programmable NVR
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Event Recorder / Transmitter ADPRO® FastTrace™ 2E Tx

Description
The ADPRO FastTrace 2E Tx by Xtralis is the latest H.264 single- and multi-site video 
security system supporting up to 20 analogue and/or IP/Megapixel cameras. It has 
been designed, developed and manufactured by Xtralis, the leader in video security 
technologies.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum management 
software, the unique combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote site monitoring 
and control, and evidential quality event recording (H.264), it provides the most fl exible 
multi-site video security system available.

The ADPRO FastTrace 2E Tx delivers optimised image quality, effi cient bandwidth and 
hard disk utilisation, in addition to:

• H.264 compression
• Up to 30 ips NTSC/25 ips PAL per camera
• Analogue: CIF/QCIF/2CIF/4CIF – SIF/QSIF/2SIF/4SIF
• Scalable up to 4, 8, 12, 16 or 20 analogue and/or IP cameras (H.264 IP cameras: 

Axis, Sony, Samsung, Sanyo, ACTi, Brickcom, Pelco, and many others)
• Fully integrated with ADPRO range of security solutions

Features
• The ADPRO FastTrace 2E Tx utilises H.264 compression technology which 

optimises bandwidth utilisation while providing the highest quality video with the 
lowest bandwidth.

• Dual codec (analogue cameras) or use of Dual stream (IP cameras) for 
independent event recording and viewing quality settings (per camera).

• One audio input per video input for synchronised audio recording on event.
• The intuitive web interface gives authorised users remote access to live and 

recorded video over the network, either multicast or unicast.
• Provides extremely fast searches through large amounts of event recorded video 

with unique post-record metadata motion search capability. Results are presented 
on a timeline in seconds without large video data transfers across the network.

• The ADPRO FastTrace 2E Tx can be managed and confi gured from the intuitive 
FastTrace 2 internet browser interface.

• Integrates (optional) on-board video analytics capabilities (up to 20 channels) for 
indoor loitering detection and outdoor perimeter detection (sterile zone detection).

Video Alarm Verifi cation
• Live and event recorded video transmission, two-way audio, remote camera control 

and fl exible integration capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, 
eliminating the need for on-site guards. 

• Event-based video transmission pushes video on alarm from the remote site to the 
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum remote video and alarm management software and 
ADPRO M3000 command and control software.

• Rapid assessment of event video alarm images enables the cause of alarms to be 
viewed quickly and effi ciently, allowing for real time intervention as necessary and 
minimising nuisance alarm responses.

• Use ADPRO FastTrace 2E Tx and the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum remote video 
and alarm management software or ADPRO M3000 command and control software 
for centralised management of multiple remote sites to improve effi ciency and 
reduce personnel costs.

• An SDK interface is available to support direct integration to 3rd party receiving 
software. See the ADPRO Advantage Programme for further information.

Key Benefi ts
• H.264 best-in-class video compression, 

highest quality video with lowest bandwidth
• Dual codec (analogue cameras) or use 

of Multi stream (IP cameras) for totally 
independent recording and viewing quality 
settings (per camera)

• Resolutions:
 - Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/

QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF
 - IP: up to HD/MP resolution (depending on 

the camera)
• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 

recorded video and system confi guration
• Automatic video alarm transmission to 

ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and ADPRO 
M3000 software

• CMS control override function
• Two-way audio capability, one bi-directional 

half-duplex audio channel available per video 
channel with optional audio switcher

• Extremely fast post-record metadata motion 
search capability

• 10 custom settings for live viewing
• Local on-board input/outputs and extended 

input/outputs with up to 128 total input/ 
outputs via optional Ethernet PoE modules

• Camera supervision for contrast, no video 
signal and camera tamper (moved or 
defocused)

• Alarm transmission capability: 
 - Primary IP/3G (optional*)
 - Backup 3G (optional*)
 - Support for Dynamic IP addresses (DNS)

• Communication channel supervision via 
automatic Site Pulse watchdog signal

• Time synchronisation via NTP time servers
• Integrated PTZ telemetry support with PTZ 

presets on alarm (RS485, via Coax)
• Small desktop case - 19” rack mount 

possibility
• SDK to interface to 3rd party receiving 

software
• High Level Interface to ADPRO Presidium 

intelligent video analytics platform
• Can be upgraded to a unit with extended 

continuous recording capabilities via licencing
• On-board optional video analytics extensions 

for:
 - Indoor Loitering Detection: detects 

loitering persons, even when they remain 
static for a long time

 - Outdoor Perimeter Detection: designed for 
outdoor sterile zone monitoring

• Smartphone/ Tablet applications for video 
monitoring, alarm reception, settings, and 
function execution

*   3G-modem not included - For more information, please contact your Xtralis representative.
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Video Input 4, 8, 12, 16 or 20 analogue and/ or IP cameras; (H.264 IP cameras: 
Axis, Sony, Samsung, Sanyo, ACTi, Brickcom, Pelco). The latest list of 
compatible IP cameras and their respective integrated functionality is 
available on our website.

Video Output SVGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264
Video Resolution Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, 4CIF/4SIF

IP: up to HD/MP resolution (depending on camera)
Images/Second Analogue/IP: PAL/NTSC: up to 25/30 ips
Bandwidth 
Consumption

6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec

Bandwidth 
Management

Confi gurable variable or constant bitrate
Confi gurable bandwidth limiter

Hard Disks 1 TB onboard storage for event recording.
Disk supervision and HDD Information page

Audio Input 1 per camera
Audio Output Standard 1 line level output, Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 

switcher(s)
Motion Detection 4 zones adjustable per camera
System PC platform - Linux OS
Audio Compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps
Command Inputs On the box (max. 20, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Relay Outputs On the box (max. 8, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Network Protocols TCP, UDP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP, NTP
Application Update Local and remote
Web Server Integrated
Com Ports USB-RS232 for serial comms

USB-RS232/RS485 (or Basic on the box I/O-RS485 port) for PTZ 
control

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45
Recording Support 1 SATA hard disk (500 GB) for event recording (up to 16,000 event 

recordings per day, 15 seconds per event recording)
Recording Type Event (see also recording support), Input, Motion Detection, Alarm 

Over IP
Remote Visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server 2003
PTZ Cameras Via RS485 or via coax, extensive list available
Management Web browser interface, ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and ADPRO 

M3000
Power Supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Operating 
Temperature

5 – 40 °C (41°F – 104°F)
Ethernet I/O module : 0 – 40 °C (32°F – 104°F)

Humidity 20 – 93 % rh – non-condensing
Ethernet I/O module : <= 93 % rh – non-condensing

Warranty Twenty four (24) months on all components

ADPRO FastTrace 2E Tx 
- 19 inch Rack 

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  
H:  132 mm (5.20”)  
L:  300 mm (11.8”)  

ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum 
Live Multi-screen

Web-Browser Interface

Smartphone Applications for Video 
Monitoring
Smartphone/ Tablet applications for video 
monitoring, settings, and function execution
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Multi-Site Video Security 
SystemADPRO FastTrace by Xtralis

Features
• Multi-camera live and recorded views 

for rapid assessment of all site activity.

• Simultaneous access by multiple 
remote users to stored or live video 
without interruption to recording.

• Integrated PTZ telemetry support and 
PTZ preset on alarm plus optional 
down-the-coax module.

• Integrated audio recording and 
transmission plus optional audio 
switcher for multi-channel operation.

• Effi cient video compression enables 
fast access over limited bandwidth 
links.

• Three communication ports for 
maximum fl exibility.

• Bandwidth throttle constrains data 
rate within user-selected or network 
based limits. 

• Multiple alarm inputs with tamper 
detection, fl exible mapping and zone 
isolation.

• Downloadable event log for standards 
compliant audit trails of site activity.

• Intelligent search capability based 
on time, events, or activity in user 
defi nable areas.

• Continuous and event recording 
activated by image movement, 
external sensors or transactions.

• Fast multi-channel video recording 
at up to 120 images/sec for NTSC or 
100 images/sec for PAL.

• Secure viewing software automatically 
linked to exported evidential images.

• Connection to data sources such as 
POS, ATM and access control devices 
for recording transaction data with 
video and audio.

• High communications integrity 
includes communications path 
diagnostics and back-up.

• Purpose built hardware platform with 
Embedded Real Time Operating 
System for reliable, uninterrupted 
operation.

• High Level Interface to ADPRO 
Presidium by Xtralis intelligent video 
platform.

ADPRO FastTrace by Xtralis is the defi nitive multi-site video security system 
— designed, developed and manufactured by the leaders in video security 
technologies. 

When used in conjunction with ADPRO VideoCentral by Xtralis — the unique 
combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote site monitoring and control, and long 
duration evidential quality recording — provides the most fl exible multi-site video 
security system available.

Remote, Multi-site Management
Centralised management to improve effi ciency and reduce personnel costs. 

Live video, two-way audio, remote camera control and fl exible integration 
capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, eliminating the need 
for on-site security staff. Effi cient and fast transmission technology, even over slow 
data links, provides complete surveillance capabilities. Multiple network users can 
view live activity, search for events of interest or review recorded video without 
disruption to the recording. 

Video Alarm Verifi cation
Rapid assessment allows correct alarm response. 

Automatic transmission of images enables the cause of alarms to be viewed at 
a Central Monitoring Station (CMS). The ADPRO VideoCentral Multi-site Video 
Security Manager can be run stand alone or easily integrated with conventional 
CMS software systems. Comprehensive search options allow rapid retrieval of prior 
events, regardless of link speed.

Evidential Quality Recording
High image quality and proof that images have not been altered are essential to 
event investigation and resolution. 

ADPRO FastTrace delivers superior image resolution compared to traditional VCR 
recording. Watermarking of images verifi es the images have not been altered. 

Transaction Data
Video can be linked to data from POS systems, ATMs and access control devices 
providing powerful management and forensic tools in retail, banking and industrial 
commercial applications. 

Standards-Compliant Performance
ADPRO FastTrace can be installed to be fully compliant with British Standard, 
BS8418. This standard specifi es superior quality equipment, best practice 
installation and monitoring requirements that will ensure long term, high 
performance operation for the end user.

SitePulse
ADPRO FastTrace can be confi gured to contact the CMS on a regular basis to 
ensure a successful connection has been made. If a site has not made contact with 
ADPRO VideoCentral within a user-defi nable period, the operator is prompted to 
take action.



Specifi cations 

Model 5005, 5010 and 5020
Video inputs
Selectable CCIR (PAL) or RS170 (NTSC) standard 5 x (5005), 10 x (5010) & 20 x (5020) – 75 ohm BNC

Video output
Auto-sequencing output – 75 ohm BNC

Recording
• Recording image resolution (colour or mono)

2 CIF, PAL: 704 x 288 pixel (NTSC: 704 x 240)  CIF, PAL: 352 x 288 pixel (NTSC: 352 x 240) 
QCIF, PAL: 176 x 144 pixel (NTSC: 176 x 120)

• Maximum recording rate, aggregate across all
Channels (CIF resolution, 4 VCE-1 fi tted) 100/120 images per second PAL/NTSC

• Image compression
Customised H.263 compression with average of 3 kilobytes per image at CIF resolution

• Disk capacity
Up to 4 internally mounted Hard Disk Drives

Audio
Local recording and live audio transmission 
Microphone, line and audio switcher inputs
Line, speaker and audio switcher outputs

PTZ
RS-485 telemetry support for over 30 protocols
Optional down the coax telemetry. 
Refer to website for latest list of supported protocols and products.

Alarm Inputs
20 x (5005, 5010) or 30 x (5020) external alarm inputs. Flexible mapping between alarm and video inputs. 
Programmable for contact opening or closure.
• Screw terminal connectors
• Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC), Single End of Line (SEOL) or Dual End of Line (DEOL) 

tamper detection on each input using supplied resistors
• Voltage input <0.8 V - logic low, 7 mA (max); between 3.5 V and 5.0 V - logic high

Control Outputs
10 x (5005, 5010) or 20 x (5020) open collector control outputs for remote control or local alarm indication.
• Screw terminal connectors
• 12 VDC (max), 100 mA (max)
• On state output voltage less than 1.1 V @100 mA.
1 x general alarm relay with contacts (N/O, N/C).

Live Image Transmission Rate
Maximum update rates with 10% scene changes at VHS quality.
Ethernet: = 25 images/second
ISDN: 128k = 12.5 images/second
PSTN: 33k = 3 images/second

Communication Links
• Network

10BaseT / 100BaseT Ethernet port supporting TCP/IP.
• Serial

Two V.24 interfaces (8 bits, no parity, max data rate = 230 kbps), one via a 9 pin and the other a 25 
pin D connector. Both support Hayes AT compatible PSTN or ISDN modems in a dial up or leased line 
confi guration. Support for Multilink PPP or V.120 data protocol over ISDN.

Transaction Interfaces
Using the Transaction Device option, up to 16 RS232 ATM/POS inputs are supported. Please contact your 
local sales offi ce for currently supported ATM devices or information on providing a customised interface for your 
application.

Transparent Data Port
1 x serial data port. RS232, 9-pin D-type, max data rate of 57.6 kbps. Supports transparent RS232 data 
transmission to/from ADPRO VideoCentral V8.04 or greater. 

System Control & Setup
Operator access via ADPRO VideoCentral Lite or ADPRO VideoCentral Gold Version 10 (or later).

Power Requirements
100-240 volts, AC, 50 - 60 Hz. Maximum power dissipation 100 W.

Construction and Dimensions 
Standard 19” rackmount, 3U high subrack to DIN4194.
482 mm (19”) W x 132 mm (5.2”) H x 281 mm (11”) L.

Weight
Rackmount – Fully confi gured system 11 kilograms (22 pounds).

Temperature Range
Operating range 0°C - 40°C (32°F - 104°F).
Humidity less than 90% non-condensing.

EMC Compliance
Emissions: Class A compliance to EN55022, 
CISPR 22, FCC Part 15, AS/NZS CISPR 22.
Mains Harmonic Current Emissions to 
EN61000-3-2.
Voltage Fluctuations & Flicker to EN61000-3-3.
Immunity: EN50130-4 (Alarm Systems Product 
Family Immunity Standard).

Safety Compliance
IEC 60950-1:2001 (CB Report including national 
deviations for AU, CA, KR, SG, US and EU 
Group).
UL Listed to US and Canadian Safety Standards, 
UL File Number E219750.

Warranty

Twenty four (24) months on all components.

ADPRO VideoCentral Lite 
by Xtralis
Operating System Requirements
Recommend Microsoft® Windows® 2000 
Professional (SP4), Windows® XP Professional 
(SP2) or Windows Server 2003. Internet Explorer 
V6 or greater.

PC Hardware Requirements
• Intel Pentium III or Celeron - Processor 

speed 800 MHz min.

• 512 MB memory.

• 10 GB of free hard disk space.

• DVD-ROM.

• LAN card Ethernet 10BaseT or 100BaseTX 
compatible.

• Video card / Monitor 128 bit PCI or AGP 
video card recommended.

• 1024 x 768 pixel resolution, 16 million 
colours.

• USB port for dongle. 

Ordering Information
AFT50aa-b-c-D
aa 05, 10 or 20 for 05, 10 or 20 channel 

variants
b number of hard disk drives, 1,2,3 or 4 
c number of video compression engines, 1,2,3 

or 4
D down-the-coax telemetry module fi tted

e.g. AFT5020-4-2 is a 20 channel ADPRO 
FastTrace with 4 installed hard disk drives and 2 
installed video compression engines.

AFT-50HDD-160 Hard Disk Drive Upgrade
AFT-50VCE-1 Video Compression Engine
AFT-50TRANS-1 Transaction Device Option

Note: 

1. Please refer to our website, www.xtralis.
com, or your supplier for confi guration 
options.

2. Minimum disk size provided is 160 GByte.
3. The AFT5005, AFT5010 and AFT5020 

include a copy of the ADPRO VideoCentral 
Lite software (without dongle).

4. The 5 channel variant is only supplied with 1 
HDD, and no DTCT option is available.

Multi-Site Video Security 
SystemADPRO FastTrace by Xtralis
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Features
• Multi-camera live and recorded views 

for rapid assessment of all site activity.

• Simultaneous access by multiple 
remote users to stored or live video 
without interruption to recording.

• Integrated PTZ telemetry support and 
PTZ preset on alarm plus optional 
down-the-coax module.

• Integrated audio recording and 
optional alarm transmission plus 
optional audio switcher for multi-
channel operation.

• Effi cient video compression enables 
fast access over limited bandwidth 
links.

• Three communication ports for 
maximum fl exibility.

• Bandwidth throttle constrains data 
rate within user-selected or network 
based limits. 

• Multiple alarm inputs with tamper 
detection, fl exible mapping and zone 
isolation.

• Downloadable event log for standards 
compliant audit trails of site activity.

• Intelligent search capability based 
on time, events, or activity in user 
defi nable areas.

• Continuous and event recording 
activated by image movement, 
external sensors or transactions.

• Fast multi-channel video recording 
at up to 120 images/sec for NTSC or 
100 images/sec for PAL.

• Secure viewing software automatically 
linked to exported evidential images.

• Connection to data sources such as 
POS, ATM and access control devices 
for recording transaction data with 
video and audio.

• Purpose built hardware platform with 
Embedded Real Time Operating 
System for reliable, uninterrupted 
operation.

• High Level Interface to ADPRO 
Presidium by Xtralis intelligent video 
platform.

The ADPRO FastTrace-R by Xtralis is the defi nitive multi-site video 
security recording system — designed, developed and manufactured by 
the leaders in video security technologies. 

When used in conjunction with ADPRO VideoCentral by Xtralis — the unique 
combination of video verifi cation, remote site monitoring and control, and long 
duration evidential quality recording — provides the most fl exible multi-site 
video security system available.

Evidential Quality Recording
High image quality and proof that images have not been altered are essential 
to event investigation and resolution. 

The ADPRO FastTrace-R delivers superior image resolution. Watermarking of 
images verifi es the images have not been altered. 

Remote, Multi-site Management
Centralised review and management to improve effi ciency and reduce 
personnel costs. 

Live video, two-way audio, remote camera control and fl exible integration 
capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, eliminating the 
need for on-site security staff. Effi cient and fast transmission technology, even 
over slow data links, provides complete surveillance capabilities. Multiple 
network users can view live activity, search for events of interest or review 
recorded video without disruption to the recording. 

Video Event Verifi cation
Remote assessment of stored video allows verifi cation of event responses. 

The ADPRO VideoCentral Multi-site Video Security Manager can be run stand 
alone or easily integrated with third party software systems. Comprehensive 
search options allow rapid retrieval of prior events, regardless of link speed.

Transaction Data
Video can be linked to data from POS systems, ATMs and access control 
devices providing powerful management and forensic tools in retail, banking 
and industrial commercial applications. 

Standards-Compliant Performance
The ADPRO FastTrace-R can be installed to be fully compliant with British 
Standard, BS8418 by the simple purchase of a license upgrade to provide 
alarm transmission at any time in the future. This standard specifi es superior 
quality equipment, best practice installation and monitoring requirements that 
will ensure long term, high performance operation for the end user.

Multi-Site Video Security 
Recording SystemADPRO FastTrace-R by Xtralis 



Specifi cations 

Model 5010 and 5020
Video inputs
Selectable CCIR (PAL) or RS170 (NTSC) standard 10 x (5010) & 20 x (5020) – 75 ohm BNC

Video output
Auto-sequencing output – 75 ohm BNC

Recording
• Recording image resolution (colour or mono)

2 CIF, PAL: 704 x 288 pixel (NTSC: 704 x 240)  CIF, PAL: 352 x 288 pixel (NTSC: 352 x 240) 
QCIF, PAL: 176 x 144 pixel (NTSC: 176 x 120)

• Maximum recording rate, aggregate across all
Channels (CIF resolution, 4 VCE-1 fi tted) 100/120 images per second PAL/NTSC

• Image compression
Customised H.263 compression with average of 3 kilobytes per image at CIF resolution

• Disk capacity
Up to 4 internally mounted Hard Disk Drives

Audio
Local recording and live audio transmission 
Microphone, line and audio switcher inputs
Line, speaker and audio switcher outputs

PTZ
RS-485 telemetry support for over 30 protocols
Optional down the coax telemetry. 
Refer to website for latest list of supported protocols and products.

Alarm Inputs
20 x (5010) or 30 x (5020) external alarm inputs. Flexible mapping between alarm and video inputs. 
Programmable for contact opening or closure.
• Screw terminal connectors
• Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC), Single End of Line (SEOL) or Dual End of Line (DEOL) 

tamper detection on each input using supplied resistors
• Voltage input <0.8 V - logic low, 7 mA (max); between 3.5 V and 5.0 V - logic high

Control Outputs
10 x (5010) or 20 x (5020) open collector control outputs for remote control or local alarm indication.
• Screw terminal connectors
• 12 VDC (max), 100 mA (max)
• On state output voltage less than 1.1 V @100 mA.
1 x general alarm relay with contacts (N/O, N/C).

Live Image Transmission Rate
Maximum update rates with 10% scene changes at VHS quality.
Ethernet: = 25 images/second
ISDN: 128k = 12.5 images/second
PSTN: 33k = 3 images/second

Communication Links
• Network

10BaseT / 100BaseT Ethernet port supporting TCP/IP.
• Serial

Two V.24 interfaces (8 bits, no parity, max data rate = 230 kbps), one via a 9 pin and the other a 25 
pin D connector. Both support Hayes AT compatible PSTN or ISDN modems in a dial up or leased line 
confi guration. Support for Multilink PPP or V.120 data protocol over ISDN.

Transaction Interfaces
Using the Transaction Device option, up to 16 RS232 ATM/POS inputs are supported. Please contact your 
local sales offi ce for currently supported ATM devices or information on providing a customised interface for your 
application.

Transparent Data Port
1 x serial data port. RS232, 9-pin D-type, max data rate of 57.6 kbps. Supports transparent RS232 data 
transmission to/from ADPRO VideoCentral V8.04 or greater. 

System Control & Setup
Operator access via ADPRO VideoCentral Lite or ADPRO VideoCentral Gold Version 11 (or later).

Power Requirements
115-230 volts, AC, 50 - 60 Hz. Maximum power dissipation 100 W.

Construction and Dimensions 
Standard 19” rackmount, 3U high subrack to DIN4194.
482 mm (19”) W x 132 mm (5.2”) H x 281 mm (11”) L.

Weight
Rackmount – Fully confi gured system 11 kilograms (22 pounds).

Temperature Range
Operating range 0°C - 40°C (32°F - 104°F).
Humidity less than 90% non-condensing.

EMC Compliance
Emissions: Class A compliance to EN55022, 
CISPR 22, FCC Part 15, AS/NZS CISPR 22.
Mains Harmonic Current Emissions to 
EN61000-3-2.
Voltage Fluctuations & Flicker to EN61000-3-3.
Immunity: EN50130-4 (Alarm Systems Product 
Family Immunity Standard).

Safety Compliance
IEC 60950-1:2001 (CB Report including national 
deviations for AU, CA, KR, SG, US and EU 
Group).

Warranty

Twenty four (24) months on all components.

ADPRO VideoCentral Lite 
by Xtralis
Operating System Requirements
Recommend Microsoft® Windows® 2000 
Professional (SP4), Windows® XP Professional 
(SP2) or Windows Server 2003. Internet Explorer 
V6 or greater.

PC Hardware Requirements
• Intel Pentium III or Celeron - Processor 

speed 800 MHz min.

• 512 MB memory.

• 10 GB of free hard disk space.

• DVD.

• LAN card Ethernet 10BaseT or 100BaseTX 
compatible.

• Video card / Monitor 128 bit PCI or AGP 
video card recommended.

• 1024 x 768 pixel resolution, 16 million 
colours.

• USB port for dongle. 

Ordering Information

202201 AFT-5010-1-1-R
AFTR 10 Channel with 1 HDD 1 
VCE (without alarm transmission)

202234 AFT-5020-1-2-R
AFTR 20 Channel with 1 HDD 2 
VCE (without alarm transmission)

202175 AFT-10-R-ATU
Upgrade Kit AFTR 10 Channel for 
alarm transmission

202176 AFT-20-R-ATU
Upgrade Kit AFTR 20 Channel for 
alarm transmission

Other options available by request. Please 
contact your nearest Xtralis offi ce.

Note: 

1. Minimum disk size provided is 320 GByte.
2. The AFT-5010-1-1-R and AFT-5020-1-2-R

include a copy of the ADPRO VideoCentral 
Lite software (without dongle).

Multi-Site Video Security 
Recording SystemADPRO FastTrace-R by Xtralis
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Remote Video and Audio 
Transmission systemADPRO FastTx by Xtralis

Features
• Multi-camera views for rapid 

assessment of all site activity.

• Simultaneous access by multiple 
remote users to live video. 

• Integrated PTZ telemetry support and 
PTZ preset on alarm, plus optional 
down-the coax module.

• Integrated audio transmission plus 
optional audio switcher for multi-
channel operation.

• Effi cient video compression enables 
fast access over limited bandwidth 
links.

• Three communication ports for 
maximum fl exibility.

• Bandwidth throttle constrains data 
rate within user-selected or network 
based limits.

• Multiple alarm inputs with tamper 
detection, fl exible mapping and zone 
isolation.

• Downloadable event log for standards 
compliant audit trails of site activity.

• Secure viewing software automatically 
linked to exported evidential images.

• Connection to data sources such as 
EPOS for transaction data along with 
the video viewing.

• Automatic checking of ADPRO FastTx 
operation using SitePulse feature.

• Local indication of Arm/Disarm and 
Detector status.

• High communications integrity 
includes communications path 
diagnostics and back-up.

• Purpose built hardware platform with 
Embedded Real Time Operating 
System for reliable, uninterrupted 
operation.

• Upgradeable to full digital video 
recording functionality

• Integral activity detection enables 
cameras to generate an alarm on the 
occurrence of movement.

• High Level Interface to ADPRO 
Presidium by Xtralis intelligent video 
platform.

The ADPRO FastTx by Xtralis remote video transmission product is the 
benchmark for live transmission of outstanding quality video and audio. Developed 
to satisfy the most stringent requirements, ADPRO FastTx encompasses years 
of technological leadership of the video transmission market for security and 
surveillance applications.

ADPRO FastTx utilises LAN/WAN network systems or data links to protect and 
monitor your sites, 24 hours a day, anywhere in the world.

Remote, Multi-site Management
Centralised management to improve effi ciency and reduce personnel costs. Live 
video, two-way audio, remote camera control and fl exible integration capabilities 
provide full remote site surveillance and control, eliminating the need for on-site 
security staff. Effi cient and fast transmission technology, even over slow data 
links, provides complete surveillance capabilities. Multiple users can view live 
activity without compromising site security. 

No Alarms Missed
Automatic transmission and storage of high quality snapshot image sequences 
from six concurrent alarm events eliminates the threat of decoy alarms.

Rapid and accurate assessment of site activity is provided by the display of high 
quality stored alarm images in a split screen format.

Outstanding Picture Quality
Using state of the art digital video compression techniques, ADPRO FastTx 
provides rapid initial image transmission and the fastest updates of all activity. 
Outstanding picture quality is maintained regardless of the link speed. 

Comprehensive Remote Control
Industry standard serial interfaces allow easy integration with a wide variety of 
telemetry, matrix switcher, access control and image storage systems.  

High Quality Audio
Integrated listening ability assists in the alarm verifi cation process, while 
transmission of the operator’s voice to the site provides instant intruder control. 
ADPRO FastTx uses sophisticated audio compression techniques to ensure that 
high quality; bi-directional audio uses the minimum possible bandwidth of the 
communications channel.

Standards-compliant Performance
ADPRO FastTx can be installed to be fully compliant with British Standard, 
BS8418. This standard specifi es superior quality equipment, best practice 
installation and monitoring requirements that will ensure long term, high 
performance operation for the end user.



Specifi cations 
Video inputs
Selectable CCIR (PAL) or RS170 (NTSC) 10 x (AFTX-10) & 20 x (AFTX-20) – 75 ohm BNC

Video output
Auto-sequencing output – 75 ohm BNC

Audio
Live two-way audio transmission. Microphone, line and audio switcher inputs. Line, speaker and audio switcher 
outputs.

PTZ
RS-485 telemetry support for over 30 protocols. Optional down the coax telemetry (DTCT) module. 

Alarm Inputs
20 x (AFTX-10) or 30 x (AFTX-20) external alarm inputs. Flexible mapping between alarm and video inputs. 
Programmable for contact opening or closure.
• Screw terminal connectors
• Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC), Single End of Line (SEOL) or Dual End of Line (DEOL) 

tamper detection on each input using supplied resistors
• Voltage input <0.8 V - logic low, 7 mA (max); between 3.5 V and 5.0 V - logic high

Control Outputs
10 x (AFTX-10) or 20 x (AFTX-20) open collector control outputs for remote control or local alarm indication.
• Screw terminal connectors
• 12 VDC (max), 100 mA (max)
• On state output voltage less than 1.1 V @100 mA.
1 x general alarm relay with contacts (N/O, N/C).

Live Image Transmission Rate
Maximum update rates with 10% scene changes at VHS quality.
Ethernet: = 25 images/second
ISDN: 128k = 12.5 images/second
PSTN: 33k = 3 images/second

Communication Links
• Network

10BaseT / 100BaseT Ethernet port supporting TCP/IP.
• Serial

Two V.24 interfaces (8 bits, no parity, max data rate = 230 kbps), one via a 9 pin and the other a 25 
pin D connector. Both support Hayes AT compatible PSTN or ISDN modems in a dial up or leased line 
confi guration. Support for Multilink PPP or V.120 data protocol over ISDN.

Transaction Interfaces
Using the Transaction device option, up to 16 RS232 ATM/EPOS inputs are supported. Transaction data can 
be viewed in real time and used to initiate a connection to the CMS. Please contact your local sales offi ce for 
currently supported devices or information on providing a customised interface for your application.

Transparent Data Port
1 x serial data port. RS232, 9-pin D-type, max data rate of 57.6 kbps. Supports transparent RS232 data 
transmission to/from ADPRO VideoCentral by Xtralis V8.04 or greater. 

System Control & Setup
Operator access via ADPRO VideoCentral Lite or ADPRO VideoCentral Gold Version 9.03 (or later).

Power Requirements
100-240 volts, AC, 50 - 60 Hz. Maximum power dissipation 70 W.

Construction and Dimensions 
Standard 19” rackmount, 3U high subrack to DIN4194.
482 mm (19”) W x 132 mm (5.2”) H x 281 mm (11”) L.

Weight
Rackmount – Fully confi gured system 11 kilograms (22 pounds).

Temperature Range
Operating range 0°C - 40°C (32°F - 104°F).
Humidity less than 90% non-condensing.

EMC Compliance
Emissions: Class A compliance to EN55022, CISPR 22, FCC Part 15, AS/NZS CISPR22.
Mains Harmonic Current Emissions to EN61000-3-2.
Voltage Fluctuations & Flicker to EN61000-3-3.
Immunity: EN50130-4 (Alarm Systems Product Family Immunity Standard).

Safety Compliance
IEC 60950-1:2001 (CB Report including national deviations for AU, CA, KR, US and EU Group).

Warranty
Twenty four (24) months on all components.

ADPRO VideoCentral Lite 
by Xtralis
Operating System Requirements
Recommend Microsoft® Windows® 2000 
Professional (SP4), Windows® XP Professional 
(SP2) or Windows Server 2003. Internet Explorer 
V6 or greater.

PC Hardware Requirements
• Intel Pentium III or Celeron - Processor 

speed 800 MHz min.

• 512 MB memory.

• 10 GB of free hard disk space. 

• LAN card Ethernet 10BaseT or 100BaseTX 
compatible.

• Video card / Monitor 128 bit PCI or AGP 
video card recommended.

• 1024 x 768 pixel resolution, 16 million 
colours.

Ordering Information

P/N Model Description

201843 AFTX-10 AFTX-10 : ADPRO FastTx 
10 Channel

201844 AFTX-10-D AFTX-10 : ADPRO FastTx 
10 Channel + DTCT (Down-
the-Coax Telemetry)

201845 AFTX-20 AFTX-20 : ADPRO FastTx  
20 Channel

201846 AFTX-20-D AFTX-20 : ADPRO FastTx  
20 Channel + DTCT (Down-
the-Coax Telemetry)

201847 AFX-10-DRU AFTX-10-DRU : Digital 
Recording Upgrade for 
10 channel unit. Refer to 
ADPRO FastTrace data 
sheet for specifi cation.

201848 AFX-20-DRU AFTX-20-DRU : Digital 
Recording Upgrade for 
20 channel unit. Refer to 
ADPRO FastTrace data 
sheet for specifi cation.

201800 AFT-
50TRANS-1

Transaction Device Option

Note: At least version 10 of ADPRO VideoCentral 
(Lite or Gold) is required.

Remote Video and Audio 
Transmission systemADPRO FastTx by Xtralis
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Introducing the ADPRO iFT Series, the next generation of Remotely Programmable 
Multi-service Gateways (RMG) from Xtralis, offering low total cost of ownership 
(TCO) for ADPRO multi-service features, quality, and reliability in a super  
IP-solution.
The ADPRO iFT is the series’ entry model, offering up to 32 IP channels that 
scales up to 16 IP channels with 16 analytic channels. This IP video multi-service 
platform runs the powerful XO 4 Security Operating System. It is the only NVR out 
there that offers full remote monitoring features such as arming/disarming, event 
quad pictures, and reliable transmission via a proprietary acknowledge protocol. 
The iFT optimises bandwidth use for high quality recording by multistream camera 
connections, adapting video transmission to the available bandwidth.
The Xtralis Xchange cloud server application allows you to easily manage the iFT 
and deliver instant remote solutions. Mobile apps, such as iTrace, offer remote 
accessibility for 24/365 control wherever you are.

Features
• Offering up to 32 IP channels that scales up to 16 IP channels with 16 analytic 

channels (trade-off 1 IP channel for 1 analytics channel)
• Support for all major camera brands: ACTI, Arecont, Avigilon, Axis, Bosch, Brickcom, 

Hikvision, Hikvision AVE, Honeywell Performance*, Honeywell equIP*, Honeywell 
HDZ*, JVC, Panasonic, Pelco, Samsung, Sanyo, Sony, and support for cameras 
with ONVIF Profile S Driver

• Expandable: up to 156 inputs and 140 outputs (8 in / 4 out on the box)
• Easy IP camera connection via ONVIF Profile S protocol
• Video recording, video analytics, and transmission (all remote monitoring ready)
• Reliable data storage: up to 3 x 10 TB HDD, RAID 1 support (needs minimum 2 

equal HDD)
• Integrated xTrace video content analytics (VCA) in XO 4: IntrusionTrace, LoiterTrace 

and SmokeTrace
• 2-way audio: enables instant remote communication to/from site
• High-level integration with ADPRO PRO E-Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors, 

including communication over IP, intelligent double knock, and creep zone alarm
• Remote deployment: commissioning, set-up, configuration and management
• Field programmability via Xtralis Xchange licensing tool: rapid deployment of Xtralis 

xTrace Analytics (pay-as-you-grow), video licenses, and firmware updates
• Mobile apps for remote monitoring, verification, and control
• CMS command and control platforms: VideoCentral Platinum (VCP),  

Event Management System (EMS) and iOS/Android iTrace App
• Open platform: easy integration with third-party software (XO-SDK)
• BS8418-2015 compliant**
• DGUV-UVV Kassen certified

Key Benefits
Superior detection and low false alarm 
rate with low CapEx. Highest quality of 
protection at a low TCO.
• Highest site protection: powerful new 

XO 4 delivering intrusion, loitering 
and smoke verification analytics.

• Reliability: ADPRO proprietary 
transmission protocol is 100% 
reliable with guaranteed alarm 
reception by acknowledgement and 
redundant transmission; Site Pulse 
protocol life check.

• Efficiency: H.264 video compression 
and multistream for optimal 
bandwidth usage while providing the 
highest quality video for recording 
and viewing.

• Low TCO: 32 IP cameras scale up 
to 16+16 (video and analytics) by 
trade-off principle.

• Easy management of multiple 
remote sites improves efficiency 
and reduces personnel cost. Full 
remote site surveillance and control, 
extending human guard surveillance.

• Speed: rapid assessment of video 
alarm images allows to quickly 
identify the alarm cause, optimizing 
real-time intervention while 
reducing expensive nuisance alarm 
responses.

• Alarm reception in less than 7 
seconds.

• Extremely fast, intelligent search on 
motion metadata after recording.

• VMD: 4 zones per camera.
• User-friendly: easy-to-use XO client 

for configuration and management.
• Xchange tool for adding and 

transferring video and VCA licenses 
on-site.

• 360° camera support + image 
de-warping: see everything, 
everywhere, always.

ADPRO® iFT Remotely Programmable NVR

* The Honeywell Performance, equIP, and HDZ series IP 
cameras are supported from version XOa 3.2.33.
** Code of Practice for the installation and remote monitoring of 
detector activated CCTV systems.



XO 4
The XO Security Operating System 
expands the feature-rich, multi-service 
capability of the ADPRO RMGs. XO 4 
enables an iFT to support up to 32 IP 
camera channels without analytics with 
the ability to scale with a 1:1 trade-off  
(1 IP channel for 1 analytics channel) 
up to 16 IP channels with 16 analytics 
channels simultaneously. This allows a 
customer to leverage xTrace analytics 
for intrusion & loitering detection, 
visual smoke verification and building 
management capabilities while providing 
immediate remote response. It provides 
live 24/365 unbreakable transmission of 
very high quality video events to remote 
monitoring stations; providing deterrence 
through multi-level response, including 
audio, lighting/door controls, HVAC, as 
well as first responder dispatch. XO 4 
provides the first technology solution 
to effectively augment human guards 
security with intelligent and accurate 
detection more cost effectively with higher 
reliability.  Customers deploying XO 4 
can employ a “pay as you grow” security 
approach, using analytics where and when 
they are needed. 

xTrace Analytics
Add-on video analytics:
• IntrusionTrace: outdoor video verified 

perimeter detection for sterile zone 
monitoring (car dealerships, solar 
parks, power generation facilities, and 
warehouses). For more information on 
i-LIDS® certification, refer to document 
no. 21802.

• LoiterTrace: video verified loitering 
detection for indoor & outdoor 
applications (graffiti, parks, carparks, 
school grounds and construction 
areas).

• SmokeTrace: remote visual smoke 
verification (nuclear power plants, 
transformer rooms, shopping malls and 
transportation hubs).

Doc. no. 27860_08-

ADPRO® iFT
Specifications

Operating System ADPRO® XO™ Security Operating System, Linux based

Video Input 1–32* IP cameras

Video Output XGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264

Video Resolution Up to HD/MP resolution**

Images/Second Full HD @25/30 ips – MPixel: ips is camera dependent

Bandwidth Capacity 32 x 5 Mbps

Bandwidth Management Configurable variable or constant bitrate / Configurable bandwidth limiter

Audio Input Built-in audio input supported**

Audio Output Standard 1 line level output. Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 
switcher(s). Audio out on IP cameras** with ONVIF Profile S driver

Command Inputs 8 inputs on the box (balanced), + 20 inputs (balanced) via XO I/O Interface 
USB module 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128 (go - no go)

Relay Outputs 4 outputs on the box (SPDT), + 8 outputs (SPDT) via XO I/O Interface 
USB module 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128 (SPDT)

Web Server XO client - integrated web client application (ActiveX)

Ethernet 2 x 100/1000BASE-T, autodetection, full duplex, RJ45

Recording Type Schedule / Detection / Event

IP Camera Integration Brand specific, Generic, or ONVIF Profile S** driver

Management Web client interface (XO client), ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum, HeiTel 
Event Management Software, third-party software (SDK available) and 
iOS/Android iTrace App.

Power Supply 100–240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature 5–40 °C

Humidity 20–93 % RH non-condensing

Disk Capacity Max. 3 x 10 TB SATA hard disks. RAID 1 support (min.2 x equal HDD)

Warranty 2 years

Dimensions (W x H x D) 441 x 88 x 305 mm (17.36” x 3.46” x 12.00”)

Analytics Basic motion detection (VMD), camera sabotage detection.
Up to 16 analytic channels for IntrusionTrace™, LoiterTrace™, and 
SmokeTrace™ (separate datasheets available)

Mobile Apps iTrace, iPIR, iCommission, and iRespond

Ordering Code 60021310
60041610

ADPRO iFT 8IP-2TB-8IN/4OUT
ADPRO iFT 16IP-6TB-8IN/4OUT

* For optimal performance, disable monitor output when using more than 16 IP cameras
** Camera dependent. List of supported IP cameras is available on www.xtralissecurity.com

http://www.xtralis.com/iFT

Mobile Apps
• iTrace: remote monitoring, verification, and control (iOS and Android).
• iRespond: provides first responders (police, fire brigade, etc.) with real-time 

situational awareness (iOS).
• iPIR: allows one person to commission ADPRO PRO E-PIRs: wireless walk testing 

and parameter adjustment (iOS).
• iCommission: allows one person to vertically align ADPRO PRO E-PIRs (iOS).
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Remotely Programmable NVRADPRO® iFT-E

Introducing the ADPRO iFT Series, the next generation of Remotely Programmable 
Multi-service Gateways (RMG) from Xtralis, offering low total cost of ownership 
(TCO) for ADPRO multi-service features, quality, and reliability in a super IP 
solution.
The ADPRO iFT-E is the “32:32 vision” IP video multi-service platform that runs the 
powerful XO 4 Security Operating System. It is the only NVR out there that offers 
full remote monitoring features such as arming/disarming, event quad pictures, and 
reliable transmission via a proprietary acknowledge protocol. The iFT-E optimises 
bandwidth use for high quality recording by multistream camera connections, 
adapting video transmission to the available bandwidth.
The Xtralis Xchange cloud server application allows you to easily manage the iFT-E 
and deliver instant remote solutions. Mobile apps, such as iTrace, offer remote 
accessibility for 24/365 control wherever you are.

Features
• Scalable: up to 32 IP cameras and up to 32 analytics channels (32:32 vision)
• Support for all major camera brands: ACTI, Arecont, Avigilon, Axis, Bosch, 

Brickcom, Hikvision, Hikvision AVE, Honeywell Performance*, Honeywell 
equIP*, Honeywell HDZ*, JVC, Panasonic, Pelco, Samsung, Sanyo, Sony, and 
support for cameras with ONVIF Profile S Driver

• Expandable: up to 156 inputs and 140 outputs (8 in/4 out on the box)
• Easy IP camera connection via ONVIF Profile S protocol
• Video recording, video analytics, and transmission (all remote monitoring ready)
• Reliable data storage: up to 4 x 10 TB HDD, RAID 1 support (needs minimum 2 

equal HDD)
• Integrated xTrace video content analytics (VCA) in XO 4: IntrusionTrace, 

LoiterTrace and SmokeTrace
• 2-way audio: enables instant remote communication to/from site
• High-level integration with ADPRO PRO E-Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors, 

including communication over IP, intelligent double knock, and creep zone alarm
• Remote deployment: commissioning, set-up, configuration and management
• Field programmability via Xtralis Xchange licensing tool: rapid deployment 

of Xtralis xTrace Analytics (pay-as-you-grow), video licenses, and firmware 
updates

• Mobile apps for remote monitoring, verification, and control
• CMS command and control platforms: VideoCentral Platinum (VCP),  

Event Management System (EMS) and iOS/Android iTrace App
• Open platform: easy integration with third-party software (XO-SDK)
• BS8418-2015 compliant** 
• DGUV-UVV Kassen certified

Key Benefits
Superior detection and low false alarm 
rate with low CapEx. Highest quality of 
protection at a low TCO.
• Highest site protection: powerful new 

XO 4 delivering intrusion, loitering 
and smoke verification analytics.

• Reliability: ADPRO proprietary 
transmission protocol is 100% 
reliable with guaranteed alarm 
reception by acknowledgement and 
redundant transmission; Site Pulse 
protocol life check.

• Efficiency: H.264 video compression 
and multistream for optimal 
bandwidth usage while providing the 
highest quality video for recording 
and viewing.

• Low TCO: up to 32 IP cameras per 
device yielding the lowest price per 
channel.

• Easy management of multiple 
remote sites improves efficiency 
and reduces personnel cost. Full 
remote site surveillance and control, 
extending human guard surveillance.

• Speed: rapid assessment of video 
alarm images allows to quickly 
identify the alarm cause, optimizing 
real-time intervention while 
reducing expensive nuisance alarm 
responses.

• Alarm reception in less than 7 
seconds.

• Extremely fast, intelligent search on 
motion metadata after recording.

• VMD: 4 zones per camera.
• User-friendly: easy-to-use XO client 

for configuration and management.
• Xchange tool for adding and 

transferring video and VCA licenses 
on-site.

• 360° camera support + image 
de-warping: see everything, 
everywhere, always.

* The Honeywell Performance, equIP, and HDZ series IP 
cameras are supported from version XOa 3.2.33.
** Code of Practice for the installation and remote monitoring of 
detector activated CCTV systems.
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Specifications
Operating System ADPRO® XO™ Security Operating System, Linux based

Video Input 1–32 IP cameras

Video Output XGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video Compression H.264

Video Resolution Up to HD/MP resolution*

Images/Second Full HD @25/30 ips – MPixel: ips is camera dependent

Bandwidth Capacity 32 x 5 Mbps

Bandwidth Management Configurable variable or constant bitrate / Configurable bandwidth limiter

Audio Input Built-in audio input supported*

Audio Output Standard 1 line level output. Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 
switcher(s). Audio out on IP cameras* with ONVIF Profile S driver

Command Inputs 8 inputs on the box (balanced), + 20 inputs (balanced) via XO I/O 
Interface USB module 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128 (go – no go)

Relay Outputs 4 outputs on the box (SPDT), + 8 outputs (SPDT) via XO I/O Interface 
USB module 
Via Ethernet I/O module with PoE: up to 128 (SPDT)

Web Server XO client – integrated web client application (ActiveX)

Ethernet 2 x 100/1000BASE-T, autodetection, full duplex, RJ45

Recording Type Schedule / Detection / Event

IP Camera Integration Brand specific, Generic, or ONVIF Profile S* driver

Management Web client interface (XO client), ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum, HeiTel 
Event Management Software, third-party software (SDK available) and 
iOS/Android iTrace App.

Power Supply 100–240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature 5–40 °C

Humidity 20–93 % RH non-condensing

Disk Capacity Max. 4 x 10 TB SATA hard disks. RAID 1 support (= min. 2 equal HDD)

Warranty 2 years

Dimensions (W x H x D) 441 x 88 x 305 mm (17.36” x 3.46” x 12.00”)

Analytics Basic motion detection (VMD), camera sabotage detection.
Up to 32 analytic channels for IntrusionTrace™, LoiterTrace™, and 
SmokeTrace™ (separate datasheets available)

Mobile Apps iTrace, iPIR, iCommission, and iRespond

Ordering Code 63021510
63041610

ADPRO iFT-E 8IP-4TB-8I-4O (4 HDD ready)
ADPRO iFT-E 16IP-6TB-8I-4O (4 HDD ready)

* Camera dependent. List of supported IP cameras is available on www.xtralissecurity.com

XO 4
The XO Security Operating System 
expands the feature-rich, multi-service 
capability of the ADPRO RMGs. XO 4 
enables an iFT-E to support up to 32 IP 
camera channels with up to 32 analytics 
channels simultaneously allowing a 
customer to leverage xTrace analytics 
for intrusion & loitering detection, 
visual smoke verification and building 
management capabilities while providing 
immediate remote response. It provides 
live 24/365 unbreakable transmission of 
very high quality video events to remote 
monitoring stations; providing deterrence 
through multi-level response, including 
audio, lighting/door controls, HVAC, as 
well as first responder dispatch. XO 4 
provides the first technology solution 
to effectively augment human guards 
security with intelligent and accurate 
detection more cost effectively with higher 
reliability.  Customers deploying XO 4 
can employ a “pay as you grow” security 
approach, using analytics where and when 
they are needed. 

xTrace Analytics
Add-on video analytics:
• IntrusionTrace: outdoor video verified 

perimeter detection for sterile zone 
monitoring (car dealerships, solar 
parks, power generation facilities, and 
warehouses). For more information on 
i-LIDS® certification, refer to document 
no. 21802.

• LoiterTrace: video verified loitering 
detection for indoor & outdoor 
applications (graffiti, parks, carparks, 
school grounds and construction 
areas).

• SmokeTrace: remote visual smoke 
verification (nuclear power plants, 
transformer rooms, shopping malls and 
transportation hubs).

http://www.xtralis.com/iFT

Mobile Apps
• iTrace: remote monitoring, verification, and control (iOS and Android).
• iRespond: provides first responders (police, fire brigade, etc.) with real-time 

situational awareness (iOS).
• iPIR: allows one person to commission ADPRO PRO E-PIRs: wireless walk testing 

and parameter adjustment (iOS).
• iCommission: allows one person to vertically align ADPRO PRO E-PIRs (iOS).

Remotely Programmable NVRADPRO® iFT-E



Description
The ADPRO® IntrusionTrace PLUSTM application license combines the IntrusionTrace video 
analytics for intrusion detection with the ADPRO Passive Infra Red detector range through a 
high-level interface (HLI) enabling intelligent detection. Not only does this intuitively provide 
double knock detection for even greater detection reliability, but the HLI communicates with 
all PIRs on a single multi-drop RS-485 line, or over an IP network. This allows the XOa 
device to receive both alarm and tamper events from ADPRO PIRs and enables wireless 
iPhone/iPad tools to be used to align and configure each of the ADPRO PIR devices during 
walk testing. Now the two premium ADPRO detection products work together to give you 
more than the sum of the parts. ADPRO IntrusionTrace PLUS with ADPRO PIRs is the 
perfect combination for high detection probability and low false alarm rates.

Specifications
• Unbeatable ADPRO IntrusionTrace analytics

 - 24/365 outdoor video analytics for perimeter and sterile zone applications
 - Integrated advanced algorithms to maximize target detection and tracking
 - Detects crawling, rolling, running and slow moving targets

• High level integration with the ADPRO PIR range
• iPIR mobile app (iOS, Android) for wireless, interactive alignment of the PIR detectors
• Support for double-knock configurations to reduce false alarms
• Single multi-drop RS-485 cable or IP network to connect to all PIR detectors
• Up to 16 (directional) zones per video channel
• Each detection zone can have its own set of parameters, to allow detection of small and 

large, fast and slow targets in the same scene
• Improved sensitivity controls for reducing false alarms from spiders, cloud shadows, etc.
• PTZ presets triggered on detection
• Support for analogue*, IP, thermal, and visible light cameras 
• Bounding boxes visualization available on XOa Client Software, CMS Software and iOS 

iTrace App

Flexible Licensing
IntrusionTrace PLUS is a software only add-on (no installation required) with a flexible 
licensing system. All IntrusionTrace PLUS licenses include PIR HLI  licenses for up to  
34 detectors.

Perpetual License Model
• Oriented to installations with indefinite application period
• Has no expiration date
• Active on one unit at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for customer service

Timed License Model (for ADPRO XOa devices only)
• Oriented to installations with timed contracts (leasing model)
• Operational expenditure versus capital expenditure
• Has an expiration date
• Active on one unit at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for customer service
• Includes 30 days of grace period for renewal

Use Xchange, the Xtralis web-based license tool to remotely install/revoke/
transfer IntrusionTrace PLUS licenses on your ADPRO XOa devices for 
immediate servicing.

Intelligent Perimeter Detection 
with High Level PIR Integration

Unique Features
• RS-485 or IP connection to PIRs
• Tamper and alarm reporting from PIRs
• iPIR app for wireless PIR configuration
• One-person setup
• Fast and easy commissioning with simple 

region of interest detection
• 3D-calibration, no learning time
• Powerful advanced parameters for improved 

detection probability and false alarm reduction
• Spider/insect alarm reduction
• Car headlight alarm reduction
• Up to 16 zones or directional zones per channel
• Flexible detection within the same scene by 

criteria per detection zone
• i-LIDS® approved** as primary detection 

system for operational alert used in sterile zone 
monitoring applications

• i-LIDS® approved** event based recording 
system for sterile zone monitoring applications 

• Advanced logic to provide double/triple knock 
with PIR detectors and other alarms

• Recording modes and ability to tag events for 
later review (with bounding boxes)

• I/O and talk-down to sites for reacting on 
IntrusionTrace events

ADPRO IntrusionTrace PLUSTM Application License

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System

* Hardware dependent 
** IntrusionTrace version 1.26 running on FastTrace 2E
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IntrusionTrace PLUS

ADPRO IntrusionTrace PLUSTM Application License
Intelligent Perimeter Detection 
with High Level PIR Integration

PRO E PIR Detectors

XOa Device +
PIR-HLI +

IntrusionTrace

Double-knock
Best in Class Outdoor Intrusion Detection

+

PIR-HLI XOa Device

RS-485 data bus or IP network

Up to 34
Detectors

iPir App for iPad and iPhone
Walk tester commissioning tool for PRO detectors on XOa device. 
Remotely tune detector configuration. Higher reliability of the installed 
system because signals can be fine tuned while walk testing. Save 
installation cost through faster commissioning (one person walk test). 
Can be used with Wifi or 3G connection.

Typical IntrusionTrace PLUS System Setup

Camera 
 Alignment

PRO PIR detector Alignment

Set IntrusionTrace detection areas in  
XOa device

Program IntrusionTrace detection 
parameters

Perform walk tests in each detection area 
using the iPir iPhone/iPad Application

Maintain System 
Ensure detection occurs

1.8 m
(6 ft) IP/ Analogue Camera

ADPRO PRO E 
Detector

IR Illuminator 
(optional)

You can combine up to 32 instances of any of our XOa analytics (IntrusionTrace, LoiterTrace…) 
on up to 32 channels of video (hardware dependent).

Sterile Zone Application

Thermal Camera Support

Car Headlight alarm reduction

Spider/insect Alarm reduction
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Video Analytic Algorithm for 
Intelligent Loitering Detection

Description
The ADPRO® LoiterTraceTM application provides high performance loiter detection using 
video analytics specifically designed for indoor and outdoor operation. LoiterTrace is 
an image analysis tool able to detect humans remaining too long in an indoor scene. 
The analytics uses advanced algorithms to maximize target detection and tracking. It 
is able to detect loitering persons even if they remain static for a long time (like when 
the person is sleeping). With simple “region of interest” configuration, LoiterTrace 
detection is suited for office lobbies, entrance halls of public buildings, etc. Supporting 
up to 32 channels* on the ADPRO XOa devices, LoiterTrace complements the powerful 
recording, transmission, and alarm handling capabilities of these platforms. With the 
ability to transmit alarm images to a remote central monitoring station, LoiterTrace 
increases the effectiveness of off-site monitoring. Now you have the option of having 
your site security efficiently managed by experienced security personnel.

Specifications
• Indoor and outdoor loitering detection video analytic application
• Selectable loitering sensitivity (low, normal, high) and detection time
• Detects loitering even if the person remains static for a long time
• Based on Ground Region Of Interest (GROI)
• Camera tamper detection is integrated into XOa device
• Fully integrated solution and uniform GUI for analogue and IP cameras

Application Portal
The Xtralis Web based Application License Portal enables efficient 
creation and management of ADPRO XOa device application licenses.

• Efficiently create and dynamically manage XOa device application licenses 
(Redeem, Revoke).

• Allows the installer/CMS to remotely install new application licenses.
• Immediately service customers in case of a technical issue. No waiting time.

LoiterTrace license models
Perpetual License Model
• Oriented to installations with indefinite application period
• Has no expiration date
• Active on one unit at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for customer service

Timed License Model
• Oriented to installations with timed contracts (leasing models)
• Operational expenditure versus capital expenditure
• Has an expiration date
• Active on one unit at a time
• Can be revoked an unlimited number of times
• Can be transferred for customer service
• Includes 30 days of grace period for renewal

Unique Features
• Support for IP and Analogue cameras 
• Supported on XOa-device
• Cost efficient installation
• Improved detection quality
• Uncrowded scene application focus
• Fast installation and commissioning
• Flexible licensing system
• Fully integrated design
• Resolution/framerate independant
• 3 level sensitivity (low, normal, high)
• Remote servicing
• Software only add-on 

ADPRO® LoiterTraceTM Application License
For ADPRO XOa Devices

®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System

* Hardware dependent
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Typical detection scenes

Quick and Easy LoiterTrace Setup
• Easy setup via integrated design tool in the XOa device client software
• Fully integrated with other XOa device features (alarms, transmission, recording)
• Detects loitering even if the person remains still for a long time (delay up to 180 

seconds) – e.g. sleeping people
• No calibration required

• Analytic bounding boxes available on live, recorded and exported images:

 - Directly visible after settings are configured and saved
 - Bounding boxes info as metadata, not flattened in the image

The LoiterTrace application can be combined with other available Xtralis ADPRO XOa Video 
Content Analytic applications (IntrusionTrace, IntrusionTrace PLUS, …) in any combination 

related to all 32 channels* of ADPRO XOa device.

Video Analytic Algorithm for 
Intelligent Loitering Detection

ADPRO® LoiterTraceTM Application License
For ADPRO XOa Devices

Polygonal DETECTION 
zones with selectable loitering 

sensitivity and time (low, 
normal, high).

Ability to create polygonal 
MASKING zones (region of 

the image which should not be 
processed e.g. a flashing light, 
trees, cars, OSD time stamp 

information, etc).
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®

SecurityPlus Remotely Programmable
Operating System



Description
The ADPRO M3000 by Xtralis is a unified, powerful command and control 
solution for situational awareness across life safety and security applications. 
The ADPRO M3000 provides seamless management and integration 
between fire protection, video surveillance, and access control. These 
features combine to provide intelligent, credible information for responding to 
emergency management situations.
The ADPRO M3000 command and control software includes a user-friendly 
graphical interface for managing ADPRO 3000 Series products and solutions, 
including the ADPRO S3000 for security and access control, the ADPRO 
FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio recording and transmission, the ADPRO 
V3500 for mass storage and archiving, and the ADPRO V3001 for video wall 
applications.
The ADPRO M3000 is an application/data server running MS Windows 
XP Pro, Windows 2003, 2008, 2012 server, Windows 7 or Windows 8.1. It 
supports an unlimited number of client workstations operating in client/server 
architecture. 
The ADPRO M3000 is based on a fully event-driven, open database 
(MS SQL) with TCP/IP encrypted data communication (SSL). It supports 
redundant network architectures (STP), and assures real time status 
feedback and real time response on security sensitive events and video. 
The ADPRO M3000 software integrates easily to a wide array of enterprise 
databases and security systems for a real-time view of security events.
The ADPRO M3000 includes rich reporting capabilities, graphical mapping 
with GPS positioning, extensive alarm management features, video wall 
control, integrated photo capturing and biometrics, extensive calendar 
management, support for multiple codecs (MJPEG, MPEG-4, MxPEG, 
H.264), IP video PTZ control, video metadata linked to security events, 
support for multiple languages, and many more features.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Command and Control 
SoftwareADPRO M3000 by Xtralis

Key Benefits
• Access Control 
• Alarm management fire and security 
• Full video integration (event driven 

video, videowall, video surveillance)
• Visitor control (Web client) 
• Calendar management
• Full, redundant IP solution
• Unlimited data fields 
• Client/server architecture 
• Open database (MS SQL) 
• SSL data encryption 
• Supports up to 1,000,000 badges 
• Integrated fingerprint reader, photo 

capturing, video/audio and badging/
biometrics 

• Easy data import/export 
• GPS positioning 
• Extensive reporting/mapping 
• Vector based graphical maps  

(3D ready) 
• IP video with PTZ control 
• MJPEG, MPEG-4, MxPEG, H.264 
• Video metadata support 
• Multi-language (uni-code) support
• Webclient for Access Control, Users 

and History
• SNMP / OPC



Security Management 
SoftwareADPRO M3000 by Xtralis

Specifications

Operating System 
Requirements

MS Windows XP Professional®, Windows 2003, 2008 Server®,  
Windows Vista®, Windows 7/8/8.1 
Windows Server 2012 R2 

Recommended Server 
Hardware Platform 
Processor

• QUAD CORE 2.6Ghz+ 
• RAM = 4 GB (8 GB+ recommended)
• HDD: > = 80 GB
• PCI-E graphic card with 512 MB of memory
• SVGA monitor
• CD/DVD-ROM; >= 1 USB port(s) 

Recommended 
Workstation 
Hardware Platform 
Processor

• CPU: DUAL CORE 2Ghz +
• RAM: 4 GB (8 GB+ recommended)
• HDD: > = 80 GB; PCI-E graphic card with 512 MB of dedicated 

memory, DX9
• SVGA monitor
• CD/DVD-ROM; >= 1 USB port(s)
• Sound card

Encryption Cryptographic Service provider including key generator for SSL 
Data encryption using AES-256. SSL certificates ensure device 
authenticity 

Configuration (Web) Server / (Web) Client architecture 

Database MS SQL 2008 R2 (Express), 2012 (Express), 2014 (Express)

Access Profiles

Photo Badging

Graphical Maps

Video Viewer
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Why ADPRO by Xtralis?
 ► The lowest nuisance alarm rates
 ► Remote access for confi guration and management 
(via RS-485 databus)

 ► Unique anti-vandal feature to detect changes in 
detectors alignment

 ► 4 metre (13 ft) mounting height for minimal risk of 
vandalism

 ► Integrated metal wall-mount bracket
 ► Wide power supply range 10.5 to 30 V DC or 
24 V AC (auto-sensing)

 ► Low installation and maintenance cost

Application:
 ► Outdoor perimeter and area detection
 ► Fence-line protection
 ► Proactive video surveillance
 ► Providing reliable detection for remotely monitored 
and detector activated CCTV systems for 
maximum Central Monitoring Station profi tability

 ► Conditional triggering of CCTV, PTZ and dome 
cameras

 ► Conditional triggering of video-switchers for event-
driven CCTV

Accessories:
 ► Confi guration and commissioning software 
 ► IFM-485-ST PC interface module
 ► CT PRO 2 wireless walk-tester (2.4 GHz)
 ► AD 851 alignment telescope for all detectors
 ► AD 653 bracket for PRO-250H
 ► ZA P-L1 pole mount bracket
 ► PRO-CMB-W plastic cable managed bracket

 ► Range: 120 – 150 m (400 ft – 500 ft)  ► Bi-directional RS 485 communication
 ► Weatherproof IP54-rated housing with 
integrated metal mounting bracket (PRO-250H 
requires additional bracket)

 ► Separate alarms per zone via RS-485
 ► Separate opto-coupler output for each 
detection zone (PRO-250H only)

 ► Heated precision mirror glass optics on all
“H” versions

 ► IP65 housing for PRO-100H available
 ► IP66 housing for PRO-100H available

 ► Range: 50 - 60 m (165 - 200 ft)  ► Bi-directional RS 485 communication
 ► Weatherproof IP54-rated housing with 
integrated metal mounting bracket

 ► Directional discrimination (PRO-45D, 
PRO-45DH)

 ► Heated precision mirror optics on all 
“H” versions

 ► IP65 housing for PRO-45H and PRO-45DH 
available

 ► Zero creepzone on PRO-45Z

 ► Range: 21 - 75 m (70 - 250 ft)  ► Bi-directional RS 485 communication
 ► Weatherproof IP54-rated housing with 
integrated metal mounting bracket

 ► Models with various aperture angles of 15° to 
90°

 ► Heated precision mirror optics on all “H” 
versions

 ► IP65 housing for PRO-18H, PRO-18WH and 
PRO-85H available 

 ► IP66 housing for PRO-85H available

Long-Range Curtains - PRO-100, 100H & 250H
This line of intrusion detectors is one of the most effective and advanced family of narrow curtain, 
long-range motion detectors on the market today. All detectors feature telescope-like precision mirror 
glass optics, digital signal processing and continuous, gap-free curtain coverage for an exceptional 
mounting height of up to 4 metres (13 ft).

Medium-Range Curtains - PRO-45, 45H, 45D & 45DH & 45Z
ADPRO medium-range detectors feature narrow curtain coverage and are the ideal choice for 
monitoring any perimeter section that is too short for long-range curtains. The award-winning 
directional detectors (PRO-45D, PRO-45DH) can be confi gured to trigger an alarm only if an intruder 
crosses the curtain in a specifi ed direction or bi-directionally. They feature the lowest possible 
nuisance alarm rate in either confi guration compared to standard curtains.

Volumetric Coverage - PRO-18, 18W, 18WH, 18H, 30, 40, 51, 85 & 85H
ADPRO volumetric detectors are designed to monitor the inside of a perimeter. The PRO-85 and 
PRO-85H long-range versions feature three independent detection zones that can be confi gured 
individually.



DETECTOR OVERVIEW
Overview curtain models Medium-range curtain Directional medium-range 

curtain
Long-range curtain Long-range curtain

Steep look down

Detector PRO-45 PRO-45H PRO-45Z PRO-45D PRO-45DH PRO-100 PRO-100H PRO-250H

Coverage L x W
(H-Version)

50 m x 3.3 m 
(165 ft x 11 ft)

60 m x 3.9 m 
(200 ft x 13 ft)

50 m x 3.3 m 
(165 ft x 11 ft)

50 m x 3.6 m 
(165 ft x 12 ft)

60 m x 4.2 m 
(200 ft x 14 ft)

120 m x 2.7 m 
(400 ft x 9 ft)

150 m x 3.3 m 
(500 ft x 11 ft)

150 m x 3.3 m (500 ft x 11 ft)

Optics Segmented Precision Mirror Segmented Precision Mirror Precision Glass Mirror Precision Glass Mirror

Side View
Standard Version
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ADPRO Passive Infrared Outdoor Intrusion Detector Reference Chart

Overview volume models Volumetric  Wide-Angle Volumetric Medium-Range Volumetric Long-Range

Detector PRO-18W PRO-18WH PRO-18 PRO-18H PRO-30 1 PRO-40 2 PRO-51 PRO-85 PRO-85H

Coverage L x W
(H-Version)

21 m x 24 m 
(70 ft x 80 ft)

27 m x 30 m 
(90 ft x 100 ft)

24 m x 21 m 
(80 ft x 70 ft)

30 m x 27 m 
(100 ft x 90 ft)

30 m x 20 m (100 ft x 65 ft) 40 m x 10 m (130 ft x 33 ft) 50 m x 22 m (165 ft x 75 ft) 60 m x 18 m 
(200 ft x 60 ft)

75 m x 23 m 
(250 ft x 75 ft)

Optics Segmented Precision Mirror Segmented Precision Mirror Precision Glass Mirror

Side View
Standard Version

(H-Version)
21 m
70 ft

(5 ft)
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(13 ft)
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0 1 27 m
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Technical Data Standard versions H versions

Supply Voltage 10.5 - 30 V DC or 24 V AC (±15%) (auto-sensing)

Current (not activated) 18 mA @ 12 V DC, 10 mA @ 24 V AC Standard specs. plus heating power @ -40°C (-40°F) max. 2 W

Alarm Relay Output 1 x 30 VDC, max. 100 mA

Transistor Open Collector 1 x 30 VDC, max. 50 mA

Cover Switch 30 VDC, 100 mA

Front Window PE Filter, IR Transmissive Silicon wafer

Operating Temperature -20° to 60 ºC (-4° to 140 ºF) -40° to 60 ºC (-40° to 140 ºF)

All Units comprise the following:
 ► High precision mirror optics
 ► Curtain models perform a continuous

 gap-free coverage
 ► Silicon wafer window (H-versions only)
 ► RS-485 interface
 ► Digital signal processing (DSP)
 ► IP54-rated weatherproof housing
 ► Mounting height 2.5 to 4 metres

 (8 to 13 ft)
 ► Integral wall mounting brackets on all 

 models (except PRO-250H)
 ► IP65-rated housings for H-versions 

 available (exept PRO-250H)
 ► IP66-rated housings for PRO-85H and 

 PRO-100H available
Notes:
 1 Use PRO-18H as H-version of PRO-30
 2 Use PRO-45H or PRO-45DH as H-version
 of PRO-40
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Features
• i-LIDS® approved primary detection 

system for operational alert use in 
sterile zone monitoring applications

• Advanced algorithms to maximise 
target detection and tracking under 
a wide range of conditions.

• High resilience to unwanted alarms 
from small animals, clouds, wind 
and rain.

• Multiple free-form trigger areas.

• Contrast alarms for sabotage 
detection.

• Video loss detection for camera, 
lens or cable failure.

• Easy to commission via quick setup 
feature.

• Single cable, High Level Interface 
to ADPRO FastTrace, ADPRO 
FastTrace-R and ADPRO FastTx, 
reducing wiring and setup time, 
providing seamless integration.

New Advanced Features
Xtralis have developed additional 
functionality to enhance the ADPRO 
Presidium detection capability and 
reduce unwanted alarms to near zero.

• Directional object detection.

• Dual edge trigger areas used to 
qualify alarms.

• Single edge target detection.

• Timer enabled detection for sterile 
zone loitering.

Applications
• Traffi c reverse fl ow detection

• Virtual barrier crossing

• Tunnel entrance protection

• No go area detection

• Prison and airport perimeters

• Quarantine area protection

This advanced feature software is 
available by downloading the latest 
software version from the Xtralis WEB 
site.

The ADPRO Presidium by Xtralis the latest generation of video motion 
detection systems designed specifi cally for outdoor perimeter and area 
protection applications. 

With more than 20 years of experience in video-based outdoor protection, 
the ADPRO Presidium is the ideal combination of research and development 
expertise and real world know-how.

With the focus on prevention rather than post-alarm analysis, the potential for 
loss to your property is greatly reduced.

ADPRO Presidium provides reliable intruder detection in a wide range of 
indoor and outdoor applications. 

Reliable Detection
The system employs fl exible lighting compensation, multiple scene models, 
and practical object fi lters to provide reliable detection. The detection can 
be tailored for specifi c applications, based on the level of perceived threat 
to the site. Compared to other video based perimeter protection systems on 
the market, ADPRO Presidium’s detection performance is not compromised 
during periods of scene change, such as during cloud shadows.

The ADPRO Presidium incorporates major advances in the reduction of false 
alarms caused by small animals, trees and their shadows, cloud shadows, 
car headlights, rain etc. Automatic scene learning and intelligent algorithms 
dramatically reduce false alarms.

The new advanced algorithms also allow users to set up special trigger areas 
within a camera view and to isolate and qualify a target’s movement and 
direction, a capability that results in near zero nuisance alarm rates.

Easy to Use
An intuitive PC based graphical user interface provides an intelligent wizard 
and pre-confi gured typical settings, which enables quick setup either on-site 
or remotely.

Flexible Integration
Comprehensive facilities are provided for easy integration with the ADPRO 
FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx through a network based High Level Interface. 

The network-based High-Level Interface (HLI) provides an easy, text-based 
integration to ADPRO FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx, or any third-party 
supporting the non-proprietary protocol. The ADPRO Presidium further 
allows for easy integration of pre-existing alarm devices to any third-party 
CCTV control system. The ADPRO PRO Series PIR detectors can also be 
seamlessly combined with ADPRO Presidium resulting in a complete remote 
site security system.

Video Motion DetectorADPRO Presidium



Purpose Built Solution
A purpose built hardware platform and dedicated, embedded software 
combined with real time system monitoring maintains uninterrupted, reliable 
operation. The ADPRO Presidium is designed for installation in a typical 19” 

industrial rack environment.

Specifi cations

Video Inputs per module 
• 2 independent camera inputs per VM15 module. Each input 1 Volt p/p video input, 75 ohm or 

high impedance.

Video Outputs per module 
• 2 independent video outputs per VM15 module provide 1 Volt p/p video output when 

terminated by a 75 ohm load.
• Each video output displays channel video and on screen display information and connects 

directly to the camera during power failure.

Inputs per Channel (2 channels per module)
• All external inputs are transient protected and designed to be driven by dry contacts or logic 

levels. Voltage input <0.8 V - logic low, 7 mA (max); between 3.5 V and 5.0 V - logic high. 
Screw terminal connectors Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC), Single End of Line 
(SEOL) or Dual End of Line (DEOL) tamper detection on each input using supplied resistors.

• Isolate input to disable detection, no video and contrast alarms. 
• Alarm input with programmable hold time.

Inputs per chassis 
• Access/secure input to enable/disable detection on all channels. Screw terminal connectors 

Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC), Single End of Line (SEOL) or Dual End of Line 
(DEOL) tamper detection on each input using supplied resistors.  

Outputs per channel (2 channels per module)
• Alarm output relay activates on the occurrence of an intrusion alarm.

Can also be programmed to activate on a no video and/or contrast alarm.

Outputs per chassis 
• 1 general alarm relay (normally open and normally closed contacts) activates when an alarm 

condition occurs on any module.
• 1 fault relay (normally open and normally closed contacts) activates on the occurrence of any 

system fault: power loss, over temperature condition, system reset.  

Network Connections 
Setup Port (Front Panel)
10BaseT / 100BaseT Ethernet Port supporting TCP/IP.
LAN 1 & 2 (Rear Panel) 
Both 10BaseT / 100BaseT / 1000BaseT Ethernet Port supporting TCP/IP.
Used for HLI connection to ADPRO FastTrace/ADPRO FastTx and remote network connection.

Setup
Setup via an intuitive, PC based utility that connects to the unit via a network connection.   

Power Requirements
100–240 volts, AC, 50–60 Hz. Maximum power dissipation 150 W.

Construction and Dimensions
Standard 19” rackmount, 3U high subrack to DIN4194.
482 mm (19”) W x 132 mm (5.2”) H x 281 mm (11”) L.

Weight
Rackmount – Fully confi gured system 8.7 kilograms (19.2 pounds).

Temperature Range
Operating range 0°C - 40°C (32°F - 104°F).
Humidity less than 90% non-condensing.

EMC Compliance
Emissions: Class A compliance to EN55022:1998 +A1+A2, AS/NZS CISPR 22:2006, FCC Part 15
Harmonic Current Emissions to EN61000-3-2:2000
Voltage Fluctuations & Flicker to EN61000-3-3:1995 +A1
Immunity: EN50130-4:1995 +A1 +A2 (Alarm Systems Product Family Immunity Standard) UPS 
required for compliance with 100 mS mains voltage interruption requirement.

Safety Compliance
IEC 60950-1:2001 (CB Report including 
national deviations for AU, CA, KR, US 
and EU Group).
UL Listed to US and Canadian Safety 
Standards under File E219750.

Warranty
Twenty four (24) months on all 
components.

Confi guration Options
The ADPRO Presidium chassis has slots 
for up to ten video input modules. Each 
module has two channels of VMD. 

Video Input Modules
VM15 video intrusion detection module. 
Two VMD channels per module.
One VM15 module per chassis is required 
for basic operation. 

Ordering Information

Model Description

VM-15 Presidium 2 channel module

PDM-0 Presidium - Chassis

PDM-02 Presidium - 2 channel unit

PDM-04 Presidium - 4 channel unit

PDM-06 Presidium - 6 channel unit

PDM-08 Presidium - 8 channel unit

PDM-10 Presidium - 10 channel unit

PDM-12 Presidium - 12 channel unit

PDM-14 Presidium - 14 channel unit

PDM-16 Presidium - 16 channel unit

PDM-18 Presidium - 18 channel unit

PDM-20 Presidium - 20 channel unit

Availability
Download the latest software version 
from the Xtralis upgrade website 
(http://software.adpro.com.au) 
or via email from Xtralis technical support 
(support-adpro@xtralis.com).

Video Motion DetectorADPRO Presidium
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The dual-channel ADPRO Presidium Mini by Xtralis is part of the latest 
generation of video motion detection systems designed specifi cally for outdoor 
perimeter and area protection applications. 

With Xtralis’ more than 20 years of experience in video-based outdoor protection, the 
ADPRO Presidium Mini is the ideal combination of research and development with 
real-world know-how.

With the focus on prevention rather than post-alarm analysis, the potential for loss to 
your property is greatly reduced.

ADPRO Presidium Mini provides reliable intrusion detection in a wide range of indoor 
and outdoor applications. 

Reliable Detection
The system employs fl exible lighting compensation, multiple scene models, and 
practical object fi lters to provide reliable detection that can be tailored for specifi c 
applications, based on the level of perceived threat. Compared to other video based 
perimeter protection systems, ADPRO Presidium Mini’s detection performance is 
not compromised during periods of scene change, e.g., in partially overcast windy 
conditions.

ADPRO Presidium Mini incorporates major advances in the reduction of false alarms 
caused by small animals, trees and their shadows, cloud shadows, car headlights, 
rain, etc. Automatic scene learning and intelligent algorithms dramatically reduce false 
alarms.

The new, advanced algorithms also allow users to set up special trigger areas within a 
camera view and to isolate and qualify a target’s movement and direction, a capability 
that results in near zero nuisance alarm rates.

Easy to Use
An intuitive PC-based graphical user interface provides an intelligent wizard and pre-
confi gured typical settings, which enable quick setup either onsite or remotely.

Flexible Integration
ADPRO Presidium Mini can be integrated easily into any new or existing system.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO PRO Series outdoor PIR detectors and/
or the ADPRO FastTrace video recording and transmission system, a combination 
of technologies is brought together to provide a superior outdoor security system for 
remote surveillance.

Features
• i-LIDS® approved primary detection 

system for operational alert use in sterile 
zone monitoring applications

• Advanced algorithms to maximise target 
detection and tracking under a wide 
range of environmental conditions

• High resilience to unwanted alarms from 
small animals, clouds, wind and rain

• Multiple free-form trigger areas
• Contrast alarms for sabotage detection
• Video-loss detection for camera, lens or 

cable failure
• Easy to commission via quick setup 

feature

New Advanced Features
Xtralis has developed additional 
functionality to enhance the ADPRO 
Presidium Mini’s detection capability and 
reduce unwanted alarms to near zero.
• Directional object detection
• Dual edge trigger areas used to qualify 

alarms
• Single-edge target detection
• Timer-enabled detection for sterile-zone 

loitering

Applications
• Outdoor perimeter and area detection
• Traffi c reverse fl ow detection
• Virtual barrier crossing
• Tunnel entrance protection
• No-go area detection
• Prison and airport perimeters
• Quarantine-area protection

Video Motion DetectorADPRO Presidium Mini
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Purpose-built Solution
The ADPRO Presidium Mini’s hardware platform and embedded software, combined with 
real-time system monitoring, maintains reliable, uninterrupted operation. The system’s 
small hardware footprint is suitable for desktop installation or wall mounting.

In addition, ADPRO Presidium Mini is designed for low-voltage operation and is suitable 
for mounting where mains voltage is not available and is easily supported during mains 
failure. 

Specifi cations
Video Inputs 
• 2 independent camera inputs. Each input 1 Volt p/p video input, 75 ohm or high impedance
Video Outputs 
• 2 independent video outputs provide 1 Volt p/p video output when terminated by a 75 ohm 

load
• Each video output is designed to connect to a DVR or monitor to display the original video 

input signal plus additional alarm related information for easy alarm verifi cation
Inputs Per Channel
• All external inputs are transient protected and designed to be driven by dry contacts or logic 

levels. Voltage input <0.8 V - logic low, 7 mA (max); between 3.5 V and 5.0 V - logic high. 
Screw terminal connectors Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC), Single End of Line 
(SEOL) or Dual End of Line (DEOL) tamper detection on each input using supplied resistors.

• Input isolation to disable detection, no video and contrast alarms
• Alarm input with programmable hold time
Access/Secure Input
• Screw terminal connector

Programmable as Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC), SEOL, DEOL
Outputs Per Channel
• Alarm output relay activates when alarm condition in fi eld of view of camera is met. In addition, 

output relay can be confi gured to activate for ‘no-video’ and/or contrast alarms
Outputs Per Unit 
• 1 fault relay (SPDT) activates on the occurrence of any system fault: power loss, over 

temperature condition, system reset
Network Connections 
LAN 10BaseT / 100BaseT Ethernet Port supporting TCP/IP
Setup
Setup via an intuitive, PC based utility that connects to the unit via a network connection
Voltage and Power Requirements
12 V DC, 1.5 A.  Maximum power dissipation 18 W. Universal AC power adaptor supplied
Dimensions (Enclosure Only)
263 mm (10.3”) W x 73 mm (1.3”) H x 236 mm (9.3”) L
Weight
2 kilograms (4.4 pounds)
Temperature Range
Operating range 0°C - 40°C (32°F - 104°F)
Humidity less than 90% non-condensing
EMC Compliance
Emissions: Class A compliance to EN55022:1998 +A1+A2, AS/NZS CISPR 22:2006, FCC Part 15
Harmonic Current Emissions: EN61000-3-2:2000
Voltage Fluctuations & Flicker: EN61000-3-3:1995 +A1
Immunity: EN50130-4:1995 + A1 + A2 (Alarm Systems Product Family Immunity Standard) 
Safety Compliance
IEC 60950-1:2001 (CB Report including national deviations for AU, CA, KR, US and EU Group) 
when used with supplied universal AC power adaptor
Warranty
Twenty four (24) months on all components

Ordering Information
Model Part Number - Description

PDM-MINI 202182 - Presidium Mini
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Product Highlights 
PRO E-Series detectors deliver exceptional 
savings of time and total cost of ownership.
•	 Designed to be compliant to EN 50606 

Grade 3
•	 IP65-rated housing for all models
•	 iCommission for one man commissioning 

and installation
•	 Integrated Cable Management 

Invisible cable routing for tamper protection
•	 Remote	configuration	and	alarm	

management via RS485-communication
•	 Auto-sensing supply voltage 

10.5-30 VDC and 24 VAC
•	 Low power consumption - ideal for wireless 

and solar applications
•	 Double-knock functionality of two detectors 

results into 7 detection zones, managed by 
FastTrace 2E /iFT-Series/CamDisc E/ 
ipVG-Series	for	accurate	visual	verification

Providing maximum tamper protection
•	 “360PROtectTM” Technology - near 

surrounding area surveillance, as a special 
tamper protection of the detector - from 1 m 
behind the pole/ wall up to 8m - eliminates 
all creep zones

•	 Detects attempted removal from mounting 
surface

•	 Advanced 3D-tamper detection signals 
an alarm if detector alignment is altered. 
Wireless RF-series are using a traditional 
housing cover switch

•	 Detector masking detection
•	 Up to 4 m (13 ft) mounting height  

to minimise the risk of vandalism
•	 Digital compass detects very slow horizontal 

misalignment
Highest reliability of detection — minimising 
nuisance alarms
•	 Directional discrimination for additional 

60% nuisance alarm reduction (D-models 
only), allowing for right-to-left or left-to-right 
intrusion alarms only

•	 Heater and heavy-duty silicon wafer front 
window for -40° to +60º C (-40° to 140ºF) 
operating temperature, ideal for extreme 
environments (standard for H-models)

•	 Detection of intruders crawling, walking or 
running at speeds from 0.2 to 5 m/s (0.7 to 
16 ft/s)

•	 Ultra-low nuisance alarm rate thanks to 
advanced digital signal processing (DSP), 
and adaptive threshold discrimination

•	 Low cost per unit of coverage cutting edge 
and manufactured precision engineering 
results	in	a	highly	reliable,	cost	efficient	
product

Accessories
•	 iCommission - One-Man-Commissioning-

Tool including iCommission-App for remote 
controlled tilt adjustment

•	 PRO	E-Tool	-	configuration,	commissioning,	
analysis and remote control software 

•	 IFM-485-ST - PC interface module including 
PRO-E-Tool software for PC-based 
installation, commissioning, maintenance 
and alarm management of all PRO detectors

•	 CT PRO 2 - wireless walk-tester (2.4 GHz)  
for all PRO detectors

•	 AD 851 - alignment telescope for all models
•	 PRO E-IPM - optional build-in IP-Module for 

PRO E-detectors for a direct communication 
to a receiver PC or ADPRO FastTrace/iFT-
device (High Level Interface) via an Ethernet 
network

Data Sheet

The complete new portfolio of ADPRO PRO E-PIR Perimeter Intrusion Detectors (PID) were 
engineered to provide extraordinary reliability and accuracy. This new generation of PIRs evolved 
from the Xtralis defense-grade perimeter protection technology and our proven series of  
ADPRO PRO PIRs. 

Utilising Passive Infrared (PIR) technology and combining it with precision mirror optics, 
employing the latest digital signal processing (DSP) and an environmental adaptive circuitry - this 
provides the exceptional reliability of detection while minimising nuisance alarms. 

ADPRO PRO E-Series detectors achieve unsurpassed performance even under precarious 
environmental conditions. The ADPRO PRO E-Series PIR detectors are available in a variety of 
models to optimally address your perimeter, performance, and budget needs.

PRO E-Series - Extraordinary Features
Complete New Housing Design
•	 Designed for wall and pole mounting - no additional adaptors required
•	 Integrated cable management - no visible cable routing directly from mounting surface
•	 Designed for one-man installation with the iCommission tool which allows for wireless control 

of the PIR detectors via the iCommission application installed on a smartphone or tablet PC
•	 Simple	on-site	exchange	of	the	filter	module	(window) - no detector factory overhaul
•	 Sophisticated 3D-tamper (pan/tilt/move) protection including a compass (slow panning)
•	 Detection of attempted removal from mounting surfaces also includes cable managed bracket
•	 Prepared for further enhancements and options - such as IP connectivity, wireless 

communication or even battery operation (in combination with renewable energy sources)
ADPRO PRO E-400H SLR — Superior Long-Range
•	 The	“flagship”	of	ADPRO	PRO	E-detector	series	is	worldwide	the	one	and	only	“SLR”-PIR-

PID with a nominal range of 220 m.
•	 Save installation cost due to reduced poles, cabling, number of detectors and installation time
“360PROtectTM” Technology - Near Surrounding Area Surveillance
•	 Special tamper protection of the detector - eliminating creep zones
•	 360PROtectTM covers the area between up to 1m behind the detector and 8m in front of it
Detector Masking
•	 Manipulation, vandalism, and/or tampering of the detector’s input capability with objects 

such as metal, plastics, paper or sprayed paints or lacquers in close proximity to the detector 
are detected and indicated as required by EN and upcoming IEC-standards for perimeter 
detectors

Quick Setup
•	 No hardware programming via DIP-switches
•	 Via standard RS-485-communication or optional IP-module all parameters can be adapted

ADPRO PRO    Series
Passive Infrared Perimeter Intrusion Detector



ADPRO PIR Series Data SheetInnovation

360PROtectTM - Near Surrounding Area Surveillance
This Xtralis technology provides special tamper protection for all ADPRO PRO E-detectors. This 
innovation provides protection from 1 m behind the pole/wall installation up to 8 m - completely 
eliminating all creep zones. Cost savings and superior protection are realized with one ADPRO 
PRO E-detector; creep zones are eliminated and the areas behind and aside the detector are 
monitored. Regarding tamper security 360PROtectTM technology puts ADPRO PRO E-detectors 
unambiguous on leading position.

Sophisticated Tamper 
Protection
All ADPRO PRO E-detectors monitor:
•	 opening of detector housing and mounting 

bracket cover
•	 horizontal, vertical and pitch alignment
•	 slow horizontal movements with the help of 

an integrated switchable digital compass
•	 removal from mounting surface
These	features	fullfill	the	highest	tamper	
protection requirements and ensure reliable 
operation in the highest graded security 
applications.

ADPRO PRO E-Wireless Detectors - powered by Inovonics 
EchoStream®

Based	on	same	technical	specifications	as	wired	models,	Xtralis	offers	a	supplemental	range	of	
wireless ADPRO PRO-E detectors with Inovonics´ built-in RF module EN1941 for North America/
Australis, New Zealand or EE1941 for Europe:
PRO E-18WRFe, PRO E-18WRFn,  
PRO E-45RFe, PRO E-45RFn,  
PRO E-100RFe, PRO E-100RFn  [-RFe = 868 MHz (EU) / -RFn = 911 MHz (USA, Australia, New Zealand)]

These detectors transmit alarms and fault messages one way wireless to an Inovonics receiver 
e.g. EE4232MR/EN4232MR or EE4216MR/EN4216MR.
The	Inovonics	Commercial	Mesh	Network	has	been	specifically	developed	for	commercial	
applications to provide the most cost-effective solution for a wide range of applications in a 
wireless sensor network.

Reliability
Inovonics EchoStream 868/900MHz radio utilizes a unique frequency hopping, spread spectrum 
technology to meet the demands of an increasingly cluttered wireless world.

Flexibility
The	flexibility	of	wireless	is	a	necessity	in	today’s	dynamic	commercial	environments.	The	self-
configuring	EchoStream	Commercial	Mesh	Network	allows	you	to	adapt	to	changing	floor	plans	
and requirements in a matter of minutes. New sensors can be added to the network as fast as 
they can be mounted.

Scalability
The EchoStream Commercial Mesh Network’s backbone of intelligent repeaters EE5000/EN5000 
can extend coverage to thousands of sensors across entire commercial campuses.

Battery Life Time 
Under normal operating conditions a battery life time of 2 years with Alkaline batteries can be 
achieved. Depending on environmental conditions of operation, number of events and other  
site-specific	influences,	a	battery	replacement	may	be	required	earlier.	The	integrated	intelligent	
power management handles different power sources to optimize the PIR’s battery life time. For 
instance the use of Lithium batteries or external solar and power storage module will extend the 
battery life time.

ADPRO PRO-E Detector 
Outputs
All ADPRO PRO E-detectors have 3 free 
programmable outputs for alarms from:
•	 PIR-sensor, 360PROtectTM or masking 

detection
•	 fault events caused by the power supply, 

exceeded temperatures, faulty heating 
device, masking detection or watch-dog

•	 tamper alarms of housing cover, cable 
managed bracket cover, misalignment and 
removal from mounting surface attempts

All high-performance detectors (H-versions) 
offer additionally two independent outputs for 
alarms from:
•	 360PROtectTM, masking or alarm zone or 

other events
For plug & use, all outputs are set to standard 
compliant default settings, which can be 
changed easily with the ADPRO PRO E-Tool 
software.

Pole Deflection
A	small	deflection	will	influence	the	detection	range	and	can	cause	a	significant	number	of	false	
alarms.	The	following	chart	gives	an	overview	showing	the	allowed	pole	deflection	at	various	
detection ranges.
E.g.	a	detection	range	of	200m	requires	a	pole	with	maximum	2cm	deflection	under	all	
environmental conditions. A detection range of 100m requires a pole with maximum 4cm 
deflection.
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Recommended Ranges and Positioning
ADPRO PRO E-series detectors offer the best value per foot of coverage when compared 
to similar effective intrusion detection technologies. ADPRO has pushed the limits of the PIR 
technology to new frontiers, thus making it the ideal choice for cost conscious decision makers 
unwilling to compromise on security. 
Longer perimeters are easily divided into sections not exceeding the nominal range of the chosen 
detectors. The PRO E-detectors are designed to provide gap-free coverage in, around and behind 
the mounting location.

Mounting
Recommended mounting height is 2.5 – 4 m (8 – 13ft). All PRO E-detectors are ready-to-use on 
walls or poles without any adaptors and have an integrated tamper-monitored cable managed 
bracket. 

iCommissionTM

All detectors can be vertically aligned with a smartphone or tablet PC e.g. during walk-test 
remotely with the optional use of iCommission. With the help of iCommission one engineer can 
mount,	aline,	and	fine-adjust	a	detector	-	one	man	commissioning	for	noticeable	cost	and	time	
savings. 

Remote Service
All detectors are equipped with a two-way data port. Using the ADPRO PRO E-Tool software via 
the	IFM-485-ST	interface,	configuration	details	and	live	signals,	as	seen	by	the	detectors,	can	be	
changed and reviewed remotely. 
The IFM-485-ST interface module and the ADPRO PRO E-software are very helpful during both 
the	installation	process,	but	also	during	operation	later	on.	For	example,	detector	configuration	
changes can be applied in real time without climbing any ladders.

System Design Considerations
It is considered good design practise to terminate 
a	detector’s	field	of	view	with	a	barrier	if	the	PIR	
field	of	view	exceeds	the	desired	detection	zone,	
especially if it borders onto unknown or busy 
terrain. Wire mesh fence alone will not work, a 
closed surface area is necessary, wood or plastic 
materials are perfectly suitable.
For more details and a professional system design 
we strongly recommend to refer to the “Planning 
and Commissioning Manual” on:  
 
www.xtralis.com/ADPRO_PRO_E_Detectors

Applications
•	 Outdoor perimeter and area detection:

 - solar	fields
 - pipelines
 - logistic centers
 - scrap merchants
 - warehouses

•	 Fence-line protection
•	 Anticipating and proactive video surveillance
•	 Providing reliable detection for remotely 

monitored and detector activated CCTV 
systems for maximum Central Monitoring 
Station	profitability

•	 Conditional triggering of CCTV, PTZ and 
dome cameras

•	 Conditional triggering of video-switchers for 
event-driven CCTV

Double-Knock Functionality
ADPRO PRO E-100, PRO E-100H and PRO E-400H pointed at each other and linked together 
via an intrusion control panel or management station deliver “double knock” functionality. By cross 
zoning two detectors additional sub-zones are created, which can then be used for precise alarm 
localisation and subsequently camera positioning. This results not only in an ideal image section, 
but also in less false alarms, caused by wild animals or other environmental reasons.
Additionally optimally zoomed-in images can be used by video analytic functions of remote video 
gateway system like ADPRO FastTrace 2E, iFT and HeiTel CamDisc E and ipVG-Series for “triple 
knock”	verification	and	response	by	operator	in	an	alarm	receiving	center	(ARC).

camera

L M S CLMSC

C=creep zone S=short range M=mid range L=long range
When an intruder appears, PIR alarms are activated and camera streams to ADPRO  
FastTrace 2E, iFT, CamDisc E or ipVG-Series	for	visual	verification	and	response	by	operator.
Operation in low visibility with ADPRO FastTrace 2E/iFT-series

A fog detection input on the ADPRO FastTrace 2E/iFT and iFT-E allows PRO E-Series detectors 
to operate in poor visibility. When two PRO E PIR detectors are paired in an intelligent double-
knock and the fog detection input is activated, the system automatically turns off the ATD of both 
PIR detectors, sets the sensitivity to the maximum and puts them into single knock in order to 
improve the detector’s performance.



Technical Specifications

Specification / Model PRO E-18 PRO E-18H PRO E-18W PRO E-18WH PRO E-30 PRO E-40 PRO E-45 PRO E-45H

Item Code CH10055001 CH10055101 CH10053001 CH10053101 CH10063001 CH10073001 CH10023001 CH10023101

Detection principle Volumetric medium-range Volumetric wide-angle Volumetric medium-range Curtain, medium-range

Nominal range (L x W),  
width at nominal range

24 m x 21 m  
(80 ft x 70 ft)

30 m x 27 m  
(100 ft x 90 ft)

21 m x 24 m  
(70 ft x 80 ft)

27 m x 30 m  
(90 ft x 100 ft)

30 m x 20 m  
(100 ft x 65 ft)

40 m x 10 m  
(130 ft x 33 ft)

50 m x 3.3 m  
(165 ft x 11 ft)

60 m x 3.9 m  
(200 ft x 13 ft)

Angle of beam  
(angle of aperture, AA) 50° 90° 50° 15° 3.8° 3.8°

360PROtectTM - Near Surrounding Area 
Surveillance -1 m up to +8 m (-3 ft up to +26 ft)

Spectral response 8-14μ,	double	filtered

Filter (Front Window) Standard versions: HDPE-Filter, IR transmissive / H-Versions: Silicon Wafer

Pyroelectric Sensor (differential) single-channel

Detection speed range 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s)

Alarm outputs (free programmable) 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3

Alarm settings (free programmable) Alarm in Main Zone; Alarm Creep Zone (360PROtect); Pulse Count; Alarm Tamper Bracket Switch, Alarm Cover Switch, Alarm Detector 
Alignment, Alarm Antimasking, Alarm Fault (Power Supply, Temperature, Heating) 

Output load (max.) 3x (Standard) / 5x (H-version) Solid State Relais 75 mA max. @ 60 VDC

Alarm indicator Internal LED (during commissioning) 

Data-Interface RS-485, 9600 baud/s // on-board

Adjustments via Tool-Software 
- Sensitivity

- Range

50 - 150% (default 100%)

n.a

Cable feed (diameter) Rubber seal for 4x 5-8mm cables and 4x 1-2mm wires

Cable termination (screw terminals) Ø: 0.255 - 1.29 mm; A: 0.05 - 1.31 mm2; AWG: 30 - 16

Supply voltage 10.5 - 30 VDC, 24 VAC ±15% auto-sensing

Supply current approx. 18 mA @ 12 VDC, 12 mA @ 24 VDC, 30mA @ 24 VAC (@ +25°C), excluding heater

Heater power (H-versions only) approx. 0.5 W / ~41 mA @ 12 VDC and -40°C

Operating temperature and 
temperature compensation

Standard	version	with	HDPE-filter	(no	heater):	-20	ºC	to	+60	ºC	(-4	ºF	to	+140	ºF)	 
H-version with Silicon Wafer and heater: -40 °C to +60 °C (-40 ºF to +140 ºF) 

Full compensation over entire operating temperature range

Housing material Luran® S (ASA)

IP-Rate IP 65

Environmental classification Designed	to	fulfill	EN50131-1	/	IEC	62642-1:2010*)	Environmental	Classification	(Class	IV	-	Outdoor) 
 *)Scope of EN 50131-/ IEC 62642-standards are for indoor I&HAS only - not for outdoor perimeter detection!

Mounting Wall and pole mounting — cable managed bracket (CMB) included

Weight (incl. cable managed bracket) approx. 1.51 kg 
(3.33 lbs)

approx. 1.65 kg 
(3.64 lbs)

approx. 1.51 kg 
(3.33 lbs)

approx. 1.65 kg 
(3.64 lbs)

approx. 1.51 kg 
(3.33 lbs)

approx. 1.51 kg 
(3.33 lbs)

approx. 1.51 kg 
(3.33 lbs)

approx. 1.65 kg 
(3.64 lbs)

Dimensions (L x W x H) 358 mm x 188 mm x 290 mm (14.1” x 7.4” x 11.4”)

Country of Origin Designed in Switzerland // Made in China

CE (incl. RoHS II, REACH, WEEE) All	ADPRO	PRO	E-Series	products	fulfill	EU-Directive	2011/65/EU	(RoHS	II),	EC	1907/2006+2011	(REACH),	 
EU-Directive 2002/96/EG (WEEE) or do not fall under the scope of these directives.

Warranty 24 months

HTS-Harmonised Tariff Schedule 8531 9095

ECCN-Export Control Classif. Number EAR-99

Security Grading Designed	to	fulfill	EN50131-1	/	IEC	62642-1:2010*) Security Grades 1-4 (Grade 4 in combination with ADPRO FastTrace/IntrusionTrace, only) 
*) Scope of EN50131-x-/ IEC 62642- standard are for indoor I&HAS only - not for outdoor perimeter detection!

Perimeter Detection Standards Designed	to	fulfill	European	EN50606-x	and	IEC	standards

Other Standards & Regulations British Standards:	designed	to	fulfill	BS 8418:2010  
VdS: Designed	to	fulfill	VdS	3143	(PIR),	VdS3456	and	VdS	classes	B	and	C	(Class	C	in	combination	with	ADPRO	FastTrace/IntrusionTrace,	only)



Technical Specifications

Specification / Model PRO E-45D PRO E-45DH PRO E-100 PRO E-100H PRO E-400H

Item Code CH10023201 CH10023301 CH10033001 CH10033101 CH10100001

Detection principle Curtain, directional, medium-range Curtain, long-range Curtain, long-range / 
precision glass mirror

Curtain, superior long-range 
/ precision glass mirror

Nominal range (L x W),  
width at nominal range

50 m x 3.6 m  
(165 ft x 12 ft)

60 m x 4.2 m  
(200 ft x 14 ft)

120 m x 2.9 m  
(400 ft x 9 ft)

150 m x 3.3 m  
(500 ft x 11 ft)

220 m x 5.1 m  
(722 ft x 17 ft)

Angle of beam  
(angle of aperture, AA) 4° 1.3°

360PROtectTM - Near Surrounding Area 
Surveillance -1 m up to +8 m (-3 ft up to +26 ft)

Spectral response 8-14μ,	double	filtered

Filter (Front Window) Standard versions: HDPE-Filter, IR transmissive / H-Versions: Silicon Wafer

Pyroelectric Sensor (differential) dual-channel triple-channel

Detection speed range 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 1 - 3 m/s (3.3 - 9.8 ft/s)

Alarm outputs (free programmable) 3 5 3 5 5

Alarm settings (free programmable) Alarm in Main Zone; Alarm Creep Zone (360PROtect); Pulse Count; Alarm Tamper Bracket Switch, Alarm Cover Switch, Alarm Detector 
Alignment, Alarm Antimasking, Alarm Fault (Power Supply, Temperature, Heating) 

Output load (max.) 3x (Standard) / 5x (H-version) Solid State Relais 75 mA max. @ 60 VDC

Alarm indicator Internal LED (during commissioning)

Data-Interface RS-485, 9600 baud/s // on-board

Adjustments via Tool-Software 
- Sensitivity

- Range

50 - 150% (default 100%) 50 - 150% (default 100%) 50 - 150% (default 100%)

n.a. 60/72/84/96/108/120 m 75/90/105/120/135/150 m 132/145/176/198/220 m

Cable feed (diameter) Rubber seal for 4 x 5 - 8 mm cables and 4 x 1 - 2 mm wires

Cable termination Screw terminals 0.34 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 (AWG 28 -16)

Supply voltage 10.5 - 30 VDC, 24 VAC ±15% auto-sensing

Supply current approx. 18 mA @ 12 VDC, 12 mA @ 24 VDC, 30mA @ 24 VAC (@ +25°C), excluding heater

Heater power (H-versions only) approx. 0.5 W / ~41 mA @ 12 VDC and -40°C

Operating temperature and 
temperature compensation

Standard	version	with	HDPE-filter	(no	heater):	-20	ºC	to	+60	ºC	(-4	ºF	to	+140	ºF)	 
H-version with Silicon Wafer and heater: -40 °C to +60 °C (-40 ºF to +140 ºF) 

Full compensation over entire operating temperature range

Housing material Luran® S (ASA)

IP-Rate IP 65

Environmental classification Designed	to	fulfill	EN50131-1	/	IEC	62642-1:2010*)	Environmental	Classification	(Class	IV	-	Outdoor) 
 *)Scope of EN 50131-/ IEC 62642-standards are for indoor I&HAS only - not for outdoor perimeter detection!

Mounting Wall and pole mounting — cable managed bracket (CMB) included

Weight (incl. cable managed bracket) approx. 1.51 kg  
(3.33 lbs)

approx. 1.65 kg  
(3.64 lbs)

approx. 1.65 kg  
(3.64 lbs)  

approx. 1.65 kg  
(3.64 lbs)

approx. 1.65 kg  
(3.64 lbs)

Dimensions (L x W x H) 358 mm x 188 mm x 290 mm (14.1” x 7.4” x 11.4”)

Country of Origin Designed in Switzerland // Made in China

CE (incl. RoHS II, REACH, WEEE) All	ADPRO	PRO	E-Series	products	fulfill	EU-Directive	2011/65/EU	(RoHS	II),	EC	1907/2006+2011	(REACH),	 
EU-Directive 2002/96/EG (WEEE) or do not fall under the scope of these directives.

Warranty 24 months

HTS-Harmonised Tariff Schedule 8531 9095

ECCN-Export Control Classif. Number EAR-99

Security Grading Designed	to	fulfill	EN50131-1	/	IEC	62642-1:2010*) Security Grades 1-4 (Grade 4 in combination with ADPRO FastTrace/IntrusionTrace, only) 
*) Scope of EN50131-x-/ IEC 62642- standard are for indoor I&HAS only - not for outdoor perimeter detection!

Perimeter Detection Standards Designed	to	fulfill	European	EN50606-x	and	IEC	standards	

Other Standards & Regulations British Standards:	designed	to	fulfill	BS 8418:2010  
VdS: Designed	to	fulfill	VdS	3143	(PIR),	VdS3456	and	VdS	classes	B	and	C	(Class	C	in	combination	with	ADPRO	FastTrace/IntrusionTrace,	only)



Detector Overview

Curtain Models Medium-range curtain Directional medium-range curtain

Detector PRO E-45 PRO E-45H PRO E-45D PRO E-45DH

Coverage L x W 50 m x 3.3 m  
(165 ft x 11 ft)

60 m x 3.9 m  
(200 ft x 13 ft)

50 m x 3.6 m  
(165 ft x 12 ft)

60 m x 4.2 m  
(200 ft x 14 ft)

Optics Segmented Precision Mirror
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Models Volumetric Wide-Angle Volumetric Medium-Range

Detector PRO E-18W PRO E-18WH PRO E-18 PRO E-18H

Coverage L x W 21 m x 24 m  
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Detector Overview

Curtain Models Long-range curtain

Detector PRO E-100 PRO E-100H PRO E-400H

Coverage L x W 120 m x 2.7 m  
(400 ft x 9 ft)

150 m x 3.3 m  
(500 ft x 11 ft)

220 m x 5.1 m  
(722 ft x 17 ft)

Optics Segmented Precision Mirror Precision Glass Mirror

Side View 
(PRO E-100) LM 1.5 m
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S
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Top View, 
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Volumetric 
Models Volumetric Medium-Range

Detector PRO E-30 PRO E-40

Coverage L x W 30 m x 20 m  
(100 ft x 65 ft)

40 m x 10 m  
(130 ft x 33 ft)

Optics Segmented Precision Mirror

Side View

Top View, 
Width at Nominal 

Range
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Reliability

Benefits and Value Propositions
Intrusion	detection	-	an	“electronic	fence”	-	in	combination	with	alarm	verification	-	video	
surveillance - protects property and prevents sabotage. Technologies from Xtralis anticipate 
disasters by giving users time to respond before life, critical infrastructures or business continuity is 
compromised.

• “360PROtectTM”: Near Surrounding Area Surveillance for earliest detection of sabotage 
attempts and elimination of creep zones. 360PROtectTM results in less detectors, less poles 
and thus lowest total cost of ownership (TCO)

• “Detector Masking Detection”:	Efficient	means	to	detect	attempts	to	defeat	the	detector	by	
manipulating (masking) with material impermeable to infrared energy, such as paper, tape, 
film,	or	spray,	typically	during	normal	business	hours	when	the	security	system	is	disarmed. 
“CMB Integrated”: The integrated cable managed bracket (CMB) allows completely hidden 
cable	routing	and	makes	tamper	attacks	very	difficult

• “PA Integrated”: The completely new PRO E-detector housing is designed to be mounted 
directly onto a wall or a pole - no pole adaptors (PA) needed resulting in less installation cost

• “Best-in-Class by FAR”: Delivers the lowest nuisance alarm rates, thus best alarm rate
• Remote access	for	configuration	and	management	(via	RS-485	databus)	even	over	IP
• “Compass Inside”: An integrated switchable compass enhances the 3D-anti-vandal feature 

to detect alignment changes 
• 4 meters (13 ft) mounting height for minimal risk of vandalism
• Wide power supply range 10.5 to 30 VDC or 24 VAC (auto-sensing)
•	 All H-models have an internal heater with temperature compensation to prevent 

condensation on internal components
•	 No need for separate transmitter and receiver units - PIR-technology allows for single-ended 

operation for lower installation cost
• Low installation and maintenance cost

Advanced Passive Infrared Detection Technology
After 25 years of positive results in favor of durable performance and longevity in harsh 
environments from PIR outdoor detector technology, it is now widely accepted to be well suited for 
perimeter protection in harsh environments.

•	 The	area	protected	by	the	detector	cannot	be	identified	by	an	intruder	due	to	the	passive	
nature of the unit

•	 It’s easily adaptable for small single detector installations up to large, high security multi-
detector applications

Xtralis Security Solutions 
Overview
Xtralis offers a powerful portfolio of perimeter, 
multi-site and enterprise security solutions that 
lead the industry in reliability and value. ADPRO 
by Xtralis technologies deliver unparalleled 
situational awareness from the edge of your 
facility to its very core, transforming your 
security program from reactive monitoring to 
proactive threat detection.

•	 Intrusion Detection and Perimeter Security
•	 Video Recording, Transmission and 

Storage
•	 Remote Monitoring/Central Monitoring 

Stations
•	 Access Control
•	 Enterprise Security
•	 Traffic	Detection
•	 Mobile Security Solutions

The contents of this document are provided on an “as is” basis. No representation or warranty (either express or implied) is made as to the completeness, 
accuracy	or	reliability	of	the	contents	of	this	document.	The	manufacturer	reserves	the	right	to	change	designs	or	specifications	without	obligation	
and without further notice. Except as otherwise provided, all warranties, express or implied, including without limitation any implied warranties of 
merchantability	and	fitness	for	a	particular	purpose	are	expressly	excluded.
Xtralis, the Xtralis logo, The Sooner You Know, VESDA-E, VESDA, ICAM, ECO, OSID, HeiTel, ADPRO, IntrusionTrace, LoiterTrace, ClientTrace, 
SmokeTrace, XOa, XOh, iTrace, iCommand, iRespond, iCommission, iPIR, and FMST are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Xtralis and/or its 
subsidiaries	in	the	United	States	and/or	other	countries.	Other	brand	names	mentioned	herein	are	for	identification	purposes	only	and	may	be	trademarks	
of their respective holder(s). Your use of this document does not constitute or create a licence or any other right to use the name and/or trademark and/
or label.
This document is subject to copyright owned by Xtralis. You agree not to copy, communicate to the public, adapt, distribute, transfer, sell, modify or 
publish any contents of this document without the express prior written consent of Xtralis.



Accessories
•	 iCommission	–	One-Man-Commissioning-

Tool	including	iCommission-App	for	remote	
controlled	tilt	adjustment

•	 PRO	E-Tool	–	configuration,	commissioning,	
analysis	and	remote	control	software	

•	 IFM-485-ST	–	PC	interface	module	including	
PRO-E-Tool	software	for	PC-based	
installation,	commissioning,	maintenance	
and	alarm	management	of	all	PRO	detectors

•	 CT	PRO	2	–	wireless	walk-tester	(2.4	GHz)		
for	all	PRO	detectors

•	 AD	851	–	alignment	telescope	for	all	models
•	 PRO	E-IPM	-	optional	build-in	IP-Module	for	

PRO	E-detectors	for	a	direct	communication	
to	a	receiver	PC	or	ADPRO	FastTrace/	
iFT-device	(High	Level	Interface)	via	an	
Ethernet	network

The	 complete	 new	 portfolio	 of	 ADPRO	 PRO	 E-PIR	 Perimeter	 Intrusion	 Detectors	 (PID)	 were	
engineered	to	provide	extraordinary	reliability	and	accuracy.	This	new	generation	of	PIRs	evolved	
from	the	Xtralis	defense-grade	perimeter	protection	technology	and	our	proven	series	of	ADPRO	
PRO	PIRs.	

Utilising	Passive	Infrared	(PIR)	technology	and	combining	it	with	precision	mirror	optics,	employing	
the	latest	digital	signal	processing	(DSP)	and	an	environmental	adaptive	circuitry	-	this	provides	the	
exceptional	reliability	of	detection	while	minimising	nuisance	alarms.	

ADPRO	 PRO	 E-Series	 detectors	 achieve	 unsurpassed	 performance	 even	 under	 precarious	
environmental	conditions.	The	ADPRO	PRO	E-Series	PIR	detectors	are	available	 in	a	variety	of	
models	to	optimally	address	your	perimeter,	performance,	and	budget	needs.

ADPRO PRO E-400H SLR — Superior Long-Range
•	 The	“flagship”	of	ADPRO	PRO	E-detector	series	is	worldwide	the	one	and	only	“SLR”-PIR-

PID	with	a	nominal	range	of	220	m.
•	 Save	installation	cost	due	to	reduced	poles,	cabling,	number	of	detectors	and	installation	time

PRO E-Series — Extraordinary Features
Complete New Housing Design
•	 Designed	for	wall	and	pole	mounting	-	no	additional	adaptors	required
•	 Integrated	cable	management	-	no	visible	cable	routing	directly	from	mounting	surface
•	 Designed	for	one-man	installation	with	iCommission	tool	which	allows	for	wireless	control	of	

PIR	detectors	via	the	iCommission	application	installed	on	a	smartphone	or	tablet	PC
•	 Simple	on-site	exchange	of	the	filter	module	(window)	-	no	detector	factory	overhaul
•	 Sophisticated	3D-tamper	(pan/tilt/move)	protection	including	a	compass	(slow	panning)
•	 Detection	of	attempted	removal	from	mounting	surfaces	also	includes	cable	managed	bracket
•	 Prepared	for	further	enhancements	and	options	-	such	as	IP	connectivity,	wireless	

communication	or	even	battery	operation	(in	combination	with	renewable	energy	sources)

360PROtectTM — Near Surrounding Area Surveillance
•	 Special	tamper	protection	of	the	detector	-	eliminating	creep	zones
•	 360PROtectTM	covers	the	area	between	up	to	1m	behind	the	detector	and	8m	in	front	of	it

Detector Masking
•	 Manipulation,	vandalism,	and/or	tampering	of	the	detector’s	input	capability	with	objects	

such	as	metal,	plastics,	paper	or	sprayed	paints	or	lacquers	in	close	proximity	to	the	detector	
are	detected	and	indicated	as	required	by	EN	and	upcoming	IEC-standards	for	perimeter	
detectors

Quick Setup
•	 No	hardware	programming	via	DIP-switches
•	 Via	standard	RS-485-communication	or	optional	IP-module	all	parameters	can	be	adapted

ADPRO PRO    -400H
Superior Long Range PIR Intrusion Detector Data Sheet
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iCommissionTM

All	detectors	can	be	vertically	aligned	with	a	smartphone	or	tablet	PC,	e.g.	during	walk-test	
remotely	with	the	optional	use	of	iCommission.	With	the	help	of	iCommission	one	engineer	can	
mount,	aline,	and	fine-adjust	a	detector	-	one	man	commissioning	for	noticeable	cost	and	time	
savings	–	even	in	220m	distance.

360PROtect - Near Surrounding Area Surveillance
This	Xtralis	technology	provides	special	tamper	protection	for	all	ADPRO	PRO	E-detectors.	This	
innovation	provides	protection	from	1	m	behind	the	pole/wall	installation	up	to	8	m	-	completely	
eliminating	all	creep	zones.	Cost	savings	and	superior	protection	are	realized	with	one	ADPRO	
PRO	E-detector;	creep	zones	are	eliminated	and	the	areas	behind	and	aside	the	detector	are	
monitored.

Regarding	tamper	security	360PROtectTM	technology	puts	ADPRO	PRO	E-detectors	unambiguous	
on	leading	position.

Sophisticated Tamper 
Protection
All	ADPRO	PRO	E-detectors	monitor:
•	 opening	of	detector	housing	and	mounting	

bracket	cover
•	 horizontal,	vertical	and	pitch	alignment
•	 slow	horizontal	movements	with	the	help	of	

an	integrated	switchable	digital	compass
•	 removal	from	mounting	surface
These	features	fullfill	the	highest	tamper	
protection	requirements	and	ensure	reliable	
operation	in	the	highest	graded	security	
applications.

ADPRO PRO E-400H 
Outputs
ADPRO	PRO	E-400H	has	5	free	programmable	
outputs	for	alarms	from:
•	 PIR-sensor,	360PROtectTM	or	masking	

detection
•	 fault	events	caused	by	the	power	supply,	

exceeded	temperatures,	faulty	heating	
device,	masking	detection	or	watch-dog

•	 tamper	alarms	of	housing	cover,	cable	
managed	bracket	cover,	misalignment	and	
removal	from	mounting	surface	attempts

For	plug	&	use,	all	outputs	are	set	to	standard	
compliant	default	settings,	which	can	be	
changed	easily	with	the	ADPRO	PRO	E-Tool	
software.

Pole Deflection
A	small	deflection	will	influence	the	detection	range	and	can	cause	a	significant	number	of	false	
alarms.	The	following	chart	gives	an	overview	showing	the	allowed	pole	deflection	at	various	
detection	ranges.
E.g.	a	detection	range	of	200m	requires	a	pole	with	maximum	2cm	deflection	under	all	
environmental	conditions.	A	detection	range	of	100m	requires	a	pole	with	maximum	4cm	
deflection.
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Recommended Ranges and Positioning
ADPRO	PRO	E-series	detectors	offer	the	best	value	per	foot	of	coverage	when	compared	
to	similar	effective	intrusion	detection	technologies.	ADPRO	has	pushed	the	limits	of	the	PIR	
technology	to	new	frontiers,	thus	making	it	the	ideal	choice	for	cost	conscious	decision	makers	
unwilling	to	compromise	on	security.	
Longer	perimeters	are	easily	divided	into	sections	not	exceeding	the	nominal	range	of	the	chosen	
detectors.	The	PRO	E-detectors	are	designed	to	provide	gap-free	coverage	in,	around	and	behind	
the	mounting	location.

Mounting
Recommended	mounting	height	is	2.5	–	4	m	(8	–	13ft).	All	PRO	E-detectors	are	ready-to-use	on	
walls	or	poles	without	any	adaptors	and	have	an	integrated	tamper-monitored	cable	managed	
bracket.

Remote Service
All	detectors	are	equipped	with	a	two-way	data	port.	Using	the	ADPRO	PRO	E-Tool	software	via	
the	IFM-485-ST	interface,	configuration	details	and	live	signals,	as	seen	by	the	detectors,	can	be	
changed	and	reviewed	remotely.	
The	IFM-485-ST	interface	module	and	the	ADPRO	PRO	E-software	are	very	helpful	during	both	
the	installation	process,	but	also	during	operation	later	on.	For	example,	detector	configuration	
changes	can	be	applied	in	real	time	without	climbing	any	ladders.

Applications
•	 Outdoor	perimeter	and	area	detection:

	- solar	fields
	- pipelines
	- logistic	centers
	- scrap	merchants
	- warehouses

•	 Fence-line	protection
•	 Anticipating	and	proactive	video	surveillance
•	 Providing	reliable	detection	for	remotely	monitored	and	detector	activated	CCTV	systems	for	

maximum	Central	Monitoring	Station	profitability
•	 Conditional	triggering	of	CCTV,	PTZ	and	dome	cameras
•	 Conditional	triggering	of	video-switchers	for	event-driven	CCTV

System Design 
Considerations

It	is	considered	good	design	practise	to	
terminate	a	detector’s	field	of	view	with	a	barrier	
if	the	PIR	field	of	view	exceeds	the	desired	
detection	zone,	especially	if	it	borders	onto	
unknown	or	busy	terrain.	Wire	mesh	fence	
alone	will	not	work,	a	closed	surface	area	
is	necessary,	wood	or	plastic	materials	are	
perfectly	suitable.
For	more	details	and	a	professional	system	
design	we	strongly	recommend	to	refer	to	the	
“Planning and Commissioning Manual” on:		
www.xtralis.com/ADPRO_PRO_E_Detectors
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Double-Knock Functionality
ADPRO	PRO	E-100,	PRO	E-100H	and	PRO	E-400H	pointed	at	each	other	and	linked	together	
via	an	intrusion	control	panel	or	management	station	deliver	“double	knock”	functionality.	By	cross	
zoning	two	detectors	additional	sub-zones	are	created,	which	can	then	be	used	for	precise	alarm	
localisation	and	subsequently	camera	positioning.	This	results	not	only	in	an	ideal	image	section,	
but	also	in	less	false	alarms,	caused	by	wild	animals	or	other	environmental	reasons.
Additionally	optimally	zoomed-in	images	can	be	used	by	video	analytic	functions	of	remote	video	
gateway	system	like	ADPRO	FastTrace	2E,	iFT	and	HeiTel	CamDisc	E	and	ipVG-Series	for	“triple	
knock”	verification	and	response	by	operator	in	an	alarm	receiving	center	(ARC).

camera

L M S CLMSC
C=creep	zone	 S=short	range	 M=mid	range	 L=long	range

When	an	intruder	appears,	PIR	alarms	are	activated	and	camera	streams	to	ADPRO		
FastTrace	2E,	iFT,	CamDisc	E	or	ipVG-Series	for	visual	verification	and	response	by	operator.

Operation in low visibility with ADPRO FastTrace 2E/iFT-series

A	fog	detection	input	on	the	ADPRO	FastTrace	2E/iFT	and	iFT-E	allows	PRO	E-Series	detectors	
to	operate	in	poor	visibility.	When	two	PRO	E	PIR	detectors	are	paired	in	an	intelligent	double-
knock	and	the	fog	detection	input	is	activated,	the	system	automatically	turns	off	the	ATD	of	both	
PIR	detectors,	sets	the	sensitivity	to	the	maximum	and	puts	them	into	single	knock	in	order	to	
improve	the	detector’s	performance.
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Product Highlights
ADPRO	PRO	E-400H	SLR	perimeter	intrusion	detector	delivers	exceptional	savings	of	time	and	
total	cost	of	ownership.
•	 Double-knock	functionality	of	two	detectors	results	into	7	detection	zones,	managed	by	

FastTrace	2E	/iFT-Series/CamDisc	E/ipVG-Series	for	accurate	visual	verification
•	 iCommission	for	one	man	commissioning	and	installation
•	 Integrated	Cable	Management	-	Invisible	cable	routing	for	tamper	protection
•	 Remote	configuration	and	alarm	management	via	RS485-communication
•	 Auto-sensing	supply	voltage
•	 Low	power	consumption	-	ideal	for	wireless	and	solar	applications

Providing maximum tamper protection 
•	 360PROtectTM	—	near	surrounding	area	surveillance	as	a	special	tamper	protection	of	the	

detector
•	 Advanced	3D-tamper	detection	signals	an	alarm	if	detector	alignment	is	altered.	Wireless		

RF-series	are	using	a	traditional	housing	cover	switch
•	 Digital	compass	detects	very	slow	horizontal	misalignment
•	 Detector	masking	detection
•	 Up	to	4	m	(13	ft)	mounting	height	to	minimise	the	risk	of	vandalism
•	 IP65-rated	housing	for	all	models
•	 Designed	to	be	compliant	to	EN	50606	Grade	3

Highest reliability of detection — minimising nuisance alarms 
•	 Directional	discrimination	for	additional	60%	nuisance	alarm	reduction	(D-models	only),	

allowing	for	right-to-left	or	left-to-right	intrusion	alarms	only
•	 Integrated	heater	and	heavy-duty	silicon	wafer	front	window	for	-40°	to	+60º	C	(-40°	to	140ºF)	

operating	temperature,	ideal	for	extreme	environments
•	 Detection	of	intruders	crawling,	walking	or	running	at	speeds	from	1.0	-	3	m/s	(3.3	-	9.8	ft/s)
•	 Ultra-low	nuisance	alarm	rate	thanks	to	advanced	digital	signal	processing	(DSP),	and	

adaptive	threshold	discrimination
•	 Low	cost	per	unit	of	coverage	cutting	edge	and	manufactured	precision	engineering	results	in	

a	highly	reliable,	cost	efficient	product



Technical Specifications 

Specification / Model PRO E-400H

Item Code CH10100001

Detection principle / optics Curtain,	superior	long-range	/	Precision	Glass	Mirror	

Nominal range (L x W) 220	m	x	5.1	m	(722	ft	x	17	ft)

Angle of beam  
(angle of aperture, AA)  1.3°

360PROtectTM -1	m	up	to	+8	m	(-3	ft	up	to	+26	ft)

Spectral response 8-14μ,	double	filtered

Filter (Front Window) Silicon	Wafer

Pyroelectric Sensor (differential) triple-channel

Detection speed range 1	-	3	m/s	(3.3	-	9.8	ft/s)

Alarm outputs 
(free programmable) 5

Alarm settings 
(free programmable)

Alarm	in	Main	Zone;	Alarm	Creep	Zone	(360PROtect);	Pulse	Count;	Alarm	Tamper	Bracket	Switch,	Alarm	Cover	
Switch,	Alarm	Detector	Alignment,	Alarm	Antimasking,	Alarm	Fault	(Power	Supply,	Temperature,	Heating)	

Output load (max.) 5	x	Solid	State	Relais	75	mA	max.	@	60	VDC

Free programmable output 2	x	Creep	Zone	Alarm	or	Masking	or	Zone	Alarm	or	other	events

Alarm indicator Internal	LED	(during	commissioning)

Data-Interface RS-485,	9600	baud/s		//		on-board

Adjustments via Tool-Software 
- Sensitivity
- Range

50	-	150%	(default	100%)

110/132/145/176/198/220

Cable feed (diameter) Rubber	seal	for	4	x	5	-	8	mm	cables	and	4	x	1	-	2	mm	wires

Cable termination	(screw	terminals) Ø:	0.255	-	1.29	mm;	A:	0.05	-	1.31	mm2;	AWG:	30	-	16

Supply voltage 10.5	-	30	VDC,	24	VAC	±15%	auto-sensing

Supply current approx.	18	mA	@	12	VDC,	12	mA	@	24	VDC,	30mA	@	24	VAC	(@	+25°C),	excluding	heater

Heater power Approx.	0.5	W	/	~41	mA	@	12	VDC	and	-40°C	

Operating temperature and 
temperature compensation

-40	°C	to	+60	°C	(-40	ºF	to	+140	ºF)		
Full	compensation	over	entire	operating	temperature	range

Housing material Luran®	S	(ASA)

IP-Rate IP	65

Environmental classification
Designed	to	fulfill	EN50131-1	/	IEC	62642-1:2010*)	Environmental	Classification	(Class	IV	-	Outdoor)	

*) Scope of EN 50131-/ IEC 62642-standards are for indoor I&HAS only - not for outdoor perimeter 
detection!

Mounting Wall	and	pole	mounting	—	cable	managed	bracket	(CMB)	included

Weight approx.	1650	g	(3.64	lbs)	incl.	cable	managed	bracket

Dimensions (L x W x H) 358	mm	x	188	mm	x	290	mm	(14.1”	x	7.4”	x	11.4”)

Country of Origin Designed	in	Switzerland		//		Made	in	China

CE (incl. RoHS II, REACH, WEEE) All	ADPRO	PRO	E-Series	products	fulfill	EU-Directive	2011/65/EU	(RoHS	II),	EC	1907/2006+2011	(REACH),	
EU-Directive	2002/96/EG	(WEEE)	or	do	not	fall	under	the	scope	of	these	directives.

Warranty 24	months

HTS-Harmonised Tariff Schedule 8531	9095

ECCN-Export Control Class. No. EAR-99

Security Grading

Designed	to	fulfill	EN50131-1	/	IEC	62642-1:2010*)	Security	Grades	1-4		
(Grade	4	in	combination	with	ADPRO	FastTrace/IntrusionTrace,	only)	

*) Scope of EN50131-x-/ IEC 62642- standard are for indoor I&HAS only - not for outdoor perimeter 
detection!

Perimeter Detection Standards Designed	to	fulfill	European	EN50606-x	and	IEC	standards

Other Standards & Regulations
British Standards:	designed	to	fulfill	BS 8418:2010 

VdS: Designed	to	fulfill	VdS	3143	(PIR),	VdS3456	and	VdS	classes	B	and	C	(Class	C	in	combination	with	
ADPRO	FastTrace/IntrusionTrace,	only)
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Technical Specifications — Nominal Detection Ranges
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Wavelength Window
in which the PRO Series are sensitive
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The	wavelength	of	infrared	
absorption	of	primary	
atmospheric	constituents	
compared	to	the	wavelength	of	
infrared	radiation	produced	by	
humans

Benefits and Value Propositions
Intrusion	detection	-	an	“electronic	fence”	-	in	combination	with	alarm	verification	-	video	
surveillance	-	protects	property	and	prevents	sabotage.	Technologies	from	Xtralis	anticipate	
disasters	by	giving	users	time	to	respond	before	life,	critical	infrastructures	or	business	continuity		
is	compromised.
• “360PROtectTM”:	Near	Surrounding	Area	Surveillance	for	earliest	detection	of	sabotage	

attempts	and	elimination	of	creep	zones.	360PROtectTM	results	in	less	detectors,	less	poles	
and	thus	lowest total cost of ownership	(TCO)

• “Detector Masking Detection”:	Efficient	means	to	detect	attempts	to	defeat	the	detector	by	
manipulating	(masking)	with	material	impermeable	to	infrared	energy,	such	as	paper,	tape,	
film,	or	spray,	typically	during	normal	business	hours	when	the	security	system	is	disarmed.	
“CMB Integrated”:	The	integrated	cable	managed	bracket	(CMB)	allows	completely	hidden	
cable	routing	and	makes	tamper	attacks	very	difficult

• “PA Integrated”:	The	completely	new	PRO	E-detector	housing	is	designed	to	be	mounted	
directly	onto	a	wall	or	a	pole	-	no	pole	adaptors	(PA)	needed	resulting	in	less	installation	cost

• “Best-in-Class by FAR”:	Delivers	the	lowest	nuisance	alarm	rates,	thus	best	alarm	rate
• Remote access	for	configuration	and	management	(via	RS-485	databus)	even	over	IP
• “Compass Inside”:	An	integrated	switchable	compass	enhances	the	3D-anti-vandal	feature	

to	detect	alignment	changes	
• 4 meters (13 ft) mounting height	for	minimal	risk	of	vandalism
• Wide power supply range	10.5	to	30	VDC	or	24	VAC	(auto-sensing)
• Easy on-site enhancement	of	all	none-H-types	with	a	silicon	wafer	filter	module
•	 All	H-models	have	an	internal heater with temperature compensation	to	prevent	

condensation	on	internal	components
•	 No	need	for	separate	transmitter	and	receiver	units	-	PIR-technology	allows	for	single-ended	

operation	for	lower	installation	cost
• Low installation and maintenance cost

Advanced Passive Infrared Detection Technology
After	25	years	of	positive	results	in	favor	of	durable	performance	and	longevity	in	harsh	
environments	from	PIR	outdoor	detector	technology,	it	is	now	widely	accepted	to	be	well	suited	for	
perimeter	protection	in	harsh	environments.
•	 The	area	protected	by	the	detector	cannot	be	identified	by	an	intruder	due	to	the	passive	

nature	of	the	unit
•	 It’s	easily	adaptable	for	small	single	detector	installations	up	to	large,	high	security	multi-

detector	applications

Xtralis Security Solutions 
Overview

Xtralis	offers	a	powerful	portfolio	of	perimeter,	
multi-site	and	enterprise	security	solutions	that	
lead	the	industry	in	reliability	and	value.	ADPRO	
by	Xtralis	technologies	deliver	unparalleled	
situational	awareness	from	the	edge	of	your	
facility	to	its	very	core,	transforming	your	
security	program	from	reactive	monitoring	to	
proactive	threat	detection.

•	 Intrusion	Detection	and	Perimeter	Security

•	 Video	Recording,	Transmission	and	
Storage

•	 Remote	Monitoring/Central	Monitoring	
Stations

•	 Access	Control

•	 Enterprise	Security

•	 Traffic	Detection

•	 Mobile	Security	Solutions

The	contents	of	this	document	are	provided	on	an	“as	is”	basis.	No	representation	or	warranty	(either	express	or	implied)	is	made	as	to	the	completeness,	
accuracy	or	reliability	of	the	contents	of	this	document.	The	manufacturer	reserves	the	right	to	change	designs	or	specifications	without	obligation	and	
without	further	notice.	Except	as	otherwise	provided,	all	warranties,	express	or	implied,	including	without	limitation	any	implied	warranties	of	merchantability	
and	fitness	for	a	particular	purpose	are	expressly	excluded.
Xtralis,	the	Xtralis	logo,	The	Sooner	You	Know,	VESDA-E,	VESDA,	ICAM,	ECO,	OSID,	HeiTel,	ADPRO,	IntrusionTrace,	LoiterTrace,	ClientTrace,	
SmokeTrace,	XOa,	XOh,	iTrace,	iCommand,	iRespond,	iCommission,		iPIR,	and	FMST	are	trademarks	and/or	registered	trademarks	of	Xtralis	and/or	its	
subsidiaries	in	the	United	States	and/or	other	countries.	Other	brand	names	mentioned	herein	are	for	identification	purposes	only	and	may	be	trademarks	of	
their	respective	holder(s).	Your	use	of	this	document	does	not	constitute	or	create	a	licence	or	any	other	right	to	use	the	name	and/or	trademark	and/or	label.	
This	document	is	subject	to	copyright	owned	by	Xtralis.	You	agree	not	to	copy,	communicate	to	the	public,	adapt,	distribute,	transfer,	sell,	modify	or	publish	
any	contents	of	this	document	without	the	express	prior	written	consent	of	Xtralis.

www.xtralis.com
UK and Europe	+44	1442	242	330	D-A-CH	+49	431	23284	1	The Americas	+1	781	740	2223	
Middle East	+962	6	588	5622 Asia +86	21	5240	0077	Australia and New Zealand	+61	3	9936	7000



Specifi cation / Model PRO-18WI PRO-18WHI PRO-45I PRO-45HI PRO-100I PRO-100HI
Item Code CH10051401 CH10051501 CH10021401 CH10021501 CH10031401 CH10031501

Detection principle Volumetric wide-angle Curtain, medium-range Curtain, long-range

Nominal range (L x W), 
width at nominal range

21 m x 24 m 
(70 ft x 80 ft)

27 m x 30 m 
(90 ft x 100 ft)

50 m x 3.3 m 
(165 ft x 11 ft)

60 m x 3.9 m 
(200 ft x 13 ft)

120 m x 2.9 m 
(400 ft x 9 ft)

150 m x 3.3 m 
(500 ft x 11 ft)

Angle of beam 90° 3.8° 3.4°   1.3° 1.4°

Side View
Standard Version
(H-Version)

Top View,
Width at Nominal 
Range
Standard Version 
(H-Version)

Creep zone 1 m (3 ft) 8 m (25 ft)

Spectral response 8-14μ, double fi ltered

Pyroelectric Sensor single-channel, differential triple-channel, differential

Alarm output 1 Relay (30 VDC, max. 100 mA) and 1 Open-Collector (30 VDC, max. 50 mA)

Alarm indicator Internal LED

Data port RS 485, 9.6 kbps

Detection speed range 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s)
Adjustments DIP-switch:
- Sensitivity 

- Range (absolute in m)

40%, 75%, 100% (% of standard) n.a.

n.a. 60 / 84 / 120 75 / 105 / 150

Adjustments Software:
- Sensitivity

- Range (absolute in m)

20% -140% (% of standard) 50–150% (% of standard)

n.a. 60 / 72 / 84 / 96 / 108 
/ 120

75 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 
135 / 150

Temperature compens. Full compensation over entire operating temperature range

Internal switches Sensitivity, ATD, Pulse Count, Anti-Tamper Sensitivity, ATD, Anti-Tamper, Mounting Sensitivity, Range, ATD, Anti-Tamper, 
Mounting Height

Supply voltage 10.5 - 30 VDC, 24 VAC ±15% auto-sensing, excluding heater

Supply current 18 mA @ 12 VDC, 12 mA @ 24 VDC, 30mA @ 24 VAC (@ +25°C)

Heater power (H-types) 2 W / 176 mA @ 12 VDC at -40ºC (40ºF)

Operating temperature Standard versions: -20 ºC to +60 ºC (-4 ºF to +140 ºF)  /  H-Versions: -40 °C to +60 °C (-40 ºF to +140 ºF)
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Xtralis ADPRO PRO Intelligent Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors

 Units comprise the following:
 ► Heavy duty weatherproof housing (IP54) 
 ► Mounting height 2.5 to 4 metres (8 to 13 ft)
 ► Integral wall mounting brackets on all models
 ► High precision mirror optics
 ► Silicon wafer window (H-versions only) 
 ► Digital signal processing 
 ► RS-485 interface
 ► Continuous gap-free curtain coverage
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Why ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIR by Xtralis?
 ► Very low nuisance alarm rates and false alarm rates
 ► Remote access for confi guration and management
 ► Unique anti-vandal feature to detect changes in detector alignment
 ► 4 metre (13 ft) nominal mounting height for minimal risk of 
vandalism

 ► Integrated metal wall-mount bracket
 ► Wide power supply range 10.5 to 30 VDC or 24 VAC (auto-sensing)
 ► Low installation and maintenance costs

Application:
Intrusion detection - an “electronic fence” - in combination with alarm 
verifi cation - video surveillance - protects property and prevents 
sabotage.

 ► Perimeter Intrusion Detection
 ► Volumetric and/or barrier protection
 ► Proactive video surveillance
 ► Providing reliable detection for remotely monitored and detector 
activated CCTV systems for maximum Central Monitoring Station 
(CMS) profi tability

Accessories:
 ► Confi guration and commissioning software 
 ► IFM-485-ST Interface Module (PC)
 ► CT PRO 2 wireless walk-tester
 ► AD 851 Alignment Telescope for detectors with curtain-shaped 
coverage

 ► ZA P-L1 pole mount bracket
 ► PRO-CMB-W pole mount bracket

Xtralis ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIRs — Intelligent Passive Infrared 
Perimeter Intrusion Detector Series
Xtralis ADPRO PRO Series detectors are developed in Switzerland and engineered to provide 
unparalleled reliability and accuracy. Utilizing Passive Infrared (PIR) technology, combined with high-
precision mirror optics and an advanced digital signal processing (DSP), ADPRO PRO Series detectors 
achieve unsurpassed performance in virtually all environmental conditions.

The Xtralis ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIR series represents a true paradigm shift in perimeter intrusion 
detection. 
Until now PIRs have been simple alarm triggers, but with Intelligent PIRs interactivity adds actionable 
intelligence. This built-in intelligence offers integrated logical combinations not only for the detector 
itself, but also for a complete set of three detectors: one Master and two Slaves. Easy to understand, 
easy to install, and with a high degree of fl exibility, a perimeter intrusion detection system will result in a 
highly reliable solution with a low total cost of ownership (TCO). In contrast to standard PIR approaches, 
Intelligent PIRs eliminate:

 ► overreach detection outside the desired area (cost for range termination)
 ► tamper attack detection by securing the detector’s creep zone (cost for additional detector)
 ► sensitivity setting and alignment in order to balance detection and false alarm rate
 ► low visibility performance in the case of harsh environmental conditions like fog, snow or hail

With ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIRs always covering all areas of the perimeter with at least 2 detectors 
facing different directions and having different distances to any point of intrusion result in:

 ► the whole perimeter is seamless and tightly protected including all detectors themselves
 ► the harmonic sensitivity over the whole nominal detection range offers an overall high sensitivity 
including an effective localization performance for video management systems

 ► all typical false alarm sources e.g. sunlight, fl ashes, swaying trees are eliminated

<==== Detection Zone Master 3 + Slaves 3.x ====>

<==== Detection Zone Master 2 + Slaves 2.x ====>

Master 1 Slave 1.1 Master 2 Slave 2.1 Master 3
Slave 1.2

Master 4
Slave 3.1

Slave 2.2

Pole 1 Pole 2

Master 2

Slave 1.1

Pole 3

Master 3

Pole 4

Master 4

Pole n

<==== Detection Zone Master 1 + Slaves 1.x ====>

IN 1
IN 2

Slave 2.1

Slave 1.2
Slave 3.1
Slave 2.2

Master n

Slave (n-1).1
Slave (n-2).2

Master 1

<==== Detection Zone Master 4 + Slaves 4.x ====>

IN 1
IN 2

IN 1
IN 2



Specifi cation / Model PRO-18WI PRO-18WHI PRO-45I PRO-45HI PRO-100I PRO-100HI
Item Code CH10051401 CH10051501 CH10021401 CH10021501 CH10031401 CH10031501

Detection principle Volumetric wide-angle Curtain, medium-range Curtain, long-range

Nominal range (L x W), 
width at nominal range

21 m x 24 m 
(70 ft x 80 ft)

27 m x 30 m 
(90 ft x 100 ft)

50 m x 3.3 m 
(165 ft x 11 ft)

60 m x 3.9 m 
(200 ft x 13 ft)

120 m x 2.9 m 
(400 ft x 9 ft)

150 m x 3.3 m 
(500 ft x 11 ft)

Angle of beam 90° 3.8° 3.4°   1.3° 1.4°

Side View
Standard Version
(H-Version)

Top View,
Width at Nominal 
Range
Standard Version 
(H-Version)

Creep zone 1 m (3 ft) 8 m (25 ft)

Spectral response 8-14μ, double fi ltered

Pyroelectric Sensor single-channel, differential triple-channel, differential

Alarm output 1 Relay (30 VDC, max. 100 mA) and 1 Open-Collector (30 VDC, max. 50 mA)

Alarm indicator Internal LED

Data port RS 485, 9.6 kbps

Detection speed range 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s)
Adjustments DIP-switch:
- Sensitivity 

- Range (absolute in m)

40%, 75%, 100% (% of standard) n.a.

n.a. 60 / 84 / 120 75 / 105 / 150

Adjustments Software:
- Sensitivity

- Range (absolute in m)

20% -140% (% of standard) 50–150% (% of standard)

n.a. 60 / 72 / 84 / 96 / 108 
/ 120

75 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 
135 / 150

Temperature compens. Full compensation over entire operating temperature range

Internal switches Sensitivity, ATD, Pulse Count, Anti-Tamper Sensitivity, ATD, Anti-Tamper, Mounting Sensitivity, Range, ATD, Anti-Tamper, 
Mounting Height

Supply voltage 10.5 - 30 VDC, 24 VAC ±15% auto-sensing, excluding heater

Supply current 18 mA @ 12 VDC, 12 mA @ 24 VDC, 30mA @ 24 VAC (@ +25°C)

Heater power (H-types) 2 W / 176 mA @ 12 VDC at -40ºC (40ºF)

Operating temperature Standard versions: -20 ºC to +60 ºC (-4 ºF to +140 ºF)  /  H-Versions: -40 °C to +60 °C (-40 ºF to +140 ºF)
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Xtralis ADPRO PRO Intelligent Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors

 Units comprise the following:
 ► Heavy duty weatherproof housing (IP54) 
 ► Mounting height 2.5 to 4 metres (8 to 13 ft)
 ► Integral wall mounting brackets on all models
 ► High precision mirror optics
 ► Silicon wafer window (H-versions only) 
 ► Digital signal processing 
 ► RS-485 interface
 ► Continuous gap-free curtain coverage
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Cover Switch
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Normally Closed
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- GND Supply Voltage
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Why ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIR by Xtralis?
 ► Very low nuisance alarm rates and false alarm rates
 ► Remote access for confi guration and management
 ► Unique anti-vandal feature to detect changes in detector alignment
 ► 4 metre (13 ft) nominal mounting height for minimal risk of 
vandalism

 ► Integrated metal wall-mount bracket
 ► Wide power supply range 10.5 to 30 VDC or 24 VAC (auto-sensing)
 ► Low installation and maintenance costs

Application:
Intrusion detection - an “electronic fence” - in combination with alarm 
verifi cation - video surveillance - protects property and prevents 
sabotage.

 ► Perimeter Intrusion Detection
 ► Volumetric and/or barrier protection
 ► Proactive video surveillance
 ► Providing reliable detection for remotely monitored and detector 
activated CCTV systems for maximum Central Monitoring Station 
(CMS) profi tability

Accessories:
 ► Confi guration and commissioning software 
 ► IFM-485-ST Interface Module (PC)
 ► CT PRO 2 wireless walk-tester
 ► AD 851 Alignment Telescope for detectors with curtain-shaped 
coverage

 ► ZA P-L1 pole mount bracket
 ► PRO-CMB-W pole mount bracket

Xtralis ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIRs — Intelligent Passive Infrared 
Perimeter Intrusion Detector Series
Xtralis ADPRO PRO Series detectors are developed in Switzerland and engineered to provide 
unparalleled reliability and accuracy. Utilizing Passive Infrared (PIR) technology, combined with high-
precision mirror optics and an advanced digital signal processing (DSP), ADPRO PRO Series detectors 
achieve unsurpassed performance in virtually all environmental conditions.

The Xtralis ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIR series represents a true paradigm shift in perimeter intrusion 
detection. 
Until now PIRs have been simple alarm triggers, but with Intelligent PIRs interactivity adds actionable 
intelligence. This built-in intelligence offers integrated logical combinations not only for the detector 
itself, but also for a complete set of three detectors: one Master and two Slaves. Easy to understand, 
easy to install, and with a high degree of fl exibility, a perimeter intrusion detection system will result in a 
highly reliable solution with a low total cost of ownership (TCO). In contrast to standard PIR approaches, 
Intelligent PIRs eliminate:

 ► overreach detection outside the desired area (cost for range termination)
 ► tamper attack detection by securing the detector’s creep zone (cost for additional detector)
 ► sensitivity setting and alignment in order to balance detection and false alarm rate
 ► low visibility performance in the case of harsh environmental conditions like fog, snow or hail

With ADPRO PRO Intelligent PIRs always covering all areas of the perimeter with at least 2 detectors 
facing different directions and having different distances to any point of intrusion result in:

 ► the whole perimeter is seamless and tightly protected including all detectors themselves
 ► the harmonic sensitivity over the whole nominal detection range offers an overall high sensitivity 
including an effective localization performance for video management systems

 ► all typical false alarm sources e.g. sunlight, fl ashes, swaying trees are eliminated

<==== Detection Zone Master 3 + Slaves 3.x ====>

<==== Detection Zone Master 2 + Slaves 2.x ====>

Master 1 Slave 1.1 Master 2 Slave 2.1 Master 3
Slave 1.2

Master 4
Slave 3.1

Slave 2.2

Pole 1 Pole 2

Master 2

Slave 1.1

Pole 3

Master 3

Pole 4

Master 4

Pole n

<==== Detection Zone Master 1 + Slaves 1.x ====>

IN 1
IN 2

Slave 2.1

Slave 1.2
Slave 3.1
Slave 2.2

Master n

Slave (n-1).1
Slave (n-2).2

Master 1

<==== Detection Zone Master 4 + Slaves 4.x ====>

IN 1
IN 2

IN 1
IN 2



AccessoriesADPRO® PRO Series
To maximise the benefi ts of the ADPRO PRO series products, facilitate the 
installation process, and ensure better control, Xtralis offers several accessories 
that can be used when installing any of the ADPRO PRO series products 
(exceptions are mentioned where they occur).

IFM-485-ST - Interface Module RS-485
The installation software (IFM-485-ST) is available as an accessory and is 
preconfi gured and equipped with the necessary connectors to be operated with any 
detector of the PRO Series.
IFM-485-ST offers the following advantages:

• Alarm management/ monitoring signal.
• Remote access to detector.
• Connection of up to 16 detectors to a data bus (maximum bus length including 

‘stitches’: 1000 m).
• For use together with security and traffi c detectors from Xtralis.
• Very useful for alignment and signal check during setting up and routine 

maintenance. 
• Indicates the amplitudes generated by wanted as well as unwanted targets.
• Helps setting the gain control correctly during walk tests and also shows the 

magnitude of disturbance signals. The information for installation and signal 
monitoring is displayed on the screen of the PC.

• Features a built-in termination resistor.
• Requires an interface module is required to convert RS232 to RS485. 

AD 851 (Alignment Telescope) 
• Precise adjustment of the detector over 

denominated detection ranges of up to 
150 m.

CT PRO2 (Wireless Walk Tester)
• Enables precise adjustments of the 

detector over the nominal detection 
range. Optical, as well as acoustic 
indications, plus a LED bar showing the 
signal strength makes this product a 
“must have” tool.

• Consists of a transmitter connected to 
the RS-485 test socket in the detector 
and a battery-operated receiver.

ZA P-L1 (Pole-mount 
Attachment)
• Suitable for all models.
• Allows the detector to be mounted on a 

mast.
• The attachment is suitable for masts with 

diameter of 40-160 mm.

PRO-SUN-SLD — Sunshield
• Easy installation and retro-fi tting.
• Suitable for all PRO detector models ( not for PRO-250H).
• Serves as protection in high temperatures due to direct sunlight (air cushion).
• Sunroof to be mounted over the standard detector housing to avoid false alarms, 

when mounting location is with unfavourable solar radiation; for example deep-
standing sun during sunrise/sunset or refl ections from top (e.g. refl ective building 
facades) are to be expected.

• For safety reasons a rope (not supplied) can be fi xed on the bottom of the sunshield.



Accessories
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ADPRO® PRO Series
PRO-CMB-W (Cable Managed Bracket)
• Robust and durable cable managed bracket that can be used 

for all detectors (except PRO-250H).
• Optional accessory that offers an easy and quick solution 

for an effi cient installation.
• Hidden cabling discouraging cable vandalism.
• Standard compliance.
• Tamper protection and detection (including sealable locking screw).
• Tamper switch for detection of removal from mounting surface and opening the base 

junction box.
• Automatic tamper alarm of the detector when housing is opened or tilt (vandalism 

alarm).
• Field of view respectively range, sensitivity and area adaptable.
• Identifi able (via RS-485).
• Pre-wired for easy and fast installation.
• Off-site assembly preparation (address, parameter pre-

setting etc.) to keep expensive parts in a safe environment 
until they are needed).

• Plug and play fi nal installation.
• An integrated 14-pin terminal in the base plate allows separate wiring and detector 

installation for an effi cient work.
• The bracket is retractable and can be opened at any time for maintenance or service 

reasons.
• An additional pole mount accessory is also available as an option for hidden cabling 

on poles to protect against vandalism.

PRO-CMB-PA (Pole Mount-Adapter (PRO-CMB-W))
• Massive weatherproof stainless-steel pole-mount 

adaptor, complete with stainless-steel tension 
straps and sealing for the plastic wall bracket 
against ingress of water into the base plate.

• Unvisible and unaccessible cable routing to make 
vandalism more diffi cult.

• In combination with the optional tamper 
switch PRO-CMB-S built-in into PRO-CMB-W 
simultaneous detection of:

 - removal from mounting surface (Anti-Tamper).
 - opening of the retractable and detachable 

base junction box without permission.
• Blocking of tamper-switch is not possible with no means 

or tools.
• Cutting of cables, even with thinniest cutting-tools, is not 

possible, without causing a vandalism alarm.
• Cable protection far into the mast; also preventing from 

fraying of cables at the maybe not trimmed cable outlets 
of the pole.

• The fi xing is suitable for masts with a diameter of 
40-160 mm.

PRO-CMB-S (Tamper-Switch 
(PRO-CMB-S))
• Optional as a retro-fi t kit.
• Tamper switch detection.
• Detects the removal from the mounting 

surface, as well as the opening of the 
base-plate with the cable terminal inside.

• The switch can be used as a separate 
zone or can be connected to the tamper-
switch/tilt alarm of the detector housing.

AD653 (Pole-mount for PRO-
250H)
• Especially for PRO-250H. The detector 

can be mounted on a mast with this 
special holder.

• The attachment is suitable for masts with 
diameter of 40-160 mm.



Passive Infrared Outdoor 
Detectors

The ADPRO PRO Series by Xtralis PIR detectors are specifi cally designated 
for intrusion detection. Designed and manufactured in Switzerland, PRO 
detectors are engineered to provide unparalleled reliability and accuracy 
in the harshest environments. Utilising Passive Infrared (PIR) technology 
and combining it with precision mirror optics and advanced digital 
signal processing (DSP), ADPRO PRO Series detectors in fact achieve 
unsurpassed performance even under precarious environmental conditions.

The ADPRO PRO Series PIR detectors are available in a wide variety of 
models to balance for type of perimeter, performance and budget.

The ADPRO PRO-250H is the most advanced of the detectors in the lineup. It 
is equipped with sophisticated optics for close-up detection of as little as 
1.3 m (4 ft) from the mounting location. The ultra-narrow fi eld of view has a 
nominal range of 150 m (500 ft) where it is only 3.3 m (11 ft) wide. Further, 
a silicon wafer window and environmental-controlled heater ensure superior 
performance and longevity in harsh environments.

The ADPRO PRO Series employs the latest signal processing and 
environmental adaptive circuitry to provide the highest reliability of detection 
while minimising nuisance alarms.

Advanced passive infrared detection technology
• After 20 years of positive results from PIR outdoor detector technology, it 

is now widely accepted to be well suited for perimeter protection in harsh 
environments

• The area protected by the detector cannot be identifi ed by an intruder due to 
the passive nature of the unit

• It’s easily adaptable for small single detector installations up to large, high 
security multi-detector applications

Product Highlights 
• Up to 4 m (13 ft) mounting height 

to minimise the risk of vandalism
• Gap-free, uniform coverage with 

creep zones (curtain-models only)
No fi nger-and-gap coverage patterns 
with detection zone starting as little as 
1 m (3.3 ft) from the mounting location, 
at recommended mounting height of 
4 m (13 ft)

• Ultra-low nuisance alarm rate 
thanks to advanced digital signal 
processing (DSP), and adaptive 
threshold discrimination 

• Directional discrimination for 
additional 60% nuisance alarm 
reduction (D-models only), allowing 
for right-to-left or left-to-right intrusion 
alarms only

• Advanced tamper detection signals 
an alarm if detector alignment is 
altered, in addition to traditional cover 
switch

• Low cost per unit of coverage 
cutting edge Swiss designed and 
manufactured precision engineering 
results in a highly reliable, cost effi cient 
product

• Low power consumption - ideal for 
wireless and solar applications 
18 mA at 12 V DC / 10 mA at 24 VAC 
(does not include heater in H-models)

• Auto-sensing supply voltage 10.5 to 
30 VDC and 24 VAC 

• Heater and heavy-duty silicon wafer 
front window for -40 to +60ºC (-40 to 
140ºF) operating temperature, ideal for 
extreme environments (H-models only)

• Integrated bracket for wall mounting
• Detection of intruders crawling, 

walking or running at speeds from 
0.2 to 5 m/s (0.7 to 16 ft/s) 

• Remote confi guration and alarm 
management via RS485 data port for 
two-way serial communication

• IP 65/66 housing for H/IP-models 
available (exept PRO-250H)

• Zero creepzone eliminates gap of 
detection in front of detector 
(PRO-45Z only)

ADPRO PRO Series



Rugged construction for durable performance and 
longevity in harsh environments
• Enclosure is specifi cally designed for outdoor use

• Bracket for easy on-wall installation (except ADPRO PRO-250H) is 
included; polemount accessory is available separately

• No need for separate transmitter and receiver - technology allows for 
single-ended operation for lower installation cost

• Exceptional mounting height of up to 4 m (13 ft) combined with gap-free 
coverage makes it a true intrusion detection device, setting it apart from 
the standard PIR detector

• Available installation tools are designed to minimise time for setup and 
commissioning

• All detectors feature RS485-based data port for remote access of vital 
confi guration settings and live status

Internal Heater
All H-models have an internal heater with temperature compensation to 
prevent condensation on internal components.

1

Wavelength Window
in which the PRO Series are sensitive

Wavelength, μm 

(C)
Infrared
Radiation

(B)
Relative

Absorption
Carbon Dioxide

(A)
Relative

Absorption
Water Vapour

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

The wavelength 
of infrared absorption 

of primary atmospheric 
constituents compared 

to the wavelength 
of infrared radiation 

produced by humans

Recommended Ranges and Positioning
ADPRO PRO Series detectors offer the best value per foot of coverage 
among similarly effective intrusion detection technologies. ADPRO has 
pushed the limits of the PIR technology to new frontiers, thus making it the 
ideal choice for cost conscious decision makers unwilling to compromise on 
security.

Longer perimeters are easily divided into sections not exceeding the 
nominal range of the chosen detectors. Special attention must be paid to the 
presence or absence of coverage near the mounting location (“creep zone”) 
to ensure gap-free coverage throughout.

Mounting
Recommended mounting height is 2.5–4 m (8–13ft). All PRO detectors 
(except ADPRO PRO-250H) are supplied with a wall-mount bracket. The 
ADPRO PRO-250H requires a separate mounting bracket, suitable for wall, 
pole or ceiling mount.

Installation
All detectors are equipped with a two-way data port. Using the ADPRO PRO 
software via IFM-485-ST interface, confi guration details and live signals, 
as seen by the detectors, can be changed and reviewed. The IFM-485-ST 
interface module and the ADPRO PRO software are very helpful during both 
the installation process but also the operation later on. For example, detector 
confi guration changes can be applied in real time without climbing any 
ladders!

Terminating Barrier
It is considered good design practise to terminate a detector’s fi eld of view 
with a barrier if the PIR fi eld of view exceeds the desired detection zone, 
especially if it borders onto unknown or busy terrain.

Wire mesh fence alone will not work, a closed surface area is necessary, 
wood or plastic materials are perfectly suitable.

Accessories:
AD851 Telescope
Alignment telescope for models 
PRO-100, PRO-100H, PRO-250H

AD653
Universal bracket with pole-mounting 
attachment for PRO-250H

IFM-485-ST 
Interface module and PRO software 
for PC-based installation and 
management of all PRO detectors

CT PRO 2
Cordless walk tester for all PRO 
detectors



SPECIFICATIONS ADPRO PRO-45 ADPRO PRO-100 ADPRO PRO-250H ADPRO PRO-18 ADPRO PRO-30 ADPRO PRO-40 ADPRO PRO-51 ADPRO PRO-85
Nominal range 
(LxW), width at 
nominal range (*)

PRO-45 (201312): 
PRO-45Z (CH10021301): 

50 m x 3.3 m (165 ft x 11 ft)
PRO-45D (201735):

50 m x 3.9 m (165 ft x 12 ft)
PRO-45H (201736):

PRO-45H / IP 65 (202485)
60 m x 3.6 m (200 ft x 13 ft)

PRO-45DH (201737):
PRO-45DH / IP 65 (202486)
60 m x 4.2 m (200 ft x 14 ft)

PRO-100 (225100):
120 m x 2.9 m (400 ft x 9 ft)

PRO-100H (201738):
PRO-100H / IP 65 (202492)
PRO-100H  / IP 66 (202493)

150 m x 3.3 m (500 ft x 11 ft)

PRO-250H (202405 )
150 m x 3.6 m (500 ft x 12 ft)

PRO-18 (201885): 
24 m x 21 m (80 ft x 70 ft)

PRO-18H (201886):
PRO-18H /IP 65 (202488)

30 m x 27 m (100 ft x 90 ft)
PRO-18W (201313): 

21 m x 24 m (70 ft x 80 ft)
PRO-18WH (201727):

PRO-18WH / IP 65 (202489)
27 m x 30 m (90 ft x 100 ft)

PRO-30 (202383):
30 m x 20 m (100 ft x 65 ft)

PRO-40 (202384)
40 m x 10 m (130 ft x 33 ft)

PRO-51 (CH10080101) 
50 m x 22 m (165 ft x 75 ft)

PRO-85 (201779): 
60 m x 18 m (200 ft x 60 ft)

PRO-85H (201780):
PRO-85H / IP 65 (202494)
PRO-85H  / IP 66 (202495)
75 m x 23 m (250 ft x 75 ft)

Spectral Response 8-14μ, double fi ltered 8-14μ, double fi ltered 8-14μ, double fi ltered 8-14μ, double fi ltered 8-14μ, double fi ltered 8-14μ, double fi ltered 8-14μ, double fi ltered 8-14μ, double fi ltered

Sensors pyroelectric, 
differential single-channel 
PRO-45D, PRO-45DH:
differential dual-channel

pyroelectric,
differential triple-channel

pyroelectric,
differential triple-channel

pyroelectric,
differential single-channel

pyroelectric,
differential single-channel

pyroelectric,
differential single-channel

pyroelectric,
differential single-channel

pyroelectric,
differential triple-channel

Alarm output 1 Relay 30 VDC @100 mA max.
OC 30 VDC@50 mA max.

1 Relay 30 VDC @100 mA max.
OC 30 VDC @50 mA max.

1 Relay 30 VDC @100 mA max.
OC 30 VDC @50 mA max.

Alarm zones: 3 opto-coupler

1 Relay 30 VDC@100 mA max.
OC 30 VDC@50 mA max.

1 Relay 30 VDC@100 mA max.
OC 30 VDC@50 mA max.

1 Relay 30 VDC@100 mA max.
OC 30 VDC@ 50 mA max.

1 Relay 30 VDC@100 mA max.
OC 30 VDC@50 mA max.

1 Relay 30 VDC@100 mA max.
OC 30 V DC@50 mA max.

Alarm indicator Internal LED Internal LED Internal LED Internal LED Internal LED Internal LED Internal LED Internal LED

Detection speed 
range

0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s) 0.2 - 5 m/s (0.7 - 16 ft/s)

Sensitivity 
adjustment 
(as % of standard)

Via DIP switch: 40%, 75% 100%
Via PRO software: 20 - 140%

Via DIP switch: 
PRO-100: 60 m, 84 m, 120 m

PRO-100H: 75 m, 105 m, 150 m
Via PRO software: 50 - 150%

Via DIP switch: 
75 m, 105 m, 150 m

Via PRO software: 50 - 150%

Via DIP switch: 40%, 75% 
100%”

Via ADPRO PRO software: 
20 - 140%

Via DIP switch: 40%, 75% 100%”
Via PRO software: 

20 - 140%

Via DIP switch: 40%, 75% 100%”
Via PRO software: 

20 - 140%

Via DIP switch: 40%, 75% 100%”
Via PRO software: 20 - 140%

Via DIP switch:
PRO-85: 30 m, 45 m, 60 m

PRO-85H: 40 m, 60 m, 75 m
Via PRO software: 50 - 150%

Temperature 
Compensation

Full compensation entire 
operating temperature range

Full compensation entire 
operating temperature range

Full compensation entire 
operating temperature range

Full compensation entire 
operating temperature range

Full compensation entire operating 
temperature range

Full compensation entire operating 
temperature range

Full compensation entire operating 
temperature range

Full compensation entire operating 
temperature range

Internal Switches Range, ATD, Test, Anti-Tamper, 
Mounting Height

Range, ATD, Test, Anti-Tamper, 
Mounting Height

Range, ATD, Test, Anti-
Tamper, Mounting Height

Sensitivity, ATD, Pulse Count, 
Test, Anti-Tamper, Mounting 

Height

Sensitivity, ATD, Pulse Count, Test, 
Anti-Tamper, Mounting Height

Sensitivity, ATD, Pulse Count, Test, 
Anti-Tamper, Mounting Height

Sensitivity, ATD, Pulse Count, Test, 
Anti-Tamper, Mounting Height

Range, ATD, Test, Anti-Tamper, 
Mounting Height

Supply Voltage 10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

10.5 - 30 V DC, 24 V AC ±15% 
(excluding heater)

Supply Current 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V 18 mA @ 12 V, 14 mA @ 24 V

Heater Power
(H-versions only)

2 W / 176 mA @ 12 V 
at -40ºC (40ºF)

2 W / 176 mA @ 12 V 
at -40ºC (40ºF)

2 W / 176 mA @ 12 V 
at -40ºC (40ºF)

2 W / 176 mA @ 12 V 
at -40ºC (40ºF)

N/A N/A N/A 2 W / 176 mA @ 12 V 
at -40ºC (40ºF)

Operating 
Temperature

-20º to +60ºC (-4º to +140ºF)
H-version:

-40º to + 60ºC (-40º to +140ºF)

-20º to +60ºC (-4º to +140ºF)
H-version:

40º to + 60ºC (-40º to +140ºF)

-40º to + 60ºC (-40º to +140ºF) -20º to +60ºC (-4º to +140ºF)
H-version:

-40º to + 60ºC (-40º to +140ºF)

-20º to +60ºC (-4º to +140ºF) -20º to +60ºC (-4º to +140ºF) -20º to +60ºC (-4º to +140ºF) -20º to +60ºC (-4º to +140ºF)
H-version:

-40º to + 60ºC (-40º to +140ºF)

Sealing IP 54
IP 65 for H/IP-version

IP 54
IP 65/66 for H/IP-version°

IP 54 IP 54
IP 65 for H/IP-version

IP 54 IP 54 IP 54 IP 54
IP 65/66 for H/IP-version

Weight 900 g (2 lbs), incl. bracket 900 g (2 lbs), incl. bracket 1.5 kg (3.3 lbs), ex. bracket 900 g (2 lbs), incl. bracket 900 g (2 lbs), incl. bracket 900 g (2 lbs), incl. bracket 900 g (2 lbs), incl. bracket 900 g (2 lbs), incl. bracket

Dimensions 
(L x W x H)

247 mm x 100 mm x 104 mm 
(9.7” x 3.9” x 4”)

247 mm x 100 mm x 104 mm 
(9.7” x 3.9” x 4”)

275 mm x 100 mm x 100 mm
(10.8” x 3.94” x 3.94”)

247 mm x 100 mm x 104 mm 
(9.7” x 3.9” x 4”)

247 mm x 100 mm x 104 mm 
(9.7” x 3.9” x 4”)

247 mm x 100 mm x 104 mm 
(9.7” x 3.9” x 4”)

247 mm x 100 mm x 104 mm 
(9.7” x 3.9” x 4”)

247 mm x 100 mm x 104 mm 
(9.7” x 3.9” x 4”)

Cable Feed 2 x 4-7 mm dia (0.16” - 0.27”) 2 x 4-7 mm dia (0.16” - 0.27”) 2 x 6-9 mm (PG 11, 0.24” - 
.35”)

2 x 4-7 mm dia (0.16” - 0.27”) 2 x 4-7 mm dia (0.16” - 0.27”) 2 x 4-7 mm dia (0.16” - 0.27”) 2 x 4-7 mm dia (0.16” - 0.27”) 2 x 4-7 mm dia (0.16” - 0.27”)

Cable Termination Removable screw terminals Removable screw terminals Removable screw terminals Removable screw terminals Removable screw terminals Removable screw terminals Removable screw terminals Removable screw terminals

Mounting Wall mounting bracket included, 
pole mount ZA P-L1 separate

Wall mounting bracket included, 
pole mount ZA P-L1 separate

Separate bracket for wall or 
pole mount

Wall mounting bracket incl., 
pole mount ZA P-L1 separate

Wall mounting bracket included, 
pole mount ZA P-L1 separate

Wall mounting bracket included, 
pole mount ZA P-L1 separate

Wall mounting bracket included, pole 
mount ZA P-L1 separate

Wall mounting bracket included, pole 
mount ZA P-L1 separate

DataPort RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1 RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1 RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1 RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1 RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1 RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1 RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1 RS 485, 9.6 KBps, 8E1

Model Variants PRO-45 - standard
PRO-45Z - zero creepzone
PRO-45H - high-performance
PRO-45D - directional discrimin.

PRO-100 - standard version
PRO-100H - high-performance

PRO-250H - high-performance PRO-18 - standard version, 
50º
W - wide-angle, 90º
H - high-performance

PRO-30 - standard version
No PRO-30H available, 
use PRO-18H instead

PRO-40 - standard version
No PRO-40H available, 
use PRO-45H or PRO-45DH 
instead

PRO-51 - standard version PRO-85 - standard version
PRO-85H - high-performance

Tamper detection Cover switch 30 VDC,/100 
mAmax detection of changes in 

alignment

Cover switch 30 V, 100 mA max 
detection of changes in alignment

Cover switch 30 V, 100 mA 
max detection of changes in 

alignment

Cover switch 30 V, 100 mA 
max detection of changes in 

alignment

Cover switch 30 V, 100 mA max 
detection of changes in alignment

Cover switch 30 V, 100 mA max 
detection of changes in alignment

Cover switch 30 V, 100 mA max 
detection of changes in alignment

Cover switch 30 V, 100 mA max 
detection of changes in alignment

Window Plastic, IR transmissive
H-version: Silicon Wafer Window

Plastic, IR transmissive
H-version: Silicon Wafer Window

Silicon Wafer Window Plastic, IR transmissive
H-version: Silicon Wafer 

Window

Plastic, IR transmissive Plastic, IR transmissive Plastic, IR transmissive Plastic, IR transmissive
H-version: Silicon Wafer Window

*     The nominal detection range is defi ned for a person walking upright at normal speed. The actual detection range depends on the background noise and the thermal contrast, size and 
      speed of a target. Recommended range for typical application is 60 … 75% of nominal range depending on site specifi c requirements.
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VM21A Relay Card and 
VM22A Audio SwitcherADPRO Transmitter Accessories
VM21A Specifi cations
Relay Outputs 
(for use with ADPRO FastTrace/ADPRO 
FastTx only)
10 normally open relay contacts change to the 
closed position when the respective Alarm/Control 
Output switches on. Outputs available via a screw 
terminal connector. 1 single pole change over 
(Form C) general relay. The contacts change when 
at least one Alarm/Control Output switches on or a 
power failure to the ADPRO VM21A occurs. Outputs 
available via a screw terminal connector. Each 
contact rated at 0.5 Amp, 32 V.

Relay Control Inputs
10 inputs control the respective relay output. Input 
voltage less than 1.0 V, 60 mA (max) to switch the 
respective relay on. 

Power Requirements
12 VDC operation. 10-15 VDC. 
5 watts (max) at 12 VDC. Power via a screw 
terminal connector.

Construction and Dimensions
Unsealed printed circuit board with 4 mounting 
holes for M3 screws. 
SnapTrak compatible.
130 mm (5.1”) L x 91 mm (3.6”) W

Weight
150 grams (5 ounces).

Operating Conditions
Operating temperature range 0°C–50°C 
(32°F–122°F).
Humidity less than 90% non-condensing.

EMC Compliance
Emissions: Class A compliance to EN55022 (CISPR 
22), FCC Part 15, AS/NZS 3548.
Immunity: EN50130-4 Alarm Systems.

Warranty
Twenty four (24) months.

The performance and usability of the ADPRO FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx range 
of products can be further enhanced by the use of two add-on accessories. The 
ADPRO VM21A relay card provides relay contacts for the alarm/control outputs on 
the ADPRO FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx. The ADPRO VM22A Audio Switcher 
expands the audio capability of the units to provide zoned audio input and output 
functionality.

VM21A Relay Card
Increasing the current switching rating of the standard ADPRO FastTrace/ADPRO 
FastTx Alarm/Control Outputs is achieved with the use of an ADPRO VM21A Relay 
Card. The ADPRO VM21A provides mechanical relay contacts for each alarm/
control output as well as a general relay output on all ADPRO FastTrace/ADPRO 
FastTx models.

VM22A Audio Switcher
The ADPRO VM22A Audio Switcher provides direct connection of up to 10 
microphones and 10 loudspeakers to ADPRO FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx 
video transmission systems. ADPRO VM22A units can be cascaded to support 20 
channels of audio for 20 channel ADPRO FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx units.

VM22A Features
• Cascadable to support 20 channels of audio
• Individual microphone and output level gain controls
• Inputs controlled by automatic gain control or manual gain control
• Detachable screw terminals for easy installation
• Individual control of each channel or broadcast mode for both audio input and 

output
• Input level indicators
• Microphone or line level inputs
• Internal 1 Watt (8 ohm) speaker amplifi er or external amplifi er delivering up to 4 

Watts into an 8 ohm load
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VM21A Relay Card and 
VM22A Audio SwitcherADPRO Transmitter Accessories
ADPRO VM22A Specifi cations
Audio Inputs
10 audio inputs selected as either microphone or 
line connection.
Switch setting enables the audio input 
corresponding to either the currently displayed video 
camera, or permanently enables input 1. The setting 
is independent of the audio output setting.
Automatic gain control is provided or the ADPRO 
VM22A can be used with manual input level control.
• Microphone: Balanced, Impedance 3000 ohms, 

Signal Level Range = 0.1 mV RMS to 10 mV 
RMS

• Line Input: Unbalanced, Impedance 3000 ohms, 
Signal Level Range = 10 mV RMS to 400 mV 
RMS.

The output voltage is compatible with the ADPRO 
FastTrace/ADPRO FastTx audio channels. 

Auxiliary Inputs/Outputs
Auxiliary inputs and outputs normally available on 
the ADPRO FastTrace or ADPRO FastTx. 

Audio Outputs
10 audio outputs with screw connections. Switch 
setting enables the respective audio output 
corresponding to either the currently displayed 
video camera, or permanently enables output 1. The 
setting is independent of the audio input setting.
Output power of 1 W (max) into 8 ohms. Maximum 
output voltage swing of the ADPRO VM22A is 8 V 
peak to peak (with a 12 V supply).
Individual volume control on each output.
For applications requiring up to 4 Watts of power (8 
ohms) an external audio amplifi er may be connected 
to the ADPRO VM22A.

Power Supply Requirements
12 VDC SELV supply for specifi ed output levels.
10-15 VDC operating range. 2.4 watts (max) at 12 
VDC.

Construction and Dimensions
Unsealed beige plastic case for indoor use. 
205 mm (8.1”) x 165 mm (6.5”) x 65 mm (2.6”).

Expansion I/O
The ADPRO VM22A connects to the ADPRO 
FastTrace or ADPRO FastTx video transmission 
system via the Expansion I/O port which provides 
the audio channels and switching control signals. 
15 way ribbon cable provided (1 metre max).

Weight
650 grams (23 ounces).

Operating Conditions
Operating temperature range 0°C–50°C 
(32°F–122°F).
Humidity less than 90% non-condensing.

EMC and Safety Compliance
FCC Part 15 Class A Unintentional Radiators 
EN55022: 1998 / CISPR 22: 1997 Class A 
AS / NZS 3548: 1995 Amendment 2: 1997 
EN 50082-1: 1997 Immunity
EN60950: 1992 Safety

Warranty
Twenty four (24) months.

VM21A Relay Card pin connections and mounting details
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ADPRO FastTrace
TM

POWER STATUS

M U L T I - S I T E V I D E O S E C U R I T Y S Y S T E M

®

Up to 20 remote audio devices connected through the ADPRO VM22A Audio Switcher. 
The ADPRO VM22A switches audio to the currently displayed video camera



Network Video and Audio 
Recorder / Transmitter ADPRO V3100 Hybrid

Description
The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid by Xtralis is the latest H.264 single and multi-site video 
security system supporting up to 16 analogue and/or IP/Megapixel cameras. It has 
been designed, developed and manufactured by Xtralis, the leader in video security 
technologies.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum management 
software; the unique combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote site monitoring and 
control, and evidential quality recording (H.264), it provides the most fl exible multi-site 
video security system available.

The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid delivers optimised image quality, effi cient bandwidth and 
hard disk utilisation, in addition to:

• H.264 compression
• Up to 30 ips NTSC/25 ips PAL per camera
• Analogue: CIF/QCIF/2CIF/DCIF/4CIF – SIF/QSIF/2SIF/DSIF/4SIF
• Scalable up to 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue; 4 or 8 analogue and 8 IP or 16 IP (Axis 

H.264, Sony H.264 5th generation IP cameras)
• Fully integrated with ADPRO range of security solutions

Features
• The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid utilises H.264 compression technology which optimises 

bandwidth utilisation while providing the highest quality video with the lowest 
bandwidth.

• Dual codec (analogue cameras) or use of Dual stream (IP cameras) for independent 
recording and viewing quality settings (per camera).

• One audio input per video input for synchronised audio recording
• The intuitive web interface gives authorised users remote access to live and 

recorded video over the network, either multicast or unicast.
• Provides extremely fast searches through large amounts of recorded video with 

unique post-record metadata motion search capability. Results are presented on a 
timeline in seconds without large video data transfers across the network.

• The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid can be managed and confi gured from the intuitive V3100 
internet browser interface.

Video Alarm Verifi cation
• Live and recorded video transmission, two-way audio, remote camera control and 

fl exible integration capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, 
eliminating the need for on-site guards. 

• Event-based video transmission pushes video on alarm from the remote site to the 
ADPRO VideoCentral remote video and alarm management software and ADPRO 
M3000 command and control software.

• Rapid assessment of video alarm images enables the cause of alarms to be 
viewed quickly and effi ciently, allowing for real time intervention as necessary and 
minimizing nuisance alarm responses.

• Use ADPRO V3100 Hybrid and the ADPRO VideoCentral remote video and alarm 
management software or ADPRO M3000 command and control software for 
centralised management of multiple remote sites to improve effi ciency and reduce 
personnel costs.

• An SDK interface is available to support direct integration to 3rd party receiving 
software. See the ADPRO Advantage Programme for further information.

Standards-compliant Performance
• ADPRO V3100 Hybrid can be installed to be fully compliant with British Standard, 

BS8418. This standard specifi es superior quality equipment, best practice 
installation and monitoring requirements that will ensure long term, high performance 
operation for the end user.

Key Benefi ts
• H.264 best-in-class video compression, 

highest quality video with lowest bandwidth

• Dual codec (analogue cameras) or use 
of Dual stream (IP cameras) for totally 
independent recording and viewing quality 
settings (per camera)

• Resolutions:

 - Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/
QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, DCIF/DSIF, 4CIF/4SIF

 - IP: up to HD resolution (depending on 
the camera)

• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 
recorded video and system confi guration

• Automatic video alarm transmission to 
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and ADPRO 
M3000 software

• Two-way audio capability, one bi-directional 
half-duplex audio channel available per 
video channel with optional audio switcher

• Extremely fast post-record metadata motion 
search capability

• 10 custom confi guration settings for fast 
adjustment of remote live viewing

• Local on-board input/outputs and extended 
input/outputs with up to 128 total input/ 
outputs via optional Ethernet PoE modules

• Camera supervision for contrast, no video 
signal and camera tamper (moved or 
defocused)

• Multicast video and audio streaming

• Primary and backup communication 
capability via IP, ISDN and PSTN for alarm 
transmission

• Communication channel supervision via 
automatic Site Pulse watchdog signal

• Time synchronisation via NTP time servers

• Integrated PTZ telemetry support with PTZ 
presets on alarm (RS485, via Coax)

• Linux OS - uses fl ash memory to boot

• Small desktop case includes rack mount 
ears for easy installation into standard 19” 
racks

• SDK to interface to 3rd party receiving 
software

• High Level Interface to ADPRO Presidium 
intelligent video analytics platform
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ADPRO V3100 Hybrid
Specifi cations

 
 

Video input 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue; 4 or 8 analogue and 8 IP or 16 IP (Axis 
H.264, Sony H.264 5th generation IP cameras)

Video output SVGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video compression H.264
Video resolution Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, DCIF/

DSIF, 4CIF/4SIF
IP: up to HD resolution (depending on camera)

Images/second Analogue/IP: PAL/NTSC: up to 25/30 ips
Bandwidth consumption 6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec
Bandwidth management Confi gurable variable or constant bitrate

Confi gurable bandwidth limiter
Hard disks 500 GB up to 8 TB onboard storage.

Disk supervision and HD Information page
Audio input 1 per camera
Audio output Standard 1 line level output, Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 

switcher(s)
Motion detection 4 zones adjustable per camera
System PC platform - Linux OS
Audio compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps
Command inputs On the box (max. 40, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Relay outputs On the box (max. 16, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Network protocols TCP, UDP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP, NTP
Application update Local and remote
Web server Integrated
COM ports USB-RS232 for serial comms

USB-RS232/RS485 (or Basic on the box I/O-RS485 port) for PTZ 
control

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45
Recording support Up to 4 SATA hard disks per system – HDD type: 500 GB to 2 TB 

– max. 8 TB per system
Recording type Continuous, Event, Input, Motion Detection, Alarm Over IP
Remote visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server 2003
PTZ cameras Via RS485 or via coax, extensive list available
Management Web browser interface, ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and 

ADPRO M3000
Power supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Operating Temperature 5 – 40 °C

Ethernet I/O module : 0 – 40 °C
Humidity 20 – 93 % rh – non-condensing

Ethernet I/O module : <= 93 % rh – non-condensing
Ordering Information Basic

• Per 4 or 8 analogue and/or per 8 IP video inputs
• Model: 19” rack
Options (ordering with the basic system)
• Basic on the box I/O card (8 monitored inputs, 4 relay Outputs)
• Extension on the box I/O card (12 monitored inputs, 4 relay 

outputs)
• Internal Hard Disk(s)
• Audio output switcher, interface for PTZ over coax. 

USB-RS232 cable, USB-RS485 cable.
Warranty Twenty four (24) months on all components

ADPRO V3100 Hybrid - 19 inch Rack 

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  
H:  132 mm (5.20”)  
L:  300 mm (11.8”)  

ADPRO VideoCentral Live Multi-
screen

Web-Browser Interface

Ethernet I/O with PoE
Din Rail installation
4...16 digital inputs
4...16 relay outputs 
NC/NO
3 LEDS for operational
status of ADPRO V3100 Hybrid
Watchdog and sounder



Network Video and Audio 
Recorder / Transmitter ADPRO V3100 Lite

Description
The ADPRO V3100 Lite by Xtralis is the latest H.264 single and multi-site video security 
system supporting up to 4 analogue cameras. It has been designed, developed and 
manufactured by Xtralis, the leader in video security technologies.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum management 
software; the unique combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote site monitoring and 
control, and evidential quality recording (H.264), it provides the most fl exible multi-site 
video security system available.

The ADPRO V3100 Lite delivers optimised image quality, effi cient bandwidth and hard 
disk utilisation, in addition to:

• H.264 compression
• Up to 30 ips NTSC/25 ips PAL per camera
• Resolutions: CIF/QCIF/2CIF/DCIF/4CIF – SIF/QSIF/2SIF/DSIF/4SIF
• Up to 4 analogue camera inputs
• Fully integrated with ADPRO range of security solutions

Features
• The ADPRO V3100 Lite utilises H.264 compression technology which optimises 

bandwidth utilisation while providing the highest quality video with the lowest 
bandwidth.

• Dual codec for independent recording and viewing quality settings (per camera).
• One audio input per video input for synchronised audio recording
• The intuitive web interface gives authorised users remote access to live and 

recorded video over the network, either multicast or unicast.
• Provides extremely fast searches through large amounts of recorded video with 

unique post-record metadata motion search capability. Results are presented on a 
timeline in seconds without large video data transfers across the network.

• The ADPRO V3100 Lite can be managed and confi gured from the intuitive V3100 
internet browser interface.

Video Alarm Verifi cation
• Live and recorded video transmission, two-way audio, remote camera control and 

fl exible integration capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, 
eliminating the need for on-site guards. 

• Event-based video transmission pushes video on alarm from the remote site to the 
ADPRO VideoCentral remote video and alarm management software and ADPRO 
M3000 command and control software.

• Rapid assessment of video alarm images enables the cause of alarms to be 
viewed quickly and effi ciently, allowing for real time intervention as necessary and 
minimising nuisance alarm responses.

• Use ADPRO V3100 Lite and the ADPRO VideoCentral remote video and alarm 
management software or ADPRO M3000 command and control software for 
centralised management of multiple remote sites to improve effi ciency and reduce 
personnel costs.

• An SDK interface is available to support direct integration to 3rd party receiving 
software. See the ADPRO Advantage Programme for further information.

Standards-compliant Performance
• ADPRO V3100 Lite can be installed to be fully compliant with British Standard, 

BS8418. This standard specifi es superior quality equipment, best practice 
installation and monitoring requirements that will ensure long term, high performance 
operation for the end user.

Key Benefi ts
• H.264 best-in-class video compression, 

highest quality video with lowest bandwidth

• Dual codec for totally independent 
recording and viewing quality settings (per 
camera)

• Analogue resolutions (PAL/NTSC): CIF/
SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, DCIF/DSIF, 
4CIF/4SIF

• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 
recorded video and system confi guration

• Automatic video alarm transmission to 
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and ADPRO 
M3000 software

• Two-way audio capability, one bi-directional 
half-duplex audio channel available per 
video channel with optional audio switcher

• Extremely fast post-record metadata motion 
search capability

• 10 custom confi guration settings for fast 
adjustment of remote live viewing

• Local on-board input/outputs and extended 
input/outputs with up to 128 total input/ 
outputs via optional Ethernet PoE modules

• Camera supervision for contrast, no video 
signal and camera tamper (moved or 
defocused)

• Multicast video and audio streaming

• Primary and backup communication 
capability via IP, ISDN and PSTN for alarm 
transmission

• Communication channel supervision via 
automatic Site Pulse watchdog signal

• Time synchronisation via NTP time servers

• Integrated PTZ telemetry support with PTZ 
presets on alarm (RS485)

• Linux OS - uses fl ash memory to boot

• Small desktop case includes rack mount 
ears for easy installation into standard 19” 
racks

• SDK to interface to 3rd party receiving 
software

• High Level Interface to ADPRO Presidium 
intelligent video analytics platform



Network Video and Audio 
Recorder / Transmitter 
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ADPRO V3100 Lite
Specifi cations

 
 

Video input 4 analogue camera inputs
Video output SVGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video compression H.264
Video resolution PAL/NTSC: CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, DCIF/DSIF, 4CIF/4SIF
Images/second Analogue PAL/NTSC: up to 25/30 ips
Bandwidth consumption 6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec
Bandwidth management Confi gurable variable or constant bitrate

Confi gurable bandwidth limiter
Hard disks 1 SATA hard disk (500GB)

Disk supervision and HD Information page
Audio input 1 per camera
Audio output Standard 1 line level output, Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 

switcher(s)
Motion detection 4 zones adjustable per camera
System PC platform - Linux OS
Audio compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps
Command inputs On the box (max. 8, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Relay outputs On the box (max. 4, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Network protocols TCP, UDP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP, NTP
Application update Local and remote
Web server Integrated
COM ports USB-RS232 for serial comms

USB-RS232/RS485 (or Basic on the box I/O-RS485 port) for PTZ 
control

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45
Recording support 1 SATA hard disk (500 GB)
Recording type Continuous, Event, Input, Motion Detection, Alarm Over IP
Remote visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server 2003
PTZ cameras Via RS485 or via coax, extensive list available
Management Web browser interface, ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and 

ADPRO M3000
Power supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Operating Temperature 5 – 40 °C

Ethernet I/O module : 0 – 40 °C
Humidity 20 – 93 % rh – non-condensing

Ethernet I/O module : <= 93 % rh – non-condensing
Ordering Information Basic

• 4 analogue video inputs
• Model: 19” rack
Options (ordering with the basic system)
• Up to 1 basic on the box I/O card (8 monitored inputs, 4 relay 

outputs)
• Audio output switcher
• USB-RS232 cable, USB-RS485 cable.

Warranty Twenty four (24) months on all components

ADPRO V3100 Lite - 19 inch Rack 

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  
H:  132 mm (5.20”)  
L:  300 mm (11.8”)  

ADPRO VideoCentral Live Multi-
screen

Web-Browser Interface

Ethernet I/O with PoE
Din Rail installation
4...16 digital inputs
4...16 relay outputs 
NC/NO
3 LEDS for operational
status of ADPRO V3100 Lite
Watchdog and sounder



Network Video and Audio 
Event Recorder / Transmitter ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx

Description
The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx by Xtralis is the latest H.264 single and multi-site video 
security system supporting up to 16 analogue and/or IP/Megapixel cameras. It has 
been designed, developed and manufactured by Xtralis, the leader in video security 
technologies.

When used in conjunction with the ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum management 
software; the unique combination of video alarm verifi cation, remote site monitoring 
and control, and evidential quality event recording (H.264), it provides the most fl exible 
multi-site video security system available.

The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx delivers optimised image quality, effi cient bandwidth and 
hard disk utilisation, in addition to:

• H.264 compression
• Up to 30 ips NTSC/25 ips PAL per camera
• Analogue: CIF/QCIF/2CIF/DCIF/4CIF – SIF/QSIF/2SIF/DSIF/4SIF
• Scalable up to 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue; 4 or 8 analogue and 8 IP or 16 IP (Axis 

H.264, Sony H.264 5th generation IP cameras)
• Fully integrated with ADPRO range of security solutions

Features
• The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx utilises H.264 compression technology which 

optimises bandwidth utilisation while providing the highest quality video with the 
lowest bandwidth.

• Dual codec (analogue cameras) or use of Dual stream (IP cameras) for 
independent event recording and viewing quality settings (per camera).

• One audio input per video input for synchronised audio recording on event.
• The intuitive web interface gives authorised users remote access to live and 

recorded video over the network, either multicast or unicast.
• Provides extremely fast searches through large amounts of event recorded video 

with unique post-record metadata motion search capability. Results are presented 
on a timeline in seconds without large video data transfers across the network.

• The ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx can be managed and confi gured from the intuitive 
V3100 internet browser interface.

Video Alarm Verifi cation
• Live and event recorded video transmission, two-way audio, remote camera control 

and fl exible integration capabilities provide full remote site surveillance and control, 
eliminating the need for on-site guards. 

• Event-based video transmission pushes video on alarm from the remote site to the 
ADPRO VideoCentral remote video and alarm management software and ADPRO 
M3000 command and control software.

• Rapid assessment of event video alarm images enables the cause of alarms to be 
viewed quickly and effi ciently, allowing for real time intervention as necessary and 
minimising nuisance alarm responses.

• Use ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx and the ADPRO VideoCentral remote video and 
alarm management software or ADPRO M3000 command and control software for 
centralised management of multiple remote sites to improve effi ciency and reduce 
personnel costs.

• An SDK interface is available to support direct integration to 3rd party receiving 
software. See the ADPRO Advantage Programme for further information.

Standards-compliant Performance
• ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx can be installed to be fully compliant with British 

Standard, BS8418. This standard specifi es superior quality equipment, best 
practice installation and monitoring requirements that will ensure long term, high 
performance operation for the end user.

Key Benefi ts
• H.264 best-in-class video compression, 

highest quality video with lowest bandwidth
• Dual codec (analogue cameras) or use 

of Dual stream (IP cameras) for totally 
independent recording and viewing quality 
settings (per camera)

• Resolutions:
 - Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/

QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, DCIF/DSIF, 4CIF/4SIF
 - IP: up to HD resolution (depending on 

the camera)
• Intuitive Web interface for viewing live or 

recorded video and system confi guration
• Automatic video alarm transmission to 

ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and ADPRO 
M3000 software

• Two-way audio capability, one bi-directional 
half-duplex audio channel available per 
video channel with optional audio switcher

• Extremely fast post-record metadata motion 
search capability

• 10 custom confi guration settings for fast 
adjustment of remote live viewing

• Local on-board input/outputs and extended 
input/outputs with up to 128 total input/ 
outputs via optional Ethernet PoE modules

• Camera supervision for contrast, no video 
signal and camera tamper (moved or 
defocused)

• Multicast video and audio streaming
• Primary and backup communication 

capability via IP, ISDN and PSTN for alarm 
transmission

• Communication channel supervision via 
automatic Site Pulse watchdog signal

• Time synchronisation via NTP time servers
• Integrated PTZ telemetry support with PTZ 

presets on alarm (RS485, via Coax)
• Linux OS - uses fl ash memory to boot
• Small desktop case includes rack mount 

ears for easy installation into standard 19” 
racks

• SDK to interface to 3rd party receiving 
software

• High Level Interface to ADPRO Presidium 
intelligent video analytics platform

• Can be upgraded to a unit with extended 
continuous recording capabilities via 
licencing



Network Video and Audio 
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ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx
Specifi cations

 
 

Video input 4, 8, 12 or 16 analogue; 4 or 8 analogue and 8 IP or 16 IP (Axis 
H.264, Sony H.264 5th generation IP cameras)

Video output SVGA – Multiple matrix type views

Video compression H.264
Video resolution Analogue (PAL/NTSC): CIF/SIF, QCIF/QSIF, 2CIF/2SIF, DCIF/

DSIF, 4CIF/4SIF
IP: up to HD resolution (depending on camera)

Images/second Analogue/IP: PAL/NTSC: up to 25/30 ips
Bandwidth consumption 6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec
Bandwidth management Confi gurable variable or constant bitrate

Confi gurable bandwidth limiter
Hard disks 500 GB onboard storage for event recording.

Disk supervision and HD Information page
Audio input 1 per camera
Audio output Standard 1 line level output, Optional: up to 1 per camera via audio 

switcher(s)
Motion detection 4 zones adjustable per camera
System PC platform - Linux OS
Audio compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps
Command inputs On the box (max. 20, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Relay outputs On the box (max. 8, depending on the model) or via Ethernet I/O 

module with PoE (up to 128)
Network protocols TCP, UDP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP, NTP
Application update Local and remote
Web server Integrated
COM ports USB-RS232 for serial comms

USB-RS232/RS485 (or Basic on the box I/O-RS485 port) for PTZ 
control

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45
Recording support 1 SATA hard disk (500GB) for event recording (up to 1000 event 

recordings per day, up to 180 sec. per event recording)
Recording type Event (see also recording support), Input, Motion Detection, Alarm 

Over IP
Remote visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server 2003
PTZ cameras Via RS485 or via coax, extensive list available
Management Web browser interface, ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum and 

ADPRO M3000
Power supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Operating temperature 5 – 40 °C

Ethernet I/O module : 0 – 40 °C
Humidity 20 – 93 % rh – non-condensing

Ethernet I/O module : <= 93 % rh – non-condensing
Ordering information Basic

• Per 4 or 8 analogue and/or per 8 IP video inputs
• Model: 19” rack
Options (ordering with the basic system)
• Basic on the box I/O card (8 monitored inputs, 4 relay Outputs)
• Extension on the box I/O card (12 monitored inputs, 4 relay 

outputs)
• Audio output switcher, interface for PTZ over coax. 

USB-RS232 cable, USB-RS485 cable.
Warranty Twenty four (24) months on all components

ADPRO V3100 Hybrid Tx 
- 19 inch Rack 

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  
H:  132 mm (5.20”)  
L:  300 mm (11.8”)  

ADPRO VideoCentral Live 
Multi-screen

Web-Browser Interface

Ethernet I/O with PoE
Din Rail installation
4...16 digital inputs
4...16 relay outputs 
NC/NO
3 LEDS for operational
status of ADPRO V3100 
Hybrid Tx
Watchdog and sounder

oE

Di i W 445 (17 52”)



Key Benefits
• Significant energy savings with 

patent-pending  
Cold Disk Technology (CDT)

• Powerful, integrated real-time 
archiving for effective bandwidth 
optimisation

• Virtually unlimited video storage 
(>1000 TB)

• Easy swappable storage cartridges 
• Highly secure encrypted storage 

format
• Service friendly architecture with auto 

balancing processing and storage
• High reliability central and 

decentralised storage support
• Multi-codec MPEG-4, MxPEG, H.264, 

MJPEG 
• Full system redundancy between 

multiple V3500 CPU’s

High-capacity IP Video 
Recorder / Server

Xtralis Integrated Security 
ADPRO V3500

Description
The ADPRO V3500 is an innovative, high capacity digital video recorder/server 
that provides virtually unlimited, encrypted network video storage using a patented 
process which dramatically reduces power consumption. 
The ADPRO V3500 provides unlimited storage and unlimited archiving in one unit 
using patent-pending Xtralis Cold Disk Technology™. Unlike other storage servers 
that use constantly running disk drives to record video streams and security data, 
the ADPRO V3500 CDT server dynamically routes data to multiple on-board 
storage modules. This distributed approach to data storage allows modules to be 
powered down when not in use, resulting in a reduction in energy consumption and 
heat dissipation of more than 50% versus traditional storage options. 
The ADPRO V3500 delivers multi-codec video streams (MPEG-4, MxPEG, H.264, 
MJPEG) making it suitable for centralised, decentralised, LAN/WAN infrastructures, 
and local/remote video applications. 

Features
• With long-term storage and retrieval capabilities, easily swappable storage 

cartridges, and a service-friendly architecture, the ADPRO V3500 is 
revolutionary in design and performance.  

• The ADPRO V3500 uses a secure encrypted storage format with fully redundant 
(auto-balancing) processing and storage.  

• The ADPRO V3500 is fully interoperable with the ADPRO 3000 Series family 
of products, including the FastTrace 2/2E for video and audio recording and 
transmission, the ADPRO V3001 for video wall applications, the ADPRO S3000 
for IP-based access control and the ADPRO S3100 for IP-based intruder 
detection.

• The ADPRO V3500 is managed by the command and control software M3000 
for viewing, configuration and storage management. 

Xtralis Security Solution product family
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High-capacity IP Video 
Recorder / Server

Xtralis Integrated Security 
ADPRO V3500

Specifications
Processor Single or Dual CPU; Quad Core Xeon CPU

Storage SATA DAS over SAS BUS disc storage for 16 cartridges with 1000 
or 2000 GB HDD / 7200 rpm

RAM 16 GB

Drives 5 1/4 DVD-ROM; Drive protected bootable USB flash key

Ethernet Dual 10/100/1000 Mbps auto negotiate,  
IEEE802.1d (STP) Compliant

Operating System Linux

Video Compression MPEG-4, MxPEG, H.264 and MJPEG 

Video Resolution (*) Video stream input adjustable (dependent):  
cif/2cif/Dcif/4cif/VGA/Mpixel, etc.

Images/second (*) Video stream input adjustable (dependent):  
30 ips NTSC / 25 ips PAL, 4cif/VGA 18 ips Mpixel

Bandwidth (*) Video stream input adjustable (dependent):  
compression, ips, resolution

Protocols TCP/IP, NTP, ARP, ICMP, SNMP, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, IPV4, IPV6 
ready

Performance Full redundancy and auto-balancing through ADPRO V3500 units

Recording Continuous, Job scheduled, Event

Software M3000 security management software

Housing ADPRO V3500:CPU 19”/ 1U x 740mm (29.1”) D 
Colour: black; Weight: 12.5 kg (27.6 lbs); Indoor use
ADPRO V3500:STU 19”/3U x 700mm (27.6”) D 
Colour: black; Weight: 19.5 kg (43 lbs); Indoor use
ADPRO V3500:HDC bay colour: grey/black – weight: 0.950 kg  
(2.1 lbs)

Power supply ADPRO V3500:CPU: redundant PSU (670 W, 100-240 VAC,  
50/60 Hz)
ADPRO V3500:STU: redundant PSU (each 400 W, 100-240 VAC,  
50/60 Hz)

Temperature Operation: 5 - 40°C (40 - 104°F) 
0 - 95% RH non-condensing, overheat indicators

Product Codes ADPRO V3500:CPU: 
Server Processing Unit, part number: 09003200
ADPRO V3500:STU:
JBOD DAS with dual PSU and SAS BUS (16 trays) part number:  
09003201
ADPRO V3500:HDC:
1 TB SATA disc / 7200 rpm, part number: 09003213 
2 TB SATA disc / 7200 rpm, part number: 09003214

(*) video stream: The ADPRO V3500 can receive video streams from several sources: IP 
camera, IP server, FastTrace 2/2E, PC producing an image, etc. The 3500 unit supports multiple 
codec video streams with standard MPEG-4, MxPEG, H.264 and MJPEG compatibility.

ADPRO V3500:CPU - 19” Rack 

ADPRO V3500:STU - 19” Rack

ADPRO V3500:HDC - Cartridge
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Desktop IP Video 
Storage System

Key Benefi ts

• Signifi cant energy savings 
with patent-pending Cold Disk 
Technology™

• Virtually unlimited video storage
• Easy, swappable hard disk caddies
• Highly secure, encrypted storage 

format
• Service-friendly architecture with 

auto-balancing processing and 
storage

• Highly reliable central and 
decentralised storage support

• Optimised hard drive head 
movement extending HDD lifetime

• Minimalised hard drive 
fragmentation extending HDD 
lifetime

Description
The ADPRO V3500 Lite by Xtralis is the latest member of the ADPRO V3500 video 
storage product family. It is an innovative, high-capacity digital video recorder that 
provides virtually unlimited, encrypted network video storage.
The ADPRO V3500 provides high-capacity, online storage and unlimited archiving 
in one or more units using patent-pending Cold Disk Technology™. Unlike other 
storage servers that use continuously running disk drives to record video streams 
and security data, the ADPRO V3500 dynamically routes data to multiple on-board 
storage disks. This distributed approach to data storage allows hard disks to be 
spun down when not in use, resulting in a reduction in energy consumption and 
heat dissipation of more than 50 percent versus traditional storage options. 
The ADPRO V3500 system supports multi-codec video streams (MPEG-4, H.264, 
MJPEG, MxPEG), making it suitable for centralised, decentralised, LAN/WAN 
infrastructures, and local/remote video applications.

Features
• With long-term storage and retrieval capabilities, easily swappable storage 

caddies and a service-friendly architecture, the ADPRO V3500 Lite is 
revolutionary in design and performance.

• The ADPRO V3500 Lite uses a secure, encrypted storage format with fully 
redundant (auto-load balancing) processing and storage.

• The ADPRO V3500 Lite is fully interoperable with the 3000 Series family of 
products, including the ADPRO V3100/ADPRO FastTrace 2 for video and audio 
recording and transmission, the ADPRO S3100 for intrusion detection, technical 
alarms and access control, the ADPRO V3001 for video wall applications, and 
the ADPRO S3000 for IP-based access control.

• The ADPRO V3500 Lite is a combination of a ADPRO V3500 Lite CPU and a 
5-bay storage unit (ADPRO V3500 Lite STU05) and/or a 10-bay storage unit 
(ADPRO V3500 Lite STU10) for online storage. A maximum of 15 hard disk 
caddies (ADPRO V3500 Lite HDC) will be managed with one processing unit 
(ADPRO V3500 Lite CPU). 

ADPRO Product Family

ADPRO V3500 Lite 
Desktop IP Video 
Storage System

ADPRO® V3500 Lite    

ADPRO V3500 Lite 
Hard Disk Caddy



Desktop IP Video 
Storage System
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Specifi cations

Processor 2.4 GHz Quad Core Xeon

Storage SATA DAS over SAS BUS JBOD disk storage unit(s) for 5 or 10 
Hard Disk Caddies (1 or 2 TByte HQ HDD/7200 rpm) 

RAM 4 GB

Drives DVD-ROM; Drive protected bootable USB fl ash key

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbps auto negotiate Ethernet RJ45

Operating System Embedded Linux

Video Compression MPEG4, H.264, MJPEG and MxPEG

Video Resolution (*) Video stream input adjustable (dependent):
CIF / 2CIF / DCIF / 4CIF / VGA / MegaPixel / HD /…

Images/second (*) Video stream input adjustable (dependent):
25/30 ips, 4CIF / VGA / Mpixel / HD

Bandwidth (*) Video stream input adjustable (dependent):
Compression, ips, resolution

Protocols TCP/IP, NTP, ARP, ICMP, SNMP, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, IPV4, IPV6 
ready

Performance Full redundancy and auto-balancing through V3500 units

Recording Continuous, Job scheduled, Event (**) Disk sparing

Software M3000 Command and Control Software

Power Supply CPU = Single 400 W (AC-input 100 – 240 V)
STU05 = Single 270 W (AC-input 100 – 240 V)
STU10 = Single 400 W (AC-input 100 – 240 V)

Temperature/Humidity Operation: 40 – 104°F (5 – 40°C)
0 – 95% RH non-condensing, overheat indicators

Warranty 2 years

Ordering Information CPU: Desktop Tower Video Server processor:
Art. code: 09003250 
STU05: 5-bay Tower JBOD Storage unit: (No HDD included) 
Art. code: 09003251
STU10: 10-bay Tower JBOD Storage unit: (No HDD included) 
Art. code: 09003252
HDC: Hard Disk Caddy for STU05 or STU10: 
(HQ SATA HDD included) 
Art. code: 09003215: 1TB HQ SATA HDD
Art. code: 09003216: 2TB HQ SATA HDD

* Video stream: ADPRO V3500 video servers can receive video streams from several 
sources: IP camera, IP server/converter, V3100. The ADPRO V3500 video server 
supports multiple codec video streams in MPEG4, H.264, MJPEG and MxPEG. Maximum 
performance depends on video compression, resolution, images/second and bandwith 
availbility. A product related (ADPRO V3500, ADPRO V3500 Lite) project calculator is 
available to estimate number of cameras and storage.

** Disk sparing: Disk-space saving principle based on freeing video data blocks not related to 
security events by cropping continuous video data

Housing 
Dimension

176 mm (W) x 450 mm (D) x 368 mm (H)
6.9” (W) x 17.7”(D) x 14.5”(H)

Colour Black/Silver

Weight 10.5 kg (23.15 lbs)

Housing 
Dimension

176 mm (W) x 324 mm (D) x 280 mm (H)
6.9” (W) x 12.8” (D) x 11” (H)

Colour Black/Silver

Weight 5.5 kg (12.13 lbs) no HDC

Housing 
Dimension

176 mm (W) x 324 mm (D) x 459 mm (H)
6.9” (W) x 12.8” (D) x 18” (H)

Colour Black/Silver

Weight 8.5 kg (8.74 lbs) no HDC

Colour Black/Silver

Weight 0.90 kg (2.0 lbs)

H i 176 (W)

ADPRO V3500 Lite 
STU10 10-bay HDC 
Tower

ADPRO® V3500 Lite    

*  Used product pictures are informative and not binding

ADPRO V3500 
Lite CPU Desktop 
Tower

ADPRO V3500 Lite 
STU05 5-bay HDC 

Tower

ADPRO V3500 Lite
HDC Hard Drive Caddy
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ADPRO VideoCentral Remote Video and Alarm 
Management Software

ADPRO VideoCentral is a multi-site video security manager specifically 
designed to monitor video and audio from remote sites fitted with ADPRO  
digital recording and video transmission systems.
ADPRO VideoCentral software is available in two versions: Gold and Lite. ADPRO 
VideoCentral Gold supports multiple PCs and operators and is ideal for Central 
Monitoring Station (CMS) and command centre applications. ADPRO VideoCentral 
Lite is designed for the single operator or laptop user, and is well suited to those 
requiring periodic viewing of a site.

Video Alarm Verification
ADPRO VideoCentral is widely used for video alarm and event verification of remote 
site alarms. Alarms cause the ADPRO remote video transmitters and recorders to 
connect to ADPRO VideoCentral and send video images of the alarm events. High 
priority events such as panic, duress or armed holdup can be viewed in real-time. 
Site owners can use ADPRO VideoCentral on a PC or laptop to remotely view video or 
assess an appropriate response, eliminating needless visits by site owners or security 
patrols. 

Interactive Monitoring
Typical applications include remote monitoring of staff, stock and general site activity. 
Interactive, user definable maps enable an operator to call and control sites directly 
from a map or site layout.

ADPRO VideoWall Surveillance Module
ADPRO VideoWall by Xtralis module provides video surveillance capability across all 
ADPRO transmitters - ADPRO FastTrace / ADPRO FastTx / ADPRO FastVu / ADPRO 
FastScan. The integration between ADPRO VideoCentral and ADPRO VideoWall 
delivers seamless operation.

Audio
Integrated listening ability assists the alarm verification process, while transmission of 
the operator’s voice to the site provides instant intruder control.

Video Hard Disk Recording and Printing
Alarm video, live video and audio from general site surveillance calls can automatically 
be saved to hard disk for later recall and image printing.

Integrated Software
New Multi-Site Enabler (MSE) Software now allows Central Monitoring Stations to 
easily integrate with the ADPRO range of remote transmission and storage systems 
for the management of audio, video, alarms and events.

Key Features
• Video verification of remote alarm 

events.
• Monitor multiple remote sites across 

a network or by individual telephone 
connection.

• Fast display, storage and retrieval of 
alarm images.

• Carry out virtual guard tours of remote 
sites with automatic or operator 
selectable storage of live video.

• Listen or talk to a remote site with 
automatic recording.

• Individual user access control with  
audit trail.

• Interactive “site maps” can be used to 
provide simplified operation and control 
of remote sites.

• Control devices such as lights, gates or 
barriers at remote sites.

• Remotely control PTZ cameras for 
monitoring or surveillance.

• Database search to recall and display 
all previous events with video and audio.

• Automatic operator notification of the 
absence of site communications.

• Enhanced logging for standards-
compliant audit trails of activity.

• ‘Digital Evidence’ ensuring all key data 
is associated with images. 

• Integrated connection to CMS receivers 
for alarm reporting.

• No proprietary hardware required.
• Easy to use icons, pull-down menus and 

wizards for control and administration.
• Remote setup of on-site equipment.
• Database storage of site information 

with backups and immediate retrieval 
options.

• VideoWall module provides outstanding 
surveillance capability.

• New Software Developers Toolkit.



Remote Video and Alarm 
Management SoftwareADPRO VideoCentral

Standards-Compliant Performance
ADPRO VideoCentral can be installed to be fully compliant with the recently released 
British Standard, BS8418. This standard specifies superior quality equipment, best 
practice installation and monitoring requirements that will ensure long term, high 
performance operation for the end user.

Supported Products
ADPRO VideoCentral (version 10 and above) can be used to monitor the full range of 
ADPRO remote video recording and transmission devices — ADPRO FastTrace and 
ADPRO FastTx.

System Configuration
Single PC (Lite or Gold software)
This configuration is typically used by:
• A site owner for self-assessment and surveillance.
• A CMS with a few sites.
Multi PC Systems (Gold software)
Typically used in a monitoring station with multiple concurrent users monitoring 
multiple sites.
Installer Version
ADPRO VideoCentral Lite without a dongle or software licence is supplied with 
ADPRO FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx. The absence of the dongle and software 
licence removes the capability to answer incoming calls. In this mode ADPRO 
VideoCentral Lite cannot be used for video alarm verification but installers can 
configure ADPRO FastTrace systems and users can remotely access stored and live 
video. For detailed system design refer to CMS Design Guide at www.xtralis.com.

PC Specifications

ADPRO VideoCentral Gold ADPRO VideoCentral Lite/Gold  
 (Single User)

Recommended Requirements for CMS
• Intel Pentium IV or AMD.
• Minimum speed - 2.4 GHz.
• Main Memory - at least 512 MB.

Serial Ports
• Multiple serial ports to support 

communication devices and 
transparent data if used.

Video Card / Monitor
• 16 million colours.
• 1024 x 768 pixel resolution.
• Dual display for Interactive Maps.

Minimum Requirements
• Intel Pentium III or AMD.
• Minimum speed - 800 MHz.
• Main Memory - 512 MB.

Serial Ports
• One for external modem/TA if required.
• One for transparent data if required.

Video Card / Monitor
• 16 million colours.
• 1024 x 768 pixel resolution.

Peripherals/System 
Requirements
DVD-ROM
Industry standard device (10 x speed or 
greater).

Mouse/Keyboard
Windows compatible PS-2 or USB 
recommended.

Sound Card/Speakers/Microphone
Required if audio capability is to be used.

Communication Devices
Internal or external modem supporting 
V.34 with Windows TAPI drivers. Internal 
or external ISDN adaptor supporting V.120 
with DTE rate of 115 kbps with Windows 
TAPI drivers.
LAN adaptor supporting 100BaseT or 
1000BaseT.

Operating System
Recommend: Windows® XP Professional 
(SP2), Windows Server 2003, or Windows 
Server 2008 32-bit. 

Ordering Information
• ADPRO VideoCentral Gold software: 

Model No: VCSW-1-USB (dongle) 
Model No: VCSW-1 (software key)

• ADPRO VideoCentral Lite software: 
Model No: VCSW-2-USB (dongle) 
Model No: VCSW-2 (software key)

Parallel dongle available upon request.  

• ADPRO VideoCentral Lite software 
without dongle or software licence 
(Installer version) is shipped with the 
ADPRO FastTrace and ADPRO FastTx. 
Copies can be downloaded from http://
software.adpro.com.au/
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ADPRO® VideoCentral Platinum (VCP) 

Description
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum (VCP) is a multi-site video security management 
software application specifically designed to monitor video and audio from remote sites 
fitted with ADPRO / HeiTel video transmission systems.
The VCP software is a single version product that will support multiple PCs and 
operators. It is ideal for either Central Monitoring Station (CMS) and command centre 
applications or for a single operator or laptop user who requires only periodic viewing or 
monitoring of a site.

Video Alarm Verification
ADPRO VideoCentral is widely used for video alarm and event verification of remote 
site alarms. Alarms cause the ADPRO / HeiTel remote video transmitters and recorders 
to connect to ADPRO VideoCentral and send video images of the alarm events. High 
priority events such as panic, duress or armed holdup can be viewed in real-time. 
Site owners can use VCP on a PC or laptop to remotely view video or assess an 
appropriate response, eliminating needless visits by site owners or security patrols.

Interactive Monitoring
Typical applications include remote monitoring of staff, stock and general site activity. 
Interactive, user definable maps enable an operator to call and control sites directly 
from a map or site layout.

ADPRO VideoWall Surveillance Module
ADPRO VideoWall module provides video surveillance capability across all ADPRO/ 
HeiTel transmitters including ADPRO FastTrace / FastTx / FastVu / FastScan / 
FastTrace 2 Series / iFT Series and HeiTel VideoGateways. Integration between 
ADPRO VideoCentral and ADPRO VideoWall delivers seamless operation.

Audio
Integrated listening ability assists the alarm verification process, while transmission 
of the operator’s voice or pre-recorded audio messages to the site provides instant 
intruder control.

Video Hard Disk Recording and Printing
Alarm video is automatically saved to hard disk for later recall and image printing.

Mobile aid application for first responders (iRespond)
The latest VCP 3.0 includes iRespond* control. This unique mobile 
application makes it possible to provide situational awareness (Video/
Site information) through a mobile device (Smartphone/Tablet) for 
first responders (Police/Fire brigades Emergency teams/ …) avoiding 
unnecessary intervention/damage/life threat for building owner/users.

Key Features
• Video verification of remote alarm events.
• Monitor multiple remote sites across a 

network.
• Expandable from a single to multiple 

operator control room.
• Fast display, storage and retrieval of 

alarm images.
• Carry out virtual guard tours of remote 

sites.
• Listen or talk to a remote site.
• Individual user access control.
• Control devices such as lights, gates or 

barriers at remote sites.
• Remotely control PTZ cameras for 

monitoring or surveillance.
• Control sites from a User Interface or 

Interactive Maps.
• Database search to recall and display all 

previous events.
• Automatic operator notification of the 

absence of site communications.
• Easy to use icons, pull-down menus and 

wizards for control and administration.
• Remote setup of on-site equipment.
• Database storage of site information with 

backups and immediate retrieval options.
• Integrated Reporting.
• ADPRO VideoWall module provides 

outstanding surveillance capability.
• Direct link to ADPRO VideoCentral Gold 

search.
• ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum utilises 

Industry Standard Microsoft SQL 
database which provides standard 
management and expansion capabilities.

• ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum Lite 
version for the installer - commissioning 
tool for single installation, including alarm 
handling and reporting.

• Ability to save live video/audio with 
operator activity provides management 
with an audit trail.

• Joystick support for PTZ cameras.
• Site overview of all unarmed/disarmed 

FastTrace 2 Series / iFT Series / HeiTel 
devices.

• Fast connection speed on low bandwidth.
• Quick comment buttons (See Fig. 1).
• Available in multiple languages.
• Pre-recorded audio sequences  

(See Fig. 2).

* iRespond: Unique easy first mobile aid application for first responders that helps in avoiding unnecessary interventions/cost/
damage/life threat. Available in the App Store (iOS).

For more information on  
ADPRO VCP Remote Monitoring Software see   
http://xtralis.com/product_view.cfm?product_
id=34

Advanced Central Monitoring 
Software Suite



ADPRO® VideoCentral Platinum (VCP) 
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PC requirement (minimum) QuadCore / 2,6 GHz / 8 GB RAM (16 GB recommended) / 
HDD* 1TB (7200 rpm) / Ethernet 1000 Mbps connection 
Multi PC config – Server/DB

PC requirement  
(Single user/client)

QuadCore / 2,6 GHz / 4 GB RAM (8 GB recommended) / 
HDD*  
320 GB (7200 rpm) / Ethernet connection 100 Mbps

Video card/monitor 512 MB / 1280*1024 resolution optional dual display  
(for interactive maps)

PC requirement  
(Video Wall configuration)

i5/i7 Processor / 4GB RAM / HDD*  
320 GB (7200 rpm) / Ethernet connection 1000 Mbps 
(Backbone)

DVD-ROM Minimum 10 speed
Mouse/Keyboard Windows compatible
Sound card  
(speaker/ microphone)

Required if audio capability is to be used

Operating system 
(Recommended)

Windows 7 Professional 64 bit – 32 bit 
Windows Server 2008/R2 64 bit – 32 bit***

Operating system  
(Supported)

Windows Server 2003 / 32 bit SP2

Supported Products** ADPRO FastTrace 2 Series / iFT Series / HeiTel 
VideoGateways

* The HDD configuration needs to be in accordance with the CMS activity. Please refer 
to the VCP Technical Manual (document no. 19115) for further detailed information.
** For connection to legacy products (ADPRO FastTrace, ADPRO FastVu and 
ADPRO FastScan), please refer to the specifications in the ADPRO VideoCentral Gold 
datasheet.
*** Use Windows Server 2008 32-bit if legacy support is required (VideoCentral Gold).

Ordering Information
VCPSW-1- USB VideoCentral Platinum (USB dongle) 202447
VCPSW-1 SK VideoCentral Platinum (Software License key) 202449

System Configuration VCP Screen Views

Specifications

Advanced Central Monitoring 
Software Suite

Fig 4: Multi-cameras quad view

Fig 1: Sequential quad view with  
quick comment buttons

Fig 2: Pre-recorded audio messages

Fig 3: Temporary alarm isolation
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ADPRO VideoWall by Xtralis

ADPRO VideoWall by Xtralis provides live video displays from multiple ADPRO-
equipped sites simultaneously. The ADPRO VideoWall adds site surveillance capability 
to the market-leading video verifi cation package, ADPRO VideoCentral by Xtralis. 
ADPRO VideoCentral is a multi-site video security manager specifi cally designed to 
monitor video and audio from remote sites fi tted with ADPRO digital recording and 
video transmission systems.

ADPRO VideoWall is an add-on to the Gold version of ADPRO VideoCentral software. 
ADPRO VideoCentral Gold supports multiple PCs and operators and is ideal for 
Central Monitoring Station (CMS) and command centre applications. Up to 4 ADPRO 
VideoWall systems can be linked to the ADPRO VideoCentral System providing fl exible 
viewing and monitor confi guration.

Live Viewing of Multiple Cameras
Cameras from multiple remote transmitters can be displayed on monitors located in 
the Central Station or Control Room. For each ADPRO VideoCentral Gold and ADPRO 
VideoWall license, up to 24 sites can be connected simultaneously, with a maximum 
of 96 simultaneous sites connected across the system. The same camera can also be 
displayed simultaneously on different monitors for maximum fl exibility.

Dynamic Camera Control
Cameras can be transferred to and from the ADPRO VideoWall to the Operator’s 
ADPRO VideoCentral User Interface quickly and effectively. This provides seamless 
operation between surveillance and security applications. Through this integrated 
solution, Operators within the Central Station or Control Room will be working at peak 
effectiveness.

Flexible Monitor Confi guration
The monitor confi guration of the ADPRO VideoWall PCs is very fl exible. The ADPRO 
VideoWall is designed to function with any desired monitor confi guration installed 
on the PC. Whether the PC has 4 individual monitors or one large display, ADPRO 
VideoWall can be optimised to deliver the required performance.

Support for all ADPRO Transmitters
The full range of Xtralis transmitters are supported by ADPRO VideoWall - ADPRO 
FastTrace by Xtralis, ADPRO FastTx by Xtralis, ADPRO FastVu by Xtralis and ADPRO 
FastScan by Xtralis - over both serial and TCP/IP communication links. ADPRO 
FastTrace, ADPRO FastTx and ADPRO FastVu support multiple cameras from each 
transmitter being displayed on the ADPRO VideoWall.

Key Features

• Live display of video from multiple 
sites simultaneously

• Support for ADPRO FastTrace, 
ADPRO FastTx, ADPRO FastVu and 
ADPRO FastScan

• Up to 4 ADPRO VideoWall PCs with 
4 monitors per PC

• Flexible monitor confi guration for 
each ADPRO VideoWall PC

• Camera and monitor confi gurations 
can be saved and loaded easily

• Simple transfer of cameras between 
ADPRO VideoWall and ADPRO 
VideoCentral User Interfaces

• Display up to 320 cameras 
simultaneously

• System manages communications 
links to ensure alarm receiving 
capability is not compromised

• License required for each ADPRO 
VideoWall
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ADPRO VideoWall by Xtralis

Licensing Requirements
Each VideoWall PC included in a ADPRO VideoCentral system requires a purchased 
license separate to the ADPRO VideoCentral Gold dongle. This license will enable 
any dongle in the ADPRO VideoCentral system to support 24 concurrent connections 
rather than the usual 8 concurrent connections. Each dongle provides connection to a 

maximum of 24 sites simultaneously.

MultiSite Enabler Software Development Kit
A Software Development Kit (SDK) is also available based on the underlying 
technology supporting ADPRO VideoWall. This SDK, known as the ADPRO MultiSite 
Enabler, provides access to multiple remote units simultaneously within a .NET 
framework. The SDK is activated through the purchase of a license and provides many 
of the commonly used functions available in ADPRO VideoCentral Gold and ADPRO 

VideoWall.

Supported Products
ADPRO VideoCentral Gold (version 
11 and above) is required for ADPRO 
VideoWall.

ADPRO FastTrace, ADPRO FastTx, 
ADPRO FastVu and ADPRO FastScan 
can all be supported by ADPRO 
VideoWall.

PC Specifi cations
The ADPRO VideoWall PC must meet 
the following minimum specifi cation 
for effective operation. The ADPRO 
VideoCentral Database Server must 
also meet the Processor requirements 
outlined below.

ADPRO VideoWall

Processor
Intel or AMD Dual Core
Minimum speed - 2.4 GHz
Main Memory - at least 1 GB

Video Card / Monitor
PCI Express (one or more)
Multi-display card for multiple monitors
Monitors to suit Video Card

Communication Devices
LAN adaptor supporting 100BaseT or better

Operating System
Windows® XP Professional (SP2) or 
Windows Server 2003. Internet Explorer V6 
or greater.
.NET version 2.0 or above

Ordering Information
ADPRO VideoWall
Model No:  VCG-VW-01

ADPRO VideoCentral and ADPRO VideoWall system



Description
iRespond, is a remotely downloadable Apple application for XOa & XOh 
enabled Remotely Managed Multi-service Gateways (RMG) that provides 
remote event notification & verification for first responders and/or end users.  
Police, fire brigades, guarding companies, and site owners can easily connect 
to remote sites to obtain situational awareness with their mobile devices (tablet/
smartphone).  Using a simple 6 digit code, a user has live and timed access 
into an end site enabled by the Central Monitoring Station (CMS). iRespond 
technology will help First Responders reduce their risk and response time in 
addition to providing end-users with visual verification if needed.

Alarm at CMS in  
ADPRO VideoCentral Platinum 

(VCP) Software

iRespond Case Created by  
CMS Operator

First Responder Accesses 
iRespond Mobile App with  

6-Digit Code

Specifications
• Remote on site visibility through live video (visual site awareness)
• Real-time bi-directional audio to site using tablet/smartphone
• PTZ camera support (telemetry + presets)
• Case definition/validity period by CMS operator
• Multiple user login (re-use/login possible during case validity time) 
• Extend case validity/expiration time by shortcut buttons
• Case deletion by CMS operator in case of event resolution
• Encrypted (AES256) site data transmission

iRespond License Model
This service requires the CMS to deploy iRespond Application Service licenses 
to the XOa or XOh enabled platform(s) at the remote site using Xchange*. The 
CMS also works with the guards, owners, and/or first responders to download 
the iRespond Apple application to their smartphone or tablet to prepare for a 
future event when iRespond could be useful.

• Purchase a token (see ordering information) via standard Xtralis 
sales channels

• Use your token to activate iRespond on Xchange 
• The iRespond Application Service license is offered in  

1 month or 1 year time frames. The license must be renewed 
prior to expiration

• The steps listed above are essential to a CMS providing the 
iRespond service to first responders

Unique Features
• Remote site event notification and 

verification
• Optimize response strategy and 

time
• Reduce responder risk
• AES256 encrypted site data
• Site connection time restriction
• Free Apple application for 

smartphones and tablets

iRespond™ Application Service

* Xchange:  Online licensing portal/tool to quickly and remotely deploy, activate, manage, configure and transfer licenses/ 
 services to and from XOa and XOh enabled devices.  
 Xchange can be accessed at: http://license.xtralissecurity.com/

Advanced remote monitoring and real-time 
situational awareness for first responders, 
guarding companies, and owners
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How does iRespond work?
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Advanced remote monitoring and real-time 
situational awareness for first responders, 
guarding companies, and ownersiRespond™ Application Service

www.xtralis.com
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ADPRO VCP Quad Alarm Screen

Create iRespond Event in VCP

www.xtralis.com/iRespond

iRespond

iRespond Data Service

Mobile “iRespond” App

Remote Site X

Remote Site 2

Remote Site 1

Central Monitoring 
Station

Operator GUI (VCP)

XOh (VGW/ipVG)

XOa (iFT(E))

XOa (FastTrace 2E)

1

2
3

5

4

5

1. Reliable, automatic detection of a threat occurs at the remote site. The XOa or XOh 
enabled platform at the remote site reliably transmits the alarm event to the CMS.

2. CMS visually verifies the threat. VideoCentral Platinum (VCP) central monitoring 
station software receives the alarms and the operator reviews the alarm images to 
make a response decision. The operator opens an iRespond event case.

3. The CMS notifies first responders and/or site owners of the remote site's threat and 
required response. They provide the 6-digit unique ID code for the iRespond mobile 
app.

4. First responders and/or site owners access situational awareness. The first 
responder enters the 6 digit case number into the iRespond mobile application to 
access remote site information and video remotely. This can be done while enroute 
to the site to assist in planning entry and reduce time for an efficient response.

5. CMS partners with the first responders and/or site owners to control the situation. 
The CMS is in full control of the case and can follow up on cases and control the 
first responder and/or site owner’s availability to the site images and information.

Compatibility
iRespond Application Service Licenses & the iRespond Smartphone Application is 
compatible with the following:
Hardware

XOa enabled:
• FastTrace 2E Series
• iFT Series
XOh enabled:
• CamDisc E Series
• ipVG Series

Software:
• VideoCentral Platinum (VCP)
• SDK is available for 3rd party CMS software

Ordering Information
ADPRO iRespond Application Service Registration License for 1 Month 49975780

ADPRO iRespond Application Service Registration License for 1 Year 49975781

* The “iRespond” Mobile App is available in the Apple App Store and is free of charge.



Very clear indication of technical fault,
alarms, masking, test of detectors, ...
with status LEDs, message window and
counters on touch screen

Analoge addressable fi re 
detection panel

Xtralis Integrated Security and Access Control

FALCONnet
IP based intelligent Fire Detection Panel: Reliable, Modular 
and easy to use

Concept

The FALCONnet fi re detection system consists of a 4 loop analogue fi re detection 
panel and separate touch screen based control and indicating equipment (CIE).

Up to 64 devices can be networked to form a single system for large sites. CIE 
and panel operate in a redundant ringnet and communicate over IP.

Features

Designed in accordance with European standard EN54 and VdS, NF, BOSEC • 
approved

Very user-friendly touch screen display, providing comprehensive user • 
information

Full redundant communication loop• 

Large communication possibilities: native Ethernet interface 10/100 MB, • 
plugable modem for backup communication

Integrated with VSKwin• ® and INVISE management software

Xtralis Security Solution product family
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IP Cameras
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I/O
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Access & Security 
Panel
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Very Early Warning 
fi re detection
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Intelligent Video
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PIR for outdoor 
detection

Xtralis V3100: 
Network Audio & 
Video Recorder / 

Transmitter



Analoge addressable fi re 
detection panel
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Xtralis Integrated Security and Access Control

FALCONnet
Confi guration

Specifi cations

IP based Addressable Fire Detection panel and control panel (CIE: Control and Indicating 
Equipment)

Control panel with large versatile touch screen display and system status LEDs

4 loop fi re alarm panel with optional board for 4 sub loops or 4 lines per loop

Up to 127 detectors, call points or fi eld devices (I/O, siren interfaces) + 127 base sounders per 
loop

Each detector can have a separately addressable base sounder: up to 127 detectors and 127 
base sounders per loop

Interconnection of 32 panels and 32 CIE operating as a single networked system

Full redundant communication loop for fi re panels and CIE

Up to 256 virtual I/O between the fi re panels

Support for Hochiki ESP protocol with following detectors ALG-E, ACA-E, ACB-E, HCP-E, I/O 
modules over the loop and short circuit isolator bases

Optional printer fully integrated in the control panel design

Easy confi guration tool to simplify the installation and commissioning processes

Basic Output on motherboard (9 relays): 5 monitored outputs, 4 voltage-free outputs (NO/NC)

Transmission over Ethernet for complete site management of fi re detection, video, access control 
and security

Industrial housing with capacity for I/O and batteries

Power Supply 220 VAC ; batteries 24 V max 38 Ah

Wide range of installation and user possibilities similar to the Xtralis S3100 Plus: Boolean, time 
tables and transmission functions, remote functions

System confi guration

The fully redundant communication loop 
for FALCONnet fi re detection panels and 
CIE provides unrivalled fl exibility and 
expandability. Up to 64 devices can be 
networked to form a single system for 
large sites.

Advanced confi guration through
FALCONnet CU software

The FALCONnet supports the full 
range of Xtralis VESDA & Xtralis 

ICAM smoke detectors

Range of addressable heat, 
smoke and multi-sensors



Video Content Analytic for 
Intelligent Perimeter Detection

Description
The Xtralis IntrusionTrace application provides high performance intrusion detection 
using video analytics specifically designed for 24/365 outdoor operation. Optimised 
using footage from thousands of hours of video covering a range of environmental, 
seasonal and time of day variations, the analytics achieve low false alarm rates 
while maintaining high detection probability and reliability. With simple “region of 
interest” configuration for the majority of scenes, IntrusionTrace can be adapted to 
a wide range of applications. Whether monitoring a yard, providing remote access 
control to a site, or creating a virtual fence around a supply depot, IntrusionTrace 
delivers performance where it is needed. 
IntrusionTrace is now available for server platforms and edge devices. Supporting 
up to 32* channels on ADPRO devices and up to 8* channels on HeiTel devices, 
IntrusionTrace complements the powerful recording, transmission, alarm handling 
and flexible licensing capabilities of these established platforms with high 
performance video intrusion detection. IntrusionTrace also supports Honeywell and 
Axis edge devices such as video cameras and encoders. Running on the device 
itself, IntrusionTrace takes analytics to the video source, providing self-contained, 
high performance intrusion detection on a networked device. Close integration with 
the device platform ensures compliant event management and alarm reporting for 
seamless system integration. Where supported, device I/O can facilitate double-
knock options and trigger local notifications for even greater utility. IntrusionTrace 
on the edge complements the rack-mount and mobile platforms with a simple 
camera approach to give solutions for every scenario.

Specifications
• 24/365 outdoor algorithm for perimeter and sterile zone applications
• Integrates advanced algorithms to maximize target detection and tracking
• Can detect crawling, rolling, running and slow moving targets
• Up to 16 (directional) detection zones per video channel
• Each detection zone can have its own set of parameters, to allow detection of 

small and large, fast and slow targets in the same scene
• Improved sensitivity controls for reducing false alarms from spiders, cloud 

shadows, etc.
• Support for analogue*, IP, thermal and visible light cameras
• Bounding box visualisation is available on supported CMS and VMS software 

for rapid alarm verification

Licensing
IntrusionTrace is a software-only, licensed product. Licenses are available in 
bundles, and trial licenses are available free of charge. Speak to your salesperson 
for details. You can also visit www.xtralis.com/analytics for the latest information on 
the product, and www.xtralis.com/license for information on the flexible licensing 
options available.

Camera Considerations
Note that IntrusionTrace should only be used in the home position of PTZ cameras. 
Also note that built-in ring-lights on cameras are not recommended for 24/7 outdoor 
analytics applications, other sources of lighting should be considered.

Unique Features
• One-person setup
• Fast and easy commissioning with 

simple region of interest detection
• 3D calibration, no learning time
• Powerful advanced parameters for 

improved detection probability and false 
alarm reduction

• Spider/insect alarm reduction
• Car headlight alarm reduction
• Up to 16 zones or directional zones per 

channel
• Flexible detection within the same scene 

by criteria per detection zone
• Full integration ensures alarm handling 

and transmission is consistent with the 
platform’s capabilities

• i-LIDS® approved** as primary detection 
system for operational alert used in 
sterile zone monitoring applications 

• Advanced logic to provide double/triple 
knock with PIR detectors and other 
alarms*

• Recording modes and ability to tag 
events for later review (with bounding 
boxes)*

• I/O and talk-down to sites for reacting on 
IntrusionTrace events*

Xtralis® IntrusionTrace™ Application License

* Hardware dependent 
** IntrusionTrace version 1.26 running on FastTrace 2E
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Video Content Analytic for 
Intelligent Perimeter Detection

Quick and Easy Setup
• Calibration is a simple 2-position measurement
• Detection areas are quickly drawn and easily adjusted
• Default settings suit most applications out-of-the-box
• Powerful, intuitive, advanced parameters are available for challenging views

Rapid Verification
• Analytic bounding boxes highlight what caused the alarm
• Breadcrumb trails show the paths the intruders took
• Boxes and trails are available for live and stored video

Thermal Camera Support

Car Headlight alarm reduction

Spider/insect Alarm reduction

Standard default parameters for easy 
setup covering the majority of scenes

Powerful advanced parameters allow  
site-specific false alarms to be minimised

Directional sensitivity 
available on all  
detection areas

Up to 16 polygonal 
areas with individual 

detection criteria

Masking areas  
available

Sterile Zone Application

Detect objects with ‘conflicting’ criteria  
in the same scene

Minimum Time = 4 seconds

Minimum Time = 0.5 seconds

Xtralis® IntrusionTrace™ Application License
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Analogue Cameras

IP Cameras

Ethernet
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Control System 
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Recorder / Transmitter 

Xtralis Integrated Security and Access Control

V3100
Description

The Xtralis V3100 is the newest H.264-based video solution from Xtralis and is 
ideal for single-site and multi-site installations with remote management.

The V3100 delivers optimised image quality, effective bandwidth use and reduced 
hard disk recording space in addition to:

• H.264 compression

• 30 ips NTSC / 25 ips PAL per camera

• CIF/2CIF/DCIF/4CIF

• Scalable for 4-8-12-16 cameras

• Fully integrated with Xtralis Access Control and Security Solutions

Features

• The V3100 is an intelligent video application and its on-board post analytics 
engine enables super fast search through large amounts of video.

• Addresses the requirements of multi-site organisations, providing optimised 
use of existing network infrastructure and remote management.

• The user-friendly web-browser interface offers the possibility to stream and 
record the video and audio over TCP or UDP, unicast - multicast.

• The V3100 can be managed from an Internet browser interface and/or from 
the Xtralis M3000 security management software, and can be deployed stand 
alone or as part of an integrated security solution.  

• The V3100 is fully interoperable with the Xtralis 3000 Series family of products, 
including the V3001 for video wall applications, the V3500 for mass storage 
and archiving, and the S3000 for IP-based access control.

Xtralis Security Solution product family

Key Benefi ts

• Video and synchronised audio per 
camera

• Independent CODECS for recording 
and live viewing

• High quality video: 30 ips NTSC / 
25 ips PAL per camera in CIF, 2CIF, 
DCIF, 4CIF*

• Ethernet interface 10/100/1000 Mb

• Motion detection on all cameras

• Privacy masking adjustable per 
camera

• Pre and post-alarm recording

• Watermark for authentication

• Time synchronisation via NTP/Time 
server

• Multicast video and audio streams

• Fast post-motion search

• Local video output

• Overwrite protection for high priority 
events

• Optional local DVD writer and 
removable hard-disk

• Available in 19 inch rack and desktop



Network Video and Audio 
Recorder / Transmitter 
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Xtralis Integrated Security and Access Control

V3100
Specifi cations

 

 

V3100 - 19 inch Rack 

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  

H:  132 mm (5.20”)  

L:  500 mm (19.7”)  

V3100 – Desktop

Dimensions W:  445 mm (17.52”)  

H:  145 mm (5.71”) 

L:  420 mm (16.54”) 

Web-Browser Interface

Ethernet I/O with PoE

Din Rail installation

4 digital inputs

4 relay outputs NC/NO

3 LEDS for operational 
status of V3100

Watchdog and sounder

Video input 4, 8, 12, 16 x cameras PAL/NTSC

Video output SVGA

Video compression H.264 (MPEG-4 AVC)

Video resolution PAL: 352 x 288 (CIF), 704 x 288 (2CIF); 528 x 384 (DCIF) 704 x 
576 (4CIF)

NTSC: 352 x 240 (CIF), 704 x 240 (2CIF); 704 x 480 (4CIF)

Images/second 30 ips NTSC / 25 ips PAL (CIF, 2CIF, DCIF, 4CIF*)

Bandwidth 
consumption

6 ips CIF, 70 kb/sec; 12 ips 4CIF, 400 kb/sec  

Bandwidth Remotely adjustable: Compression, ips and resolution

Audio input 1 per camera

Operation Triplex

Motion detection 4 zones adjustable per camera

System PC platform - Linux OS

Audio compression OggVorbis Codec 16 Kbps

Command inputs in the box or via I/O module

Relay outputs in the box or via I/O module

Network protocols TCP, UDP, FTP, TELNET, HTTP, SMTP, RTSP, RTP 

Application update Local and remote

Web server integrated

COM ports 1 x RS232; 1 x RS485 for camera control; USB interface

Ethernet 10/100/1000 Base-T, auto detection, full duplex, RJ45

Recording support 1 or several high capacity hard disks: min. 120 GB SATA

Recording type Continuous, Event, Input, Motion Detection, Alarm Over IP

Remote visualisation Web client; Windows XP, Vista, Server 2003

PTZ cameras Yes, extensive list available

Management Web browser interface and M3000 security management software

Power supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz

* With all cameras in 4CIF: 15 ips/camera

p00 

PoE



DT 351

Dual Techlogy Detection
The ASIM Dual-tech detector DT 351 uses two different physical principles 
(passive infrared and microwave-doppler radar) to acquire traffi c data 
with enhanced accuracy. It detects all types of vehicles moving through its 
detection zone and records their speed, length and occupation time. 

With this information, vehicles are classifi ed in two TLS classes and reported 
through the detector’s RS 485 interface to an external control unit.

Application
The detector allows easy and precise active detection of vehicles of any kind 
to perform:

• Traffi c-jams warnings / presence recognition
• Vehicle counting / classifi cation in two TLS classes

The units are installed either directly overhead or sideways next to the 
monitored lane.

The DT 351 replaces ground loops in many applications without cost-
intensive road work and traffi c interference during installation, maintenance 
and repair.

Combining infrared and doppler radar technologies enables these detectors 
to work precisely in all circumstances.

Detection Zones

Product Highlights

• Doppler-radar technology combined 
with passive infrared determines 
speed and length of vehicles and 
classifi es them in two TLS classes.

• Data exchange with the detection 
system works through a RS 485 data 
interface.

• Installation, confi guration, 
maintenance and analysis can be 
done by the ASIM-T software via the 
RS 485 interface.

ASIM Traffi c Detectors
DT 351 Microwave PIR Vehicle Detectors

PIR1

Rada
r

PI
R

2

P
IR
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Witdh of detection zone (m) 2.2 2.7 3.1 3.6 4 4.5
Recommended height h (m) 5 6 7 8 9 10
Distance d (m) 8.7 10.4 12.1 13.8 15.6 17.3



Accessories
ZA P L1

Universal bracket with steel bands for 
mounting the detector directly) onto 
all kinds of poles and overarms with a 
diameter of 40 mm - 160 mm

IF 485B

RS 485 to USB/RS 232 Interface 

ASIM-T Software

Software for installation, commissioning, 
maintenance and analysis on the PC

DT 351

Specifi cations

Mechanical
Case Material Heavy Duty Plastic, light gray

Bracket Stainless Steel V4A

Weight App. 1000 g (2.0 lbs), incl. mounting bracket

Micorwave
Doppler Radar K-Band 24.05 – 25.25 GHz

FCC Identifi er R2DDT351-X52

Infrared
Sensors Pyroelectric, differential single channel

Spectral Response 8 … 14 μm

Electrical
Supply Voltage DT 351-752:        5.8 … 7.5 V DC

DT 351-852:…10.5 … 30 V DC &  24 V AC

Connection 4-pin terminal and RJ-12 test socket

Current Consumption

* typical for 400 vehicles per hour

Turn-on Time Typ. 40 s from power on

Communication Bi-directional RS 485 @ 9'600 baud, 8, e, 1

Accuracy
Counting Typ. ± 5%

Speed Typ. ± 3% (> 100 km/h)
Typ. ± 3 km/h (≤ 100 km/h)

Classifi cation Classes referring to the requirements of the TLS.
The declaration assumes operation in free fl owing 
traffi c with overhead mounting in proper alignment and 
BestQuality Mode
Deviation from this operation circumstances may result in 
reduction of accuracy.

Environmental
Operation Temperature –40°C … +70°C

Humidity 95 % RH max.

Sealing IP 64 splash proof
Note: the detectors withstand any weather conditions, but 
are not meant to be cleaned with high pressure water jets.

Mechanical Dimensions [mm] Electrical Connections

1 V+ Suply

2 V– Ground

3 RS 485 A

4 RS 485 B

ASIM Traffi c Detectors
DT 351 Microwave PIR Traffi c Detectors

BestQuality-Mode LowPower-Mode*

5.8 … 7.5 V Version typ. 550 mW @ 6 V typ. 80 mW @ 6 V 

10.5 … 30 V 
Version

typ. 1 W @ 12 V typ. 180 mW @ 
12 V
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DT 372

Dual-Tech-Detection

The ASIM Dual-tech Detector DT 372 uses two different physical principles 
(ultrasound and passive infrared) to recognise vehicles with enhanced 
accuracy. It detects all types of objects moving through or remaining in its 
detection zone and records their maximum height and occupation time.

Application

The DT 372 detects vehicles for specifi c applications and the following 
confi gurable functions:

• Requesting green signal at intersections 

• Extending green phase at intersections 

• Traffi c jam and true presence detection 

• Vehicle counting 

• Height and distance determination 

Using the ultrasound sensor, the DT 372 detector can determine the constant 
presence of any object in its detection zone by measuring the height 
difference from the object to the ground. Users also can set an adjustable 
height threshold to enable the detector to distinguish between “high” and 
“low” vehicles and count them separately.

Dual-tech detectors replace ground loops in many applications without cost-
intensive road work and traffi c interference during installation, maintenance 
and repair. The units are installed either directly overhead or sideways next to 
the monitored lane.

Detection Zones

Product Highlights

• Ultrasound technology combined with 
passive infrared determines presence 
and height of vehicles and classifi es 
them high and low.

• Data output through relay or open 
collector.

• Automatic self-calibrating routine to 
ease commissioning.

• “Knock” interface allows installer 
to check alignment and calibration 
without a computer.

• Installation, confi guration, 
maintenance and analysis can be 
done by the ASIM-T software via the 
RS 485 interface.

ASIM by Xtralis Traffi c Detectors
DT 37x Ultrasonic PIR Vehicle Detectors
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Accessories

ZA P L1

Universal bracket with steel bands for mounting 
the detector directly) onto all kinds of poles and
overarms with a diameter of 40 mm - 160 mm

IF 485B

RS 485 to USB/RS 232 nterface 

ASIM-T Software

Software for installation, commissioning, 
maintenance and analysis on the PC

DT 372

Specifi cations

Mechanical

Case Material Heavy Duty Plastic, white

Bracket Stainless Steel V 2A

Weight App. 900 g (2.0 lbs), incl. mounting bracket

Cable Feeds 2 x M 16
Outer Cable Diameter: 4.5 … 6.3 mm (0.18 … 0.25 inch)

Ultrasound

Frequency 40 kHz

Pulse Frequency 3.5 … 30 Hz

Infrared

Sensors Pyroelectric, differential single channel

Spectral Response 8 … 14 μm

Electrical

Supply Voltage 10.5 … 30 V DC / 24 V AC (± 15%)

Current Consumption
(Detector in Alarm State)

Typ. 30 mA @ 12 V DC
Typ. 25 mA @ 24 V AC

Alarm Relay Output SPST rated 30 V DC, max. 100 mA

Transistor Output Open collector NPN, 30 V DC, max. 50 mA

Turn-on Time Typ. 20 s from power on

Communication Bi-directional RS 485 @ 9'600 baud, 8, e, 1

Wiring Terminal Block 0.34 mm2 … 1.5 mm2 (AWG 28 … 16)

Accuracy

Counting Typ. ± 3%

Environmental

Operation Temperature – 32°C … + 60°C 

Humidity 95 % RH max.

Sealing IP 64 splash proof

Mechanical Dimensions [mm] Electrical Connections

 

Common 

Normally closed* 

Output (Transistor OC) 

-  GND Supply voltage 

8 

7 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

50 mA 

 + 6 V 

* 

4.7 kΩ 

100 mA 

+ 10.5 ... 30 V DC / 24 V AC 

RS 485 A 

Sync 

6 

RS 485 B 

* Relay shown in energized (non-alarm) condition 

ASIM by Xtralis Traffi c Detectors
DT 37x Ultrasonic PIR Vehicle Detectors
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IR 240 Series
Xtralis ASIM PIR Detectors
Multi-Purpose Dynamic Detectors

Product Highlights

• Easy installation and maintenance
• Low power consumption
• Completely sealed and shielded
• Designed for mobile installations
• Relay or transistor output

Passive Infrared Traffic Detectors 
Dynamic PIR detectors discriminate between slightest changes in thermal 
radiation caused by movement of vehicles or people in their field of view.

Their differential sensor and amplifier reliably detects any kind of target while 
disregarding slow temperature changes of the reference background, such as 
the road surface caused by the weather. 

Narrow zone and volumetric detection patterns are available.

Applications
Detection of vehicles or pedestrians for the time there is movement in the field 
of view for

• Request of Green Phase
• Extension of Green Phase
to optimise traffic flow by controlling traffic dependent signal installations.

The detectors are typically mounted on top of a signal head, a gantry or 
a bridge and aimed to face the approaching traffic or cover a pedestrian 
crossing.

The output will be activated as long as movement is detected in the field of 
view.

The Model IR 248 can be used for detection of pedestrians. It is also used in 
mobile traffic signal installations where a precise alignment can not necessarily 
be guaranteed.

Technical Features
The detectors of the IR 240 Series have rugged metal housings for use in the 
harshest climatic conditions. Their small size reduces the risk of vandalism.

A standard mounting bracket is supplied for quick, stable and easy installation.

The detectors of the IR 240 Series have originally been designed for mobile, 
solar powered systems but are equally well suited for fixed installations with 
DC power supply.

They are easy to set up and align even by unskilled persons and built to 
withstand the rough handling conditions expected in road works environments.
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 Side View Top View

Distance Width
5 m 0.8 m

10 m 1.2 m
15 m 1.6 m
20 m 2.0 m
30 m 3.0 m
50 m 5.0 m

IR 240 Series

Technical Specifications
Mechanical
Dimensions see diagrams

Case material aluminium anodised

Cable length 2.5 m standard

Weight appx. 600 g (without cable)

Optical
Sensor differential pyroelectric

Spectral response 8 - 14 µm

Lens single zone or segmented

Electrical
Supply voltage see ordering information

Power consumption 
     not activated 
     activated

typ. 8 mA  @ 12 V DC 
typ. 20 mA  @ 12 V DC

Output options 
     Relay SPDT 
     Trans. open coll.

250 V AC / 2 A / 60 W 
60 V / 50 mA

Turn-on time typ. 30 s

Environmental
Operating temp. - 40°C to + 70°C

Humidity 95% RH max.

Sealing IP 64 splash proof
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Detector Type

I R 2 4 X - X X 9

1Nominal Range   30 m
8Volumetric Centre

Supply Voltage
310.5  …  30 V DC

Outputs
1Relay SPDT
2Transistor Open Collector

Pinout
Brown VCC

White Ground

Yellow Relay C

Gray Relay NO

Green Relay NC

Shield Housing Ground

Mechanical Dimensions

Model IR 248

Standard Models
IR 241 30 m Narrow Beam
IR 248 6 m Volumetric Coverage

Field of View
Model IR 241

Xtralis ASIM PIR Detectors
Multi-Purpose Dynamic Detectors

Ordering Information



MW 33x

Operating Principle
The dynamic MW 33x Series of ASIM Doppler Radar Vehicle Detectors are 
designed for detecting vehicles moving into or through their fi eld of view in 
short to medium range. 

The digital output of the detector is activated as long as objects within the 
fi eld of view are moving. When the movement stops, the output will be reset. 

Correct alignment of the detector and a stable mounting structure are 
mandatory for optimal performance.

How do ASIM MW – Detectors work?
The multi-functional model MW 33x supports additional functions which can 
be set my a one-button-interface:

• Direction discrimination: Detector reacts only to approaching traffi c or both 
directions. 

• Minimum speed threshold: 4 or 8 km/h (2.5 / 5 mph) 
• Timer function:  automatically activates the output to simulate the arrival of 

a vehicle if the MW 33x has not changed state for a period of 2.5 minutes.
• The detector can be mounted overhead or on a pole on the side of the 

road. The recommended mounting height is within the range of 1 to 5 m 
(3 to 16 ft).

Applications
ASIM Doppler radar vehicle detectors are ideal for a variety of traffi c and 
intersection control applications:

• Direction dependent vehicle detection
• Request of green phase
• Extension of green phase

Field of View

Product Highlights

• Easy installation and maintenance
The supplied standard mounting bracket 
allows an easy und stable mounting for 
all common applications.

• Front and back LED to signal the 
activated output
To easily check the alignment and 
functionality of the detector.

• Small and rugged housing
The splash proof, rugged housing 
of anodised aluminium protects the 
detector in the harshest environmental 
conditions.

• Wide operating temperature 
-40°C to +70°C  (-40°F to +158°F) 

• Low power consumption
• Maximum detection range of 45 m 

(150 ft)
• Confi guration via one-button-

interface, no computer necessary

ASIM Traffi c Detectors by Xtralis
MW 33X Microwave Vehicle Detectors

Rad
ar



MW 33x 

Technical Specifi cations

Order Information
Model MW 334-819, MW 333-119

Mechanical
Dimensions See drawing

Housing and Bracket Aluminium, nat. anodised

Weight App. 600 g (21.2 oz)

Cable Feeds 1 x M12
Outer Cable Diameter: 4.5 … 7.0 mm (0.18 … 0.28”)

MW 333: no cable
MW 334: 2.5 m long cable is included

Radar Sensor
Doppler Radar K-Band 24 GHz

Range Typ. 45 m

Speed Threshold 4 km/h or 8 km/h, can be set via one-button-interface

Turn-on Time 1 s

EMC Specifi cation ETS300.339

Electrical
Supply Voltage MW 333: 110 - 230 V AC

MW 334: 10.5 - 30 V DC / 24 V AC (± 15%)

Current Consumption MW 333:
Typ. 18 mA @ 230 V AC in standby

MW 334:
Typ. 70 mA @ 12 V DC in standby
Typ. 120 mA @ 12 V DC in operation

Alarm Relay Output Max. switching power: 60 W or 125 VA resp.
Max. switching current: 2 A
Max. switching voltage: 250 VDC or 300 VAC resp.

Wiring Terminal Block 0.34 mm2 - 1.5 mm2 (AWG 22 - 16)

Accuracy
Counting Typ. ± 3%

Velocity Up to 100 km/h: +/- 3 km/h
Over 100 km/h: +/- 3%

Environmental
Operation Temperature – 40°C … + 70°C (– 40°F … + 158°F)

Humidity 95 % RH max.

Sealing IP 67 temporal immersion proof

Electrical Connections
MW 333     MW334
    

ASIM Traffi c Detectors by Xtralis
MW 33X Microwave Vehicle Detectors

Dimensions [mm]

Accessories
The integrated mounting bracket allows for a 
stable and safe installation on fl at surfaces. It 
is designed for easy mounting while providing 
the necessary fl exibility to properly aim the 
detector to the target area.
For pole mounting we recommend one of the 
following accessories:

Mounting Brackets 
ZA P L1 / ZA V 201
Universal bracket with steel bands for mounting 
the detector directly (ZA P L1) or with a 20 cm 
lever (ZA V 201) onto all kinds of poles and 
overarms with a diameter of 40-160 mm 

ZA P L1

ZA V 201
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IR 250 Series

Passive Infrared Detectors for Traffi c Data Acquisition

Multi Channel PIR Detection
A combination of static and dynamic detection channels with appropriate 
optics is forming several detection zones in the direction of travel. The 
thermal radiation contrast against the background radiation of the road 
surface of a vehicle moving into or through the detection zones gives the 
information of the passage or presence of a vehicle. Signal processing 
transforms this information into a data string for each event.

Applications
Detection of vehicles as a component for

Vehicle Counting
Average Speed Assessment
Length Classifi cation
Presence Detection

in traffi c data acquisition systems.

The detectors can be mounted directly over the observed lane on a gantry, 
overpass or bridge or alternatively on a pole at the road-side.

A multi channel PIR detector can replace a pair of inductive loops without the 
need to dig trenches or disrupt the traffi c fl ow.

Owing to the true presence capability, the detectors can operate accurately 
under all conditions including heavy traffi c and congestion down to stand still.

Technical Features
Multi zone, multi channel PIR detection with intelligent logic enables the 
detectors to count, measure the speed and length of a moving vehicle and to 
detect the presence of a stationary vehicle.

Standard output is by two-way communication between several detectors 
and the data collection module over a single RS 485 data bus. Internal data 
buffer stores the relevant information for all detected events within the polling 
interval.

The self-check feature gives corresponding fault outputs under defi ned 
conditions.

•
•
•
•

Product Highlights

Two Way Data Communication
< 50 mW Power Consumption
Exceptional Performance/Price Ratio
True Presence Detection
Automatic Temperature Compensation 

Traffi c Data Acquisition
Example graph of Traffi c Data

•
•
•
•
•

Xtralis ASIM PIR Detectors
Speed – Occupancy – Count – Length



Model Weight [g]

IR 255
IR 254 ca.    800

ca. 1’000

L [mm]

135
120

IR 254 Ø80
IR 255 Ø90

L

Typ D

IR 250 Series

Technical Specifi cations

Mechanical
Dimensions see diagram

Case material anodised aluminium

Cable length 1 m

Infrared
Sensors static and dynamic

Spectral response 8 - 14 μm

Electrical
Supply voltage see ordering information

Power consumption < 8 mA @ 12 V DC typ.

Output

     Data Exchange RS 485 bus, 9600, 8, e, 1

     Data buffer up to 20 events per interval

     Speed in 1.0 km/h increments

     Length in 0.1 m increments

Turn-on time typ. 20 s from power-on

Accuracy
Counting typ. ±   3%

Speed average typ. ± 10% (≥ 20 events)

Classifi cation depending on length classes

Environmental
Operating temp. - 40°C … + 70°C

Humidity 95% RH max.

Sealing IP 64 splash proof

The standard model has a serial data bus for two-way communication with a data collection 
unit. Each detector connected to the data bus can be addressed individually by its identifi cation 
number to retrieve the in-formation from the data buffer.
Other confi gurations as well as special versions are available on request.

Ordering Information

Mechanical Dimensions

Field of View
Model IR 254 & IR 255

Accessories
IF 485B & Software
Interface module including ASIM-T installation 
software required for commissioning of the 
detectors with a PC.

Standard Models
IR 254 Mounting Height 4 …10 m
IR 255 Mounting Height 8 …20 m
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Detector Type

I R 2 5 X - X X 9

4Mounting Height 4 …10 m
5Mounting Height 8 …20 m

Supply Voltage
75.5  …  15 V DC

Outputs
5Serial Communication RS 485

Xtralis ASIM PIR Detectors
Speed – Occupancy – Count – Length



IR 301/303

Operating Principle

The ASIM Passive Infrared (PIR) Detectors IR 301 and 303 are designed for 
the detection of vehicles for the request and extension of the green phase in 
traffi c dependent intersection controls.

They detect vehicles and other objects in its cone-shaped detection area by 
their movement and positive or negative temperature contrast against the 
background. 

In standard mode, the detector generates output pulses as long as movement 
of people or vehicles is detected within the fi eld of view. When the movement 
stops, the output will reset. For more details see “Output Confi guration”.

Field of View

W H = 3.5 m H = 4.5 m H = 5.5 m H = 6.5 m

D = 10 m 0.75 0.80 0.80 0.85

D = 20 m 1.35 1.40 1.40 1.45

D = 30 m 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.15

D = 40 m 2.70 2.75 2.80 2.80

D = 50 m 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40

Width (W) of the detection zone depending on distance (D) (>30 m IR 303 
only) and mounting height (h) in [m].

Product Highlights

• Easy installation and maintenance

• Very low power consumption

• The spray proof, rugged housing 
of anodised aluminium protects 
the detector against the harshest 
environmental conditions.

• Slightest positive or negative changes 
of thermal radiation caused by 
movements in the fi eld of view are 
suffi cient for detection.

• The differential electronic circuit 
detects the movements of all kinds of 
moving objects. Temperature changes 
of the road surface are cancelled.

• The precisely defi ned fi eld of view 
allows lane selective detection of 
vehicles of up to 30 m (IR 301) or 50 m 
(IR303) respectively.

• A standard mounting U-shaped bar is 
supplied for quick, stable and versatile 
installation.

• Passive detection of naturally existing 
temperature radiation eliminates 
interference between neighbouring 
units and potential health hazard.

ASIM by Xtralis Traffi c Detectors
IR 30X Passive Infrared Vehicle Detector
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IR 301/303

Technical Specifi cations

Order Information

Order Number IR 301-919
IR 303-919

Mechanical

Case Material Aluminium, nat. anodised

Bracket Stainless Steel V2A

Weight App. 660 g (1.5 lbs), incl. mounting bracket

Cable Feeds 1 x M12
Outer Cable Diameter: 4.5 … 7.0 mm (0.18 … 0.28”)

Infrared

Sensors Pyroelectric, differential single channel

Spectral Response 8 … 14 μm

Electrical

Supply Voltage 10.5 … 30 V DC / 24 V AC / 48 V AC (± 10%)

Current Consumption Typ. 20 mA @ 12 V DC (regular operation)
Typ. 10 mA @ 12 V DC (low power mode)

Alarm Relay Output SPDT rated max 60 W / 250 V AC / 1000 mA

Transistor Output Open collector NPN, 30 V DC, max. 50 mA

Turn-on Time Typ. 8 s from power on

Wiring Terminal Block 0.34 mm2 … 1.5 mm2 (AWG 22 … 16)

Environmental

Operating temp. - 40°C … + 75°C

Humidity 95% RH max.

Sealing IP 67 temporal immersion proof

Output confi guration

The output offers a relay and open collector transistor (OC). The signals can 
be output on the relay or the OC or on both. The following confi gurations can 
be set per software:

Standard Output remains high for the duration of the event

M1 Output remains high during the event and stays on for a 
delay time (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 sec)

M2 Output toggles during the event (ton=0.8s; toff=0.2s)

M5 Output shows the start of the event with one single pulse 
of one second

M6 Like Standard, but produces additional periodic pulses 
when there are no events

Dimensions [mm]

Electrical Connections

Accessories

The integrated mounting bracket 
allows for a stable and safe 
installation on fl at surfaces. It is 
designed for easy mounting while 
providing the necessary fl exibility to 
properly aim the detector to the target 
area.

For pole mounting we recommend 
one of the following accessories.

Mounting Brackets ZA P L1 / 
ZA V 201

Universal bracket with steel bands 
for mounting the detector directly 
(ZA P L1) or with a 20 cm lever 
(ZA V 201) onto all kinds of poles and 
overarms with a diameter of 40 mm - 
160 mm 

ZA P L1

ZA V 201
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IR 308

Operating Principle
The dynamic ASIM Passive Infrared (PIR) Detector IR 308 is designed for the 
detection of pedestrians for the extension of the pedestrian green phase in 
traffi c dependent intersection controls.

It detects people, animals and objects in its volumetric detection area by 
their movement and positive or negative temperature contrast against the 
background.

In standard mode the detector generates output pulses as long as movement 
of people or vehicles is detected within the fi eld of view. When the movement 
stops, the output will reset. For more details, see “Output Confi guration”.

Field of View

Product Highlights
• The spray proof, rugged housing 

of anodised aluminium protects 
the detector against the harshest 
environmental conditions.

• Slightest positive or negative changes 
of thermal radiation caused by 
movements in the fi eld of view are 
suffi cient for detection.

• The differential electronic circuit 
detects the movements of all kinds of 
moving objects. Temperature changes 
of the road surface are cancelled.

• The precisely defi ned fi eld of view 
allows detection within an area of 8 x 
10 metres.

• A standard mounting U-shaped bar is 
supplied for quick, stable and versatile 
installation.

• Passive detection of naturally existing 
temperature radiation eliminates 
interference between neighbouring 
units and potential health hazard

Highlights
• Easy installation and maintenance
• Low power consumption
• Small and rugged housing

ASIM Traffi c Detectors by Xtralis
IR 30X Passive Infrared Pedestrian Detectors
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IR 308

Technical Specifi cations
Order Information
Order Number IR 308-919

Mechanical
Housing Aluminium, nat. anodised

Bracket Stainless Steel V2A

Weight App. 660 g (1.5 lbs), incl. mounting bracket

Cable Feeds 1 x M12
Outer Cable Diameter: 4.5 … 7.0 mm (0.18 … 0.28”)

Infrared
Sensors Pyroelectric, differential single channel

Spectral Response 8 … 14 μm

Electrical
Supply Voltage 10.5 … 30 V DC / 24 V AC / 48 V AC (± 10%)

Current Consumption Typ. 20 mA @ 12 V DC (regular operation)
Typ. 10 mA @ 12 V DC (low power mode)

Event Relay Output SPDT rated max 60 W / 250 V AC / 1000 mA

Transistor Output Open collector NPN, 30 V DC, max. 50 mA

Turn-on Time Typ. 8 s from power on

Wiring Terminal Block 0.34 mm2 … 1.5 mm2 (AWG 22 … 16)

Environmental
Operating temp. -40°C … +70°C (-40°F to 158°F)

Humidity 95% RH max.

Sealing IP 67

Output confi guration
The output offers a relay and open collector transistor (OC). The signals can 
be output on the relay or the OC or on both. The following confi gurations can 
be set per software:

Standard Output remains high for the duration of the event

M1 Output remains high during the event and stays on for a 
delay time (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 sec)

M2 Output toggles during the event (ton=0.8s; toff=0.2s)

M5 Output shows the start of the event with one single pulse 
of one second

M6 Like Standard, but produces additional periodic pulses 
when there are no events
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Dimensions [mm]

Electrical Connections

Accessories
The integrated mounting bracket 
allows for a stable and safe 
installation on fl at surfaces. It is 
designed for easy mounting while 
providing the necessary fl exibility to 
properly aim the detector to the target 
area.

For pole mounting we recommend 
one of the following accessories.

Mounting Brackets ZA P L1 / 
ZA V 201
Universal bracket with steel bands 
for mounting the detector directly 
(ZA P L1) or with a 20 cm lever 
(ZA V 201) onto all kinds of poles and 
overarms with a diameter of 40 mm - 
160 mm 
ZA P L1

ZA V 201
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ASIM Traffi c Detector Accessories
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Mounting Accessories for Triple Tech Detectors TT 29x
ZA V 290-L1 or ZA V 290-L1/V4A ZA V 290-L2 or ZA V 290-L2/V4A

For detector models TT 29X – XXX – L  and TT 29X – XXX – R Accessory bracket for installation on gantry 
(4 x screws M8 x12 with safety nut are included)

Electrical Accessories for Triple Tech Detectors TT 29x
402054 402058 402035-120R 402055 / 402059

Right-angle receptacle Right-angle plug Plug with integrated terminating 
resistor 120 Ώ

402055 Dust cap fi tting plug
402059 Dust cap fi tting receptacle

TT 29X mounted with ZA V 290-L1 and ZA V 290-L2

TT 29X mounted with ZA V 290-L1 and fi xed overhead to a pole; 
wired with 402054 and 402058
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ASIM Traffi c Detector Accessories
Mounting brackets for Dual and Single Tech Detectors (DT 272, DT 351, IR 30x, MW 33x)

ZA P L1 ZA V 201

Mounting accessory with straps for poles (diameter 4 – 16 cm) Mounting accessory with 20 cm extension with straps for pole (diameter 4 – 16 cm)

Interface Box and Software for all Detectors
IF 485B ASIM-T Installation Software

RS 485 to USB/RS 232 interface module ASIM-T Software for installation, commisioning and analysis

Detector pole mounted with ZA P 450-L0 including ZA P -L1

Detector mounted with ZA V 201
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Intersection Control
DT 37x MW 33x IR 30x

Versions DT 372-862-L0 Counting / true presence detection MW 334-819 Vehicle detection 1-45 m IR 301-919
IR 303-919
IR 308-919

Vehicle detection 30 m
Vehicle detection 50 m

Pedestrian detection 10 m
Technologies Ultrasonic, passive infrared Radar Passive infrared
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Application Free moving, heavy or stationary traffi c overland and in cities 
up to 100 km / h

Free moving, heavy or stationary traffi c overland and in cities up to 250 km / h

Features Traffi c lights control via presense recognition
Vehicle counting

Real presense recognition of stationary objects
Height dependent classifi cation

Traffi c lights control via movement recognition
can be set to detect aproaching or all vehicles

adjustable speed and sensitivity threshold

Traffi c lights control via temperature contrast recognition
lane selective vehicle versions
volumetric pedestrian version

Software Interface RS 485 communication for confi guration, commissioning and real time 
analysis

- RS 485 communication for confi guration, commissioning and real time 
analysis

Power Supply 10.5 - 30 V DC / 24 V AC (± 15%) 10.5 - 30 V DC / 24 V AC (± 15%) 10.5 - 30 V DC / 24 V AC / 48 V AC (± 10%)
Current Consumption typ. 30 mA @ 12 V DC

typ. 25 mA @ 24 V AC
standby: 70 mA @ 12 V DC

typ. Operation: 90 mA @12V DC
standby: 7 mA @ 12 V DC

typ. operation: 15 mA @12V DC
Range 1 m - 8 m 1 m  - 45 m 1 m - 50 m
Accuracy Counting typ. ± 3% typ. ± 3% typ. ± 3%

Speed Range 0 - 100 km / h 4 - 250 km / h or 8 - 250 km / h adjustable 0 - 250 km / h
Relay Output SPST 30 V DC, max. 100 mA Max. switchable power: 60 W bzw. 125 VA

max. switchable current: 2 A
max. switchable voltage: 250 V DC resp. 300 V AC

Max. switchable power: 60 W bzw. 125 VA
max. switchable current: 1 A 

max. switchable voltage: 250 VDC resp. 300 V AC
Transistor Output Open Collector NPN, 30 V DC, max. 50 mA - Open Collector NPN, 30 V DC, max. 50 mA
Operational Temperature – 30°C up to + 60°C – 40°C up to + 75°C – 40°C up to + 75°C
Humidity 95 % RH max. 95 % RH max. 95 % RH max.
Dimensions  [mm]
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Traffi c Data Aquisition
TT 29xE (Enhanced) DT 35x IR 25x

Versions TT 292E-353-L0
TT 293E-353-L0
TT 295E-353-L0
TT 298E-353-L0

2 TLS classes
2+1 TLS classes
5+1 TLS classes
8+1 TLS classes

DT 351-752-L0
DT 351-852-L0

2 TLS classes / 5.8 - 7.5 Volt
2 TLS classes /10.5 - 30 Volt

IR 254-759/S1

IR 255-759/S1

long/short vehicle
4-10 m mounting height

long/short vehicle
8-20 m mounting height

Technologies Radar, ultrasonic, passive infrared Radar, static and dynamic passive infrared Static and dynamic passive infrared
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Application multilane highways, up to 250 km / h moving, heavy or standing traffi c, overland or in cities, up to 250 km / h 
Data Output via RS485 / 
Additional Functions

TLS Class (2 - 8+1) 
Length
Speed

Occupation time
Distance to earlier vehicle

“Wrong-Way-Driver” alarm
Traffi c jam warning
Internal error notes

Backfi re operation with low power 
mode

TLS Class (2) 
Length
Speed

Occupation time
Distance to earlier vehicle

“Wrong-Way-Driver” alarm
Traffi c jam warning
Internal error notes

Low power mode supporting solar 
powering

Speed
Length

“Wrong-way-driver” alarm
Traffi c jam warning
Internal error notes

Very low power consumption

Software Interface RS 485 communication for confi guration, commissioning and real time analsyis
Power Supply 10.5 - 30 V DC / 24 V AC (± 15%) DT 351-752-L0

DT 351-852-L0
5.8 - 7.5 V DC

10.5 - 30 V DC / 24 V AC (±15%)
10.5 - 30 V DC / 24 V AC (± 15%)

Current Consumption typ. 110 mA @ 12 V DC Best quality: typ. 550 mW @ 6 V DC
typ. 1 W @ 12 V DC

typ. 18 mA @ 12 V DC
typ. 10 mA @ 24 V AC

Low power mode typ. 80 mW @ 6 V DC
typ. 180 mW @ 12 V DC

Accuracy Counting typ. ± 3% typ. ± 5% typ. ±3% 

Accuracy Speed up to 100 km/h: ± 3 km/h
above 100 km/h: ± 3%

up to 100 km/h: ± 3 km/h
above 100 km/h: ± 3%

typ. ±10% (20 events average)

Speed Range 0 - 250 km/h 0 - 250 km/h 0 - 250 km/h

Relay Output Max. switchable power: 60 W bzw. 125 VA
max. switchable current: 2 A

max. switchable voltage: 250 VDC resp. 300 VAC

- Max. switchable power: 60 W bzw. 125 VA
max. switchable current: 2 A

max. switchable voltage: 250 VDC resp. 300 VAC
Transistor Output Open Collector NPN, 30 V DC, max. 50 mA - Open Collector NPN, 30 V DC, max. 50 mA

Operating Temperature – 30°C up to + 60°C – 30°C up to + 60°C – 30°C up to + 60°C

Humidity 95 % RH max. 95 % RH max. 95 % RH max.

Dimensions [mm] 240
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TT 290 Series

Advanced Non-Intrusive Combination Detectors for 
Lane Selective Traffi c Data

ASIM Tri-Tech detectors use a combination of doppler radar, ultrasound and 
passive infrared in a single unit. Individual vehicle speed, class, time gap, 
occupancy time and length are available via RS 485 – in all traffi c situations 
and all weathers, day and night.

How do ASIM Tri-Tech Detectors Work?

ASIM combination detectors measure the speed of each vehicle by means 
of the Doppler shift of the refl ected microwave frequency. The ultrasonic part 
scans the vehicle’s height profi le as it passes under the detector, while the 
multi channel curtains of the PIR give information on the vehicle’s position 
within the lane.

ASIM combination detectors are easily mounted on gantries or other 
overhead structures above the lane to be observed. Superior performance 
and reliability are standard thanks to:

• Three independent detection technologies in a single unit

• Redundant digital signal processing (DSP) with adaptive parameters

• Full temperature compensation

Applications

ASIM combination detectors are ideal for a variety of traffi c data acquisition 
and traffi c control applications where inductive loops have been used in the 
past:

• Vehicle classifi cation

• Counting of all kinds of vehicles

• Individual vehicle speed

• True presence and queue detection

• Occupancy and headway / time gap measurement

Field of View

Product Highlights

• Detection of Lane-Changing Vehicles 
and Vehicles Between Adjacent Lanes

• Low Power Consumption
100 mA or less at 12 V DC in continuous 
operation, less in power save mode

• Detection of Standing Vehicles

• Detection of Wrong-Way Drivers

• Triple Technology Detection
Three independent physical detection 
principles in a single unit 

• Low Cost per Monitored Lane
Cutting edge Swiss manufacturing and 
precision engineering result in a highly 
reliable, cost effective product

• –40 to +70°C (–40 to +158ºF) Operating 
Temperature
Optimal performance in all weather 
conditions

• Remote Confi guration and Setup
Dedicated Windows installation program

• Mounting Height Adjustment
Self calibration within the recommended 
height above the lane

• Standardised Vehicle Classifi cation
German TLS classes for 2, 5+1 & 8+1

ASIM by Xtralis Tri-Tech Detectors
Triple Technology Combination Detectors

Picture shows a typical two lane installation (2 detectors)



TT 290 Series

Technical Specifi cations

Mechanical

Dimensions See drawing

Case Material Polycarbonate, light grey

Mounting Points M8, stainless steel V4A

Weight App. 1’800 g (3.95 lbs)

Microwave

Doppler Radar K-Band 24.05 … 24.25 GHz

Ultrasound

Frequency 50 kHz

Pulse Frequency 10 … 30 Hz

Infrared

Sensors Multi channel dynamic curtains

Spectral Response 8 … 14 μm

Electrical

Supply Voltage 10.5 … 30 V DC

Power Consumption Max. 110 mA @ 12 V DC 
Typ. 25 mA in Standby (TT 293)

Output (Data Transfer) RS 485 Bus. 9600, 8, e, 1

Turn-on Time Typ. 20 s from power on

Accuracy

Counting Typ. ± 3%

Speed Typ. ± 3% (> 100 km/h)
Typ. ± 3 km/h (≤ 100 km/h)

Classifi cation Vehicle types according TLS
The specifi cations refer to free traffi c fl ow, detector 
operated in Frontfi re mode

Environmental

Operating Temperature –40°C to +70°C (–40 to +158ºF)

Humidity 95 % RH max.

Sealing IP 64 splash proof

Ordering Information
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ASIM by Xtralis Tri-Tech Detectors
Triple Technology Combination Detectors

Detector Type

T T 2 9 X - X X 3 - Y Y

32+1 Classes
55+1 Classes
88+1 Classes

Mounting

Protocol

Supply Voltage
310.5  …  30 V DC

Outputs
5RS 485 Bus

Colour
3Grey

RLongitudinal reverse
LLongitudinal standard

0Standard

Mechanical Dimensions

Accessories

IF 485B & Software
Interface module including ASIM-T installation 
software required for commissioning of the 
detectors with a PC.

Mounting Accessories
Mounting hardware and cable connectors are 
not part of the delivery. Information regarding 
the available accessories depending on the 
mounting and operation mode according to the 
separate list.

Standard Models

TT 293  MW, US & PIR (2+1 Classes)
TT 295  MW, US & PIR (5+1 Classes)
TT 298  MW, US & PIR (8+1 Classes)



Model TT 292

Non-Intrusive Combination Detector for Lane Selective 
Traffi c Data

ASIM Tri-Tech detectors use a combination of doppler radar, ultrasound and 
passive infrared in a single unit. Data like individual vehicle speed, class, 
time gap, occupancy time and length are communicated via RS 485 for every 
vehicle – in all traffi c situations and weather conditions, day and night.

How do ASIM Tri-Tech Detectors Work?

ASIM combination detectors measure the speed of each vehicle by means 
of the Doppler shift of the refl ected microwave frequency. The ultrasonic 
part scans the vehicle’s height profi le as it passes under the detector. The 
PIR channels provide lane selective information and trigger the ultrasonic 
measurement. 

In power save mode, the PIR activates the radar too.

The ASIM combination detector Model TT 292 is easily mounted on gantries 
or other overhead structures above the lane to be observed, or alternatively 
on a pole on the side of the lane. Superior performance and reliability are 
standard thanks to:

• Three independent detection technologies in a single unit

• Redundant digital signal processing (DSP) with adaptive parameters

• Full temperature compensation

Applications

ASIM combination detectors are ideal for a variety of traffi c data acquisition 
and traffi c control applications where inductive loops have been used in the 
past:

• Vehicle classifi cation

• Counting of all kinds of vehicles

• Individual vehicle speed

• True presence and queue detection

• Occupancy and headway / time gap measurement

Field of View

Product Highlights

• Low Power Consumption
100 mA or less at 12 V DC in continuous 
operation, less in power save mode

• Detection of Standing Vehicles

• Detection of Wrong-Way Drivers

• Suitable for Alternating Traffi c
Remote switching of measuring 
direction for use in situations with 
alternating traffi c

• Triple Technology Detection
Three independent physical detection 
principles in a single unit 

• Low Cost per Monitored Lane
Cutting edge Swiss manufacturing and 
precision engineering result in a highly 
reliable, cost effective product

• –40 to +70°C (–40 to +158ºF) Operating 
Temperature
Optimal performance in all weather 
conditions

• Remote Confi guration and Setup
Dedicated Windows installation program

• Mounting Height Adjustment
Self calibration within the recommended 
height above the lane

• Standardised Vehicle Classifi cation
2 classes according German TLS

ASIM by Xtralis Tri-Tech Detectors
Triple Technology Combination Detectors

Picture shows a typical two lane installation (2 detectors)



Model TT 292

Technical Specifi cations

Mechanical

Dimensions See drawing

Case Material Polycarbonate, light grey

Mounting Points M8, stainless steel V4A

Weight App. 1’800 g (3.95 lbs)

Microwave

Doppler Radar K-Band 24.05 … 24.25 GHz

Ultrasound

Frequency 50 kHz

Pulse Frequency 10 … 30 Hz

Infrared

Sensors Dual channel dynamic

Spectral Response 8 … 14 μm

Electrical

Supply Voltage 10.5 … 30 V DC

Power Consumption Max. 110 mA @ 12 V DC
Typ. 25 mA in standby

Output (Data Transfer) RS 485 Bus. 9600, 8, e, 1

Turn-on Time Typ. 20 s from power on

Accuracy

Counting Typ. ± 3%

Speed Typ. ± 3% (> 100 km/h)
Typ. ± 3 km/h (≤ 100 km/h)

Classifi cation Vehicle types according TLS
The specifi cations refer to free traffi c fl ow, detector 
operated in Frontfi re mode

Environmental

Operating Temperature –40°C to +70°C (–40 to +158ºF)

Humidity 95 % RH max.

Sealing IP 64 splash proof

Ordering Information
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ASIM by Xtralis Tri-Tech Detectors
Triple Technology Combination Detectors

Detector Type

Mounting

Protocol

T T 2 9 2 - X X 3 - Y Y

22 Classes

Supply Voltage
310.5  …  30 V DC

Outputs
5RS 485 Bus

Colour
3Grey

RLongitudinal reverse
LLongitudinal standard

0Standard

Mechanical Dimensions

L & R Versions

Accessories

IF 485B & Software
Interface module including ASIM-T installation 
software required for commissioning of the 
detectors with a PC.

Mounting Accessories
Mounting hardware and cable connectors are 
not part of the delivery. Information regarding 
the available accessories depending on the 
mounting and operation mode according to the 
separate list.

Standard Model

TT 292 MW, US & PIR (2 Classes)



HeiTel 4G Body-Worn

Features & Benefits
• Remote access to live or recorded video and 

audio
• Removable flash card for easy back-up of 

digital evidential quality recording
• 4G LTE with automatic fall-back to 3G and 

GPRS guarantees virtually unrestricted 
coverage

• Future-proofed to operate on latest 
generation mobile networks

• Compact form factor can be integrated into 
camera vest, belt or back pack

• Compatible with any industry head or chest 
camera

• Optional GPS tracking provides location 
information

• Two-way audio
• Alarm button capability
• Battery powered, 10-20 V DC
• Recording device weighs 10.5 oz (less than 

an iPad mini) for minimal added weight to 
vest, belt or backpack

Applications
• Covert surveillance
• Close quarter surveillance
• Overt surveillance of urban and public 

spaces
• Safety for law enforcement officers
• Engineering project management
• Special event surveillance
• Construction site surveillance

Description
HeiTel by Xtralis is a market leading provider of rapidly deployable, portable CCTV 
and surveillance systems. The HeiTel by Xtralis WCCTV Nano provides reliable 
transmission of live and recorded video, bi-directional audio, and GPS information over 
wireless technologies including 4G, LTE and CDMA mobile phone technology as well 
as satellite, Wi-Fi and broadband networks. The systems are battery powered, self-
contained, untethered and ideal for easy, re-deployment for temporary, mobile or semi 
permanent applications.

Live and recorded video images and two-way audio can be monitored from a 
dedicated monitoring station, laptop, iPhone, iPad or Android device. Up to six 
separate connections can be made simultaneously to any system. 

HeiTel 4G Body-Worn
HeiTel’s 4G Body-Worn solutions have been developed in order to satisfy the growing 
demand for body-worn surveillance with remote access to live video and GPS location 
information in both overt and covert environments. The 4G Body-Worn solutions 
improve security for people in the field, and allow supervisors to coordinate tactical 
operations involving multiple agents.

The battery powered HeiTel solution can be used in a variety of ways based on the 
needs of the application and installation varies from a camera vest, belt or backpack. 
The recording device has a lightweight design, weighing only 10.5 oz (less than an 
iPad mini) which does not add significant weight to the tactical vest, belt, or backpack 
allowing users to move quickly. The Body-Worn solution can be provided with head or 
chest camera. The battery powered unit contains a removable compact flash card for 
digital evidential quality recording, which makes the systems ideal for police or agents 
who require evidential recordings of interactions and interventions with suspects.

Users can monitor either live or recorded video or audio footage from any remote 
location via 4G mobile phone connectivity. An automatic fall-back to 3G HSDPA, UMTS 
and GPRS provides optimal flexibility. The live streamed & recorded video combined 
with the bi-directional audio capability allows the Command & Control Center to 
interact with the user on location and assist with the response/intervention.

The product is future-proofed and designed to operate on all of the latest generation 
mobile phone networks, it will also work with any industry standard camera which can 
be easily upgraded to meet changing requirements.

HeiTel has also integrated an optional GPS receiver which tracks and maps the exact 
location of agents in the field. The precise position of multiple agents, combined with 
their respective live video and audio feeds, allows supervisors to assess a situation in 
real-time and make decisions accordingly.

An alarm button allows agents to notify the supervisor that they need immediate 
assistance. At the end of an operation, data can easily be backed up for evidential 
purposes, reducing administration time.



HeiTel 4G Body-Worn

Specifications
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Dimensions (HxWxD) 5.15” x 3.47” x 1.22” (recording unit only)
Operating Temperature 
Range

-23 to +131°F

Power 10-20 V DC: Current consumption 5W (battery powered)
Power consumption 350mA (minimal)
Weight 10.5 oz (recording unit only)
Video Inputs 1
Operation Simultaneous live, record, playback, remote access
Maximum PPS 25
Recording Proprietary narrowband algorithm
MutiMode (Recording 
Algorithm) 

Dynamically changes record rates and compression setting 
for the camera

Snapshot Video Clip Yes
Archive Protection Yes - protect against overwriting
Wireless Communication Supported via suitable interface - 4G LTE
Audio Input / Output 1 channel to control room
Input and Frequency 
Response

Input: 50 to 400mv, Frequency: 50 to 3500 Hz

Network Audio Yes
Internal Capacity 16 GB, 32 GB, 64 GB, 128 GB
HDD Types Removable compact flash
Export Network / Optional / Removable CF Card
Alarms 1 camera control, 1 alarm, 1 arming / disarming and  

2 auxiliary inputs
Alarm Function Support Alarm log, event search, pre-event recording
Alarm Reporting Yes - to a remote site and via email
Display Alarm on PC Monitor Yes or Network / CDMA
Video Motion Detection Yes
Remote PC Client Client software free download
Remote Web Browser Client Viewing
Password Protected Yes
Remote Smartphone (iPhone 
compatible)

Yes

Remote Tablet (iPad 
compatible)

Yes

Software Upgrade Internet / back to back PC
Warranty 12 months warranty with options for extended warranty

Transmission Methods
HeiTel utilizes its expertise in telecoms and CCTV to provide state of the art products 
and systems which are capable of operating over remote transmission media.

Every HeiTel product contains 4G technology allowing the transmission of real-
time, high resolution images and bidirectional audio, wirelessly without power or 
geographical restrictions.

This makes HeiTel equipment ideal for mobile and covert operations. Automatic 
fallback to GPRS guarantees virtually unrestricted geographical coverage.

Doc. 27988_00



Description
Digital video transmission system with recording for 1 analogue and 3 IP camera or 4 IP 
cameras
• Recording, transmission and display of GPS data with serial GPS receiver or with 

optional 3G/GPS module
• Longtime recording onto internal 1TB hard disk hard disk with adaptive track 

management for schedule-controlled permanent and motion recording, or contact-
triggered event recording

• Suitable for mobile applications (e.g. vehicles)
• Real-time video recording
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and megapixel resolution with IP-cameras 
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP connections
• Integrated Web server for video transmission and camera remote control via PC/Tablet 

and Smartphone browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected 

video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect 
controls permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net 
to VideoGateways

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss
• Integrated e-mail client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Definition of up to 5 privacy zones with the options live images or live and recorded 

images
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images, individually 

adjustable to camera and event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type of IP 

cameras), serial command, technical alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with control centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for network, camera remote control, data transmission, and system 

integration
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 

relay-controlled devices
• Intuitive evaluation of recordings
• Live video transmission and simultaneous archive evaluation and recording (Triplex)
• Optional, bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto integrated storage medium
• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk and wall mounting

Options:
• Passive/active GPS antenna must be 

purchased separately
• Power Supply (100-240V AC, 50/60 Hz)
• Mounting kit for base unit and external hard 

disk kit
• Internal heating element

Device options:
• Cam4mobile VG 4c/A:  

Integrated Audio Module
• Cam4mobile VG 4c/3G:  

Integrated 3G Module
• Cam4mobile VG 4c/H:  

Integrated Heater
• Cam4mobile VG 4c/AH:  

Integrated Audio Module and Heater
• Cam4mobile VG 4c/A3G:  

Integrated Audio Module and 3G Module
• Cam4mobile VG 4c/H3G:  

Integrated Heater and 3G Module
• Cam4mobile VG 4c/AH3G:  

Integrated Heater, Audio Module and 3G 
Module

Options for mobile applications:
• External hard disk unit with built-in shock 

absorption
• GPS receiver

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B, EN  

61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-6-2, EN 
61000-4-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, EN 50204, EN  
50130-4),

• FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 3.90), 
• BS 8418

Enhanced approvals:
• EN 50155
• EN 61373
• EN 50121-3-2
• E-Approval 72/245/EWG incl. 2004/104 EG

HeiTel™ Cam4mobile VG 4c VideoGateway
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Specifications
Video

Video standard Analogue: CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC, 

Digital: dependent on IP camera

Video Compression Device internal with HTcompress1

(M-JPEG differential compression with adjustable compression factor)

Picture formats • With IP camera dependent on model: standard to megapixel resolution
• With analogue cameras: Transmission: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128, 

128 x 80 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth
• Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth

Video inputs Analogue: 1 x BNC, 1 Vpp/75 Ohm (analogue) with loop through output (auto-
termination)
Digital: up to 4 IP cameras with multiple use of different types and resolutions

Motion Detection With adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission and event-triggered 
recording, depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content)

Audio (option)
General Optional plugin-module (Audio Card) for bidirectional audio transmission and 

recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
or Mic in (electret or electroacustic microphone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
and 1 speaker out (1W/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP-connections simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone,  
PDA browser (additional to 5 standard connections)

Video transmission 
of Live and recorded 
images

Up to Real-time in total depending on IP connection (LAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, 
HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, EDGE)

Recording speed Real-time, with IP cameras depending on the resolution

Recording media Internal 1TB HeiTel HDD

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/ recording

Multiple dry contacts, built-in motion detection1, serial command and timer 
based calendar, motion detection/digital input of selected IP cameras

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: interval=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm;

Continious recording: interval=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup-/

maintenance and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In online mode considering detection zones, sensitivity and date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
eSATAp eSATAp interface for external 

storage based on HDD

LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 
adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

3G/UMTS 
interface

Built-in 3G Adapter (optional)

USB interfaces Host USB and Slave USB, USB 
2.0 for device configuration

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

GPS, Transparent, Control via 
onboard RS-232 interface (screw 
clamp terminals)

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

2 alarm inputs (camera related), 1 
arm/disarm and 1 tamper input (all 
on screw terminals)

Control 
outputs

1 relay- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact), max. 30V 
DC/1 A, 60V DC/0.3 A, 125V 
AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Display 
element

LED: Power on, Record, Video 
loss, Online

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 
and UMTS/3G

Logging Transmitter-site event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Operating 
voltage/ Power 
consumption

12-24V DC, max. 10W (without 
heating element)

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C...+50°C (+41°F...+122°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting:  
116 x 88 x 137 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 1.0 kg with internal hard disk

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months

1 only with analogue cameras

HeiTel™ Cam4mobile VG 4c VideoGateway



Description
Ruggedised digital video recording and transmission system for mobile applications with 4 or 10 
analogue or IP cameras

• Suitable for transport vehicles (e.g. armoured cars)
• Compatible with remote monitoring centres
• s-version offers real-time video recording
• Long-term recording onto removable hard disk with adaptive multi-track management
• Image-synchronous display of IBIS data and fast, event-related data search function
• Interface for GPS receiver units for image-synchronous recording and transmission of position, 

direction and speed
• Display of vehicle position by means of graphic display within cartographic programmes
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple simultaneous network and dial-up 

connections
• Integrated Web server for up to 4 IP-connections, enabling video transmission and camera 

control on a PC/Smartphone/ Handheld using standard Web browsers
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Camera selective resolution with up to 720 x 288 pixel and megapixel resolution with IP-

cameras
• Data transmission via USB interface
• Manual or event-triggered connection for live video transmission from and to remote monitoring 

centres
• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss with analogue 

cameras
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected video 

systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect controls 
permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net to video 
transmitters

• Event-triggered dial-up connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type of 
IP cameras), technical alarm, and routine call

• Evaluation of recordings via time/date/text and alarm and motion searches assisted by 
graphical analysis

• Extensive image export functions for single images and video sequences including image 
authentication tool

• Up to 5 privacy zones per analogue camera, can be configured for just live or both live and 
recorded images

• Removable hard disk drive
• Integrated bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto removable hard disk
• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Enhanced temperature- and voltage-range with integrated power supply for all onboard 

cameras
• Compact design, suitable for surface, flush and ceiling mounting
• 3-dimensional mounting (horizontal, vertical, sideways)
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• Shock/Vibration Approval EN 61373 (EN 50155)

Options:
• Removable hard disks
• IBIS adapter
• Dial-up adapters
• CamMount Kit
• Internal heating element

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B, EN 

61000-6-2, EN 61000-4-2, -3, -6, EN 
50121-3-2, EN 50204)

• BS 8418

Approvals for mobile 
applications:
• EN 50155
• EN 61373
• EN 50121-3-2,
• E-Approval 72/245/EWG incl. 2004/104 EG

HeiTel™ Cam4mobile VG 4,  
Cam4mobile VG 10s VideoGateway
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Specifications
Video

Video standard CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC (analogue), dependent on IP camera (digital)

Video compression Device internal with HTcompress1

(M-JPEG differential compression with adjustable compression factor per 
camera)

Picture formats • With IP camera dependant on model: standard to megapixel resolution
• Transmission with analogue cameras: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128, 128 

x 80 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth
• Recording with analogue cameras: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit 

colour depth

Video inputs Analogue: 4/10 x CVBS (BNC), 1 Vpp/75 Ohm 
Digital: up to 4/10 IP cameras with multiple use of different types and resolutions

Video output Camera switcher with manual, alarm and sequence control; 1 x CVBS (BNC), 1 
Vpp/75 Ohm

Motion Detection Selectable per camera with adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission 
and event-triggered recording, depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring1 Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content) for all cameras

Audio (optional)
General Integrated Audio Card for bidirectional audio transmission and recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x Line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp); BNC

Audio output 1 x Line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)

Transmission and Recording
General Video transmission, simultaneous recording and playback; online evaluation via 

local and remote receiver station or offline via removable HDD

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP- or 5 IP- and 1 dial-up connection

Web server Up to 4 IP-connections via PC/Smartphone/ PDA/Web-browser (additional to 5 
standard connections)

Video transmission 
of Live and recorded 
images

With up to 25 fps via LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, HSPA, CDMA, 
UMTS/3G, EDGE and dial up connections (PSTN/POTS, ISDN)

Recording speed Up to 25 fps respectively real-time recording (s version) in total depending on 
compresssion mode, image content and bit rate, with IP cameras depending on 
the resolution

Recording media Removable 2,5” drive (1 TB) with adaptive track management (4 tracks)

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/ recording

Multiple dry contacts, built-in motion detection1, serial command and timer 
based calendar, motion detection/digital input of selected IP cameras

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: interval= 0-999s and duration= 1-999s separately adjustable 
for pre- and post alarm; continuous recording: interval= 0-999s timer controlled 
(event optimised recording possible) (value “0“= fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup/maintenance 

and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In online-/offline mode: by cameradetection zone with adjustable sensitivity and 
by date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by site specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 

adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

USB interface USB 2.0 for device configuration

External dial-
up adapters

GSM-, GPRS,- HSCSD-adapters 
via RS-232 interface (9 pin Sub-D) 
and/or UMTS/3G, LAN/WLAN

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface (screw/clamp)

Transparent 
data channel/ 
control 
interface

Via onboard RS-232 interface 
(9 pin Sub-D), IBIS according to 
VDV300 via optional IBIS adapter, 
GPS according to NMEA 0183

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

4/10 camera control-, 1 alarm-, 1 
arming/disarming- and 2 auxilliary-
inputs (on screw/clamp)

Control 
outputs

2 relays-system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact on screw/ 
clamp), max. 30V DC/1 A, 60V 
DC/0,3 A, 125V AC/0,5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Setup and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 
and dial-up connections (PSTN/
POTS, ISDN, GSM, HSCSD, 
UMTS/3G)

Logging Transmitter-side event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Power 
consumption 
at 12V DC 
operating 
voltage

Typical 13,2W (VG 4), 17W (VG 
10s) incl. HDD without heater and 
powered cameras

Power supply 
output

12V DC for 4/10 cameras, max. 
power consumption 350 mA per 
camera

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C...+50°C (+41...+122°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

3-dimensional mounting 
(horizontal, vertical, sideways:  
221 x 88 x 300 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 4.3 kg with hard disk

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months

1 only with analogue cameras

HeiTel™ Cam4mobile VG 4, 
Cam4mobile VG 10s VideoGateway
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CamControl Android

�� Live�video�and�audio�transmission,�camera�switching�and�
4-step�adjustment�of�image�quality�for�higher�frame�rate

�� Support�of�IP�cameras�with�up�to�1280�x�1024�pixel�incl.�digital�
zoom

�� Video�archive�evaluation�with�search�criteria�
(date,�time�or�event)

�� Transmission�of�up�to�12�fps�
�� Remote�control�of�PTZ�systems�(pan,�tilt,�zoom,�presets)
�� Remote�control�of�relays�(e.g.�lights,�barriers,�doors)
�� Arming/Disarming�of�HeiTel�VideoGateways
�� Camera�change�with�two�finger�gesture�(wipe)

CamControl�Android�is�a�viewing�and�alarm�verification�software�app�for�all�Smartphones�and�Tablets�using�the�Android�OS.�
The�software�enables�live�video�transmission�of�a�practically�unlimited�number�of�HeiTel�VideoGateways�and�playback�of�recorded�
images�from�the�on�site�hard�disk�(where�applicable).�Additionally�the�software�offers�remote�control�of�PTZ�and�dome�cameras,�relay�
control�and�arming/disarming�feature.�HeiTel’s�own,�particularly�effective�video�compression�(HTcompress)�provides�high�frame�rates�even�
at�low�bandwidths.

�� User-defined�restriction�of�access�rights�(presets,�PTZ,�cameras)
�� Adding,�editing�and�deleting�of�transmitter�list�entries
�� Simple�installation�and�intuitive�operation
�� Portrait�and�landscape�mode
�� Free�updates
�� Communication:�UMTS/3G,�HSDPA,�HSUPA,�W-CDMA�and�
WLAN�

Requirements
�� Compatible�with�all�Smartphones�and�Tablets�with�Android�OS�
V.2.0�or�higher

[UMTS/3G]

[W-CDMA]

[WLAN]

[HSDPA]



Transmitter List
Using�the�CamControl�Android�software�new�transmitters�
can�be�added�to�the�index,�existing�names�and�passwords�
can�be�edited�and�existing�entries�can�be�deleted.

Live-Transmission, PTZ Control and Relay Remote Control
After� connecting� to� a� HeiTel� VideoGateway� the� display� will� show� live� video�
images.� The� image� quality� can� be� adjusted� in� four� levels� and� consequently� the�
frame� rate� can� be� raised.� After� selecting� a� PTZ� camera� the� pan-tilt� func-
tion� of� PTZ� systems� as� well� as� the� zoom� can� be� controlled� using� the� display.�
Actually�the�displayed�arrows�are�not�visible,�but�they�indicate�the�screen�area�which�
can�be�minimised�or�enlarged�with�Swipe�Gestures.�
The�relay�control�is�generally�active�if�the�relay�has�been�set�up�as�a�switch�or�button.��

Evaluation of a Video Archive
The� two� archive� types� „continuous� recording“� and�
„event� recording“� are� distinguished� when� evaluating� the�
video� archive.� �After� selecting� the� camera,� resp.� the� camera�
recording�track,�continuous�recording�archive�offers�easy�search�
of�video�sequences�by�date�and�time.
The�event�recording�archive�offers�the�selection�of�and�jumping�
between�recorded�events.

Search Events by Time
Using�an�additional�dialogue�a�certain�point�of�time�
can�be�chosen�to�list�up�to�50�events�recorded�after�
this�point�of�time.�From�this�pre-selected�list�events�
can�be�selected�for�playback.

Arming/Disarming
VideoGateways� can� be� armed/
disarmed�with�this�functionality.

Adding, editing or deleting transmitter 
entries

Live video transmission with camera 
and relay control

PTZ control on live video display with 
Swipe Gestures

Access dialogue continuous recording Access dialogue event recording

Search Events Arming/Disarming
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HeiTel™ CamControl Android

CamControl Android is an operation and alarm verification software for 
all smartphones and tablets with Android OS. This app allows live video 
transmission of HeiTel VideoGateways and ADPRO FastTrace systems and 
remote evaluation of HeiTel VideoGateways local video archives. The app 
offers remote control of PTZ and dome cameras and relays. HeiTel’s effective 
picture compression (HTcompress) provides high frame rates, also at low 
bandwidths.
• Live video transmission, camera switching and 3-step adjustment of image 

quality for higher frame rate
• Support of IP cameras with up to 5 megapixel incl. digital zoom
• Video archive evaluation with search criteria (date, time or event)
• Transmission of up to 25 fps
• Remote control of PTZ systems (pan, tilt, zoom, presets)
• Remote control of relays (e.g. lights, barriers, doors)
• Audio support (listening) in live image mode 

Note: For audio transmission the Speex© library is used  
(http://www.xiph.org/licenses/bsd/speex)

• Arming/disarming of HeiTel VideoGateways
• Indication of arm/disarm status
• Optional inverse PTZ control possible
• User-defined restriction of access rights (presets, PTZ, cameras)
• Adding, editing and deleting of transmitter list entries
• Simple installation and intuitive operation
• Portrait and landscape mode
• User interface available in English, German, French, Spanish and Italian 
• Communication: LTE/4G, UMTS/3G and WiFi 
Requirement

• Compatible with all smartphones and tablets with Android OS 4.1 or higher



Evaluation of a Video Archive
Continuous and event recordings are 
available when evaluating the video archive. 
After selecting the camera, its recording 
track and continuous recording archive offer 
easy search of video sequences by date and 
time.
The event recording archive offers the 
selection of and jumping between recorded 
events.

HeiTel™ CamControl Android

Doc. no. 29652_00

Add/Edit/Delete Transmitter Entries

Event Recording

Transmitter List
Using the CamControl Android software new transmitters can be 
added to the index, existing names and passwords can be edited 
and existing entries can be deleted.

PTZ Control on Live Video Display with Swipe Gestures

Live-Transmission, PTZ Control and Relay Remote 
Control
After connecting to a HeiTel VideoGateway the display will 
show live video images. The image quality can be adjusted in 
three levels and consequently the frame rate can be raised. 
After selecting a PTZ camera, the pan-tilt and zoom functions 
of PTZ systems can be controlled using the display.
The displayed arrows are not visible, but they indicate the 
screen area which can be minimised or enlarged with Swipe 
gestures. The relay control is generally active if the relay has 
been set up as a switch or button.

Continuous Recording

Arming/Disarming
VideoGateways can be 
armed/ disarmed with 
this functionality.

Search Events by Time
A certain point of time can be chosen to list up to 
50 events recorded after this point of time. From 
this pre-selected list, events can be selected for 
playback.

Search Events Arm/Disarm

Live Video Transmission with 
Camera and Relay Control
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CamControl iPhone

�� Live�video�transmission,�camera�switching�and�4-step�
adjustment�of�image�quality�for�higher�frame�rate

�� Support�of�IP�cameras�with�up�to�2560�x�1600�pixel�incl.�digital�
zoom

�� Optimised�resolution�for�iPad�and�iPhone�4�displays
�� Video�archive�evaluation�with�search�criteria�
(date,�time�or�event)

�� Transmission�of�up�to�12�fps�
�� Remote�control�of�PTZ�systems�(pan,�tilt,�zoom)
�� Remote�control�of�relays�(e.g.�lights,�barriers,�doors)
�� Arming/Disarming�of�HeiTel�VideoGateways
�� Continous�monitoring�of�relay�and�armed/disarmed�status
�� Camera�change�with�two�finger�gesture�(wipe)

CamControl�iPhone�is�an�operation�and�alarm�verification�software�for�iPhone,�iPad�and�iPod�touch.�The�software�enables�live�video�
transmission�of�a�practically�unlimited�number�of�HeiTel�VideoGateways�as�well�as�the�remote�evaluation�of�the�local�video�archives.�
Apart�from�that�the�software�offers�remote�control�of�PTZ�and�dome�cameras�and�relays.�
The�HeiTel�own,�particularly�effective�picture�compression�(HTcompress)�provides�higher�frame�rates,�also�at�low�bandwidths.

�� User-defined�restriction�of�access�rights�(presets,�PTZ,�cameras)
�� Adding,�editing�and�deleting�of�transmitter�list�entries
�� Simple�installation�and�intuitive�operation
�� Portrait�and�landscape�mode
�� Free�updates
�� Communication:�with�iPhone�using�UMTS/3G,�HSDPA,�
W-CDMA,�WLAN�and�with�iPod�touch�using�WLAN�connection

�� Connetion�via�HTTPS�possible�(e.g.�by�using�mdex�option�
web.direct�or�mdex�fixed.IP)

�� The�software�is�available�via�the�App�Store�

Requirements
�� Compatible�with�iPhone,�iPod�touch�and�iPad�with�iOS�3.2�or�
higher



Transmitter List
Using�the�CamControl�iPhone�software�new�transmitters�
can�be�added�to�the�index,�existing�names�and�passwords�
can�be�edited�and�existing�entries�can�be�deleted.

Live-Transmission, PTZ Control and Relay Remote Control
After� connecting� to� a� HeiTel� transmitter� the� display� will� show� live� video�
images.� The� image� quality� can� be� adjusted� in� four� levels� and� consequently� the�
frame� rate� can� be� raised.� After� selecting� a� PTZ� camera� the� pan-tilt� func-
tion� of� PTZ� systems� as� well� as� the� zoom� can� be� controlled� using� the� display.�
Actually�the�displayed�arrows�are�not�visible,�but�they�indicate�the�screen�area�which�
can�be�minimised�or�enlarged�with�Swipe�Gestures.�
The�relay�control�is�generally�active�if�the�relay�has�been�set�up�as�a�switch�or�button.��

Evaluation of a Video Archive
The� two� archive� types� „continuous� recording“� and�
„event� recording“� are� distinguished� when� evaluating� the�
video� archive.� �After� selecting� the� camera,� resp.� the� camera�
recording�track,�continuous�recording�archive�offers�easy�search�
of�video�sequences�by�date�and�time.
The�event�recording�archive�offers�the�selection�of�and�jumping�
between�recorded�events.

Search Events by Time
Using� an� additional� dialogue� a� certain� point� of� time� can� be�
chosen�to�list�up�to�50�events�recorded�after�this�point�of�time.�
From�this�pre-selected�list�events�can�be�selected�for�playback.

Adding, editing or deleting trans-
mitter entries

Live video transmission with camera 
and relay control

PTZ control on live video display with 
Swipe Gestures

Access dialogue continuous recording Access dialogue event recording

Search Events
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HeiTel™ CamControl LITE

Description
Software for stand-alone applications for operation, alarm verification and 
configuration.
• Intuitive operation due to integrated reference image function and freely 

configurable camera groups 
• Administration of up to 6000 VideoGateways 
• Software-based cascading of up to 100 VideoGateways 
• Online evaluation of pre-alarm sequences and hard disk archives with 

optimized speed or optimized functionality 
• Automatic connection with transmitter generated alarms, freely 

programmable dial-in tours and callback functionality 
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to 

Firewall protected video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in 
private nets. Additionally HTconnect controls permanently the availability of 
the entire system from public net over private net to video transmitters 

• The Pre-Alarm Viewer allows the operator in case of an alarm to 
automatically receive the complete pre- and post-alarm video sequences 
simultaneously to the live images of up to three cameras

• Comprehensive evaluation of cash register-/cash machine-/ filling station-/
access control-/scanner-data and associated video recordings (e.g. search 
for cash register date/time, item description, price) 

• Automatic recording of all received video images to individually configurable 
PC receiver archive 

• Local storage of transmitter configuration profile and upload for 
reconfiguration 

• Configuration of up to 5 privacy zones per camera 
• Multi-image view with automatic transmitter identification 
• Custom designed camera remote control, taking into consideration the 

particular functionalities of all usual PTZ remote systems 
• User and location specific password administration 
• All device functionalities available via IP (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, 

HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, EDGE, LTE) and dial-up (PSTN/POTS, ISDN, 
GSM, HSCSD) 

• Event logging of essential basic functionalities 
• Downwards compatible with all HeiTel video transmitters manufactured to 

date
• Multilingual user interface for all standard products: English, French, 

German, Italian, Spanish
• Certified according to FIDUCIA (German association for IT services for 

cooperative banks)



HeiTel™ CamControl LITE
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Freely configurable camera groups

Site archive evaluation (example CamDisc SVR)

Schedule-controlled recording

Allocation of hard disk space

Offline Mode: Transmitter index with 
reference picutres

Offline Mode: Receiver archive evaluation with  
CamControl PLAYER

Online help
PTZ-remote control

Two relay outputs for 
application specific 
remote control at 
transmitter (e.g. barrier, 
light)

Slide bar for image 
quality/ transmission 
speed

Advanced Motion Detection with freely  
definable detection zones

System Requirements
CPU 1 GHz Pentium

Memory 256 MB RAM

Operating 
system

Windows® VISTA, Windows 7, 
Windows 8, XP

Hard disk 
capacity

54 MB hard disk capacity for 
CamControl LITE  
Additional hard drive capacity as a 
function of the size of the reference 
pictures and the PC receiver 
archive

Graphic 
Card

65536 colours and a resolution up 
from 1024 x 768 pixels

COM 
interface

Integrated COM interface with 
UART (16550) for video remote 
transmission with external ISDN TA 
and/or MODEM

Data 
transmission

External ISDN TA and/or internal 
ISDN Card and/or MODEM and/or 
integrated Ethernet adapter

Audio 
transmission 
(optional)

Soundadapter (Soundblaster®-
compatible) for audio transmission 
(according to the application: 
speaker, mikrophone, head set)

Drive CD ROM compatible hard drive

Certificate FIDUCIA certified starting from 
CamControl LITE 3.90



HeiTel™ CamControl MV

Description
CamControl MV is a video wall software for the display of up to 64 IP-based live video 
streams from up to 64 different video transmitters with a freely definable layout on up to 4 
monitors. The simultaneous display of up to 64 IP and analogue cameras (live video streams) 
can be arranged in any order on one or more screens. The software can also display up to 4 
virtual monitors on one actual screen. 
An unlimited amount of user-specific profiles can be generated and filed. The allocation 
and placing of the cameras resp. camera images within the monitor is done with an layout 
interface and can be easily generated for specific applications by the user himself.
• Video wall software for the display of up to 64 live video streams with a freely definable 

layout on up to 4 monitors
• Operator management for adding, changing and deleting operators and flexible option of 

permission settings for different operators
• Simultaneous display of up to 64 IP and analogue cameras (live video streams)
• Up to 64 simultaneous connections to separate image transmitters
• Up to 4 virtual monitors with individual layout profiles can be displayed on several 

screens
• Four level picture quality adjustment, for live images from analogue cameras
• Digital zoom of analogue and IP cameras with maximum magnification of 8 times using 

mouse wheel and option to move the image section by holding and shifting the mouse 
cursor

• Easy creation of individual monitor layouts with up to 64 differently-sized windows
• Automatic, motionsensitive visual and audible signalling of video motion alarms in a 

separate motion event monitor including a detailed list of events and all relevant video 
sequences

• System status and function profile are indicated within the respective camera window
• Auto-reconnect in event of connection loss/communication error
• Constant activity monitoring of the cameras displayed
• Synchronous playback of recordings with individually adjustable playback speeds of up to 

2 cameras from different local archives
• Automatic or selective adjustment of the different frame refresh frequencies
• Camera-specific visual and auditive notification of events
• Quick-look investigation window with maximised frame refresh frequency
• Camera-specific quick search with time-line slider
• Quick search in two camera windows simultaneously
• Time controlled switching between different MultiView display profiles
• Intuitive control and operation of PTZ cameras
• Remote switching of relays via on screen buttons
• Small network load with HTcompress®

• Online evaluation of Site Archive sequences
• Network-based, digital matrix function
• Print and export option of individual archive images in JPEG or bitmap image formats
• Audio support in both ‘Live image mode’ and ‘investigative site archive’ playback mode
• Export of image and audio archive data via the investigative site archive evaluation 

feature
• Optional password protection of the export archive as well as extensive operator 

management
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CamControl MV monitor with display of 24 cameras and freely 
definable layout on up to 4 monitors.

Double clicking any camera brings it up in a larger window. 
The use of PTZ and relay functions is achived by additional 
buttons.

The investigative site archive evaluation allows timesynchronous 
display and export of the recorded image and audio data of up to two 
cameras simultaneously.

Menu Continuous recording 
(archive evaluation)

Menu Event recording 
(archive evaluation)

Processor The required PC performance 
highly depends on the number of 
connected cameras, video format, 
resolution, bit rate and frame rate. 
Please consult the HeiTel planning 
and performance aid documents 
and contact our HeiTel team for 
project related information.  
General recommendation at  
< 10 cameras: Intel Core i3 CPU  
@ 3.1GHz,  
< 25 cameras: Intel Core i5  
@ 3.1GHz,  
> 25 cameras: Intel Core i7  
@ 3.4 GHz

Memory 2 GB RAM, recommended 6 GB

Operating 
system

• Windows 7 or Windows 8
• Microsoft .NET runtime 

environment, version 4.0 (will 
be set up during CamControl 
MV installation if necessary)

• Support of 32 Bit- and 64-Bit 
operation systems

Graphics 
card

Graphics card with 1024 x 768 pixel 
resolution at 16 bit colour depth 
(65536 colours)

Network 
card

Network card 100 MBit/s; 
recommended 1 Gbit/s

Interface USB port for connecting dongle

Drive CD-ROM drive for installation

Monitor Monitor with specifications 
appropriate to the graphics card
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CamControl PLAYER

Playback and evaluation software for CamServer, CamDisc SVR, 
CamDisc HNVR and Cam4mobile recordings and PC archives 
(online and offline mode)

 � Integral part of CamControl LITE, CamControl PRO, 
CamControl CLIENT

 � Device independent evaluation of CamServer, CamDisc SVR, 
CamDisc HNVR and Cam4mobile removable hard disks via 
external USB adapter or PC caddy solution

 � Online evaluation of site archive with full functionality during 
TCP/IP connection

 � Multiple playback and search functionality with video 
sequence and single image access, and integrated Smart 
Search function

 � Comprehensive evaluation cash register-/cash machine-/filling 
station-/access control-/scanner-data and associated video 
recordings (e.g. search for cash register,  
date/time, item description, price)

 � Synchronous multi image forward and reverse playback, 
as well in differential image mode

 � Graphical analysis with direct image access via adjustable time 
axis for fast image search

 � Extensive image export functions for single image and video 
sequences (BMP, JPEG, AVI, HeiTel format and print outs)

 � Integrated image authenticity tool for exported images from 
CamServer, CamDisc SVR, CamDisc HNVR and Cam4mobile 
recordings and PC archives

 � Evaluation of audio recordings
 � Configuration of up to 5 privacy zones per camera
 � Downwards compatible with all HeiTel video transmitters 
manufactured to date

 � Multilingual user interface for all standard products: English, 
French, German, Italian, Spanish
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System Requirements

CPU 1 GHz Pentium

Memory 256 MB RAM

Operating system Windows® XP, VISTA, Win 7 (if a hard drive bigger than 2 GB 
formatted with FAT32 is used in the recorder, you will have to 
use a FAT32-compatible operating system)

Hard disc capacity 20 MB hard disk capacity for CamControl PLAYER
Additional hard drive capacity as a function of the size of the 
video archives to be imported to the hard drive

Graphic Card 65536 colours and a resolution up from 1024 x 768 pixels

Offline evaluation PC Kit USB mounting set for offline evaluation of CamDisc 
archives

Ethernet adapter Integrated Ethernet adapter, if the PC receiver archives shall be 
evaluated over a network

Drive CD ROM compatible hard drive

Your authorised dealer
Errors and omissions excepted, technical specification and availability are subject to change without notice

Export facilities for indivi-
dual images (JPEG, BMP)

Slideview with 15 images from the event

Integrated Smart Search function

Optional, time-synchronised Multiview
Display

Comprehensive search for
item description, price
and operation with POS
Integration

Track statistics with information e.g.
on the storage space occupied by
each camera track

Image authenticity check for
individual pictures

Fullscreen, quadscreen,
nine screen or ten 
screen mode

Preview function for
fast picture evaluation

Position of main
alarm image

Pre-alarm sequence

Comprehensive search for
date and time with POS
Integration

Comprehensive export facilities for
video sequences (AVI or HeiTel
format)

Post-alarm sequence
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Description
Software for stand-alone applications with Multi-Site functionality for transmitter 
operation, alarm verification and configuration.
• Simultaneous video connections to up to 21 separately located video transmitters 
• ONVIF-compatible with selected IP cameras
• Configuration of up to 6000 VideoGateways
• Software-based cascading of up to 100 VideoGateways
• Display of transmitter-specific info texts
• Intuitive operation due to integrated reference image function and freely configurable 

camera groups
• Online evaluation of pre-alarm sequences and hard disk archives with optimized 

speed or optimized functionality
• Automatic connections via transmitter-side alarms, free programmable dial-in tours 

and callback functionality
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall 

protected video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. 
Additionally HTconnect controls permanently the availability of the entire system from 
public net over private net to video transmitters

• The Pre-Alarm Viewer allows the operator in case of an alarm to automatically 
receive the complete pre- and post-alarm video sequences simultaneously to the live 
images of up to three cameras

• Comprehensive evaluation of cash register-/cash machine-/ filling station-/access 
control-/scanner-data and associated video recordings (e.g. search for cash register 
date/time, item description, price)

• Automatic recording of all received video images to PC receiver archive
• Information screen for site and key-holder details
• Event logging with additional features for monitoring centres
• Multi image view with automatic transmitter identification
• User and location specific password administration
• All device functionalities available via IP networks (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, 

EDGE, UMTS, HSDPA, CDMA, LTE) and dial-up connections (PSTN/POTS, ISDN, 
GSM, HSCSD)

• Receiver side audio recording
• Auto timed deletion of PC archive recordings
• Local storage of transmitter configuration profile and upload for reconfiguration 
• Configuration of up to 5 privacy zones per camera
• Event logging of essential basic functionalities
• Downwards compatible with all HeiTel video transmitters manufactured to date 
• Multilingual user interface for all standard products: English, French, German, Italian, 

Spanish 

HeiTel™ CamControl PRO
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Offline Mode: Receiver archive evaluation 
with CamControl PLAYER

Offline Mode: Transmitter index with 
reference picutres

Inseration of transmitter 
related message text 
(instructions)

Two relay outputs for 
application specific remote 
control at transmitter (e.g. 
barrier, light)

Side window with up to 21 
independent transmitters

Main window with access 
to all functions

Advanced Motion Detection with freely  
definable detection zones

System Requirements
CPU for 4 channels: Pentium >= 1,7 

GHz, 1 GB RAM  
for 7 to 9 channels: Pentium >= 3 
GHz, 2 GB RAM  
more than 9 channels: Intel Core 2 
Duo >= 2,66 GHz (e.g. E6750) or 
better, RAM 2 GB

Memory 512 MB RAM

Operating 
system

Windows® VISTA, Windows 7, 
Windows 8, XP

Hard disk 
capacity

60 MB hard disk capacity for 
CamControl PRO Additional hard 
drive capacity as a function of the 
size of the reference pictures and 
the PC receiver archive

Graphic 
Card

65536 colours and a resolution up 
from 1024 x 768 pixels

Interface USB port for connecting dongle

COM 
interface

Integrated COM interface with 
UART (16550) for video remote 
transmission with external ISDN TA 
and/or MODEM

COM server 
(optional)

4-times Interface Card (PCI) for 
connecting up to 4 ISDN TAs 
or analogue MODEMs, 8-times 
Interface Card (PCI) for connecting 
up to 8 ISDN TAs or analogue 
MODEMs

Data 
transmission

External ISDN TA and/or internal 
ISDN Card and/or MODEM and/or 
integrated Ethernet adapter

Audio 
transmission 
(optional)

Soundadapter (Soundblaster®-
compatible) for audio transmission 
(according to the application: 
speaker, mikrophone, head set)

Drive CD ROM compatible hard drive

HeiTel™ CamControl PRO

Freely configurable camera groups

Allocation of hard disk space

Schedule-controlled recording

Site archive evaluation (example CamDisc SVR)



Description
Digital video transmission system with recording for up to 4 IP cameras or 4 analogue 
cameras (CamDisc E4 Hybrid only).
• Recording, transmission and display of GPS data with serial GPS receiver or with optional 3G/4G module
• Integration into existing WLAN networks by means of selected USB WLAN adapters
• Longterm recording onto internal 1 TB hard disk with adaptive track management for schedule-controlled 

permanent and motion recording, or contact-triggered event recording
• Suitable for stationary and mobile applications
• Real-time video recording
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Optional video analytics for greater detection and visual verification are available via Xtralis Xchange
• IntrusionTrace: intrusion detection for sterile zone monitoring; approved as a primary detection system for 

operational alert use in sterile zone monitoring applications 
• Image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and megapixel resolution with IP-cameras
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP connections
• Integrated Web server for video transmission and camera remote control via PC/Tablet and Smartphone 

browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected video systems (also 

with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect controls permanently the availability of 
the entire system from public net over private net to VideoGateways

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss
• Integrated e-mail client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Definition of up to 5 privacy zones1 with the options live images or live and recorded images
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images, individually adjustable to camera and 

event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type of IP cameras), serial 

command, technical alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with control centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for network, camera remote control, data transmission, and system integration
• High-Level Integration (HLI) of ADPRO PRO/PRO E Passive Infrared Detectors (PIR) via serial interface
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any relay-controlled devices
• Multi-criteria evaluation of recordings
• Live video transmission and simultaneous archive evaluation and recording (Triplex)
• Bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto integrated storage medium
• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk and wall mounting

XOh 
The remotely programmable XOh SecurityPlus 
firmware extends the rich functionality of HeiTel 
VideoGateways. The firmware includes additional 
applications (IntrusionTrace) that supports 
human guards and ensures improved, more 
comprehensive and “always on” threat detection. 
Moreover, the XOh Firmware offers full downward 
compatibility with all existing HeiTel control room 
applications. 

HLI-Interface
Thanks to the High Level Integration (HLI) ADPRO 
passive infrared detectors can be comfortably 
accessed for parameterisation and diagnostics 
either locally or by remote access.

Accessories
• 3G / 4G module including GPS data
• WLAN-capability by external USB WLAN 

adapter
• IntrusionTrace license; outdoor perimeter 

detection for sterile zone monitoring (e.g. car 
dealerships, solar parks, power generation 
facilities, and warehouses); pay-as-you-grow 
license model with max. 4 licenses

• Passive/active GPS antenna must be 
purchased seperately

• Mounting kit for base unit and external hard 
disk kit 

Available Devices
• CamDisc E 4 

4 channel (IP) VideoGateway with internal hard 
disk for stationary applications 

• CamDisc E 4 Hybrid 
4 channel hybrid (analogue or IP) 
VideoGateway with internal hard disk for 
stationary applications 

Video GatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc E
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Video GatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc E
Specifications
Video

Video standard Analogue: CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC, 
Digital: dependent on IP camera (see HeiTel IP camera compatibility list)

Video Compression Device internal using HTcompress1 (M-JPEG differential compression with 
adjustable compression factor per camera) or H.264 (with selected cameras)

Picture formats • With IP camera dependant on model: standard to megapixel resolution;
• With analogue cameras: Transmission: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128, 128 

x 80 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth,
• Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth

Video inputs Analogue Video: Optional 4 x BNC, 1 Vss/75 Ohm (CamDisc E4 Hybrid only) 
IP cameras: Up to 4/10* IP cameras, simultaneous use of different models and 
resolutions

Motion Detection With adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission and event-triggered 
recording, depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content)

Audio 
General Bidirectional audio transmission and recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
or Mic in (electret or electroacustic Micro-phone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
and 1 speaker out (1W/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP-connections simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone,  
PDA browser (additional to 5 standard connections)

Video transmission 
of Live and recorded 
images

Up to Real-time in total depending on IP connection (LAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, 
HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, EDGE)

Recording speed Real-time, with IP cameras depending on the resolution

Recording media Internal 1 TB HeiTel HDD

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/ recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection, serial command and timer based calender

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: intervall=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm;
continious recording: intervall=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup-/

maintenance and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion1) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In online mode considering detection zones, sensitivity and date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
eSATA eSATA interface for external 

storage based on HDD

LAN interface 1 GBit/s built-in network adapter, 
RJ45 connector, DHCP, auto 
detection within LAN

3G/4G Module Optional 3G/4G module for self 
installation

USB interfaces Host USB and Slave USB, USB 
2.0 for device configuration

HLI Interface HLI Interface for ADPRO PRO / 
PRO-E detectors

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

GPS, Transparent, Control via 
onboard RS-232 interface (screw 
clamp terminal)

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

2 alarm inputs (camera related),  
1 arm/disarm and 1 tamper input 
(all on screw terminals)

Control 
outputs

1 relay- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact), max. 30V 
DC/1 A, 60V DC/0.3 A, 125V 
AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Display 
element

LED: Power on, Record, Video 
loss, Online

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 
and UMTS/3G

Logging Transmitter-site event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage/ Power 
consumption

12-24V DC, max.10W

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C...+50°C (+41°F...+122°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting:  
116 x 88 x 137 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 1.0 kg

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months

IntrusionTrace.h 
licenses 

4 channels

1 only with analogue cameras
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Description
Digital video transmission system with local long-term recording for 2 analogue- or IP 
cameras
• Long-term recording onto integrated 1 TB hard disk with adaptive multi-track 

management for schedule-controlled permanent and motion recording, or contact-
triggered event recording

• Real-time video recording
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP 

cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Individually adjustable image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and megapixel 

resolution with IP-cameras 
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP network connections and 

simultaneous dial-up connections
• Integrated Web server for video transmission and camera remote control via PC/

Smartphone/Handheld browser
• Definition of up to 5 privacy zones per analogue camera with the options live images 

or live and recorded images
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall 

protected video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. 
Additionally HTconnect controls permanently the availability of the entire system 
from public net over private net to video transmitters

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss with 
analogue cameras

• Integrated email client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Data transmission via USB interface
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images, individually 

adjustable to camera and event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type 

of IP cameras), serial command, technical alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with control centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for network, camera remote control, data transmission, and 

system integration
• Network interfaces in conformity to VdS Germany to integrate within alarm systems 

based on the “VdS 2465 for Video” protocol
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 

relay-controlled devices
• Multi-criteria evaluation of recordings via IP and/or dial-up connections
• Live video transmission and simultaneous playback and recording (Triplex)
• Optional, bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto integrated hard disk
• Optional camera-selective recording of cash register-/cash machine-/filling station-/

access control-/scanner-data, time-synchronised with video recording
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• Certified according to FIDUCIA (German association for IT services for cooperative 

banks)
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk, wall and 19” mounting

Options:
• ISDN Card
• PSTN Card
• Audio Card
• Dial-up adapters
• 19” Mount Kit (1 RU)
• CamMount Kit

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B
• EN 61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-6-2, 

EN 61000-4-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, EN 50204,  
EN 50130-4)

• FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 
3.90)

• BS 8418

VideoGatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc VG 2s



VideoGatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc VG 2s
Specifications
Video

Video standard CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC (analogue),  
dependant on IP camera (digital)

Video compression Device internal with HTcompress1 
(M-JPEG differential compression with adjustable compression factor per 
camera)

Picture formats • IP camera dependant on model, standard to megapixel resolution;
• Analogue cameras: Transmission: 720x288, 512x256, 256 x 128, 128 x 80 

pixels and 16 Bit colour depth,
• Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth

Video inputs 2 x CVBS (BNC), 1 Vpp/75 Ohm with loop through outputs (auto-termination)

Motion Detection Selectable per camera with adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission 
and event-triggered recording (HDD), depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content) for all cameras

Audio (optional)
General Optional plugin-module (Audio Card) for bidirectional audio transmission and 

recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) and 1 speaker out (1 Watt/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP- or 5 IP- and 1 dial-up connection or 4 IP- and 2 dial-up connections 
simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone, PDA browser (additional to 5 
standard connections)

Video transmission 
of live and recorded 
images

Realtime via IP (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, 
EDGE) and dial-up (PSTN/POTS, ISDN, GSM, HSCSD)

Recording speed Real-time in total depending on compresssion mode, image content and bit rate

Recording media SATA drive (1 TB) with adaptive track management

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection, serial command and timer based calender

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: intervall=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm; 
Continious recording: intervall=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup/maintenance 

and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In online mode considering camera, detection zones, sensitivity and date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 

adapter, RJ45 connector,DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

Internal ISDN 
adapter

Optional ISDN plug-in-module (1 
B-Channel), RJ45 connector

External dial-
up adapters

PSTN/POTS-, ISDN-, GSM-, 
HSCSD-adapters via RS-232 
interface (9 pin Sub-D)

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface (screw/clamp)

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

Via onboard RS-232 interface (9 
pin Sub-D)

Alarm inputs 2 alarm inputs (camera related), 
1 general alarm input, 1 arm/
disarm and 
1 tamper input (all on screw 
terminals)

Control 
outputs

2 relays- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact on screw/
clamp scrimp), max. 30V DC/1 A, 
60V DC/0.3 A, 125V AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Display 
element

Status LED

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 
and dial-up connections (PSTN/
POTS, ISDN, GSM, HSCSD, 
UMTS/3G)

Logging Transmitter-side event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage/Power 
consumption

12-24V DC, max.10.8W

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C...+45°C (+41°F...+113°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting: 
221 x 44 x 270 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 1.5 kg with hard disks

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months

1 only with analogue cameras
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Description
Digital video transmission system with recording for 1 analogue and 3 IP camera or 4 IP 
cameras
• Recording, transmission and display of GPS data with serial GPS receiver or with 

optional 3G/GPS module
• Longterm recording onto internal 1 TB hard disk with adaptive track management 

for schedule-controlled permanent and motion recording, or contact-triggered event 
recording

• Suitable for stationary applications
• Real-time video recording
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and megapixel resolution with IP-cameras
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP connections
• Integrated Web server for video transmission and camera remote control via PC/Tablet 

and Smartphone browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected 

video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect 
controls permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net 
to VideoGateways

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss
• Integrated e-mail client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Definition of up to 5 privacy zones1 with the options live images or live and recorded 

images
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images, individually 

adjustable to camera and event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type of IP 

cameras), serial command, technical alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with control centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for network, camera remote control, data transmission, and system 

integration
• High-Level Integration (HLI) of ADPRO PRO/PRO E Passive Infrared Detectors (PIR) via 

serial interface
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 

relay-controlled devices
• Multi-criteria evaluation of recordings
• Live video transmission and simultaneous archive evaluation and recording (Triplex)
• Optional, bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto integrated storage medium
• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk and wall mounting

Options:
• Passive/active GPS antenna must be 

purchased seperately
• Power Supply (100-240V AC, 50/60 Hz)
• Mounting kit for base unit and external hard 

disk kit

Device options:
• CamDisc VG 4c/A: 

Integrated Audio Module
• CamDisc VG 4c/3G: 

Integrated 3G/GPS Module
• CamDisc VG 4c/A/3G: 

Integrated Audio Module and 3G Module

Options for mobile applications:
• External hard disk unit with built-in shock 

absorption
• GPS receiver

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B, EN 61000-

3-2, EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-6-2, EN 61000-
4-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, EN 50204, EN 50130-4)

• FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 3.90)
• BS 8418

Video GatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc VG 4c
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Video GatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc VG 4c
Specifications
Video

Video standard Analogue: CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC,

Digital: dependant on IP camera

Video Compression Device internal with HTcompress1

(M-JPEG differential compression with adjustable compression factor)

Picture formats • With IP camera dependant on model: standard to megapixel resolution;
• With analogue cameras: Transmission: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128, 

128 x 80 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth,
• Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth

Video inputs 1 x BNC, 1 Vpp/75 Ohm (analogue) with loop through output (auto-termination)

Motion Detection With adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission and event-triggered 
recording, depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content)

Audio (option)
General Optional plugin-module (Audio Card) for bidirectional audio transmission and 

recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
or Mic in (electret or electroacustic Micro-phone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
and 1 speaker out (1W/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP-connections simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone,  
PDA browser (additional to 5 standard connections)

Video transmission 
of Live and recorded 
images

Up to Real-time in total depending on IP connection (LAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, 
HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, EDGE)

Recording speed Real-time, with IP cameras depending on the resolution

Recording media Internal 1 TB HeiTel HDD

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/ recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection, serial command and timer based calender

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: intervall=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm;

continious recording: intervall=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup-/

maintenance and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion1) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In online mode considering detection zones, sensitivity and date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
eSATAp eSATAp interface for external 

storage based on HDD

LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 
adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

3G/UMTS 
interface

Built-in 3G Adapter (option)

USB interfaces Host USB and Slave USB, USB 
2.0 for device configuration

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

GPS, Transparent, Control via 
onboard RS-232 interface (screw 
clamp terminal)

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

2 alarm inputs (camera related), 1 
arm/disarm and 1 tamper input (all 
on screw terminals)

Control 
outputs

1 relay- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact), max. 30V 
DC/1 A, 60V DC/0.3 A, 125V 
AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Display 
element

LED: Power on, Record, Video 
loss, Online

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 
and UMTS/3G

Logging Transmitter-site event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage/ Power 
consumption

12-24V DC, max.10W

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C...+50°C (+41°F...+122°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting:  
116 x 88 x 137 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 1.0 kg

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months

1 only with analogue cameras
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Description
Digital video transmission system with local long-term recording for 4 or 10 analogue or IP 
cameras
• Long-term recording onto removable hard disk with adaptive multi-track management 

for schedule-controlled permanent and motion recording, or contact-triggered event 
recording

• s-version offers real-time video recording
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Individually adjustable image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels  and megapixel resolution 

with IP-cameras
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP network connections and 

simultaneous dial-up connections
• Integrated Web server for up to 4 IP-connections, enabling video transmission and 

camera control on a PC/Smartphone/Handheld using standard Web browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected 

video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect 
controls permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net 
to video transmitters

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss with analogue 
cameras

• Integrated email client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Data transmission via USB interface
• Up to 5 privacy zones per analogue camera, configurable for live images or live and 

recorded images
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images, individually 

adjustable to camera and event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection  (depending on type of IP 

cameras), serial command, technical alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with monitoring centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for Ethernet network, PTZ control, data transmission, and system 

integration
• Network interfaces in conformity to VdS Germany to integrate within alarm systems 

based on the “VdS 2465 for Video” protocol
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 

relay-controlled devices
• Multi-criteria evaluation of recordings via IP and/or dial-up connection, or in offline mode, 

via PC caddy
• Live video transmission and simultaneous playback and recording (Triplex)
• Optional, bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto removable hard disk
• Optional camera-selective recording of cash register-/cash machine-/filling station-/

access control-/scanner-data, time-synchronised with video recording
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• Certified according to FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 3.90)
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk, wall and 19” mounting

Options:
• Removable hard disks
• ISDN Card
• PSTN Card
• Audio Card
• Dial-up adapters
• PC Kit CamDisc USB
• 19” Mount Kit (2 RU)
• CamMount Kit

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B,  

EN 61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-6-2, 
EN 61000-4-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, EN 50204,  
EN 50130-4)

• FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 
3.90)

• UVV-Kassen
• BS 8418
• FCC

VideoGateway

HeiTel™ CamDisc VG 4, CamDisc VG 10, 
CamDisc VG 4s, CamDisc VG 10s



Specifications
Video

Video standard CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC (analogue),  
dependant on IP camera (digital)

Video compression Device internal with HTcompress1  
(M-JPEG differential compression with adjustable compression factor per 
camera)

Picture formats • With IP camera dependant on model, standard to megapixel resolution; 
• with analogue cameras: Transmission: 720x288, 512x256, 256x128, 128x80 

pixels and 16 Bit colour depth, 
• Recording: 720x288, 512x256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth 

Video inputs 4 or 10 x CVBS (BNC), 1 Vpp/75 Ohm with loop through outputs (auto-
termination)

Video output Camera switcher with manual, alarm and sequence control; 1 x CVBS (BNC), 1 
Vpp/75 Ohm

Motion Detection Selectable per camera with adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission 
and event-triggered recording (HDD), depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content) for all cameras

Audio (optional)
General Optional plugin-module (Audio Card) for bidirectional audio transmission and 

recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) or 
Mic in (electret or electrostatic microphone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) and 1 speaker out (1 Watt/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station or offline via removable HDD

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP- or 5 IP- and 1 dial-up connection simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone, PDA browser (additional to 5 
standard connections)

Video transmission 
of live and recorded 
images

Up to real-time via IP (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, HSDPA, CDMA, 
UMTS, EDGE) and dial-up (PSTN/POTS, ISDN)

Recording speed Up to 25 fps respectively real-time recording (s version) in total depending on 
compresssion mode, image content and Bit rate

Recording media Removable SATA drive (500 GB, 1 TB, 2 TB, 4 TB) with adaptive track 
management (4 or 10 tracks)

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection1, serial command and timer based 
calender

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: intervall=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm;  
Continious recording: intervall=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup-/

maintenance and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion1) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In offline mode considering camera, detection zones, sensitivity and date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
eSATA Interface for external recording 

based on HDD

LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 
adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

USB Interface USB 2.0 for configuration of 
device

Internal ISDN 
adapter

Optional ISDN plug-in-module (1 
B-Channel), RJ45 connector

External dial-
up adapters

PSTN/POTS-, ISDN-, GSM-, 
HSCSD-adapters via RS-232 
interface (9 pin Sub-D)

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface (screw/clamp)

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

Via onboard RS-232 interface (9 
pin Sub-D)

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

4 or 10 alarm inputs (camera 
related), 
1 general alarm input, 1 arm/
disarm and 
1 tamper input (all on screw 
terminals)

Control 
outputs

2 relays- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact on screw/
clamp scrimp), max. 30V DC/1 A, 
60V DC/0.3 A, 125V AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Control 
and display 
element

On-Off Switch, push button for 
manual camera selection and 
status LED

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP, WAN and/or LAN 
connections

Logging Transmitter-side event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage/Power 
consumption

12-24V DC

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Power 
consumption 
(12 V DC)

CamDisc 4: 13.2 W; CamDisc 
4s: 18 W CamDisc 10: 15.6 W; 
CamDisc 10s: 26.4 W

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C ... +40°C (+41°F ... +104°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting: 
221 x 88 x 270 mm (WxHxD),  
19” mounting:  
1/2 19” x 2 RU x 275 mm 
(WxHxD)

Weight 3.8 kg with hard disks

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months

1 only with analogue cameras
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VideoGateway

HeiTel™ CamDisc VG 4, CamDisc VG 10, 
CamDisc VG 4s, CamDisc VG 10s



Description
Hybrid video transmission with long-term recording for mixed operation of up to 10 analogue and IP 
cameras

• Specifications based on established CamDisc series
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Individually adjustable image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and megapixel resolution 

with IP-camera
• Low network load even when using megapixel cameras thanks to HTcompress® 

respectively H.264
• Complete and unlimited compatibility with HeiTel receiver equipment for classical 

monitoring centre applications
• Manufacturer independent transmission of IP camera video streams to central monitoring 

stations
• Cost-optimised hardware design thanks to optional connection of analogue cameras 

using HYBRID Card 4
• Physically and functionally decoupled network connections reduce IP camera generated 

network load
• Recording onto integrated removable hard disk drive
• Network-based control of significant IP camera functions including PTZ function
• Product design specifically developed for security applications: fast, compact and easy to 

integrate
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected 

video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect 
controls permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net 
to video transmitters

• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type of IP 
cameras), serial command, technical alarm, and routine call

• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 
relay-controlled devices

• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Network interfaces in conformity to VdS Germany to integrate within alarm systems 

based on the “VdS 2465 for Video” protocol
• High-Level Integration (HLI) of ADPRO PRO/PRO E Passive Infrared Detectors (PIR) via 

serial interface
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk, wall and 19” mounting

Options:
• Removable hard disks 
• ISDN Card
• PSTN Card
• Dial-up adapters
• PC Kit CamDisc USB
• 19” Mount Kit (2 RU)
• CamMount Kit
• HYBRID Card 4

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B
• EN 61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3
• EN 61000-6-2, EN 61000-4-2, -3, -4, -5, -6
• EN 50204, EN 50130-4)
• FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 3.90)
• UVV Kassen
• BS 8418

VideoGatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc VG HNVR



VideoGatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc VG HNVR
Specifications
Video

Video standard Digital: Dependent on IP camera;  
Analogue(only with HYBRID Card 4): CCIR/PAL, EIA/NTSC

Video Compression Device internal using HTcompress (M-JPEG differential compression with 
adjustable compression factor per camera) or H.264 (with selected cameras)

Picture formats • Depending on IP camera model: from standard to megapixel; 
• With analogue camera: Transmission: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128,  

128 x 80 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth
• Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth

Video inputs Up to 10 IP cameras, simultaneous use of different models and resolutions; up 
to 8 analogue cameras using up to 2 HYBRID Card 4 (4 x composite input, 1 
Vss/75 Ohm)

Audio 
General Bidirectional audio transmission and recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) or  
Mic in (electret or electrostatic microphone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) 
and 1 speaker out (1 Watt/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station or offline via removable HDD

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP- or 5 IP- and 1 dial-up connection simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone, PDA browser (additional to 5 
standard connections)

Video transmission 
of Live and recorded 
images

Up to real-time via IP (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, HSDPA, CDMA, 
UMTS, EDGE) and dial-up (PSTN/POTS, ISDN)

Recording speed Up to 25 resp. 30 fps per camera (250 resp. 300 fps in total) at 720 x 576 (PAL) 
resp. 720 x 480 (NTSC) Pixel; generally dependant on compresssion mode, 
image content and Bit rate

Recording media Removable SATA drive (1, 2 or 4 TB) with adaptive track management

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/ recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection, serial command, integrated motion 
detection and timer based calender

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: intervall=0-999s and duration= 1-999s separately adjustable 
for pre- and post alarm; continious recording: intervall=0-999s timer controlled 
(event optimised recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup/maintenance 

and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact) 
and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
eSATA Interface for external storage 

based on HDD

LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 
adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

LAN interface 
for IP cameras

10/100/1000 MBit/s built-in 
network adapter, RJ45 connector, 
DHCP, auto detection within LAN

USB interfaces USB 2.0 for configuration of the 
device

Internal ISDN 
adapter

Optional ISDN plug-in-module (1 
B-Channel), RJ45 connector

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface (screw/clamp)

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

Via onboard RS-232 interface (9 
pin Sub-D)

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

4 or 10 alarm inputs (camera 
related), 1 general alarm input, 1 
arm/disarm and1 tamper input (all 
on screw terminals)

Control 
outputs

2 relays- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact on screw/ 
clamp scrimp), max. 30V DC/1 A, 
60V DC/0.3 A, 125V AC/0.5 A

General

Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware

Control 
and display 
element

On-Off Switch, status LED

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP, WAN and/or LAN 
connections

Logging Transmitter-side event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage/ Power 
consumption

12 V DC, 49.2 W

Operating 
voltage range

8 - 30V DC

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C ... +40°C (+41°F ... +104°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting: 
221 x 88 x 270 mm (WxHxD),  
19” mounting: 1/2 19” x 2 RU x 
275 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 3.8 kg with hard disks

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months
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XOh 
The remotely programmable XOh SecurityPlus 
firmware extends the rich functionality of 
HeiTel VideoGateways. The firmware includes 
additional applications (IntrusionTrace) that 
supports human guards and ensures improved, 
more comprehensive and “always on” threat 
detection. Moreover, the XOh Firmware offers 
full downward compatibility with all existing 
HeiTel control room applications. 

HLI-Interface
Thanks to the High Level Integration (HLI) 
ADPRO passive infrared detectors can be 
comfortably accessed for parameterisation and 
diagnostics either locally or by remote access.

Options
• 3G / 4G module including GPS data
• WLAN-capability by external USB WLAN 

adapter
• IntrusionTrace license; outdoor perimeter 

detection for sterile zone monitoring (e.g. car 
dealerships, solar parks, power generation 
facilities, and warehouses); pay-as-you-grow 
license model with max. 4 licenses

• Passive/active GPS antenna must be 
purchased seperately

• Mounting kit for base unit and external hard 
disk kit

Available Devices
• CamDisc+ E 4/10  

4/10ch (IP) VideoGateway with removable 
hard disk (optional) for stationary and mobile 
applications

• CamDisc+ E 4/10 kit 
4/10ch (IP) VideoGateway with removable 
hard disk (optional) and internal analogue 
real-time card

VideoGatewayHeiTel™ CamDisc+ E

Description
Digital video transmission system with recording for 4/10 IP cameras or up to 10 analogue 
cameras.
• Recording, transmission and display of GPS data with serial GPS receiver or with 

optional 3G/4G module
• Integration into existing WLAN networks by means of selected USB WLAN adapters
• Longterm recording onto removable hard disk with adaptive track management for 

schedule-controlled permanent and motion recording, or contact-triggered event 
recording

• Suitable for stationary and mobile applications
• Real-time video recording
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Optional video analytics for greater detection and visual verification are available via 

Xtralis Xchange
• IntrusionTrace: intrusion detection for sterile zone monitoring; approved as a primary 

detection system for operational alert use in sterile zone monitoring applications 
• Image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and megapixel resolution with IP-cameras
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP connections
• Integrated Web server for video transmission and camera remote control via PC/Tablet 

and Smartphone browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected 

video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect 
controls permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net 
to VideoGateways

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss
• Integrated e-mail client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Definition of up to 5 privacy zones1 with the options live images or live and recorded 

images
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images, individually 

adjustable to camera and event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type of  

IP cameras), serial command, technical alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with control centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for network, camera remote control, data transmission, and system 

integration
• High-Level Integration (HLI) of ADPRO PRO/PRO E Passive Infrared Detectors (PIR) via 

serial interface
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 

relay-controlled devices
• Multi-criteria evaluation of recordings
• Live video transmission and simultaneous archive evaluation and recording (Triplex)
• Bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto integrated storage medium
• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk and wall mounting



Specifications
Video

Video standard Analogue: CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC, 
Digital: dependent on IP camera (see HeiTel IP camera compatibility list)

Video Compression Device internal using HTcompress1 (M-JPEG differential compression with 
adjustable compression factor per camera) or H.264 (with selected cameras)

Picture formats • With IP camera dependant on model: standard to megapixel resolution;
• With analogue cameras: Transmission: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128, 

128 x 80 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth,
• Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth

Video inputs Analogue Video: Optional 4/10 x BNC, 1 Vss/75 Ohm (optional video card 
needed)
IP cameras: Up to 4/10 IP cameras, simultaneous use of different models and 
resolutions

Motion Detection With adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission and event-triggered 
recording1 or depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content)

Audio 
General Bidirectional audio transmission and recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
or Mic in (electret or electroacustic Micro-phone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
and 1 speaker out (1W/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station or offline via removable HDD

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP- or 5 IP- and 1 dial-up connection simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone, PDA browser (additional to 5 
standard connections)

Video transmission 
of live and recorded 
images

Up to real-time via IP (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, HSDPA, CDMA, 
UMTS, EDGE)

Recording speed Up to 25 fps respectively real-time recording in total depending on compresssion 
mode, image content and Bit rate

Recording media Removable SATA drive (1 TB, 2 TB, 4 TB) with adaptive track management (4 
or 10 tracks)

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection1, serial command and timer based 
calender

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: intervall=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm;  
Continious recording: intervall=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup-/

maintenance and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion1) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In offline mode considering camera, detection zones, sensitivity and date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
eSATA eSATA interface for external 

storage based on HDD
LAN interface 1 GBit/s built-in network adapter, 

RJ45 connector, DHCP, auto 
detection within LAN

3G/4G Module Optional 3G/4G module for self 
installation

2x USB Interface USB 2.0 for configuration of device   
USB 2.0 for WIFI-stick

HLI Interface HLI Interface for ADPRO PRO / 
PRO-E detectors

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface (screw/clamp)

Transparent data 
channel/control 
interface

Via onboard RS-232 interface  
(9 pin Sub-D)

Resistance-
monitored alarm 
inputs

4 or 10 alarm inputs (camera 
related), 1 general alarm input,  
1 arm/disarm and 1 tamper input 
(all on screw terminals)

Control outputs 2 relays- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact on screw/
clamp scrimp), max. 30V DC/1 A, 
60V DC/0.3 A, 125V AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ system 
design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Control and 
display element

On-Off Switch, push button for 
manual camera selection and 
status LED

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP, WAN and/or LAN 
connections

Logging Transmitter-side event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage/Power 
consumption

12-24V DC, max. 25W

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C ... +40°C (+41°F ... +104°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting: 
221 x 88 x 270 mm (WxHxD),  
19” mounting:  
1/2 19” x 2 RU x 275 mm

Weight 3.8 kg with hard disks
Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months
IntrusionTrace.h 
licenses

4 channels

1 only with analogue cameras
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Description
Digital video transmission system with recording for 1 analogue and 3 IP camera or 4 IP 
cameras
• Recording, transmission and display of GPS data with serial GPS receiver or with 

optional 3G/GPS module
• Recording onto optional Compact Flash card or external hard disk with adaptive track 

management for schedule-controlled permanent and motion recording, or contact-
triggered event recording

• Suitable for mobile and stationary applications 
• Real-time video recording
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and IP cameras
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and megapixel resolution with IP-cameras
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP connections
• Integrated Web server for video transmission and camera remote control via PC/Tablet 

and Smartphone browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected 

video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect 
controls permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net 
to VideoGateways

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss
• Integrated e-mail client for alarming up to two email addresses 
• Definition of up to 5 privacy zones1 with the options live images or live and recorded 

images
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images,individually 

adjustable to camera and event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending on type of IP 

cameras), serial command, technical alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with control centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for network, camera remote control, data transmission, and system 

integration
• High-Level Integration (HLI) of ADPRO PRO/PRO E Passive Infrared Detectors (PIR) via 

serial interface
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 

relay-controlled devices 
• Multi-criteria evaluation of recordings
• Live video transmission and simultaneous archive evaluation and recording (Triplex) 
• Optional, bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto integrated storage medium
• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk and wall mounting

Options:
• Compact Flash Card or
• Passive/active GPS antenna must be 

purchased seperately
• Power Supply (100-240V AC, 50/60 Hz)
• Mounting kit for base unit

Device Options:
• CamServer VG 4c/A: 

Integrated Audio Module
• CamServer VG 4c/3G: 

Integrated 3G Module
• CamServer VG 4c/A3G: 

Integrated Audio Module and 3G Module

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B,  

EN 61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-6-2,  
EN 61000-4-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, EN 50204,  
EN 50130-4)

• FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 
3.90)

• BS 8418

VideoGatewayHeiTel™ CamServer VG 4c



VideoGatewayHeiTel™ CamServer VG 4c
Specifications
Video

Video standard Analogue: CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC,
Digital: dependant on IP camera

Video compression Device internal with HTcompress1

(M-JPEG differential compression with adjustable compression factor)

Picture formats With IP camera dependant on model: standard to megapixel resolution; 
With analogue cameras: 

• Transmission: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128, 128 x 80 pixels and 16 Bit 
colour depth, 

• Recording: 720 x 288, 512 x 256 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth

Video inputs 1 x BNC, 1 Vpp/75 Ohm (analogue) with loop through output (auto-termination)

Motion Detection With adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission and event-triggered 
recording, depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content)

Audio (option)
General Optional plugin-module (Audio Card) for bidirectional audio transmission and 

recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) or  
Mic in (electret or electroacustic Microphone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) and 1 speaker out (1W/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP-connections simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone, PDA browser (additional to 5 
standard connections)

Video transmission 
of live and recorded 
images

Up to Real-time in total depending on IP connection (LAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, 
HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, EDGE)

Recording speed Real-time, with IP cameras depending on the resolution

Recording media Compact Flash Card with adaptive multitrack management or external HeiTel 
HDD

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection, serial command and timer based calender

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; options for each camera: live or live and 
recorded images

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: interval=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm; 
Continious recording: interval=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup/ 

maintenance and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion1) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Motion Smart Search1 In online mode considering detection zones, sensitivity and date/time

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
eSATAp eSATAp interface for external 

storage based on HDD 
Note: The HDD option can not be 
used in combination with Compact 
Flash Card

LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 
adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

3G/UMTS 
interface

Built-in 3G Adapter (option)

USB interfaces Host USB and Slave USB, USB 
2.0 for device configuration

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

GPS, Transparent, Control via 
onboard RS-232 interface (screw 
clamp terminal)

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

2 alarm inputs (camera related),  
1 arm/disarm and 1 tamper input 
(all on screw terminals)

Control 
outputs

1 relay- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact), max. 30V 
DC/1 A, 60V DC/0.3 A, 125V 
AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Display 
element

LED: Power on, Record, Video 
loss, Online

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 
and UMTS/3G

Logging Transmitter-site event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Operating 
voltage/Power 
consumption

12-24V DC, max. 10W

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C...+50°C (+41°F...+122°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting: 
116 x 44 x 137 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 1.0 kg

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529,  
DIN EN 60529

Specific 
options 
for mobile 
applications

• External hard disk unit with 
built-in shock absorption

• GPS receiver

Warranty 24 months

1 only with analogue cameras
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Description
Digital video transmission system for 4 or 10 analogue or IP cameras
• Hybrid functionality with manufacturer-neutral compatibility for analogue and 

IP cameras 
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Individually adjustable image resolutions up to 720 x 288 pixels and 

megapixel resolution with IP-cameras
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP-network connections 

and simultaneous dial-up connections
• Integrated Web server, enabling video transmission and camera control on 

a PC/Smartphone/Handheld using standard Web browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to 

Firewall protected video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in 
private nets. Additionally HTconnect controls permanently the availability of 
the entire system from public net over private net to video transmitters

• Camera position authentication and camera specific alarming of video loss 
with analogue cameras

• Integrated email client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Up to 5 privacy zones per analogue camera for live images
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre-alarm images, individually 

adjustable to camera
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, motion detection (depending 

on type of IP cameras), serial command, technical alarm and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with monitoring centre 

applications
• Full-duplex voice communication via bidirectional audio transmission
• Optional bi-directional audio transmission
• Integrated interfaces for Ethernet network, PTZ control, data transmission 

and system integration
• Network interfaces in conformity to VdS Germany to integrate within alarm 

systems based on the “VdS 2465 for Video” protocol
• Data transmission via USB interface
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, 

doors, or any relay-controlled devices
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• Certified according to FIDUCIA (German association for IT services for 

cooperative banks)
• BS 8418 compliant
• Compact design, suitable for desk, wall and 19” mounting

Options:
• ISDN Card
• PSTN Card
• Audio Card
• Dial-up adapters
• 19” Mount Kit (2 RU)
• CamMount Kit

Approvals:
• CE (EN 61000-6-3, EN 55022, Kl.B,  

EN 61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-6-2, 
EN 61000-4-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, EN 50204,  
EN 50130-4)

• FIDUCIA (starting from CamControl LITE 
3.90)

• FCC
• BS 8418

VideoGateway
HeiTel™ CamTel VG 4,  
CamTel VG 10



VideoGateway

Specifications
Video

Video standard CCIR/PAL and EIA/NTSC (analogue), dependant on IP camera (digital)

Video compression Device internal with HTcompress1  
(M-JPEG differential compression with adjustable compression factor per 
camera)

Picture formats • With IP camera dependant on model: standard to megapixel resolution;
• Transmission with analogue cameras: 720 x 288, 512 x 256, 256 x 128,  

128 x 80 pixels and 16 Bit colour depth
• Recording (pre-alarm): 720 x 288 pixel

Video inputs 4 or 10 x CVBS (BNC), 1 Vpp/75 Ohm with loop through outputs (auto-
termination) (analogue);  
up to 10 IP cameras with multiple use of different types and resolutions

Video output Camera switcher with manual, alarm and sequence control; 1 x CVBS 
(BNC), 1 Vpp/75 Ohm

Motion Detection Selectable per camera with adjustable detection zones for alarm transmission 
and storage of (pre-)alarm images (RAM), depending on type of IP cameras

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring (sync. and picture content) for all cameras

Audio (optional)
General Optional plug-in module (Audio Card) for bidirectional audio transmission

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16 Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (02 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) or  
Mic in (electret or electrostatic microphone)

Audio output 1 x line out (02 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp) and 1 speaker out (1 Watt/8 Ohm)

Transmission and Recording
General Video and audio transmission, recording of (pre-) alarm images

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP- or 5 IP- and 1 dial-up connection or 4 IP- and 2 dial-up connections 
simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC/Smartphone/PDA Web browser (additional to 5 
standard connections)

Video transmission 
of live and recorded 
images

With up to 25 fps via IP (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, HSDPA, CDMA, 
UMTS, EDGE) and dial-up (PSTN/POTS, ISDN)

Recording media 28 MByte RAM for pre-alarm images only (1000 images)

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/recording

Dry contact, built-in motion detection and serial commands

Privacy Zones1 Up to 5 privacy zones per camera; live images for each camera

Recording modes Pre-alarm recording until connection (RAM)

Recording interval Adjustable between 0-99 seconds  
(value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, pre-alarm images and remote setup/

maintanance via receiver software

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
LAN interface 10/100 MBit/s built-in network 

adapter, RJ45 connector, DHCP, 
auto detection within LAN

USB interface 2.0 for configuration of device

Internal ISDN 
adapter

Optional ISDN plugin module (1 
B-Channel), RJ45 connector

External dial-
up adapters

PSTN/POTS-, ISDN-, GSM-, 
HSCSD-adapters via RS-232 
interface (9 pin Sub-D)

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 
(422) interface (screw/clamp)

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

Via onboard RS-232 interface (9 
pin Sub-D)

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

4 or 10 alarm inputs (camera 
related),  
1 general alarm input, 1 arm/
disarm and 
1 tamper input (all on screw 
terminals)

Control 
outputs

2 relays-system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact on screw/ 
clamp scrimp), max. 30V DC/1 A, 
60V DC/0.3 A, 125V AC/0.5 A

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

Embedded Linux/dedicated 
hardware (no PC)

Control 
and display 
element

On-Off Switch, push button for 
manual camera selection and 
status LED

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 
and dial-up connections (PSTN/
POTS, ISDN, GSM, HSCSD, 
UMTS/3G)

Operating 
voltage/Power 
consumption

12-24V DC, 4.8W

Operating 
voltage range

8-30V DC

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C ... +55°C (+41° ... +131°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

Desktop and wall mounting:  
221 x 88 x 270 (WxHxD mm);  
19” mounting: 
1/2 19”x 2 RU x 275 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 2.9 kg

Protection 
class

IP 30 according to IEC 60529, DIN 
EN 60529

Warranty 24 months

1 only with analogue cameras
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C IO Adapter

�� Up�to�50�alarm�monitored�control�inputs�with�various�functions
�� Up�to�8�relay�contacts
�� Triggering�of�event�related�recordings�on�CamServer,�
CamDisc�SVR�and�CamDisc�HNVR

�� Freely�definable�selection�of�cameras�and�triggering�of�preset�
positions�(domes�and�PTZ�cameras)

�� Dedicated�micro�controller�for�constant�evaluation�of�input�
signals

�� Serial�interface�for�connection�of�CamTel�SVR,�CamServer,�
CamDisc�SVR�(s)�and�CamDisc�HNVR

�� Pluggable�screw�terminals�for�easy�wiring�������������������������������������������������������������������
�� Easy�configuration�via�CamControl�LITE/PRO/CLIENT
�� Compact�design�suitable�for�desk�top�and�19"-rack�mounting�
(Option)

The�CIO�Adapter�is�an�external�input/output�expansion�module�for�HeiTel�VideoGateways.�It�offers�up�to�50�additional�alarm�control�
inputs�featuring�sabotage�detection�and�8�relays.
PTZ�domes�and�cameras�can�be�triggered�by�specific�criteria�and�the�automatically�moved�to�preset�camera�positions.
The�CIO�Adapter�enables�system�or�application�related,�camera�selective�alarming�and/or�a�dedicated�triggering�of�event�related�recor-
ding.�The�8�additional�relays�(4�changer,�4�closer)�enable�the�remote�control�of�e.g.�doors,�light�etc.�The�control�signals�are�routed�via�
the�serial�interface�of�the�VideoGateway.



Interfaces
RS-232 RS-232-Interface�(9�pin�Sub-D)�for�connec-

tion�with�Transp.data/Control�Interface�of�
the�HeiTel�VideoGateways

Alarm�inputs 50�alarm�inputs�(screw�terminals)
Control�inputs 8�relay�contacts�(4�normally�closed/�4�nor-

mally�opened)
General
Display�elements Status�LEDs/Power
Power�Supply External�switched�power�supply,�

100-240V�AC,�50/60�Hz,�
12V�DC�max.�4�A,�48�W

Voltage�range 8�-�30�V�DC
Power�input�with�12�V�DC <�0,5�A;�dependent�on�the�number�of�

activated�inputs
Ambient�temperature 0°C�…�+70°C�(+32°F�…�+158°F)
Housing/Enclosure Desktop:�221�x�44�x�155�(WxHxD�mm)

19"-mounting:�½�19"�x�1HE�x�155�mm�
(WxHxD)
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Errors�and�omissions�excepted,�technical�specification�and�availability�are�subject�to�change�without�notice.

RS-232�connection�(Modem�cable,�1:1)�
with�a�CamDisc�SVR�10

Configuration�of�the�CIO�Adapter�via�
CamControl�software

Example�control�signal�
��������"NO"�������������������"NC"

CIO Adapter

CamDisc SVR 10

Menu Recorder settings/CIO Adapter

Protection�class IP30�according�to�IEC60529,�DIN�EN�60529
Weight 1.2�kg
Approvals CE�(EN�50130-4,�EN�55022�Kl.�B,�

EN�61000-6-3),�BS8414
Options 19"�Mount�Kit,�CamMount�Kit
Warranty 24�month

Your�authorised�dealer

Control�InputRelais�Output
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Autonomous control centre solution with up to 50 operator stations that consists of Event CLIENT, 
CamControl CLIENT and FastTrace2 CamControl including alarm management tool with dynamic 
alarm processing and alarm database

• Support of HeiTel VideoGateway and ADPRO FastTrace 2/iFT series
• Automatic connection by transmitter-side alarms, freely-programmable observation tours and 

service function
• Multi-Site functionality for simultaneous connection for up to 50 video transmitters
• Customer-specific event notification at global and customer-specific levels
• Enhanced, colour display for identification of events and/or transmitter priorities
• User-sensitive password management with individually configurable user rights and definable 

password validity period
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected video 

systems (also with dynamic IP addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect controls 
permanently the availability of HeiTel VideoGateways over public or private networks

• Operation, alarm verification and (remote) configuration for an infinite number of video 
transmitters

• The Pre-Alarm Viewer allows the operator in case of an alarm to automatically receive the 
complete pre- and post-alarm video sequences simultaneously to the live images of up to 
three cameras

• HThealth-check allows live monitoring of system status and GPS position (incl. arm/disarm 
status, hard disk errors, hardware issues, video loss indication, device temperature, IP line 
monitoring (HTconnect) and firmware version)

• Geo-fencing tool for mobile VideoGateways allows defining and monitoring of a. o. speed 
limits, no-go areas, no-leave areas and arrival areas, all visualized live on graphical map

• High-Level Integration (HLI) of ADPRO PRO/PRO E PIRs including evaluation of all alarm and 
status information of the detectors by the HeiTel VideoGateway

• Collective, one-go firmware update procedure for selectable VideoGateways
• Integrated multi-leveled Site Map management tool for interactive operation and automatic 

triggering of the event-relevant camera 
• Full database search, e.g. according to date, time and installation site specific criteria with 

customised analysis functionality for events and archive video recordings
• Alarm-specific action plans on customer, location and transmitter level with email functionality 

for completed missions
• Integrated logging and documentation functions with report and list printout of logs as well as 

email functionality for logs and alarm protocols
• Decentralised master database holding all data related to the customer, the site and the video 

transmitters (e.g. contact data of key-holder, installer, police, fire brigade, medical support)
• Configurable client operator rights allows for the decentralised maintenance of the master 

database as well as the administration and configuration of any remote site
• Automatic storage of all received videos in the central receiver archive
• Relay control per transmitter to operate lighting, gates etc.
• Multilingual user interface (DE, EN, ES, PT, ZH Traditional, ZH Simplified, RU, PL)
• EventCLIENT module in a new design: Starting from v2.0.0 the EMS includes a new graphical 

interface that can be started optionally from the Client working station (EventCLIENTng.exe)
• Integrated CamControl MV (Private Multi-View) for video live transmission in free definable 

layouts with up to 64 cameras simultaneously

Event Management System (EMS)

Specifications

Server PC
CPU Pentium >= 3 GHz (optimal dual 

processor or dual core system). 
Installations with more than 1500 
HTconnect connections to HeiTel 
VideoGateways: >= : Intel Core i7 
at 3GHz or higher

Memory >= 1 GB (2 GB recommended), 
installations with more than 1500 
HTconnect VideoGateways or 
more than nine video connection 
channels (video ports): >= 4 GB

Operating System Windows Server 2008/2012 R2 
with latest Service Pack, Windows 
7 Ultimate with latest Service 
Pack

Hard disk capacity Min. 200 GB, dependent on the 
size of the video archive, the data 
base size, the number of events 
and received images

Monitor 1 Monitor

Graphic card 1152 x 864 pixel recommended, 
65536 colours

Interfaces USB interface for dongle Interface 
via COM port (Moxa), CFos 
or Network for connection of 
transmitters (depending on project 
specifications), ISDN interfaces 
(depending on demand)

Network 1 GBit Network card

Drive CD-ROM hard drive for 
installation

Recommendation Teamviewer installation for remote 
maintenance (support)

Client PC
CPU Intel Core i3 with 2GHz or higher

Memory 2GB RAM or higher

Operating System Windows 7 (Ultimate or 
Professional) with latest Service 
Pack

Hard disk capacity 320GB or bigger

Monitor 2 resp. 3 Monitors, if using 
optional “Site Map“

Graphic card Dual monitor support, minimum 
1024 x768 pixel (1152 x 864 pixel 
recommended for Event CLIENT 
Monitor), the use of a multiscreen 
compatible graphic card is 
recommended.  
DirectX 11 compatible graphic 
card (GPU) for optimised H.264 
video streaming

Network 1 GBit Network card

Drive CD-ROM hard drive for installation

Master Data Management Module

CamControl CLIENT or FastTrace2 CamControl video module
Support all video-related operations

Operator Management Module

EMS SERVER consisting of:
1. Central database for administration of 
master data, video archives, events and 
protocols
2. Connection and interface management 
for all remote transmitters 

Event CLIENT 
User Interface with categorised display of events supports all 
event-specific operations

Event HISTORY 
Log of events

CamControl PLAYER
Video Archive Playback

Message window 
“Alarm“

Message window 
“Routine Daily Call“

Message window 
“Resubmission“
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GPS Watcher and Geofencing Module 
for GPS positioning in live and history 
mode

HThealthCheck MONITOR
Live monitoring of system status and 
GPS position



High-performance Passive 
Infrared Motion Detectors 
for outdoor surveillance 
purposes for detection and 
reporting of alarm events

PRO E-PIR Detectors

External Input/Output 
adaptor with up to 50 
additional sabotage 
monitored alarm control 
inputs and 8 relays

CIO Adapter

EMS work station 1  
Event CLIENT CamControl CLIENT EMS Site Map

EMS work station 2  
Event CLIENT FastTrace CamControl EMS Site Map

EMS work station 50  
Event CLIENT

FastTrace CamControl 
or CamControl CLIENT EMS Site Map

Example: Alarm Call  
Verification of incoming alarms with pre-alarm 
sequences, live images and processing of action plans

Example: Manual Dial-In  
Routine observation tours with manual access to live  
images, site archive and support of remote control 
functionality

Example: Evaluation of History Archive  
Post-processing of completed events with search and 
evaluation functionality for event-specific protocols and 
alarm-linked video archives

Digital video transmission 
system with local  
long-term recording for 4 
or 10 cameras

CamDisc SVR

Digital video transmission 
system with local  
long-term recording for 4 
or 10 cameras

CamDisc VG

Digital video transmission 
system for 4 to 10 
cameras

CamTel VG

Digital video transmission 
system with local long-term 
recording for 4 cameras.  
Cam4mobile VG 4c is 
suitable for mobile operation

CamDisc VG 4c/ 
Cam4mobile VG 4c

Hybrid image 
transmission and image 
recording system for 
mixed operation of up 
to 10 analogue and IP 
cameras

CamDisc VG HNVR

Shock resistant digital 
video recording and 
transmission system for 
mobile applications for 4 or 
10 cameras

Cam4mobile VG

Digital video transmission 
system with recording for up 
to 4/10 IP cameras or 4/10 
analogue cameras (optional 
video add on card required); 
optional licence for video 
analytics with IntrusionTrace

CamDisc+ E

Digital video transmission 
system with local  
long-term recording for 2 
cameras

CamDisc VG 2s

GSM PSTN ISDN GPRS HSPA CDMA UMTS/3G WAN
HSCSD POTS TCP/IP EDGE DSL LAN WLAN LTE/4G

CamDisc E/ 
CamDisc EM

Digital video transmission 
system with recording for up 
to 4/10 IP cameras or up to 
4 analogue cameras(optional 
video add on card required); 
optional licence for video 
analytics with IntrusionTrace

Digital video transmission 
system for recording of 
up to 10 IP cameras; 
optional licence for 
video analytics with 
IntrusionTrace

ipVG

Digital video transmission 
system with local  
long-term recording for  
4 cameras

CamServer VG 4c

Video and audio transmitter/ 
recorder for single and multi 
sites supporting up to 16 
analog and/or IP/megapixel 
cameras

FastTrace 2/2E/iFT



Technical data
Direction distinction For IMD 45D and IMD 45DH
Operating voltage 10.5V DC - 30V DC, 24V AC ± 15%
Power consumption (no heating) 18mA for 12V DC
Thermal output (for H models) 2W - 176mA for 12V
Operating temperature -20° C to 60° C, for H models -40° C to 60° C
Weight 900g, incl. mount, IMD 250H: 1,500g without mount
Dimensions LxWxH 247mm x 100mm x 104mm for all types except IMD 250H
Dimensions IMD 250H LxWxH 275mm x 100mm x 100mm
Window material standard model IR-penetrable plastic
Window material H models Silicon glass
Sensor type Differentiating pyrotechnical sensor in various models (single channel, double 

channel, triple channel)
Protection rating IP 64 for all devices - IMD 45H, IMD 100 H, IMD 45DH, IMD 18WH, IMD 18H, 

IMD 85 H are also each available with IP 65 or IP 66 rating
Colour sensitivity 8 µm - 14 µm, double filtered
Outputs - 1 potential-free alarm output 30V DC, 100mA

- 1 OC semiconductor 50mA
IMD 250H also has 3 optocouplers

Alarm display Internal LED
Configuration options via internal 
DIP switch
- Curtain detector and IMD 85H
- Surface detector

 

- Range, ATD, test, sabotage protection, assembly height
- Sensitivity, ATD, pulse counter, test, sabotage protection, assembly height

Detection speed 0.2m/s - 5m/s
Temperature adjustment Across the whole temperature range
Cable lead 2 x 4-7 mm diameter (for IMD 250H: 2 x 6.9 mm)
Cable connection Terminal screw
Mounting Wall bracket (included in delivery for all types except IMD 250H), additional 

mast mount with ZA P-L1
Sabotage protection Cover contact, misalignment detection
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Errors excepted. Technical specifications and availability subject to change.

Model Nominal reach (LxW) and
Angle of aperture (ca.)

Sensor type Sensitivity adjustment 
(via DIP switch)

Sensitivity adjustment 
(via software)

Curtain detector
IMD 45 50 m x 3.3 m, 4° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 45H 60 m x 3.9 m, 3.5° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 45Z 50 m x 3,3 m, 4° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 100 120 m x 2.9 m, 2.9° Triple channel 50%, 70%, 100% 50% - 150%
IMD 100H 150 m x 3.3 m, 1.3° Triple channel 50%, 70%, 100% 50% - 150%
IMD 250H 150 m x 3.3 m, 1.3° Triple channel 50%, 70%, 100% 50% - 150%
IMD 45D 50 m x 3.9 m, 4° Double channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 45DH 60 m x 4.2 m, 4° Double channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
Surface detector
IMD 18W 21 m x 24 m, 90° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 18WH 27 m x 30 m, 90° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 18 24 m x 21 m, 50° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 18H 30 m x 27 m, 50° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 30 30 m x 20 m, 36° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 40 40 m x 10 m, 15° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 51 50 m x 30 m, 34° Single channel 40%, 75%, 100% 20% - 140%
IMD 85 60 m x 18 m, 17° Triple channel 50%, 75%, 100% 50% - 150%
IMD 85H 75 m x 23 m, 17° Triple channel 50%, 75%, 100% 50% - 150%

Accessories
 � Telescope/telescopic 
sight for fine adjust-
ment of medium-range 
and long-range curtain 
detectors from the 
HeiTel IMD series 

 � Interface box to con-
nect the IMD detectors 
to a PC or a HeiTel 
VideoGateway via an 
RS485 bus. The RS485 
interface enables the 
detectors to be con-
figured or functional 
diagnoses to be carried 
out via remote service. 

 � Function test 
diagnosis set, which 
can be used to help with 
start-up and to detect 
the coverage range on-
site. CT PRO includes a 
radio transmitter, which 
is connected to a HeiTel 
IMD motion detector, 
and a receiver, which 
signals the detector 
sensitivity and tripping 
characteristic when 
the coverage range is 
measured. 

 � Assembly set for fixing 
the HeiTel IMD detector 
to masts (suitable for 
masts or posts with a 
diameter of 4-16 cm) 

 � Wallmounting Bracket 
(IMD CMB-W) 

 � Mounting Bracket 
(IMD P250)

V 2 in V 3 in V 4 in V 5 in V 6 in V 7 in V 8 in V 9 in V 10 in

V 2 out V 3 out V 4 out V 5 out V 6 out V 7 out V 8 out V 9 out V 10 out

Vout

Mic

Transp.data/Control interface
Line out

Line in

V 1 in

Ethernet

Speaker
+ –

Control in
6 7 8 9 10+

T T

R1 R2 in2
Aux

1 2 3 4 5
Control in

– + Tx

T T T

Rx
Al
a/d

Al
in

Aux
in1

PTZ: RS-485/RS-232 V
out

T

ISDN

eSATA

V 1 out

12/24V

RS 485

Internet

Interfacebox
IF 485

HeiTel VideoGateway,
e.g. CamDisc VG 10

Remote Service via
CamControl LITE and IMD 
configuration software 
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HeiTel IMD series

Passive Infrared Detector for Field Work

 � Additional false alarm reduction through directional detection
 � Integrated electronic camera position authentication  
 � Low power consumption of only 18 mA for 12V DC 
(models without heating)

 � High operating voltage range of 10.5V DC - 30V DC, 
24V AC ±15%

 � H models with integrated temperature-controlled heating and 
silicon glass front pane for extreme operating conditions

 � Bracket for wall mounting included in delivery

 � High precision and reliability - even in the most difficult opera-
ting conditions

 � By using the remote service, settings and detector sensitivity 
can be easily changed or checked remotely or locally

 � Extremely small coverage range for curtain detectors
 � Safe detection even through snow, fog and rain
 � Reduced risk of sabotage thanks to assembly height of up to 
4 metres

 � All-over, consistent coverage across the entire range with 
minimal gaps when using curtain detectors

 � Low false alarm rate thanks to modern DSP technology and 
adaptable threshold tracking

HeiTel IMD detectors (Infrared Motion Detection) are high-performance passive infrared motion detectors, which have been specially 
developed for outdoor surveillance purposes. The detectors are optimised for use in security technology applications in the field of video 
monitoring and intrusion detection technology. For the different object and application-specific conditions there are medium-range and 
long-range detectors with very small angles of aperture as well as volume detectors - as surface detectors - with different ranges and 
corresponding sizes of angles of aperture. 
The outstanding feature of the HeiTel IMD series is its unique remote service option.
Configuration and diagnoses are easily carried out on the devices locally or remotely. The assembly height of up to 4 m reduces the risk 
of sabotage.



Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-45/IMD-45H (ranges for H models)

Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-45Z

Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-45D/IMD-45DH (ranges for H models)

Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-100/IMD-100H(ranges for H models)

Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-250H
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Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-40
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Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-85/IMD-85H (ranges for H models)

Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-18W/IMD-18WH (ranges for H models)

Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-18/IMD-18H (ranges for H models)
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Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-51
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Top and side view of the coverage range for 
HeiTel IMD-30
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XOh 
The remotely programmable XOh SecurityPlus 
firmware extends the rich functionality of HeiTel 
VideoGateways. The firmware includes additional 
applications (IntrusionTrace) that supports 
human guards and ensures improved, more 
comprehensive and “always on” threat detection. 
Moreover, the XOh Firmware offers full downward 
compatibility with all existing HeiTel control room 
applications. 

HLI-Interface
Thanks to the High Level Integration (HLI) ADPRO 
passive infrared detectors can be comfortably 
accessed for parameterisation and diagnostics 
either locally or by remote access.

Options
• IntrusionTrace license; outdoor perimeter 

detection for sterile zone monitoring (e.g. car 
dealerships, solar parks, power generation 
facilities, and warehouses); pay-as-you-grow 
license model with max. 8 licenses

HeiTel™ ipVG
Remotely 
Programmable 
NVR

Description
Digital video transmission system for recording of up to 10 IP cameras with full remote 
monitoring features such as arming/disarming and reliable transmission via a proprietary 
acknowledge protocol. The ipVG uses the XOh SecurityPlus firmware. It optimises 
bandwidth ensuring high quality recording and by adapting video transmission to the 
available bandwidth. 
• Longterm recording onto internal 2 TB, 4 TB or 6 TB hard disk with adaptive track 

management for schedule-controlled permanent and motion recording, or contact-
triggered event recording

• Real-time video recording
• ONVIF compatible with selected IP cameras
• Optional video analytics for greater detection and visual verification are available via 

Xtralis Xchange
• IntrusionTrace: intrusion detection for sterile zone monitoring; approved as a primary 

detection system for operational alert use in sterile zone monitoring applications 
• Image resolution of up to 5 megapixel
• Integrated Multi-Unicast server supporting multiple IP connections
• Integrated Web server for video transmission and camera remote control via PC/Tablet 

and Smartphone browser
• HTconnect enables unrestricted, but safe access over the Internet to Firewall protected 

video systems (also with dynamic IP-addresses) in private nets. Additionally HTconnect 
controls permanently the availability of the entire system from public net over private net 
to VideoGateways

• Camera specific alarming of video loss
• Integrated e-mail client for alarming up to two email addresses
• Precise recording (exact to the second) of pre- and post-alarm images, individually 

adjustable to camera and event
• Event-triggered connections by alarm contact, IntrusionTrace, serial command, technical 

alarm, and routine call
• Perfected for alarm verification and conformity with control centre applications
• Integrated interfaces for network, camera remote control, data transmission, and system 

integration
• High-Level Integration (HLI) of ADPRO PRO/PRO E Passive Infrared Detectors (PIR) via 

serial interface
• Extensive remote control functions to control lighting, barriers, alarms, doors, or any 

relay-controlled devices
• Multi-criteria evaluation of recordings
• Live video transmission and simultaneous archive evaluation and recording (Triplex)
• Bidirectional audio transmission and recording onto integrated storage medium
• Remote playback of pre-recorded audio tracks (e.g. to address intruder on premises)
• Resistance-monitored alarm inputs
• BS 8418 compliant
• 19” rack unit, height: 2 RU
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HeiTel™ ipVG
Specifications
Video

Video standard Digital: dependent on IP camera (see HeiTel IP camera compatibility list)

Video Compression JPEG, MJPEG, H.264 (with selected IP cameras) as well as HTcompress

Picture formats Depending on IP camera model: standard to megapixel (5Mpx) resolution

Video inputs Up to 10 IP cameras, simultaneous use of different models and resolutions

Video signal monitoring Video signal monitoring

Audio 
General Bidirectional audio transmission and recording

Audio compression SPEEX Codec, 16Bit, 80-8000 Hz

Audio inputs 1 x line in (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
or Mic in (electret or electroacustic Micro-phone)

Audio output 1 x line out (0-2 Vpp, nominal 0.775 Vpp)  
and 1 speaker out (1W/8 Ohm)

Transmission, Recording and Analysis
General Video and audio transmission, recording and playback at the same time; online 

evaluation via local and remote receiver station

Multi-Unicast Up to 6 IP-connections simultaneously

Web server Up to 4 IP connections via PC, Smartphone,  
PDA browser (additional to 5 standard connections)

Video transmission 
of Live and recorded 
images

Up to Real-time in total depending on IP connection (LAN, Internet, DSL, as well 
as via external additional equipment GPRS, HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, EDGE, 
LTE)

Recording speed Real-time, with IP cameras depending on the resolution

Recording media Internal 2 TB, 4 TB or 6 TB HeiTel HDD

Trigger to initiate 
transmission/ recording

Dry contact (for first 6 cameras), serial command and timer based (week) 
calendar, IntrusionTrace/digital input of selected IP cameras

Privacy Zones Depending on IP camera

Recording modes Image sequence, up to 50,000 events per camera with pre- and post alarm, 
continuous recording, all modes in conjunction with built-in timer based calender

Recording interval Event recording: intervall=0-999s and duration=1-999s separately adjustable for 
pre- and post alarm;

continious recording: intervall=0-999s timer controlled (event optimised 
recording possible) (value “0”= as fast as possible)

Callback Automatic callback to pre-programmed receiver stations with CamControl 
software

Remote Access and Evaluation
General features Remote access to live images, recorded images and remote setup-/

maintenance and recording via receiver software

Search criteria Site list and camera selection with support camera, time, date, event (contact, 
motion1) and graphical analysis of event and permanent recordings

Reference images Transmitter list and camera selection supported by object specific reference 
images

Access protection Multiple password levels and sophisticated user management

Interfaces
LAN interfaces 2 x built-in network adapters 

1GBit/s (one for camera network, 
one for configuration network), 
RJ45, full duplex, autodetection 
in LAN

PTZ Control Via onboard RS-232/485 (422) 
interface

Transparent 
data channel/
control 
interface

GPS, Transparent, Control via 
onboard RS-232 interface

Resistance-
monitored 
alarm inputs

6 alarm inputs (camera related), 
1 arm/disarm (D-Sub connection) 
and 1 tamper input (all on screw 
terminals)

Control 
outputs

4 relays- system error and/
or remote control purposes 
(changeover contact), max. 30V 
DC/1 A, 60V DC/0.3 A, 125V 
AC/0.5 A

HLI interface HLI interface for ADPRO PRO / 
PRO-E detectors

General
Operating 
system/ 
system design

HeiTel XOh, Linux-based  
PC-based hardware

Display 
element

LED: Power on, Error, Record

Set-up and 
Firmware 
update

Via local and/or remote receiver 
station via IP (LAN, Internet, DSL) 

Logging Transmitter-site event logging of 
essential basic functionalities and 
device status

Power supply 90-260 VAC, 50/60 Hz

El. power 
consumption

2.5A at 110V 
1.5A at 230V

Ambient 
temperature

+5°C...+40°C (+41°F...+104°F)

Housing/
Enclosure

19” rack unit:  
441 x 88 x 305 mm (WxHxD)

Weight 5.7 kg

Warranty 24 months

IntrusionTrace.h 
licenses

8 channels

Remotely 
Programmable 
NVR

The contents of this document are provided on an “as is” basis. No representation or warranty (either express or implied) is made as to the completeness, 
accuracy or reliability of the contents of this document. The manufacturer reserves the right to change designs or specifications without obligation and without 
further notice. Except as otherwise provided, all warranties, express or implied, including without limitation any implied warranties of merchantability and fitness 
for a particular purpose are expressly excluded.
Xtralis, the Xtralis logo, The Sooner You Know, VESDA-E, VESDA, ICAM, ECO, OSID, HeiTel, ADPRO, IntrusionTrace, LoiterTrace, ClientTrace, SmokeTrace, 
XOa, XOh, iTrace, iCommand, iRespond, iCommission, iPIR, and FMST are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Xtralis and/or its subsidiaries in the 
United States and/or other countries. Other brand names mentioned herein are for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective 
holder(s). Your use of this document does not constitute or create a licence or any other right to use the name and/or trademark and/or label.
This document is subject to copyright owned by Xtralis. You agree not to copy, communicate to the public, adapt, distribute, transfer, sell, modify or publish any 
contents of this document without the express prior written consent of Xtralis.

www.xtralis.com
UK and Europe +44 1442 242 330  D-A-CH +49 431 23284 1  The Americas +1 781 740 2223 
Middle East +962 6 588 5622  Asia +86 21 5240 0077  Australia and New Zealand +61 3 9936 7000
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HeiTel SDK

The HeiTel SDK (Software Development Kit) enables receiver-side 
integration of HeiTel video transmitters into 3rd party monitoring 
centre software using the HeiTel products CamControl SERVER and 
CamControl CLIENT.

Features of CamControl SERVER
 � MultiSite functionality for simultaneous connection of up to 50 
separately located video transmitters

 � Automatic forwarding of relevant transmitter-specific messages 
to the monitoring station Alarm Management Software

 � Recording of incoming video sequences in the receiver archive of 
CamControl SERVER

 � Automatic connection of CamControl SERVER with transmitter 
after alarm from site, free definable virtual tours and call back 
function

 � Receiver side event logging of relevant functions (e.g. user 
activity, alarm triggered connections and technical alarms)

 � Depending on integration degree, several monitoring terminals 
can access the CamControl SERVER

 � Depending on the server configuration the system functions are 
available via IP connections (LAN/WLAN, Internet, DSL, GPRS, 
HSDPA, CDMA, UMTS, EDGE) and dial-up connection (PSTN/
POTS, ISDN, GSM, HSCSD)

 � Downwards compatible with all HeiTel video transmitters installed 
to date

 � Additional interface for configuration of all connected HeiTel 
transmitters

 � Connection with alarm management software via TCP/IP 
protocol

 � Implementation of CamControl SERVER in combination with 
CamControl CLIENT is particularly easy and obtains full video 
management functionality 

Features of CamControl CLIENT
 � Intuitive operation due to integrated reference picture 
functionality and free definable camera groups

 � Online evaluation of pre-alarm sequences and hard disk 
archives with preview functionality

 � Automatic connection by transmitter-side alarms
 � Freely programmable observation tours
 � Local storage of transmitter configuration profiles and upload 
for reconfiguration possible

 � Multi-frame display with automatic transmitter identification
 � Tailor-made remote camera control under consideration of 
manufacturer specific functionalities for all common PTZ 
systems

 � Remote configuration also for HeiTel transmitters installed to 
date

 � User-sensitive password administration with individually 
programmable user rights
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Errors and omissions excepted, technical specification and availability are subject to change without notice

System Requirements
SERVER PC
Processor Pentium4 Processor with 3 GHz or (recommended)
RAM 512 MB (2-3 channels), 1 GB RAM (up to 4 channels), 2 GB RAM 

(more than 4 channels)
Operating System Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003/2008 R2, 

Windows 7
Hard Disk Hard disk size according to the intended recordings
Monitor 1 Monitor
Graphic Card Min. 32.768 or 65.536 colours
Interfaces Interface via COM Port (MOXA), Cfos or Network for connecting 

with transmitters (according to specifications), 
ISDN interfaces (as necessary), USB Interface for the dongle

Network Network card with 100 MBit; recommended 1 GBit
Hard Drive CD ROM/DVD hard drive for installation
CLIENT PC
Processor Pentium4 Processor with 2 GHz or more
RAM 512 MB or more
Operating System Windows® XP Professional with latest service pack, Windows 7
Hard Drive 1 GB hard disk capacity or more
Monitor 2 Monitors
Graphic Card Dual monitor support, min. 1024 x 768 pixel; recommended: 

1152 x 864 pixel for Event CLIENT monitor
Network Network card with 100 MBit; recommended 1 GBit
Audio oundblaster® compatible sound card for audio transmission 

(speakers, microphone, headset according to specifications)
Drive CD ROM/DVD hard drive for installation

 Functionality CamControl SERVER with 
CamControl CLIENT

CamControl SERVER with 
video integration by a 3rd 
party manufacturer 

Number of simultaneous video connections to separate transmitters 50 50

Operator-controlled camera switch and event-triggered video connection

Receiver-side recording of incoming video sequences

Remote camera control of all to date and future PTZ systems

Relays operation and relays function allocation

Picture quality query and adjusting

Status query of receiver, CamControl SERVER and video inputs

Online evaluation of hard disk archives with preview function —

Offline evaluation of CamControl SERVER archives

Remote configuration of HeiTel transmitter —

Receiver-side event logging of relevant functionalities

Compatibility of all to date installed and future HeiTel transmitter

Recommended Configuration including 
CamControl CLIENT

3rd Party Monitoring Centre Software CamControl CLIENT from HeiTel

3rd party monitoring centre server with central 
data base for administration of basic claims data, 
events and protocols

Video and interface management for all assigned 
HeiTel transmitter as well as the administration of 
the video archives

3rd Party Alarm Server CamControl Server
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Description
• 1/4” Super HAD CCD, Samsung optical 10x zoom
• Endless pan rotation (-45° to 90° tilt angle)
• Up to 63 programmable presets
• Less than ±0.1° preset aberration
• 8 programmable tours, 4 patterns 
• Alarm - Move the camera to programmed preset position with alarm trigger 

(max. 2)
• 4 Scan (Programmable speed and diagonal scan)
• Programmable Privacy Masking (4 zones)
• RS-422, RS-485 interface
• Multiple protocol (Pelco-D, Pelco-P, Wonwoo)
• Built-in Menu System for Setup of Programmable Functions
• Mechanical Auto Flip
• Programmable Zoom Speed (Optional Update tool)
• DC 12V, 18 W
• IP 64 weatherproofed
• E-mark for Vehicle Application

Rugged Mini PTZ CameraHeiTel™ WCM-101P

Accessories
Outdoor Camera Housing WCMH 
(black)

• Outdoor camera housing for WCM-101P 
for installation on the top of a car.

• The long term weathering resistance is 
secured by a special coating which is 
approved in the automotive industry and it 
offers an extremely good UV and scratch 
resistance.

• Due to the light reduction the black 
camera housing is not suitable for low light 
conditions.

Outdoor Camera Housing WCMH 
(transparent)

• Outdoor camera housing for WCM-101P 
for installation on the top of a car.

• The long term weathering resistance is 
secured by a special coating which is 
approved in the automotive industry and it 
offers an extremely good UV and scratch 
resistance.

• Not suitable for low light conditions.
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Rugged Mini PTZ CameraHeiTel™ WCM-101P
Specifications
Pictures
Image Sensor 1/4” Super HAD CCD
Picture Elements Effective Pixels: PAL: 440k
Resolution 570 TV Lines
Optical Zoom 10x
Digital Zoom Support (10x)
Lens Type 3.8 ~ 38 mm (F 2.8)
FOV 2.0° ~ 61.2°
Lens Mounting N.A
Focus Mode Auto/Manual
Noise Reduction Low/Middle/High/OFF
AGC Control Normal/High/OFF
Analog Video 
output

1.0 Vp-p / 75 Ω, BNC

Auto Iris Yes
Back Light 
Compensation

Low/ Middle/ High/ OFF

Day & Night (ICR) Auto/Manual
Minimum 
Illumination: B/W

0.02 Lux @ F 2.8

Minimum 
Illumination: Color

0.7 Lux @ F 2.8

Privacy Mask 4
S/N Ratio >50 dB (AGC Off)
Shutter 1/50 ~ 1/120,000 sec.
Synchronization Internal
Video Output 1.0 Vp-p / 75 Ω, BNC
White Balance Auto/ ATW/ Manual

(1.800° K - 10.500° K)

 
P/T Operation
Pan Travel 360° endless
Tilt Travel -45° ~ 90°
Manual Speed 0.1° ~ 100°/s
Presets 63 (less than 0.1° aberration)
Preset Accuracy +/-1°
Preset Speed 110°/sec. for PAN; 60°/sec. for TILT
Tour 8
Zone Title ON/OFF
Auto-Flip ON/OFF (rotate 180°)

 
Alarm
Alarm Wires 
Alarm Input 2 (NO/NC, Priority)
Alarm Output 2 Relay outputs  (Hold, Latch)
Alarm Reaction Preset, Sequence, Auto-Pan, Cruise

Interface
Interface RS 422/RS 485
Protocol Multiple Protocol (Pelco-D/

Pelco-P)
Address Up to 255 selectable ID

 
General
Construction Aluminium
Environment Outdoor
Power Source 12V DC
Power 
Consumption

18 W (42W with fan/
heater)

Operating 
Temperature

-20° C to 50° C (Fan & 
Heater on)

Operating 
Humidity

0% to 90%

Weatherproof 
Standard

IP 64 (with additional 
outdoor camera housing)

Regulatory CE, FCC, RoHS, E-mark
Dimensions    Ø 108.45 × 151.30 mm
Weight 1.2 kg
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Browser/Web server

�� Optional�access�protection�by�user-specific�password�prompt
�� Control�of�PTZ�functions�pan/tilt,�zoom/focus�as�well�as�
control�of�9�fixed�positions

�� Single�and�multi�image�display�(Quad,�Ten)�as�well�as�display�
optimisation�for�handhelds

�� Adjustable�picture�quality�in�three�steps
�� Uses�standard�Web�browser�functions�therefore�no�ActiveX�
security�issues

�� Additional�Web�API�Integration�based�on�http�commands�for�
live�video�display,�PTZ�and�relais�control

Platform-independent�live�image�transmission�and�remote�PTZ�
camera�control�via�standard�PC,�Smartphone�and�PDA�Web�
browser�

�� Integral�function�of�CamServer,�CamTel�SVR,�CamDisc�SVR,�
CamDisc�HNVR�and�Cam4mobile

�� Up�to�4�Web�server�connections�in�addition�to�up�to�5�
standard�connections

�� Compatible�with�common�handheld�products�(Smartphone,�
PDA)

�� Connection�via�numeric�IP�address�or�symbolic�name
�� Web�server�demo�adress:�http://webserver01.heitel.com�
(Username:�demo,�Password:�demo)

PC display

Handheld display



Display multi-camera (4)

Display multi-camera (10)

Pan/Tilt

Zoom/Focus

Selection of 
fixed camera 
positions

Camera�selection

Picture�quality�adjustable�
in�three�steps

Picture�quality

Fixed�positions

Camera�selection

System Requirements

Compatible�PC�Browser Internet�Explorer�(as�of�6.0),�Firefox�(as�of�1.5.0.1),�
Opera�(as�of�8.53)�with�Java�Script

Compatible�Handheld�
Browser

Recommended�configuration:�Opera�(as�of�8.5)�in�
combination�with�Windows�Mobile�as�of�5.0

A�constantly�updated�list�of�compatible�PC�and�Handheld�
browser�is�published�in�the�section�
“Service/Downloads”�at�www.heitel.com H
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Errors�and�omissions�excepted,�technical�specification�and�availability�are�subject�to�change�without�notice
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PC display

Handheld display

Display single camera Access protection by user-specific 
password prompt
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